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 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 AUGUSTAN AND JULIO-CLAUDIAN
 COURT SILVER

 Recent publication of the three gilded silver cups acquired by
 the British Museum has occasioned this reappraisal of certain

 early imperial silver cups1. In addition another silver cup,
 evidently found with the three now in London, has entered
 the collections of the Toledo Museum of Art in Ohio (Pi. 14,
 1.3.5) 2. Finally, the group seems to have included a ladle which

 is now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Pi. 15, 4.5) 3. The

 last two are published for the first time in these pages.

 This paper begins by inviting concentration on two silver cups,

 one known for a number of years and the one which is the
 most important among the three in the British Museum. The
 first, the so-called "Judgment of Bocchoris" (Bakenrenef) cup
 in Boston, was found by the Harvard University-Boston
 Museum expedition beside a royal tomb at Meroe in the Sudan
 (Pi. 10.13,5) 4. The second, the kantharos with scenes from the
 Orestes cycle, must be attributed on the grounds of style to a

 workshop in western Asia Minor (Pi 11, 1.2). Both vessels are
 masterpieces in illustrating the general symbolism of imperial
 art in the Greek East. The outward presentation of legend and
 myth is apparent in both instances, and the dependence in one
 case on an illustrated storybook and in the second on an
 illustration for a play can be reasonably postulated from
 parallels in Roman painting and the minor arts. Important to
 any consideration of Roman art in the East, however, is the

 unassailable fact that both cups have portraits of the Julio-
 Claudians among the principals of their respective scenes.

 The king on the Bocchoris cup has the features of Augustus.
 Save for the addition of a diadem, it is the portrait found on

 silver cistophori struck at Ephesus or Pergamon in the years 19

 to 18 B.C. (Pi. 15, 1) 5. The scene has never been interpreted in a

 completely satisfactory way. Proceeding from left to right
 around the cup, the figures are the king (Solomon-Bocchoris-
 Augustus), a basket, a gesturing executioner with his axe, two
 children clutching at the knees of an excited woman, a gesticu-

 lating man, and a chopping block beyond. Whatever the specific

 details of the story, the king is about to pardon or spare the
 distraught female and the children. The man at the right may
 or may not be pleased by this decision.
 The excavators are certainly correct in thinking the cup was
 made in Alexandria. Other finds in tombs of the period are
 also imports from this great Hellenistic centre. The presence of

 Augustus as Solomon-Bocchoris may be merely a conscious
 bit of meaningless self-amusement on the part of the metal-
 worker. It is dangerous to read too much into such works of
 decorative art. On the other hand, the scene on the cup may
 copy a monumental work, perhaps a painting, with political
 implications, with the type of flattery so expected in the arts
 of the Hellenistic and imperial East. In 25 B.C. the Augustan
 general Petronius invaded extreme Upper Egypt and the
 Sudan, to settle affairs there. The result was that by the end of

 the first decade of Augustus's sole stewardship of the Graeco-
 Roman world, the affairs of Upper and Lower Egypt could be
 said to have been successfully and peacefully resolved6. Could
 not the distraught woman symbolize Egypt, with the upper
 and lower provinces represented by her children? Since Augus-
 tus appears as Bocchoris, the scene assumes the significance of
 the new Pharaoh (Augustus) who brings happiness to the
 country of Egypt. This would be a typical manifestation of the
 sophisticated artistic thinking in the major workshops of the
 Greek imperial East.

 1 S. Haynes, Drei tteue Silberbecher im British Museum , AntK 4, 1961, 30-36 ;

 P.E.Corbett-D.E. Strong, Brit. Mus. Quarterly 23, 1961, 68-85.
 I wish to thank the Trustees of the British Museum, Mr. and Mrs. D.E.

 L. Haynes, Prof. P.E. Corbett and Dr. D.E. Strong for permission to
 reconsider the find and publish the photographs again.
 2 H. : 0.07 m. ; Diam. : 0.09 m. The Director, Otto Wittmann, Jr., has
 furnished the photographs. The substance of this paper was delivered as
 a lecture at the Worcester Art Museum in April 1961 : News Bulletin and
 Calendar 26 no. 7, 4. Miss Mary Comstock has collaborated in preparing
 these observations. Dr. H. A. Cahn, Mr. K.J. Hewett and Prof. K. Sche-
 fold provided helpful comment and references.
 3 L. (max.): 0.17 m. Seth K. Sweetser Collection. The photographs re-
 produced here were prepared with the collaboration of Mr. Edward
 J. Moore.
 4 H.: 0.103 m.; Diam.: 0.095 m. W.S. Smith, Ancient Egypt, as repre-
 sented in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (i960) 185 ff. fig. 126 ; D. Dun-
 ham, The Egyptian Department and its Excavations (Boston 1958) I26ff.
 fig. 101; idem, Royal Tombs at Meroe and Barkal, The Royal Ceme-
 teries of Kush IV (1957) 106 pl. 53. This cup was also gilded.

 5 Cat. Roman Coins Brit. Mus. 1 (1923) 114 no. 704 pl. 17, 12. The spe-
 cimen shown here is Coll. A. M. Woodward Sale, September 27th 1962,
 lot 280. Glendining Co. London. On the chronology and mints of cisto-
 phori discussed in these pages, see also A. M. Woodward, Essays in Roman
 Coinage Presented to Harold Mattingly (1956) 153 ff.
 6 J.G.C. Anderson, Cambridge Ancient History 10 (1934) 239-247.
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 The two cups acquired by the British Museum with the
 "Orestes" kantharos may be set apart from the main purpose
 of this study. They also have repousse decoration with traces

 of gilding, consisting of floral scrolls recalling the lower outside

 panels of the Ara Pads Augustae. The work is more delicate
 than that of cups made in Italy or Gaul. The gilt silver cup in
 Toledo features a symphony of Dionysiac motifs (Pi. 14, 1.3.5).
 The arrangement of details, but not the delicacy of design, is
 paralleled by a kantharos in the great cache of silver objects
 found at Berthouville (Normandy) in 1830 and now in the
 Bibliotheque Nationale7. A closer qualitative parallel exists in
 the Hildesheim treasure8. The ladle in Boston has a panther-
 headed terminal to the handle and a separately cast bowl the
 outside of which has an acanthus calyx like that of the giant

 Augustan or Julio-Claudian marble bowl in the Palazzo dei
 Conservatori (Pi. 15, 4.5) 9.
 The subject of the Orestes kantharos, in size as well as design
 the masterpiece of the group, is indeed a recondite piece of
 adaptation from the world of literature and the theatre. To
 paraphrase from the initial publications by P. E. Corbett and
 D. E. Strong, the scene is a unique representation in art of a
 legend which is believed to have been the subject of the
 Chryses , a lost play by Sophocles, and perhaps of another, also

 so entitled, by Pacuvius. It is known, though only in confused
 outline, from the Fabulae of Hyginus, a mythological hand-
 book of the second century a.d.
 The story, in brief, is that Chryseis is restored by Agamemnon

 to her father Chryses, priest of Apollo at Sminthe. She was
 with child, as she asserted, by Apollo; a son, also named
 Chryses, was born. About twenty years pass, and one day
 Orestes and Iphigeneia sought sanctuary at Sminthe. They, and

 Py lades, were flying from Thoas, king of Tauri, with the
 image of Artemis which they had stolen. The younger Chryses
 was about to surrender them to the king of Tauri when the
 elder Chryses tells the younger that Agamemnon was his
 father. He and his half-brother, Orestes, then proceed to kill
 Thoas.

 In the scene on the cup the elder Chryses has vanished, and it
 seems to be Chryseis who, more logically, tells of the relation-

 ship between the young men, and with Iphigeneia. Proceeding
 in a counterclockwise direction, the salient details comprise a
 tree with armour, the cult statue of Apollo Smintheus, the
 triad of Pylades, Iphigeneia and Orestes (clutching a tree).
 Orestes listens to the young Chryses who parleys with Thoas
 and an armed attendant. Between them is Chryseis, touching

 her son Chryses on the shoulder and pointing dramatically to

 the group of refugees at the shrine of Apollo Smintheus (Pi. 11,

 1.2).
 The breadth and depth of Graeco-Roman court metalwork in
 the East is measured in the simple statement that Orestes and

 Pylades are portraits of Julio-Claudian princes. Chryseis is,
 albeit distraught, a female member of the Julio-Claudian
 house. In the subtle and complex family struggles of the Julio-

 Claudians a solution to the political symbolism of this scene
 cannot be too difficult. A woman interceding with a younger

 man turns emotionally to two young men and a woman who

 are companions, that is family relations, in an important
 adventure. Several combinations are possible, if it is allowed
 that the family relationships of these Agamemnotes cannot be

 exactly paralleled. Orestes seems to be a portrait of Germanicus.
 Given this, the scene could show Livia interceding with
 Augustus on behalf of her grandsons Germanicus and Drusus
 Jr. (Pi. 15, 2). Iphigeneia, in this case, would be Agrippina, the
 widely travelled and faithful wife of Germanicus. On the other
 hand, all the Graeco-Roman world knew how Livia, through
 her second husband Augustus, advanced the fortunes of her
 own children Tiberius (Orestes) and Nero Drusus. Iphigeneia
 in this case could be none other than Antonia, the virtuous wife

 of Nero Drusus and daughter of Mark Anthony. The family
 resemblances in Julio-Claudian portraiture could allow other
 combinations of persons, but these examples make the point

 well enough.
 In the two sets of combinations suggested here, the principals

 (Germanicus-Orestes and Tiberius-Orestes) both had strong

 7 S. Reinach, Repertoire de reliefs grecs et romains 1 (1909) 67 ff., especially
 74 £

 8 Reinach, ibid. 164; E.Pernice-Fr. Winter, Der Hildesheimer Silberfund
 (1901) pls. 15. 16.
 9 Supra note 3. Cf. the ladle from a find at Prusias in Bithynia, in Mr.
 Walter Baker's collection, New York: K. A. Neugebauer, Antiken in deut-
 schem Privatbesitz (1938) no. 213 pl. 91 and parallels; D. vonBothmer,
 Ancient Art from NewYork Private Collections (1961) no. 266. The
 Conservatori marble bowl: D. Mustilli, II Museo Mussolini (193 1) 105 f.
 no. 6; H. Stuart Jones, The Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori
 (1926) 142 no. 22.
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 connections with Asia Minor. Tiberius was there as a high
 official tinder Augustus and again as a private citizen during his

 self-imposed exile on Rhodes. The last years of Germanicus
 and his untimely death in a.d. 19 were part of the story of the
 Greek East under Roman rule. It is important, therefore, that

 this particular Orestes myth should be the one that brings the
 triad to the shores of western Asia Minor. A clue as to where

 the cup was made lies in the fact that the image of Artemis
 clutched by Iphigeneia is nothing else than a miniature of the
 great Artemis of Ephesus. At this time Ephesus was one of the
 chief centres for production of imperial portrait cistophori , the

 largest silver coin in circulation in the Roman Empire. The so-
 called Apollo Smintheus on the kantharos may be a representa-
 tion of the cult statue of that shrine, but he also resembles a late
 Archaic to Transitional statue associated with Miletus or the

 sanctuary at neighboring Didyma. In short, the "Orestes"
 kantharos was packed with the literary, theatrical or dramatic,
 political, geographical and religious subtleties which delighted
 a learned man, whether Greek or Roman, in the Greek East

 of the Julio-Claudian period.
 A comparison between the five pieces of this newly publicized
 group of silver and the two principal cups in the Boscoreale
 find demonstrates a basic difference between major Greek and

 Roman imperial silverwork (Pi. 11, 3-6) I0. Although Alexan-
 drine designs exist in a number of Boscoreale cups and plates,
 the whole group was manufactured in Italy, that is in Naples
 or Rome. The Boscoreale silver is very much heavier, very
 much deader, in sense of liveliness, than the cups in the new

 group. The silver is of an Italian rather than an Asiatic quality.
 It is duller and denser. Such comparisons are self-evident when
 one looks at great numbers of denarii from the Rome mint as
 opposed to cistophori from the mint of Ephesus. It goes without

 saying that the Berthouville silver is Italian or, more likely,
 Gallic in manufacture.

 Few Greek, Asiatic or Egyptian finds of silver plate, in fact,
 have survived in proportion to the obvious amount of output.
 Too much must have gone into the melting pot from Islamic
 to Turkish to recent times. Greek and Asiatic Greek silver

 circulated throughout the Latin West and along the northern
 frontiers. The Hildesheim silver is certainly Asiatic Greek in

 manufacture; that is it was produced in western Asia Minor.
 Many have said that this treasure belonged to Varus, who died
 in the ambush at Teutoburger Wald in a.d. 9. Before assuming
 his ill-fated command in Germany, Varus was Legate in Syria

 and spent considerable time in the East. Others have seen the
 collection as an heirloom deposit of the second century a.d.
 One plate in the group contains a bust of Cybele in relief, and
 another contains a bust of the very Anatolian god Men, with
 his characteristic attributes of star-studded Phrygian cap,
 Gallic torque and lunar crescent. The find also includes a
 shallow kylix-like cup with a rinceaux enrichment like that of
 the ladle in the group under discussion here11.
 Returning to the Boscoreale silver, the two principal cups are
 two generations in advance of their time in presenting subjects

 worthy of Claudian or later state reliefs12. The first cup shows

 a homage to Augustus on the part of Virtus (or Roma), the
 Genius Populi Romani , Venus-Livia (with Victoriola), and Mars

 leading the provinces (Pi. 11, 3). On the other side of the same
 cup barbarians come to do obeisance to Augustus, who is
 enthroned amid his lictors and military guards (Pi. 11, 4). The

 Roman general who presents the barbarians has been identified
 as Nero Drusus, who died in 9 B.C. The other cup shows
 Tiberius in triumphal or, less likely, consular procession on one

 side and a sacrifice before the Capitol on the other (Pi. 11, 5.6).
 These scenes were first connected with the Consulship of 13
 B.C. and the sacrifice of a.d. 10 on the eve of Tiberius's de-

 parture to the Pannonian front. This spread of dates seems too
 great, and the Pannonian triumph of a.d. 12 seems the most
 likely event represented in both scenes. Mrs. I. S. Ryberg has
 put forth the persuasive suggestion that the scenes of the
 second cup copy reliefs on the arch of Tiberius erected on the

 10 Reinach, op. cit. (supra note 7) 83-97, with text on 83 and 97. For the
 Berthouville silver, see: E.Babelon, Le trisor d'argenterie de Berthouville
 (1916); Ch. Picard, MonPiot 44, 1950, 53 ff. and references.

 11 Reinach, op. cit. (supra note 7) 159 (Cybele and Men), 160 (cup);
 Pernice-Winter, op. cit. (supra note 8) pls. 4-6; M. Wheeler, Rome
 beyond the Imperial Frontiers (1955) 68 ff.; H. Kiithmann, Untersuchun-
 geti zur Toreutik deszweiten und ersten Jahrhunderts v.Chr. (Diss. Basel 1959).

 12 Basic publication: H. de Villefosse, MonPiot 5, 1889. See also Reinach,
 op. cit. (supra note 7) 93-97; E.S. Strong, Cambridge Ancient History,
 Plates 4 (1934) 128 f.; G. Rodenwaldt, Die Antike 13, 1937, 178 ff.;
 I.S. Ryberg, Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome 22, 1955,
 141 ff.
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 Capitol in a.d. 16. The scenes on the first cup could also derive
 from the same source. This would place the date of both cups
 early in the reign of Tiberius. Mrs. E. S. Strong dated them in
 the reign of Claudius, as copies of older compositions in a
 newer style; this would accord well with the date to be pro-
 posed here for the Orestes kantharos and its companions. The

 treatment of figures in depth and perspective, the groupings
 within the scenes, and the iconographic details are all fore-
 runners of what we have been trained to think was introduced
 to Roman art in Flavian state relief.

 The Bocchoris cup and the Orestes kantharos refer to Julio-
 Claudian events by the subtlest uses of allegory and myth. For
 this reason these cups are truly Greek imperial in concept. The
 Boscoreale cups present the deeds of Augustus and Tiberius
 with some allegory, concentrated in the scene of symbolic
 homage to the first emperor. The basic orientation of these
 scenes, especially those on the cup to Tiberius, is historical and
 ritual. In this respect these cups are monuments in the develop-

 ment of Roman rather than Greek imperial art. These com-
 parisons point up the different paths of development in the art

 of the two halves of the Empire through the reigns of Tiberius

 (14-37) and Caligula (37-41). Caligula is mentioned because
 he was assiduous in commemorating the older members of the
 Julio-Claudian house, and the Orestes kantharos may conceiv-
 ably have been made as part of this commemoration, or at least

 a reflection of it on the part of a private person of intellect,
 whether patron or master craftsman.

 There is a marked stylistic contrast between the figures of the

 Bocchoris cup and those of the Orestes kantharos. This contrast

 is a sure indication that the Bocchoris cup can be dated in the
 reign of Augustus, while the Orestes kantharos belongs to the
 period of Caligula or Claudius (41-54), who as brother of
 Germanicus was no less assiduous than his nephew in com-
 memorating the Julio-Claudians who had been wronged in the
 previous reigns. The persons on the Bocchoris cup are simply
 modelled, with clear silhouettes and drapery expressed in broad

 planes. Despite its drama, the scene is relatively restful,
 especially the seated Bocchoris- Augustus. All the surfaces of
 the Orestes kantharos are busy, and anatomy (Orestes) and
 drapery (Chryseis) are fraught with action. The simplicity of

 the chopping-block on the first cup may be contrasted with
 the almost-baroque complexity of paraphernalia around the
 tree and the shrine of Apollo Smintheus on the second. The

 same contrast between calm and disturbed surfaces is evident

 in Augustan and Claudian cistophori from western Asia Minor,
 especially those from Ephesus. The portrait of Augustus on the

 cistophorus already mentioned, and the reverse design, illustrate

 this early imperial canon of simplicity in numismatic silver.
 The cistophorus of Claudius, struck at Ephesus shortly after his

 accession in 41, presents a portrait in which hair, skin, bone and

 muscle ripple in restless lights and darks in a fashion similar to

 the details of the Orestes kantharos (Pi. 15, 3) I3. Since the foliate

 design on the bottom of the Orestes kantharos is similar to that

 on the other two cups in the British Museum it is tempting
 to date them also in the reigns of Caligula or Claudius, and to
 see them as links with the pre-imperial Hellenistic tradition
 of decorative silverware.

 In attempting to identify portraits on the Orestes kantharos,
 no mention has been made of the two figures parlaying, the old

 king Thoas and young Chryses, who are key persons in the
 drama. The old king is not a portrait, but Chryses seems to be.

 His features are very like those of the fourth emperor, Claudius,

 in whose reign it has been suggested here the kantharos and its

 related objects were made. Thoas is the typical late Hellenistic
 or early imperial conventional figure of an Eastern barbarian
 with cap, cloak, tunic and trousers. Chryses has the long neck,
 small chin, large eyes and flat forehead which make Claudius
 readily identifiable among his Julio-Claudian relatives. Other
 than the fact that Claudius did pay honors to the memory of
 Livia, to his deceased brother Germanicus, to his father Nero

 Drusus, to Agrippina the Elder and to others who had suffered
 in the last year of Augustus or in the reign of Tiberius, he has

 no special reason to be included on the Orestes kantharos un-
 less it were made in his reign or possibly that of his nephew

 Caligula. It may have been a piece of whimsy on the part of
 the silversmith, who having told his tale about the Julio-
 Claudians in literary guise could not resist placing one of the
 most ineffectual members of the imperial family in the key role

 into which he was propelled by the soldiers who dragged him
 from behind a curtain into the purple.

 Some light on the artists of these mythological-historical cups
 comes from a discovery made in 1920 in a Nordic chieftain's

 13 Cat. Roman Coins Brit. Mus. 1 (1923) 197 no. 229 pl. 34, 1. The spe-
 cimen illustrated is Coll. Woodward I.e. (supra note 5) lot 284.
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 grave at the village of Hoby on the island of Laaland in Den-

 mark. A pair of gilded silver cups of the usual skyphos type
 and of very superior workmanship are among the most
 important Mediterranean imports heretofore discovered on
 the extreme northern frontiers of the European continent (Pi.
 12.13, 1.2.4). They are both engraved, one in Greek letters and
 the other in Latin letters with the name of their Greek artist.

 The Latin signature reads cmrisophos epoi. The principal
 subject of one cup is Priam kneeling before Achilles (Pi. 12, 5 ;
 13, 1.2). The second cup presents the legend of Philoctetes on
 Lemnos (Pi. 12, 1-3). They are now ornaments of the National

 Museum in Copenhagen, where they have attracted perhaps
 more attention on the part of students of Roman civilization in
 Scandinavia than from historians of Hellenistic and Roman

 art I4. They have been generally, and certainly correctly, dated
 in the Augustan period. The subject indicates a date after
 19 B.C., the date of the artistically as well as politically all-
 important Parthian settlement.
 Each cup has a graffito of weight and the Latin name Silius on
 its bottom. These have been taken to be the mark and name

 of the owner. In the years 14 to 21 a certain Gaius Silius govern-

 ed Germania Superior and led a diplomatic expedition into the
 area of the Low Countries and Denmark. Although Silius is
 not a rare Roman name, the cups could very likely have been
 given by him to a local princeling, or, less possibly, were
 deposited by him in a place where they could have passed into
 the commerce of barbarian plunder.
 Connecting Silius with the artist Cheirisophos, if only by
 reason of the bilingual signature of the Greek artist, most
 authorities have given Central to Southern Italy as the place
 where the cups were created. The Cambridge Ancient History
 even narrows this down to "made in Capua". No immediate
 connection need exist between the owner's marks and those

 of the manufacturer. The signature in Latin would be not out
 of place in Greece, or especially in western Asia Minor, where

 Roman officials represented a class of wealthy patrons and
 where Greek imperial coins, obviously by Greek die designers,
 bore Latin inscriptions. If the cups passed directly from the
 workshop of Cheirisophos to the silver collection of Silius, the

 Greek could have very easily put the weight and the new
 owner's name of his handiwork in the form requested by the
 patron. In short, there is no reason why these cups were not
 produced in the Greek East, in Asia Minor or Egypt. The
 presentation of Roman history in the guise of Greek myth
 involved in the more important of the cups is very in keeping
 with the class of gilded silver vessels assigned here to Greek
 imperial workshops.
 The cup showing Philoctetes on Lemnos divides the scene into

 the unhappy beginning and the happier near-conclusion of the

 hero's decade of torment. The source of artistic suggestion is
 again the drama, the lost tragedy of Euripides. On the first
 side, the young Philoctetes, a veritable Polykleitan youth of
 the age of the Doryphoros, is having his snakebite attended to
 by a boy and two companions who are also Polykleitan in
 concept (Pi. 12, 4; 13, 4). On the principal side Philoctetes, now

 a bearded elder of a well-known Hellenistic rococo type, is
 being addressed by Odysseus, who brings Diomedes in his
 train (Pi. 12, 1-3). The bearded Philoctetes is seated, leaning
 on his bow in a manner which has suggested him as the subject
 of the Belvedere Torso. In neither side of this cup is there the
 suggestion of a portrait, even given the tendency of Graeco-
 Roman artists in the Augustan age to liken heroes in myth and

 drama to princes, old and young, of theJulio-Claudian house.

 The back of the second cup, the cup of Priam and Achilles,
 presents a Hellenic form of forerunner to late Mediaeval scenes

 of soldiers asleep at the Resurrection (Pi. 12, 6). Three Greek
 warriors, including Odysseus like a trophy under his Phrygian
 bonnet in the centre, recline in slumber. A biga at the right is
 attended by the elderly charioteer of Priam. On the side which

 gives the quintessence of the arguments proposed here, two
 young Greek warriors crouch at the left, and two women of

 the Greek camp kneel at the right. In the centre, Priam, aged
 and in Graeco-Roman barbarian costume, kneels to kiss the

 hand of the young hero Achilles (Pi. 12, 5; 13, 1.2).

 The head of Achilles is an unmistakable portrait of Tiberius
 (Pi. 13, 3). The two Greek youths on the left are also Julio-

 14 E.S. Strong, Art in Ancient Rome (1928) 2, 42 f. fig. 298; Cambridge
 Ancient History, Plates 5 (1939) 8f.; K. Friis Johansen, Nordiske Fortids-
 minder II 3 pl. 8 figs. 33.35; S. Reinach, Gazette des Beaux- Arts 1923,
 1 29 ff.; National Museum, Copenhagen, Guide (1955) 78 ff.; M.Wheeler,
 op. cit. (supra note 11) 36 f., suggests Asia Minor or Alexandria as the
 centres of production; G. Lippold, Antike Gemaldekopien (= Abh. Bayr.
 Akad.Wiss. 33, 1951) 16. Miss Elisabeth Munksgaard and Dr. Mogens
 Gjodesen kindly procured the photographs of the cups, which are in the
 Department of Danish Prehistory.
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 Claudians in heroic or semi-ideal form, he on the left being
 the popular general Germanicus and he on the right being
 Tiberius's son Drusus. Germanicus was son to Drusus the Elder,

 and Drusus Maior was younger brother to Tiberius. Therefore
 Germanicus and Drusus Junior were first cousins who stood
 in relations of power and heredity to the man whom Augustus
 (or Livia) picked to be second emperor in the line established

 by Julius Caesar's dictatorship. The important Julio-Claudian
 women of the last years of Augustus and the early years of
 Tiberius as emperor are not neglected. The Greek woman
 closest to Achilles-Tiberius is Agrippina the Elder, daughter
 of Augustus's admiral Agrippa and wife of Germanicus. The
 older lady at the right is Livia, wife (or widow) of Augustus
 and mother of Tiberius.

 Priam in homage to Achilles-Tiberius, therefore, becomes a
 symbol of something beyond mere insertion of an imperial
 portrait in a scene from the Iliad. In garb and behavior Priam
 is symbolic of the Asiatic barbarian world doing homage to
 the power of Rome. Tiberius took the return of the standards
 captured years before from Crassus by the Parthians in 19 B.C.

 This event became a never-ceasing theme in Augustan artistic
 policy15. Here it echoes in the minor arts, as it did elsewhere,
 and a Greek artisan has again paid a skillful compliment to the

 political world in which he worked by using Greek mythology
 as the vehicle for suggesting Roman glory in the Greek world,
 amid the members of the dynasty ruling in the years 10 to 20
 and to the benefit of the Pax Romana under which Greek

 civilization from 30 B.C. thrived and continued to grow.

 Augustus appears as the principal in another Homeric scene,
 on the silver bowl in Munich. This piece, much worn from
 having been polished in antiquity, appears to have been found
 at Ingolstadt in Bavaria16. The work is either Hadrianic or
 Antonine, after a model created in the early decades of Augus-

 tus's reign. The emperor appears as Achilles or Neoptolemus
 depending on whether the prisoners being slaughtered (or
 spared at the last moment) are those at the funeral of Patroclus

 or those taken at the sack of Troy. The reverse of the cup is
 mainly occupied with mourning women. Motifs relating to
 Roman triumphal art are evident, and the Munich cataloguers
 have noted that the group of commanders with bound
 "barbarians" is repeated on an Antonine sarcophagus in the
 Museo delle Terme in Rome I7. It is not strange to have this
 taste for Augustan court scenes carried on as late as the middle

 of the second century a.d. Hadrian initiated a strong revival of
 Augustan designs in the minor arts. A parallel in our own times

 is offered by the fashion for revivals of Napoleonic designs and

 objects.
 There is, however, another aspect, no less Greek, in the artistic

 message of this Asiatic and Egyptian imperial court silver. That

 is the possible message of political mockery or satire conveyed
 in some of these elegant scenes from literature, in which the
 principals are evidently Julio-Claudians. The Bocchoris and
 Orestes cups may fall in this category. The Hoby cup of Priam
 before Achilles is a straightforward historical compliment under

 the guise of the Trojan tales. The two principal Boscoreale cups
 are devoted, on one hand, to pure historical allegory and, on
 the other, to pure history. There is no touch of humor or
 satire, or concealed ridicule, in the scenes of homage to Augus-

 tus and of Tiberius sacrificing and riding in triumph.

 The notion of Augustus as an Egyptian Pharaoh or a Jewish
 King presiding over the squabbles of two women about one or
 more children may have been humorous to the Greek who made

 the cup or to the client who bought it, whether the latter was
 Roman, Greek, Jewish, Egyptian or Nubian. By 20 B.C. the
 delights of an Alexandrine education and the world of courtly
 intellect to which it gave access had long been open to the
 upper classes of non-Greek origin, as witnessed in the tastes of
 Herod the Great and by the Hellenistic statuette of a negro boy-

 orator, posed like Hermarchus of Mytilene, in Boston18.
 Presentation of Augustus, pacifier of Egypt, in this amusingly
 non-Roman legend could have appealed to any number of

 15 See AJA 61, 1957, 244 ff.
 16 Inv. no. 3391. Diam.: 0.13 m. U. Hausmann, Hellenistische Relief becher
 (i959) 40 pl- 45» I_4 '» F- Courby, Les vases grecs A relief (1922) 3 12 ff. fig.61 ;

 B. Schweitzer, Das Original der sog. Pasquino-Gruppe (= Abh. Sachs. Akad.
 Wiss. 43 [4] 1936) 13, 3 and 124 fig. 17; H. Brunn, Kleine Schriften 3 (1906)
 101; C. Friederichs-P. Wolters, Die Gipsabgiisse antiker Bildwerke (1885)
 no. 1998. 1 thank Prof. H.Diepolder and Dr. R.Lullies for opportunity to
 examine the cup in June 1961 and for access to the card with these re-
 ferences.

 17 NSc 1908, 235ff.; photo Anderson 2056; S. Aurigemma, The Baths of
 Diocletian and the Museo Nazionale Romano (1958)4 43 no. 89 pl. 17.
 18 See Classical J. 55, i960, 198 ff. fig. 7.
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 educated persons, Roman officials and otherwise, in touch with
 the Ptolemaic court jewelers and silversmiths working on in
 Alexandria after the deaths of Anthony and Cleopatra. It is not

 surprising, therefore, the Bocchoris cup found its way into a
 royal tomb at Meroe, into a necropolis which has yielded in
 the bronze bust in London one of the most striking portraits of

 Augustus as a young emperor.
 There is more bite to the message of the Orestes kantharos. It

 is well to have spoken of the subtle plays on intellect implicit
 in Julio-Claudian family foibles presented as the Chryses of
 Sophocles or Pacuvius, but the screaming intervention of Livia
 on the cup can also be taken as an acid commentary on the way
 she messed up the succession of Augustus by intrigue and even
 murder. In this case, if Livia is the distraught Chrysei's, then
 Asiatic court silversmiths or their patrons would have no
 difficulty in identifying Augustus with Apollo, his patron
 divinity. It was, after all, in claiming union with Apollo that
 Chryseis caused all the confusion and the near-tragedy of the
 legend. It was in securing for her children by a member of the

 Claudian family what Augustus should have given his own
 daughter and grandsons by his faithful admiral Agrippa or the
 descendants of his sister Octavia and Mark Anthony that Livia
 brought grief to so many innocent persons of all ages. The
 artist of the Orestes kantharos was resorting to the traditional
 vehicle of the Greek stage to scold the Julio-Claudians for their

 weaknesses in such a way that the artist would be safe to create

 more such masterpieces and the purchaser would be safe to
 display them in the luxury of his triclinium . Many a late
 Hellenistic artist must have heard what happened to Pheidias
 when he dared to place too bold a likeness of himself and
 Perikles among the Greeks fighting Amazons on the shield
 of the Athena Parthenos. The subtleties of silver and gold cups
 were safer.

 This notion of history and historical scandal clothed under the

 guise of myth or impossible beliefs no doubt found expression
 in paintings now lost to us. It certainly was current in cameos

 or cameo reliefs and their counterparts in glass. The Portland
 vase with its telling of the Atia tale is one illustration in the

 latter medium19. Apollo is said to have appeared to Atia in the

 form of a snake, and in this form to have become the father of

 Augustus. If, by chance, both the seated and the walking hero
 on the vase were portraits of Augustus, as well they may be,
 more biting satire is possible in the two scenes. In one, Dionysos-

 Augustus contemplates Ariadne-Livia asleep in the island of
 Naxos. In the other, Peleus-Augustus courts Thetis-Livia, who

 goes through her snaky transformations (reveals her snaky self)

 before he wins her. Neither comparison is particularly flattering
 to Livia.

 One silver cup does provide evidence that silversmiths could
 produce subjects highly unflattering to the Julio-Claudians. It
 is the cup with scenes of two male couples in symplegmatic
 poses formerly in the Edward Perry Warren and Asa Thomas
 collections and now (1961) in the London art market (Pi. 14,
 2.4.6) 20. Said to come from Pompeii, this cup is very much in
 the style of those from Hoby and was probably produced in
 the Greek East. On one side an elderly man with the features
 of the Pheidian Zeus is coupled with a Julio-Claudian prince.
 On the other side, the scene involves two princes, one older
 than the other, with faces like Tiberius and Drusus Jr. A lyre,

 pipes, curtains and, in front of the first scene, a little boy open-

 ing a door to peep in fill the background. Needless to say, this
 type of cup was produced for private viewings by a very
 limited, extremely sophisticated audience.
 There remains the splendid cup with Dionysiac scenes in
 Toledo (Pi. 14, 1.3.5). Style suggests it must be contemporary
 with the Orestes kantharos. The focal point is the altar or
 baetylus between the satyr and the Silenus head lying on the
 edge of the tortoise-shell kylix which forms the bottom of the

 cup. On top of the altar is a high-handed skyphos or a kantha-
 ros, and a filleted thyrsus is wrapped around the shaft. Beside
 the head of the young satyr at the left appears a tambourine,
 and a gnarled tree rises behind the Silenus at the right. Beyond

 him and beneath the tree is a large tortoise-shell lyre, and
 cymbals hang from a branch directly above. Going to the right,

 the farther reaches of the branches display a goat's skin, while
 below, a basket of fruits or flowers is hung from a pedum so as

 to rest on the ground.
 On a circular altar or base, a large metallic krater rises nearly to

 19 As has been pointed out in the brilliant monograph of E. Simon, Die
 Portlandvase (1957). See the cogent comment of D. E. L. Haynes, Bur-
 lington Magazine 99, 1957, 391.

 20 The foot of the cup is missing, as is the case with the British Museum
 and Toledo cups; it is 0.09 m. in height.
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 the upper moulding, and another young satyr's or maenad's
 head lies in the foreground, rolled to the right and facing. With

 open mouth and incised pupils, the head produces quite a
 terrifying effect. The next scene grows out of the round base

 and consists of Pan-pipes suspended from a filleted pedum,
 which rises up to the right. The last vignette leads out of the

 Pan-pipes. It centers on a rocky landscape on which an old
 satyr's head appears, with thyrsus, oinochoe and tasseled
 pedum behind. A head of Pan is at the left, in front of the rock,

 and a rhyton with branches of laurel rising up the rock left and

 right forms the frontispiece of this section of the design.
 Beyond, the rock disappears behind the head of the young
 satyr to the left of the altar. The series of decorative details has
 run its full circle21.

 The designs are both bold and delicate. The art is that of ac-
 complished late Hellenistic decoration. The facing Silenus mask
 partakes of the ideal naturalism accorded portraits of Socrates
 and Homer. The details of furniture and nature are not

 veristic to the point of being fussy. Despite its baroque qualities,

 the design as a whole is not really cluttered. Cups like this that

 show Dionysiac symbols rather than Dionysiac myths or
 processions give a great opportunity to the artist to mix
 objects and nature in imaginative juxtaposition. Above all, the
 craftsmanship is at the same superb level of the British Museum

 vessels. The outside skin of the cup, the cast and hammered
 metal of the reliefs, is thin and precisely worked in the touches

 which have made the difference between a masterpiece and
 merely a good piece of silverware.

 Addendum

 It has long been recognized that the Triptolemos in the centre
 of the silver dish in Vienna from Aquileia is an imperial portrait.

 Claudius, with his three children, was the widely-accepted iden-

 tification, but H.Mobius, Festschrift fur Friedrich Matz (1962)
 80-97, has demonstrated that this early imperial masterpiece in

 the Alexandrian Hellenistic tradition commemorates Mark An-

 thony, ancestor of the later Julio-Claudians. Clearly, the game
 of identifying the families of Anthony and Augustus can be

 played in silverware for years to come. The other great imperial

 age of this type of production was the fourth century a.d., but

 the products were political in purpose and overt in imperatorial

 iconography.

 LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS

 PI. 10 Cup from Meroe. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts
 Acc. no. 24.971. Museum Photos

 PI. 11, 1.2 Kantharos, Details. London, British Museum
 Acc. no. 1960.2-1.1. Museum Photos

 PI. 11, 3.4 Cup from Boscoreale. Paris, Louvre. After MonPiot 5,
 1889

 PI. 11, 5.6 Cup from Boscoreale. Paris, Louvre. After MonPiot 5,
 1889

 PI. 12, 1-4 Cup from Hoby. Copenhagen, Danish National Museum.
 Museum Photos

 PI. 12, 5.6 Cup from Hoby. Copenhagen, Danish National Museum.
 PI. 1 3 , 1 .2 Museum Photos
 PI. 13, 3 Head of Tiberius. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts

 Acc. no. 88.346. Museum Photo
 PI. 13, 4 Detail. See PI. 12, 4
 PI. 13, 5 Detail. See PI. 10, 1.
 PI. 14, 1 .3 .5 Cup. Toledo (Ohio), The T oledo Museum of Art

 Acc. no. 61.9. Museum Photos
 PI. 14, 2.4.6 Cup. London, Market. Photo L.H. Hildyard
 PI. 15, 1 Cistophorus of Augustus (19 to 18 B.C.). Photo H. A.Cahn.

 1:1

 PL 15, 2 Asses: a of Drusus Jr., b of Germanicus. Coll. Voltz, Basle.
 Photo H. A. Cahn. 1 : 1

 PI. 15, 3 Cistophorus of Claudius (41 A. C.). Photo H. A. Cahn. 1 : 1
 PI. 15,4.5 Ladle. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts Acc. no. 61.159.

 Museum Photos

 21 The monumental prototype and parallels for this design begin with the

 trophies and armour of the balustrade of Eumenes II at Pergamon
 (197-159 B.C.) and carry into Greek imperial theatre decoration, such as
 the frieze of the theatre at Side in Pamphylia.
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 Greek and Etruscan Painting:

 A Giant Red-Figured Amphora

 and Two Etruscan Painted Terra-Cotta Plaques

 IN I848 in his classic work, The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, George Dennis
 described the Etruscan site of Tarquinii (Mediaeval Corneto):

 "On approaching Corneto, cultivation gives place to bare, undulating downs.
 The 'Queen of the Maremma' comes into view at the distance of several miles,
 crowned with a tiara of many towers, and enthroned on the extremity of a long
 barren ridge, whose strangely broken surface at once arrests the eye. To the right,

 separated from it by a deep vale, stretches a parallel ridge, browed with white

 cliffs. This once bore the walls, the temples, the palaces of ancient Tarquinii -
 that contained its sepulchres. The one was the city of the living; the other the

 city of the dead. Once, how different! now, but too similar - rivals in desolation!
 The whole is a wild and dreary scene. Not a tree on either height, or in the vale
 between - wide sweeps of bare country on every hand - the dark, serrated range

 of the Tolfa to the south. An aqueduct of many arches occupies the foreground;
 and the sunny blue of the Mediterranean, the only cheerful feature in the land-
 scape, gleams on the horizon."

 By contrast to the landscape, Dennis described the "Grotta del Triclinio," the
 most celebrated of the tombs at Tarquinia (Fig. I8), in terms of rich warmth:

 "This tomb is entered in the same way as the last. (A descent of about twenty steps,

 hewn in ancient times from the solid rock, leads to the entrance of the tomb, which

 is closed by a modem door. This opens into a spacious chamber.) The first peep
 within it is startling, especially if the sun's rays happen at the moment to enter

 the chamber, which they do in the course of the afternoon. Such a blaze of rich
 colour on the walls and roof, and such life in the figures that dance around!
 In truth the excellent state of preservation - the wonderful brilliancy of the
 colours, almost as fresh after two or three and twenty centuries, as when first
 laid on - the richness of the costumes - the strangeness of the attitudes - the
 spirit, the vivacity, the joyousness of the whole scene - the decidedly Etruscan

 character of the design, distinct at once from the Greek and from the Egyptian,

 yet in certain points approximating to both - render this one of the most interesting
 tombs yet opened in Etruria."

 The great century of Etruscan painting extended from 550 to 450 B.C. The prin-
 cipal centers, so far as we know, were at Caere (Cerveteri) and romantic Tarquinii
 (Tarquinia), near the coast running northwest from Rome to Vulci. There must
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 v. Herakles and Apollo Struggling for the Delphic Tripod. Red-Figured Amphora.
 Attic, ca. 5 I0 B.C.

 William Francis Warden, Catharine Page Perkins and James Funds. 63.1515
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 2. Maenad between two Silens. Second Side.

 I5I
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 have been many masterful and important religious or domestic paintings in temples

 and houses, but with few exceptions all that we have of Etruscan painting comes from

 richly decorated underground tombs. Since the rooms of these tombs were often

 made to seem like the interiors of houses, in a certain sense Etruscan funerary painting

 gives us a greater understanding of domestic decoration than we might otherwise

 have.'
 In the sixty years from 550 to 490 B.C. Etruscan painting was dominated by styles

 originating ultimately along the Ionian or west-central coast of Asia Minor. Greek

 artists may have brought these styles with them when and if they came to work for

 the Etruscans. Wealth from iron and wheat also led the Etruscans to import ex-

 tensively from Greece and the Greek East, and Greek ceramics, terra cottas and

 metalwork from Ionia found their way into the scrutiny of Etruscan artists. Since
 Etruscan overlords themselves may have come from or lived in southwest Asia

 Minor in the age of migrations, their descendants in the later sixth century B.C. had

 an affmity for the art of this region. It is both a coincidence of influence and one of

 temperament that the heavy-bodied, scoop-nosed wrestlers in the Tomb of the

 Augurs at Tarquinia, about 525 B.C., look like the plump boys who wrestle in Lycian
 or southwest Anatolian funerary sculpture of the end of the Archaic (Greek) period.

 And the winged being, the "Lasa," who carries off a woman in one of the so-called

 Campana plaques from Caere, about 530 B.C. (Fig. 8), is one and the same in several
 respects with the Harpies from the late Archaic Harpy Tomb at Xanthos in Lycia,2

 slightly inland and just around the curve of the Turkish coast from the island of

 Rhodes.

 From 490 to about 440 B.C. some of the greatest underground tombs were lav-

 ishly decorated at Tarquinia. These comprise the rather garish, almost crude Tomb

 of the Leopards (Figs. I6-I7) and the famous, elegant Tomb of the Triclinium
 (Fig. i8), or the pleasing, sometimes provincial Tomb of the Funeral Couch. The

 paintings of these tombs adhere in general and specific respects to the principals of
 Archaic Greek art as we know them from Athens or the Greek islands in the genera-

 tion from 520 B.C. By the middle of the fifth century, the age when the temple of

 Zeus at Olympia was being built and the Parthenon in Athens was being planned,
 Etruscan tomb painting was trying to replace Archaic decorative force with High

 Classical composure, simplicity, and even grandeur. As the frescoes in the Francesca
 Giustiniani tomb indicate, Etruscan craftsmen were not interested by nature in

 classic harmony and contained composition. They preferred more stirring decora-
 tion, and, with four or five exceptions, after the age of Perikles and Pheidias in

 Greece, that is after about 430 B.C. at the latest, Etruscan painting in Italy cannot
 really hold our interest as a great art.

 Something must be said about the background of Etruscan painting in its most

 famous decades. By 490 B.C. the Etruscan cities northwest of Rome were flooded
 with gorgeous works of Athenian and South Italian Greek art, particularly the
 magnificent Attic vases which present severe, animated figures in red clay on a
 background of glistening black glaze. Etruscans collected, admired, catalogued
 these vases, and placed them in their tombs. Etruscan painters, or Greeks summoned
 from Southern Italy, incorporated the styles and designs of these vases in their
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 repertory. In doing this, these artists were also marching side by side with the styles

 and compositions of monumental paintings of the late Archaic and Transitional
 periods in Athenian art, the decades from 520 to 470 B.C. It is well known to all that

 little or nothing of famous monumental Greek painting survives from this period,
 save on vases. What does survive of Greek painting is important and decorative but
 not really impressive in scale of conception. Therefore, Etruscan painting is of great

 importance for the degree to which it reflects in various ways the lost masterpieces

 of Greek painting in fresco and on boards or canvas. Etruscan painting, however,

 is a thousand things more than just a reflection of lost worlds in Greece. It is no mere

 academic exercise or fumbling essay in what Greeks at home could always do better.
 There are poor as well as good Etruscan paintings, but the better survivors breathe

 all the freedom, breadth, creative force and personality which we find in other
 aspects of Etruscan art.

 The Athenian vase-painter Euthymides worked in the red-figured technique in

 the last years of the sixth and the first years of the fifth century B.C., the decades

 leading to the Persian Wars.3 His large, extremely decorative yet very powerful
 compositions, and those on the giant vases of his contemporaries, made a great im-
 pression in Greece, Southern Italy, and among the Etruscans who imported them

 for their houses and, ultimately, for their tombs. A giant amphora, well over two

 feet high and in top condition, has recently entered the Museum collections and may

 be taken as typical of the best that influenced artists painting in Etruria (Figs. I-2).4

 On the principal side Herakles and Apollo struggle for the sacred tripod of Apollo's
 shrine at Delphi in Central Greece. Herakles, head in profile and body facing us,
 has the tripod slung firmly across the right shoulder and his club, smallish like a

 baseball bat, in his lowered right hand and across the right knee. Apollo seizes
 Herakles by the left elbow and seems to threaten him further with the bow in his

 extended left hand. A quiver on Apollo's back implies that, if Herakles breaks loose
 and runs, Apollo can always resort to his far-darting weapon. As it was, the other

 Olympian divinities intervened, and the hero Herakles gave back the ornament of
 the sun-god's shrine on Mount Parnassus. The figures are enframed by the archi-
 tectural ornament of the vase and divided by a palm-like tree, a striking vertical

 through the center of the picture plane. Their names, quaintly spelled, are written
 around them. The device of separating figures in various silhouettes and poses by a

 strong vertical of a tree or a plant was very popular in Etruscan tomb paintings of
 the three decades following the creation of the Euthymidean amphora.

 On the second side of this vase, a Maenad or female follower of the wine-god
 Dionysos revels between two Silens. She wards off the advances of these long-eared,
 horse-tailed creatures with branches that end in trailing vines. Her costume, sleeved

 tunic and long cloak with zig-zag borders, is that worn by the Late Archaic maidens

 (Korai) in marble set up on the Acropolis at Athens. The cloth in the hair, a full
 version of Sappho's famous mitra or headband, sets her off as something slightly

 strange and as someone quite unlike a pretty little girl dedicated to Athena of the
 Acropolis. The whole scene of revelry, three evenly-spaced figures in an architectural

 setting, strong currents of motion and silhouette, and expressive heads with arresting

 eyes and open mouths, is just what an artist working at Tarquinia, Caere, or Vulci
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 3. Man Playing Double-Flutes. Painted Terra-cotta Plaque. Etruscan, ca. 470 B.C.
 William Francis Warden Fund. 62.363
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 4. Lady with a Lyre. Painted Terra-cotta Plaque. Etruscan, ca. 470 B.C.

 William Francis Warden Fund. 62.362
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 would have translated into terms of dancing and music-making at an Etruscan
 banquet, the type represented on the walls of tombs.

 In the great century of Etruscan painting from 550 to 450 B.C., the tombs with
 scenes painted directly on their walls are common enough, but painted plaques or
 pinakes have always been rare indeed. The male flutist and the lady with her lyre

 recently added to the collections in Boston must have been attached to the walls of

 a tomb by metal pegs through the four holes visible at regular intervals in the sur-

 faces (Figs. 3-4).5 Plaques such as these, in effect either like portable walls or panel

 paintings, could have been at home equally in Etruscan temples or the halls of im-
 portant secular structures. There is no reason why similar plaques could not have

 adorned the outsides of major Etruscan buildings. The number "II" painted near
 the lower left corner of the plaque with the flutist and the number "III" at the lower

 right of the lady lyre-player are indication that these two plaques were part of a

 series. The artist used these guides to show his contemporaries and us how the
 plaques were to be mounted and displayed.

 Each figure is framed at top and under foot by architectural motifs. Above, there

 are a fillet and ovolo, followed after an interval of buff ground by a wave pattern
 running from left to right and merging into a broad band. Below the figures there

 are broad bands, each broken by a maeander pattern in the form of crenelation.
 A male player of the double-flutes is wreathed, with at least one stem of the

 wreath projecting above his head. He walks firmly on the broad band above the
 maeanders. His costume comprises a chiton and a heavy cloak, the latter really a
 version of the early Etruscan toga. Below the flutes, on which he blows and fingers

 with vigor, there is a thin, severe plant with a heavy stalk, small pointed leaves, and

 alternating large berries. The plant rises in an almost perfect vertical, the stalk

 tapering from top to bottom like the shaft of a lance.

 The lady who plays the seven-stringed lyre wears a fillet in her hair and walks
 rather than stands on her broad band. Her costume comprises an elaborate chiton

 with borders and hems, a himation or short stole with looped knots or swatches of
 drapery and trailing ends, and sandals, the last tied around the ankles in a manner
 still fashionable in the Mediterranean. She is holding her instrument by a cloth strap

 attached to her left wrist, and she strums on the seven strings with a plectron in
 her right hand. The cloth strap which joins the left wrist and the frame of the lyre

 has six small tassels at its opposite end. A large tortoise shell appears to form the

 box of the lyre. A somewhat wavy plant with three pairs of flopping leaves and
 incipient flowers at the top rises vertically below the bandbox of the lyre. While
 the flutist's plant is direct and masculine, echoing his own pose and proportions, the

 lyre-player's floral accompaniment partakes of all the distraught charm which
 she herself exudes.

 5.-7. Priests and Priestesses, or Divinities, in Processions.
 Painted Terra-cotta Plaques. Etruscan, ca. 530 B.C.
 London, British Museum. Reproduced by Permission of the Trustees.

 8. Quasi-Mythological Scene. Painted Terra-cotta Plaque.
 Etruscan, ca. 525 B.C. Paris, Musee du Louvre.

 9. Procession of Priests and a Priestess, or of Divinities. Another plaque.
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 These two plaques were probably painted in the decade from 470 to 460 B.C.
 The full profile, free hair, largish eye, and active yet articulated drapery of the lady

 suggest the broadest development of Etruscan monumental decoration under the
 influence of forms apparent in Attic red-figure vase-painting of the time of Euthym-

 ides, the first years after soo B.C. It must have taken Etruscan painters about a

 generation to develop their own vocabulary from Athenian Greek expressions and
 conventions of the years just before and during the Persian Wars. The flutist, how-

 ever, seems even more conservative, having something of the Eastern Greek or
 Ionian emphasis on posture and processional profile that influenced the Etruscans in

 their painting from 550 to 500 B.C. He is somber and slightly less appealing, perhaps

 because he relies less on Attic interior line and more on color than the lady, and he
 has lost much of his color. His feet are planted in full profile, one behind the other,

 while the lady's right foot is considerably foreshortened. Still we have nothing so
 large (each plaque being about four feet high) and nothing so complete in surviving

 Etruscan painted plaques of the last great decades of Etruscan painting. Both plaques

 symbolize Etruscan painting in its strong dependence on the Greek and in its pro-
 vincial charm and immediacy. Both plaques illustrate Etruscan love of music and

 dancing. Duets involving a lyre-player and a flutist are found in a number of
 painted tombs.

 The most famous sets of Etruscan painted plaques are the so-called Boccanera
 slabs from the hill known as La Banditaccia at Caere, now in the British Museum

 (Figs. 5X7),6 and the slabs from the Campana Tomb on the hill known as Monte
 Abetone across the small valley at Caere, now in the Louvre (Figs. 8-9).7 The slabs

 discovered by the Boccanera brothers in I874 are often dated about 550 B.C., and
 those from the tomb or find named for the nineteenth century Italian archaeologist

 Giovamni Pietro Campana (I845) are usually thought to be no more than a generation

 later.

 Both the Boccanera and the Campana plaques set an early model for those in

 Boston, in that figures move in slow or rapid motion in a definite direction between

 painted architecture of various sorts. The Boccanera slabs have an elaborate guilloche

 above and strong vertical stripes filling half the remaining surface. In the Campana

 plaques the figures are larger in relation to the total area, but a thin, wild maeander

 dominates the top, and a strong checkerboard (in the colors of Purina cereals) fills
 the lower area. The plaques in Boston partake of the more integrated large-scale

 (megalographic) figure-painting of the fifth century B.C. Figures dominate the orna-

 ment, as they should do in paintings designed for walls. In the Boccanera slabs the

 designs in sequence, or the separate panels, suggest flattened enlargements from the
 curved surfaces of a large Greek vase.

 We cannot be sure whether the processions of men and women in the Boccanera
 slabs represent divinities or priests, priestesses and magistrates, or a mixture of same.
 The lady with snake-entwined skirts may be a divinity, Etruria's answer to the

 snake-entwined females of Knossos in Crete nearly a thousand years earlier. The
 bearded men in one panel look somewhat like.Zeus and Hermes. What we do know
 is that the artist who painted these slabs was influenced by the painting of the Greek

 islands closest to Asia Minor (Chios) and the neighboring Ionian coast. Such paintings
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 1o. Herakles and Hesione, Charioteer. Column-Krater. Late Corinthian, ca. 550 B.C.
 Helen and Alice Colburn Fund and Gift in Memory of Stephen B. Luce. 63.420

 II. Procession of Elders Led by Flutist. Second Side.

 _5ze ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5
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 I2. View of the top of the previous Column-Krater.

 I3. Column-Krater (view of top). Attic, ca. 550 B.C.
 Gft of Edward Robinson and Edward Perry Warren by Exchange. 60.1452

 i6o
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 14. Woman and Elders between Sphinxes.

 i 5. Siren and Two Leopards. Second Side.

 i6i
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 were transmitted to him through East Greek vases and designs in metal. The block-
 like silhouettes of the figures are in many ways the forerunners of the sense of

 coloristic solids found in the flute-player of the plaques now in Boston. The faces

 of the Boccanera men or male divinities are not as far from the face of the Boston
 flutist as the plump, bird-like faces of the Boccanera women are from the more-

 Attic face of the Boston lyre-player. The Boccanera women are stiff, little, self-

 contained caricatures of charm. The lyre-player sweeps along on her strong, awk-
 ward feet.

 The Campana slabs also partake of the Greek East, but they are more refined,
 more elegantly Archaic than the Boccanera creatures. The male figures suggest the
 development culminating in the Boston flutist. The females, whether the soul or

 spirit being carried by a divinity (perhaps an Etruscan version of Iphigenia at Aulis)

 or whether the woman or divinity in procession, have the tight little almond eyes
 and flat colors of East Greek painting. This is in marked contrast to the blurry-haired

 broadness of Boston's lady with her lyre. In both the Boccanera and Campana slabs
 the drawing of feet, whether in oriental pointed slippers or bare, is carried out with

 a minimum of simplicity and solid color, floppy outline in the first set of slabs and
 more detailed, tighter drawing in the second.

 Among other vases recently acquired by the Museum, a Late Corinthian column-

 krater, found years ago at Caere (Figs. IO0I2), and an Attic black-figured column-

 krater (Figs. I3-I5) show how major centers of Greece itself were handling the
 theme of men and women in processional friezes, in the very years just before the
 Boccanera slabs were being painted. Both the Corinthian column-krater8 and its
 Athenian counterpart9 were produced in the decade from 56o to 550 B.C. Both are
 by artists whom we should call charming and slightly old-fashioned rather than

 great, and therefore both vases can be set nicely alongside the Boccanera and Cam-

 pana slabs. On one side of the Corinthian column-krater, a charioteer gallops his
 quadriga of one white and three black horses off in one direction, while Archaic
 Herakles and his shovel-faced lady companion Hesione fire arrows and hurl rocks

 at the monster in his cave under the sea. This beast, or ketos as the Greeks called him,

 had threatened Hesione in the usual manner of these hero-maiden-monster myths.
 This rare and unusual myth must have captivated the Etruscans, for it also appears

 in their repertory of painted vases.I0 The procession of elders above the animals,

 real and androgenous, on the second side is a contrast in spade-bearded, angular-
 clothed stylization to the plumper elegance of the Boccanera slabs and the more
 firmly controlled calligraphy ofthe Campanapinakes.

 The same can be said for the bearded elders facing a richly-clad lady between
 elegant sphinxes on the Attic column-krater, so called from the columnar shape of
 its handles. These elders are somewhat crude in their efforts to mix stylization and
 elongated elegance. Both vases rise to interesting, even amusing heights of callig-
 raphy in the pairs of heads, male and female or both male, on their handle-plates.
 It has been said in these pages and elsewhere that Etruscan painters copied Greek
 painting on walls, on plaques and on other monumental surfaces, as transmitted to
 Etruria by the art of Greek vase-painting. At least, as the Boccanera and Campana
 plaques demonstrate, better Etruscan painters had the good sense not to use inferior
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 i6. Man with Kylix. Detail of the Tomb of the Leopards at Tarquinia.

 17. Flutist and Lyre-Player. Another Detail.
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 i8. Flutist in Landscape. Detail of the Tomb of the Triclinium at Tarquinia.

 Corinthian and Attic models when excellent East Greek prototypes were at hand.

 The disruptions of Persian conquest and Greek revolts in the late sixth and early

 fifth centuries cut Etruria off from East Greek painting, and it was then that the

 good Athenian models like the Euthymidean amphora occupied the attention of

 Etruscan painters. Out of this milieu came the animated, provincial figures reveling

 on the right side wall of the Tomb of the Leopards at Tarquinia in the decade from

 480 to 470 B.C. (Figs. I6-I7). The famous male flutist moving away from a dancing
 lady on the right wall of the Tomb of the Triclinium at Tarquinia, the height

 of Graeco-Etruscan elegance, was painted about 470 B.C. (Fig. i8).Ii

 The music-makers in the Boston plaques, falling in the years immediately subse-

 quent, make a splendid comparison with these and a host of other paintings from the

 classic Etruscan tombs. In their boldness of line and grouping of colors, the flutist

 and his companion with the lyre revive the dignity and gaiety of Etruscan festivals

 and perhaps of certain Etruscan funerals.12

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 NOTES

 i. Every decent bookstore bristles with
 books, good and bad, on Etruscan art in
 general, Etruscan painting in particular.
 In the realm of painting one of the most
 seductive books, because of its appealing

 colors and concise chapters, is M. Pallot-
 tino, Etruscan Painting, Skira, Geneva,
 i952. The bibliography on p. I33 is very
 good. Anyone using this book for more
 than passing pleasure, however, should
 read its review by A. Rumpf, in
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 American Journal of Archaeology, 6o, I956,

 PP. 74-78. My candidate for an excellent
 general survey of Etruscan art is by P. J.
 Riis, An Introduction to Etruscan Art,
 Copenhagen, I953. All of the famous
 Etruscan paintings, wall-paintings or
 plaques, discussed here as parallels for
 or antecedents of those now in Boston,
 are described in these works. For inter-
 pretation, F. Poulsen, Etruscan Tomb
 Paintings, Their Subjects and Significance,
 Oxford, I922, is still pleasant reading.

 2. For these ideas in detail, see the article by
 M. Renard, "Confrontations. A propos
 de quelques oeuvres de l'archaisme
 etrusque," Hommages a Albert Grenier,
 edited by Marcel Renard (Collection
 Latomus, volume LVIII), Part III,

 Brussels-Berchem, I962, pp. I299-13I4.
 Archaic painting and sculpture from Ionia,
 Caria, Lycia and Phrygia, the principal
 western areas of Asia Minor, are well
 illustrated and described in E. Akurgal,
 Die Kunst Anatoliens von Homer bis
 Alexander, Berlin, I96I.

 3 He is mentioned in all the handbooks.
 See especially, J. C. Hoppin, Euthymides
 and his Fellows, Cambridge (Mass.), I9I7;
 G. M. A. Richter, Attic Red-Figured Vases,
 A Survey, New Haven, i958, p. S5s, etc.

 4. The exact height is 25? inches (o.65 m.).
 The vase is described as no. 26 in the
 catalogue, Le Dessin dans L'Art Grec, G.
 Maspero, Paris, 27 March to I5 June I963.
 Herakles is labelled (in the genitive):
 HERAKLEOS; and Apollo appears as
 APPOLLONOS (both retrograde). Between
 them is written KALOS (Beautiful! or
 Splendid!, an obvious comment on
 the scene).

 P. Flutist: Height: 444 inches (I. Ia im.);
 width: 2034 inches (0.52 m.). Lyre-
 player: Height: 4334 inches (i.io m.);
 width: as previous. Annual Report,
 1962, pp. a8ff.; Greek, Etruscan and
 Roman Art, p. i9i, fig. i82, p. I99;
 American Journal of Archaeology, 67, I963,
 p. 43I.

 6. There are five of these slabs: R. P. Hinks,
 Catalogue of the Greek Etruscan and Roman
 Paintings and Mosaics in the British Museum,
 London, 1933, pp. 3ff., under no. 5.
 Other fragments of slabs were discovered
 not long ago at Caere, part of a frieze
 showing Perseus killing the Gorgon
 Medusa: Pallottino, Etruscan Painting,

 p. 36. For the site, there is Pallottino's

 The Necropolis of Cerveteri, Rome, Ig50,
 in the series of small, pale blue guides
 published by the Libreria dello Stato.

 7. Pallottino, Etruscan Painting, pp. 3 3-36;
 M. H. Swindler, Ancient Painting, New
 Haven, 1929, p. 243, in a famous chapter
 on Etruscan painting; G. M. A. Richter,
 Ancient Italy, Ann Arbor, I955, p. 9, fig. 37.

 8. Height: I3 inches (0.33 m.). For similar
 Late-Corinthian column-kraters, see H.
 Payne, Necrocorinthia, Oxford, 1931,
 nos. I45iff.

 9. Height: io inches (o.255 m.). M.F.A.
 Calendar, 1962, March (handle-plate).
 From Muinzen und Medaillen Sale XVI,
 Basel, I956, no. 87; H. H. Kricheldorf
 Sale VI, Stuttgart, i958, no. 34. The artist
 has been identified by Sir John Beazley as
 "The Painter of Louvre F6"; this vase is
 considered his best work: seeJ. D. Beazley,
 Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters, Oxford,
 i956, pp. I23-I29, especially pp. I24f.

 io. J. D. Beazley, Etruscan Vase-Painting,
 Oxford, I947, pp. I24-I26. See also, for
 the myth, F. Brommer, Marburger
 Winckelmannsprogramm, I955, p. I3,
 pL. 3 (an Attic kylix in Taranto, Italy).

 i i. For the tombs at Tarquinia, see also P.
 Romanelli, Tarquinia, The Necropolis and
 the Museum, Libreria dello Stato, Rome,
 I959.

 I2. WilliamJ. Young and Joseph W.
 Harrington treated the surfaces of the
 Etruscan plaques in Boston and touched
 in the areas missing between the breaks
 in such a way as to fool no one about
 what is ancient and what is filled in.
 They also set the frames on the backs of
 the plaques into steel bars for easy trans-
 port and mounting. Edward J. Moore
 and his colleagues worked hard to make
 most of the photographs used here.
 Others are the work of Dietrich Widmer.
 Dietrich von Bothmer, Mary Comstock,
 Alice Graves, and others contributed in
 various ways. D. E. L. Haynes and
 D. E. Strong kindly provided the photo-
 graphs of the Boccanera slabs, repro-
 duced by permission of the Trustees of
 the British Museum. The photographs
 of the two plaques in Paris, the so-called
 Campana slabs, were sent by Jean Char-
 bonneaux of the Musee du Louvre and
 are reproduced through his good offices.
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 I. Etruscan Leopard seen from below. William Francis Warden Fund. 611.30

 2. & 3. Rear view and side view of the Leopard in Fig. i.

 2

 3
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 4. Frontal view of the Leopard in Fig. I.

 An Etruscan ZOO Revisited
 Leopards, Lions, Sphinxes, and a Hippocamp

 EXCAVATIONS in the great Etruscan necropolis at Vulci in the second quarter of the

 nineteenth century produced many monumental Etruscan creatures in stone. Most
 of these disappeared, having been recorded only in mediocre line drawings.' Now
 Etruscan beasts, real and mythological, are on the prowl again. In I96I the Boston
 Museum snared a winged lion, of a type fairly well known in other collections, and

 a leopard that for a time seemed to be a unique survivor of its species.2 At the end

 of I963 the Museum received two more such leopards as gifts, proving the danger

 of boasting that anything once beneath the Mediterranean soil can be considered in
 any way "unique." Mr. Horace L. Mayer also presented the collections with two
 Etruscan nenfro sphinxes, and meanwhile a hippocamp or sea horse in the same lime-

 stone-like material entered the Museum in I962. Such startling additions to the
 repertory of archaic Etruscan sculpture call for comment.

 The first Boston leopard, seen here in a series of views never published before, still

 stands or sits as the touchstone for compact svelteness in such beasts. Seen from

 slightly below, at the angle that might correspond to his appearance over the lintel
 of a tomb at Vulci, he is perhaps slightly less benign and "patable" than in the more

 orthodox view from straight on (Figs. I, 4). When viewed in lengthwise profile
 from front to back, it is evident how his face and powerful limbs retreat within the

 massiveness of a body dominated by the whipcord arch of the neck (Fig. 3). Like

 I03
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 S. Second Etruscan Leopard. Gift of Horace L. Mayer. 63.2756

 contemporary Greek sculpture of the archaic period, the profiles of the leopard were

 certainly sublimated to linear definition of architectural setting, the post-and-lintel

 system of Greek temples, houses and tombs. One of the most satisfying views of
 Boston's foremost feline is, strangely enough, from the side that was invisible in

 antiquity (Fig. 2). Here silhouette and structural simplicity vie with the texture

 of the volcanic stone in presenting an awesome beast of timeless unreality. He could
 be a bit of Mediaeval heraldry or a Staffordshire dog gone wild. The Etruscans were

 not blessed with the rich Parian, Pentelic or Phrygian marbles used by the Greeks,

 but in this leopard they certainly learned to make mute nenfro speak.

 The second leopard to land in Boston definitely bears out the notion that these

 beasts were disposed in pairs, addorsed architecturally (Fig. s). Placed opposite the
 first leopard, he is his reversed companion in all respects. That the sculptor or sculp-

 tors were not really used to projecting such monumental felines from small Corin-

 thian vases or terra cottas is manifest in the cramped proportions of this leopard.
 His head is larger, his paws are heavier, and his body appears to be shorter than that

 of his counterpart. He was broken through the middle in falling from his ancient

 perch, but apparent joins suggest his shortening is not due to modem restoration.
 In the detail of the plinth and in the crisp carving of ears and face, he is somewhat

 better preserved than the first leopard. He has many of the same qualities of a gentle

 I04
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 6. Third Etruscan Leopard. Gift of Horace L. Mayer. 63.2757

 7. Etruscan Leopard. Once New York art market. Photograph Taylor and Dull.

 'Os
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 feline. Taken separately, the first leopard still seems to me to pack more aesthetic

 power. Taken together, however, the pair of beasts is unrivaled for their insight into

 archaic Etruscan symmetry in the major arts. A date of about 575 B.C. still seems valid.

 While some Etruscans of these years were reveling in their gentle felines, others

 were contemplating beasts much more ferocious in nature. The third Etruscan leopard

 in the Museum is a huge, snarling brute, with malevolent eyes, a twitching nose, and

 ears lying back almost flat along the cranium (Fig. 6). Even the pointed shape of his

 haunches echoes the aggressive thrust of his personality. Legs and much of the right

 side are broken away, with ruts and grooves, as if he had lain face down as building

 material or a paving block in the Middle Ages. Now, perhaps even more than when

 complete, the long body and small head give this leopard a sense of volume radically

 different from that of the previous pair. When complete, he would have been in all

 respects well over half again the size of the other two. He arrived in two installments,

 and there was even a slight doubt as to whether one or two more leopards were in-

 volved, but the break through the back joined, and mounting has proven the effec-

 tiveness of the ensemble. A curious double tail, probably a stylized outline to suggest

 the folds of his skin, enframes the haunches. His true tail probably once ran along

 the plinth.

 To date this third leopard has no known surviving pendant, but he performed

 an architectural function similar to that of the first two leopards. A leopard once in

 the art market in New York, and now in a European private collection, bears this

 out (Fig. 7).3 More complete in body but less so in face, this is another spiritually

 maladjusted feline. Of tiny face and massive paws, he is poised alertly to spring in
 one of several directions for a tempting piece of meat. His size indicates he can have

 been no pendant to the third leopard now in Boston, for by comparison he is a tiny

 animal, almost an overgrown wildcat rather than a jungle beast. Of all the archaic
 Etruscan sculptures in nenfro, these leopards are closest to zoological reality, for,
 unlike the lions, they have no wings, and, although derived from Greek ceramic

 decoration, they recall beasts that may have populated remote sections of Central
 Italy and were certainly found in Asia Minor and the hills of the North African

 coast in the sixth century B.C.4

 The hippocamp falls in a somewhat different category (Fig. 8).5 Although taken
 from the world of Greek mythology, the seas populated by the daughters of Nereus

 who rode about on such beasts in the company of Tritons, hippocamps were very
 popular in Etruscan art. They appear in sculptured stone in coffered tomb reliefs of

 the sixth century B.C. from Tarquinia, and as small bronze attachments of the archaic

 period from Perugia.6 One or two other fragments of freestanding nenfro hippo-
 camps have been documented. In the fourth century and later, the motif of paired

 hippocamps, or a hippocamp facing a sea wolf, occurs frequently on the fronts
 of Etruscan sarcophagi. By this later date archaic decorative directness has been
 naturalized by fresh iconographic and stylistic stimuli from the south Italian Hellen-
 istic world.

 Boston's sea horse has a double mane, side fins and a fin behind the lower part of
 his body. Set on his rectangular plinth, he was meant to be seen from his right side.
 Much of the equine head, the protruding forelegs and, of course, the tail are missing.

 io6
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 8. Etruscan Hippocamp. Left Side. Gift of Wentworth Bunsen. 62.793

 The fact that the hippocamp was carved to be seen facing to the right suggests that,

 like the leopards, he too had a pendant and that they were set on a lintel or a wide

 molding. The end wall of the Tomba del Barone at Tarquinia, about 500 to 490 B.C.,
 shows this arrangement of addorsed hippocamps in painting, with the freedom and
 marine additions appropriate to the medium. The Museum's hippocamp seems to

 have been carved about S40 B.C., a date arrived at by comparing him with later
 winged lions. His sharply-delineated fins, his rubbery tail, and the little folds of skin

 or flesh at the top of the neck appear more sophisticated, certainly more facile than

 the direct impact of silhouettes and surfaces in the leopards. Thus, it is tempting to

 think that the generation which had learned to carve monumental leopards and

 winged lions led to a generation which enjoyed the lively, complex rhythms of a

 sea horse on a small, square plinth. The Etruscan hippocamp is a cousin to Bellero-

 phon's winged horse Pegasus, having chiefly the addition of the marine tail. The

 notion of a horse with wings, or fins and tail, reached Etruria from Greece in a
 variety of media, from vases to small bronzes or terra cottas and engraved gems.
 In the late archaic period the design was even to appear on Greek coins from north-
 west Asia Minor, coins which have been excavated in the Italic world.7

 If the hippocamp needs some slight explanation for its appearance in monumental

 Etruscan art, the Grecian sphinx, equally fantastic but more familiar to the ancients

 I07
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 9. Etruscan Sphinx. Gift of Horace L. Mayer. 63.2758

 io. Headless Etruscan Sphinx. Gift of Horace L. Mayer. 63.2759

 1o8
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 and to us, needs none. For many generations before their arrival in the repertory of

 Etruscan archaic sculpture, the sphinx with its head of a woman and body of a small

 feline with curled wing had permeated mainland and Peloponnesian Greek art from

 the eastern coast of the Mediterranean. By 600 B.C. there were already monumental

 marble sphinxes as warning and protecting demons atop the thin, rectangular shafts

 of Attic grave stelae.8 Sphinxes were dedicated on columns and shafts in the major

 temple precincts of Greece.9 A roving Etruscan sculptor had to journey southeast

 across the Adriatic at least no farther than Olympia to see one or more marble
 sphinxes beautifully wrought in the early archaic style. Thus, it is an understandable

 surprise, but one of no mean importance, when two nenfro sphinxes of the second
 generation of the sixth century B.C. can be described here as new denizens of the

 Boston collections. Like leopards, Etruscan sphinxes have been known since Lucien

 Bonaparte's excavations at Vulci, but they are also rare.'I

 Compared to all the leopards, both sphinxes are relatively small. The larger of the

 two is more forceful, perhaps cruder, and more suggestive of late Dedalic sculpture
 from the Peloponnesus (Fig. 9). Left eye, nose, mouth and chin have been damaged;

 the start of the left front leg survives. The curved wing is in perfect preservation, as

 it loops back tojoin the body. It gives the seated sphinx a look of crouching alertness.

 The large eyes and broad, flat face, by contrast, produce an almost bland vision of
 slightly provincial, early archaic sculpture in southern and western Greece. Heavy

 curls of hair are wrapped across the top of the head and around the back of the skull.

 They hang down either side of the face, enframing it in a broad semicircle. The force

 and charm of this sphinx lie mainly in the fact that the lines or grooves of the hair

 are carried right on in the muscles of the left leg, the feathers of the wings and the

 hair or fur on the haunches. The overall pattern is that of a heavy, rope bath towel.

 Although headless, with most of the legs, haunches and plinth missing, the second

 sphinx shows more masterful carving (Fig. io). The curled wing (not hollowed),
 the broad breastbone (with necklace and stylized lines of the forelegs), and the hair
 arranged in regular plaits down the back of the neck derive from the Attic funerary

 sphinxes, or from their cousins made at Tarentum in southern Italy. An Attic funer-

 ary sphinx in the Metropolitan Museum, a marble possibly as early as the late
 seventh century B.C., demonstrates the Greek prototype for these features. The vol-

 canic stone of this creature is redder than that used for any of the six other Etruscan

 beasts in Boston. This, plus the contrast of firm fillet-lines and feathers, make what

 remains of the second sphinx a very satisfying demonstration of how well an Etruscan

 sculptor of around 570 B.C. could carve when he tried to follow the best Attic or
 early Ionian Greek models.

 In MFA Bulletin No. 31$ (I96I), the first Boston leopard was compared with the
 lion-leopard in the west pediment of the archaic temple at Corfu, with a small

 terra-cotta leopard from Boeotia, and with the leopards on an Etruscan bucchero

 oenochoe of the second quarter of the sixth century B.C. Boston's winged lion was
 likened to the winged, bird-footed lion incised and painted on a Middle Corinthian

 alabastron of about 590 to 575 B.C. Now, a recent addition to the collection of early
 Corinthian vases enables us to see all the creatures loved by monumental Etruscan
 sculptors at a glance. On an Early Transitional Corinthian oenochoe of about 640

 IO9
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 i i. Corinthian Oenochoe, Early Transitional Period, 640-630 B.C.
 Gift of Miltotn Chtutley. 64.14

 12. Left Side of the Oenochoe. I3. Right Side of the Oenochoe.

 IIO
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 to 630 B.C. sphinxes, lions, a seemingly ferocious leopard, and even a leopard-bird,
 parade around the frieze amid other animals (Figs. Ii-i3)."I The oenochoe is ex-

 ceptional in quality and as well preserved as most of the best similar vases. The colors

 are black, red and orange on buff clay.

 The alert little sphinxes, flanking a siren, have the curled wings which Etruscan

 sculptors of the following generations exploited in nenfro. They also have the same

 schematic division of chest, haunch and leg muscles found in the headless nenfro

 sphinx discussed here. Their hair likewise falls in plaits down the backs of their
 necks. The lions beyond the sphinxes are wingless and walking, but they show the
 same silly laughs which Etruscan sculptors in monumental stone borrowed to make

 inito a kind of Near Eastern roar. The leopard beyond the stag grazing behind the

 lion to the right of the central group (Fig. I2) and the leopard-bird looking out at us

 from behind the lion to the left of the group (Fig. I3) have the type of head with

 long-nose, coffee-cake ears and lunar face, copied by the sculptor of the largest, the

 snarling nenfro leopard now in Boston (Fig. 6). On later Corinthian vases, and their
 imitations made in Italy, the leopards in the friezes or decorative registers clearly

 divide themselves into two types. There are the quiet, thoughtful, contemplative

 felines, like overgrown house cats. Then there are the larger, prowling, snarling
 jungle beasts. In the first two nenfro leopards in Boston, the tradition of the quiet

 14. Etruscan Lion (Wings Lost). Oxford, Ashitivoleati AlIuseu,,,.

 III
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 is. Forepart of an Etruscan Winged Lion. William Franicis Wardeni Fund. 6i.131

 i6. Etruscan Winged Lion. Courtesy the Metropolitan Aluseuin of Art, Rogers Fund, I960.

 1 12
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 feline has been adapted to large-scale sculpture in stone. In the third nenfro leopard

 and in its smaller counterpart in Europe, the sculptors have turned to the Greek
 ceramic tradition of the big beast with evil in his eye.

 The winged lions in Boston (Fig. i5) and New York (Fig. i6) must have come
 from the same tomb in the Vulci necropolis, perhaps from the dromos or passageway

 leading from the ground above to the sunken portals at the entrance to the burial
 chambers. Other lions were certainly with them. One of these appears to have found

 its way into private possession in Switzerland and thence, by way of Sotheby's, to

 the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (Fig. 14). The wings are missing, and the feet
 have vanished too. Otherwise, this lion is clearly by the same sculptor or group of
 sculptors who fashioned the beast in New York and his less complete counterpart

 in Boston. The Swiss-Oxford lion combines elements in both of his American
 counterparts. His eyes, the muscles at the top of his forelegs, and his lolling tongue
 are like those of the Museum's beast. The flesh above his jaws and the lines on his
 body parallel those of the creature in New York. As a trio the three lions demonstrate

 how Near Eastern uniformity and Etruscan imagination could be combined in a
 series of sculptures whose function as guardians of the dead must have served most
 effectively, with dignity but not without a touch of humor.12

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 NOTES

 i. A recent, very exhaustive book has col-
 lected the known archaic Etruscan sculp-
 tures in stone, exclusive of the host of
 animals and fantastic creatures that has
 appeared on the art market in recent
 years: A. Hus, Recherches sur la statuaire
 en pierre etrusque archaique, Paris, I96I

 (Bibl. des Ecoles Frangaises d'Athenes
 et de Rome, Fas.^. I98).

 2. MFA Bulletin, No. 3I5 (I96I)
 pp. I3-21; Annual Reportfor 1961, pp. 43,
 47; Illustrated London News, 29 April I96I,
 p. 717; Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Art,
 fig. i8i.

 3. He is 31 inches long and I9'2 inches high.
 The second Boston leopard is also 31
 inches long, while the third has an over-
 all length of 43 inches.

 4. Hus had published a winged leopard in
 Hommages a' Albert Grenier, ed. M. Renard
 (Collection Latomus, vol. LVIII, Brussels-
 Berchem, I962), Part ia, pp. 829 ff.;
 see also Recherches sur la statuaire en pierre,

 Vulci, no. 35, pI. xxvi.

 5. See G. M. A. Hanfmann, American

 Journal of Archaeology, 67, I963, p. 227.

 6. See G. Q. Giglioli, L'Arte Etrusca, Milan,
 I935, pIs. 73, no. 3 and 86, nos. 4, 8, io.

 7. See, generally, K. Shepard, The Fish-
 Tailed Monster in Greek and Etruscan Art,
 New York, I940, Appendix II.

 8. They are collected by G. M. A. Richter
 in The Archaic Gravestones of Attica,
 London, I96I.

 9. See D. K. Hill, "Hera, the Sphinx,"
 Hesperia, Journal of the American School
 of Classical Studies at Athens, 13, 1944,

 PP. 353-60.
 io. H. A. Cahn, Muinzen und Medaillen,

 Auktion XXII, 13 May I96I, p. 8, no. 9
 (and refs.). Also AJA 68, I964, p. 340.

 i i. Compare Muinzen und Medaillen,
 Auktion XXVI, 5 October I963, pp. 29 f.,
 no. 59 (and refs.). AJA 68, I964, p. 389.

 I2. Mary Comstock, Alice Graves, Julia Green
 and others have collaborated in pre-
 paring these remarks.

 Mrs. Ann Brown kindly supplied details
 of the Ashmolean lion (I963.32; also
 Sotheby Sale, 29 October I962, lot io8).
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 ELEVEN GREEK VASES IN BOSTON

 IHE ELEVEN MYCENAEAI, early Greek, classical, and Italic vases dis-
 cussed here have come to the Museum

 of Fine Arts, mostly by gift, within the
 past six years. They are all unusual
 and interesting for a variety of reasons,
 mythological, archaeological or aes-
 thetic. All are little known to the classi-

 cal world, and most of these vases have
 never been published before.1

 A large krater or ceremonial bowl
 with two vertical band-handles and a

 high, slender foot is Mycenaean work of
 the thirteenth century B.C. (Figs. 1, 2).2
 The painted decoration above the bands
 and between the handles is quite mod-
 ern in its loosely primitive fashion. On
 one side a mountain goat stands facing
 a panel of dotted, superimposed loops
 (probably representing a mountain);
 beyond there is a series of floral de-
 signs and more of the curious sugges-
 tions of geography or topography. The
 opposite side is filled by three more
 mountain goats, moving along at a flop-
 py gallop.

 Comparative evidence suggests that
 this vase was found on the island of

 Salamis in the bay not far from Athens.
 The decoration, therefore, is of interest
 as early evidence of the Attic urge to
 decorate a monumental vase with fig-

 ures in carefully defined areas of geo-
 metric or architectural painting. The
 clay is a warm buff, like vanilla ice
 cream, and goats, landscape, and
 stripes are done in a chocolate brown.
 Other monumental figured Mycenaean
 vases of the century of the Trojan War
 have been found at Pylos and in the
 Argolid where Mycenae itself is lo-
 cated. The tradition continued on Cy-
 prus. There the repertory of decoration
 came to include chariots and human

 figures as well as what is seen here.3
 From the mere standpoint of pleasing
 shape and decoration, the later Greeks
 could hardly produce a better piece of
 painted pottery.

 About six hundred years later, that
 is around 600 B.C., a potter in the Cy-
 cladic islands of the Aegean produced
 an amphora which is very classical in
 shape but which has vestiges of older
 decorative motifs on the neck. These

 designs go back to the Greek world of
 the second millennium B.C. (Fig. 3).4
 Our eyes are led to these zigzags, ver-
 tical squiggles, and concentric circles
 (the last two designs forming reversed
 "SOS's") on the neck. In this vase,
 work of the so-called Orientalizing pe-
 riod of Greek art, the colors are red
 and black in alternating designs on buff
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 194 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 clay. Black glaze is visible on the lip
 and on both handles, a suggestion that
 we are chronologically almost in the
 period of Archaic amphorae in Attica.

 Rare though these Cycladic "SOS"
 vases be, they traveled about the Medi-
 terranean world in antiquity, for an-
 other was found in an Archaic tomb

 at Syracuse in Sicily.5 These vases are
 among the last noteworthy products of
 the Cycladic potter's art, for by the
 time we reach the Archaic period in
 the Cyclades, that is from the middle of

 the sixth century B.C., the islanders
 were importing their better vases from
 Athens. This is evident in recent finds

 of splendid Attic black-figured vases
 from tombs on the island of Thera.6

 Contemporary with, or slightly older
 than the Cycladic amphora, is a little
 aryballos from Crete (Fig. 4).7 It too
 stands near the end of a long tradition
 of making fine vessels, the Minoan
 wares of Crete having been famous in
 preclassical times. The Cretan love of
 exuberant decoration is present here,

 -iiliiii

 i-ii--:i -'

 ~ i::

 3 :,

 __ ..... ::
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 .......... ;;iiiini~~liiii:ii~iiiirii~: ...

 FIG. 1. GOAT, MOUNTAINS, AND REEDS: MYCENAEAN KRATER, 13TH CENTURY B.C.
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 ELEVEN GREEK VASES IN BOSTON 195

 in a little master's fussy and delicate
 way. In red and reddish black on tan
 clay, we see floral circles, bands and
 dots, and various filling ornaments, in-
 cluding bees. Even the bottom (not
 shown) is decorated with a four-petaled
 flower and four little designs to fill the
 remaining empty space.

 Confirmation of the Cretan prove-
 nance of this class of funerary vases
 comes from the presence of similar
 pots in excavated tombs of the very
 late Cretan Geometric period. 8 In Greek

 art at this date, contemporary with the
 first monumental marble statues in
 Athens, vases related to this aryballos
 or oil-flask were also being produced
 on the island of Rhodes and along the
 Ionian coast of Asia Minor.9 None of the
 East Greek relatives, however, has the
 floral fullness and imagination seen
 here.

 One of the finest surviving examples
 of Etruscan vase-making of the seventh
 century B.C. is a cup or pyxis (a jar,
 without its lid) which was found in the

 .. . ... ......... .

 .: ...:::: ::
 t...

 ..............

 . ..... ....

 : ::: :::::

 FIG. 2. THREE GOATS: OTHER SIDE OF FIG. 1.
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 FIG. 3. CYCLADIC AMPHORA, CIRCA 600 B.C.

 4A_::u: I::::

 fit?a- l_ -i~ :::-::::

 FIG. 5. ETRUSCAN PYXIS, 700 TO 600 B.C.

 Etruscan necropolis of Cerveteri many
 years ago (Fig. 5).1o Its rather unusual
 decoration relates it to Italic work far-

 ther to the south and thence across the

 Ionian Sea to the "Protocorinthian"

 phase of wares from the great early
 Archaic exporting center of Corinth.
 Such parallels as exist, however, are
 in the shape of amphoras and are in the
 major vase collections of France, Ger-
 many, and Denmark, rather than in the
 contexts of use or excavation.11

 i:

 . ..... ..

 4 i ll

 : :,:::- r,

 'r~~.......
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 FIG. 4. CRETAN ARYBALLOS, CIRCA 600 B.C.
 FIG. 6. POSEIDON, NEREUS, AND DIONYSOS:

 LEFT OF CONTEST SCENE (FIG. 7).
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 ELEVEN GREEK VASES IN BOSTON 197

 Between broad, dotted bands and pairs
 of narrow fillets, we see the principal
 motif, two snakes with overpainted
 dots. More dots, and large diamonds,
 serve as filling ornaments, and the bot-
 tom (not visible) is decorated with con-
 centric circles and dots. The colors are

 three shades of brown on buff, with the
 dots on these colors (on the snakes and
 bands) being in applied white. The
 Etruscans loved undulating forms in
 their painted decorations, and the
 snake (favored by their best ceramic
 artists) answered all the requirements
 of an orderly, schematic restlessness.
 In the view shown here, we see the
 tail of one snake curling leftwards be-
 side a top and frontal view of the fork-
 tongued head to the second snake
 turned to the right.

 The charm of Attic black-figure paint-
 ing in its earlier phases is summed
 up in a small pyxis of about 550
 B.C., with its lid preserved (Figs. 6, 7,
 8).12 On the lid, amid filling ornaments
 and encircled by ivy leaves, there are

 a lion, a goat, and a pair of Sirens.
 On the concave body, the artist has
 used a well-known myth as an excuse
 to present a majestic congregation of
 divinities. In a wide frieze, between
 bands of dots, Herakles (standing at the
 right) tries to seize the Delphic tripod
 from Apollo, at the left. Behind Hera-
 kles stand Zeus, Hermes, and a man
 holding wreaths. Behind youthful Apollo
 we see Poseidon with his trident, Ne-
 reus with a fish in his right hand, Di-
 onysos with a vinelike staff, and finally
 a courtly lady who could be Apollo's
 mother Leto, or Semele the mother of
 Dionysos.

 It is remembered that Herakles tried

 to steal the tripod at Delphi in a fit of
 pique because Apollo would not purify
 him. The other gods and goddesses in-
 tervened, and a compromise was
 reached. There seems to be hardly any
 element of struggle here, as there is
 (for instance) in the pediment of the
 Siphnian Treasury at Delphi a genera-
 tion later. Apollo with his bow and

 - p..
 .....

 Ni*0

 ,i

 "-i , !. , C))

 FIG. 7. HERAKLES AND APOLLO CONTESTING

 FOR THE TRIPOD: ATTIC PYXIS, CIRCA 550 B.C.

 I w

 :OF'Off 4.6.. k.. *

 FIG. 8. ZEUS, HERMES, A MAN, AND LETO:
 RIGHT OF CONTEST SCENE (FIG. 7).
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 FIG. 9. SHOULDER OF ATTIC HYDRIA, CIRCA 530 B.C.
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 FIG. 10. HERAKLES WRESTLING TRITON: BODY OF FIG. 9.
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 FIG. 11. SHOULDER OF ATTIC HYDRIA, CIRCA 520 B.C.

 . . ...........

 . . . . . . . . . . . 1

 FIG. 12. WOMEN AT FOUNTAIN-HOUSE: FULL VIEW OF HYDRIA (FIG. 11).
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 Herakles with his club grip the Archaic
 tripod as if they were choosing sides
 for a baseball game. Save for their
 large eyes, the thing most suggesting
 concern in the other divinities is Her-

 mes' slender right hand raised in a
 gesture of surprise. The artist has found
 in this scene a perfect decorative solu-
 tion for a circular jar. The tripod and
 the two principals in the altercation
 provide the focus, while the other gods,
 led by Zeus with his ram-headed staff
 and his fancy thunderbolt, manage to
 give the rest of the body an interest and
 a direction of subject. Heads are large,
 and feet are loosely painted, but black
 glaze topped with reds and white for
 Leto (and some of the garments) pro-
 duces a courtliness in the idiom of Ar-

 chaic directness that makes this pyxis
 a quite charming survivor of Attic mi-
 nor art.

 Among the largest and most dra-
 matic examples of Greek painted pot-
 tery are the black-figured hydriae or
 water jugs of the last two decades of
 the sixth century. Two such hydriae,
 one mythological in subject and the oth-
 er presenting a scene from daily life,
 are among the best preserved and rich-
 est of these showy combinations of ce-
 ramic sculpture and painting. The first
 hydria combines elaborate shape with
 great clarity of drawing and painting
 in black glaze, natural red of fired clay,
 and added purple or white. The artist,
 perhaps the Lysippides Painter, was
 among the last vase-masters of the Ar-
 chaic period, when these Athenian art-
 ists abandoned the use of black-glazed
 figures against red clay for a reversal
 of the same colors, red figures with
 their interior lines drawn and the back-
 ground filled in. 13

 On the shoulder of the hydria four-
 horse chariots move in slow procession,
 watched by seated youths. The chariot-
 eers wear white robes, and details of

 the horses or the seated men are fin-

 ished in red (Fig. 9). The principal
 scene, in the framed panel on the front,
 presents in monumental simplicity the
 struggle between Herakles and old fish-
 tailed Triton (Fig. 10). The aged sea-
 god Nereus, seemingly an elegant Athe-
 nian elder, watches at the left, and
 one of his daughters, a Nereid, gestures
 in courtly gracefulness opposite the
 struggle. Herakles wrestled Triton in or-
 der to squeeze from him the where-
 abouts of the Golden Apples of the Hes-
 perides. The success of his mission is
 evident here; half-hidden Herakles ap-
 plies a quarter nelson to Triton, whose
 forceful Archaic head with wreath,
 ocean-hair and spade-beard is en-
 framed by the futile gestures of his
 hands. Reds or whites, or both togeth-
 er, are used throughout for faces, hair,
 teeth, costume, fur, and Triton's mas-
 sive, arched and reversed body.

 The second hydria, work of the last
 decade of the sixth century, is a perfect
 foil for the first, in its emphasis on ac-
 tion and lightheartedness.14 In contrast
 to the Herakles-and-Triton hydria, the
 chariots on the shoulder are in full gal-
 lop (Fig. 11). The seated youths have
 disappeared, and the white-robed chari-
 oteers, one aged and one youthful, bend
 their goads to urge on thin-legged, long-
 bodied horses. Their gallop is concep-
 tual, an expressive illustration of a de-
 sire for free-reined representation of
 man and horse in motion that needed

 red-figured vase-paintings or the Par-
 thenon frieze to handle the subject in,
 at least, ideal illustration of how a
 horse behaved.

 On the body of this large vase with
 its thrusting handles, five women clad
 in spangled robes fill hydriae at a foun-
 tain-house (Fig. 12). Their hydriae are
 of more modern, rounded shape than
 that of the vase on which they are de-
 picted. The women are seen within the
 aedicula or architectural enframement
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 FIG. 13. YOUTH AND MUSIC-TEACHER: SICILIAN CUP-SKYPHOS, LATE SIXTH CENTURY B.C.
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 FIG. 14. YOUTHS CONVERSING: REVERSE OF FIG. 13.
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 FIG. 15. ODYSSEUS UNDER THE RAM: ATTIC PELIKE, CIRCA 475 B.C.
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 FIG. 16. LUNGING WARRIOR: OTHER SIDE OF FIG. 15.
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 204 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 and supporting columns which span the
 picture-plane of the vase. Four of the
 spouts at which they stand or work or
 dance are in the form of lions' heads,
 but the spout on the extreme right takes
 the shape of a donkey's head. This type
 of spout is very rare among surviving
 vases that show conventions at the wa-

 ter-well. 15 The nymphaeum or fountain,
 house was the same social center in

 antiquity that the well or spring or pub-
 lic faucet is today in Greece and Ana-
 tolia. These dancing maidens bring to
 life the archaeology of Peisistratos'
 newly excavated fountain-house at Me-
 gara or the sylvan nymphaeum against
 a cliff at Lindos on Rhodes. No scene

 could have been more aptly devised to
 decorate a vase used in or dedicated to

 the ceremonies of carrying water.
 About the time that the Athenian art-

 ist known to modern specialists as the
 A.D. Painter was painting his festive
 scene at the fountain-house, an artist
 in Sicily was decorating a cup or sky-
 phos with a pleasant vignette from
 Greek education (Figs. 13, 14).16 On
 one side, in black glaze on creamy
 orange clay, a boy with a strigil and
 aryballos or oil-flask faces a bearded
 man seated on a stool and holding a
 lyre on his knees. This is therefore a
 scene of a music lesson being ad-
 ministered to a lad who has just rushed
 in from or is about to rush on to the

 playing fields of Selinus or Syracuse.
 On the side opposite, three youths are

 seen in conversation. In the center

 stands a young man in tunic and hima-
 tion, flanked by two more nude
 "kouroi" with oil-flasks in their hands.

 They are all no doubt discussing the
 merits of education, athletic and other-
 wise. Crude and vigorous, but not with-
 out charm, the drawing reflects the At-
 tic influence of figures such as those
 on the shoulders of the hydriae dis-
 cussed previously.

 Shifting from black-figure to red-fig-
 ure, we have to treat two subjects,
 one mythological and one from daily
 life, which are much rarer than the
 mythological and daily-life scenes on
 the two large black-figured hydriae.
 On a pelike of about 475 B.c., an
 anonymous artist has painted Odys-
 seus, or one of his companions, escap-
 ing from the cave of Polyphemus (Fig.
 15).17 He wears a leather cuirass and
 a tunic beneath; there is a scabbard
 at his left side with the strap running
 over the right shoulder. A sword is vis-
 ible in the lowered right hand. He is
 held to the belly of the ram by three
 straps, and a tree fills the background,
 no doubt suggesting that he has
 emerged successfully from the cave.

 On the other side, the scene is less
 exciting. A warrior, with long-crested
 helmet, shield, spear, and sheathed
 sword, lunges or parries to the right
 (Fig. 16). The artist, certainly a
 second-rate master in his handling of
 human anatomy, was perhaps led to
 this martial exercise by all that had
 gone on in Greece as a result of the
 Persian Wars, from Marathon to Sal-
 amis to Plataea. There are many other
 echoes of these struggles in the major
 and minor arts, from Attica to cities
 as far afield as Cyzicus in Mysia or
 Soli in Cilicia.18 The scene of the es-

 cape from the cave of Polyphemus is
 otherwise known in red-figure chiefly
 on two cups in the Villa Giulia in
 Rome and in black-figure on vases in
 Toledo (Ohio) and Karlsruhe.19 The
 Toledo Museum of Art, amid its choice
 collection of Greek vases, also possess-
 es the subject in a monumental mar-
 ble sculptured group of the late Hellen-
 istic or Roman imperial period, but
 unfortunately Odysseus or his compan-
 ion was damaged in antiquity and
 chiselled away by the modern re-
 storer. 20
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 ELEVEN GREEK VASES IN BOSTON 205

 In Athens in the years around 460
 B.C. new buildings were rising as a
 result of prosperity between the Per-
 sian and Peloponnesian Wars. Perikles
 and Pheidias were soon to forget the
 prohibition against rebuilding the Acrop-
 olis after the Persian destruction, and
 the Parthenon was about to rise again.
 Observing all this architectural activi-
 ty, an artist known as the Antiphon
 Painter was impelled to paint a sort of
 parody of what he could readily view
 from his studio window. In the interior

 of a kylix, he produced a tondo scene
 of a satyr fluting a column (Fig. 17).21

 Unfortunately the vase was badly
 smashed, and the satyr's face and part
 of his horsy ear(s) have been filled in

 along the line of the principal break.
 He is an unusual satyr or Silen in that
 the artist has omitted his tail. He sits

 on a small workbench, and his wine-
 skin, so necessary to these followers
 and companions of Dionysos, hangs on
 the wall behind him. The column is

 between his knees, and he attacks it
 with a sharp, picklike tool held in both
 hands to give strength and accuracy
 of line. The Antiphon Painter has used
 interior lines of original sketching for
 the satyr's anatomy and for the fluting
 of the column. This artist was given to
 such recordings of his fellow crafts-
 men, for another well-known kylix by
 his hand and also in Boston shows a

 vase-painter decorating a kylix.22

 I*At :!ii-i

 : --- --:'-:'i

 ....?

 FIG. 17. SATYR FLUTING A COLUMN: KYLIX BY THE ANTIPHON PAINTER, CIRCA 460 B.C.
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 FIG. 18. KRATER WITH KANTHAROS HANDLES:

 ATTIC, FOURTH CENTURY B.C.

 This brief survey concludes in Ath-
 ens of the fourth century B.C., when
 the art of decorating vases with figures
 had passed its usefulness and ability
 to be simple. It was an era that had
 turned more to luxurious metalwork
 vases or that demanded three-dimen-

 sional, atmospheric mural or easel

 paintings. The decorative aspects of
 pottery were to linger long in Greece,
 however, longer than the afterglow of
 vases with complex red-figured scenes.
 A giant krater with kantharos handles
 shows what a tour de force the Athe-

 nian potter could still produce (Fig.
 18).23

 This mountain or volcano of black

 glaze is relieved by an egg-and-dart
 pattern at the moulded lip. A sheaf of
 wheat (in white and yellow relief to
 imitate gold) runs around the body.
 Otherwise, the beauty of this vessel
 lies solely in its size and shape. Such
 vases appear to have been produced
 in sets of various sizes and shapes
 for placement in tombs. The wreath
 around the body even suggests a funer-
 ary diadem. They are found not only
 in Greece itself but in southern Italy,
 where they went as exports and where
 they were probably imitated.24 These
 vases, and their counterparts on much
 smaller scale in Athens and southern

 Italy, constitute a link between the
 great centuries of Greek pottery
 through the Hellenistic period to the
 world of imperial Rome.

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 Those who wish to read further about Greek
 vases are referred to R. M. Cook, Greek painted
 pottery, London 1960. D. von Bothmer's "Painted
 Greek vases," Bulletin of the Metropolitan Mu-
 seum of Art, Summer 1962, 1-11, gives an excellent
 general and up-to-date summation.

 1 This fifth in a series of articles on new works
 of classical art in Boston was prepared with the
 constant help of Mary B. Comstock. Herbert
 Hoffmann and Emily Vermeule made important
 contributions. See previously CJ 55 (1960) 193-204;
 56 (1960) 1-16; 57 (1962) 145-59; and 58 (1962) 1-18.
 Most of the vases discussed here are mentioned
 in the Museum's Annual report for the year in
 which they were accessioned. Edward J. Moore
 has labored heroically over the photographs, and
 Suzanne Chapman retouched the backgrounds of
 the two red-figured vases. The Attic pyxis and the
 two hydriae have been studied, along with two
 other vases, by H. Hoffmann, M.F.A. Bulletin 61
 (1963) 64-77.

 2 Acc. no. 59.710; Otis Norcross Fund. H.: 0.34
 m. Diam.: 0.35 m. M.F.A. Calendar of events,
 January 1960; D. Adlow, Christian Science moni-
 tor, 18 December 1959, 8.

 3 See CJ 54 (1958) 102-4, figs. 7-10.
 4 Acc. no. 61.388; gift of Mrs. C. C. Vermeule

 III. H.: 0.22 m.

 5 Cf. H. Hencken, AJA 62 (1958) 264, pl. 66, fig.
 24 (Syracuse, tomb 267).

 6 See JHS, Archaeological reports for 1961-62,
 22: ". .. a group of magnificent Archaic vases,
 several with black-figure decoration assignable
 to 540-30 B.c." These vases, including one from
 the circle of Exekias, are in the Thera museum.
 A wealthy local named Timostheneos may have
 imported them. See also, Ergon, 1961 202-11, figs.
 221-7, where the illustrations show the added in-
 scription.

 7 Acc. no. 61.943; gift of Mrs. C. C. Vermeule
 III. H.: 0.11 m. Diam.: 0.09 m.
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 8 See Arch.eph.1945-7, 67ff., figs. 15f.; cf. also
 E. Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen
 (Munich 1923) III, pl. 8, no. 39; D. Levi, Annuarto
 10-12 (1927-9) 136, fig. 123a, 514, fig. 599c.

 9 Cf. CVA, Great Britain, No. 13, British Mu-
 seum, No. 8, pls. 8ff. (Fikellura).

 10 Acc. no. 60.1391; gift in memory of Arthur
 Fairbanks. H.: 0.06 m. Diam.: 0.12 m.

 11 D. A. Amyx has kindly supplied the following
 parallels: the decoration relates to such amphorae
 as Louvre D 56 (Pottier, Vases antiques du
 Louvre, Paris 1897, pl. 30), an example in Munich
 (Sieveking-Hackl, Die k6nigliche Vasensammlung,
 1912, no. 601, pl. 25), and one in Copenhagen
 (CVA, Denmark, No. 5, Copenhagen, National
 Museum, No. 5, pl. 208, 2a-2b).

 12 Acc. no. 61.1256a,b; gift of Horace L. Mayer.
 H. (with lid): 0.099 m. M.F.A., Annual report for
 1961, 43; H. Payne, Necrocorinthia (Oxford 1931),
 292 (as in the Athens art market before 1930).

 18 Acc. no. 62.1185; gift of Horace L. Mayer.
 H.: 0.49 m. Wadsworth Atheneum (Hartford),
 BuLletin, Summer 1961, 4-7, figs. 4f. Cf. London,
 British Museum B 312 (CVA III H e, pl. 79, no.
 1), a connection made by D. von Bothmer.

 14 Acc. no. 61.195; William Francis Warden Fund
 and bequest of Grace Nelson. H.: 0.53 m. By the
 A.D. Painter (Beazley). M.F.A., Calendar of
 events, January 1962.

 15 Hydriae and other vases of this class are
 collected by B. Dunkley, "Greek fountain-build-
 ings before 300 B.c.," ABSA 36 (1935-6) 142-204;
 see also Mtinzen und Medaillen A.G., Auktion
 XXII, Basel, 13 May 1961, 72ff., under nos. 139f.

 Donkey heads left and right appear on a hydria
 in the Museo Gregoriano (Inv. No. 53; J. Hillsen,
 Milet I, 5, Das Nymphaeum, Berlin-Leipzig 1919,
 80, fig. 12; Museo Gregoriano II, pl. X, no. 2b).
 On a fountain-house hydria in Madrid, a boy is
 taking a bath under one of the central spouts,
 while women fll their hydriae at the others:
 CVA, Spain, No. 1, Madrid, Museo Arqueol6gico,
 No. 1, III H e, pls. 8, 12, no. 4.

 18 Acc. no. 61.1233; gift in memory of George H.
 Chase. H.: 0.105 m. Said to have been found at
 Selinunte.

 17 Acc. no. 61.384; gift in memory of Lacey D.
 Caskey. H.: 0.30 m. Beazley has placed the artist
 "near the G6ttingen Painter" (see ARV, 159f.).

 18 See "A fighting warrior of the Greek fifth cen-
 tury," Num.circ.61 (1953) 53-7 and refs.

 19 See Beazley, ARV, 106, no. 6 (kylix, Villa
 Giulia 50385: J. E. Harrison, "Monuments relat-
 ing to the Odyssey," JHS 4 [1883] 252, pl.); ARV,
 99, no. 11 (cup, Villa Giulia 27250: Nikosthenes
 Painter: CVA, Italy, No. II, Villa Giulia, No. II,
 pls. 24, 26; Pfuhl, op. cit., fig. 346). Stemless
 band-cup in Toledo Museum of Art: Museum
 news, Winter 1962, 85 fig.; column-krater in
 Karlsruhe: CVA, Germany, No. 7, Karlsruhe,
 No. 1, pl. 9, no. B 32. A charming black-figure
 kylix in the British Museum is illustrated by M.
 Scherer, The legends of Troy in art and Literature,
 New York 1963, 155ff., fig. 128.

 20 M. Bieber, The sculpture of the Hellenistic
 age, rev. ed. (New York 1961), 100, figs. 401f.

 21 Acc. no. 62.613; gift in memory of Stephen B.
 Luce. Diam.: 0.18 m. Much of the rim has been
 restored, but the red-figured tondo is complete.

 22 G. H. Chase, Greek and Roman antiquities,
 a guide to the classical collection (Boston 1950),
 60, fig. 67. G. H. Chase et al., Greek, Etruscan and
 Roman art, the classical collections of the Mu-
 seum of Fine Arts (Boston 1963), 88, fig. 80.
 Beazley, Potter and painter in ancient Athens (Lon-
 don 1944), 10f., reminds us that the Antiphon
 Painter also painted a helmet-maker, on a cup
 in Oxford.

 23 Acc. no. 62.792, gift in memory of Gretchen
 Osgood Warren. H.: 0.48 m.

 24 The best parallels are in old collections, al-
 though such vases have appeared within recent
 years in the Athens art market. See A. Sambon,
 Vases antiques, collection Canessa (Paris 1904),
 51, nos. 203, 204, pls. X, XI, now Metropolitan
 Museum of Art 06.1021.257 and 06.1021.237. Munich:
 A. Furtwaingler, K. Reichhold, Griechische Vasen-
 malerei (Munich, 1904-9), II, 210, fig. 78, pl. 100,
 1-2. Berlin: inv. 30017: A. Greifenhagen, Antike
 Kunstwerke (1960), pl. 79. (The last four refer-
 ences were kindly supplied by Andrew Oliver.)
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 GREEK AND ROMAN PORTRAITS IN NORTH AMERICAN COLLECTIONS

 OPEN TO THE PUBLIC *

 A Survey of Important Monumental Likenesses in Marble and Bronze which
 have not been published extensively

 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE

 Curator of Classical Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 INTRODUCTION

 IN THE past century many important imionu-
 menlts of Greek and Roman portraiture have found
 their way into American public collections. Many
 of these sculptures are well known and have been
 reproduced in specialized and general literature.
 Other works of equal importance to the history
 of art and the history of collecting in America are
 scarcely known even to specialists in ancient por-
 traiture. This is a brief survey, with many omis-
 sions. I had set out several years ago to catalogue
 all the Greek and Roman portraits in America,
 omitting the collections of the Metropolitan Mu-
 seum of Art, in New York, and the Museum
 of Fine Arts, Boston. These museums have pub-
 lished special catalogues or booklets oni their
 classical portraits.

 What remains can be divided into three cate-
 gories. There are the portraits, particularly in
 the other major classical collections like the Wal-
 ters Art Gallery (Baltimore), the Fogg Art
 Museum (Cambridge), the Cleveland Museum of
 Art, the University Museum (Philadelphia), the
 Art Museum (Princeton), and the Royal Ontario
 Museum (Toronto), which have been thoroughly

 *The first debt in preparing a survey such as this is
 to the museums which have generously permitted their
 portraits to be published here and to the various officers of
 those museums who have provided notes and photographs.
 Three grants from the Penrose Fund of the American
 Philosophical Society have afforded me time and means
 to study Greek and Roman portraits in Europe, Asia,
 and America. Mary B. Comstock of the Museum of
 Fine Arts, Boston, has collaborated in working these
 notes into presentable shape. It has been a great pleasure
 to discuss most of these portraits with Herbert A. Cahn
 and Robert E. Hecht, Jr. V. Poulsen and M. Gjodesen
 of Copenhagen have offered helpful suggestions, as have
 many others.

 It should be noted that, while the portraits are arranged
 geographically in the text and notes (alphabetically by
 city), they are shown chronologically in the illustra-
 tions (Hellenistic, Roman Republican, and imperial).
 All are marble and about the size of life, unless otherwise
 indicated.

 published and are therefore well known as master-
 pieces or works of average quality. There are the
 little-known portraits of importance which form
 the bulk of this paper. Finally, there are the por-
 traits of such inferior quality or questionable
 authenticity as to be hardly worth considering at
 all. Unfortunately, the field of ancient portraiture
 is one in which Americans have been deceived
 too much and too often by clever works in the
 manner of the antique. These do not merely com-
 prise the recent products of the European (par-
 ticularly Roman) ateliers but also embrace the
 portraits made from the Renaissance on to fill our
 sets of the canonical Twelve Caesars or to supply
 imaginary images of the great men of the Roman
 Republic where few or no reliable likenesses have
 survived. American museums, alas, have such a
 high proportion of this category of portraits that
 I became discouraged from doing a catalogue of all
 Greek and Roman portraits in America, lest it
 cause distress to too many institutions.

 There are, of course, a number of very fine
 portraits in private collections in North America.

 Several of these were exhibited at the Metropoli-
 tan Museum from December, 1959, to February,
 1960, and appear in the catalogue of that exlhibi-
 tion, Ancient Art from New York Private Collec-
 tions.1 Mr. and Mrs. John Dusenbery's magnifi-
 cent bronze head of the young Julia Domna (193
 to 215) was more fully and accurately published
 as no. 26 in the catalogue of a major exhibition
 of Roman portraits in the Worcester Art Museum
 in the spring of 1961. Six of the thirty-six marble

 and bronze heads or busts exhibited in Worcester
 were lent privately, although three of these private

 loans were items then in the hands of dealers and

 L von Bothmer, D. F., et al., Ancient Art from New
 York Private Collections, Catalogue of an Exhibition
 Held at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Decemnber 17,
 1959-February 28, 1960, nos. 121, 122, 160, and 162, New
 York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1961.
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 available for purchase.2 Naturally, a corpus of
 Greek and Roman portraits in America cannot
 include most private collections and any dealers'
 inventories, for the list would be too fluid to have

 any value, and good portraits in the art market
 nowadays have a tendency to travel back across
 the Atlantic or even as far afield as Japan when
 buyers are not found readily in North America.

 Finally, it must be stressed in any introduction to

 ancient portraits in America that American mu-

 seums are generally very faithful in publishing
 their treasures, usually at the time of acquisition,
 but the publication is often in newsletters, monthly
 calendars, or other material which tends to be
 discarded or does not reach libraries abroad.3 In
 general, American museums will provide superla-

 tive photographs of their portraits to anyone in-
 terested and at relatively modest prices. Some
 institutions even supply color slides.

 I. THE STRENGTH OF AMERICAN

 PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

 NEW YORK AND BOSTON

 The collections in New York and Boston each
 number about a hundred Greek and Roman por-
 traits, exclusive of gems and coins. Needless to
 say, only something like two-thirds of these are
 on display permanently, if the count includes the
 portrait-heads in the designs on Roman sar-
 cophagi. The collections of portraits in New York
 and Boston both began with purchases from the
 Cesnola Family, the bulk of the Cypriote antiqui-

 2Milkovich, M., Roman Portraits, A Loan Exhibition
 of Roman Sculpture and Coins from the First Century
 B. C. throutgh the Fourth Century A. D., Worcester
 Art Museum, April 6-May 14, 1961, nos. 2, 3, 4 (actually
 lent as the property of the Seattle Art Museum), 18, 19,
 and 26, Worcester (Mass.), Worcester Art Museum,
 1961. The catalogue serves as an instructive record, has
 fine illustrations, and contains many splendid passages
 on the people portrayed, but it should be used with a
 certain caution. The present writer has been thanked on
 p. 3 for his "constant help," but he wishes to take no
 credit whatsoever for the final selection of portraits
 included in this exhibition. It is sad that no reviews of
 this exhibition appeared in the important art and archaeo-
 logical journals.

 3 A general bibliography on ancient portraiture is given
 on pages 86 and 87 of the Worcester exhibition catalogue,
 Roman Portraits, mentioned previously. Two other gen-
 eral surveys of ancient portraiture that are readily avail-
 able in most libraries have comprehensive bibliographies.
 They are Richter, G. M. A., Roman Portraits, New York,
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1948, and Vermeule, C. C.,
 Greek anid Roman Portraits, 570 B.C.-A.D. 500, Boston,
 Museum of Fine Arts, 1959.

 ties coming to New York in 1874 and a vastly
 less important group having been bought by the
 Museum of Fine Arts in 1872. One marble head
 (a lady of the early third century A.D.) may have
 come to the Metropolitan Museum as a result of
 the Wolfe expedition to Syria in 1886. Mrs. F. F.
 Thompson's gift of Giustiniani marbles in 1903
 (and the bequest of the colossal Constantine the
 Great in 1926) was another landmark in New
 York. The bulk of the Metropolitan's collection,
 however, was acquired by astute purchases on the
 part of successive curators, agents, or other offi-
 cials since 1900.

 Impressed by his lectures and books aimed at
 Anglo-American antiquarian circles, Boston's
 Trustees purchased a group of Ludovisi and other
 portraits from Rome's great excavator Rodolfo
 Lanciani in 1888. A number of these were re-
 worked horrors, but several proved to be master-
 pieces (Tiberius from Lanuvium, Augustus in
 diorite, or the bust of Balbinus). Earlier in this
 decade some portraits, ranging from the Hellen-
 istic to the proto-Byzantine periods, had come to
 Boston as a gift of the Archaeological Institute of
 America, following the division of finds from Assos
 in the Troad. Otherwise, like New York but
 generally a decade earlier, Boston plunged into
 the difficult business of buying Greek and Roman
 portraits in the art markets of Europe and
 America.

 COLLECTIONS BY CITY: AMHERST

 (MASSACHUSETTS)

 There are three possible Roman portraits in the
 Mead Art Building of Amherst College. The
 most important by far is a head of a young woman
 of the period of the empress Otacilia Severa, wife
 of Philip the Arab (244-249). She seems too
 young and too delicate to be that lady, but she
 might be Tranquillina, wife of the young and ill-
 starred Gordian the Third (238-244). Statues
 of Tranquillina were put up at a number of sites
 in Greece and Asia Minor. While her Roman
 imperial coins are rare, she is well documented in
 coins of the Greek cities in Asia Minor. The
 head at Amherst, sensitive work in island marble,
 combines the tight wave around the forehead with
 an ample roll or hair wrapped around the crown.

 II. BALTIMORE THROUGH COLUMBIA

 (MISSOURI)

 The Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore displays
 twenty-two ancient portraits, including a painted
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 panel (Fayoum) portrait of a man, on loan from
 Goucher College. These marbles and bronzes
 include several of the finest Roman portraits in
 America, and, thanks mainly to the efforts of Miss
 Dorothy K. Hill, Curator, they are well known

 to a varied audience.3a The basalt head of a
 Julio-Claudian prince, usually identified as Lucius
 Caesar (died A.D. 2), a grandson of Augustus,
 was shown in the Worcester exhibition.3b So
 also was the highly ideal portrait of an early
 imperial woman, called Octavia sister of Augustus
 by some and Livia wife of Augustus by others.
 An early Hellenistic goddess has provided the

 prototype.3c The head of Augustus from a draped
 statue, top and sides being a separate material and
 attached with clamps, is of excellent quality.3d

 To my mind one of the most exciting imperial
 portraits in Baltimore is the heroic-scale head of
 the emperor Vespasianus (69-79) from Pergamon
 (fig. 19). The neck fitted into a statue draped
 in the Greek manner. At some time since the
 portrait appeared in the sale catalogue of the
 Lambros collection, it has been cleansed of all its
 encrustation, particularly around the cheeks, jaw,
 and lips.3e This is a beautifully carved, very
 ennobling likeness of the blunt old Sabine farmer
 turned career officer and emperor. The hair is
 simply, summarily treated in the manner of an
 aging Hellenistic monarch. The broad forehead
 of the Roman portraits remains. It would be too
 much for a Greek artist to idealize someone with

 the peasant individuality of Vespasian, but the
 sculptor has cast his model in the mold of a
 forceftul Hellene. In the somewhat related colossal
 head from Ephesus, usually termed Domitian but
 perhaps Titus, the Greek effort at heroization has
 been carried almost to the point of distortion.3f
 The head in Baltimore had as its pendant a slightly

 3a See especially the articles by Miss Hill, Amer. Jour.
 Archaeol. 54: 264, 1950; 41: 112, 1937, 48: 263 f., 1944.
 On the torso of a Julio-Claudian cuirassed statue once
 restored as Marcus Aurelius, see Hill, D. K., Bulletin of
 the Walters Art Gallery 14: 1 ff., 1961.

 3b Milkovich, M., Roman Portraits, Worcester Art
 Museum, 1961, no. 7; Chamoux, F., Monuments Piot 44:
 95 f., 1950.

 3CRoman Portraits, Worcester Art Museum, 1961, no.
 6; Poulsen, V., Les Portraits romains 1: 68, Copenhagen,
 Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, 1961.

 3d nv. no. 23.21; Hill, D. K., Amer. Jour. Archaeol.
 41: 112, 1937.

 3e Collections Jean P. Lambros, Athenes; Giovanni
 Dattari, Le Caire, Paris, Hotel Drouot, 17-19 June 1912,
 no. 268, pl. 33, Paris, J. Hirsch and A. Sambon, 1912.

 3f Jabreshefte des Oesterreichischen Archiologischen
 JItstititts 27: Beiblatt 59, pl. 3, 1932.

 smaller portrait of Domitian, published with the
 sculptures from the early German excavations at
 Pergamon but evidently destroyed or lost in the
 Graeco-Turkish war of 1922. This head was less
 baroque, more classically sober than the portrait
 from Ephesus.39

 A little-publicized collection is in the Museum
 of Anthropology of the University of California
 in Berkeley. This collection numbers eighteen
 Greek, Graeco-Egyptian, and Roman portraits, all

 of considerable interest and several of great quality
 and importance. These marbles were mostly pur-
 chased in the early 1900's by Dr. A. Emerson,
 European buyer for Mrs. Hearst, in Rome, Paris,
 and elsewhere. Some bear indications of exten-
 sive Renaissance and later recuttings and restora-
 tions in marble or plaster. The mounting of the
 heads or busts, for instance, is carried out in a
 manner identical with that of the marbles acquired
 by the Boston Museum through the indefatigable
 Rodolfo Lanciani from the Villa Ludovisi in Rome
 between 1880 and 1885.

 The Indiana University Art Museum at Bloom-
 ington is a late-comer, but they have done remark-
 ably. Early in 1962, they acquired the residue of
 the Professor V. Simkhovitch collection in New
 York, including a number of Greek marbles.
 Those having any connections with portraiture are
 principally parts of grave reliefs. Separate acqui-
 sitions of merit are the late Hadrianic tondo bust

 of a man of letters, once in the Cook collection at
 Doughty House, Richmond, Surrey (fig. 26) ,4

 and a three-times lifesized head of Marcus Aure-
 lius(161-180), probably from a cuirassed statue,

 carved in Pentelic marble, and said to come from
 Ostia or the Trajanic Portus. A stiff, iconic
 quality and distortion of the rich hair suggest this
 is a posthumous portrait, of the time of Com-
 modus (180-192) or even of Septimius Severus

 (193-211), both of whom commemorated the

 great Stoic emperor on numerous occasions.5

 The Greek and Roman portraits in the Brook-

 lyn Museum generally relate to that institution's

 spectacular holdings in Egyptian art, and from this

 39 Altertiimer von Pergamon, VII, Text 2, Die Skulp-
 tutren, 231, no. 280, Beiblatt 30, Berlin, Verlag von Georg
 Reimer, 1908.

 4 Handbook, Indiana University, Museum of Art, p. 25,
 no. 69; Strong, (Mrs.) S. A., Jouirnal of Hellenic Studies
 28: 27, no. 39, fig. 7, 1908.

 5 Handbook, 26, no. 76, plate; Vermeule, C. C., Bitlletin
 of the Museutm of Fine Arts, Boston 60: 14 ff., figs. 5 f.,
 1962.
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 aspect they have been well and widely published.6
 Among the unpublished sculptures may be men-
 tioned a half-lifesized head possibly of the emperor
 Vespasian (fig. 20). This piece (inv. no.
 29.1605) in crystalline marble seems to be a won-
 derfully naturalistic portrait, catching all the vigor
 of the soldier-emperor or one of his close con-
 temporaries. In its blurred hair and flesh modeled
 in and out of shadows of muscle and bone, the
 likeness has the heroic turn and expression of
 the colossal Flavian portrait from Ephesus, cited
 in connection with the Pergamene Vespasian in
 Baltimore. The left ear and left side of the head
 are unfinished, suggesting this portrait came from
 an almost-freestanding figure in a tondo similar
 to the Hadrianic examples on the Arch of Con-
 stantine in Rome.

 There are seven portraits in the Bowdoin Col-
 lege Museum of Fine Arts at Brunswick (Maine)
 ranging from an elderly man who looks like a
 cross between Aristotle and Demosthenes, through
 a head of a Roman of the Julio-Claudian period
 (perhaps Nero Drusus, father of Germanicus and
 Claudius, who died in 9 B.C.), to the celebrated
 likeness of Antoninus Pius (138-161), one of the
 finest imperial heads in marble in America.7 Of
 interest is the head of a balding man, seemingly
 from a high relief; the crisp carving, with claw
 chisel drawn across the face, suggests East Greek
 work, and the date seems to be Flavian or Tra-
 janic. The style has affinities with the late Flavian
 (ca. A.D. 95) historical reliefs from beneath the
 Palazzo della Cancelleria in Rome.8

 In the Albright-Knox Art Gallery at Buffalo,
 the masterpiece is the seated, half-draped man of
 letters of about 90 B.C., a funerary portrait-statue
 from along the Via Appia; the man's features are
 veristic, and he holds a rotulus in his left hand.9

 Because of its position as one of America's lead-
 ing teaching collections, most portraits in the
 Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University are
 well known; there are eighteen, including a

 6 See Five Years of Collecting Egyptian Art, Brooklyn,
 The Brooklyn Museum, 1956; Late Egyptian and
 Coptic Art, Brooklyn, The Brooklyn Museum, 1943.

 7 Vermeule, C. C., Greek and Roman Portraits, no. 54;
 Romaan Portraits, Worcester Art Museum, no. 20.

 8 See Magi, F., I rilievi flavi del Palazzo della Cancel-
 leria, pls. IX, XIX, Rome, Dott. G. Bardi, 1946; Toynbee,
 J. M. C., The Flavian Reliefs from the Palazzo della
 Cancelleria in Rome, passim, London, Oxford University
 Press, 1957.

 9 Lehmann, K., Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 46: 204 ff., 1942;
 Bieber, M., The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, 173,
 figs. 730 f., New York, Columbia University Press, 1961.

 Palmyrene grave relief of a woman flanked by

 two children, three bronzes of various sizes from
 the lifesized bust of Julia Domna from Syria
 to the statuette of Alexander leaning on his lance,
 and four painted Fayoum portraits.10 The most
 recent addition to Harvard's array of heads and
 statues is a head of the emperor Tiberius (14-37)

 in Greek mainland marble, which is said to have
 been found near Rome (fig. lOa, b). Part of the
 bare right shoulder remains, indicating the head
 and neck were broken from a statue of the em-
 peror represented in the heroic nude. In its gen-
 eral aspects the head seems to belong to Luigi
 Polacco's Clementia Tiberii group of A.D. 22 to
 23, but the arrangement of the hair over and either
 side of the brow corresponds with Polacco's Type
 Four, which is the Imperium maius portrait of
 A.D. 13. Since the portrait now at Harvard has
 more lines of age and toothlessness in the face
 than suit a likeness of Tiberius's last years as heir-
 apparent to Augustus, it must be later than A.D. 13
 and perhaps is a conflation of the two groups, cer-
 tainly dating as late as A.D. 22 to 23 when the
 emperor was sixty-five years old."

 In the Art Institute at Chicago there are five

 portraits, two of which, an Antonine copy after
 the head of a Greek of the late fifth to fourth
 centuries B.C. and a man of the Hellenistic period
 having some resemblance to the Menander-VirgiI
 portraits, should be studied in greater detail. The
 former seems to be a copy after the portrait of
 Periander, tyrant of Corinth (625-585 B.C.), a
 work created in the time of Plato or Aristotle
 (fig. 1). Despite his cruelties, Periander was
 canonized in the Hellenistic and Greek imperial
 worlds as one of the Seven Sages.1la The Hellen-
 istic man, perhaps of the first half of the second

 century B.C., has affinities to the so-called "early

 Roman, unknown" in Munich and to various por-

 traits generally recognized as Hellenistic (fig.

 10 See the various articles by Hanfmann, G. M. A.,
 Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 58: 223 ff., 1954; 61: 223 ff., 1957,
 and 66: 281 ff., 1962. See also with some caution, David
 M. Robinson Bequest of Classical Art, A Special Exhibi-
 tion, nos. 211-213, Cambridge, Fogg Art Museum, 1961.

 11 See Polacco, L., Il volto di Tiberio, 139 ff., pl. 35:
 Avignon; 189 f.: Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek,
 no. 624, Rome, "L'Erma" di Bretschneider, 1955.

 lia Hekler, A., Die Bildniskunst der Griechen und
 Romer, pl. 78, Stuttgart, Verlag von Julius Hoffmann,
 1912; Ancient Art in American Private Collections, 28,
 no. 160, Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard College, 1953;
 Schefold, K., Die Bildnisse der antiken Dichter, Redner
 unzd Denker, 152 f., Basel, B. Schwabe, 1943.
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 2) .*lb The two Fayoum paintings are splendid
 indeed and both seem to belong in the Hadrianic
 to Antonine periods, that is from about 120 to
 160. A young man, wearing chiton and himation
 over it, is characterized by a thin wreath around
 his bushy hair, while an older, thin-faced man
 with a well-trimmed beard wears an elaborate
 wreath of ivy or vine leaves above his forehead.
 The treasure of the collection, however, is a small,
 marble head of a girl, perhaps Constantia the
 wife of Licinius I and sister of Constantine the
 Great (circa 313 to 314). In this Athenian mas-
 terpiece of controlled carving, she wears her hair
 tied up in long braids, encircling her head in the
 Antonine style as revived by Helena, Fausta and
 other ladies of the Constantinian house.12 The
 Art Institute has two portraits on permanent loan
 to Rockford College in Rockford, Illinois. One
 is a head of a Roman youth of the Hadrianic
 period or slightly later, the hair recalling Augustan
 work but the date being affirmed by eyes that stare
 from decisively carved pupils. The second marble
 is a head of a late Hadrianic or early Antonine
 Roman lady of rank; she resembles portraits of
 Faustina the Elder (died A.D. 141), wife of the
 emperor Antoninus Pius, but she is definitely not
 that pious lady to whom the temple in the Roman
 Forum was built after her death and deification.'3

 The three portraits in the Cincinnati Art Mu-
 seum have been noticed in art publications or in
 the Guide to the Collections. The bust of an
 elderly man may possibly be a Trajanic copy of a
 portrait of circa 50 B.C., belonging in Schweitzer's
 group of plastic-realistic portraits of which the
 bust of Cicero at Apsley House in London is a
 cornerstone. The work has strengths and weak-
 nesses of carving which demand further study.14
 There is a fine Palmyrene funerary bust of a man
 of middle age, with plentiful hair and a short
 beard divided by two horizontal incisions. The
 latter is an excellent anticipation of fourth-century
 Roman imperial styles, but the inscription reads

 lib See Hekler, op. cit., pi. 135; Hafner, G., Spdthel-
 lenistische Bildnisplastik, nos. R 6, R 17, MK 10, A 15,
 A 23 and pl. 33, Berlin, Verlag Gebr. Mann, 1954.

 12 Vermeule, Quarterly of the Art Institute, Chicago
 54: 6-10, 1960; Roman Portraits, Worcester Art Museum,
 no. 34.

 13 Fraser, A. D., Art Bulletin 10: 258 ff., 1928; Jucker,
 H., Das Bildnis im Bliitterkelch, I, 100, Lausanne and
 Freiburg i. Br., Urs Graf-Verlag Olten, 1961.

 141nv. no. 1957.485; illustrated: Art Quarterly 21: 82
 f., 1958. Cf. Schweitzer, B., Die Bildniskunst der Romi-
 schen Republik, 91 ff., especially G. 7, fig. 131, Leipzig,
 Koehler und Amelang, 1948.

 "Mal6ka, son of Mfirbel, Alas !," and the date is
 about A.D. 150.15 One of the greatest imperial
 portraits in marble in America, or indeed any-
 where, is the head of a lady of the early Severan
 period, perhaps Didia Clara the daughter of fool-
 ish old Didius Julianus who tried to buy his way
 to permanency on the throne in 193 or perhaps
 again the young empress Julia Domna, the astute
 Romano-Syrian consort of the Romano-Af rican
 general Septimius Severus (fig. 39). The qual-
 ity of carving is exceptionally high, with the
 smooth face precisely modeled and the hair
 wrapped over the brow and caught up behind in
 a tight, knotted bun.'6 As a masterwork this por-
 trait can be compared in detail as well as general
 impression to the head of the little, late Antonine
 princess found on the Palatine and now in the
 Museo Nazionale Romano.'7

 Cleveland's collection is probably the smallest
 in sheer numbers among America's first ten com-
 prehensive displays of Greek, Etruscan, and Ro-
 man art, but there are few second-rate works
 among the sculptures. Thus, there are fourteen
 portraits in stone or bronze, ranging from an im-
 portant head of Alexander the Great in the Alex-
 andrian style which allowed for the addition of
 hair in stucco "I to the bronze bust of a man of
 the first century B.C. which combines something
 of late Republican verism with ideal Augustan
 hair,19 and to the superlative head of the emperor
 Lucius Verus (161-169) from Alexandria, a
 transfigured likeness set off by an almost-scraggly,

 15 Inv. no. 1958.257; illustrated: Art Quarterly 21: 428,
 1958. As in the case of the other Palmyrene reliefs
 mentioned in these pages, reading of the inscription and
 suggestions for the date were supplied by Harold Ingholt.

 16 Inv. no. 1946.5; Gitide to the Collections, 7, Cincin-
 nati Art Museum, 1958.

 17 Felletti Maj, B. M., Museo Nazionale Romano, I
 ritratti, 125 f., no. 248, Rome, La Libreria dello Stato,
 1953; Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 65: 416, 1961.

 18 Bieber, Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, 90, figs. 334
 f.; idem, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. 93: 410, figs. 47 f.,
 1949. The marble parts of the hair have the free, loose
 drilling of good Hellenistic work; the softened, blurred
 treatment of the face comes out well, as so often in works
 of circa 250 to 50 B.C., in the island marble.

 19 Roman Portraits, no. 5, Worcester Art Museum,
 1961. He has much more of the classicizing treatment of
 surfaces than the Caecilius Jucundus from Pompeii:
 Kluge, K.; Lehmann, K., Die antiken Grossbronzen, pl.
 VII, Berlin and Leipzig, W. de Gruyter, 1927. An
 Augustan head in the Louvre (Grossbronzen, II, 11, fig. 5)
 has the same combination of broad forehead and aristo-
 cratic tilt to the face, and a head in the Metropolitan
 Museum (loc. cit., fig. 4) shows a more cursory version
 of the type, with inlaid eyes preserved.
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 broken-up beard and the usual elaborate mountain
 of pomaded hair affected by this colleague of
 Marcus Aurelius. The portrait was carved in an
 Eastern Greek atelier in the decade after Verus's

 death and deification; 20 it forms a considerable
 contrast to the sober head of Faustina the Younger
 (died in 175), the wife of Marcus Aurelius and
 also in Cleveland.2'

 Egypt is also certainly the immediate prove-
 nance of a head of Titus Flavius Vespasianus
 (Caesar 69-79; Emperor 79-81) in the Museum
 of Art and Archaeology of the University of Mis-
 souri, at Columbia (fig. 22).2 This penetrating
 head shows the affable Titus in a sinister role for

 which he was inadvertently cast while his father
 Vespasian departed with forces from the Eastern
 frontier to secure the imperium of Rome in the
 disturbed years following Nero's death. As Cae-
 sar and general in charge of finishing the revolt
 in Judaea, Titus led the Roman legions against
 the Jews in the final, catastrophic siege of Jeru-
 salem. Carved either on the eve of his call to
 command or in the months of victory after the
 years 60 to 70, this portrait is a comparatively
 searching, not very flattering likeness of the new
 "Crown Prince." The hair is traditionally Julio-
 Claudian, but shape of the eyes, picked-out beard,
 and double jowls belong to a natural presentation
 of the "darling of the human race," the brother
 who had to serve as "fist and tooth" of the new
 dynasty being created behind his back so to speak
 in the Latin West. It is permissible to wonder

 whether or not an artist of Jewish f aith or a
 Greek unsympathetic to Roman domination was
 responsible for this portrait, for there is some-

 thing of ironic travesty of bland Julio-Claudian
 traditions, blended with the shocking (for its

 20 Roman Portraits, no. 23, VWorcester Art Museum,
 1961; Archaeology 6: 195 ff., 1953. The almost scraggly,
 broken-up beard is a development from the handling of
 the hair in the colossal head of Lucius Verus found in the
 Theatre of Dionysos at Athens: Wegner, M., Die Herr-
 scherbildnisse in antoninischer Zeit, 226, pl. 45b, Berlin,
 Verlag Gebr. Mann, 1939.

 21 Bieber, M., Art in America 32: 65 ff., 1944. Com-
 parison with Dresden no. 394 (Wegner, op. cit., pl. 37)
 suggests Faustina the Younger.

 22 I first studied the head when it was in a private col-
 lection near New York. In connection with a Greek
 portrait of Titus, recently placed on exhibition in the
 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, a head dating from about
 A.D. 75, I shall present a fuller study of Titus's iconogra-
 phic chronology. He is being researched in great detail
 by Georg Daltrop of Hamburg. See, meanwhile, Calen-
 dar of Events, April 1963, 2, Museum of Fine Arts,
 Boston.

 times) Flavian earthiness. In Egypt or the Syro-
 Phoenician coast of the late first century A.D.,
 this pointed understanding could well have come
 f rom a people most moved by what Titus and
 his iron battalions had destroyed.

 III. DAYTON THROUGH LAWRENCE
 (KANSAS)

 The Art Institute of Dayton, Ohio, displays the
 "Menander," a head of a late Hellenistic Greek
 and loosely related to the famous group of Hellen-
 istic variants and Roman copies known as the
 Menander-Virgil type, from the Melchett collec-
 tion in England. The back of the head, which
 was restored when the piece was at Melchet Court
 in Hampshire has been removed.23

 The classical collection of the Institute of Arts
 in Detroit, Michigan, includes at least twelve por-
 traits, several of which are masterpieces and have
 been published on various occasions. There is
 a head of a man of the first century B.C., from
 Rome; the shape of the bust suggests a date in
 the period of Julius Caesar or later, and Schweit-
 zer places this head among the veristic works
 from the studio that produced the sunken-cheeked,
 wrinkled man in Dresden, but he does not say
 whether it is an original or an imperial copy.24
 Detroit's head of Augustus (27 B.C.-A.D. 14) is
 heroic in scale and in a style suggesting an atelier
 in Western Asia Minor; it is surprising, there-
 fore, to discover it was found in Rome in 1914.25
 Besides the well-published head of a man of the
 middle of the third century A.D., with features
 somewhat like those of the emperor Philippus I
 (244-249) ,26 and the late Severan head of a
 middle-aged woman with most of her hair repre-
 sented as a removable wig in dark marble, face
 and neck being very delicately, forcefully carved
 in white marble,27 there is the head of the em-
 peror Honorius (393-423). Crowned with a
 diadem to which a metal wreath was fastened,
 this head is a marvellous example of precise carv-
 ing on a scale that is almost miniature. It is one

 23 See Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 60: 338, 1956; Archaeol-
 ogy 7: 184, 1954; Strong, E., Catalogue of the Greek and
 Roman Antiques in the Possession of Lord Melchctt, 29,
 no. 23, Oxford University Press, 1928.

 24 Schweitzer, op. cit., 114 f., no. H 10; Poulsen, V.,
 Les Portraits romains, I, 57, Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg
 Glyptotek, 1962.

 25Robinson, D. M., Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 30: 127 f.,
 fig. 2, 1926.

 26 Roman Portraits, no. 30, Worcester 1961; Vermeule,
 Dumbarton Oaks Papers 15: 6, fig. 8, 1961.

 27 Roman Portraits, no. 27.
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 of the best, if not the best, fourth- to early fifth-
 century portraits of a man, certainly of an imperial
 male, in the WVestern Hemisphere.28 Detroit's
 contribution to the repertory of "Fayoum" panel-
 portraits is also noteworthy, a woman of the sec-
 ond century A.D. The young lady with large eyes
 wears exquisite gold earrings and, what is quite
 unusual, a heavy gold necklace with a mounted
 aureus suspended from it, all this being repre-
 sented in gilt and plaster relief.29

 The portraits in the Wadsworth Atheneum,
 Hartford (Conn.), are overshadowed by the
 famous Graeco-Roman bronzes from the Morgan
 collection.30 There is a small bust of a Roman
 lady with features very like those of the empress
 Sabina (died 135), wife of Hadrian, and a fine
 Palmyrene female, a head of the second century
 A.D. in limestone relief.3' Perhaps the most satis-
 factory sculpture in this group is the bust of the
 emperor Caracalla, a sixteenth-century work in
 porphyry after the bust in the Museo Nazionale,
 Naples.32

 Kansas City (Missouri) offers a sumptuous
 contrast, for here the portraits in the William
 Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art and Mary Atkins
 Museum of Fine Arts are worthy of detailed
 study. There are over sixteen, including the mid-
 third-century gold pendant bust of a Roman of-
 ficial from Aboukir in Egypt,33 an important
 Palmyrene funerary relief of the latter part of
 the first or early part of the second century A.D.,4
 and a fine Fayoum lady in tightly wrapped head-
 dress and necklace of gold bands and scarabs in
 sard or carnelian, work of the middle of the sec-
 ond century A.D.35 The Palmyrene relief pre-
 sents the half-figure of a fully draped, veiled

 28 Rathbone, P. T., Bulletin of the Detroit Inistitute of
 Arts 17: 70, 1938; Delbrueck, R., Mitteilungen des
 Deutschen Archdologischen Instituts 4: 7-9, 1951.

 29 Vermeule, The Michigan Daily, 22 May 1955, 15 and
 fig.

 30 Smith, C. H., Collection of J. Pierpont Morgan,
 Bronzes: Antique Greek, Roman, etc., Paris, Librarie
 Centrale des Beaux-Arts, 1913; Bulletin of the Wads-
 -worth Atheneum 2, 1, 1924.

 31 Hadrianic lady: Art Quarterly 21: 320 f., 1958; cf.
 Hekler, op. cit., pl. 257a. Palmyrene relief: Fasti
 Archaeologici 8: no. 242, 1953; Handbook of the Collec-
 tions, 18, fig., Hartford, Wadsworth Atheneum, 1958.

 32 Naples, no. 6033: Ruesch, A., Guida di Museo
 Nazionale di Napoli, no. 670, fig. 49, Naples, n.d.

 33 Most of the ancient objects are described and illus-
 trated in the Handbook, Kansas City, 1959. The gold
 pendant: Handbook, 40; Vermeule, Bulletin of the Mu-
 seum of Fine Arts, Boston 60: 17, fig. 9, 1962.

 34 Acc. no. 48-13; Handbook, 44.
 35 Acc. no. 37-40; Handbook, 44.

 woman whose elderly features are portrayed with
 an unusual touch of verism; she wears a brooch
 with pendants close to the left side of her neck
 and clutches two objects like perfume bottles or
 poppies in her left hand.

 Among the most important portraits in Kansas
 City, the head of an old man of the late Republic
 is an arresting characterization in pseudo-natural-
 ism, with large ears, a high forehead, and curious
 horizontal wrinkles above the eyebrows (fig. 3).
 Heads in Ancona and Berlin have similar, deep
 horizontal lines across the forehead, but neither
 these nor other parallels from the period around
 50 B.C. are so pronounced.36 A woman of the
 late Antonine period, that is about A.D. 175, wears
 her real and false hair wound up into an elaborate
 corkscrew or snail's-tail pile of braid on top (fig.
 35). This bizarre way of presenting herself is
 an elaboration of hair-styles originated in the last
 years of the empress Sabina and in the years 138
 to 141 when Faustina the Elder lived. In this
 head the complexity above seems out of keeping
 with the large eyes that stare out at us in a slightly
 mystic manner.37

 The Metropolitan Museum owns a famous,
 masterful portrait of the infamous emperor Cara-
 calla (198-217) probably showing him as Hercu-
 les after his death when Elagabalus (218-222)
 claimed to be his son, and Severus Alexander
 (222-235) was proud to be the last of his
 dynasty.38 The almost perfectly preserved bust
 of Caracalla in Kansas City is probably a portrait
 of his first year as chief emperor (211), before he
 murdered his brother Geta to enjoy sole rule (fig.
 40)39 He wears ceremonial armor, a cuirass
 with fringed tunic or tassels above the right
 shoulder-straps and a large paludamentum or
 imperator's cloak over the left shoulder and pinned
 by a brooch above the right. The marble of the
 flesh surfaces and, especially, the bust has been
 given an almost alabaster-like polish, something
 found in the best late Antonine, Severan, and mid-

 third century portraits. This penetrating charac-
 terization of the brutal, spoiled son of a cruel,
 capable father comes from Rome, and the best

 36 Acc. no. 45-69; cf. Bliimel, C., Romische Bildnisse,
 1 f., R 2, Berlin, Verlag fiir Kunstwissenschaft, 1933;
 also, generally, Felletti Maj, op. cit., 49, no. 75.

 3 Acc. no. 34-200; cf. Felletti Maj, op. cit., 109 f., no.
 212.

 38 Richter, G. M. A., Romian Portraits, no. 107, New
 York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1948.

 39 Acc. no. 47-66.
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 parallel is a head found on the Via Cassia outside
 the city.40

 The middle of the third century, a period when
 Roman portraits were gradually shifting from
 calculated emotionalism through revived Repub-
 lican verism to gradually frozen conceptualism is
 illustrated in Kansas City by a haughty Roman of
 considerable character, his hair and beard being
 represented by studied incisions in a series of
 polished surfaces (fig. 42). This head from a
 statue is said to have been recovered from the
 Nile near Alexandria, and the style is that of
 portraits of Maximinus I (235-238) or Philippus
 I from the city of Rome.41 As a province tightly
 under the control of the imperial home office,
 Egypt during the Empire always received official
 artistic impulses as much or more from Rome it-
 self than from Greece or the workshops of cities
 such as Smyrna and Ephesus in Roman Asia
 Minor. Hellenistic Alexandria developed an
 artistic vocabulary for its Ptolemaic rulers, but
 craftsmen of the imperial city readily used the
 latest official models of portraiture from the Tibur-
 tine side of the Mediterranean and funneled their
 own creativity into the realms of landscape paint-

 ing or mosaic and the decorative arts from mytho-

 logical reliefs to metalwork and carving in ivory.
 Thus, some of the most "official" private portraits

 of the second and third centuries A.D. can come
 from Alexandria.

 The Museum of Art of the University of

 Kansas at Lawrence has a late Republican veristic
 head of a man and a similar head of the Traj anic
 to Hadrianic periods on loan from the Nelson

 Gallery. In the permanent collection there is a

 Palmyrene bust of a woman of the later first or

 early second century A.D. She is veiled in the

 "Pudicitia" pose with left arm raised to the edge
 of her himation, which is pinned by a large, beaded
 brooch on her left shoulder with chiton and a
 necklace of beads visible beneath.42

 40 Felletti Maj, op. cit., 134 f., no. 266.
 41 Acc. no. 47-14; Handbook, 38. Cf. the head of

 Maximinus from the Palatine: Felletti Maj, op. cit., 140,
 no. 278. Another portrait in Kansas City has hair treated
 roughly around the scalp and an incised moustache (Acc.
 no. 45-66); the style is a reflection of the Gordianus III
 (238-244) in the Museo Nazionale Romano, from Ostia:
 Felletti Maj, op. cit., 141 f., no. 281.

 42 Stokstad, M., Handbook, 10-14, Lawrence, The Uni-
 versity of Kansas, Museum of Art, 1962. The heads on
 loan from Kansas City are figured on p. 12.

 IV. LOS ANGELES THROUGH OXFORD
 (MISSISSIPPI)

 In the Los Angeles area, there are several por-
 traits worthy of note in the County Museum.
 The Trajanic bust of a young boy on a turned
 pedestal with acanthus-leaf support was exhibited
 at Worcester,43 and his companions the small
 head of a young girl of the same epoch and the
 head of a woman of the Antonine period, with her
 hair piled up in elaborate tresses on the top of her
 head and over the brow, are available in publica-
 tions, the Antonine lady having also been in the
 show at the Worcester Art Museum in 1961.44

 More fruitful for the researcher is the collection
 of the J. Paul Getty Museum of Art in Malibu,
 where there are at least three heads and two
 complete Roman statues of note. The head of a
 Julio-Claudian lady of high station, probably the
 empress Livia wife of Augustus because of her
 diadem, came to the collection with a most unusual
 history of excavation. This marble was said to
 have been found in building the Rome subway or
 underground line and to have been broken from
 the body by workmen who could not remove the
 latter for fear of discovery; the rest of the statue
 was cemented up at the side of the tunnel.45 The
 lifesized statue of a Roman lady of circa A.D. 50 to
 70 as Cybele was first recorded in the Mattei col-
 lection in Rome in the eighteenth century and
 later at Lowther Castle in Western England (fig.
 18). This statue, in perfect condition, is a monu-
 ment of Roman characterization in factual por-
 traiture: a plump, middle-aged matron of rank is
 seated in the pose and with all the attributes of
 Cybele, the Mother of the Gods. Equipped with
 Cybele's crown, tympanon, and lion by her throne,
 this lady was perhaps a priestess of Cybele's cult,
 in a temple such as that on the Palatine in Rome.46

 Another head in the Getty Museum seems to
 be that of a priestess or at least of a lady who
 could have herself expensively turned out when
 wearing the veil associated with Greek or Roman
 religious rites (fig. 23). The elaborate diadem
 over the honeycomb of hair was probably set with

 43Roman Portraits, no. 14, Worcester Art Museum,
 1961; Jucker, H., op. cit., I, 223; II, pl. 26.

 44 Roman Portraits, no. 21, Both are Feinblatt, E.,
 Bulletin of the Art Division 5: 9-14, figs. 2, 3, 1953.

 40 LeVane, E., and Getty, J. P., Collector's Choice, 100,
 plate, London, Hutchinson 1955.

 46 Michaelis, A., Ancient Marbles in Great Britain, 498,
 no. 68, Cambridge, University Press, 1882'; Vermeule,
 Butlletin of the J. Paul Getty Museum 1, 1: 22-25, 1957;
 Amer. Joutr. Archaeol. 63: 334, 1959.
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 semi-precious stones or glass pastes in imitation
 of a gold and jewelled headpiece; the portrait,
 firmly carved and somewhat idealized as befits
 the divine associations of the lady, was executed
 in the late Flavian to Trajanic periods (circa 80-
 110). The large marble statue of Faustina the
 Elder as Demeter or Ceres was well known when
 it was at Wilton House near Salisbury in south-
 west England; the restorations, aside from nose
 and chin, are not important. The lowered left
 hand held the torch or ears of grain. With its
 combination of elaborate and simple drapery, the
 body is a copy of the type best known from the
 larger of two ladies (Demeter and Kore) in Dres-
 den, from Herculaneum; the originals of these
 statues used in imperial times for portraying
 mothers and daughters have been often attributed
 to Lysippos in the fourth century B.C.47

 There are two portraits of note, a statue and a
 h-ead, in the Minneapolis Institute of Arts; both
 are provocative of comment, but both need to be
 rigorously examined for authenticity. In the
 statue of a woman, the type of head dates about
 A.D. 60, and the body is based on a Greek original
 of the second half of the fifth century B.C., known
 as the "Livia Laterane" (fig. 16). Said to have
 been found in Pompeii by Murat, brother-in-law
 of Napoleon, the lady was dubbed "Agrippina,"
 but she is a private person of the end of the
 reign of Claudius (40-54) or the first five years
 of Nero's rule (54-68), having the slightly dis-
 ordered locks and little curls affected by ladies of
 the imperial court at this time. The right arm
 and, certainly, the left hand appear to have been
 dowelled on; the right toes and part of the
 plinth are missing; head and curls on the
 shoulders appear to be one with the body. There
 are several comparable ancient portraits in
 Rome.48 The head in Minneapolis is that of a
 man in the style of the third quarter of the third
 century A.D., related to those portraits of the tran-
 sition to the Late Antique which stress the philo-
 sophic type of face, with large eyes enframed by
 hair and beard.49 The surfaces are much disinte-

 47 Michaelis, op. cit., 671 f., no. 1 d; Poulsen, F., Greek
 and Romnan Portraits in English Country Houtses, 91, no.
 76 (2 ill.), Oxford, University Press, 1923; Bieber, M.,
 Proc. Anmer. Philos. Soc. 106: 133, note 62, 1962.

 48Acc. no. 32.16; Butlletin of the Minineapolis Institute
 of Arts 21: 118 ff., 1932; Porada, E., Man in the Ancient
 World, no. 123 (plate), New York, Queens College, 1958.
 Cf. Felletti Maj, I ritratti, 76, no. 131.

 49 Cf. Dutmbarton Oaks Papers 15: figs. 1-6 ("Numeri-
 anus" in Boston, circa A.D. 265 to 285), fig. 28 (man

 grated, as if the head had stood in a garden for
 years, and the ears are badly damaged, giving the
 face a somewhat peculiar appearance; the marble
 appears to be of a coarse Western Asiatic variety,
 partly explaining the roughened surfaces. If this
 head is ancient, it adds an important example to
 a class of late Roman portraits rare in America.

 The bust of the emperor Vespasian (69-79) in
 the Yale Gallery of Fine Arts in New Haven is
 a Cinquecento or later portrait fashioned from
 coins to fill a gallery of the "Twelve Caesars";
 chipping and seeming restoration of the top of
 the head were introduced to convey the look of
 antiquity (fig. 21). Stylistic prototypes are also
 available in monumental sculpture.50 The collec-
 tion is strongest in Graeco-Roman provincial
 sculpture of the imperial period, sculptures from
 Dura-Europos and Palmyra being well repre-
 senited. Among the last are limestone busts of a
 priest and his page in high relief, work of the
 third century A.D.; a limestone bust of Naame,
 wife of Haira, circa A.D. 150; and a similar bust
 of Anana, daughter of Nabuna, of the third cen-
 tury A.D.51

 The two portraits in the Museum of the His-
 panic Society in New York have been well pub-
 lished owing to their connection with the art of
 Roman Spain.52 The bust of a woman of the
 Julio-Claudian period has been termed a possible
 portrait of Livia; she indeed looks imperial, wear-
 ing a large diadem. The arrangement of the hair,
 simple like Livia's yet anticipating the formal
 curls of Agrippina, accords well with the Claudian
 coin-portraits of Antonia, who was the wife of
 Nero Drusus, daughter of Mark Anthony by Oc-
 tavia, and mother of Germanicus and Claudius.
 The second portrait is a bust of an Antonine youth
 of high position, termed rather optimistically by
 some a likeness of Lucius Verus. This young
 man with some non-Roman, possibly Iberian fea-

 from Lowther Castle, circa 270 to 280) 1961; Roman
 Portraits, no. 33, Worcester Art Museum, 1961; Ver-
 meule, Greek and Roman Portraits, no. 67, Boston, Mu-
 seum of Fine Arts, 1959.

 50 Cf. the head in the Museo Nazionale Romano: Fel-
 letti Maj, op. cit., 79, no. 141.

 51 Ingholt, H., Palmyrene and Gandharan Sculpture,
 nos. 11-13, New Haven, Yale University, 1954. No. 8
 in the same catalogue, an exhibition held at Yale, is a bust
 of a priest, circa A.D. 200.

 52 Garcia y Bellido, A., Esculturas romanas de Espaiia
 y Portugal, 47 ff., pl. 32, no. 36, and 59 f., pl. 41, no. 47,
 Madrid, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Ciantificas,
 1949; Proske, G., Handbook of the Collections, New
 York, The Hispanic Society, 1938.
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 tures can certainly be dated around 150 to 160,
 when the young Marcus Aurelius made curly hair
 the court fashion. Found at Santiponce, site of
 the ancient Italica, head and neck had been broken
 from the deep, half-figure bust, but the two seem

 to belong together.
 The pride of the Smith College Museum of

 Art in Northampton (Mass.) is the marble por-
 trait-head of the emperor Gallienus (253-267),
 a head damaged on one side but not restored and
 said to have been found at Ostia.53 M. Leeb, who
 first formally published the piece, identified it as a
 portrait of circa A.D. 260, shortly after Gallienus
 began his sole rule; she and others have rightly
 recognized that portraits of Hadrian helped pro-
 vide the sculptor with this concept of Gallienus
 or, at least, of a man of his reign. B. M. Felletti
 Maj and H. Jucker have doubted the identification

 as Gallienus, the former even questioning the
 authenticity of the head. It has been pointed out
 to me that the head also owes much to the bust
 of an "Auriga" in the Museo Nazionale Ro-
 mano.54 Identification and date of this fascinating
 portrait seem open to further scholarly discussion;
 my own praise and publication of the head on sev-

 eral previous occasions occurred before I had the
 privilege of living closely with the piece, as a lec-
 turer at Smith College. Since studying the head
 almost daily, I see no reason to change my views.
 The so-called head of a child of the first century
 A.D. at Smith seems to be that of an Eros or an
 ideal Hellenistic child rather than a portrait
 in the accepted sense; the type is fairly closely
 related to, but more childlike than the Lysippic
 Eros unbending the bow of Herakles, a work

 surviving in numerous marble copies of a bronze
 of about 325 B.C. and represented in the collection
 at Smith College by a fine marble torso from the
 Lederer and Straus collections.55

 There are two portraits at the Allen Memorial
 Art Museum of Oberlin College, Oberlin (Ohio).
 The marble head of a man consecrated to Isis has
 been published as an illustration of late Republican

 53 Leeb, M., Builletin of the Smith College Museutm of
 Art 29-32: 8-10, figs. 1-3, 1951; Felletti Maj, B. M.,
 Iconografia romnanta imperiale, no. 305, Rome, Bret-
 schneider, 1958; Jucker, H., Antike Kunst 2: 60, 1959;
 Vermeule, Greek and Roman Portraits, no. 66; Roman
 Portraits, no. 32, Worcester Art Museum, 1961.

 54 Felletti Maj, I ritratti, 150 f., no. 300.
 55 Head of a "child": Catalogue of the Collectionts, 30

 (plate), Northampton, Smith College, 1937. The torso
 of the Lysippic Eros is on the same plate; see also, John-
 son, F. P., Lysippos, 105 ff., no. 37, pl. 19, Durham
 (North Carolina), Duke University Press, 1927.

 verism carried on into the Trajanic or Hadrianic
 periods; the look of factual naturalism is height-
 ened by the shaven pate marked with the scar of
 consecration or priesthood. Comparable heads
 of Greek men of mystic philosophies have been
 found in Athens and surrounding areas, and they
 too carry so-called Roman verism well beyond its
 usually-defined chronological limits into the sec-
 ond century A.D.56 The second "portrait" at Ober-
 lin is a head of a bearded Greek, from a relief and

 probably to be dated in the first century A.D.

 The collection in the museum at the University
 of Mississippi in Oxford owes its being to the fact
 that David M. Robinson bequeathed his Roman
 antiquities to that institution. Including por-
 traits of famous Greeks that are patently Roman
 or later copies, there are twelve heads or busts that
 hold our attention whether they are excellent
 Roman works or Renaissance and later creations
 in the manner of the antique. In addition, a head
 of Alexander the Great said to have been found
 near Corinth and a terracotta head of a young
 man, in the style of the first century AD. and said
 to have been found at Veii, are on anonymous
 loan to the university; they come from the Robin-
 son collection. Of these fourteen portraits, twelve
 have been illustrated or merely mentioned by D.
 M. Robinson in his many writings on ancient art.
 A detailed list is promised by Lucy Turnbull in
 an inventory of the Robinson collection in Missis-
 Sippi.57 Worthy of mention here are the head of
 a young girl with bland face and melon headdress
 recalling styles of the late second or first centuries

 B.C., a likeness of a girl with long braids extend-
 ing over her shoulders, and the bust of a middle-
 aged man of the early Hadrianic period, wearing
 a tunic and toga draped loosely around his shoul-
 ders. The first young girl, from $ar Oyuk
 (Garulyuk), near Eskishehir, in northwestern

 56 Dennison, W., Amer. Jouir. Archaeol. 9: 11-43, 1905;
 Vermeule, Bulletin of the Allen Memorial Art MIuseum
 17: 6-13, 1959.

 57 See meanwhile, Robinson, D. M., Awiicr. Jour.
 Archaeol. 59: 25-29, 1955 (various portraits, ancient and
 post-Renaissance); idem, in Classical Studies for Alex-
 ander David Fraser, 2-11, Baltimore, 1956 (so-called
 Tiberius, Livia, and Aeschines); Richter, G. M. A.,
 "Greek Portraits, IV," Collection Latomus 54: 38 f., figs.
 48 f., Brussels, 1962 (Aeschines); Roman Portraits, no.
 12, Worcester, 1961 (Cinquecento or Italian Baroque head
 of Vitellius). This last could have been the Vitellius
 owned by Pope Julius II, but my instinct is to term this
 bust a Neo-Classic interpretation of the Renaissance
 prototype, one copied from ancient coins: cf. Michaelis,
 op. cit., 449, no. 56, on the Lansdowne bust in porphyry;
 Christie's Sale, 5 March 1930, 30, no. 43, plate.
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 Anatolia, is a somewhat provincial portrait of the
 period of Claudius or Nero. The second girl was
 found in the same place and seems to be of the
 same date, echoing the classicistic fashion of
 Agrippina the Younger. This head, or, more prop-

 erly, a funerary bust, combines the hair parted
 in the middle and brought around to hang in a
 queue behind with stiff, frontal style and general
 elongation of proportions.58 Her chiton is lightly
 and charmingly indicated about her shoulders.
 The bust of the man is said to have been found in
 Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli and was long at Margam
 Park near Cardiff in Wales; it later passed to the

 vast, heterogeneous collection of Canon R. M.
 Dawkins, authority on modern Greek dialects and
 excavator of the shrine of Artemis Orthia near
 Sparta. The bust, which is fairly deep, is set in an
 acanthus calyx on a circular, molded pedestal;
 the man's features are treated in the second-
 century A.D. version of late Republican plastic
 verism described here in connection with the head
 of an Isis priest at Oberlin College.59

 V. PHILADELPHIA THROUGH PROVIDENCE

 (RHODE ISLAND)

 In the list of portraits in the University Museum
 of the University of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia,
 there are nineteen examples, if the section of the
 base of a Trajanic triumphal monument at Puzzoli
 with three soldiers in traveling costume 60 and the
 large sardonyx cameo showing Constantius II in
 triumphal procession on the occasion of his visit
 to Rome in A.D. 357 are included. The composi-
 tion of this Late Antique gem is based on the relief
 of Titus in a chariot on the arch set up in his

 memory at the entrance to the Forum Romanum.6'
 The collection is strong in Roman portraits from

 58First girl: Robinson, D. M., Anatolian Studies Pre-
 sented to W. H. Butckler, 265-268, pl. 9; Ancienzt Art in
 American Private Collections, no. 171, Cambridge, Fogg
 Art Museum, 1954. Second head: Robinson, op. cit.,
 249-260, pls. 6 f.

 59 See above, note 56; also, Jucker, H., Das Bildnis im
 Blatterkelch, 83, pl. 31; Poulsen, F., Portraits in English
 Country Houises, 67, no. 48; Michaelis, op. cit., 520,
 no. 10.

 60 Many of the portraits are mentioned in Luce, S. B.,
 Catalogue of the Mediterranean Section, Philadelphia,
 The University Museum, 1921. The section of base from
 Puzzoli is Luce, 170 ff., no. 20; Kahler, H., in Studies
 Presented to D. M. Robinson 1: 430 ff., Saint Louis, 1951.

 61 Bieber, M., A4mer. Jour. Archaeol. 49: 25-34, 1949;
 Vermeule, The Sonunierville Gems, Cameo and Initaglio,
 no. 259, Philadelphia, The University Museum, 1956;
 idem, Amer. Joutr. Archaeol. 61: 187, 205, 1957.

 Asia Minor or Syria and Egypt, perhaps as a
 result of the museum's long and famous record of
 activities in these areas; on the other hand, there
 are several fine late Republican and early imperial
 heads from the excavations at Minturnae in Italy.
 One of these is a half-lifesized head of a Roman
 of about 40 B.C. in crystalline marble from the
 Greek islands or Asia Minor; it was found in the
 southwest corner of the so-called temple of Julius
 Caesar (fig. 4). Comparison with portraits on
 coins of the last generation of the Republic sug-
 gests this is a portrait of M. Junius Brutus, the
 assassin of Caesar, who committed suicide after
 the second battle of Philippi in 42 B.C. The head
 may have been carved at any time up to a century
 after his death, for Brutus was remembered by
 men of republican sympathies as a fair, upright
 man, and a writer on politics and philosophy.62
 Brutus may be also represented in a late Republi-
 can or Julio-Claudian head dredged up about forty
 years ago in the Hudson River, where it could only
 have been lost overboard by an early American
 collector.63

 Another important portrait from Minturnae is
 the head of a Julio-Claudian prince, worked for
 insertion in a heroic or cuirassed torso; the base
 of the neck was subsequently reworked as a free-
 standing bust, perhaps after the original statue
 was damaged beyond repair in some local catas-
 trophe. The person has been identified as either
 Drusus Senior or his son Germanicus.64 V. Poul-
 sen favors the latter because the head is one of a
 number of replicas of an archetype created at the
 imperial court and some of these replicas have
 been found with portraits of Drusus Junior, son of
 Tiberius. Between A.D. 14 and 19, when Germani-
 cus died, these two princes were twin heirs to
 Tiberius, uncle of Germanicus, and dedications to
 them are often found together.65 I favor Poulsen's
 identification because the prince from Minturnae

 62 Adriani, A., Notizie degli Scavi: 196 f., no. 44,
 fig. 24, 1938; Giuliano, A., Catalogo dei ritratti romani
 del Museo Profano Lateranense, 10, under no. 11. Por-
 traits of Brutus on coins: Mobius, H., Archaologike
 Ephemeris 207 ff., pl. 1, 1953-54.

 63Robinson, D. M., Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 30: 128 f.,
 fig. 3, 1926.

 64Matthews, K., Expedition 1: 36 f., Summer 1959;
 Poulsen, V., Claudische Prinzen, Studien zur Icono-
 graphie des ersten Romischen Kaiserhauses, 14, no. 11 in
 list of replicas of Germanicus, Baden-Baden, Bruno
 Grimm, 1960.

 65 As the big base to the two at Olympia, in front of
 the temple of Zeus: Dittenberger, W., Purgold, K.,
 Olympia 5: Die Inschriften, 478 ff., no. 372, Berlin, 1896.
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 seems too young to be Drusus Senior, brother of
 Tiberius, and because I have tried to see his fea-
 tures in the portrait of a somewhat older Julio-
 Claudian at Bowdoin College.66

 A dramatically clear-cut, forward portrait of a
 woman, in marble and nearly twice the size of life,
 reached the collections from Troy (fig. 14a, b, c).
 The draped body of this statue is said to have
 been sold to the Berlin Museum. With her
 pointed nose and well-ordered, long hair, she is
 without doubt Agrippina the Elder, whose hus-
 band Germanicus delivered an address to Hector
 at Troy on his ill-fated mission to Asia in A.D. 18.
 The top and back of the head were either un-
 finished or finished in paint and plaster, as would
 befit a large-scale figure standing in an exedra or a
 niche. Although undoubtedly carved in one of the
 major centers of Western Asia Minor, such as
 Ephesus, the likeness is very Roman and somewhat
 bland, mechanical in structure, faithfully following
 some model sent to the Greek East from the
 imperial capital.6 Because of their alleged descent
 from Aeneas, Julio-Claudians showered public
 monuments on Ilium, and the city responded with
 statues and dedications, three of the former and
 six of the latter surviving.

 To the middle or second half of the second cen-
 tury belongs a one and a half times lifesized head
 of a priest, wearing a heavy, rolled fillet or crown
 with eleven heads of deities in high relief; it
 probably comes from Caesarea in Cappadocia
 (central Asia Minor) (fig. 25). The draped
 statue to which it once belonged probably stood in
 a niche, for the back of the neck is unfinished,
 forming an extra support. Whether wholly or
 partly of Greek blood, the man has arranged his
 beard like a philosopher, and his dignified, some-
 what idealized face is of the type that leads to the
 so-called Julian the Apostate (361-363) por-
 traits in the fourth century A.D.68 The eleven
 heads of divinities in high relief no doubt denote
 the man's dedication to some cult involving either
 the Olympian pantheon or a group of local gods,
 such as the twelve warrior gods worshiped so
 widely in Lycia in Roman times. They may, on
 the other hand, merely designate the man as a

 66 See above, and Beam, P. C., Roe, A. S., An Illus-
 trated Handbook of the Bowdoin College Museum of Fine
 Arts in the Walker Art Building, 20, fig. 12, Brunswick
 (Maine), Bowdoin College, 1950.

 67Luce, op. cit., 190, no. 58; Vermeule, The Classical
 Journal 58: 89, 1962.

 68 Inv. no. MS 215; Muller, V., Museum Journal 23:
 45-54, 1932.

 magistrate in a devout society. There are other
 such heads of the second and third centuries A.D.,
 all seeming on the grounds of style or provenance
 to derive from Asia Minor, Syria, or Greek North
 Africa. At Berkeley one such head dates about
 A.D. 260 and wears an elaborately embroidered
 headband ornamented by six heads of divinities
 or symbolic knots that look like heads on the
 principal fillet (fig. 44). Comparable to this
 is a portrait of a priest found recently at Sardis in
 Lydia, with twelve heads of divinities on the
 headband, and there is a complete statue of one of
 these priests of circa 270 to 280 in the Cyrene
 Museum. L. Robert in a recent report on the
 Adana Museum in southeastern Turkey describes
 a statue, "provenant de Pompeiopolis, dont la tete
 porte une couronne decoree de cinq bustes, de
 deux Victoires et des cinq memes lettres, abreges
 de titres, qui se lisent sur de nombreuses monnaies
 de Tarse et notamment avec la representation de
 couronnes a portraits; j'y vois la statue d'un
 cilicarque." 69

 A lifesized head of a bearded young man of the
 Severan period, in pinkish stone with encrustation,
 is said to come from Rumeli Hisar, above Con-
 stantinople on the European side of the Bosphorus
 (fig. 41a, b, c). This is perhaps an Eastern por-
 trait of the emperor Caracalla in the years from
 212 to 214; a dowel on the top of the head may
 have been for a wreath, or for placement in a
 triumphal arch. Rumeli Hisar is hardly a good
 provenance in pinning the head to a specific monu-
 ment, for it was here wealthy Europeans and Turks
 have had villas and collections of art since the
 middle of the last century. On the other hand,
 Caracalla and his mother Julia Domna crossed the
 Bosphorus into Asia Minor on more than one
 occasion, Byzantium (later Constantinople) also
 having been the scene of Septimius Severus's great
 victory over Pescennius Niger at the outset of
 his reign in A.D. 193. It is not inconceivable,
 therefore, that this rather impressionistic head of
 Caracalla comes from a monument to the glories
 of the Severan dynasty set up near the site of one
 of their early victories, in a region crucial to the
 communications of the Empire.70 Another head of
 Caracalla in the University Museum is of colossal
 scale, carved in red granite, and comes from the

 69 Robert, L., Comptes-rendus d'Academie des Inscrip-
 tionts April-June 1961, 178. Statue in Cyrene: Rosen-
 baum, E., A Catalogue of Cyrenaican Portrait Sculpture,
 73 f., no. 95, pl. 57, with a leafy fillet.

 70 Inv. no. MS216; Luce, op. cit., 189, no. 56. Cf.
 Felletti Maj, I ritratti, nos. 266, 268.
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 temple of Isis at Koptos in Upper Egypt; in this
 crude, proto-mediaeval image, the emperor is
 crowned with a diadem, a uraeus in front.7'

 Besides the base from a triumphal monument
 at Puzzoli, there is one of the very few other frag-
 ments of Roman historial relief in this country in
 the University Museum. It comes from Rome,
 that is from the Roman art market, and comprises
 the head of a Roman Praetorian; a monument of
 the Trajanic period, perhaps related to the Great
 Trajanic Frieze on the Arch of Constantine and
 elsewhere, seems indicated. Other fragments
 closely related to this were found in Rome in the
 late Quattrocento or early Cinquecento and were
 carried off to the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua by
 the painter Giulio Romano.72

 The Berkshire Museum in Pittsfield (Mass.)
 has long possessed, as gift of its founder Zenas
 Crane, six Palmyrene reliefs of importance; they
 were published by Harald Ingholt in 1928 in his
 pioneering work on the sculpture of this caravan
 city in the Syrian desert.73 The most important
 of these, a bust of a priest with alabastron and
 incense bowl, work of about A.D. 150 was also
 shown in Ingholt's exhibition of Palmyrene and
 Gandharan sculpture at Yale University in 1954.
 The priest wears a high cap with flat top and
 with a wreath around its lower part; his elaborate
 cloak is pinned with a brooch on the right
 shoulder.74

 Three Palmyrene funerary portraits in high
 relief also form ornaments of the Portland Art
 Museum in Portland, Oregon. One of the two
 double portraits, a masterpiece, was in the exhibi-
 tion of Roman portraits at the Worcester Art
 Museum; it presents a man and woman of the
 second half of the second century A.D. The other
 double portrait, also well known, features a beard-
 less nephew together with his bearded uncle.75

 71 Early Christian and Byzantine Art, 23, no. 1, pl. 8,
 Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, 1947.

 72 See Levi, A., Sculture nel Palazzo Ducale di Man-
 tova, 74, no. 165, pl. 84a, Rome, Biblioteca d'Arte Editrice,
 1931. The two portraits, a head of a young man with
 lean, Oriental features and a bust of a stern matron of
 about A.D. 200, published by V. Muller, Sechsundacht-
 zigstes Winckelmannsprogramm, Berlin, W. de Gruyter,
 1927, are in Philadelphia. H. Jucker republishes the
 former as Constantius II as Caesar, circa 335 to 337:
 Museum Helveticun 16: 275-291, 1959.

 73 Studier over Palmyrensk Skulptur, 159 ff., Copen-
 hagen, 1928.

 74Palmyrene antd Ganzdharan Sculpture, no. 4 (plate);
 Faison, S. L., Art Museums of New England, 142, fig. 1.

 75 Man and woman: Roman Portraits, no. 24, Worces-

 All five of the ancient marbles at Vassar Col-
 lege, Poughkeepsie (New York), can be con-
 sidered portraits; the first four come from the
 Giustiniani collection in Rome and were part of
 the group of Giustiniani marbles distributed to the
 Metropolitan Museum and Williams College as
 the gift of Mrs. Frederick F. Thompson early in
 the present century. There is a portrait bust of
 a woman of the type of Faustina the Younger or
 Lucilla. A togatus in high relief comes from an
 Antonine or later sarcophagus, perhaps as late as
 A.D. 250 to 270. He is seated to the left on a
 stool with tasseled cushion, holding a scroll in the
 left hand in the manner of a vates; the feet, most
 of the stool, and lower background are modern;
 and the head, not original and slightly small for
 the body, is a portrait of late Republican style,
 with hair in the manner of portraits of Julius
 Caesar.76 The statue of a woman wearing a high-
 girt chiton and tunic around the waist derives from
 a version of the Aphrodite of Capua, turned into
 a vehicle for a Roman portrait.77 Besides an un-
 important portrait head of Hadrianic style, with
 close beard and curling hair (face badly stained),
 there is a three-quarters lifesize female head from
 a large relief, in Luna marble and in the style of
 the Ara Pacis Augustae in Rome. Veiled and fac-
 ing to the left, the head is too small for the
 imperial procession on that monument; the woman
 appears to be an attendant at a scene of ritual or
 sacrifice, the work perhaps being as early as the
 last generation of the Roman Republic.78

 The Art Museum of Princeton University con-
 tains eleven portraits of all sizes and in all manner
 of materials. To these may be added the four
 portraits of famous Greeks recently acquired with
 the Alden Sampson collection, listed here under
 Washington (D. C.), the Smithsonian Institution,
 where the collection was long on loan. The bust
 of Caracalla, wearing a paludamentum over his
 cuirass, is in my opinion a very excellent, indeed
 even spectacular sixteenth-century copy of a work
 of circa A.D. 216; it is the same type as the well-

 ter, 1961; Ingholt, Studier over Palmyrensk Skulptur, 95.
 Two men: Archaeology 7: 121, 1954. All are also pub-
 lished in the Portland Art Museum's Bulletin for March,
 1954.

 76 Reinach, S., Repertoire de la statuaire grecque et
 romaine 1: 548, no. 2, Paris, E. Leroux, 1906; Galleria
 del marchese Vincenzo Giustiniani, pl. 111, Rome, 1640.

 77 Reinach, op. cit., 433, no. 3; von Mach, E. R. O.,
 Records of the Past 6: 227-232, 1907.

 78 Notes on and photographs of this and the other
 marbles at Vassar were kindly supplied by Inez Ryberg
 and Benjamin Rowland, Jr.
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 known bust in the Museo Nazionale, Naples.79
 Another problem piece is a head of a man with
 neck carved for insertion in a draped statue or
 as a funerary bust, all being fashioned from an anta
 capital which is visible at the back. The portrait,
 of the first century B.C. or slightly later, is related
 to a certain class of late Republican to early
 imperial funerary portraits, togati or busts some-
 times in very high relief.80 The type of capital
 reused by the portraitist belongs to the late Re-
 public and shows paired or double sphinxes or
 merely their wings with foliage between; charac-
 teristic examples, dated in the Augustan period,
 have been found among the temples of the Largo

 Argentina in Rome since Renaissance times.8'

 There are eleven portraits in the Rhode Island

 School of Design at Providence, and most of them
 have been well and frequently published, or at least
 illustrated. Two imperial heads of the first cen-
 tury A.D. are worthy of comment here. The head

 of Augustus is a slightly weak but not displeasing
 replica, or technically a variant, from Italy of the
 Prima Porta Augustus in the Vatican; the drilling
 and cutting of the hair, especially just over the
 forehead where circular drill-points are visible,
 suggest this head might have been produced in
 the reign of Hadrian (117-138), that is one hun-
 dred and fifty years after Augustan rule began
 (fig. 8).82 Augustus was continually being hon-

 ored throughout the Graeco-Roman world as the

 founder of the Empire and many cities or Roman

 colonies therein. The second head, that of a

 Julio-Claudian prince, poses some problems of

 identification (fig. 9). He is perhaps Caius

 Caesar, the grandson of Augustus who died as a
 young man in Lycia in A.D. 4 after being wounded
 in the siege of an Armenian city. Identification

 stems from comparison with a head in Athens, and

 the likeness in Providence may also have been

 ,9Roman, Portraits, no. 28 and extensive bibliography,
 Worcester Art Museum, 1961; Archaeology 7: 243, 1954;
 Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 63: 348, 1959. Cf. Hekler, Greek
 and Roman Portraits, pl. 290. This and other sculptures
 in Princeton are illustrated in Jones, F. F., Ancient Art
 in the Art Museum Princeton UniversitAy, Princeton,
 1960, 71 pp.

 80 Acc. no. 53-25. Cf. Felletti Maj, I ritratti, no. 51;
 Schweitzer, Bildniskunst, fig. 115.

 81 See von Mercklin, E., Antike Figutralkapitelle, 256 ff.,
 pl. 149, Berlin, W. de Gruyter, 1962.

 82 Acc. no. 26.160. Poulsen, V., Les portraits romains
 1: 23 f., as Brendel's Type C., Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg
 Glyptotek, 1961.

 produced in Athens or one of the Greek islands.83
 On the other hand, V. Poulsen has suggested that,
 from the prominently aquiline nose, this prince is
 the youthful Drusus, son of the emperor Tiberius
 and Vipsania.84 Drusus Jr. has already been men-
 tioned in connection with the possible portrait of
 Germanicus from Minturnae, in the University

 Museum at Philadelphia.85 The top of the head of
 the portrait in Providence is only summarily fin-
 ished, and the right ear also seems incomplete.

 VI. RICHMOND THROUGH TORONTO

 (CANADA)

 The head of a man in the veristic style of the
 later Republic and resembling the so-called Isis
 priest types, in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
 at Richmond, is a modern creation, related to a
 head in the Museo Nazionale Romano.86

 There are two portraits in the Memorial Art
 Gallery of the University of Rochester (New
 York), and both have been thoroughly discussed
 in archaeological literature. A youngish man,
 with thin face and square jaw resembles members
 of the Julio-Claudian family and dates around A.D.
 40; it has been suggested that he might be the
 emperor Claudius (41-54) in the years before he
 was placed on the throne and this seems likely
 enough since the head appears to reflect the ill-
 nesses with which Claudius was afflicted.87 An-
 other head, a richly bearded Greek, is Roman work
 of the late second or early third century A.D. and
 probably ultimately from Asia Minor although

 the dealer's provenance was given as Rome; a
 manuscript tradition going back to Late Antiquity

 suggests he could be the celebrated physician

 Galen of Pergamon, who flourished in Rome at
 the court of Marcus Aurelius and died in A.D.
 199.88

 83 Acc. no. 22.211; Bulletin of the Rhode Island School
 of Desigit 11: 25 ff., 1923; Ancient Scuilpture, 15, no. 40,
 Cambridge, Fogg Art Museum, 1950. Head in Athens,
 National Museum: Hafner, Spdthellenistische Bildnisplas-
 tik, 80, no. A 35, pl. 36.

 84 Poulsen, V., Claudische Prinzen, 24 ff., figs. 7-9.
 85 See above, notes 64, 65.

 86 Inv. no. 58-8. Cf. Felletti Maj, I ritratti, 38 f., no.
 52; Schweitzer, Bildniskunst, no. E 5, figs. 100, 104, 108.

 87 Suhr, E. G., Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 59: 319 ff., pl. 94,
 1955; Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 63: 147, 1959.

 88 Suhr, Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 53: 248-260, pls. 37 f.,
 1949; idem, Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 59: 322, pl. 94, 1955;
 The Dark Ages, no. 41 (plate) Worcester Art Museum,
 1937. The museum's label says "reportedly found on the
 Via Appia."
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 Of the four portraits in the City Art Museum
 of Saint Louis (Missouri), the head of a Roman
 (bald save for a small forelock) in the Flavian
 style seems to be a nineteenth-century creation to
 serve as an emaciated "Vespasian" in a gallery
 of the "Twelve Caesars." The bust of an early
 Antonine man, with shaggy hair divided over the
 forehead and spade beard, said to have been found
 in Athens, seems to show a person very like the man
 represented by draped busts on turned pedestals
 in Spain and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
 (fig. 27). 89 The head termed that of an emperor
 of the fourth century A.D., shown at the Walters
 Art Gallery and in Worcester, is in reality a

 Syrian priest of the Trajanic period, despite the
 heavy wreath of leaves and berries on the wavy
 hair; the quality and precision of carving accord
 very well with the best portraits of Trajan (98-
 117) in marble.90 Finally, the Palmyrene funer-
 ary bust of a man wearing a priest's circular, flat-
 topped hat and a cloak pinned with a brooch over
 a loose tunic is precisely dated to the year A.D.
 141; he is Yedibel, son of Ateagab, and he has
 clean-cut features set off by piercing eyes and large
 ears.91

 An important portrait has recently come to light
 in the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art
 at Sarasota (Florida). An early head of the
 emperor Gallienus (253-267) has been set on an
 alien, ancient draped bust; the top and back of
 the head have been reworked, and upper lip, fore-
 part of the nose, and left ear are restored. A good
 parallel is in the Museo dei Conservatori in
 Rome.92

 There are nine portraits of various types in the
 Seattle Art Museum, but since I have never seen
 the collections and know only the bust of a girl lent

 to the AW'orcester exhibition of 1961, I do not feel

 qualified to comment on the six marbles, the two
 Palmyrene reliefs, and the Romano-Egyptian
 -painted portrait of the type from the Fayoum.93

 89 Acc. no. 299 :23; Handbook of the Collections, 16
 (fig.), St. Louis, City Art Museum, 1937. Cf. Garcia y
 Bellido, op. cit., 43, nos. 49 f., Greek and Roman Portraits,
 no. 57, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 1959.

 90 Ronan. Portraits, no. 36, Worcester Art Museum
 1961; Early Christian and Byzantine Art, 23, no. 3, pl. 6,
 Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, 1947; Bulletin 9: 52-53
 1924.

 91 Ambler, J., Bulletin 45: 83-86, 1961 (a model publi-
 cation); Ingholt, Studier over Palmyrensk Skulptur, 228
 ff., pl. II, 3, from a French collection.

 92 Cf. Felletti Maj, Iconografia romana imperiale, 222,
 no. 289, pl. 40, no. 134.

 93 Some items appear in the Handbook, published in

 Mount Holyoke College at South Hadley
 (Mass.) stands very high with eight portraits of
 various types. The three Palmyrene reliefs all
 date in the second century A.D. A late Republican
 head of a man in tufa, from a dealer in Rome, and
 a terracotta head of a woman of the same period
 and from the same source have both been pub-
 lished in the German corpus of sculpture.94 There
 remains, principally, a fragment of a historical
 or state relief, probably of the period of Marcus
 Aurelius; it is the head of an attendant in a larger
 scene. The drillwork is similar to that on sec-
 ondary heads in the Aurelian panels on the Arch
 of Constantine; since the head is under lifesize,
 it might be connected with the lost Arch of Divus
 Verus put up between 170 and 180 near the Baths
 of Caracalla. Reliefs and bases from this arch are
 scattered about the museums and churches of
 Rome.95 This well-preserved fragment is an
 important addition to the yet-to-be-compiled
 corpus of historical relief fragments from Rome.

 The Museum of Art in Toledo (Ohio) has
 recently acquired two ancient portraits of note.
 The head of Julius Caesar is a Trajanic copy
 (circa A.D. 1 00) of a well-known contemporary
 or slightly later portrait; the head, from an old
 collection and slightly reworked, was carved to be

 set in a draped statue (fig. 6). It shows the stern-
 featured, not-emaciated Caesar who has a full
 head of well-ordered hair, and the portrait has

 nothing to do with the traditions of Renaissance

 to Neo-Classic iconography which portray Julius
 Caesar as a bald man with domed head and sunken

 cheeks. Trajan honored Julius Caesar with just
 such a portrait as the head in Toledo on gold coins.
 A heavily-restored head in Berkeley appears to be
 another portrait of Caesar fashioned over a cen-

 tury after his death, perhaps in the Flavian period.

 The face, with its wrinkles, is more sympathetic,
 less imperial than the head in Toledo (fig. 7a, b).96

 1951; I owe notes on the many classical sculptures to
 Ellen Kohler of the University Museum, Philadelphia.
 The bust of the girl is Roman Portraits, no. 4, Worces-
 ter Art Museum, 1961; the Fayoum portrait is Fasti
 Archaeologici 6: no. 313, 1951.

 94 Arndt, P., and W. Amelung, et al., Photographische
 Einzelaufnahmen antiker Skulpturent, nos. 4277, 4278,
 Munich, F. Bruckmann, 1893-1945. The man is also
 Schweitzer, Bildniskunst, 114, no. H 4.

 95 See Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 62: 245, 1958; Gnomon
 29: 372, 1957.

 96 Acc. no. 62.21; Wittmann, O., Museutm News, 55,
 Autumn 1962; Cahn, H. A., Kunstwerke der Antike, 17,
 no. 22, Basel, Miinzen und Medaillen A. G., Auktion
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 Toledo's Palmyrene bust of a lady, in high relief,
 is of arrestingly fine quality for this series; she
 is Emmabi, daughter of Maqqai and dates be-
 tween A.D. 150 and 200. She is, furthermore,
 elaborately turbaned, veiled, draped, and be-
 jeweled; her twin in style and costume is the relief
 of Attai or Aththaia, daughter of Malchos, in the
 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.97

 In the Royal Ontario Museum at Toronto
 (Canada), there are at least thirty Greek and
 Roman portraits, making this the third largest
 collection in the Western Hemisphere. In 1958
 the already-large group was rounded out by ac-
 quisition of interesting heads and fragments of
 heads from the collection of Dr. Ludwig Curtius
 in Rome. Among all these it is difficult to do more
 than indicate and illustrate the less-well-known
 masterpieces. A Roman woman in white marble,
 with the pupils of her eyes added in paint, wears
 the complex, piled-up hairdress, with false braids
 wrapped around the crown, characteristic of the
 Hadrianic period; several Hadrianic ladies in the
 Museo Nazionale Romano are similarly made up
 and turned out. She also wears her himation
 drawn up on the back of her head (fig. 29).98
 Two other interesting second-century heads of
 women, one young and the other at least middle-
 aged, were acquired from Joseph Brummer in
 New York and bequeathed to the museum by
 Reuben Wells Leonard, with additional sculptures.
 The girl is Hadrianic, wearing her hair in com-
 plex waves over the forehead and in false braids
 around the crown (fig. 30a, b). A petulant,
 slightly damaged mouth spoils this otherwise
 charming portrayal. The plump matron was a
 contemporary of Faustina the Elder, that is she
 flourished in the Hadrianic to early Antonine
 periods (fig. 31a, b). As in other portraits of
 this age, she favored tighter waves above the
 forehead and severer braids around the crown.

 The head of Tiberius is very close to that al-
 ready discussed in connection with the portrait of
 circa A.D. 22 to 23 recently acquired by the Fogg

 XXII, May 1961. For the Berkeley head, cf. Simon, E.,
 Gymnasium 64: 297 ff., pls. 9 ff., 1957.

 97Acc. no. 62.18; The Arcade Gallery, cover, London,
 November 1961. Cf. Chase, G. H., Greek and Roman
 Antiquities, 154 f., fig. 202, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts,
 1950.

 98 Inv. no. 954 x 70. Cf. Felletti Maj, I ritratti, nos.
 180, 181, 183, 184. I wish to thank Professor J. W.
 Graham and Mrs. N. Leipen for affording every manner
 of help on three separate visits to study the sculptures in
 Toronto, in 1956, 1957 and 1963.

 Museum in Cambridge (fig. lla, b).9 It is a
 replica of rather average quality. A very Roman
 replica of the Clementia Tiberii portrait of A.D. 22
 to 23, in Berkeley, was made for insertion in a
 draped, veiled statue, for the back of the head was
 sliced off and there is a large hole here (fig. 12a,
 b). A twice-lifesized head of Germanicus comes
 from Lower Egypt and perhaps belongs in the
 period shortly before that prince's death, when
 he made his famous sightseeing tour of the Nile
 valley (fig. 13). There is a large square doweIl
 for the separately-made toga, in the back of the
 head. A portrait in the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek
 in Copenhagen is comparable.100 A Parian marble

 bust of a Roman woman portrays a private person
 of about the year A.D. 60; the head in Cleveland,
 identified as Octavia the wife of Nero, offers a
 good general parallel, as does, especially for the
 style of the hair, the Claudia Antonia in Copen-
 hagen or the Minatia Polla in the Museo Nazio-
 nale Romano. The lady in Toronto is rather fat
 and complaisant (fig. 17).

 An East Greek, Hellenistic idealization of
 Julius Caesar, found in Lower Egypt and probably
 made in the first century A.D., is a work of great
 importance to students of the ruler cult; of island
 marble, the top and back of this lifesized head
 were probably made in plaster, as was so often the
 case with portraits from Alexandria and sur-
 rounding parts of Egypt (fig. 5).101 The island.
 marble fragment of a head of the emperor Claudius
 as an old man, acquired by Curtius in Rome
 about 1932, has been mentioned in the writings
 of several scholars (fig. 15). It comes from a
 large historical relief, is smaller than life, and
 can be compared with great profit to a portrait of
 Trajan, also showing that emperor as a sick, old
 man (fig. 24). Trajan appears to have died of
 high blood pressure and a series of strokes on
 his way back to Rome from the Parthian frontier.
 Traianopolis (Selinus) in Cilicia marks the place
 where he died.102

 99 Inv. no. 939.17.22. See above, note 11; also, Poul-
 sen, V., Les Portraits romains 1: no. 46.

 100 Inv. no. 916.1.7. Cf. Poulsen, op. cit., no. 52.
 101 Inv. no. 916.1.5. Cf. Poulsen, op. cit., no. 29;

 Vermeule, Bulletin, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 58:
 12-25, 1960 (other Hellenistic ruler-portraits from
 Egypt) -

 102 Aged Claudius: Inv. no. 959.17.11; Poulsen, op. cit.,
 94, no. 2 under no. 60 and bibliography. Aged Trajan:
 Inv. no. 939.17.23; cf. the head of Trajan as Hercules, in
 the Museo Nazionale Romano: Felletti Maj, I ritratti,
 no. 166; also the private person of the Trajanic period:
 no. 169.
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 The range of Antonine imperial portraits is
 very impressive. There is the bust of Faustina the
 Elder originally from Laurentium and later in the
 Hope collection at Deepdene, Surrey; the head is
 related to that in the Museo Capitolino in Rome,
 but it is strange that the pupils are sightless (fig.
 32). This seems to be explained by the fact that
 the surfaces have been heavily cleaned.103 The
 full-blown, very impressive Roman Lucius Verus
 in white Italian marble also comes from the Hope
 collection and was found at Ostia in 1797; the
 Museo Capitolino in Rome again offers the best
 parallel (fig. 36). He too suffered cleaning in the
 Neo-Classic manner.104 The bust of Faustina the
 Younger comes from a collection in the West of
 England; the head is a replica of a portrait in
 the Louvre, but the draped bust may be alien

 (fig. 33). A closely-related head, with hair ar-
 ranged in the same manner, is probably Lucilla,
 wife of Lucius Verus, rather than her mother
 Faustina the Younger (fig. 34).105 A fine frag-
 ment of an Antonine head of a young man with
 a beard, from a high relief of the years about
 135 to 150, was acquired by Curtius in Rome (fig.
 28).106 The marble is Pentelic, and the man's fea-
 tures suggest he could be a barbarian. The
 Deepdene bust of Septimius Severus was found
 with the Lucius Verus at Ostia in 1797 and also
 passed to the Hope collection; this is the Roman
 official portrait of 195 to 200, predating the
 Sarapis type that follows the Severan stay in
 Egypt (fig. 37).107 Perhaps, then, the Lucius
 Verus is a dynastic portrait having been made
 at the same time as the Septimius Severus, al-
 though the style is very much that of the best
 portraits of Lucius Verus about A.D. 170. The
 third century A.D. is represented, among other
 portraits, by a head of a bearded man, of excellent
 quality and workmanship, acquired by Curtius
 about 1932 in Rome (fig. 43).108 This master-

 103 Inv. no. 933.27.2; Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 59: 135,
 1955, and previous references. Cf. Wegner, Die Herr-
 scherbildnisse in antoninischer Zeit, pl. 10.

 104 nv. no. 933.27.3; Amer. Jour. Archaeol., loc. cit.
 Cf. Wegner, op. cit., pl. 43.

 105 Inv. no. 930.23.1; Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 60: 343,
 1956. Cf. Wegner, op. cit., pl. 36, Louvre no. 1144.
 Inv. no. 939.17.27. Cf. Wegner, loc. cit. Identification as
 Crispina, wife of Commodus (180-192) is conceivable,
 although the face seems too mature, too pointed for the
 style of hair.

 106 Inv. no. 959.17.24.
 107 Inv. no. 933.27.4; Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 59: 135,

 1955. Cf. Bulletin, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 58: 22
 ff., figs. 11-13, 1960.

 108 Inv. no. 959.17.13.

 piece of about the year 250 belongs to the work-
 shop of the Traianus Decius (249-251) in the
 Museo Capitolino. In the fourth century there is
 a lifesized or slightly larger imperial portrait
 which Curtius also acquired in Rome; the subject
 is a young prince, perhaps Valentinianus II who
 ruled with Theodosius the Great from 375 to 392
 (fig. 45).109 He is crowned with a wreath of
 berries. The marble is Thasian, and the pupils
 are unexpressed suggesting the Flavian or Tra-
 janic classicism of the age of Theodosius.

 Porphyry busts of Augustus and Nero, both
 from the Hope collection, are rightly classified as

 Italian work of the sixteenth to eighteenth cen-
 turies; the busts are of alabaster and gilded
 bronze.110 Four Palmyrene reliefs complete the
 picture, the lady Tomaleke, daughter of Aushai,
 who died in November, A.D. 123, being of such
 quality as to have been exhibited at Yale in 1954
 and illustrated in Ingholt's catalogue.1"' There
 are also many fine Fayoum portraits and masks.
 In addition to all these portraits, there are several
 that appear in the medallions of Roman sarcophagi
 of the third century A.D. Toronto indeed has a
 rich and growing collection, one of the latest addi-
 tions being the head of the Greek historian
 Thucydides from the Simkhovitch collection, prob-

 ably a Flavian or Trajanic copy of a fourth-
 century original. The neck has been worked for
 insertion in a draped statue or, more likely, a

 herm. The famous bust of Thucydides at Holk-
 ham Hall is a dryer, Hadrianic replica of the same
 prototype. 12

 VII. WASHINGTON (D. C.) THROUGH

 WORCESTER (MASSACHUSETTS)

 The six portraits in the Dumbarton Oaks Re-

 search Library and Collection of Harvard Univer-

 sity have been treated in detail either in G. M. A.
 Richter's catalogue of the classical antiquities or

 in M. C. Ross's volume on the Byzantine and early

 109 Inv. no. 959.17.12; Stucchi, S., II ritratto bron2,eo di
 Costantino del Museo di Cividale, 29, fig. 26, Gorizia,
 1950 (from Studi Goriziani 13: 7-45).

 110 Augustus: Inv. no. 933.27.5; Sotheby and Co. Sale,
 27 July 1933, no. 124, pl. 4. Nero: Inv. no. 933.27.1;
 Sotheby Sale, no. 125, pl. 4.

 111 Palmyrene and Gandharan Sculpture, no. 2 (plate);
 Ingholt, Studier over Palmyrensk Skulptur, 159.

 112 Inv. no. 959.159; Royal Ontario Museum, Annual,
 52 f. (fig.), 1959. The head of Herodes Atticus acquired
 with the Curtius marbles is Neo-Classic or later work
 in the manner of the antique: inv. no. 959.17.10; Hekler,
 A,. Die Antike 16: 126, fig. 9, 1950.
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 Mediaeval antiquities.113 The head of the type
 alternately identified as Menander by most and as
 Virgil by a diehard band of careful Romanists is
 a Flavian or later copy said to have been found
 at Tarquinia, where Virgil rather than Menander
 would have been honored. The evidence for
 either is mostly subjective, but perhaps a discrep-
 ancy in the various so-called copies is best resolved
 by the thought that Virgil in the era of Augustan
 classicism physically looked very much like
 Menander, just as Herodes Atticus in the Anto-
 nine period looked like Aristotle in the time of
 Alexander the Great. A small stone head, with
 imitation of the Ju]io-Claudian style of combing
 the hair, may represent one of the sons of Con-
 stantine the Great. Constantinus the Second
 (337-340) is as good a candidate as any, and the
 head can be classed as one of the monuments of
 the new classicism in portraiture of the last decade
 of Constantine the Great's rule, when Constantinus
 II was one of the three Caesars.

 In the Freer Gallery of Art also in Washington
 (D. C.), the collection includes portraitwise a
 splendid array of late Roman gold medallions and
 mounted imitations of gold multiples.114 Curious
 to students of imperial iconography in the minor
 arts is a dark blue glass bust of Marcus Aurelius
 (A.D. 161-180), seemingly a posthumous portrait,
 of the late second to early third centuries A.D. He
 rises out of a tondolike mounting and wears a
 Greek imperial cuirass with cloak and tunic sug-
 gested in the roughened molding.115 The heavy-
 bearded features of Marcus Aurelius recall those
 of the giant tondo or tympanon in the pediment of
 the Great Propylaea at Eleusis, and perhaps a
 monument suclh as this inspired the craftsman in
 glass.116 The otherwise mediocre collection of
 classical art in the Smithsonian Institution
 (United States National Museum) in Washington
 is famous in recent archaeological literature for
 having possessed, in the Alden Sampson collection,

 113 Richter, G. M. A., Catalogute of the Greek and
 Roman Antiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection,
 Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1956; Ross, M. C.,
 Catalogue of the Byzantine and Early Mediaeval An-
 tiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection 1: nos. 70-72,
 Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1961.

 114 See Dennison, W., and C. R. Morey, Studies in
 East Christian anzd Roman Art, University of Michigan
 Studies, Hunmanistic Series 12, New York, 1918;
 Grierson, P., Nunmisnmatic Chronticle 15: 55-70, 1955.

 115 Ettinghausen, R., Ancient Glass in the Freer Gallery
 of Art, 21, fig. 61, Washington, Freer Gallery, 1962.

 116 See Deubner, O., Athenische Mitteilungen 62: 73
 if., pls. 39 ff., 1937.

 Roman copies (heads) of two or three famous
 Greek statues of men of intellect. The Sophocles
 was first published as a replica of the Lateran
 type; recent removal of restorations and cleaning
 indicate this head, still perhaps Sophocles, is an
 original of the fourth century B.C. The head of
 Homer is a battered Roman version of the stand-
 ard Hellenistic visualization of the blind bard;
 and the Demosthenes copies the head of the statue
 set up in Athens about 280 B.C. In 1962, Profes-
 sor Edward Sampson presented the collection to
 the Art Museum of Princeton University."17

 At Wellesley College in Wellesley (Mass.) a
 Roman statue of a child holding a little rabbit in
 the left hand, left arm raised and a support against
 the right leg, stood in a niche outside the front
 door of the old Farnsworth Museum until 1955,
 when it was stolen, perhaps by male students of
 another college. The body of this early imperial
 funerary sculpture was based on a Hellenistic
 model.118 Wellesley's head of a barbarian in the
 style of the early third century A.D. was acquired
 from the art market in Rome. The features are
 those of a person from beyond the northwest
 frontiers of the Empire, but after having pub-
 lished the head in Boston's picture-book of Greek
 and Roman portraits in 1959, I have since de-
 veloped doubts about the date of the piece.119

 In the Lawrence Art Museum at Williams Col-
 lege, Williamstown (Mass.), one of the four
 colossal or at least heroic-sized statues from the
 Giustiniani collection in Rome, given by Mrs.
 Frederick Ferris Thompson in 1903, is important
 as a document of Roman imperial art in the East.
 It is a statue of Septimius Severus, the head being
 a Western Asiatic or Roman type dating late in
 his reign (fig. 38). The head and body, although

 broken, appear to belong together; the emperor is
 represented in provincial dress, perhaps in the
 garb of an Anatolian or Syrian prince. This is
 very fitting since his wife came from Syria and

 117 Sophocles: Richter, G. M. A., Collection Latomus
 20: 27, fig. 29, Brussels, 1955; Homer: Richter, op. cit.,
 40, fig. 30; Demosthenes: Richter, 36, figs. 27 f.; also
 Fraser, A. D., Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 41: 213 ff., 1937.
 In the gift to Princeton there is also a fragmentary head
 of Perikles, a good copy of the helmeted type attributed
 to Kresilas in the fifth century B.C.: see Jones, F. F.,
 The Record of the Art Mutseumn, Princeton University
 21: 46-53, 1962.

 118 Museum Post Card, no. 510; mentioned: Philippart,
 H., Revue de l'Universite de Bruxelles, Suppl. 1928, 49.

 119 Acc. no. 58.3; Greek and Roman Portraits, no. 59.
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 since he spent so much of his career fighting in
 these regions.120

 In the Woburn Public Library at Woburn
 (Mass.), a handsome Rornanesque structure bear-
 ing the date 1878, there are two busts which the
 Librarian informs me have been in the building
 since the library and related collection of paintings
 and sculptures were formed. The "Antinous" is
 a replica in Pentelic marble of the standing Disco-
 bolus of about 400 B.C., a work generally attributed
 to Naukydes the son or nephew of the great
 Polykleitos.121 The half-figure bust is an
 eighteenth-century restoration in imitation of well-
 known busts of Antinous, Hadrian's favorite;
 those at Chatsworth House and in the Uffizi in
 Florence serve as good parallels.122 The head of
 Caracalla, however, is a portrait of the years be-
 tween the head in Kansas City and the Naples
 type, represented in America by the Cinquecento
 bust at Princeton. The end of the nose and the
 colored marble bust showing the emperor swathed
 in a large paludamentum are restored, the latter

 being very much in the manner of the Cinquecento.
 The head, in Asiatic marble, has been considerably
 cleaned and somewhat reworked, especially about
 the eyes, but it appears to be ancient. A bust from
 the House of the Vestals in the Forum Romanum
 is of the same type and has been dated in the same
 indeterminate period of sole rule, that is from
 about A.D. 213 to 217.123

 The two most important portraits in Worcester,
 the bust of the emperor Caligula (37-41) and the
 head of Nero (54-68) were naturally featured in
 the exhibition of 1961. Caligula was found before
 1914 near Marino at Lake Albano, together with
 the slightly more aged Caligula in New York.124
 The Nero is the chief surviving monumental por-

 trait of a type created in the year 64, when Nero
 started on his last great round of wild activities.125
 He is beginning to look puffy and dissipated; a
 comparable head of Nero is in the City Art
 Museum in Haifa.

 120 Reinach, Repertoire de la statiuaire grecque et
 romaine 1: 598, no. 5; Vermeule, The Classical Journal
 57: 159, 1962.

 121 See Lippold, G., Handbuch der Archdologie 3, 1:
 199, pl. 68, no. 2, Munich, C. H. Beck, 1953.

 122 See Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 59: 132, pl. 41, 1955.
 123 See Felletti Maj, I ritratti, 135, no. 267.
 124 Roman Portraits, no. 9, and bibliography, Worcester

 Art Museum, 1961; Poulsen, V., Acta Archaeologica 29:
 185 f., figs. 13 f., 1958.

 125Roman Portraits, no. 10; Greek and Roman Por-
 traits, no. 46, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 1959; Poul-
 sen, V., Les Portraits romains 1: 34.

 One portrait in Worcester was acquired as a
 result of the interest engendered by the exhibition.
 It is a bust of an official of the post-Hadrianic to
 middle Antonine periods, wearing a heroic paluda-
 mentum or Greek military cloak with fringes over
 his shoulders. He recalls portraits of Lucius
 Verus as a young man, and the style of drilled
 hair is found in Ionia, in Greece, and in Italy.126
 The head of Marcus Aurelius as Caesar, circa
 A.D. 145 to 165, has been recognized as a replica
 in a series of youthful portraits grouped around
 an example in the Museo Capitolino in Rome.127
 In the head of a bearded man, a private person of
 the time of Severus Alexander (222-235), hair
 and, especially, the beard are somewhat plastically
 rendered, showing the beginnings of the treatment
 by incised lines so characteristic of the middle of
 the third century.128 This period, the years
 around 240 to be precise, is seen in the head of a
 young Roman whose features resemble those of
 the emperor Gordianus III (238-244). The
 treatment of the hair and moustache by incision
 shows a notable advance over the previous.129

 Finally, Worcester owns several Fayoum por-
 traits. The most interesting of these paintings on
 panel is a woman of the Flavian period (circa
 69-96), with a corkscrew headdress that recalls
 styles in the later Julio-Claudian age. It comes
 from El Roubiyat and was shown in Worcester's
 famous exhibition of the art of the "Dark Ages"
 in 1937. 130

 VIII. CONCLUSIONS

 Most portraits in American public institutions
 were gathered as adjuncts to general collections of
 art from ancient Egyptian through the most mod-
 ern. Few Greek portraits, or even Roman copies
 of Greek heads, exist in collections outside those
 in the Metropolitan Museum in New York and
 the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. Heads of
 the Menander type, ancient or otherwise, exist in

 126Acc. no. 1961.16; News Bulletin and Calendar 37:
 1-3, Worcester Art Museum, October, 1961; Ars Antiqua,
 Auktion III, 19 f., no. 33, Lucerne, 29 April 1961.

 127 Acc. no. 1915.74; Roman Portraits, no. 22. Cf.
 Wegner, Die Herrscherbildnisse in antoninischer Zeit,
 209, Museo Capitolino, Galleria 28.

 128 Acc. no. 1915.24.

 129 Acc. no. 1914.19; Bulletin of the Worcester Art Mut-
 seum 33: 25, 1932; Ancienlt Sculpture, 17, no. 49, Cam-
 bridge (Mass.), Fogg Art Museum, 1950.

 130 Acc. no. 1924.11; The Dark Ages, 23, nos. 23-25,
 Worcester Art Museum, 1937.
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 Philadelphia, Toronto, and Oxford, Mississippi.13'
 Roman Republican heads are found in some num-
 bers, but here the totals are reduced by Roman
 imperial copies of Republican portraits and by
 Renaissance or later reproductions, particularly of
 bald men of the "Scipio" or "Caesar" type.132 The
 great body of ancient portraits in America cor-

 responds to the mass of surviving portraits in

 Europe, Asia Minor, Syria, or North Africa and

 probably matches the level of production in an-

 tiquity. These are portraits from the time of the

 first emperor, Augustus, to the age of Gallienus
 (253-267) when the arts were curtailed by politi-

 cal and military disasters throughout the Roman

 world. Portraits of the period from 270 to 320
 are rare in collections in classical lands and are
 practically nonexistant in America.133 It has been

 shown in these pages that there are four or five
 masterpieces of the Constantinian age or later in

 America. The most impressive portrait of this

 period in America is the colossal head of Con-

 stantine the Great, from the Giustiniani collec-

 tion, in New York; it is a strongly classical work,

 131 See Robinson, D. M., Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. 83:
 465-477, pls. 1-4, 1940; idem, Amer. Jour. Archaeol. 59:
 25, no. 8, 1955; Bieber, The Scuilpture of the Helleniistic
 Age, 51-55.

 132 In connection with other matters, I have made an
 exhaustive list of these pseudo-Caesars; see, in this gen-
 eral relationship between the ancient prototypes and the
 Cinquecento or later creations, Roman Portraits, nos. 1, 3,
 Worcester Art Museum, 1961.

 133 See above, note 49; generally: Vermeule, Dunbar-
 ton Oaks Papers 15: 3-22, figs. 1-45, 1961.

 probably from a seated, draped statue, of about
 A.D. 325.13

 Three private individuals formed collections of
 portraits, among other antiquities. They are
 Henry Walters (Baltimore), Mrs. Hearst
 (Berkeley), and David M. Robinson (Oxford,
 Miss.). That great classicist Edward Perry
 Warren was responsible for portraits of great
 quality coming to Boston, to the Rhode Island
 School of Design in Providence, and to Bowdoin
 College in Maine, where Warren's family had
 extensive interests. Through his friend John
 Marshall, Warren can be said to have had some
 aesthetic influence on the portraits acquired by
 the Metropolitan Museum. Warren died unex-
 pectedly in 1928, and it is more than characteristic
 of his interest in portraiture that his last gift to
 the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, made on
 the eve of his illness, should have been an Anto-
 nine head of a youth of non-Greek, Arab or per-
 haps partly African, blood.135 With these and a
 few other exceptions, then, it has been American
 institutions themselves which have sought out and
 purchased Greek and Roman portraits. That so
 many of these portraits are likenesses of stern
 Roman men or matrons might stem from the fact
 that, as one British classicist remarked, American
 businessmen of today, and their wives, look very
 much like the Romans of the late Republic and
 early Empire.

 134 Dumbarton Oaks Papers 15: 15, no. 4, fig. 33, 1961;
 Richter, Roman Portraits, no. 110.

 135 Vermeule, Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies 2:
 11-20, pls. 3, 4, 1959.
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 FIG. 1. Head of a Greek, probably Periander of Corinth. The Art
 Institute of Chicago. Phot. Museum. Antonine copy of a work
 of circa 400-350 B.c.

 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 FIG. 2. Head of a Greek. The Art Institute of Chicago. Phot.
 Museum. Early second century B.C.
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 FIG. 3. Man of the Late Republic. The Williaml Rockhill Nelson Gallery,
 Kansas City. Phot. Museum.

 FIG. 4. Man from Minturnae, perhaps Marcus Junius Brutus. The
 University Museum, Philadelphia. Phot. Museum. Augustan or
 early Julio-Claudian.
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 FIG. 5. Julius Caesar, from Lower Egypt. To-
 ronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Mu-
 seum Augustan or Juio-Claudian.

 FIG. 6. Julius Caesar. The Toledo Museum
 of Art. Phot. Museum. Trajanic.

 a b

 FIG. 7. A possible Julius Caesar. Berkeley, University of California. Phot. D. A. Amyx. Trajanic (?)
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 FIG. 8. Augustus. Providence, Museum of the Rhode Island School of
 Design. Phot. Museum. Hadrianic.

 -~~~ \

 FIG. 9. Caius Caesar. Providence, Museum of the Rhode Island School
 of Design. Phot. Museum. Augustan.
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 FIG. 10. Tiberius. Harvard University, Department of Classics and Fogg Museum. Phot. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Circa A.D. 22. _
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 FIG 11. Tiberius. Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum Phot. Museum. Circa AD. 22.

 a b

 FIG. 12. Tiberius. Berkeley, University of California. Phot. D. A. Amyx. Circa A.D. 14 to 20.
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 FIG. 13. Germanicus, from Lower Egypt. Toronto, Royal
 Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum. Circa A.D. 18.

 a

 FIG. 14. Agrippina the Elder, from Troy. The Uni-
 versity Museum, Philadelphia. Phot. Museum. Circa
 A.D. 17 to 18.

 b C

 FIG. 14. Agrippina the Elder, from Troy. The University Museum, Philadelphia. Phot. Museum.
 Circa A.D. 17 to 18.
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 FIG. 15. The aged emperor Claudius. Toronto,
 Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum.
 Circa A.D. 54.

 FIG. 16. Lady in the style of the late
 Julio-Claudian period. The Min-
 neapolis Institute of Arts. Phot.
 Museum,

 FIG. 17. Lady of the reign of Nero.
 Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum.
 Phot. Museum.

 -~~~~~ l

 FIG. 18. Priestess of Cybele. Malibu, J Paul Getty
 Museum. Phot. A. C. Cooper, Ltd. Circa A.D. 50
 to 65.
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 FIG. 19. Vespasian, from Pergamon. Balti-
 more, Walters Art Gallery. Phot. Mu-
 seum. Flavian period.

 zw.

 FIG. 20. Man resembling Vespasian. The
 Brooklyn Museum. Phot. Museum. Fla-
 vian period.

 FIG. 21. Vespasian. Yale University Art Gal-
 lery, Gift of de Lancey Kountz. Phot. Mu-
 seum. Cinquecento or later.
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 Xr,

 FIG. 22. Titus Caesar, from Egypt. Colum-
 bia, University of Missouri. Phot. courtesy
 of S. Weinberg. Circa A.D. 70.

 FIG. 23. Late Flavian lady, perhaps a priestess.
 Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum. Phot.
 Museum.

 .41-i~ ~ ~ ~

 FIG. 24. Man resembling the aged Trajan.
 Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot.
 Museum. Circa A.D. 117.

 FIG. 25. Priest or magistrate, from Caesarea
 in Cappadocia. The University Museum,
 Philadelphia. Phot. Museum. Middle of
 the second century A.D.
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 FIG. 26. Tondo of a man of letters. Bloom-
 ington, Indiana University. Phot. Peter
 A. Juley and Son. Early Antonine period.

 FIG. 27. Man of the Antonine period. St.
 Louis, City Art Museum. Phot. Museum.
 CirCa A.D. 150.

 FIG. 28. Man of the late Antonine period. To-
 ronito, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Mu-
 seum. CirCa A.D. 175.

 FIG. 29. Hadrianic lady, with pupils painted.
 Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot.
 Museum.
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 a b

 FIG. 30. Hadrianic girt. Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum.

 ...

 / 4 4 ' . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... . .. . . ..

 a b

 FIG. 30. HalyAdrianie gitrln Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum .
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 FIG. 32. The empress Faustina the Elder. To-
 ronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Mu-
 seum.

 FIG. 33. The empress Faustina the Younger.
 Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot.
 Museum.

 0E,000Si,Bi.,4;~~~0 111_0

 ailL'<'

 FIG. 34. Lucilla or Faustina Jr. Toronto,
 Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum.

 FIG. 35. Late Antonine young lady The Wil
 liam Rockhill Nelson Gallery, Kansas City.
 Phot. Museum.
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 FIG, 36. The emperor Lucius Verus. Toronto,
 Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum.

 7Ni~~~~~~~7

 FIG. 37. The emperor Septimius Severus. To-
 ronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot. Mu-
 seum.

 FIG. 38. Septimius Severus as an eastern
 prince. Williams College, Lawrence Art
 Museum. Phot. Museum.

 FIG. 39. The empress Didia Clara or Julia
 Domna. Cincinnati Art Museum. Phot.
 Museum.
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 FIG. 40. The emperor Caracalla. The William Rockhill
 Nelson Gallery, Kansas City. Phot. Museum.

 a

 FIG. 41. Caracalla, from near Istanbul. The Univer-
 sity Museum, Philadelphia. Phot. Museum.

 - -
 b c

 FIG. 41. Caracalla, from near Istanbul. The Uniiversity Museum, Philadelphia. Phot. Museum.
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 7, s/1

 FiG. 42. Man of circa A.D. 245. The William
 Rockhill Nelson Gallery, Kansas City.
 Phot. Museum.

 FIG. 43. Man of circa A.D. 250. Toronto, Royal
 Ontario Museum. Phot. Museum.

 FIG. 44. Priest or magistrate. Berkeley, Uni-
 versity of California. Phot. D. A. Amyx.
 Circ-a A.D. 260 to 270.

 FiG. 45. An emperor, perhaps Valentinianius II.
 Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum. Phot.
 Museum. Circa A.D. 380 to 390.
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 Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Sculptures in the

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston'
 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 PLATES 97-110

 In 1925 Lacey D. Caskey's well-known Catalogue
 of the Greek and Roman Sculpture in the Museum
 of Fine Arts, Boston appeared. This book treated
 all the major and most of the minor sculptures in
 the Classical Department, works covering the cen-
 turies from 650 B.c. to A.D. 300. Certain marbles
 deemed of lesser importance, in storage or out on
 extended loan, were omitted. They are included
 here, for in most instances they have never been
 published or illustrated. Additions to the collec-
 tions between 1925 and Mr. Caskey's death in 1944
 were usually published by him in the American
 Journal of Archaeology' and the Museum's Bul-
 letin.2 George H. Chase continued the task, and
 both journals bear witness to his labors.3 Certain
 sculptures not published in these years, unpub-
 lished additions in the two decades since 1942,
 and little-known recent accessions are illustrated
 and discussed here. Seven of the marbles were ex-

 hibited in Philadelphia and Detroit in the winter
 of I96O-I96I, and they are listed (without illus-
 trations) in the catalogue, The Ruins of Rome,

 published by the University Museum, Philadelphia.
 Others were shown at the Dallas Museum of Fine

 Arts in I962.'
 One of the richest sources of unpublished marbles

 in the Museum is the collection of fragments, all
 of quality and interest, given by Mr. and Mrs. W.
 de Forest Thomson in 1918. The collection was
 formed in Greece and neighboring areas at the
 turn of the century and included a fragment of
 the frieze of the temple of Nike on the Acropolis.5
 One Etruscan sculpture in nenfro has been added,
 and two others (a leopard and a lion) were pub-
 lished in detail in the Bulletin and elsewhere.6 A

 nenfro Sphinx of about 525 B.c. recently presented
 to the Museum cannot be published until the head
 and neck are rejoined to the body; it lacks only
 the feet and plinth.

 CYCLADIC STATUETTE OF A WOMAN7 (pl. 97, fig. I)

 Her arms are folded across her abdomen; the
 legs and toes are also indicated by incised lines.
 A similar line runs from between the shoulders

 * The photographs are the work of Edward J. Moore, and
 Mary Comstock collaborated in preparing these, descriptions.
 Many of the marbles have been cleaned by Julia Green and
 remounted in the Museum's Research Laboratory for this pub-
 lication. Andrew Oliver provided information about several
 matters and help with the Cesnola parallels in New York. The
 inspiration for this publication stemmed from W.-H. Schuch-
 hardt's visit to Boston in the fall of I961 and from Bernard
 Ashmole's stay in March 1963. We have profited greatly from
 discussing most of the sculptures with them. Prof. Schuchhardt
 and his colleague Dr. F. Eckstein read a preliminary version
 of this paper and offered many vital suggestions, corrections
 and references.

 1 See AJA 40 (1936) 306-313; AJA 41 (1937) 525-531.
 2BMFA 37 (1939) 74-80 (Greek marble vases); BMFA 38

 (1940) 75-78 (kouros, torso).
 38 AA 50 (1946) 1-5 (the sphinx); BMFA 45 (1947) 62-64

 (Dionysiac tondo); etc.
 4 H. N. Fowler published the Attic marble funerary lekythos

 no. 38.1615 in Studies Presented to David M. Robinson I
 (St. Louis, Missouri, 1951) 588f. The Classical Journal for
 1960, 1961 and 1962 (vols. 55, 56 and 57) contained a series
 of four articles in which minor works of Greek, Etruscan and
 Roman sculpture added to the collections in recent years were
 discussed and illustrated. Several major sculptures, such as the
 Attic grave relief of a seated woman (59.845), the head of

 Socrates (60.45), the head of Septimius Severus (60.928;
 also Ars Antiqua Sale, Lucerne, May 1960, no. 64), head of
 Zeus Ammon (59.715), the signifer from a triumphal arch
 in Rome (59-336), and the portrait of the emperor Maximianus
 Herculeus (6I.1136) were described in this series. A group
 from Carian Aphrodisias (satyr, maenad, and Eros or Anteros)
 will appear in the memorial volume for Karl Lehmann (62.1;
 M.F.A. Calendar of Events, June 1962, 2f). The colossal
 Hellenistic or Roman head of a Cyclops, probably Polyphemos
 (63.120) was published in detail by R. E. Hecht, Jr., MAAR
 24 (1956) 135-145, pls. A-c; it follows a work of the second
 Pergamene school.

 5 Caskey, Catalogue 49, no. I9; BMFA 17 (I919) 29.
 6BMFA 59 (I96I) 13-21; Annual Report for 1961 43ff;

 ILN (29 April I96I) 717. The list of Etruscan nenfro leop-
 ards has now climbed to five; they were evidently made in
 adossed pairs for the lintels of tombs. Their types follow close-
 ly the "tame" or "contemplative" and "fierce, feline" leopards
 on Etruscan and Corinthian vases. Since this note was written

 the Museum has received two of the leopards outstanding, one
 small and tame, one large and snappish, as gifts from Horace
 L. Mayer. See Annual Report for 1963, 34f, fig.

 7 Acc. no. 61.1o89. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Klejman.
 H.: o.2om. Island marble, with yellow patina. M.F.A. Calendar
 of Events, Jan. 1962, fig.; Annual Report for 1961, 44.
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 324 CORNELIUS VERMEULE [AIA 68
 or shoulder blades to the division of the feet. The

 neck is restored in marble, but close technical scru-

 tiny supports the feeling that the head belongs.
 Enough of the original neck survives top and bot-
 tom to confirm the essential correctness of restora-

 tion, in the present tubular shape. Of the many
 casually published idols, this is perhaps closest to
 an example from Ios, northeast of Thera, a marble
 which has the same flat, angular qualities and the
 further, unusual feature of a triangular neck.8

 MINIATURE HERM OF THE TYPE IDENTIFIED

 WITH ALKAMENES.' (pl. 97, fig. 2)

 A section of the shaft is preserved, and holes for
 the arms of the herm are visible. A fillet surrounds

 the head, behind the spiral curls. Since there are
 many replicas and variants of the Hermes Propy-
 laios, in all sizes and several media, this herm would
 hardly merit notice were it not for the quality and
 freshness of carving, even on such a tiny scale.10
 If smaller-than-lifesize herms of this type are
 thought of as garden or household decoration, this
 fragment must have stood on a table top or in a
 small household shrine. The work is of indeter-

 minate date, but there is nothing to prevent it from

 belonging to the fifth or fourth centuries, or (more
 likely) to the Hellenistic period in its broadest
 sense.

 It, of course, does not copy the figure or figures
 identified with Alkamenes in other than a general
 fashion. It falls somewhere between the dryness
 of the "Herm No. i" from the David M. Robinson
 collection in the Fogg Art Museum and the "Herm
 No. 2" in the same collection. This second small
 Roman herm is one of the multitude which dis-

 tort fifth-century types into a Graeco-Roman live-
 liness that has neither the archaism of monumental

 fifth-century herms nor the pedantry of archaistic
 creations. A herm as tiny as the example published
 here might have served as a sculptor's trial piece,
 something to amuse its maker or to interest a po-
 tential customer for larger sculptures. The herms
 in the Museo Nazionale Romano illustrate how

 many subtle variations of the herm identified with
 Alkamenes can be listed and grouped around cer-
 tain prototypes."1 A herm in New York parallels
 the example published here in size and freedom
 of workmanship; it has somewhat more pro-
 nounced drill holes at the inner corners of the

 eyes and at the outer corners of the mouth.12

 HEAD OF A PHILOSOPHER OR MAN OF LETTERS1' (pl. 98,
 fig. 3)

 This is probably a late Hellenistic restyling of a
 portrait created in the fifth century B.c. There is a
 broad fillet, roughly sketched, around the fore-
 head. Hellenistic naturalism has given the sunken,
 almost hard-bitten line to the mouth and surround-

 ing moustache, or beard. Otherwise, in hair, eyes
 and fall of the face, the man gives every indica-
 tion of being a product of the Pheidian age. He has
 a somewhat barbarian, or at least Ionian satrapal
 cast to his features and arrangement of hair; made

 a little wilder, he could be transformed into a Ly-
 cian king or dynast, some slightly more elegant con-

 temporary of Khiiriii at Xanthos in the years 425
 to 410 B.c., who is known from coins.14 In the
 realm of copies and survivals, the same head is used
 for Meleager's kingly father Oineus of Calydon on
 sarcophagi of the late Antonine to Severan periods,
 as demonstrated on an example in the Palazzo
 Rospigliosi in Rome.? Among men of intellect, he
 bears some resemblance to the "Pindar" in Copen-
 hagen, especially to one of its replicas in London.

 8 C. Zervos, L'Art des Cyclades (Paris 1957) 109, fig. I15;
 cf. also the example in the David M. Robinson collection, said
 to come from Paros, which suggests the example published
 here might have been restored with too short a neck: AJA

 59 (I955) 19, pl. II, and parallels in America; The David
 Moore Robinson Bequest of Classical Art and Antiquities, A
 Special Exhibition, Fogg Museum, Cambridge (Mass.), 1961,
 no. 200, termed "Early Cycladic, 2500 to 2000 E.c." On the
 other hand, the neck is similar in proportions to that of the
 idol in the Museum fiir Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg: AA
 (1928) 274f, no. I, fig. i.

 9 Acc. no. 08.537. Alfred Greenough Collection (19o8); Be-
 quest of Charles H. Parker. H. (total as restored): 0.213m. H.
 (ancient part only): o.o85m.

 10Cf. the examples and bibliography supplied by J. R.
 McCredie, AIA 66 (1962) 187-189, in connection with two
 herms in the Fogg Museum; also D. M. Robinson's list AJA

 59 (1955) 23f, and McCredie's additions in his note 5.
 11 E. Paribeni, Museo Nazionale Romano, Sculture greche

 del V Secolo, Originali e repliche (Rome 1953) nos. 60-69,
 especially the last.

 12G. M. A. Richter, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
 York, Catalogue of Greek Sculptures (Cambridge, Mass. 1954)
 48, no. 50, pl. XLI1, c-e.

 13 Acc. no. 18.424. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest
 Thomson. H.: o.155m. Pentelic marble.

 14 BMC, LYCIA, pls. vi, I and xliv, 8; A. B. Brett, Museum
 of Fine Arts, Boston, Catalogue of Greek Coins 265, no. 2086,
 pl. 95. The later southwest Anatolian rulers look like the
 Idrie.us of the fourth-century votive-relief to Zeus Stratios, in
 London: J. H. Jongkees, JHS 68 (1948) 3iff, fig. 6.

 15 C. Robert, Die antiken Sarkophagen-reliefs III, 2, pl. 85,
 no. 251; Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs III, 318, no. 5.
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 The former is termed by Schefold an early im-
 perial copy of a work of about I8o to 170 B.c. (with
 early classical overtones),"6 and the head pub-
 lished here is even more like the bronze Homer in
 the Museum Estense at Modena, which is a Roman
 restyling (with open eyes and wavy hair) of the
 blind Homer of about 450 B.C., and which bears
 a helpful identification of subject lettered on its
 chest."'

 HEAD FROM A SMALL STATUE OF ZEUS OR DIONYSOS18

 (pl. 98, fig. 4)

 The hair is tied up in a large knot behind, and
 a plain, fairly broad fillet encircles the forehead
 amid the ample locks that lead to the curly beard.
 The head gives every indication of having come
 from a small cult-statue of a major divinity. Two
 groups of candidates come to mind, and they are
 both found in Asia Minor, as befits the Eastern cast

 of the head and the manner of tying up the hair.
 There is Dionysos (or Zeus) Sabazios, the so-called
 Phrygian Dionysos, whose cult spread to Rome in
 the second and third centuries A.D. As an artistic

 descendant of the early Praxitelean "Sardanapalus"
 type, this head would suit the Phrygian Dionysos
 very well, save that in his Graeco-Roman manifes-

 tations he is usually shown like Sarapis with a
 kalathos or polos on his head.19

 The other candidates are the Phrygian Zeus,
 worshipped principally at Laodicaea in the upper

 Maeander valley, and the Lydian Zeus, who ap-
 pears on coins of such cities as Maeonia, Magnesia
 ad Sipylum, Philadelphia, Sardis and Tripolis.20
 On Greek imperial coins Zeus Laodikeios is a
 standing figure with eagle on his outstretched right
 hand, scepter in the left, and long chiton beneath
 his himation.21 Zeus Lydios is identical in iconog-
 raphy.22 Both gods appear as cult-images, and cities
 in each area no doubt had shrines to these popular
 figures. So far as can be told from coins, the marble
 published here is very close to either of these cult
 types. If the provenience suggested by acquisition
 with the Cesnola collection is correct, some Phryg-
 ian or Lydian transplanted to Cyprus took his
 native god with him. All Cesnola material does
 not come from Cyprus, however, and the marble
 may have found its way from Anatolia in modern
 times. On the other hand, the Carian Zeus La-
 branios was worshipped on Cyprus by persons with
 Carian names, and such could be the case with the

 Lydian or Phrygian Zeus.23 On silver tetradrachms

 of the Carian satrap Hecatomnus (395-377 B.C.),
 Zeus Labranios or Labraundeos is shown very
 clearly to have had a head like the one illustrated
 here, as he strides along with his double-axe and
 long scepter-staff.24

 The ultimate model for this divinity comes from
 Attica or from Peloponnesian sculpture and is
 known in a number of Roman copies, the so-called
 Athens-Sorrento-Venice herm and its variants.25

 16 K. Schefold, Die Bildnisse der antiken Dichter, Redner
 und Denker (Basel 1943) 138-I40. V. Poulsen makes a strong
 case for naming the Copenhagen poet Archilochus of Paros:
 Les portraits grecs (Copenhagen 1954) 77ff, no. 53. For the
 two British Museum heads, see R. P. Hinks, Greek and Roman
 Portrait-Sculpture (London 1935) 9, pls. 8 a, b.

 17 Schefold, op.cit. I58ff, 62f; cf. the "Aristotle" of Ursinus:
 E. Mandowsky, C. Mitchell, Pirro Ligorio's Roman Antiquities
 (London 1962) 90of, no. 75, pl. 45.

 18 Acc. no. 72.337. Purchased of General di Cesnola, 15
 May 1872, and listed in the Museum files as coming from
 Cyprus. H.: o.i3m. Crystalline island or western Asiatic marble.

 19 K. Lehmann-Hartleben, E. C. Olsen, Dionysiac Sarcophagi
 in Baltimore, 22ff and refs., fig. 40 (Casali sarcophagus in
 Copenhagen); G. Lippold, Handbuch der Archdologie III, i,
 242 and bibliography (Sardanapalus).

 20 A. B. Cook, Zeus II, 319ff, III, 515, note 8; Catalogue
 of Greek Coins in the British Museum, LYDIA, 397.

 21SNG, von Aulock, Heft 6, nos. 2243, 2244, coins of
 Marcus Aurelius, where he stands opposite Zeus Akraios on
 alliance aes of Smyrna and Laodicaea; Lockett Collection,
 Glendining Sale, Part XII (1961) nos. 2931, 2932: aes of
 Nero struck at Laodicaea.

 22 B. V. Head, Historia Numorum (Oxford 1911) 648-661;
 BMC, LYDIA, 134f (Maeonia), 197 (Philadelphia), 250 (Sardis).
 A large bronze of Maeonia (Caracalla) shows Zeus Lydios

 greeting a cult-statue of Kore, of a type found on coins of
 Sardis.

 23 See J. L. Myres, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Handbook
 of the Cesnola Collection 322, dedications on small statue-
 bases in limestone; L. P. di Cesnola, Descriptive Atlas of Cyp-
 riote Antiquities III, 2, pl. cxLInI. Zeus Labranios had a rustic
 sanctuary at Phassoula north of Limassol, and this has been
 known since Cesnola's time: A. H. S. Megaw, JHS, Archaeo-
 logical Reports for 1958 30. I also note the following sculptural
 evidences of Anatolian divinities on Cyprus: Cesnola, Descrip-
 tive Atlas I, 2, pl. cii, no. 675, which is Metropolitan Museum
 74.51.2477 or Cesnola Sculpture 38 (Artemis Bendis or pos-
 sibly Men, from the temple of Apollo Hylates at Curium); pl.
 cxx, no. 876, which is Metropolitan Museum 74.51.2728 or
 Cesnola Sculpture 830 (Artemis Bendis, a statuette from the
 same location); pl. cxxii, no. 914, which is Metropolitan
 Museum 74.51.2463 or Cesnola Sculpture 16 (late Hellenistic
 votary, with bovine head in left hand, as an offering to Zeus
 or Men; from the temple at Golgoi and in the long gallery,
 J-1, of the Metropolitan Museum).

 24 Good illustrations: Antike Miinzen, Auktion am 7 April
 196o in Luzern, A. Hess, A. G., Bank Leu and Co., A. G.,
 32, no. 223; BMC, CARIA AND THE ISLANDS, pl. xxvIII (show-
 ing the type for other satraps to 334 B.C.).

 25 E. Paribeni, Museo Nazionale Romano, Sculture greche
 40, no. 59.
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 326 CORNELIUS VERMEULE [AJA 68
 The material, coarse, island or southwest Asiatic
 marble, is not ordinary but not unique for statues
 from Cyprus; it does suggest, however, an im-
 portation at some level of production, as a block
 of marble or as a finished statue.

 FRAGMENT OF A COPY OF THE SHIELD OF THE ATHENA

 PARTHENOS"2 (pl. 97, fig. 5)

 A warrior, cloak and shield on his left arm, is
 falling to his right. The upper, right, curved edge
 of the shield is visible at the right. This fragment
 must have come from a replica of the Parthenos
 that stood approximately ten feet high, to judge
 from the size of the shield. The shield of the statue

 at Patras gives the position of this Greek, in the
 upper right or at one o'clock on the curve.27 It
 seems that on the Patras shield the warrior's dra-

 pery falls across his left thigh, while in the frag-
 ment it clearly goes behind the distended leg. A
 scrape of the claw chisel across the background
 may be intended for the (missing) end of drapery.
 Since the "Kapaneus" in the Villa Torlonia-Albani
 and Chicago has a definite swath of cloak in front
 of the left thigh, it may be presumed that the
 fragment in Boston is from a slightly careless copy
 of the Pheidian masterpiece. The shield is poorly
 rendered, and the body partakes of a certain soft-
 ness not present in the Patras shield and the
 Piraeus-Villa Albani plaques, where the crispness
 of paint or metalwork is evident.28 The fragment
 in Boston may derive from a Parthenos of the
 fourth or third centuries that stood at Priene, Per-

 gamon or a similar Eastern city, a statue owing
 as much to fourth-century softness and inaccuracy
 as to the precision of the Pheidian age.29

 STATUETTE OF ASKLEPIOS30 (pl. 97, fig. 6)

 He was leaning on his serpent-entwined staff,
 the end of which is visible under his right arm.
 This statuette is a good fourth-century, Hellenistic
 or perhaps even slightly later version of an Ask-
 lepios which Neugebauer and M. Bieber have iden-
 tified with the statue made by Alkamenes about

 420 B.c. for the sanctuary of Asklepios on the south
 slope of the Athenian Acropolis.3 The high qual-
 ity of workmanship makes the statuette almost
 more difficult to date than if it were a shoddy
 piece of sculpture. It seems to be an Athenian
 product, and visitors to the sanctuary of the heal-
 ing god no doubt kept sculptors busy for nearly
 five hundred years producing reminiscences of the
 cult-image. A triangular or pedimental votive relief

 from the Athenian Acropolis shows this Asklepios
 in a comparably fine, fourth-century style; the club
 is clearly visible as support under the right arm.32
 As a statue in relief he is also well known as the
 recipient of adorants on fourth-century votive re-
 liefs.33 M. Bieber has reminded us how many minor
 variations there are of this basic statue, for many
 shrines throughout Greece, the islands and western

 Asia Minor commissioned works in its image, and
 these were copied in turn.34

 FEMALE HEAD, PERHAPS FROM A LARGE VOTIVE RELIEF35

 (pl. 99, fig. 7)

 The head is unfinished, being connected to the
 background by a roughed-out projection on the
 left side. A medium-sized and then a small chisel
 have been employed to go over the surfaces and the
 effect, particularly at the right eye, is of Greek
 fourth-century beauty emerging from simple angles

 26 Acc. no. 76.740. C. C. Perkins Collection. H. (max. as
 poised): o.i2m. W. (max.): o.125m. Island marble. The frag-
 ment has been backed with a slab of marble of equal thick-
 ness, for insertion in an Italian palazzo or villa wall in Renais-
 sance or later times; this has happened to most of the reliefs
 acquired with the Perkins collection. F. Brommer, Gnomon
 30 (1958) 352.

 27 W. Fuchs, Die Vorbilder des Neuattischen Reliefs, Idl
 Zwanzigstes Ergdnzungsheft (1959) I86ff, pl. 38; G. Becatti,
 Problemi fidiaci, pls. 64ff (other shields).

 28 A. W. Lawrence, Classical Sculpture (London 1929) pl.
 47; G. Hafner, Idl 71 (1956) 7ff, figs. 2ff.

 29 See the examples and remarks in D. Mustilli, 11 Museo
 Mussolini (Rome 1939) 113f, no. 2, pl. 71. The head of the
 Zeus from Mylasa in Caria, a fourth-century interpretation of
 the Pheidian statue at Olympia, is a prime example in this
 class: Caskey, Catalogue 59ff, no. 25, attributed to one of the
 sculptors of the Mausoleum at nearby Halicarnassus.

 30 Acc. no. 18.440. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest

 Thomson. H.: o.155m. Pentelic marble.
 3' Bieber, The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age (New York

 1961) 18of; idem, PAPS ioi (i957) 69-92, on the bronze in
 Cincinnati; for the Pergamene adaptation, used as the cult-
 statue at that city, see AJA 63 (1959) 150 and (replicas in all
 sizes and styles) Mustilli, Museo Mussolini 146f, under no. Ii.

 32 J. Svoronos, Das Athener Nationalmuseum 642, pl. CLII,
 no. 2471.

 33 e.g. Svoronos, op.cit., pls. CLXXXVII, no. 2933, CCLIV, no.
 7. See also O. Walter, Beschreibung der Reliefs im kleinen Akro-
 polismuseum in Athen (Vienna 1923) 49ff, nos. 79ff.

 34As on Cos: L. Laurenzi, Annuario 33-34, N.S. 17-18
 (1955-56) Io3f, no. 79. Schuchhardt (Festschrift Bernhard
 Schweitzer 225f) has identified the type (Giustini) as Pelo-
 ponnesian, early fourth century B.c.; he has been followed in

 this by U. Hausmann (AM 69-70 [1954-551 127 note 3).
 35Acc. no. 18.427. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. W. de Forest

 Thomson. H.: o.i2m. W. (max., from view of face): o.Iom.
 Seemingly Island marble.
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 and curves. The hair was being worked up into a
 knot or a flat bun behind, producing a superficial
 resemblance to the Pothos of Skopas or to the fa-
 mous charioteer from the small frieze of the Mauso-
 leum at Halicarnassus.3"

 If this head comes from a votive relief, that relief

 would have to be a large one, several feet high. An
 East Greek grave relief is ruled out because the
 woman undoubtedly would have been veiled. The
 Nike of the Gandy-Deering relief from Rhamnous,
 in the British Museum and in Athens, offers a
 good suggestion of the type of monument from
 which this head derived. The Gandy-Deering re-
 lief is a commemorative monument of victories in
 torch-races and was carved in the time of the sons

 of Praxiteles.7 A votive to Demeter or Kore, re-
 lated to reliefs from Eleusis and in the Louvre,
 shows the type of head (in reverse) when repre-
 sented on a much larger scale than the votaries in
 the same scene."3

 ARTEMIS BENDIS, PROBABLY FROM A LARGE VOTIVE RE-

 LIEF39 (pl. 99, fig. 8)

 The goddess is seen in frontal view, wearing her
 characteristic Thracian cap. The arrangement of
 the chiton or tunic and rolled cloak leave no doubt

 that this is a goddess, rather than (say) the Scyth-
 ian who prepares to flay Marsyas on the Mantineia
 base.40

 Although primarily a Thracian goddess, Bendis
 received honors in Athens and the Piraeus in the

 fourth century B.C., when Athens needed allies in
 northern Greece. She was also perhaps commemo-
 rated at Aulis.4' Reliefs in Copenhagen and Lon-
 don, both from the Piraeus where the goddess had
 a temple (and torch-races), indicate that this frag-
 ment comes from the upper right, beneath the aedic-

 ula, of a votive slab. Artemis Bendis was standing
 with phiale and lance, and another divinity (a

 version of Asklepios) may have been at her right,
 also facing a row of votaries approaching from the
 left.42 In the fragment published here, the position
 of Bendis in the composition is confirmed by the
 turn of her head somewhat to her own right. In
 proportion to the number of surviving votive re-
 liefs to Demeter and Kore, to Asklepios and other
 divinities, those to Artemis Bendis are relatively
 rare. Any additions to the repertory are significant.

 VOTIVE OR FUNERARY RELIEF: HERGIZED DECEASED OR A

 DIVINITY RECEIVING AN OFFERING43 (pl. 99, fig. 9)

 He is bearded and wears polos on his head and
 himation about his shoulders; he holds a cup in
 his left hand. On the architrave of the aedicula
 there are remains of a name ...MENOX. This re-

 lief, probably of the middle of the fourth century,
 is of the type from the shrine of Asklepios on the

 slope of the Athenian Acropolis." The hero, the
 deceased to whom or in whose memory the votive
 was offered, was shown banqueting with his wife.
 One or more registers of small votaries were prob-
 ably shown approaching from the left. These re-
 liefs, of which there is naturally an excellent col-
 lection in Athens, have provoked considerable con-
 troversy over the last sixty years, as to the degree
 of divinity assumed by or implied in the figure
 with polos on his head.45 Sculptors of a class just
 below those who produced the less-important grave
 stelai were probably responsible for these reliefs.
 There is a certain vigor of cutting and refinement
 of proportions in the architectural setting.

 VOTIVE OR FUNERARY RELIEF: THE HEROIZED DECEASED

 RECLINING AT A BANQUET46 (pl. Ioo00, fig. IO)

 The remarks made about the relief discussed

 previously also apply here. Besides the mourners,
 attendants or votaries at the left, these compositions

 are often completed by a small attendant at the

 36 Cf. Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks 273,
 fig. 700; Ashmole, JHS 71 (1951) i8, pl. 14b.

 3 Ashmole, AJA 66 (1962) 263f, pl. 59.
 38E. Simon, AM 69-70 (1954-55) 45ff, pl. 25.
 39Acc. no. 18.437. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. W. de Forest

 Thomson. H.: 0.I3m. W.(max.): o.115m. Th.: 0.05m. The
 back is rough. Rough, crystalline marble, similar to that called
 Thasian.

 40 Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors 265, fig. 679.
 41 Roscher, Lexikon I, I, cols. 779-783; Daremberg-Saglio I,

 686f.

 42 F. Poulsen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Catalogue of Ancient
 Sculpture (1951) I68ff, no. 231 and Bendis bibliography; A.H.
 Smith, British Museum, Cat. III, 226f, no. 2155, pi. 24.

 43 Acc. no. I9.318. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. W. de Forest
 Thomson. H.: o.I35m.

 44The name is not Attic and does not occur in Athens in
 any of the standard lists (S. Dow); one is tempted to think
 of an Ionian Greek, like Dexamenos (E. Vermeule).

 45See the parallels and references in AJA 63 (I959) 333,
 in connection with an example in the Wellcome Historical
 Medical Museum, London. Also, O. Walter, in Studies Pre-
 sented to David M. Robinson I, 594-605; 0. Deubner, op.cit.
 606-614; 0. Broneer, Hesperia 11 (1942) I30ff, gives a good
 summary of studies concerning these reliefs.

 46 Acc. no. 19.320. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest
 Thomson. H.: o.345m. Pentelic marble. The Ruins of Rome
 no. 222.
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 lower right. Here he has beside him a representa-
 tion in marble of one of those large bronze volute-
 kraters on stands such as have survived in some

 numbers, in whole or in part, from antiquity and
 from scattered areas of the Greek world. The

 Museum of Fine Arts possesses an example about
 three feet tall, quite close to the one shown here
 (pl. 100, fig. ii).'*
 An unusual feature of the composition in this

 relief is that the attendant or servant, who is pour-
 ing wine from a jug into a cup, has assumed the
 pose of a well-known early fourth century statue,
 the so-called Munich-Dresden Oil-pourer. The
 statue probably stood in Athens, and this is a fine
 example of the influence of a major work of art
 on its nearly contemporary surroundings."4 The
 little figure seen here in relief also parallels, in date
 and in softened, hipshot stance, the well-known
 Praxitelean satyr who is also pouring wine."4
 Praxiteles used the Munich-Dresden Oil-pourer as
 model for his creation with much the same results

 as did the sculptor of this relief, who may well have
 had the courage to thrust aside the curtain of Prax-
 iteles' studio in the Street of the Tripods and look
 in with his sketching tablet in hand."0

 FRAGMENT OF RELIEF: WARRIOR IN CUIRASS AND

 CLOAK5' (pl. 102, fig. 12)

 His right arm was raised, and the left, which is
 preserved to and including the hand, appears to
 have rested on a large shield. The work is not great,
 but it is good, having the feeling of the two cen-
 turies from shortly before 400 B.c. On the other

 hand, natural temptation to assign it to the fourth

 century B.c. is mitigated by the evidences of run-
 ning drill, a groove, along the right leg, leading
 to a drilled-out point just below the skirts. These
 are otherwise generally the signatures of late
 Hellenistic, early imperial or Neo-Attic sculpture.
 The left side of a comparable fourth-century re-
 lief from the Acropolis in Athens, an attendant,
 Athena Parthenos and a votary, shows a figure that
 gives the pose and potential setting seen here.52
 The cuirass is of the fourth century B.C.53
 In slightly more elaborate detail (a molding at

 the bottom of the breastplate), this cuirass also
 occurs on Greek imperial sarcophagi, as for ex-
 ample the Antonine sarcophagus of the ransom
 of Hector, from the "Gate of the Persecution" at
 Ephesus and now at Woburn Abbey."4 Otherwise,
 the best parallels are in the Greek world before
 Alexander the Great, which provides countless ex-
 amples of all sizes, both real and in the visual arts.5

 Other cogent parallels include the figure on the
 left of the Hellenistic rider-relief in Athens,"5 and

 a votive to Ares, where his shield is on the left
 shoulder, his left arm leans on a spear, and the
 right hand is placed on his right thigh." A re-
 versal of the figure published here appears in a
 Greek fourth-century votive to Ares and Aphrodite

 in the Louvre; the cuirass is particularly close.58
 In Roman art the figure carries down to the Ares
 (with Hermes) on one face of an altar in the
 Vatican and to the Camulus (Ares) on a votive
 relief of a Gallic soldier, in the same collection."

 47Acc. no. 99-483. AA (1898) 52; M. F. A., Annual Re-
 port for 1899 40, no. 9. From Spongano (province of Lecce)
 and the collection of Mgr. Bacile, Bishop of Leuca. Cf. W.
 Lamb, Greek and Roman Bronzes (London 1929) 212, pl. 82a;
 Naples, Museo Nazionale no. 73143 (from Pompeii): E.
 Pernice, Hellenistische Kunst in Pompeji, Bronzen (Berlin
 I925) 9, fig. 9; A. de Ridder, Bronzes antiques du Louvre
 (Paris 1913) pl. 95, no. 2634. In Macedonia such vases, with
 and without figured reliefs, have been found in the necropolis
 of Derveni near Salonika: BCH 86 (1962) 792f, fig. I.

 48For the Oil-pourers, see A. Furtwlingler, Masterpieces of
 Greek Sculpture (New York I895) 257-261; Ch. Picard,
 Manuel d'archdologie grecque, La sculpture II (Paris 1939)
 696ff; Brunn-Bruckmann, pls. 133f; Boston head: Caskey,
 Catalogue I47ff, no. 73.
 49Furtwingler, op.cit. 3Ioff; Picard, op.cit. III, 2, 416ff;

 Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors 265f; F. Weege, 89 BWPr
 (1929) the Mengarini satyr, now Baltimore, Walters Art Gal-
 lery, no. 23.22.

 50 The motif of the boy beside the krater occurs on other
 examples of this class of relief; in Mantua he is drawing wine
 from the vase: Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs III, 57, no. I. He

 does likewise on several such reliefs in Athens: Svoronos, Das
 Athener Nationalmuseum pls. CLXXIX f.

 51 Acc. no. 18.439. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest
 Thomson. H.: o.18m. Th. (max.): o.o5m. Crystalline marble,
 presumably from the Greek islands, although it could be from
 western Asia Minor. Part of the original rough surface appears
 to remain on the back, which would be 0o.o023m. thick.

 52 Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs xI, 332f, no. 2.
 53 Prof. Schuchhardt also suggests a date in the late fourth

 century B.c. and compares the frontality of the warrior with
 the cuirassed figure in an Athenian treaty relief of 294 B.c.:
 O. Walter, Reliefs im kleinen Akropolismuseum 8f, no. 9.

 54 Robert, Sarkophag-Reliefs II, 57, pls. 22f; Reinach, op.cit.

 II, 537-
 s5 A. Hagemann, Griechische Panzerung I (Leipzig and Ber-

 lin I919) passim, especially 49ff, 65ff.
 58 J. Svoronos, Das Athener Nationalmuseum pl. Lxxix, no.

 1493.

 57 Svoronos, op.cit. pl. cix, no. 1478.
 58 Reinach-Clarac, Ripertoire de la statuaire I, 44, no. 2.
 59 Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs III, 377, no. 6, 394, no. 4.
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 TRIPLE HECATE"o (pl. 102, fig. I3)

 The three-bodied goddess emerges from a cen-
 tral pillar which once supported the heads from
 the back. This particular version of the Hekataion,
 with long, high-girt peplos, seems to be a late Hel-
 lenistic or Roman creation in the manner of the

 fifth century."6 Many of these figures partake of
 the experience of archaistic art, but this particular
 type avoids the swallow-tail drapery and zigzag
 lines of the korai created after 50 B.c. in the manner
 of work from 540 to 490. In this marble the attri-
 butes of the figures have been lost, although the
 vertical line of the torch can be discerned against
 the lowered left arms of two of the bodies. An

 analogous figure was found in the Agora at Athens,
 with fifth- and fourth-century material; a cult-
 image in that city could well have suggested the
 design, although these small votive statues varied
 as much as did the whims and personalities of the
 sculptors involved."2

 FRAGMENT OF A GROUP: A FALLING AMAZON, A MAENAD

 AND SATYR, OR POSSIBLY CASSANDRA AND AJAX"8 (pl.

 Io3, fig. 14)

 It seems difficult to imagine that the small, stubby

 hand on the right breast of the woman belongs to
 that female. She wears a loose chiton, which is
 buttoned on the right shoulder and which falls
 down in an overfold below the left breast. The

 garment is girt above the waist. A group engaged
 in some violent or amorous action, such as com-
 bat or a dance, is suggested. The woman's body
 is quite thick, particularly at the waist, and she

 gives the appearance of striding forward. In com-
 position the figure is influenced by the Penthesilea
 of the Pergamene group, showing Achilles sup-
 porting the dying queen of the Amazons."4 Ama-
 zons, however, always wear sleeveless chitons,
 and a garment buttoned on the right shoulder
 would be unthinkable if such were the subject.
 Maenads come to mind, although no long tresses
 are visible on the back of one neck. In this con-

 nection the dancing group from Aphrodisias and
 now in Boston, work of the early third century
 A.D., offers the parallel of a motif with a long tra-
 dition in Hellenistic and Roman art." The work

 of this fragment is indeterminately good, like so
 many of the marbles published here from the same
 source, a collection formed in Greece. The small
 claw drawn over all the surfaces finds most paral-
 lels in Greece in the first and second centuries

 A.D. Treatment of drapery is somewhat abrupt and
 cold, perhaps the signature of a secondary sculptor
 rather than evidence for chronology.

 If, on the other hand, the hand on the right
 breast is the woman's own, the subject might well
 be tragic rather than erotic, a Hellenistic render-
 ing of Cassandra at the Palladium, being seized
 by the hair from behind by Ajax the Less. A relief-

 aryballos in London shows this motif very well.!6

 FRAGMENT OF A FRIEZE: A MAN, EVIDENTLY WOUNDED87

 (pl. 101, fig. 15)

 The man is nude and of powerful physique. No
 attributes survive. Traces of cement indicate the

 fragment was used as building material. The right

 0so Acc. no. I8.441. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest
 Thomson. H.: o.14m. Island marble.

 e1 See Farnell, The Cults of the Greek States II (Oxford
 1906) 549-557.

 62Th. Kraus, Hekate, Studien zu Wesen und Bild der
 Gittin in Kleinasien und Griechenland, Heidelberger Kunst-
 geschichtliche Abhandlungen, vol. 5 (Heidelberg 1960) 157,
 pl. 22. Cf. also, especially, the example found in Rhodes:

 "Ep/yov (1961) 218ff, fig. 231, which shows attributes of jug and torch.

 63 Acc. no. 19.319. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. W. de Forest Thom-
 son. H.: o.14m. Crystalline marble, probably from the Greek
 islands.

 64 See Bulletin of the 1. Paul Getty Museum of Art I (1959)
 no. 2, iff; Lugli, BdA 6 (1926-27) 193-217; Bieber, The
 Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age (1955) 79f; Bothmer, Ama-
 zons in Greek Art 70-90, 143-149, 192f. The head of Penthesilea
 of the group divided between the Terme, Geneva, and Malibu
 (Calif.) is best seen, if not preserved (as B. Ashmole reminds
 me), in a head rediscovered (1962) by H. Hoffmann in a pri-
 vate collection in Paris. A final reconstruction of the cele-

 brated Pergamene group will be attempted soon.

 65 Acc. no. 62.I a, b. Provisional publication: M.F.A. Calen-
 dar of Events, June and Summer 1962, 2f; Annual Report
 for 1962, fig. See supra, note 4.

 86 AA (1928) cols. 21of, fig. 6; cols. 259ff, figs. 8f, show the
 motif in an Amazonomachy. A section of the reliefs on the large
 marble vase in the Palazzo Corsini, Florence, suggest the sub-
 ject could have been Lycurgus attacking one of the nurses of
 Dionysos: cf. Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs III, 33, no. 4;
 165, no. I shows the marble relief of Ajax and Cassandra in
 the Villa Borghese, Rome. Cassandra's drapery is very like
 that of the fragment.

 687 Acc. no. 18.443. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest
 Thomson. H.(max.): 0.25m. W.(max.): o.I8m. Island marble.
 The background, roughly finished in a considerable area, is
 about 0.035m. thick; the figure's chest sticks out from this
 another o.o6m. Identification of subject was made by F. Eck-
 stein, and W.-H. Schuchhardt notes, amid a number of other
 parallels, a fourth-century stylistic prototype in a copy (torso)
 in the K. Bergsten collection, Stockholm (AA [1948-491 44ff,
 fig. i) and ultimately in the corresponding figures of the
 Hephaisteion's east frieze (Archaeology 7 [1954] 244ff).
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 arm was raised, as if leaning on a spear or similar
 object. The left arm was drawn across the lap and
 could have been covering a wound on the right
 thigh. Outlining with a running drill and drill
 points in the areas between left arm and leg sug-
 gest a date in the second century A.D. This frag-
 ment is work of considerable quality in the best
 sense of routine decorative sculpture. It would
 seem to come from an architectural frieze rather

 than a sarcophagus in high relief."8 Material as well
 as style, the latter being a survival of Pergamene
 architectural relief, might favor a temple frieze or

 carving from the balustrade of a theater. The
 Dionysiac and locally-mythological frieze of the
 elaborate, broken proscenium in the second-century
 theater at Side offers a good qualitative and stylistic
 parallel, and there are a number of Greek imperial
 friezes with combat scenes (Gigantomachy and
 others) which go back in spirit through Perga-
 mene art to the sculptures of the Mausoleum at
 Halicarnassus and earlier cycles."9

 FRAGMENT OF A HELLENISTIC RELIEF: SCENE FROM THE

 THEATER"T (pl. 103, fig. 16)

 There is the upper part of a woman, who raises
 her right hand to her face in the classic gesture
 of surprise and query; at the left, perhaps part of
 the figure of an infant, held by a third person
 who is missing. The woman appears to be wear-
 ing a theater-mask, and her turbaned hair coupled
 with heavy chiton and himation add up to a sug-
 gestion that she is the old servant-woman from
 some mythological or domestic scene. The finished
 back surface indicates this is a fragment from one
 of the rectangular decorative reliefs especially com-

 mon to Pompeii and Herculaneum in the late
 Hellenistic to Roman periods. They are found,
 however, all over Italy and extend in time as late
 as the Hadrianic period. The closest parallel seems
 to be the relief in Naples of an old woman kneel-
 ing amid goats.7

 HEAD OF A WOMAN OR A GODDESS: REPLICA OF THE

 ARTEMIS COLONNA72 (pl. IoI, fig. 17)

 Her hair, parted in the middle and tied with
 a broad fillet above, falls down the back into a
 queue which is broken off at the back end. The
 neck is worked, probably for insertion in a draped
 statue, as the back of the neck is trimmed to a
 fairly high point. The restless style, with carefully
 drilled and chiseled-out hair, deep eyes and open
 mouth, is a signature of the school of Pergamon.
 There is much affinity with the head of Alexander
 the Great in Istanbul from Pergamon and generally

 dated in the years 200 to 150 B.c.7" Comparison
 with pertinent details in the major frieze of the
 altar of Zeus Soter shows that, in keeping with
 the head's more ideal nature, the deep-set emotions

 of eyes and hair have been somewhat toned down.
 Countless Hellenistic draped statues, whether of
 divinities such as Muses or of ladies living or dead,

 show the type of western Asiatic or island Greek
 commemorative statue to which this head can be

 compared."7 Heads are rarer than bodies, since
 so many of the former were cut up for building
 stones or lime. How this important addition to the

 repertory of Hellenistic semi-divine, semi-real heads
 reached Rome in antiquity is difficult to say. Most

 likely the statue or perhaps just the head came as
 a collector's item in the baggage of a Roman

 68 Such as, for example, the Attic-Asiatic Hippolytus-sar-
 cophagus in Istanbul: E. Bielefeld, Idl 69 (I954) 120, fig. 2.

 69 Theater at Side: M. J. Mellink, AJA 63 (I959) 80f, pl.
 21, figs. 3, 4. Compare with respect to quality and style the
 slabs of the frieze found in the theater at Corinth: AJA 30
 (1926) 456ff, figs. IIf; also E. Capps, Jr., Hesperia 7 (1938)
 539ff, esp. fig. 2 (the style in a neo-Pergamene torso from
 Corinth.)

 70 Acc. no. I8.438. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. William de Forest
 Thomson. H.: o.12m. Crystalline marble, from the Greek is-
 lands or Asia Minor. The back is completely finished and

 smoothed, having a thickness of 0.0o7m.
 71 S. Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs III, 94, no. 2; V. Spinaz-

 zola, Le arti decorative in Pompei e nel Museo Nazionale di
 Napoli (Milan-Rome 1928) pls. 58, 76.

 72Acc. no. 88.351. Purchased through R. Lanciani. Found
 on the eastern slope of the Valle Marciana.

 H.: 0.35m. Length of the face: o.22m. Island or western

 Asiatic (crystalline) marble. Exhibited: The Arts of Man: A
 Selection from Ancient to Modern Times, Dallas Museum of
 Fine Arts, 6 October to 31 December 1962, 17, no. 17.

 73Bieber, The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age 113, 120,
 I80, fig. 455-

 74 e.g. Bieber, op.cit. figs. 499 to 522. The drift away from
 the Pergamene in these statues, dating as late as A.D. 50, is
 analyzed by G. M. A. Hanfmann, Anatolia 4 (I959) 60-63.
 On the other hand, the. bust of Ptolemy III Euergetes (247-222)
 in Canterbury (Kent), found in the theater at Nysa ad Maean-
 drum, shows that this calm-restless style can be earlier than
 200 B.c., depending no doubt on giant Attic grave stelai and
 funerary "portraits" (like Aristonautes, or the Horse and Groom
 relief) of the time of Alexander the Great: AJA 63 (1959)
 146, pl. 36, fig. 9. Cf. also a head of a goddess or woman
 in the Mus&e Alaoui, Tunis: Catalogue (Paris 1907) 44, no.
 928, pl. xxxvIi, 3.
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 official, or maybe it was re-used as a dedication in
 a Roman temple. It seems to be too early and too
 purely Hellenistic to have been commissioned for
 a Greek or Roman of the late Republic, resident
 in Rome.75

 This head is one of the best surviving copies of
 the head of the so-called Artemis Colonna.76 The

 original has been identified with Argive sculp-
 ture of about 350 B.C., and the name of the type
 stems from a statue in Berlin, found in 1795 on
 the Colonna estates near Rocca di Papa. There
 are more than twenty replicas of the head, that on
 the statue in Berlin being the correct type but not
 necessarily the head belonging there in antiquity."
 A complete statue was excavated in the Flavian
 and mid-third century Nymphaeum at Miletus,
 suggesting possible Asiatic connections for this
 Artemis who strides firmly forward in a full Doric
 peplos and wears her quiver over her shoulder.
 There is no question that the ultimate origin of
 the statue lies in the era of the Cnidian Aphrodite,
 a relationship with Argos having been postulated
 from terracottas found at Tiryns. The bold, open
 stride, the monumentally-active drapery, and the
 strong delineation of the strands of hair, as seen
 here and in another head in Berlin, all suggest
 the original might go back no further than Perga-
 mon in the second half of the third century B.c.
 In this case the head in Boston may be a western
 Asiatic copy, or Hellenistic version of the original,
 produced at some date between 15o B.c. and the
 Augustan era. The work is too fine and the style
 too Hellenistic to be a mechanical copy made in
 Rome.

 HEAD, FROM A STATUE OF HERAKLES LEANING ON HIS

 CLUB7 (pl. io6, fig. 18)

 The fragment has been cut off irregularly
 through the upper shoulders. The drilling of the
 eyes, which is ancient, indicates a date in the second
 or third centuries A.D. Like the Farnese Hercules,

 this small statue probably stems from the Antonine
 baroque recasting of Pergamene creations in the
 spirit of Lysippos or other fourth-century masters.
 In the Antonine period double and triple-size
 copies (like the Farnese Hercules) were made to
 suit the grand niches of Roman baths and basilicas.
 Reduced (half and third-size) copies such as this
 were also turned out for gardens, fountain-houses
 and other areas having small architectural settings.
 Mirror reversals were very much in vogue. That
 is, a "normal" Farnese Hercules such as this could
 stand in a niche on the left of an exedra, and a

 reversed copy of the same model would be set in
 a niche on the right. The whole subject of in-
 creased, reduced and reversed copies in Roman
 art should be explored in detail on the basis of
 survivals and excavation reports.9"

 With addition of a wreath above the brow, the

 complete statue can be visualized from the small
 resting Herakles found near the theater and agora
 at Side in 1947. Mansel has rightly associated the
 Herakles at Side with the school of Aphrodisias,
 and the same city may have produced the fragment
 shown here."s It certainly departs from the careful

 plasticity and feeling for grandeur inherent in the
 small head after the statue made by Lysippos
 shortly before 316 for his native city of Sikyon, the

 marble fragment in the Kunstmuseum at Basel."8

 75The resemblance is striking to a head found on the
 acropolis at Lindos and in Istanbul, which V. Poulsen places
 in the late Hellenistic period and links with a head from
 Pergamon: Lindos III, II (Copenhagen I960) 544ff, figs. 12-14.
 The head from Rhodes is more abraded, but the head in
 Boston seems to have more of the forceful cutting of the sculp-
 tures on the Pergamene altar of Zeus Soter. The head from
 Lindos harkens back to Praxitelean "dreaminess." It does not

 seem to be a replica, in the copyistic sense, of the Artemis
 Colonna.

 76 B. Ashmole made the identification on his visit in March

 1963, and F. Eckstein, W.-H. Schuchhardt also identified the
 type in letters written at this time.

 7" C. Bliimel, Rdmische Kopien Griechischer Skulpturen des
 Vierten Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (Berlin 1938) 27ff, K 243, K 250;
 F. Poulsen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek Catalogue of Ancient Sculp-
 ture (Copenhagen 1951), 8of, no. 81; T. Dohrn, Attische
 Plastik (Krefeld 1957) 53, 214ff; W. Fuchs, Gnomon 33 (1961)
 242. The closely-related statue of Artemis in the Athens Mu-
 seum, from Aetolia, is surely a portrait of the young Faustina
 II or possibly her daughter Lucilla (S. Karouzou, ArchEph

 [I953-54] 63-80, pls. If), showing the persistence of the type
 in connection with portraiture.

 78 Acc. no. 76.738. Gift of C. C. Perkins. H.: o.I5m. L. of
 face: o.iom. Western Asiatic marble (?). The surfaces are
 somewhat weathered.

 9 See the remarks in Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies
 2 (1959) 16-20.

 80 A. M. Mansel, AA (1956) 4Iff, fig. 6. Greek imperial
 coins of the second and third centuries A.D. indicate the Lysip-
 pic Herakles enjoyed great vogue in direct copy or in mirror
 reversal throughout northern Greece (Marcianopolis in Moesia
 Inferior), the islands (Cos), and Asia Minor (Side itself sup-
 plying an example relating to its marble statue) (cf. E.
 Babelon, Inventaire sommaire de la collection Waddington
 [Paris 1898] 191, no. 3477; 390, no. 6556, pl. 18 shows a
 very baroque variant of Synnada in Phrygia, of Gallienus, in
 which Herakles wears his lionskin).

 81 J. D6rig, AM 71 (1956) 180-192; cf. also Richter, Metro-
 politan Museum, Catalogue of Greek Sculptures 76f, nos. 129-
 131 and the remarks therein on various copies of the Lysippic-
 Farnese type.
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 HEAD OF SILENUS82 (pl. Ioo0, fig. I9)

 This head was carved as the decorative top to
 a circular shaft, to be set as an ornament in the
 peristyle or outdoor garden of a Roman villa. The
 base of the neck is finished in a flat circle, and the
 back of the head consists merely of a half-cone
 rising to the line visible above forehead and point-
 ed ears. This Silenus is related to the concept of
 Socrates created in the fourth century and attrib-
 uted to Lysippos. No doubt the sculptor had in
 mind the famous description of Socrates "exactly
 like the busts of Silenus, which are set up in the
 statuaries' shops" attributed to Alcibiades in the
 Symposium (215).
 The artist who originated this decorative con-

 cept of Silenus probably lived in the late Hellenistic
 period, when villas of the Pompeiian type were
 being furnished with such marbles. His prototype
 may well have been created by Lysippos or his
 school, for this head is a copy of that belonging
 to a Silenus seated in the pose of the Herakles
 Epitrapezios of Lysippos. It is practically impos-
 sible to tell whether the several replicas of the
 seated Silenus go back to one of the many lost
 works by Lysippos or merely to a late Hellenistic
 parody of the famous Herakles."8

 MALE HEAD IN RELIEF84 (pl. 103, fig. 20)

 A ring of curly locks encircle the forehead, and
 a row of flat strands are visible behind. The whole

 aspect is one of eclecticism, a Graeco-Roman crea-
 tion in the manner of the late archaic to severe

 styles. The man looks like a minor divinity or
 hero in such reliefs; perhaps he is Theseus. Size
 and technical details make it very tempting to
 connect this fragment with the archaistic friezes
 that adorned the walls of the Forum Traiani or

 the Basilica Ulpia in Rome. There were reliefs
 of archaistic maidens in procession or flanking

 foliate candelabra, as on so-called Campana archi-
 tectural terracottas, and there seems to have been
 a dodekatheon or even larger assembly of the
 gods.8" A hero like Theseus or Romulus would
 naturally appear, if the areas to be decorated were
 larger than those which the Olympians alone could
 cover. Such was certainly the case in the area
 around Trajan's Libraries. In this fragment, the
 carving or drilling of the eyelid, the curls of hair
 and the ear well suit a date in the second century
 A.D.; the use of a claw chisel, finely drawn across
 the face, is also characteristic of this period. The
 style is less academic, more decorative or eclectic
 than that of the well-known series of three-figured
 reliefs sometimes related to Athenian work of the

 late fifth century.8"

 SECTION OF A MARBLE VASE: HERMES CARRYING THE

 INFANT DIONYSOS TO THE NYMPHS OF NYSA87 (pl. 101,

 fig. 21)

 Hermes, wearing his flat cap (petasos) and a
 medium-length cloak, moves resolutely to the right,
 carrying the infant Dionysos, who wears a vine-
 wreath on his head and is wrapped in heavy swad-
 dling clothes. A section of the rim of the krater
 is preserved above, with part of a vine-leaf in which
 points of the drill are prominent. The scene can
 be reconstructed from the famous marble krater

 once a baptismal font in the cathedral at Gaieta
 and now no. 283 in the Museo Nazionale, Naples.
 The vase in Naples is signed by Salpion of Athens.
 Amid various satyrs, maenads and nymphs in more
 or less stock poses, Hermes carries Dionysos to a
 nymph who is seated to receive the child with a
 cloth in her outstretched arms." This central com-

 position occurs on a number of rectangular panels
 and fragments of vases, where it was isolated or
 surrounded by varying combinations of Neo-Attic
 figures." The fragment shown here is one of the

 82 Acc. no. o0.6368. Bequest of Mrs. Arthur Croft. H.: o.22m.
 Western Asiatic marble (?). CJ 53 (1958) 50, fig. 2. Nezih
 Firath has called my attention to a similar head, fashioned
 in like manner at the back, in a private collection in Istanbul.

 83 See AJA 63 (I959) 342, pl. 79, fig. I8, for the Silenus of
 this type in the Lady Lever Art Gallery, Port Sunlight, from
 the Hope collection at Deepdene. For the Herakles Epitra-
 pezios, see recently F. de Visscher, ArchEph 74 (1953-54,
 published 196i) 314-317; J. D6rig, AM 71 (1956) I84ff.

 84 Acc. no. 62.183. Gift of Miss Aimie Lamb and Miss Rosa-
 mond Lamb. H.: o.II8m. W.: o.I55m. Thickness: o.o52m.
 Island or Asiatic marble.

 85 AJA 63 (1959) 331, pl. 82, fig. 34. The twelve divinities
 on the circular altar in Ostia are frontal and based in part on

 Praxitelean statues: G. Becatti, Annuario 1-2 (1939-40) 85-
 137; in part on the east pediment of the Parthenon: R. Car-
 penter, Hesperia, Supplement 8 (I949) 71-74. Another such
 base has been found in Alexandria.

 8 H. G6tze, RM 53 (1938) I89-28o; H. A. Thompson,
 Hesperia 21 (1952) 47-82; E. B. Harrison, Hesperia 33 (1964)
 76-82.

 87Acc. no. oI01.8213. H. L. Pierce Collection. H.: 0.35m.
 Luna (Italian) marble. TAPA 50 (I960) Part 5, 27; The
 Ruins of Rome no. 232.

 88 Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs III, p. 69, nos. 1-5, shows
 the development of the composition on the krater and its
 pedestal.

 89 W. Fuchs, Die Vorbilder der Neuattischen Reliefs, Jdl
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 best in quality of modeling, the rounding of
 Hermes' body and the definitions of drapery being
 superior to those in the work of Salpion. The proto-
 type of the composition belongs in the late fourth
 century, and the cutting of the leaves and isolated
 details of the head of Hermes suggest this krater
 was made in the time of Hadrian, when there was
 a vogue for such vases in the gardens at Tivoli and
 other elaborate villas near Rome.

 The composition was handed around in the
 minor arts by means of plaster casts from molds for
 metalwork, as a free version of the scene in Munich

 testifies." The ne plus ultra of this motif in Roman
 decorative art is the table-leg at Pompeii, with a
 Silenus (terminating in a foliate lion's-foot) cra-
 dling an infant Dionysos who is identical in pose
 and costume with the Dionysos on this marble
 fragment."9 Originally, the composition must have
 been suggested by the motif of the servant-girl with
 the infant and mother on Attic grave-reliefs of the
 fourth century, such as the example in The
 Hague.92

 FRAGMENT OF A MARBLE VASE: DIONYSIAC SYMBOLS93

 (pl. 103, fig. 22)

 There is a grapevine above; a satyr's head and
 a thyrsos fill the lower right, and a pedum appears
 at the left, between where the handles once were.
 The bases of these vine-stem handles are visible

 above and below the remains of the pedum. The
 lip is enriched with a delicate fillet and bead, lead-
 ing to a series of flat ovolos or eggs and darts.
 The quality of carving is dry but excellent, giving
 every indication of paralleling the best decorative
 work from Hadrian's villa at Tivoli. In a garden
 in the sunlight the whole vase must have presented

 a striking effect, for the marble is almost trans-
 lucent. This vase, or the bowl from which the
 fragment comes, is a reduced version of the famous
 Warwick vase, said to have come from Villa Adri-
 ana and in reality cleverly composed in the Piranesi
 style from a few ancient fragments."

 CORINTHIAN PILASTER CAPITAL: SILENUS STANDING IN

 ACANTHUS FOLIAGE TERMINATING IN VOLUTES95 (pl.
 104, fig. 23)

 The polished surface, especially of the Silenus
 and the background including the molding of the
 abacus, combined with the florid drilling of the
 acanthus leaves, dates this pilaster capital in the
 third century A.D. The loss of anatomic structure in
 the fat-bellied, spindly-legged Silenus parallels the
 distortions used in the genii of season sarcophagi in
 the late Severan to Tetrarch or Constantinian
 periods. The process can be seen, on a much higher
 technical level, in the principal figures of the sar-
 cophagus from Badminton House and now in New
 York, work of about A.D. 230.96 A similar pilaster
 or engaged capital, with Bacchus and the satyr
 Ampelus as the central figures in conventional pose,
 between Maenads, is in the Palazzo dei Conserva-
 tori, Rome. It has been dated by von Mercklin in
 the Severan period."

 In the capital published here an unusual feature
 is that the figure is very nearly detached from the
 face of the capital and stands on a platform that
 extends out beyond the general plane of the non-
 figural elements. This does not even occur in the
 famous capital with gladiators, athletes and magis-
 trates, Asiatic Greek decorative work of ca. A.D.

 250, in the Cortile della Pigna of the Vatican."s
 While the general type of the capital (figure in

 Zwanzigstes Ergdnzungsheft (1959) 140ff, pl. 27: the figures
 on the krater in Naples have suffered too much cleaning and
 tooling for stylistic judgment. I would date the piece in the
 Hadrianic period also. The oft-illustrated flat relief of this
 subject formerly in the Palazzo Albani in Rome, the section
 with Hermes and the infant Dionysos being preserved, was
 in the Swiss art market in i961. The Hermes is handsome,
 dry and quite Polykleitan. The infant, on the other hand, is
 soft and impressionistic; the cloak, whether recut or not, does
 not show between Hermes' legs.

 90 G. M. A. Richter, in Theoria, Festschrift fiir W.-H. Schuch-
 hardt (Baden-Baden 1960) 179-183.

 91 V. Spinazzola, Le arti decorative in Pompei e nel Museo
 Nazionale di Napoli (Milan-Rome 1928) pl. 39.
 92B. Schweitzer, EIAEIOTIA KOTPOTPO4OZ, Festgabe
 . Leipzig (9 December 1933) fig. 4.

 93 Acc. no. 01.8215. H. L. Pierce Collection. H.: o.165m.
 Luna (Italian) marble. The Ruins of Rome no. 233.

 94AJA 60 (1956) 345, pl. lo6, fig. Io. Cf. also the vase

 in the Louvre: Reinach-Clarac I, 40, no. 2.
 95 Acc. no. 01.8211. H. L. Pierce Collection. H.: o.33m.

 Greek marble, from Asia Minor (?). The Ruins of Rome, no.
 231.

 96 F. Matz, Ein R6misches Meisterwerke, Der Jahreszeiten-
 sarkophag Badminton-New York, Jdl Neunzehntes Ergdnzung-
 sheft (1958) passim.

 97 H. Stuart Jones, Catalogue (Oxford 1926) 117, no. 70,
 pl. 41; E. von Mercklin, Antike Figuralkapitelle (Berlin 1962)
 no. 389b, fig. 767. Cf. the pilaster from a door at Pompeii (no.
 195, fig. 369), a satyr with cup and pedum, which shows the
 continuity of this design from the first century well into the
 third century A.D.

 98 W. Amelung, Die Sculpturen des Vaticanischen Museums
 I (Berlin 1903) 904ff, no. 228, pl. ii9; von Mercklin, op.cit.
 no. 384a, where Castagnoli's identification with the Baths of
 Severus Alexander is followed and a date of circa A.D. 227 is
 suggested. See also AJA 67 (1963) 430.
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 the center, with acanthus leaves as prop for the
 volute at each corner and an echinus of acanthus

 leaves) is common, here there is no row of acan-
 thus as ground-line. Also, an unusual feature, the
 acanthus leaves are perfectly erect, not bent over
 at the top, and the capital's stalk-volutes are com-
 pletely hidden behind foliage, not visible going
 all the way down to the base of the capital. This
 capital is, in fact, one of the most sculptural of sur-
 viving examples; it is less like a relief than a statue
 set in a background."99

 DECORATIVE RELIEF: A WINGED FEMALE VISITING AN OLD

 FARMER OR TRAVELER IN A RUSTIC LANDSCAPE100 (pl.

 104, fig. 24)

 The "Lasa"-like female has the birdlike feet of

 a siren. That this relief, in Boston since 90io but
 only uncrated after a required lapse of fifty years,
 has achieved a certain fame is evident from the

 bibliography. Warren gave a cast to the Ashmolean
 Museum, and this cast, evidently now lost, has pro-
 vided the photographs used by O. Kurz and
 G. M. A. Richter. Interest in the relief as a reflec-

 tion of a popular Hellenistic composition, one of
 the few representations of a dream or nightmare
 in ancient art, was stimulated by discovery of a
 version in a plaster cast from Begram. The Be-
 gram finds have been dated from about A.D. 75
 to 250. I favor, for various reasons, a date between

 15o and 200 for the classical material in these finds.
 In these years Antonine illusionism was at its
 height in the systematic revival of Hellenistic com-
 positions on the reverses of medallions from the
 mint of Rome, and such illusionism characterizes
 the plaques from Begram. Besides completing the
 scene in this marble relief, the Begram cast elimi-
 nates the herm of Pan with its pipes and laden
 altar at the upper right, changes the wicker basket
 used as a pillow into a bucket, and supplies an Eros
 at the left.

 Those who have published the relief in Boston
 from the cast in or once in the Ashmolean Mu-

 seum have naturally thought little of its quality;

 the photograph reveals, on the contrary, that among
 its class of Roman decorative reliefs in the Hellen-
 istic tradition this is a work of considerable merit.

 The carving is precise and careful, combining
 enough detail (in the wings for instance) with im-
 pressions of texture in the various surfaces. The
 bearded old man is stretched out on what seems

 to be an animal's-skin cloak; his staff lies beside
 him. The "Lasa" is pouring something from a tiny
 cup in her left hand, perhaps a draught of the po-
 tion or drug which brings nightmares or perhaps a
 superabundance of wine that induced the dream.

 DECORATIVE RELIEF: SYMPLEGMA INVOLVING HERAKLES

 IN A GARDEN LANDSCAPE'0' (pl. 105, fig. 25)

 The hero, of the youthful Lysippic type, is iden-
 tified by his club which is propped against the
 herm-base of Priapus at the right and by the lion-
 skin beneath his right arm and legs. There is no
 evidence that this Roman decorative relief was

 found with the previous one, and the drill-points
 in the foliage and drapery suggest it might be sec-
 ond-century work, perhaps a century later than
 the symplegma of the elderly farmer or traveler
 and the "Lasa." Still, in respect to construction and
 composition the two reliefs present enough fea-
 tures in common to indicate that such reliefs were

 made in standard sizes. Perhaps differences in
 technique and quality are to be explained by the
 schools in which the two sculptors were trained.
 The first relief might be said to belong to a Hellen-
 istic Greek school, and this example to a Roman
 workshop.

 This relief also forms a pendant to those of the
 drunken Herakles reclining in a landscape that
 includes a horse and a music-making satyr, but
 it lacks the Hellenistic freedom in composition and
 carving of these reliefs.'02 Just as many Hellenistic
 and Roman statues or reliefs derive from the per-
 fectly respectable cycle of Labors of Herakles cre-
 ated by Lysippos for a sanctuary near Alyzia in
 Acarnania,l03 so a smaller group of reliefs and
 some statues stem from Hellenistic cycles, in all

 99Much of the information in this paragraph was supplied
 by Mrs. Carol La Branche of Smith College, who is preparing
 a stylistic analysis of Greek figural capitals.

 100Acc. no. o8.34c. Gift of Edward Perry Warren, 1910.
 H.: o.4om. W.: 0.39m. Acquired in Paris and from the Greaiu
 and Froehner Collections. Bibliography: Th. Schreiber, Hellen-
 istischen Reliefbilder, pl. LXI; Reinach, Ripertoire de reliefs
 II, 301; Daremberg-Saglio, fig. 6472; 0. Kurz, in Begram, I19f,
 fig. 416; G. M. A. Richter, AJA 62 (1958) 372, pl. 90, fig. 14.

 10xAcc. no. o8.34d. Gift of Edward Perry Warren, 1910.

 H.: 0.40m. W.: 0.45m. From the Barracco Collection in Rome.
 Bibliography: Schreiber, op.cit. pl. Lx; Reinach, op.cit. III, i62,
 no. 2; H. Licht, Sittengeschichte Griechenlands III, I64, fig.
 On works of art which strayed, intentionally, from Giovanni
 Barracco's collection before he gave it to the city of Rome
 or before his death, see B. Ashmole, Festschrift Bernhard
 Schweitzer I77f.

 102 Cf. Sotheby Sale, I1 March 1963, no. 133, plate.
 103 E. P. Loeffler, Marsyas 6 (1950-1953) 8-24.
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 media, of the less-elevating deeds of the hero. The
 canons of Lysippos were followed for the youthful
 and aged types of Herakles.

 TABLE-SUPPORT (TRAPEZOPHORUS) IN THE FORM OF A

 WINGED GOAT 104 (pl. Iio, fig. 26)

 Part of the support for the table top is visible,
 as is the end of the wing of the goat facing in the
 opposite direction. The carving is good, with
 drilled points and lines suggesting a Flavian or
 later date. The animal's chest extended downwards

 to terminate in a lion's leg or foot. Most compa-
 rable table-supports feature lions or panthers for
 their headpieces and are more complex in the use
 of filling decoration below or between the wings.
 It is difficult to judge here whether or not an ex-
 tensive lower ornament is missing, but for straight-
 forward simplicity of conception this fragment finds
 comparison in the table-support in the Art Insti-
 tute, Chicago."05 The most elaborate of these tra-
 pezophori are those akin to the example in the
 Museo Arqueol6gico, Madrid, with Scylla on one
 end and a centaur on the other.'06 Marble table-
 supports are a product of Hellenistic application
 of traditional Greek sculptural forms to decorative
 versions of furniture and household utensils. As

 might be expected, the domestic settings of Pom-
 peii have yielded their quota of examples."'

 FRAGMENT OF SARCOPHAGUS RELIEF: A HUNTING

 SCENE108 (pl. 105, fig. 27)

 Within an architectural enframement, a hunter
 flees to the left, pursued by a lion; part of another
 hunter is visible at the right. The sarcophagus was
 relatively small. The scene has the spirited attrac-
 tiveness of secondary Roman work in the genera-
 tions from about 240 to 300. From monumental
 masterpieces such as the Badminton sarcophagus

 in New York, the techniques of drill points and
 high polish have been reduced to cursory stabs
 and impressions, which are successful in convey-
 ing lively movement in an arrested architectural
 setting. There is not the crudity or facial barbarism
 of many late Tetrarch or Constantinian minor re-
 liefs, and therefore a date of about 250 for this
 fragment seems acceptable. A later lid in the Villa
 Medici shows the same hunters escaping on board
 a boat, having thrown a ball overboard to distract
 the lioness; in the pendant scene, the hunt for
 lions to be used in the arena has the happy con-
 clusion of a boat arriving outside the pharos of
 Ostia, with three lions in cages on the deck.'o9

 A ROMAN REPRESENTED IN THE REPUBLICAN "VERISTIC"

 STYLE110 (pl. 107, fig. 28)

 The nose, ears and lower back of the neck have
 been restored in plaster; other than the heavy
 cleaning of the face from brow to chin, the head
 is as excavated, with a yellow patina and some
 iron deposit. This is an excellent example of that
 class of veristic Roman portrait which was once
 universally dated in the last decades of the Repub-
 lic; when men were bald, emaciated and of features

 as pronounced as these, they were inevitably named
 Julius Caesar. If nothing else, recent studies of
 Caesar's portraits in marble have confirmed that
 he was never shown bereft of hair, however nature

 might have left the upper part of his head."'
 It is now also realized that all portraits such as

 this do not belong in the time of Sulla, Pompey,
 Caesar or Octavian. Emaciated verism went on

 being practiced by portraitists as late as the Ha-
 drianic period. Often the shape of the bust is a
 clue to date, evidence that is of course lacking
 here.112 Like a well-known veristic Roman in the

 104 Acc. no. 28.893. Gift of Edward Jackson Holmes. H.:
 o.4om. Greek marble. The Ruins of Rome no. 234.

 105 A. W. Lawrence, Classical Sculpture (London 1929) 344f,
 pl. 134a.

 106Einzelaufnahmen no. 1743 and bibliography; Naples
 example: Spinazzola, Arti decorative pls. 34ff; Ruesch, Guida
 no. 531; another is in Sir John Soane's Museum, London: Cata-
 logue no. 234. In connection with the handsome Roman table-
 supports under the side. altar in S. Tommaso ai Cenci, Rome,
 Giglioli suggested the heads in the form of horned lions derive
 from Near Eastern (Achemenian rhyta?) into Hellenistic art:
 BullCom 72 (1946-48, published 1949) 49ff.

 107 P. Gusman, Pompei 396f. Table-supports with bodies in
 the form of a Grecian sphinx: Soane Museum, London: Cata-
 logue no. 233; Palazzo Farnese, Rome, from the Palatine:
 Toynbee, The Hadrianic School pl. xxxvI, no. I; Lateran Mu-
 seum: Gusman, Art dicoratif II, pl. 103. The literature on table-

 legs as opposed to table-supports is very extensive; see W.
 Deonna, Demareteion II, I (1936) I-I6, esp. notes 12ff; Gum-
 merus, Jdl 28 (1913) 120, no. 34.

 108 Acc. no. 76.748. Gift of C. C. Perkins. H.: o.24m. Greek
 island marble. From Italy. The Ruins of Rome no. 229.

 109 M. Cagiano de Azevedo, Le antichita di Villa Medici
 (Rome 195I) 73f, no. 61, pl. 31.

 110 Acc. no. 88.638. Acquired through R. Lanciani in 1888
 from the Boncompagni-Ludovisi Collection in Rome. H.:
 0.415m. H.(without base):o.3om. Pentelic marble. The Ruins
 of Rome no. 223.

 111 See H. A. Cahn, in Miinzen und Medaillen A. G., Auktion
 XXII, 13 May I96I, Catalogue 17, no. 22 and refs.; E. Simon,
 Gymnasium 64 (I957) 295ff; idem, AA (i952) cols. 123-152.

 112 See the material collected in Oberlin College Museum,
 Bulletin (Fall 1959) 7-13.
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 Metropolitan Museum, this head may be work of
 the Trajanic or Hadrianic periods, a copy of some
 ancestral portrait perhaps made for a descendant or
 a public institution. The head in New York has
 at least two replicas; the head published here may
 well also exist in other versions.113

 Comparison with the famous man in the Museo
 Torlonia, a view of pronounced jaw, nose and
 wrinkles, demonstrates why the head published
 here may well be a Trajanic or Hadrianic copy.114
 The dryness is much less pronounced than the
 cadaverous man in Dresden.?5 Perhaps the copyist
 (and the modern cleaner) is responsible for the
 relatively soft, almost fleshy qualities of jaw and
 chin. A repaired head such as this served as model
 for the Julius Caesar in the British Museum"l and
 other post-Renaissance, Neoclassic, or later creations
 in the "Julius Caesar" tradition."7

 HEAD OF A MAN OF AFRICAN ORIGIN118 (pl. o07, fig. 29)

 The nose is restored, and much of the right ear
 and a bit of the left are missing. Otherwise the head
 has a fresh, excavated surface. This must be the
 funerary portrait, probably from a columbarium,
 of a man of good breeding who found his way to
 Rome, either in an official capacity or perhaps
 (through misfortunes of war) as a slave. The con-
 cept of the hair, the general proportions and shape
 of the bust suggest a date in the Augustan or Julio-
 Claudian periods. The man may have been a

 Libyan, for a similar head, once in the von Bissing
 collection, has been generally identified as such.
 The man published here seems to be slightly more
 African in ancestry."9 His refined face is far from
 that of a true Ethiopian, as can be seen by com-
 parison with the so-called Memnon (pupil of
 Herodes Atticus) in Berlin.120
 He is a mixture of the aristocratic Negro who

 appears in certain Alexandrian bronzesl21 and the
 Arabian or African desert types who appear in
 Greek art from the fourth century B.C. onwards, as
 the large horse-and-groom relief in Athens
 testifies.'22

 TITUS FLAVIUS VESPASIANUS, CAESAR 69 TO 79, EM-

 PEROR 79 To 8I123 (pl. IO9, fig. 30)
 Battered and weathered, but without restorations,

 this head is a Greek portrait of Titus carved about
 the year 75, when he was thirty-six years of age
 and at the height of his career as prosperous
 "darling of the human race." Titus had already
 proven himself an able general, winding up Ves-
 pasian's Jewish campaign with the sack of Jeru-
 salem in 70. He returned to Rome to share a tri-
 umph with his father and to enjoy a life of Ed-
 wardian ease as aging heir-apparent. It is said that
 this portrait comes from the Somzde collection in
 Belgium, but it does not appear in Furtwiingler's
 massive catalogue; the collection, however, was
 growing at the time Furtwingler wrote and con-

 113 The possibility that it is an imperial copy was suggested
 in The Ruins of Rome, loc.cit. The Metropolitan Museum head
 is Richter, Roman Portraits no. I; one replica was seen in Rome
 in 1939 and another is in the Kunstmuseum, Basel: K. Schefold,
 "Ein R6misch-Republikanischer Bildniskopf," 4 pp. There is
 some question about the date of the last.

 114 B. Schweitzer, Die Bildniskunst der Rdmischen Republik
 (Weimar 1948) D I, figs. 85f, 91.

 115 Schweitzer, H I, figs. 175f.
 118 O. Kurz, Fakes, A Handbook for Collectors and Students

 (New Haven 1948) I28f; Smith, Catalogue III, I46f, no. 1870.
 B. Ashmole, Forgeries of Ancient Sculpture: Creation and
 Detection (The First J. L. Myres Memorial Lecture, Oxford
 1961) 4ff.

 117 In connection with other matters, I have made an ex-
 tensive collection of these heads of "Julius Caesar" and veristic
 old men created to satisfy the urges of republicanism from
 Michelangelo's time onwards. See the Despuig replica of a bust
 at Holkham Hall: AJA 63 (1959) 154f; Copenhagen no. 598,
 from the Venetian Giustiniani Collection: F. Poulsen, Catalogue
 416; Ince Blundell Hall, now Liverpool, City Museums:
 Michaelis, Ancient Marbles 366, no. 144; F. Poulsen, on EA
 no. 5057, in relation to the material in note 113 supra.

 118 Acc. no. 88.643. Purchased through R. Lanciani. Found
 in Rome. H.: o.38m. L.(of face): o.I6m. Pentelic marble, with

 yellow patina.
 11" AM 34 (1909) pl. I. See also E. Rosenbaum, A Catalogue

 of Cyrenaican Portrait Sculpture (London 1960) plates Ivf.
 120 Bliimel, Rdmische Bildnisse 3of, R 73, pl. 45. On Mem-

 non at Kephissia, evidently found in a garden tempietto with
 Herodes Atticus and Polydeukion, see E. Vanderpool, AJA 65
 (1961) 299f; G. Daux, BCH 86 (1962) 683.

 121 E.g. the Negro-boy posed as a philosopher, such as the
 Epicurean Hermarchus, delivering an oration, in Boston: Cl

 55 (i96o) I98ff, fig. 7.
 122 Polemon 4 (1951) half-view, which is repeated by G.M.A.

 Richter, IRS 48 (1958) 12, pl. im, fig. 8. The groom's skin
 is brownish and his hair reddish in this wonderfully proto-
 Pergamene Attic grave-relief of about 325 B.c., perhaps of one
 of Alexander's generals (either as a funerary relief or, if he
 fell far afield, as a cenotaph). Others have argued strongly for
 terming this part of a votive or commemorative monument and

 dating it in the second century B.c., at the time of the Perga-
 mene altar. Elsewhere it will be suggested that this monument
 is the stele or cenotaph of Leosthenes, one of Alexander's
 commanders, who fell leading the Hellenic alliance before
 Lamia in 323.

 123 Acc. no. 158.62. Collection of Horace L. Mayer, Esq.
 H.: o.3rm. Island marble. M.F.A., Calendar of Events, April
 1963, 2. Annual Report for z963 34f (Acc. no. 63.2760).
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 tinued to receive additions.'24 Despite damages, a
 lively sense of the sitter's pleasant personality comes
 through to us, the broad forehead with its wrinkles
 and curly hair, and the little chin set amid folds
 of flesh. The front half of the head is alive with

 the new Flavian restlessness; the back half has the
 flat, tightly curled hair of a Julio-Claudian (perhaps
 Nero) and shows that the Flavians had sat on the
 imperial throne a scant five or six years.

 Most portraits of Titus come from Italy, but
 he is known in the Greek world; Thebes even
 honored him with a statue after his death and

 deification. On the basis of its lively plasticity, it
 is tempting to attribute this head to Greece proper,
 perhaps to a workshop at Corinth. Other portraits
 of Titus include, in roughly chronological order
 and with the head in Boston placed in sequence:

 I. Columbia (Mo.), University of Missouri:
 head, with a slight beard; from Egypt by way of
 a New York private collection and evidently a local
 work of the years when Titus was conquering in
 the East during and after Vespasian's march on
 Rome, A.D. 70 to 71. The hair is traditionally Julio-
 Claudian, but shape of the eyes, picked-out beard,
 and double jowls belong to a natural presentation
 inherent in Romano-Egyptian sculpture and paint-
 ing (PAPS io8 [I964] 104, fig. 22).

 2. London, British Museum no. i9o9.6-10.1:
 an over-lifesized "triumphal" head, somewhat pe-
 dantic work of the year 71, when Titus was aged
 thirty-two (H. G6tze, Festschrift Bernhard Schweit-
 zer [Stuttgart 19541 354-357, pls. 77-80).

 3. The head in Boston.
 4. Olympia, Museum: cuirassed statue from the

 Metr6on; this head, with addition of a wreath, is
 very close to the previous (Berytus 13 [19591 45,
 no. 86; Treu et al., Olympia III, pl. 60o, 2).

 5. London, British Museum no. 189i: Found at
 Porta Portese, this is the Roman counterpart of
 the previous two heads.

 6. Rome, Museo Capitolino, Imperatori no. 22:
 This is perhaps a youngish Titus of Roman type,
 but the condition of weathered and cleaned surface

 makes judgment far from positive (West, Riimische
 Portriit-Plastik II, I5ff, pl. III, no. 7; Stuart-Jones,
 Museo Capitolino i93).

 7. Naples, Museo Nazionale no. 6059: head on
 a cuirassed statue from Herculaneum and presum-
 ably belonging; the hair was colored red. If ancient,
 it seems not far from the previous portraits of the
 middle of Vespasian's reign; it has a strong turn to
 the left (West, pl. Iv, no. Io; Berytus 13 [19591 45,
 no. 92).

 8. Naples, Museo Nazionale no. IIO 892: head,
 in the form of a colossal herm, from the Farnese
 collection; this almost middle-aged, dry likeness
 probably belongs in the years 75 to 78 (West pl.
 III, no. 6).

 9. Vatican, Sala dei Busti no. 280: head, restored
 on a bust; fatter, more jowled than the previous,
 this head seems to belong to the years 78 to 81
 (West pl. III, no. 8).

 Io. Vatican, Braccio Nuovo no. 26: this head,
 which belongs to its togate statue, is even fuller
 and fatter than no. 9. It is a portrait of the period
 when he was emperor and reflects all aspects of
 his good living and bonhomie (West pl. Iv, no. 9).

 ii. Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek no.
 664a. Restored as a Domitian, this head has been
 recognized as a replica of the previous one (F.
 Poulsen, Catalogue 464).

 12. Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek no.
 660: over-lifesized head, termed a "fat and popular"
 portrait made during his rule (Poulsen, 460).

 In addition, Titus appears twice on the arch at
 the entrance to the Forum Romanum, a monu-
 ment constructed in the reign of Domitian or pos-
 sibly early in the rule of Trajan.

 A. In the triumphal quadriga in the passageway;
 this head is not unlike the Boston portrait, a con-
 nection strengthened by the fact that the panels
 of the arch are probably the work of a Greek
 atelier carving in Pentelic marble. Detail: G6tze,
 op.cit. 354ff, pl. 80, no. 2; date of A.D. 80 or during
 the reign of Domitian: D. E. Strong, Roman Im-
 perial Sculpture 94, pls. 59f.

 B. On an eagle of apotheosis, in the barrel-vault-
 ing; this is definitely based on a late portrait.

 HEAD IDENTIFIED AS DOMITIAN125 (pl. IO8, fig. 31)

 The neck has been worked for insertion in a
 statue, or in a bust. In the former case it would

 124 Sammlung Somzee, Antike Kunstdenkmdler (Munich
 x897). I wish to thank Helga von Heintze for help in study-
 ing this head.

 125 Acc. no. 89.5. Purchased for the B. P. Cheney Collection

 through R. Lanciani from the Ludovisi Collection. H.: o.262m.
 L. of face: o.14m. Medium-grained island marble. The head
 is not identifiable in Th. Schreiber, Villa Ludovisi (Leipzig
 i880).
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 have been for a figure either draped in Greek and
 Roman manner or in a cuirass. A bust seems more

 probable in view of the relatively small size of the
 head and neck. The identification as Domitian, one
 as old as the head's arrival in Boston, is tenable
 when comparison is made with the Domitian as
 Caesar in Frieze A of the Cancelleria Reliefs."'2
 The Cancelleria portrait is a retrospective work,
 in the sense that it was carved about A.D. 95 but
 shows Domitian either in A.D. 70 when he was
 eighteen or A.D. 81 when he was twenty-nine. In
 A.D. 70, the outset of his father's reign, Domitian's
 face had not broadened out nor had his jaws ac-
 quired a Flavian roundness evident in certain por-
 traits on coins. Curtius sought a Domitian of this
 period in a colossal, laureate head and draped
 shoulder, from a heroic statue said to have been
 found in Agro di Littoria about i933. The identi-
 fication, if admissible, makes it possible for the
 head shown here to be the younger of Vespasian's
 ruling sons, in the first five years of the father's
 rule."'7 There are certainly enough coins of this
 period to justify more surviving monumental por-
 traits, for Domitian had already gained dubious
 fame as nominal liberator of Rome at the beginning
 of Vespasian's march on the city.

 Another youngish, not-so-plump Domitian is the
 bronze in Copenhagen. Although it may conceiv-
 ably be a pre-autocratic likeness, here the elongated,
 imperatorial face is already evident.128 It might be
 safest to consider the marble published here as a
 private, perhaps funerary portrait of the late Nero-
 nian through early Flavian decades. An alternative
 is to suggest there were several concurrent traditions

 of portraying Domitian between 8i and 96, that is
 during his sole rule. There was the likeness with
 the obesity lingering from the last years of Ves-
 pasian and Titus; there could have been the per-

 petually-youthful portrait (shown here); and there
 was the long-necked, sharp-nosed presentation
 (seen in the portrait about to be considered).

 TITUS FLAVIUS DOMITIANUs, CAESAR 69 TO 81, EMPEROR

 81 to 96129 (pl. io8, fig. 32)

 This slightly over-lifesized head is a good Roman
 version, with nose restored and face cleaned some-

 what, of a portrait of the early years of Domitian's
 sole rule. While no exact Roman counterpart ex-
 ists, the Greek world has yielded a head which is
 related, although perhaps a portrait of Domitian
 in his last years as Caesar. The head in question
 is in Athens, National Museum.130 Roman imperial
 coins demonstrate that the Neronian curl of the

 locks over the forehead begins to be associated
 with a long-necked likeness such as this after
 Domitian had sat alone on the throne for several

 years.31' While his father Vesaspian and his elder
 brother Titus ruled, artists stressed the fat Flavian

 aspects of Domitian and covered his round forehead
 with normally curly hair.

 Although Domitian was murdered with the co-
 operation of the Senate, his monuments were not
 generally defaced, and a fair but hardly excessive
 number of his portraits have survived. In instances
 economic expediency, rather than civic hatred, dic-
 tated the alteration of his features to those of the

 aged senator Nerva, his successor for less than two
 years. Such was the case in the later of the two
 scenes of the reliefs found around the Cancelleria

 Palace and now in the Vatican, sections of the
 official biography of Domitian spanning his days
 as Caesar and his efforts as an imperial campaigner
 on the Germanic frontier. Such was also probably
 the case in the cuirassed statue in Parma, from
 Velleia.132

 126 F. Magi, I Rilievi flavi del Palazzo della Cancelleria (Rome
 1945) pl. xxIII.

 127 R. West, Romische Portriit-Plastik II, 25, pl. v.
 128 F. Poulsen, Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture 463f, no. 664

 and comment on other portraits of Domitian in the decade
 when he moved from junior Caesar to sole emperor; H. Jucker,
 Das Bildnis im Blitterkelch I, 54ff no. B 5, pl. 15, suggesting
 a date in the latter half of Domitian's sole rule. and giving
 a revised list of portraits of that emperor.

 129 Acc. no. 88.639. Purchased through R. Lanciani. H.(max):
 o.35m. L. of face: 0.I7m. Italian (Luna) marble. Exhibited:
 The Arts of Man: A Selection from Ancient to Modern Times,
 Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, 1962, 31, no. 36, profile view.
 The plaster tip of the nose has since been removed; the aquiline
 profile is ancient. Georg Daltrop, who is preparing Domitiani
 for the Herrscherbildnisse series, has offered valuable comment

 on this and the two previous heads.
 Lanciani provided Boston, his American editors and publish-

 ers, with two other Domitians. They are portraits of about
 A.D. 90, both with drilled pupils as a result of extensive reno-
 vations in the sixteenth century or later: Acc. nos. 88.350 and
 89.6, the latter from the Ludovisi Gallery. They will be pub-
 lished by Daltrop.

 130West, Rdmische Portriit-Plastik II, 26f, pl. vi, no. x9.
 The heavily-restored head at Chatsworth House is a Roman
 (i.e. Italian) portrait from these years: AJA 59 (1955) 132,
 pl. 41, fig. 3.

 131 e.g. the silver medallion (eight-denarius piece) of A.D.
 85: British Museum, Catalogue of Coins of the Roman Empire
 II, 316, no. 83, pl. 62, no. 3.

 132 See F. Magi, I Rilievi flavi del Palazzo della Cancelleria,
 6off, pls. A-C; J. M. C. Toynbee, The Flavian Relief from the
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 HEAD OF A ROMAN OF THE YEARS 240 TO 260'o" (pl.
 109, fig. 33)

 Characterized by hair which has been rendered
 by picked-out incisions to form a close-fitting cap
 around the skull and down the neck, this half-life-

 sized head appears to have come from a funerary
 monument, perhaps even from a giant sarcophagus.
 A few veristic details are rendered: two wrinkles

 on the brow, crow's feet at the side of the right
 eye, a set of plump jowls, and largish ears. Other-
 wise, there is a generalization that befits a funerary
 monument. This is manifest chiefly in the fact that
 the pupils are unexpressed, a rare phenomenon for
 the third century A.D. At this time, the pupils of
 the eyes were usually indicated by one or more
 incised circles or crescents. In this case they were
 probably rendered in paint.

 A dowel hole or puntello and section of marble
 remains on the right side of the head. This,
 coupled with the head's asymmetry to its own left
 and a slightly less careful treatment of the right
 ear, suggest the head was meant to be seen facing
 somewhat to the left, on the front of a sarcophagus
 in almost free-standing relief or in a funerary aedic-
 ula. The habit of making deep drill-holes for the
 tear ducts of the eyes and at the corners of the
 mouth is characteristic of third-century heads in
 the round on sarcophagi or from funerary stelai,
 such as the several Roman third-century examples
 in the museum at Salonika."'4

 There are a number of heads in various sizes

 and media which can be grouped with this. The
 man in the tondo of a Romano-Egyptian gold pend-
 ant of about A.D. 245 from Aboukir and now in

 Kansas City has the same shape of head and treat-
 ment of hair.135 As befits a work of small scale,

 the pupils of this gold medallion are engraved. The
 treatment of hair and proportioning of face in the
 marble head are present also in a youth of the
 period of Gordianus III, the middle of the third
 century, in the Worcester Art Museum.'36 On
 large sarcophagi the head can be compared general-
 ly with that on the so-called sarcophagus of Severus
 Alexander (222 to 235) in the Museo Capitolino,
 or the head of "Balbinus" (238) on the sarcophagus
 from the Catacomb of Praetextatus which is Ro-

 man work of considerably superior quality.137

 AN IMPERIAL LADY OF CONSTANTINE'S FAMILY: HELENA

 OR FAUSTA138 (pl. IO6, fig. 34)

 Her hair is arranged in tight little curls over
 her forehead, and, after it passes the ears, it be-
 comes enmeshed with false locks in a net, all of
 which is brought up into the roll that sits above
 the forehead. Hair arranged in this fashion is an
 elaboration of styles worked out in the imperial
 court under Otacilia Severa the wife of Philip the
 Arab (244 to 249) and Herennia Etruscilla the
 wife of Traianus Decius (249 to 251)."13 The lady
 who borrowed and refined this style of wearing
 the hair, through intermediate stages, into the form
 seen here was Helena, wife of Constantius I and
 mother of Constantine the Great. Gold and bronze

 coins of the years 324 to 329, the presumed year
 of her death at the age of about seventy-nine, pro-
 vide telling comparisons.1"

 If this marble is Helena, it can be argued that this

 is not a portrait of a woman born about 250. Casual

 Palazzo della Cancelleria in Rome 20. The statue from Velleia

 was found in the basilica, amid earlier imperial worthies, male

 and female: Berytus 13 (1959) 47f, no. 113, pl. Ix, fig. 30;
 L. Curtius, RM 47 (1932) 242ff, pl. 66f.

 133 Acc. no. 63.11. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Klejman. H.:
 o.I8m. Island or western Asiatic marble. Said to come from

 Alba Fucens in Samium. For this site in recent years, see
 FastiA 6 (i951) nos. 4534ff; 7 (1952) no. 3662, fig. 81 (a head
 of the Tetrarch or Constantinian period). M.F.A. Calendar of
 Events, Dec. 1963, 3, where it is suggested that the man might
 have been a Christian martyr, perhaps St. Hippolytus.

 134 Cf. the head of about A.D. 240, with incised pupils, in
 Mrs. W. Murray Crane's collection in New York: D. von
 Bothmer, et al., Ancient Art from New York Private Collec-
 tions (New York 1961) 31, no. 121, pls. 39ff.

 135 Acc. no. 56-78; BMFA 60 (1962) 17, fig. 9; Handbook
 of the Collections (Kansas City 1959) 40. The reverse shows
 this high Roman official's interest in Egyptian motifs, for we
 see Horus in Canopic form, flanked by two hawks with the
 crown of Hathor.

 136 Acc. no. 1914.19. Worcester Bulletin 15 (1914) 9ff; 33
 (1932) 25; Fogg Art Museum Exhibition, Ancient Sculpture
 (1950) 17, no. 49.

 137 H. Stuart Jones, The Sculpture of the Museo Capitolino
 (Oxford 1912) 77-81, pl. 16; B. M. Felletti Maj, Iconografia
 romana imperiale (Rome 1958) 142f, pl. 15, fig. 50. For com-
 parable heads on Attic funerary stelai of the second century A.D.
 and later, see Berytus Io (1952) pls. 20-24; these can have
 incised pupils, but some do not.

 138 Acc. no. 62.662. William E. Nickerson Fund. H. (max.):
 o.28m. Pentelic marble. Evidently from Italy. M.F.A. Calendar
 of Events, Jan. 1963, 2.

 139 The beginnings of this style, the net of braids (real and
 otherwise) creeping back up the head, is documented and
 illustrated by H. Weber, from coins and portraits of Plautilla
 or the circle of Julia Paula wife of Elagabalus: Jdl 68 (1953)
 I27ff, fig. 6. Note also the head in Madrid, Museo del Prado,
 late Severan: A. Blanco, Catalogo de la Escultura (Madrid 1957)
 88, no. 138E, pl. LIX.

 140 R. Delbrueck, Spdtantike Kaiserportrdts 84ff, pl. Io.
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 viewers have suggested she is about forty years old,
 at most. Some coins show Helena as an old lady,
 but most of them gloss over the fact that she was
 born in the very years when Otacilia Severa and
 Herennia Etruscilla reigned. They follow the uni-
 versal numismatic custom of making the sitter look
 much younger. It might be argued that this marble
 is not an imperial portrait because there is no dia-
 dem, but other marble likenesses of the Constan-
 tinian house omit this detail which is present on
 coins when a person reaches Augustan rank. If this
 is Helena, it might be the saintly lady in the years
 between 307 when her son made her Nobilissima
 Femina and 324 when she was elevated to Augusta.
 A date close to 324 is favored because numismatic
 portraits existing from her Nobilissima Femina
 phase show locks drawn tightly over the ears into
 a braided bun just above the neck, like Faustina the
 Younger or Lucilla in the time of Marcus
 Aurelius.141

 The accent on youth is a feature common to all
 portraits of the classicism identified with Constan-
 tinus Magnus as Novus Augustus."42 The honey-
 comb curls just above the forehead remind us that
 the Constantinian family name was Flavius, and the
 ladies of the establishment could not help recalling,
 as was done in cameos based on the triumphal re-
 liefs of the Arch of Titus, another great Flavian
 age in the past."'
 The other imperial candidate for this head is
 Fausta, daughter of Maximianus Herculeus and
 wife of Constantinus Magnus. She was born about
 290, married in 307, made Augusta supposedly late
 in 324 and put to death in 326. Her coins show a
 progression of hair-styles akin to those of her
 mother-in-law, but, if all coins as Augusta do fit in
 the last two years of her life, she seems too young

 to be the lady of this marble, especially since, with-
 out the diadem, the head might predate all the
 Augustan issues. With few numismatic exceptions,
 she seems to have a smaller jaw, longer neck and
 more pointed chin than is present in this head,
 despite damage to the end of the chin.'" The nose,
 alas, offers no help in choosing between the two
 ladies, both of whom appear to have had slightly
 arched noses. A head in the Palazzo dei Conserv-

 atori in Rome may portray the same female.1"
 There have been other candidates for surviving
 likenesses of Helena, one being the marble statue
 from Cyprus, now in the Cabinet des Medailles in
 Paris. This statue seems to belong to the fifth
 century and to represent a Theodosian empress, al-
 though Vessberg pointed out that Helena stayed on
 Cyprus in 326 to 327 on her way to Jerusalem and
 that the head of the statue suits the numismatic

 portraits."'

 ETRUSCAN NENFRO HIPPOCAMP147 (pl. IO, fig. 35)

 The number of known archaic or early classical
 Etruscan sculptures in this limestone-like material
 continues to increase. There are centaurs, sphinxes,
 Pegasi, men on horseback, griffins, winged lions,
 and leopards."' The hippocamp is hardly unex-
 pected, considering his popularity in other branches
 of Etruscan art. A nenfro sculpture of the third
 quarter of the sixth century, a man on a sea monster

 (head missing), offers the best monumental paral-
 lel, with similar formation of the body leading to
 the tail.149 Otherwise, in sculptured stone, there are
 the hippocamps, with wings similar to this one, in

 coffered tomb-reliefs from Tarquinia.5'
 He has a double mane, side fins, and a fin behind

 the lower part of his body. Set on his rectangular
 plinth, he was meant to be seen from his right side.

 141 Delbrueck, op.cit. pl. 10, no. I.
 142 See AJA 61 (1957) 205. 143 AIA loc.cit.
 144 Delbrueck, op.cit, 86f, pl. II. Fausta may be represented

 in a heavily-restored head in Berlin: C. Bliimel, Romische
 Bildnisse 50, no. R 120, pl. 76; F. Poulsen, Ny Carlsberg Glyp-
 totek, Catalogue 529, under no. 762. EA no. 3749, cited in this
 connection, is of course the "Flacilla" now in New York: Har-
 rison, Agora I, 70, pl. 48a; Delbrueck, op.cit., pls. 99-101, and
 is obviously decades later.

 145 H. P. L'Orange, Antike Kunst 4 (1961) 71, pl. 29, nos.
 5-6.

 146 Opuscula Romana I (1954) 165, figs. I4f. L'Orange
 (op.cit. 72f) returns to the pre-Delbrueck identification of
 Aelia Flacilla, first wife of Theodosius I (379 to 386). R. Calza's
 Helena in the Museo Capitolino is a better candidate: L'Orange
 72, pl. 30, figs. 3-4. The Theodosian empresses are not only
 well known from coins, but Aelia Eudocia (wife of Theodosius

 II, 408 to 450) seems to have been the subject of a series of
 steelyard weights: CJ 56 (1960) 13f, fig. 16.

 147 Acc. no. 62.793. Gift of Wentworth Bunsen. L.(max.):
 o.65m. H.(max.): o.56m. H. of plinth: o.o6m.

 148s See BMFA 59 (1961) 13-21. There are also forgeries of
 this repertory: see Miinzen und Medaillen A.G., Auction XXII,
 13 May 1961, no. 9, with further references to the general
 subject. Three others were in the art market in 1961. The other
 recent additions to Boston's collection of monumental Etruscan

 sculptures in nenfro will be published in BMFA 62 (1964) 40ff.
 149G. Q. Giglioli, L'Arte etrusca (Milan 1935) pl. 67, no.

 3. The horse's head stuck on a winged lion, in a European
 private collection, may come from a hippocamp: H. and I.
 Jucker, Kunst und Leben der Etrusker (Cologne 1956) 81,
 no. 114.

 15o Giglioli pl. 73, no. 3.
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 Much of the head, the protruding forelegs, and, of
 course, the tail are missing. From what meager
 evidence can be pieced together, it seems winged
 lions have been found in sets of four or more lining
 the dromoi of tombs in the Vulci necropolis.
 Sphinxes, centaurs, and riders probably stood here
 also. The leopards come in reversed pairs, like the
 beasts in the Corfu pediment, and they appear to
 have surmounted lintels at the entrances to tombs.

 The fact that the hippocamp was carved to be seen
 facing to the right suggests that he too had a pend-
 ant and that they were both set over a door. The
 end wall of the Tomba del Barone at Tarquinia,
 about 500 to 490 B.c., shows this arrangement in
 painting, with the freedom and marine additions
 appropriate to the medium.5'1 In the fourth century
 and later the motif of paired hippocamps, or a hip-
 pocamp facing a ketos, occurs not infrequently on
 the fronts of Etruscan sarcophagi. By this date it is
 evident that sculptors have received fresh icono-
 graphic and stylistic stimuli from the south Italian
 Hellenistic world.152

 The date of this hippocamp is difficult but not
 impossible to estimate. There are enough winged
 lions in the public and private collections of the
 world with which to arrange a chronology from
 about 575 to 520 B.C.153 Close to the end of this
 period, in the list of archaic lions, stands the ex-
 ample in the University Museum, Philadelphia. In
 this lion, the transitions from body to wings and
 neck to jaws are marked by rolled fillets or rigid
 folds. The feathers of the wings are sharply de-
 lineated by deep parallel grooves. The surfaces of
 flesh are rounded and almost fatty in appearance.
 All these characteristics are present in the hippo-
 camp, from his compact, channeled fins (looking

 like the lion's wings) to the little folds at the top
 of his neck, his plump underbelly, and, finally, his
 rubbery tail. As the lion in the Metropolitan Mu-
 seum illustrates,154 presence of plinth is no guide
 to dating, but the hippocamp's ground-support is
 smaller, more mechanically rectangular and, thus,
 more a part of the late than the early-middle
 archaic period. In short, the hippocamp can be dated
 between 520 and 500 B.c.
 As in the case of winged lions or leopards, the

 Etruscans derived their passion for horses inter-
 preted as hippocamps from Greek imports, small
 bronzes, terracottas, or designs on certain Attic
 black-figured vases. Archaic Greek gems and gold
 staters of Cyzicus added to the diversity of
 sources.155 Pegasi and hippocamps are practically
 interchangeable, and the former become the latter
 merely by addition of the tail.156 Thus the Etrus-
 cans, noted for their imaginative vulgarization of
 Greek mythological and decorative subjects, could
 easily produce a hippocamp without resort to a
 direct prototype. The hippocamp falls in logically
 with all the other fabulous creatures which appealed
 to the Etruscan sculptor. In the world of zoological
 reality, the Etruscan artist may have encountered
 small mountain leopards in the Apennines, but
 most of the mythological beasts were artistically
 part of the last orientalizing wave to pass over
 Greece, by way of the Corinthian Gulf to southern
 Italy and Etruria. The hippocamp belonged to the
 Greek transition from the winged lions or griffins
 of the ancient East to the native Greek creatures of

 fable, such as the Corinthian Pegasus.

 MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 SMITH COLLEGE

 151 Giglioli pl. I15, no. i. The date is that given by M.
 Pallottino, Etruscan Painting (Geneva 1952) 13of.
 152Cf. R. Herbig, Die jiingeretruskischen Steinsarkophage

 (Berlin 1952) pl. 83, fig. io8 (Tarquinia, Museo Nazionale),
 81, fig. 5I (Copenhagen, with a long zigzag fin on the back).
 153 W. L. Brown, The Etruscan Lion (Oxford 196o) Chapter

 IV; BMFA 59 (I961) I9.
 154BMMA 20 (1961) 18iff, fig. 4; ibid., 19 (I96O) 45, 6o.
 155Cf. the Etruscan bronze attachments in Munich and

 from Perugia: Giglioli pl. 86, nos. 4, 8, lo; L. Goldscheider,
 Etruscan Sculpture (London 1942) 17, fig. and fig. 88. For
 the subject in general: K. Shepard, The Fish-Tailed Monster
 in Greek and Etruscan Art (New York 1940) Appendix II;
 Sauer, in Roscher's Lexikon, cols. 2673ff. The ancient Near
 Eastern fish-tailed creatures are generally mermen. Archaic

 silver coins of Tarentum, with a hippocamp carefully delineat-
 ed, could well have reached Vulci when this nenfro sculpture
 was being contemplated: Shepard fig. 37a; O. Keller, Tier-
 und Pflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Gemmen (Leipzig 1889)
 pl. II, no. 34. The series is said (Ravel) to begin about
 500 B.C.

 156 Cf. the late archaic bronze plate in Berlin, from Dodona,
 with Pegasus protomes which almost develop hippocamp tails
 as they merge into the handles: W. Lamb, Greek and Roman
 Bronzes (London I929), 136, pl. 47b. A similar fragment of
 a hippocamp or Pegasus handle from a plate is among the
 archaic bronzes found on the Acropolis: A. de Ridder, Cata-
 logue des bronzes trouves sur l'Acropole d'Athdnes (Paris 1896)
 48f, no. 146.
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 VERMEULE PLATE 97

 FIG. 2. Miniature herm

 FIc. I Cycladic woman

 FIG. 5. Fragment of copy of shield of Athena Parthenos FIG. 6. Asklepios
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 PLATE 98 VERMEULE

 FIG. 3. Philosopher or man of letters

 FIG. 4. Zeus or Dionysos
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 VERMEULE PLATE 99

 FIG. 7. Unfinished head from large relief

 FIG. 8. Artemis Bendis  FIG. 9. Votive relief
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 PLATE I00 VERMEULE

 FIG. Io. Votive relief

 FIG. 19. Silenus  FIG. I I. Bronze volute-krater
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 VERMEULE PLATE IOI

 FIG. 17. Artemis Colonna

 FIG. 21. Marble vase: Hermes

 carrying Dionysos  FIG. 15. Fragment of monumental frieze
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 PLATE 102 VERMEULE

 FIG. 12. Man in Greek cuirass  FIG. 13. Triple Hecate

 FIG. 13. Triple Hecate
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 VERMEULE PLATE 103

 FIG. 14. Ajax and Cassandra (?)

 FIG. 16. Scene from theater

 FIG. 22. Dionysiac vase

 FIG. 20. Archaistic relief: Theseus (?)
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 PLATE 104 VERMEULE

 FIG. 23. Pilaster capital: Silenus

 FIG. 24. A rustic dream
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 VERMEULE PLATE I05

 FIG. 25. Herakles and a courtesan

 FIG. 27. Sarcophagus relief: hunting scene
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 PLATE IO6 VERMEULE

 FIG. I8. Herakles

 FIG. 34. Saint Helena or Fausta
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 VERMEULE PLATE 107

 FIG. 28. "Veristic" man

 FIG. 29. An African
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 PLATE IO8 VERMEULE

 FIc. 3I. Young Domitian

 FIG. 32. Domitian
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 VERMEULE PLATE 109

 FIG. 30. Titus

 FIG. 33. Man of ca. 250 A.D.
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 FIG. 26. Trapezophorus

 FIG. 35- Etruscan nenfro hippocamp
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 GREEK, ETRUSCAN, ROMAN, AND BYZANTINE

 SCULPTURE IN THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 THE SIXTH in a series of articles in the
 Classical journal is designed to present

 for the first time important works of sculp-
 ture and painting added to the collections
 or placed on view in various departments,
 chiefly the Department of Classical Art, of
 the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.' Of

 the twenty sculptures considered here, only
 the head of Polyphemus (Fig. 7) has been
 published in detail outside the Museum
 Bulletin or Calendar of events. The frol-
 icking dog (Fig. 11) is, strictly speaking,
 not a recent accession, having been be-
 queathed by Charles B. Hoyt in 1950.
 Since it has been termed variously Persian
 of undetermined date or Chinese (late
 T'ang to early Sung), there is no harm in
 publishing this bronze as Hellenistic, per-
 haps from Asia Minor or Syria.

 The geographical scope of the group in
 these pages has been broadened by inclu-
 sion of the only Graeco-Scythian bronze

 mirror in America (Fig. 5) and an example
 of Lycian primitive sculpture in the Roman
 imperial period (Fig. 16). Limits of time
 have been extended to include a Byzantine
 Christian bronze of perhaps as late as the
 century before that in which the Ottoman
 Turks conquered the city of Constantinople
 (Fig. 18). Since this support for a cross is
 thoroughly architectural in the Late An-
 tique sense, it becomes a projection of
 ancient decorative sculpture into the late
 Middle Ages. For the first time a numis-
 matic item has been illustrated, a large
 Greek imperial bronze medallion of Cyzicus
 in Mysia; this piece is probably unique and
 has both iconographic and historical im-
 portance in the efforts of the emperor
 Commodus (180-192) to identify himself,
 near the end of his career, with Hercules
 (Fig. 14). The Cyzicenes, the medallion
 implies, were even willing to change the
 name of their city or introduce a special
 festival of the Roman Hercules in honor of

 the mad emperor.
 GREEK GEOMETRIC HORSE, about 750 B.C.

 (Fig. 1). His ears lie forward, and his tail
 joins the stand. He has thick flanks, a low
 mane, tubular nose, and a plain, rectangu-
 lar plinth. The underside of this plinth has
 an inset pattern of rectangles and broken
 lines." Such horses, popular in museums

 1The most recent article, CI 59(1964) 193-207, was
 the first in the series to discuss a group of Mycenaean,
 early Greek, Attic, and later vases. The classical col-
 lections of the Boston Museum, including pieces published
 for the first time in these pages, may now be studied
 against their historical backgrounds in Greek, Etruscan
 and Roman art, the classical collections of the Museum
 of Fine Arts, Boston 1963. Other volumes have recently
 appeared dealing with Greek coins (a supplement to the
 comprehensive catalogue by A. B. Brett) and Roman
 medallions, including rare Roman gold and silver coins.
 The art of the ancient Near East in Boston, by E. L. B.
 Terrace (1962), illustrates and considers sculptures that
 were treated in this series of articles and other works
 important in linking Greece with Asia Minor and
 Mesopotamia. M. B. Comstock, A. D. Graves, H. Hoff-
 mann, and E. J. Moore are among my colleagues who
 have helped with the present installment.

 2Accession no.62.511; John Michael Rodocanachi Col-
 lection. L.(max.): 0.051 m.; H.(max.): 0.053 m. M.F.A.,
 Annual report for 1962, 30.
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 290 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 1. GEOMETRIC HORSE

 throughout the world for their relationship
 to modern sculpture, are found in the early
 votive deposits of Greek sites such as
 Olympia, Bassae, or Epidaurus, or in finds
 where shrines of the Geometric period stood
 isolated from major architectural develop-
 ments in the Archaic and Classical periods.
 Such horses are occasionally found in pairs
 on a single platform, or even set tail to
 tail to make an amulet. In extremely rare
 instances they are surmounted by helmeted,
 lance-bearing riders. The various designs
 of the platforms were probably documents
 of love for geometric patterns rather than
 conscious creations to be used as stamp
 seals. These horses or colts come in all

 FIG. 2. WATER BIRD ON STAND

 sizes, shapes, and degrees of attractiveness.3
 WATER BIRD ON STAND, 750 to 700 B.C.

 (Fig. 2). In this balanced essay in Greek
 Geometric form, there is a hole for suspen-
 sion diagonally from the middle of the back
 to just under the breast. The bottom of the
 circular, flaring stand is concave.4 Only
 the bobbing neck, full chest, and broad
 tail of the bird are suggested, in addition
 to the long, curved bill which has led to
 the name "duckling" being applied to such
 creatures. Birds similar to this have been

 found in deposits with Geometric horses,
 Geometric warriors, and various human or
 animal groups, such as a charioteer, danc-
 ers, or a blacksmith bending over his anvil.
 If these birds were suspended in rustic
 shrines, the effect of a rich cult center must
 have been like that of a gallery filled with
 mobiles by Alexander Calder. The bird
 seen here is characterized by an even green
 patina and splendid preservation.5

 HANDLE OF A LONG-BEAKED JUG, Greek
 Archaic period (Fig. 3). The principal
 feature is a Siren's head with long, wavy
 tresses; at either side as the upper attach-
 ment curves and flattens out there are

 SCompare AJA 59(1955) 39, no.1 (colt in Baltimore)
 and refs.; AJA 58(1954) 226; K. Schefold, Meisterwerke
 griechischer Kunst (Basel 1959) no. I 55.

 -Acc.no.63.1397; gift of Mr. Heyward Cutting. H.:
 0.045 m.

 5 Compare W. Lamb, Greek and Roman bronzes (Lon-
 don 1929) 36, pl.xiII; Schefold, op. cit., no.64; R. Lullies,
 Eine Sammlung griechischer Kleinkunst (Munich 1955)
 no.209.
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 GREEK, ETRUSCAN, ROMAN AND BYZANTINE SCULPTURE 291

 FIG. 3. HANDLE OF A LONG-BEAKED JUG

 large discs." Behind these are holes for at-
 taching at the neck; the tonguelike depres-
 sion on top is a thumb-rest, and the birdlike
 face of the Siren, or similar mythological
 female, puts this handle about 550 B.C., at
 the chronological beginning of a list of
 nearly twenty long-beaked bronze jugs or
 handles from such vessels now lost. The

 second example is in Athens, from the
 shrine of Zeus at Dodona, and the third is
 in Boston, having been published in the
 Classical journal in 1960. A comparable
 whole jug, a squat, globular affair, is pre-
 served in the Jannina Museum, coming
 from Metsovo.7 The handle illustrated

 here, although worn from use and exposure,
 preserves much of the charm which Greek
 Archaic metalworkers could infuse into an

 extremely functional object. The forms are
 novel, and the motion of solids is like that
 of a piece of modern "space" architecture,
 perhaps a flyover on a superhighway!

 HANDLE AND FOOT OF AN AMPHORA, East
 Greek, about 510 B.C. (Fig. 4). Compared
 with the previous, this handle and moulded

 FIG. 4. HANDLE AND FOOT OF AN AMPHORA

 foot, said to come from Miletus, are much
 more severely architectural.8 At the top,
 the handle terminates in a double scroll

 with dart between; at the bottom, double
 lyre-form volutes top an inverted palmette,
 and there are double ridges on the body.
 The foot has an elegant triple profile. The
 decoration of the base of the handle is un-
 usual in Greek vessels. If turned upside
 down, it suggests the crowning member of
 a tall, rectangular grave stele or the an-
 themion of a small building. Such dryness
 of design and casting or carving is asso-
 ciated with decoration produced in the
 Ionian Greek cities of western Asia Minor 6 Acc.no.62.188; gift of Mrs. C. C. Vermeule Jr.

 L.(max.): 0.14 m. Dodona patina (deep, dark green).
 7For the lists, see D. K. Hill, AlA 66(1962) 57ff.;

 Boston 60.233: CJ 56(1960) 2, fig.3; Metsovo pot: N. M.
 Verdelis, BCH 73(1949) 19f., fig.1.

 1 Acc.no.62.1105a,b; gift of Mr. Herbert Hoffmann.
 L.(handle): 0.17 m. Max. diam. of foot: 0.135 m.
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 292 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. .. GRAECO-SCYTHIAN MIRROR

 and the neighboring islands.9 When com-
 pleted by its pendant handle and body with
 neck, lip and perhaps lid, the whole vessel
 must have been a study in simple richness.
 GRAECO-SCYTHIAN MIRROR, about 460
 B.C. (Fig. 5). Although smoothed by wear,
 the even brown patina of this rare mirror
 gives it a splendid over-all visual effect.1'

 The flat surface was polished for use, and
 the back of the mirror was inset for light-
 ness. The handle, cast separately, has a
 seated lion at the end and a crouching
 boar where it joins the disc. Greek manu-
 facturers and traders in the colonies along
 the northern coast of the Black Sea, at
 cities such as Olbia and Panticapaeum,
 made these mirrors and a host of work in

 the precious metals for the wild and woolly
 Scythians of the inland regions. Being a
 wandering people, addicted to animals for
 domestic wealth or hunting, the Scythians
 readily purchased jewelry or bronzes in
 which motifs in a svelte "animal style"
 were featured. Comparable mirrors in
 Paris, Leningrad, Odessa, and Budapest
 show these and other animals, such as the

 9 For a comparable marble anthemion from Thera, see
 Ergon 1961, 206ff., fig.222; for the ornament in bronzes:
 G. M. A. Richter, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman bronzes
 (New York 1915) 246, no.710, dated fifth century B.c.
 and from Cyprus; A. de Ridder, Catalogue des bronzes
 trouve's sur l'Acropole d'Athines (Paris 1896) 44, no.125.
 Compare also, for design and dryness of style, the side
 handles of two bronze hydrias in the Metropolitan Mu-
 seum: D. von Bothmer, BMMA 1955, 196 and BMMA
 1955, 195, top figs. (from Aegina and the Chalcidice).

 10 Acc.no.62.1189; gift of Mr. and Mrs. Norbert
 Schimmel. H.: 0.328 m. Diam. (of disc): 0.179 m. From
 the collection of A. Arslanian. [H. Hoffmann,] M.F.A.,
 Calendar of events, May 1963, 2; AJA 69(1965) 65f.
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 GREEK, ETRUSCAN) ROMAN AND BYZANTINE SCULPTURE 293

 FIG. 6. NIXE ON ORB

 stag or the ram. Greek in structure, yet
 nomadic in overall design, this mirror is an
 early example of conscious provincialism in
 Greek decorative art."1

 NIKE ON ORB, about 100 B.c. or later
 (Fig. 6). There were many statuettes of
 the goddess of victory created in the Hel-
 lenistic and Graeco-Roman worlds, and,
 although many have come down to us, few
 have the delicacy of modelling and wind-
 blown charm of this small figure.12 Nike
 has just alighted on the orb of universal
 victory, and she undoubtedly held a wreath

 in her outstretched right hand, a palm or
 military banner (vexillum) in her left. One
 of the key dates in the proliferation of such
 statuettes was 27 B.C., when a famous
 image of Nike was brought from Tarentum
 to adorn the senate chamber in Rome.
 Coins and other evidence indicate that
 figure was very like this. Yet stylistic
 instinct suggests that this bronze with its
 delicately caressed topknot hair and the
 face of a Hellenistic Aphrodite is earlier
 than the Augustan age. The inspiration,
 for surely a monumental creation lies be-
 hind this work, may have been the Nike
 on the hand of some great Hellenistic cult
 statue of Zeus Nicephorus. Just such a
 Zeus graces the silver tetradrachms of
 Antiochus VIII "Grypos" (121-96 B.C.) of
 Syria. The statue, based ultimately on the

 11 Mirrors of this type are collected in detail by W.
 Skudnowa, Skythische Spiegel aus der archaischen Nekro-
 pole von Olbia (Leningrad 1962), in Russian; esp. figs.10,
 11; E. H. Minns, Scythians and Greeks (Cambridge 1913),
 65ff., 178; Arch.Anz.1913, cols. 202ff., fig.47.

 12Acc.no.62.971; Harriet Otis Cruft Collection. H.:
 0.16 m. H. Hoffmann, BMFA 60(1962) 126f.
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 FIG. 7. POLYPHEMUS

 Pheidian Zeus at Olympia, stood in a
 temple at Antioch.13

 POLYPHEMUS, Parian marble, about 150
 B.C. or later (Fig. 7). Cyclopean in size,
 the giant who loved Galatea and who
 reputedly dined four-a-day on the com-
 panions of Odysseus, stares out at us from
 one eye set squarely on the bridge of his
 nose. This head evidently comes from a
 colossal figure, perhaps a group of Poly-
 phemus watching Galatea. On the basis of
 comparison with heads of Dacians on the
 great Trajanic frieze in the Arch of Con-
 stantine in Rome, Polyphemus has been
 dated by competent scholars about 100 to

 110 A.D., but there is nothing in the carving
 to suggest that the work is not as early as
 the second school of Pergamon in the
 middle of the Hellenistic period.14 The
 point is not important. The sculptures
 recently discovered in the cave at Sperlonga
 on the coast south of Rome show that

 masterpieces in the Pergamene tradition
 were produced well into the age of Trajan
 or even Hadrian. Polyphemus is based, in
 details of hair and beard, on a Pergamene
 centaur, for the sculptor was wise in reject-
 ing the older tradition, one seen in terra
 cottas, of showing the monstrous giant
 as a kind of fat-faced baboon, with large
 ears and his eye set like a beacon light in
 the middle of his forehead. Here the

 rugged animal power of the creature has
 13 Compare, for some of the same freedom, D. K. Hill,

 Catalogue of classical bronze sculpture in the Walters
 Art Gallery (Baltimore 1949) 100, no.220; see also an
 example in Berlin, much stiffer work: R. Kekule von
 Stradonitz, B. Schrader, Die griechische Skulptur (Ber-
 lin-Leipzig 1922) 371. Victoria in Graeco-Roman art:
 Vermeule, Aspects of Victoria on Roman coins, gems,
 and in monumental art, London 1958.

 14 Acc.no.63.120; gift in honor of Edward W. Forbes
 from his friends. H.: 0.39 m. R. E. Hecht, Jr., MAAR
 24(1956) 135-45; Boston herald, 17 May 1963, 14,43;
 Christian Science monitor, 22 May 1963, 10.
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 FIG. 8. GALLOPING CENTAUR

 been stressed, despite the fact that he seems
 to be resting.'"

 GALLOPING CENTAUR, about 150 B.C.
 (Fig. 8). In this tiny bronze masterpiece
 in the Pergamene tradition, a work akin in
 many ways to Polyphemus, the old cen-
 taur's hands are bound behind his back.'6

 Eros rode and was teasing him, a Hellenis-
 tic rococo allegory of love's trials in old
 age. A similar group of a young centaur
 and Eros bespoke the harmony of youthful
 love. Both groups, copies of life-sized
 works in bronze, survive in a number of
 Roman versions. Since such copies in
 marble have been found at Pergamon itself,
 the presumption is that the groups stood
 there. This bronze, however, approximates
 the monumental originals in style and date,

 having Pergamene vigor directed to a pleas-
 ing rather than a pretentious subject.
 About the same time, centaurs like this
 were being carved in the coffering of the
 pronaos of the hieron at Samothrace, and
 the centaur Cheiron, teacher of Achilles,
 graces the reverses of coins of Prusias II,
 king of nearby Bithynia in Asia Minor.17

 TRIPLE HEKATE in bronze, about A.D. 200
 or later (Fig. 9). This representation of
 the lunar goddess of crossroads and the
 underworld was found on the island of

 Aegina early in the nineteenth century. It
 was seen and drawn by Baron Otto von
 Stackelberg, a great and perceptive German
 traveler to Hellenic lands, in the collection
 of the French dilettante diplomat Charles
 Fauvel in Athens. Published by Stackel-
 berg in 1837, the bronze disappeared from
 archaeological cognizance until five years
 ago, when Herbert Hoffmann spotted it in
 a dealer's on Fifth Avenue in New York,
 amid antiquities gathered mainly in Syria
 and Egypt.'8 Hekate wears a Doric chiton

 15 Compare the "centaur" in the Palazzo dei Conserva-
 tori: H. Stuart Jones, Catalogue of sculptures (Oxford
 1925) 128f., no.3, pl.47. A baroque harpsichord in the
 Metropolitan Museum, a gilded ensemble with flanking
 figures of Polyphemus and Galatea, shows what the
 Hellenistic group looked like. In antiquity the group
 could have been a focal point in a formal garden or,
 from its marine connections, the splendor of a harbor
 entrance. Annibale Carracci's Polyphemus (hurling rocks)
 in the Palazzo Farnese in Rome shows how close the spirit
 of the baroque could come in treating a similar subject,
 whether in 150 B.C. or A.D. 1600; see B. Rowland, The
 classical tradition in Western art (Cambridge, Mass.
 1963) 252ff., fig.174.

 16Acc.no.63.1039; anonymous gift. H.: 0.04 m. BMFA
 61(1963) 111.

 17 See P. W. Lehmann, The pedimental sculptures of
 the hieron in Samothrace (New York 1962), 23f., figs.39ff.

 18 Acc.no.64.6; Edwin E. Jack Collection. H.(max.):
 0.176 m. Stackelberg, Die Griiber der Hellenen (Berlin
 1837), pl.LxXII. Two attributes above the polos, two
 snake heads, and the two torches are missing. Stackelberg's
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 FIG. 9. TRIPLE HEKATE

 with long, peplos-like overfold, a wreath-
 like belt, a polos with three stars, and a
 crescent surmounting the polos. The three
 figures have Hellenistic topknot headdresses
 and long tresses; two hold snakes, and the
 third, the principal figure, held two torches.

 Pausanias writes in the mid-second cen-

 tury A.D. that "of the gods, the Aeginetans
 worship most Hekate, in whose honor every
 year they celebrate mystic rites which, they
 say, Orpheus the Thracian established
 among them." He goes on to describe their
 cult image, a one-faced, one-bodied Hekate
 in wood by Myron, famous predecessor of
 Pheidias. The triform Hekate seems to

 have been a sculptural invention of Alka-
 menes about 430 B.C. The shrine of Hekate

 on Aegina has never been located, but a
 triple Hekate adorns coins of the island
 struck under Septimius Severus and his
 family early in the third century A.D. Since
 these coins show Hekate wearing a polos
 and holding two torches in her outstretched
 hands, it is tempting to think that Fauvel's
 bronze is the only surviving sculptural
 reminiscence of Aegina's second cult statue.
 It is impossible to say what happened to
 Myron's wooden image. Perhaps it was
 sold to art collectors, or perhaps the shrine
 suffered some disaster such as a fire be-
 tween Pausanias' visit and the Severan

 coins. The little bronze Hekate is clearly
 a late Graeco-Roman creation, and the
 three faces with their neat, wavy locks even
 look like youthful portraits of Julia Domna,
 consort of Septimius Severus and mother
 of Caracalla.19

 drawing (Cipriani's plate) is reproduced in S. Reinach,
 Repertoire de la statuaire 2 (Paris 1898) 1, p.323, no.9.
 D. von Bothmer has noted the absence of the snakes' heads
 in the engraving, a fact perhaps explained if Stackel-
 berg drew all three views of the image and Cipriani
 conflated them in his engraving. These heads are also
 difficult to see before the active surfaces of the statuette.
 Cf. (marble triform Hekate with polos) CI 58(1962)
 12f., fig.17.

 19 See Pausanias 2.30.2; Hekate in general: T. Kraus,
 Hekate (Heidelberger kunstgeschichtliche Abhandlungen
 5, 1960) esp. 49,59, pl.20,1 (Berlin, from Rome). Other
 bronze triform Hekates are in Rome (Stuart Jones,
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 FIG. 10. ARM FROM A HEROIC STATUETTE

 ARM FROM A HEROIC STATUETTE, bronze
 of the Hellenistic period, about 200 to 100
 B.C. (Fig. 10). Seen first in Athens, this
 exquisite rendering of anatomy and dra-
 pery, enhanced by a slightly crusty green-
 ish patina, comes from a statuette of a
 divinity, a hero, or a man represented as
 such.20 The inside of the shoulder is cast
 hollow for soldering to the body, and arm
 and cloak are a single unit. The latter is

 FIG. 11. PLAYFUL DOG

 pinned with a brooch on the shoulder and
 weighted with a lead globule at the bottom.
 The hand held a spear or scepter-staff.
 The statue as a whole must have resembled

 the bronze Dioskouros from Tarentum, a
 representation of one of the youthful twins
 standing in repose; this Hellenistic bronze,
 published for the first time in the Classical
 journal in 1960, is exhibited beside this
 somewhat larger arm and cloak in Boston.21

 PLAYFUL DOG, bronze, dated here about
 100 B.C. (Fig. 11). Hellenistic artists not
 only exploited the representation of non-
 Greek peoples in all media, but pioneered
 in the potentials of animal sculpture. This
 playful puppy, evidently of some miniature
 breed, was perhaps a pet in a Hellenistic
 palace or wealthy household.22 She is half
 seated, half jumping, as if someone had
 offered her a tidbit or an invitation to

 frolic. Such representations of exotic ca-
 nines are rare enough in Hellenistic metal-
 work to have led to classification of this

 sculpture farther eastward and in later
 ages. In marble, however, a number of

 Conservatori, pl.114) and Sir John Soane's Museum,
 London (Catalogue, no.432). Severan coins of Aegina:
 S. R. Milbank, The coinage of Aegina (Numismatic notes
 and monographs 24, New York 1925) pls.Iv, no.14 and
 v, no.8. Bronzes: also Karapanos, Athens, no.523.

 20 Acc.no.62.978; John M. Rodocanachi Collection.
 H.(max.): 0.115 m.

 21 See CJ 56(1960) 4f., fig.4.
 22 Acc.no.50.2301; Charles B. Hoyt Collection. H.:

 0.081 m. R. T. Paine, Jr., The Charles B. Hoyte Collec-
 tion, Memorial Exhibition (13 Feb.-30 March 1952)
 198, no.784.
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 FIG. 12. HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE

 such figures have survived as Graeco-
 Roman copies of lost Hellenistic originals
 in bronze. From analogies in the Sala degli
 Animali of the Vatican and elsewhere, this
 puppy was perhaps jumping about with a
 mate of the same breed.23 This is precisely
 the type of Hellenistic bronze that Roman
 collectors in the time of Cicero or Pliny
 the Elder would have prized, a perfect
 ornament for the table of a triclinium.

 Originally golden or toned brown in an-
 tiquity, it now has the rich light green of
 a Chinese or Persian bronze. This may

 have accounted for the desire to classify it
 in these civilizations.

 HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE, Graeco-
 Roman, first century A.D. (Fig. 12). Large
 and in splendid condition, this handle is
 similar to those found at Pompeii or
 Herculaneum. It is said, in truth, to have
 been discovered at the former site.24 At

 the rim, cranes' heads (one broken at the
 beak) lead to a foliate scroll. On the body,
 the symbols are Dionysiac, perhaps indicat-
 ing the vessel was used to pour wine at
 Roman symposia. Below a filleted garland
 appear a maenad's head in profile, a cista
 or sacred basket, cymbals on an orb, and
 (on the base) Eros feeding a panther from
 a kantharos. The style of this enrichment
 recalls Alexandrian or East Greek metal-

 work of the late Hellenistic period as in-
 terpreted in Neapolitan or Roman ateliers.
 Designs such as this not only ornamented
 the handles, lids, and feet of bronze vessels
 or furniture, but were common on silver
 cups and other vessels of the period when
 Pompeii was at the height of its glory.25
 Such Dionysiac motifs persisted in metal-
 work past the eruption of Vesuvius into the
 second and third centuries A.D. They even
 turn up in late antique silverware of the
 Christian period of the Roman empire, the
 fourth and fifth centuries A.D.

 AMPULLA IN THE FORM OF A SEATED

 BEAR, Late Roman or Byzantine, perhaps
 A.D. 200 to 600 (Fig. 13). Indubitably the
 most appealing of the bronzes presented
 here is the Anatolian bear who sits with his

 head hanging down and jaws open, a keen
 observation of animal life by the sculptor.26
 This bear was either one trained to dance

 M23 . Bieber, The sculpture of the Hellenistic age (New
 York 1961) 155f., esp. fig.661.

 24 Acc.no.63.2763; gift of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
 Rowland, Jr. H.: 0.21 m.

 25 For whole vases with handles such as these, see (the
 examples in Naples) F. B. Tarbell, Catalogue of bronzes,
 etc. in Field Museum of Natural History, reproduced
 from originals in the National Museum of Naples (Chicago
 1909), figs.152 (bulbous pot), 177 (oinochoe). For the
 general style, A. de Ridder, Les bronzes antiques du
 Louvre 2 (Paris 1915), nos.2797f.; Eros and panther:
 Richter, Greek, Etruscan and Roman bronzes, 121, no.230.

 26Acc.no.62.1203; gift of Mr. Burton Y. Berry. H.:
 0.125 m. L.: 0.115 m. J. T. Green, BMFA 59(1961)
 111.
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 FIG. 13. AMPULLA IN THE FORM OF A SEATED BEAR

 and do tricks on the end of a leash or to

 fight against other animals or humans in
 an amphitheater. The loop on his back
 served both the function of suspension and
 as a representation of the ring by which
 he was chained. Once there were two bands
 of inlaid silver to indicate a harness around

 his stomach and between his forelegs. That
 the statuette was an ampulla, perhaps de-

 signed to contain the sacred oil of a church,
 is indicated by the hole in the bear's mouth
 and the swivel-pin lid on top of his head.
 There are even holes in the ears to prevent
 airlock.

 A number of similar bears have sur-

 vived in museums and private collections,
 most of them coming from Anatolia, Syria,
 or Egypt. Usually they are seated with
 their paws raised, the way a dog sometimes
 begs. In instances, such as the admirable
 bronze bear in the Brooklyn Museum, the
 whole head and neck are cast separately,
 lifting up on a swivel pin.27 The bear ap-
 pears on coins of Mantineia in the fourth
 century B.C., in connection with the myth
 of Kallisto, but by the late empire he has
 undoubtedly taken on some of the symbol-
 ism of a medieval bestiary. Supposedly of
 long memory, the bear is noted for tender-
 ness to the young. As the major beast who
 hibernates, his revival with the spring re-
 calls all the classical Adonis or Persephone
 myths and, to the medieval mind, could
 even be interpreted as a symbol of the

 FIG. 14. MEDALLION OF CYZICUS
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 FIG. 15. GOLD RING WITH INTAGLIO PORTRAIT

 Resurrection. With such symbolic impli-
 cations, the bear could make a perfect
 ritual vessel in bronze. Although wild
 beast hunts and combats were curtailed in

 Byzantine times, dancing bears no doubt
 continued to be popular, as they still are
 among the gypsies of Greece and the
 itinerant musicians of Anatolia.

 MEDALLION OF CYZICUS, A.D. 190 to 192
 (Fig. 14). Around the laureate, draped
 bust of Commodus, the inscription

 reads AV(ovoxpacQo) K(atoua) A(vxto;) AI(tog;) AV(QFo;g) KOMMOAOC
 AVF(ovovog) EV(oas1q) EV[T(vung)
 P]QMAI(og) HPAK[AH]C. The re-
 verse shows Herakles, with the features
 of Commodus, standing facing, club in

 FIG. 16. LYCIAN VOTIVE RELIEF
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 lowered right hand, lion's skin around the
 left arm. He looks at the turret-crowned

 Tyche of Cyzicus who holds a wreath
 above his brow. Around and in the exergue
 is inscribed [PQM]AIQN HPAKAEA
 KVZIKHNOI N[E]QKOPOI.28 The
 first title, suggesting a shrine or a festival
 in honor of Commodus as the Roman

 Hercules, occurs also on coins of Alexandria
 in Egypt, where Commodus-Herakles stands
 holding a little Nike on his hand. The title
 Neokoros or "temple warden" was a privi-
 lege bestowed on Greek imperial cities
 which honored the emperor with a shrine
 or temple. Cyzicus had the largest temple
 in the ancient world, a giant Corinthian
 edifice completed early in the reign of
 Antoninus Pius (138-161) and dedicated to
 his predecessor Hadrian. The temple,
 which Cyriac of Ancona saw relatively well
 preserved in the fifteenth century, had
 niches for statues of the twelve Olympians
 and Hadrian as the thirteenth. Thus, in
 leaping to commemorate Commodus in the
 bizarre role of his final years, Cyzicus was
 continuing a profitable tradition of honors
 to the emperors.29

 GOLD RING WITH INTAGLIO PORTRAIT,

 Roman, from Syria, about A.D. 180 (Fig.
 15). The man with the close, curly hair
 and slight beard may be the youthful em-
 peror Commodus, as interpreted by a
 Syrian craftsman.30 If a slender Oriental
 version of the young emperor's features is
 intended, a representation similar to that
 on Greek imperial coins of the cities along
 the Syrian and Phoenician coasts, then this
 ring was probably worn by an imperial
 official or a client of the imperial family.
 Portrait rings, gems, and medallions were
 a regular feature of the bestowal of honors
 from the emperor. If, on the other hand,

 this is a private citizen, there is a remark-
 able degree of assimilation to the imperial
 features. Roman portraits from the first
 through the fourth centuries A.D. in all
 media, from large bronze statues to tiny
 ringstones, often show a conscious effort
 by private citizens to resemble members
 of the imperial family. The same phe-
 nomenon occurs in court portraiture in
 England under Charles II and his succes-
 sors, when country squires and their dames
 were painted with facial generalities or
 details making them look like the royal
 Stuarts and their consorts or ladyloves.

 LYCIAN VOTIVE RELIEF, Roman period,
 second or third century A.D. (Fig. 16).
 Lycian art, from Hittite through Roman
 times, has always reflected the fierce,
 backwoods independence of these mountain
 mariners of southwest Asia Minor. In

 the classical and Hellenistic periods the
 Hellenized Lycians commissioned impres-
 sively individual funerary monuments of
 quality from Greek artists. In recent years,
 thanks to a series of major hoards, their
 classical and later coinage has come to be
 appreciated for its novelty and imagination.
 In Roman times cities such as Xanthus,
 Patara, Phaselis, and Myra received Roman
 theaters, temples, gateways, and statues
 (mainly of the Augustans, the Flavians,
 and Hadrian) from imperial officials and
 local magnates. The native tradition con-
 tinued to manifest itself in a class of rare

 and unusual votive reliefs, and one of these,
 probably the only example in America, is
 shown here. It is a prime example of
 primitive art of the classical period.31

 The left half of the relief is broken away,
 but it can be reconstructed from a more

 complete slab, of lesser quality and less
 forceful, sloppier carving, in Istanbul.
 Twelve warrior gods in Roman armor flank
 (six by six) a captain under a baldachin.
 Below, also six by six, twelve bears or
 wolves (?) kneel in adoration. The dedi-

 28 Acc.no.61.1131; Theodora Wilbour Collection in
 Memory of Zoi Wilbour. Diam.: 42 mm. Wt.: 30.93 gm.
 The die axis is six o'clock.

 29 Coin of Alexandria: BMC, Alexandria and the nomes
 (London 1892) 176, no.1411, pl.vI; Cyzicene history:
 F. W. Hasluck, Cyzicus (Cambridge 1910); Temple of
 Hadrian: B. Ashmole, JWarb 19(1956) 179-91. Konrad
 Kraft kindly supplied the first reference.

 30 Acc.no.63.117; acquired as previous. Diam.: 0.17 mm.

 31Acc.no.64.47; Charles Amos Cummings Bequest Col-
 lection. H.: 0.33 m.; W.: 0.37 m. Local stone, of
 marblelike quality.
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 FIG. 17. LATE ANTIQUE HEAD FROM GREECE
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 FIG. 18. SUPPORT FOR A PROCESSIONAL CROSS

 cator of the relief may have stood in
 a baldachin beneath that of the cap-
 tain. The inscription AWAEKAOEOIC]
 KATEIIITAFHN across the middle strip
 states: "To the twelve gods, according
 to divine command." Below is written

 APXOY. Evidently so-and-so son of
 Archos dedicated it. On the Istanbul re-

 lief, the name Eros appears on the left,
 but his paternity is not stated.32

 The "twelve gods" are some local mis-
 understanding or adaptation from the
 Olympian pantheon, or else they go back
 to pre-Greek times. They may be the
 tutelary deities of the principal cities of
 Lycia. Animalism in the local cults of this
 area would be natural, for the country is
 very rugged, and all manner of beasts
 (bears, wolves, leopards) survived here
 well into Roman times.

 LATE ANTIQUE HEAD FROM GREECE, POS-

 SIBLY SAINT PAUL, about A.D. 400 (Fig.
 17). A powerful likeness in Pentelic

 FIG. 19. AXE

 marble, this elongated head with its pierc-
 ing eyes and bushy beard was found years
 ago at Agia Paraskevi a few miles inland
 from Athens.33 It was designed to be let
 into a draped statue (represented wearing
 a himation or pallium) that was nearly half
 again the size of life. There was a large
 Byzantine basilica near the well from
 which the head was recovered, and it is
 tempting to think this Late Antique man
 of intellect had something to do with that
 complex of buildings. Portraits of the
 period from Julian the Apostate (361-363)
 to Justinian (527-565) are rare in and from
 Athens, but some have been recorded.
 They include philosophers who were at-
 tracted to Athens in its last days of glory
 as a university town. This man with his
 image of barely mobile dignity and colum-
 nar grandeur may have been one of these
 teachers, but he may also have been a saint.
 Comparing his closely cropped head and
 vertical beard with representations on
 Roman sarcophagi of the period 350 to
 400, sarcophagi with New Testament
 themes, it is tempting to think that Saint
 Paul is the subject of this latter-day mas-
 terpiece of Athenian sculpture.34 Saint
 Paul, it is remembered, was the most im-
 portant of the early Church Fathers to
 visit the city of Athena.

 SUPPORT FOR A PROCESSIONAL CROSS,

 Byzantine, perhaps about A.D. 1300 (Fig.

 32See E. Akurgal, Die Kunst Anatoliens von Homer
 bis Alexander (Berlin 1961) 149, fig.101, as from near
 Fenike.

 33Acc.no.62.465; J. H. and E. A. Payne Collection.
 H.: 0.463 m. M.F.A., Calendar of events, October 1962, 2.

 S40n Saint Paul's early Christian iconography, see H.
 P. L'Orange, Byzantion 25-27 (1955-7) 473-85; C. Davis-
 Weyer, Miinchner Jahrbuch der bildenden Kunst 12 (1961)
 7-45. The key monuments are the Passion-sarcophagus in
 the Lateran (circa 370) (fig. 1), a grave-plaque from
 the Catacomb of Priscilla (fig. 10) and the mosaic of the
 triumphal arch of San Lorenzo fuori le Mura (fig. 21).
 lamblichos, patron of Athens about A.D. 380, could also
 have been the subject: see A. E. Raubitschek, Hesperia
 33(1964) 63-8.
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 FIG. 20. HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE

 18). This support takes the form of a two-
 storied church with cruciform windows in

 the roof and key-shaped apertures in the
 cupola. The handle is hollow, probably to
 fit over a wooden staff, and the bronze or
 precious metal cross rested in the opening
 where, architecturally, the dome over the
 cupola should appear.35 A number of simi-
 lar supports are exhibited in European and
 American collections. They are all ex-
 tremely fascinating in the different types
 of ecclesiastical architecture, variations on
 the vertical cruciform church, which they
 present in degrees of complexity and elab-
 oration of detail.36 In the instance pub-

 lished here, the compactness and verticality
 of the architecture, column upon column
 and roof upon roof, recalls or is paralleled
 by Armenian churches of the late Middle
 Ages. It would seem that often, more fre-
 quently in fantasy than in reality, Byzan-
 tine architects exploited knowledge of dome
 and support to achieve the spatial impact
 of the modern skyscraper.

 AXE, Etruscan or Italic, about 600 B.C.
 (Fig. 19). This large tool takes the form
 of a "winged" celt, with side flanges and
 stop-ridge. The handle fitted into the
 recess thus formed, and the stop-ridge pre-
 vented the blade from being driven too far
 into the handle."3 Whether such axes were
 used for domestic purposes or were made
 for ceremonies is difficult to ascertain.

 The latter seems more likely, since they
 are found in tombs and votive deposits

 35 Acc.no.63.789; Seth K. Sweetser Collection. H.:
 0.32 m. M.F.A., Calendar of events, May 1963, 3. Two
 of the crosses in the lower story are missing. Said to
 have been found in Istanbul.

 36 Compare M. C. Ross, Catalogue of the Byzantine and
 early mediaeval antiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks Col-
 lection, 1 (Washington 1962) 59f., no.69, pl.41; also
 W. F. Volbach, Berlin Museum, Mittelalterliche Bild-
 werke aus Italien und Byzanz (Berlin 1930) 165f.,
 no.2487.

 37 Acc.no.63.2402; gift of Mr. Edward W. Forbes. L.:
 0.21 m.
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 and since axes appear so frequently in late
 Etruscan paintings and reliefs showing
 processions or festive occasions. They be-
 come the ancestors and immediate fore-

 runners of the axes carried by lictors in the
 commemorative art of the Roman republic.
 Of careful casting and exuding a rich green
 patina over its polished surface, this is one
 of the handsomest Etruscan or Central
 Italian axes that has come down to us.38

 Edward Forbes, long director of the Fogg
 Art Museum and American leader in

 museum conservation and restoration,
 bought this axe in about 1900 ten miles
 south of Assisi. The same peasant who had
 excavated the axe also showed Mr. Forbes
 a cache of amber beads and the famous

 Greek Transitional Period bronze "Hephais-
 tos," which Edward P. Warren subse-
 quently bought and which is now the most
 important work of Greek art in the col-
 lections at Dumbarton Oaks.

 HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE, Etruscan,
 about 580 B.C. (Fig. 20). At the top, a
 human head, seemingly beardless, appears

 between two snakelike heads of ducks at

 the ends. At the bottom, the mask of a
 goddess with long tresses protrudes be-
 tween snakes' heads. The handle is ridged
 and decorated with incised lines.39 The

 whole concept is a primitive, simplified
 version of a Greek design of about 610
 B.C., perhaps through the intermediary of
 a terracotta from an island such as Crete.

 It symbolizes the Etruscan desire to ab-
 sorb the motifs of archaic Greek art into

 their own decorative repertory. At this
 stage in Etruscan concern with Greek
 craftsmanship, Corinth was the commercial
 center from which works of decorative art
 were funneled across the Adriatic to

 Etruria. With its serpentine lines, this
 handle is one of the more interesting works
 of utensil design to come out of Etruscan
 contact with archaic Greek commerce. The

 mate to this handle of a jug, perhaps from
 another vessel in the same tomb, was
 acquired not long ago by the Metropolitan
 Museum.40

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 38 Compare O. Montelius, Die vorklassische Chronologie
 Italiens (Stockholm 1912) and La civilisation primitive
 en Italie (Stockholm 1894) 1, pls.66-72, especially pl.66,
 no.8 (from the deposit of 14,800 bronzes found at San
 Francesco, Bologna); Richter, Greek, Etruscan and Roman
 bronzes 434, no. 1640. Axes in Italo-Etruscan ceremonial:
 I. S. Ryberg, MAAR 22(1955) 11-19.

 -9 Acc.no.63.788; Seth K. Sweetser Collection. H.: 0.14
 m. Handles of this type are said to come from Vulci.

 40 D. von Bothmer, BMMA Jan. 1961, 145, 148f., fig.18,
 cites others in the Villa Giulia in Rome.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS AT THE

 AMERICAN SCHOOL AT ATHENS

 (PLATES 61-68)

 T HE life-sized statue 1 or, technically, high relief which is the subject of the

 present article was acquired by the American School of Classical Studies as
 early as 1895, and from that year on it has been familiar to all who have known the
 School. Moreover it was published before the end of 1895.2 Perhaps because the

 1 The photographs are by Miss Alison Frantz of the Agora Excavations and James McCredie
 of New York University. The drawings are by Miss Suzanne E. Chapman of the Department of
 Egyptian Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (Figs. 1, 2; P1. 62), and Mrs. Lucy T. Shoe Meritt
 of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton (originals for Figs. 1, 2). The present article owes
 most, surely, to these visual presentations. Other kind and learned help has come to us from M. B.
 Comstock, G. Daux, G. Dickerson, E. B. Harrison, E. L. Smithson, R. S. Stroud, H. A. Thompson,
 E. Vanderpool, and L. B. Urdahl.

 The collaborators have been together in Athens in three recent summers, and they are grateful
 to the School for the opportunities this study represents, and to its Director, H. S. Robinson, for
 facilitating the work in every way. The sections on sculpture and the recent find of a base block
 are the work of C. C. Vermeule; the rest is by S. Dow.

 The monumenlt is outdoors and accessible. The visitor to Loring Hall (opposite 54 Souidias
 Street, the imain School building) ascends (outside) stairs to the left, two short flights, then up one
 further flight to the right. (The Conze editors refer, text and index, to the " Amerikan. Archaol.
 Institut," but this is an error; nothing with this title ever existed.) In the inventory (unpublished,
 1940) of the School's inscriptions, the Damaskenos monument is No. 9.

 2 Bibliography. The report of the finding and of the associated marbles, also given to the
 School, is by T. D. Goodell, A.J.A., X, 1895, pp. 469-479 (the monument is the stele mentioned on
 p. 471); this is discussed infra. The first publication followed: T. W. Heermance, pp. 479-484,
 with a mediocre cut-out photograph, p. 480 (not even a plate). The description of the drapery,
 head, and several other details shows that he had paid attention to comparative evidence and had
 observed with care. The Goodell and Heermance articles were reprinted without change, except in
 page numbers, Papers of the American School, VI, 1897, pp. 431-446.

 A. Conze's successors published a small and mediocre photograph in Die attischen Grabreliefs,
 IV, 1911-1922, no. 2038, plate 442, text pp. 76-77. The description adds nothing. No dating
 except " Roman period."

 A. Muehsam's dissertation, Die attischen Grabreliefs in rinsischer Zeit, Berlin, 1936, was
 translated, and plates were added, but no reference whatever was made to the original, as " Attic
 Grave Reliefs from the Roman Period," Berytus, X, 1952, pp. 51-114, pls. VII-XXIV. The
 date is Hadrianic, determined by letters and drapery (p. 62); somne, but sparing, use of the drill
 (p. 84). There are comments on beardlessness (p. 73), lack of akroteria (p. 97, assumed rather than
 proved), style of wearing mantle (p. 107, "elegant," "foreign"), style of architecture (p. 91,
 no decoration), and style of sculpture (combines " individualization with classicistic style to a unity
 of real harmony "). The same old cut-out photograph is reproduced. A bookish, formal appreci-
 ation, not an intimate study of sculpture; but good in its way, and useful as the only work on the
 subject.

 J. Kirchner's publication, I.G., I12, 8470, put the monument among the thousands of its fellows,
 but otherwise marked no advance.
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 274 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 statue itself came to seem ordinary merely because it was familiar, and because all
 the published photographs have made it look mediocre, and because in other respects

 the publication (by T. W. Heermance, the Director of the School) was adequate

 for its time, no careful study or full publication has been attempted.

 We venture to suggest it deserves better. The statue itself is of nice quality, and
 the subject is an interesting person. The first and main need is photographs and

 drawings which will do it justice. In our own studies, we have thought it might be
 useful to include for reference several particulars which would not be expected in

 the publication of less distinguished Roman grave stelai.

 The monument consists of a single figure standing in an aediculum (Pls. 61-62).

 He wears a chiton or tunic, an ample himation, a signet ring, and sandals. On the

 fascia above there is a one-line inscription, stating that the monument is of a son of

 [Se]leukos, of Damacus.

 THE STELE

 MARBLE

 The marble, Pentelic, is mostly good; white and sound. In parts, however, there

 are veins of inferior colored stone, most prominently in the right pilaster (P1. 61),
 with extension to the bottom, below the statue's left foot. Here part has actually
 broken away along the fault. There are flaws also in the left pilaster, in the statue's
 right arm above the elbow, and, though barely noticeable, in the upper part of the
 face (P1. 63).

 We have no body of data to cite, but it is our impression that during the later
 Hellenistic period and after, quarries yielding generally inferior marble were opened

 on Pentelikon. They may have been cheaper to work. Certainly stelai, inscribed and
 other, with veins of mica and other flaws, were then accepted which earlier generations
 would have rejected.

 DAMAGE

 Previous students have not diagnosed the kind of damage at the left. In the
 upper left corner, a heavy blow with a dull pick shattered the surface with the effect
 of a bullet. Another blow or blows carried away the upper left corner. A blow which
 finally severed the lower left corner has left a hole clean through. The next step
 was to have been a series of blows down the side, but after the bullet-like one already
 mentioned at the top, only four or five desultory light blows were delivered on the
 front. The stele is now placed so that the back of the left side is partially accessible,
 and it is possible to detect no fewer than eight fairly deep holes spaced all the way up
 the back, made by blows intended to split away the left pilaster. It is surprising that
 they did not succeed.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 275

 The nose is missing, broken away by chance or deliberately smashed (P1. 63). A

 few lighter blows have also marred the face. The tip of the left thumb is missing, and
 the ends of various toes (P1. 64, b) are damaged. The three heavy irons-two for
 wreaths, one on top (infra)-were somehow cut through; their stuimps fill the holes.
 The lower end of the right pilaster broke away in front, presumably at the time of
 finding, because it was fastened back in place with three (modern) pins and had
 already been thus repaired when Heermance's photograph was taken. This proves
 that the breaking away of the corners (and the attack on the left pilaster) took place
 before the monument was buried; if they had been found, they too would have been
 attached. From the front at the bottom, near the left foot, a fragment broke away
 recently, and has been fastened back (P1. 64, b). A monument executed so carefully
 should have been painted, but we have been unable to detect any traces of color.3

 PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND BACK

 The total height is 1.925 m.; the maximum preserved width (somewhat under the
 klnees) is 0.820 m. For the thickness, the right outer face of the stele, i.e. the otuter
 side of the right pilaster and above, is well preserved, and gives original dimensions:

 thickness just under the mouldings of the capital, 0.279 m.; thickness at bottom,
 0.330 m. Thus there was considerable thickness and marked taper. The left side, i.e.

 the outer face of the left pilaster, is at present (infrca) much smaller in dimensions,
 the thickness just under the capital being ca. 0.23 m.

 The disparities revealed when the sides are examined, though not obvious to a
 casual observer, are explained by the back. Apparently the stele did not break out
 evenly from the living rock, but one half is nearly 0.10 m. thicker than the other half.
 Indeed as it is now placed, fastened against a wall, the thicker part has been let into
 the wall for some centimeters. The extreme thickness, from the hand or brow to the
 thickest part of the back, is very nearly 0.40 m.

 So far as we can tell, the back was not much trimmed, but was left about as it

 broke out. Again, as in the case of the marble, we have proof of poor workmanship
 and low standards; and again there is Hellenistic precedent. Several large Athenian
 stelai of ca. 100 B.c. have similar, though not so great, inequalities of thickness.

 Be this as it may, at some period the back was subjected to heavy traffic. This can
 be detected clearly in the thinner (left) half. The thicker (right) part of the back
 seems to have split along a silvery fault. The back edge on both sides is heavily worn.
 In addition, both top and bottom were thinned down. Thus the right pilaster is only
 ca. 0.26 m. thick at top and bottom, whereas opposite the middle of the statue it is
 0.29 m. thick. Quite possibly the stele came from the quarry in this condition.

 3 Like many large marbles, the monument had never been thoroughly cleaned. On the theory
 that to clean marbles is to learn about them, the collaborators did all that could be done without
 tools. Much cement was subsequently removed by the Agora expert, S. Spiropoulos.
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 276 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 BOTTOM, Top, AND METHOD OF SUPPORT

 The bottom was levelled with a point. It can hardly have rested on stone, and

 its height is so small that it cannot have been leaded into a (very large) socle. The
 top has a smoothed area along the front, ca. 0.03 m. wide. This smooth band turns

 the corner, is continued a few centimeters, then peters out. Most of the top is level,
 being treated with the point; toward the back the treatment is rougher. These point-
 treated areas are in the main higher than the smooth band along the front; there
 is no anathyrosis. It seems impossible that any other block should have been planned

 to go on top.

 These details are important because of an iron, hitherto unexplained, sunk into

 the top surface. The stump of the iron is still there, filling the hole. It is rectangular
 and large: 0.022 m. wide, 0.025 m. from front to back. Its position is fairly near
 (0.055 m.) the front of the stele, and it is about an equal distance from the ends, being
 slightly to the left of the center (0.393 m. from the right end). A much smaller

 cutting, narrow and half-oval in section, 0.07 m. behind the other and slightly nearer
 the center of the stele, is evidently some sort of small pry-hole or hole for a wooden

 brace. It was not intended to contain metal. The left end of the top surface is of
 course missing, but the right end and most of the rest are fully preserved. On this
 whole area of the top there is no other cutting.

 Heermance saw that an explanation is needed.4 He could think only of some block
 attached above, viz. a cornice with a row of antefixes, or more likely (he thought) a
 gable, tall and steep on account of the narrowness of the stele. Apparently no subse-
 quent student has had a better notion to offer.

 Certainly the crowning decoration of a stele is one of the essential elements
 of the whole. Until a trustworthy study is made of the stelai of the Empire as such,
 one can only note that a glance through the plates of A. Muehsam, Berytus, X, 1952,
 pls. 7-24, will show that regularly the elements under a crowning pediment or akroteria

 are relatively low. In the present instance the two fascias at the top are conspicuously
 tall. Their height alone suggests strongly that no other crowning member was planned.
 In keeping with the austerity of the whole, the two tall simple fascias frame the top.

 This finding accords with the fact that the top surface can hardly have borne
 a marble block. A second compelling consideration is that if a crowning block had
 been mounted on the top, it would have been secured by dowels at each end, not by
 one dowel alone in the middle.

 The small pry- or brace-hole we cannot explain, and of it we say no more. There
 might be a temptation to imagine that the large central iron held some object which
 did not extend the full width of the stele, but occupied only some of the center and
 did not need to rest squarely on the top. Until however an actual instance can be

 4 A. J. A., X, 1895, pp. 482-483.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 277

 found, this is a desperate imagining, and it is better to conclude that nothing whatever
 was attached to the top.

 A different solution is indicated, and is perhaps within reach. Attention has been
 drawn to the fact that the lower end of the stele by itself does not indicate any means
 of support. No base held the great monument upright. Nor is there any cutting for
 support at one or both sides. Presumably therefore the stele was held in position by a
 great clamp, of which the surviving iron is one end, at the top. The stele would have
 been clamped to a wall behind.

 What the wall belonged to, we cannot suggest. But for the purpose of holding
 the stele in position, the surviving iron would be adequate in strength and correctly
 placed, i.e. about equidistant from the ends, and near enough the front so that the
 bulk of the mass was held, as it were, within its grip.

 Whether other Roman grave monuments can be found to provide similar in-
 stances, we do not know. In a different sphere, but presenting essentially the same
 engineering features, is Kleroterion 12.5 Here too the bottom is trimmed only to
 stand on earth, and there is no sign of support at the base. On the top, at the center
 near the front, a cutting shows that a single clamp was sunk to hold the block, upright,
 to a support behind. The clamp cutting extends from the sunken hole back through the
 back edge of the Kleroterion. The clamp, that is, was entirely sunk into the top of the
 Kleroterion; it was a short block, and the top was intended to be seen. The stele of
 the Damaskenos was so tall that the top would not be visible, and the horizontal arm of
 the iron did not need to be sunk into the top surface.

 The present explanation of the iron on top and of the method of support was
 arrived at only in 1963, and without observing how the monument is now held in
 place. It is therefore notable that the workmen who set up the monument in its
 present position used the same device, except that there are two irons, each thinner,
 one near each side.

 OTHER DETAILS OF THE STELE: PINS FOR WREATHS

 The other two irons, likewise so firmly embedded that it was evidently easier to
 cut them off than to extract them whole, are round. They are 0.022-0.025 m. in
 diameter and both are set in the face of the back wall of the aediculum at either side
 of the head. Such pins are commonly, and no doubt correctly, thought to have been
 intended for the hanging of wreaths. It is surprising to find them so large, strong
 enough to support weights hundreds of times heavier than any wreath. Wreath-pins
 are a regular feature of all large or pretentious grave reliefs of the Roman Imperial
 period in Athens. Most wreath-pins are smaller; but large ones do occur, e.g. Conze

 5 S. Dow, Prytaneis, Hesperis, Suppl. I, 1937, pp. 198-202.
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 278 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 1969 (Alexandra).6 Moreover, in proportion to the size of the whole Damaskenos
 stele, the present pins do look right.

 FASCIAS

 The two fascias at the top (Fig. 1; Pls. 61, 62, 64, a, 65, a) are 0.080 m. (the
 upper) and 0.087 m. (the lower) in height respectively. In front, the upper fascia
 makes a fairly true right angle with the top. In front, the upper fascia projects
 0.005 m. over the lower. At the end(s), so that the stele should not look pinched
 and meager at the top, the fascias were trimmed to project outward (Pls. 61, 62).
 The ends of the fascias slant so that the top projects 0.10 m. beyond the bottom. The
 minimum width of the stele was thus at the base of the lower fascia.

 SIDES

 Both sides were trimmed level, and were left with point-marks showing, except
 for a smoothed band ca. 0.015 m. wide along the front. On the left side a very little
 of the apophyge of the pilaster capital remains, but enough so that a roughness can
 be detected toward the back. On the right side the capital moulding is returned some
 0.20 m., to terminate irregularly in a rough area at the back. Both sides were there-
 fore the same in this: the moulding was discontinued several centimeters before it
 could reach the back edge. The back edges of the stele simply were not thought of as
 needing attention. At the bottom, the right side was left rough (i.e. treated with
 point marks) to a height of ca. 0.30 m.

 PILASTERS

 The bases of the pilasters consisted of crude apophyges, not returned on the inner
 or the outer side, above rough (pointed) areas. In contrast, the pilaster capitals
 (Figs. 1, 2; Pls. 64, a, 65, a) are more elaborate and were treated with more care
 than most capitals on grave monuments of the Roman period. The elements and their
 heights, reading upward, are: an apophyge with a low fascia, a low half round
 (0.012 m.), a cavetto (0.025 m.) with its fascia (0.006 m.) cut back, and a fascia
 (0.027 m.). The extreme projection is 0.020 m.

 The pilasters are deep, and as usual on Athenian monuments, narrow. The left
 pilaster extends forward 0.11 m. from the back surface at the top, 0.14 m. at the
 bottom. The front of the left pilaster does not make a right angle with its own

 outer side, but instead it is bent slightly toward that side, i.e. the angle is larger than
 900. But the side itself is distorted inwards toward the figure enough so that the
 front of the pilaster, though it slopes toward the side, also slopes inward toward
 the figure!

 6 Muehsam, Berytus, X, 1952, pl. 14, 2.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 279

 The right pilaster is equally distorted. It too is bent to the right. The front face,
 except at the top, makes a correct right angle with the side; but because the side is
 itself askew, the front slopes away from the statue, i.e. to the right. In other words,

 FIG. 1. Profile of Crowning FIG. 2. Profile of Pilaster
 Fascias of the Aediculurn and the Capital (1: 1)
 Pilaster Capital (1: 2)

 the front face of each pilaster turns slightly (it is not detected except by a straight-
 edge) to the spectator's right.

 Both pilasters taper not only in forward extension, but also in width. Thus the
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 280 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 right pilaster is 0.085 m. in width just under the moulding, 0.100 m. in width at its

 base. The left pilaster had similar dimensions, but was slightly wider than 0.085 m.

 at the top, slightly narrower than 0.100 m. at the bottom. A further peculiarity is
 that the right pilaster, instead of tapering evenly downward, actually becomes thinner,
 0.083 m., at about the level of the statue's (left) shoulder; then it broadens. Indeed
 the line of the pilaster where it meets the background is not straight but is a perceptible
 curve.

 SLOPING SIDES OF FRAME

 Enough has now been said to prove that much, perhaps most, of the shaping of

 the aediculum was done by eye, without exact measurements and carefully drawn lines.
 Thus the underside of the top slopes downward from the front, so that at the right
 end the top is 0.016 m. lower where it meets the background than it is at the front
 edge, i.e. at the bottom of the lower fascia. At the left end, the backward slope is
 0.011 m. In any case the top was not intended to be a true horizontal, but rather to

 slope downward and backward. Moreover the top bends upward, carelessly, at the
 left end.

 So also with the inner sides of the pilasters: instead of projecting straight from
 the back at a true right angle, they slope from back to front. In other words, the
 pilasters are much thicker at their backs than at their front surfaces.

 The amount of slope, i.e. the increase of thickness of the pilasters, can be
 measured as 0.012 m. (right pilaster near top) to 0.040 m. (right pilaster near bot-
 tom); but the background itself is so far from level that the measurements lack
 significance.

 The surface, finally, on which the figure stands also slopes upward from front to

 back, as much as 0.020 m.

 Plainly all these slopes-top, bottom, and sides-however irregular, are inten-
 tional. True right angles, or angles less than right angles, were not wanted. Instead,
 the whole figure is framed, and was intended to be framed, by planes which are
 calculated to produce an illusion of greater depth.

 BACKGROUND

 Except at the bottom, the background produces an impression of being level. A
 long straightedge shows some irregularities in all areas, but they are of only a few
 millimeters. The background is nowhere polished, but was left with a multitude of fine
 short chisel-scratches (P1. 63). On the figure these have been smoothed down; on the
 front surfaces of pilaster and fascias also they have been largely removed. The back-
 ground, treated thus, is distinguished subtly from the other surfaces. This is one

 of the most successful aspects of the statue.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 281

 NEGLIGENCE AND REFINEMENTS

 Undoubtedly the monument has many irregularities which workmen of the
 Parthenon period would never have tolerated. We have therefore to ask, were the

 irregularities due to carelessness, or were they a deliberate attempt, by means of calcu-
 lated distortions, to avoid a rigid, box-like stele-to produce " refinements " such as

 the Parthenon builders themselves first developed?

 The evidence is as follows. There are absolute proofs of no interest in outward

 perfection or of carelessness: the head is joined by ungainly stone to the background-
 this is not noticed at first, from in front-and the background was never trimmed flat

 on the left side and neck, but instead a band ca. 0.025 m. was left unfinished. The feet
 and sandals (P1. 64, b) were well finished, but the rest of the lower part of the monu-
 ment was not; the workmen just did not bother to finish the right pilaster outside or
 inside (P1. 61). Careless or not, irregularities abound. There are virtually no true
 right angles. The front of the left pilaster lies even with a straightedge; so do the

 fascias. Other surfaces do not. It is hard to believe that any aesthetic end was
 served by having the two front surfaces of the pilasters tilt the same way. The block

 accepted for the statue was poorly quarried and seems to have been a piece, itself
 flawed, that came out from between flaws, scil. the flaws visible on the back and those
 on the figure's upper face.

 Nevertheless the impression from long observation of the monument is strong that
 although much of the effect was not calculated, but in the main was due to mere
 negligence, still the whole does not suffer. It has a little the wayward charm of a
 sketch, whereas mechanical perfection would be displeasing. The slightly unequal
 pilasters, one of which moreover tapers the wrong way at the top (!), are like the
 ears, one of which is too high. A truly fine piece of sculpture would not show gross
 carelessness, but in Greek statues all the way back to the Akropolis korai, slight dis-
 tortion was the secret of an interesting effect. But not all the effects are careless. The
 sloping sides, top, and bottom, as we have seen, are intentional. The variations in
 depth of the background are no doubt also the product of conscious effort, behind
 which there was a history going back to the fourth century B.C. Most notable, perhaps,
 is the projection given to the top fascias at the ends. Sloping outward and upward,
 the crowning members balance the long taper of the sides.

 ILLUSIONS OF PERSPECTIVE IN GREEK GRAVE MONUMENTS

 Whether or not the other distortions were intentional, clearly the illusionistic
 sloping sides were no accident. Such a refinement might be expected to have a history,
 and we append some notes.

 The initial general statement should clearly be that as early as the fifth century
 B.C., right angles were regularly avoided, and angles slightly obtuse were regularly
 favored. In other words, the sides of the frame were made to slope. Examples in the
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 282 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 Ethnikon Mouseion in Athens may be instanced (by the numbers they now bear). All
 are careful work except as noted. Thus 715, of ca. 450-425 B.C., with a projecting
 sculptured fascia, is cut back underneath with a definite slope. A generation later,

 perhaps, the top of 1389 slopes strongly down and back; and the ground slopes up and

 back. Even when the frame (and relief) are shallow, as in 1680 of ca. 400 B.C., all
 four sides of the frame could be given a marked slope; similarly in 922 of ca. 350 B.C.

 The latter are small. If we look at a major piece, e.g. the grave stele of Hegeso

 (3624 of ca. 400), we find a marked slope all round; again, much later, with Polyxene
 (723), Xenokratea (233), Sostrate and Nausikrate (822), the frame is treated

 similarly. At last, in 3927, the slope is almost 450, i.e. the angle, instead of being 900,
 is almost 135?.

 Clearly the rule was invented early and was followed in many instances. It was,
 after all, easier, as well as entirely natural, to make frames that were not cut back
 uncompromisingly at right angles. But equally clearly there was no unbreakable rule.
 Some masons preferred the architectural correctness of the right angle. Thus the
 stelai of Phainareta (724, of fin. s. V), also 714, 726 and 3790 (two by the same
 mason: small slope or none), 2894, and Phrasikleia (831, post med. s. IV a.), all have
 right angles which when tested are close to 90?. The tradition of the Athenian grave
 monuments is a tradition of independence combined with conservatism.

 We lack documentation for the history after 317 B.C., but such observations as
 wve have been able to make of grave monuments in the Roman period confirm the
 notions set forth above. Most Greek grave reliefs have illusionistic frames; but there

 continue to be stubborn exceptions. Thus 3669 (- I.G., I2, 7793) of med s. II p. is
 well preserved; its top meets the background in a true right angle, but the ground
 slopes up toward the back.

 THE INSCRIPTION

 READING AND RESTORATION

 The text (P1. 64, a) consisted of the name only, i.e. of nomen, patronymic, and
 ethnic, all cut in one line on the lower fascia. If another block had been fastened on
 above, still it would not have been inscribed. In general grave monuments which have
 matter additional to the names are of different subjects, sizes, workmanship, and of
 less dignity. On most Greek monuments of the period, only names are given.7

 The longest verticals of the letters are 0.042 m. in length. Twelve of the letters,
 plus 12 interspaces, occupy horizontally 0.443 m. As often with large letters of the
 Roman period, the last two letters are much reduced in size.

 Previous editors have printed:

 [---1EX]I EVKOv AacpaJK7JVOs

 7Ibid., p. 55.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 283

 Heermance noted, but other editors forgot and our photographs do not show clearly,
 a slanting stroke clearly visible before the epsilon: part of an alpha, lambda, or delta,
 A\EYKOY. The context excludes alpha. For delta: AEVIKOq is a name known only in
 Egypt, but lloXv8oEVKx7 occurs a half-dozen times in Roman Athens. The objection to
 it, and to any name as long or longer, is that the nomen is reduced to an improbably
 brevity, in this instance to 2 or 2' 2 letters. There are no other names that give -86vKov.

 For lambda, i.e. among names in -XEVKO%, besides being lengthy, 'ApX-qXEVKo' is a name
 known only once (Kyzikos). ZaXEVKOs is a name which seems to have been limited also
 to one man, its famous holder. More instances are known to justify AEV'KOS (see Pape)
 but none at all in Athens. AEVKa'S is nonexistent or rare. As it happens, of the few
 Damascene grave monuments found in Attika (infra), one is a small columella with

 A1EVKIE I OVaXpIEL Alv& I Aa KTa'VE (I.G., II2, 8466); but this proves nothing, it
 merely reminds us that AE&KWg was a commion name. The only remaining possibility is
 1EXEVKOS. Under the Empire, at least a dozen Athenians bore this name, and three
 Antiokheis buried in Attika were namned for Seleukos (I.G., 112, 8281-8283). For a
 Damaskenos, citizen of a city long in the Seleucid domain, Seleukos is highly probable,
 and when the facts supra about the other names are taken into account, it becomes a
 virtual, though not an absolute, certainty.

 The spacing can be reckoned with some assurance:

 [4-412_ E?] AEVKOV apOK)

 The mnan is otherwise unknown, and the nomen cannot be restored.

 DAMASKENOI IN ATHENS

 In all, only four grave monuments are known, I.G., I12, 8466, 8467, 8469, 8470.
 All four are dated under the Empire. One is of a woman; two, both of modest size,
 are columellas. Apart from these, the ethnikon occurs only in I.G., 112, 8468, a
 womany s columella of s. I a., and not in any other Athenian inscription.

 Anything like an ultimate understanding of these data is beyond us; but L. B.
 Urdahl's researches in Athenian grave monuments have provided a setting. Thus,
 he informs us, the total number of persons now known from Attic grave monuments
 of the period of the Roman Empire is 2256, of whom foreigners positively known to
 be such number 869. But the number definitely from Syria is only 93, of whom all
 but ten are from Antioch (of Phoenicians there are an additional 50). Thus in the
 small minority which is constituted by the Syrians in Athens, the Dama,sk -rioi are
 themselves a small minority. Contrast the largest group from any one city, the 398
 Milesians!

 Urdahl tells us further that from the name alone (i.e. nomen and patronymic) it
 is usually impossible to tell whether the bearer is a Greek or not. " Except for the
 special class of Latin names, recognizable non-Greek names are extremely infrequent
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 284 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 in the Attic grave-inscriptions. Oriental theophoric names, though common in Athens,

 are Greek in formation, regularly combining -8&pog or -8orog. They were also, in
 fact, often borne by native Athenians."

 STYLE AND DATE OF LETTERING

 Muehsam studied letter-forms at some length (pp. 55-65), but she labels the
 present letters " cursive " (p. 62) and her (Hadrianic) date is not based on them.
 Kirchner shows no sign of having considered this date; art-historical writing did not
 interest him. But he had edited more Athenian inscriptions than anyone ever did, and

 he had published Imagines Inscriptioinum A tticarum; he gave the date as med. s. II p.

 Until an elaborate study is made of Athenian letter-styles, there is little to do but
 seek examples of similar shapes. The letters are " cursive," or better, lunate: epsilon
 and sigma. Kappa and upsilon also have non-vertical strokes which are curved. But
 the most remarkable shape is that of the mu. Along with these shapes go alpha and
 delta with right hastas prolonged above. Alpha's bar is not broken. There are virtually
 no serifs on any of the letters.

 If lettering had been proved to be similar all over the Greek part of the Empire
 (which may or may not be the case, no one knows enough of the details), then the
 first port of call would be the tables contributed by C. B. Welles to C. H. Kraeling,

 Gercasa. Closest is no. 13 on p. 362: " mid-second century A.D." If we turn to works
 that deal with Athens, the tables of letter-forms in W. Larfeld, Handbuch, II, 1902,
 pp. 488-495 can only give an impression. The impression is that lunate forms occur
 only rarely in the period A.D. ca. 50-120, much more often (but there are some examples
 within Hadrian's reign) ca. 120-ca. 210. More useful are actual photographs.
 Kirchner-Klaffenbach, Imagines Inscriptionum Atticarum2 has too few for this

 period, but in P. Graindor, Album d'Inscriptions Attiques (1924) a certain number
 of similar forms can be found in A.D. 44 (pl. 16, no. 23), 75-87 (pl. 19, no. 26: mu
 is the same, alpha quite different), 125 (pl. 36, no. 44: mu different, alpha different at
 top), and ca. 150 (pl. 50, no. 65; the date appears to be correct but should not be
 earlier). The latter, a dedication, I.G., IJ2, 3801, is not by the same hand, but it is
 the only 'inscription in which all the shapes, including the most important, namely the
 mu, are similar.

 The conclusion is that the lettering of the Damaskenos inscription is personal,
 unusual, mannered. It is self-consciously fancy. Hence, unless the same hand can be
 identified in a dated inscription, the present inscription cannot be positively dated. It
 cannot be definitely excluded from any year med. s. I p. through imit. s. III p. On the
 other hand, the evidence pointedly favors a date med. s. II p., and after 150 rather

 than before. Study of the sculpture has suggested a date slightly earlier (infra
 pp. 287-297).
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 285

 PROVENIENCE AND HISTORY
 PROVENIENCE

 The monument was found in autumn 1894, during excavations for foundations
 for the house of C. Merlin, an "t artist and photographer." The site is the northeast
 corner of Akademia Street and Queen Sophia (formerly Kephissia) Boulevard. The
 house is still standing. A grand house, its foundations went fairly deep; all the graves,

 and apparently the Damaskenos monument, were found two or three meters down.
 The monument was found approximately on the line of the front wall of the house,
 between the western end of the porch and the southeast corner of the house.

 The monument was " found lying on one side." There is nothing to indicate

 which side, except perhaps that the wear on the left back side may indicate that that
 side was uppermost. When this wear occurred (whenever it was), the street may not
 have been as distant as the present Boulevard, but much closer to the present front

 wall of the house. But alternatively the block may have served as a step or as the
 pavement of an alley.

 Thus qualified, the topographical results of study of the monument are meager.
 W. Judeich, Topographie2, 1931, pp. 142-143 and I. N. Travlos, IIOXE080oPK' -E(e'XAt,
 1960, pp. 95-96, 198-199 should be referred to for the setting as a whole. They
 attempted no close study of the area, for which indeed materials are lacking.

 Two other monuments were found close enough to the Damaskenos stele so that
 they ought certainly to be mentioned as parts of the same cemetery. The first is

 Goodell's no. 1. Goodell states ' that near the western end of the eventual porch of
 the Merlin house "was a large cippus of Hymettus marble, inclined perhaps 40
 degrees from the vertical, in such a way that the top, with the inscription, had to be
 broken to make room for the new house wall-unless, indeed, one was willing to
 spend considerable labor to dig it out and remove it entire. When I saw it first the
 fragments were lying near." Publishing it as his no. 1 (p. 474), Goodell states that
 in fact "the base was never fully excavated." About the reading however he is
 positive: " all the letters were clearly legible." He prints:

 KAAYAIO* KXavi&oq

 PHEIMAXO2 ePO.rtuaXos
 E--OIOY 4eO'lov

 His only comment is that xi would be expected rather than sigma, but " sigma was
 perfectly clear."

 The inscription is not part of the School collection (we searched) and presumably,
 broken as it was, instead of being given to the School, it was discarded, for we cannot

 8A . J. ., X, 1895, pp. 470-471.
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 286 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 find any record of it. Kirchner republished it as I.G., 12, 7006, with the date s. II/I a.
 Goodell's reading, however, is upheld by instances, though few, of names compounded
 with 'P-cn- and his whole text is to be accepted. Klaudios Rhesimakhos is unknown.
 His monument proves that citizens, even though given only a Hymettian cippus, were
 buried in this cemetery.

 Near the southwest corner of the house was found a great stone sarcophagus.
 A simple moulding, says Goodell (p. 470), was the sole decoration of the body of
 the sarcophagus, but one pediment survives; it was given to the School and is now
 near the Damaskenos stele in the colonnade of Loring Hall. Goodell's fig. 70 (p. 471)
 is a drawing. Two lions, lips to a central amphora, each with a paw upraised, facing
 each other; or rather, to judge by the manes, a lion on the left, a lioness on the right.
 The sarcophagus proves the existence of at least one fairly rich grave-plot near by; it
 can have been that of the family of Damaskenos.

 To the north, i.e. farther from the (ancient and modern) street, were twenty
 to thirty poor graves (Goodell, p. 469).

 HISTORY OF THE MONUMENT

 From the time it was erected, med. s. II p. (?), until the Heruli (A.D. 267) or
 later, doubtless the monument stood, securely fastened behind to some wall now
 unknowable. Overthrown, and deprived of its irons, it was early attacked also for
 building material; but two corners only were detached. Later, in more than one
 period, cement was applied to its right side. Still later, now half buried, it was
 subjected to traffic, not wheeled traffic making tracks, and not evenly. But as if by
 a miracle, and only a little battered, the statue itself survived so well that most of the
 (fairly minute) tool marks still show.

 To the School, C. Merlin gave the Damaskenos monument, the sarcophagus
 pediment, and the inscriptions published as Goodell's nos. 2, 3, and 4, " together with
 some smaller fragments." Of the various uninscribed minor objects mentioned by
 him, none seems to have been given, and among the (few) small inscribed marbles now
 in the School collection, two or three only are funerary, and their provenience cannot
 be established.

 The Damaskenos monument was set up in January 1895, or rather was leaned
 against the wall dividing the American School from the British. After World War
 II the monument was moved to Loring Hall.

 FURTHER FINDS IN THE AREA OF THE DAMASCENE

 Dur^ing the period August 14 to 23, 1961, the City of Athens was busy repav-
 ing Queen Sophia Boulevard from the British Embassy and the Benaki Museum
 down to Syntagma. On the afternoon of the 23rd, Ronald Stroud and Cornelius
 Vermeule found and measured a large Pentelic marble block (P1. 65, b) lying at the
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 driveway entrance to the Egyptian (then United Arab Republic) Embassy, just
 opposite the lowest of the flower shops running down along the Palace substructure
 to Syntagma. Only the right or downhill third of Sophia Boulevard was repaved in
 this operation. Thus, the block must have lain along the side of the ancient road from
 the Hadrianic city to Kephissia. The Damascene and the related stelai and inscrip-
 tions were found close to this spot, well within the place where the Kephissia Gate
 pierced the Hadrianic wall.9

 The block is 0.80 m. in overall width and 0.325 m. in depth. Since the Damascene

 is 0.80 m. in overall width and 0.30 m. in depth or thickness, we felt the relationship
 was worth investigating. It now seems possible that this block might well be the

 bottom of the pedestal on which a monument similar to that of the Damascene stood.

 The pedestal, therefore, had a cyma recta (0.03 m.) and fillet (0.06 m.) moulding
 leading to its bottom edge. The underside is partly finished with a rough claw (0. 18 m.
 resting surface) and partly unfinished (the rear third). Despite the similarity of
 measurements, it seems unlikely that this block supported the Damescene (supra,
 pp. 276-277). The block has disappeared, perhaps removed by the paving contractor
 for building material.

 THE STELE AS A WORK OF ART

 STYLISTIC DESCRIPTION

 The stance of the Damascene is firm and resolute, with head jutting forward
 and body balanced to suggest a decisive pose. The fact that the final lines from the
 body to the background are unfinished (drill here and there) gives a strong sense of
 sculpture and at the same time a feeling that the subject is sunk in the background
 of the relief. Much of the success of the carving, in terms of the second century
 after Christ, is achieved by strongly contrasting tools: running drill, heavy chisel and
 then the delicate chisel which has clawed over most of the surfaces, flesh, himation and
 sandals. The effect of the uncompleted back of the head is pleasing if not striking. The
 Damascene has a powerful head and, from the left one, which is visible, even more
 powerful hands. To Heermance he was not a Greek, but his features are hardly Syrian
 in the accepted sense. His likeness to Romans of the late Republic may have indicated
 considerable Roman blood. It will be observed that this likeness results in no small
 measure from the portraitist's pseudo-Republican style.

 Heermance was right about the flatness of the figure when seen in profile. Like

 9 " Stuart's Gate " was farther to the northwest and must have been a watchtower; see Judeich,
 Topographie von Athen,2 Munich, 1931, Plan I, I-4. Following E. Curtius' location of Hadrian's
 wall, the find-spot of the Datmascene was located just outside Hadrian's wall (A.J.I., X, 1895,
 p. 473, fig. 13), but subsequent excavation revealed that the ramparts swung around the Ministry of
 War at the entrance to Akademia Street (Judeich, Plan I). The find-spot of the blocik of miarble
 discussed here is also in the direction of another group of graves, on the corner of Sophia Boulevard
 and University Street.
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 a Byzantine painting, from this angle of the relief head, hands, himation and feet
 receive all the emphasis (P1. 65, a). Again the results are very forceful. They are
 more successful than any blind adherence to the canons of stelai of the fourth century
 B.C., that is, stelai culminating about 325 B.C. in the large monuments of the Ilissos-

 Aristonautes period.'0 One reason the Damascene might seem to compare unfavorably
 with the fourth-century reliefs in Athens and elsewhere is the fact, already discussed

 (above, p. 274), that the sculptor used a rather inferior block of Pentelic marble. The
 surface, particularly the bottom half of the block, is marred by imperfections. Weather-
 ing and water seepage have not left this part of the stele looking as attractive as the
 quality of the sculpture could demand.

 Heermance writes that the hair was roughed for paint (Pls. 63, 65, a). This may
 or may not have been the case, since no paint survives and this roughing is thought-
 fully sculptural. There is ample evidence that some grave stelai were painted, but it
 seems clear that others were not. Whether or not the Damascene had, say, yellow or
 red hair, the peculiar roughing was a style of representing hair rather than merely a
 preparation for other media. Flavian strands or rich Antonine curls could have been
 equally well embellished with paint. Some of the most colorful portraits surviving
 from antiquity are coloristic in carving or modelling as well as in painted finish. The
 words " color " and " baroque " often follow each other in the mind of the his-
 torian of art. It seems difficult to imagine the Damascene having flamboyant hair,
 given his receding hairline, the sober roughing of his hair, and the suggestions of
 tightly-drawn, wrinkled skin on his face.

 THE "REPUBLICAN REVIVAL PORTRAIT

 The Damascene, however, belongs to a group of portraits of the late Trajanic,
 Hadrianic and early Antonine periods which hark back to private portraits of the
 late Hellenistic and late Republican periods in their direct, almost veristic simplicity.
 We find the same style used in portraying Greeks of mystic learning, Roman associates
 of Trajan and Hadrian, and private persons from all over the Empire." The style
 is a hangover from the Flavian period and is never used for portraits of Trajan,

 Hadrian or, naturally, the Antonine emperors. Perhaps the leader, or at least the lead-

 I- Stele from the Ilissos river: H. Diepolder, Die attischen Grabreliefs des 5. und 4. Jahr-
 hunderts v. Chr., Berlin, 1931, pl. 48. Stele of Aristonautes: Diepolder, pl. 50. One of the
 grandest of these stelai, the horse-and-groom relief in Athens, National Museum, remains virtually
 unpublished: N. Kotzias, Polemon, IV, 1949, Suppl. pp. 5-6, fig. 1; Richter, J.R.S., XLVIII,
 1958, p. 12, pl. III, 8. It should be dated about 330 to 320 B.C. and may have been part of a
 cenotaph to one of the Greek generals of Alexander the Great. Leosthenes, the mysterious Athenian
 who had evidently commanded Alexander's mercenaries and who fell leading the Hellenic alliance
 before Lamia in 323, comes to mind.

 " See generally, and specifically, G. Daltrop, Die Stadtrbmischen Mdnnlichen Privatbildnisse
 Traftanischer und Hadrianischer Zeit, Miunster, 1958, figs. 11 (Lateran no. X583), 18 (University
 of Mississippi), and 19 (Terme, Inv. no. 149).
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 289

 ing subject, of this style was Hadrian's brother-in-law, Lucius Julius Ursus Servianus

 (P1. 67, a)."-2 This foolish old man plotted against Hadrian so many times that the
 Emperor was finally forced to put him to death at the age of ninety-one in A.D. 137.

 Men such as Ursus no doubt gazed too often at portraits of Pompey, Cicero and

 Brtitus and dreamed of reviving the Roman Republic. This form of political romanti-
 cism in academic surroundings was made all the more unworldly in the security*
 afforded by the pax romana of Trajan and his successors. The Damascene was no
 neo-Republican, no neo-Pompey or Cicero. If he dreamed any political romances, his
 name and origin suggest he would have dreamed of a revived Seleucid Empire, wivth

 Syria as its center. The pro-Roman career of Caius Julius Antiochus Philopappus
 (see below, p. 291), however, would have been indication enough to him of how little
 fight there was left in the descendants of Seleucus by the time of Trajan. They were
 content with Roman honors and the sight of their names linked with that of the
 emperor. More likely the Damascene was just a resident of Athens whose portraitist

 worked, perhaps unknowingly, in one of the latest fashions radiating from Rome in
 the era of Hadrian. The Damascene probably little realized that this pseudo-Republic-
 anism in portraiture was related to intellectual currents flowing in circles to which he
 hardly could have had access.

 THE SCULPTORS OF THE STELE AND THEIR WORK ELSEWHERE

 So far we have drawn some picture of sculptural styles and techniques involved
 in the Damascene. At this point it is necessary to state that two (or more) sculptors
 are responsible for the relief. One carved the body and another finished the portrait
 from the roughed-out block. Other sculptors, or rather stonemason assistants, no
 doubt carried out the initial separation of aedicula and figure from the original slab
 of marble. An incised line and moderately fine chiselling form a thin halo around the
 back of the head to show where the portraitist brought the head down to its present
 dimensions. One can also see in the chisel marks at the base of the neck where the
 hand of the portraitist stops and that of the sculptor of drapery, left hand and legs
 takes over.

 Comparisons reveal something more of the personality of each sculptor. The
 portraitist uses a combination of incisive, linear cutting or chisel strokes to point up his
 most delicate passages, around the eyes and mouth. He employs the technique, common
 in Athenian portraits of this period, of leaving very light claw marks all over the

 12 A.J.A., LX, 1956, p. 332; Einzelaufnahmen, nos. 3042-3044; M. Wegner, Die Herrscher-
 bildnisse in antoninischer Zeit, Berlin, 1939, p. 287; Daltrop, op. cit., p. 129. Studniczka dated the
 prototype of the Duke of Wellington's bust to A.D. 102; Ursus Servianus was born in 47 and was
 Consul for the third time in 134. Lateran no. X583 (Daltrop, fig. 11) is considered a replica of
 the bust of Ursus Servianus formerly at Apsley House in London and now at Stratfield Saye in
 Hampshire: A. Giuliano, Catalogo dei ritratti romani del Museo Profane Lateranense, Vatican
 City, 1957, p. 49, no. 53, pls. 36 f.
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 face and neck. This imparts a more lifelike quality to the flesh and is the very anti-

 thesis of the high polish to be found in Antonine and later portraits. He either carved
 the head before the Damascene's death or used a bust of the deceased, one executed in
 the last years of his life, as model for the funerary monument. The habits of copyism

 in Roman Athens could have easily produced direct translation of a portrait made from
 life into the portrait of the stele. The same portraitist, of course, may have carved
 a bust of the Damascene and then also executed his funerary likeness.

 All the technical characteristics of this sculptor's style occur in a head of Socrates

 found years ago in Athens and now in Boston (P1. 66).13 It is slightly smaller than
 life and may have been part of a herm. The bit of drapery surviving behind the neck,

 part of a himation, reflects the corresponding part of the mid-fourth century seated
 statue of Socrates often identified as a work of Lysippos.14 Socrates's hair, of course,
 is treated in a mixture of Hellenistic style and incipient Antonine drill technique.

 Notwithstanding, the faces of Socrates and the Damascene are similar. It is not

 difficult to suggest that the same artist carved both heads. Socrates was probably
 created anywhere up to a decade after the commission for the Damascene's monument.
 In the interval, of course, the portraitist had made strides in the development of his
 style and its adaptations to the Antonine Baroque.

 The head of Socrates was an essay in creating a forceful interpretation of the
 philosopher based on a portrait executed about seventy-five years after his death. A
 few years at most before our portraitist carved the likeness of the Damascene he
 fashioned a bust of an elderly man, found on the northeast slope of the Hill of the
 Nymphs and now in the Stoa Museum of the Athenian Agora (P1. 67, b). E. B.
 Harrison has dated the bust in the latter part of Trajan's reign, and her words about
 Trajanic naturalism in the Republican tradition apply equally to the Damascene."5
 Her parallels for the Agora bust are drawn mainly from Italy, giving documentation

 to what we have said about the Roman origins of this Trajanic-Hadrianic revival of
 Republican verism. The Damascene and the Agora man have the same heavy ears,
 strong bone structure beneath the eyebrows, heavy eyelids, thinly compressed lips
 and play of thin lines for wrinkles over taut flesh surfaces. The hair is handled in
 identical fashion. In profile (P1. 65, a and P1. 67, b, right) both heads show a com-
 bination of sloping forehead and slightly receding face, giving the subjects a not-
 unpleasant look of thoughtful determination.

 13 Acc. no. 60.45. H. 0.204 m. M.F.A., Annual Report for 1960, p. 38; The Connoisseur,
 March 1961, pp. 68-69; C.f., LVII, 1962, pp. 156-157, fig. 15.

 14 The work attributed to Lysippos by Diogenes Laertius (Lives of the Eminent Philosophers,
 II, 43) was evidently placed ill the Pompeion, the Hall of Processions near the Dipylon Gate; M.
 Bieber, The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, New York, 1955, pp. 46-47.

 15 E. B. Harrison, The Athenian Agora, I, Portrait Sculpture, Princeton, 1953, pp. 30-31,
 no. 19, pl. 14; eadem, Ancient Portraits from the Athenian Agora, Excavations of the Athenian
 Agora, Picture Book No. 5, Princeton, 1960, no. 12.
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 The sculptor of the Damascene's body has a personality easily isolated and thus
 found in one section of one of Athens's most familiar ensembles of architecture and
 sculpture. His hallmarks are as follows (Pls. 61, 63). He delights in the representa-
 tion of the small crossfolds between the principal folds of the himation. He handles
 these with imaginative variation. These folds represent the creases in the garment
 where it was folded and laid away in a chest. The sculptor uses the running drill
 to accentuate the big folds of the himation below the chiton showing at the neck and
 to stress the places where the drapery around the arms rests against the body. No such
 drilling was used at the feet, indication that the sculptor was in no way seduced by the
 running drill in the way such devices are exploited by Antonine and Severan sculptors.
 The feet, however, are cut out from the surrounding marble, and they contrast in
 their finished qualities with the roughened ground and base of the pillar at the right

 (Pl. 64, b).
 We have seen that the portraitist is an eclectic, reaching back through Flavian

 naturalislm to Late Republican verism to find his schematic model. The sculptor of
 the Damascene's body is likewise a borrower, for the trick of contrasting heavy and
 very slight, hardly noticeable folds of drapery is one born in Hellenistic draped
 portrait statues. For example, one sees this technique admirably in the Hellenistic
 second-century statue of a ruler in an ample himation, found in the Roman Odeion on
 the island of Kos. A contemporary likeness of the Seleucid kings Antiochus V (164-
 162) or Tryphon Diodotus (142-139) has been seen in this statue.16

 A well-known Athenian monument is the structure, a cenotaph or a tomb, com-
 memorating the family of C. Julius Antiochus Philopappus (mentioned above, p. 289)
 on Mouseion Hill. The building is dated A.D. 114 to 116.17 The three reliefs of the
 central zone of the building are devoted to Philopappus's processus consulcaris in
 A.D. 100. The cenltral panel, based on the corresponding relief in the Arch of Titus
 at Rome, was carved by an artist from Rome. The (badly mutilated) small, right-
 hand panel is the work of a sculptor trained in the Pergamene tradition of forceful
 action overlain with surface delicacy and technical virtuosity. The left-hand panel,
 with Philopappus's six lictors preceding the quadriga, was carved (excepting probably
 the portraits) by the sculptor who finished the body of the Damascene (P1. 68, a). The
 heads are too destroyed to allow any conclusions, but every stylistic and technical point
 applied to the draped form of Damascene fits the corresponding portions of Philo-
 pappus's lictors to the finest degree. These lictors, of course, wear the Roman toga
 rather than the himation.

 It would seem that the Damascene sat for his portrait and died before the last
 decade of Hadrian's reign. These ten years marked the great post-Augustan period

 16 L. Laurenzi, Clara Rhodos, V, 2, 1932, pp. 75-80.
 17 M. Santangelo, Axnuario, III-V, 1941-1943 (1948), pp. 193-256, especially figs. 44-45.
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 292 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 of building in Athens."8 This is the chief reason why his funerary stele stood within
 the second-century walls of the city. Unruffled in his countenance by the impending
 Antonine illusionism, the Damascene belonged to the solid military and material world
 of Trajan and the strife-torn, irresolute but generally prosperous first decade of
 Hadrian's rule.'9 He could have died at peace, however, and secure in the knowledge
 he inhabited a renascent city, for the philhellene Hadrian had already begun to show
 favor to Athens in the decade before the dedication of the Olympieion. The remains
 of a sculptor's workshop have been found in the area of the Hadrianic city leading
 toward the Acropolis, and the Damascene's relief may not have had to travel far from
 the artists' studio to the spot alongside the ancient road where it was set up.20

 The scarcity of large grave reliefs of this traditionally Attic type in the Trajanic
 and early Hadrianic periods is by no means due to accidents of survival. There may
 have been funerary structures like that of Philopappus, adorned with sculptured
 reliefs,2" but the Damascene commissioned a monument which was a hundred times less
 common than the Attic grave reliefs of the half-century from 400 B.C.22 A few of
 these Roman " neo-Attic " reliefs were exported from the Piraeus to the islands and
 to near-by mainland centers such as Epidauros,28 but, despite the Roman commercial-
 ism of the second century after Christ, the Damascene's monument is as peculiar to
 Athens as is the funerary structure of Philopappus. The designs of the reliefs so
 prominent in the monument to Philopappus were influenced by Roman state art of

 the Flavian or early Trajanic eras, and, in like fashion, the Damascene's portraitist
 adapted fashions of the long-dead Roman Republic to Attic art. His models also came
 ultimately from the court art of Rome, where the late Trajanic to Hadrianic revival of
 Republican art had been born and had expired in the intellectual circles that produced
 leading sculptural commissions after those of the emperor.

 18 P. Graindor, Athenes sous Hadrien, Cairo, 1934, pp. 230-245 etc.; J. Day, An Economic
 History of Athens under Roman Domination, New York, 1942, pp. 185-198.

 19 See A.J.A., LXI, 1957, pp. 229-231.
 20 The Hadrianic city and its gate led toward the Street of the Tripods where Praxiteles and

 others had had their studios from the fourth century B.C. onwards. The unfinished copy of the
 Hellenistic satyr and Hermaphrodite group, found in the recent excavations near the northern wall
 of the Olympieion precinct and still on the site, was probably started in the second century after
 Christ. See J. Travlos, lIpaKTLKa', 1949, pp. 25-43, especially pp. 38-40.

 21 Pausanias saw and recorded glimpses of these on his trips in and out of Athens: II, Z, graves,
 and cenotaph of Euripides; XXIX, 4-9, various graves and cenotaphs on road to the Academy;
 XXXVI, 3-XXXVII, 5, tombs on the road to Eleusis.

 22 Muehsam, Berytus, X, 1952-1953, pp. 62-63, pls. XIV-XVII.
 23 For instance, the grave relief of Timokles at Epidauros; he wears an early Antonine versioln

 of Hellenistic armor and stands with his horse and groom; Berytus, XIII, 1959, pp. 22-23, no. E 10,
 pl. XIX, fig. 56. The head of the horse is very " fifth century," as are so many Roman horses from
 Attica or by Attic sculptors, and the same hand may have carved the relief dedicated to Polydeukion
 found recently at Brauron (see below, note 34).
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 293

 EARLY IMPERIAL FORERUNNERS OF THE DAMASCENE

 In many respects the stele of Tryphon son of Eutychos in the British Museum

 is the perfect early imperial document of transition from the monumental Attic stelai

 of the fourth century B.C. to the Damascene (P1. 68, c).24 The scale of the two stelai
 is comparable. Tryphon's aediculum, restored on the right side, is a less cumbersome
 version of that supplied for the Damascene. If the Damascene were, say, a man of
 commercial affairs, it is much more self-evident that Tryphon chose to be remembered
 for athletic prowess. Perhaps he died as a young man with very little else than a few
 athletic successes to his credit. In the tradition of the fourth century B.C., his face is

 hardly a portrait. In fact, he is so much conceived in the fourth century ideal that
 many would wish to date the relief in the time of Praxiteles rather than the reign of
 Tiberius. The head is one of those timeless ciphers that has neither the character of
 a Praxitelean god nor the interest of a portrait.

 Costume, pose, proportions, and even the attributes of a strigil and staff are
 similar to those of early imperial copies after athletic statues or statues of Hermes
 from the height of Praxitelean creativity, that is around 340 B.C. The curve of the
 body and position of the feet suggest Praxitelean copies of the type known as the
 Hermes Belvedere or the late Hellenistic version of the same original known as the
 Hermes of Andros.25 The same crisp dryness of flesh over relaxed muscle and softly-
 modelled bone-structure, contrasted to a burdensome cloak, that we find in many
 Julio-Claudian mechanical copies of fourth-century statuary is explicitly expressed
 here.26 The deep cutting, length, and weighting of the cloak are particularly a signa-
 ture of a sculptor accustomed to translating bronze originals into marble replicas. The
 statue known to modern students, through a misnomer of Pausanias, as the Hermes
 of Praxiteles had these same marks of copyism, executed on a very skillful level.27
 The Damascene was produced in an Athenian milieu of Roman portraits, Attic sarco-
 phagi, and certain semi-historical monuments such as that to Philopappus. Tryphon

 24 Muehsam, op. cit., p. 59, pl. IX, 2, dated in the reign of Claudius, A.D. 41 to 54; A. H. Smith,
 British Museum, Catalogue of Sculpture, I, London, 1904, p. 310, no. 626. The height is 5 feet, 11
 inches. The fourth-century prototypes are collected and illustrated by H. Diepolder, Die Attischen
 Grabreliefs des 5. und 4. Jahrhunderts v. Chr., pp. 36-39, pl. 31.

 25 The original was a late Praxitelean creation of Hermes as leader of the souls of the dead;
 G. Lippold, Handbuch der Archdologie, III, 1, Munich, 1950, p. 275, pl. 96, no. 4.

 26 As, for instance, in the Louvre " Germanicus," signed by Kleomenes; see R. Carpenter,
 A.J.A., LVIII, 1954, pp. 10-11, pl. 2.

 27 Carpenter, op. cit., p. 12. The " Hermes " of Praxiteles was really a satyr, for there is a
 small lead-filled hole for a metal tail 0.18 m. above the base of the spine; this hole, plastered over in
 modern times, is not to be confused with the old support which pierced the middle of the back.
 Pausanias of course did not see this tail since the statue stood against the cella wall of the
 Heraion and between two columns. The date of the copy is indicated by the fact that a statue of
 Nero's wife Poppaea Sabina stood next to the " Hermes "-satyr; Nero no doubt took the bronze
 original off to Rome where it perished, not before it had exerted its influence in Campanian painting.
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 294 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 is an equally Athenian expression of his times, for he belongs to an artistic age, which

 while exploiting the past through copyism could and did create new works of meaning.

 ATHENIAN ART OF THE SECOND CENTURY AFTER CHRIST

 Thanks to the researches of the past two generations, we not only know more

 about Athenian art of the second century after Christ but we admire this art for what
 it tried to achieve. The repertory runs from the coldly classical, pedantic, and often

 boring statues of Antinous on one extreme 28 to Attic mythological and mildly sym-
 bolic or merely decorative sarcophagi on another.29 The portraits of Kosmetai are
 powerful and original, having no precise counterparts anywhere else in the Greek
 world or the Latin West. They span the generations from Hadrian to Septimius

 Severus.30 From the fact that two of them were found on the Acropolis and one in the
 Agora, Athens must have produced and exported the superlative cuirassed Hadrians.3
 They are the marble statues with breastplates displaying Athena or Roma-Virtus

 crowned by Victoriae and standing on the Lupa Romana.32 Originality within the
 Greek imperial framework was displayed by Jason of Athens in his armored, female
 statues of the Iliad and the Odyssey (which he signed) flanking Homer near the
 Library of Pantainos, works of the decade 130 to 140.33

 In the classicistic and revivalist circle of the statues and, especially, reliefs com-
 memorating Antinous belongs an amazing document of early Antonine art found near
 the stoa at Brauron. It is a dedication to Polydeukion, relative and favorite of
 Herodes Atticus, in the form of a large relief of the " funerary banquet " class. A
 number of fragments were found, and the two principal pieces, on separate and join-
 ing slabs, have been published (P1. 68, b). Polydeukion is said to be represented
 reclining on a couch and receiving the offerings accorded in Attic art of the fourth
 century B.C. to the heroized deceased. Presumably this is a monument of the time
 when Herodes Atticus set up numerous sculptural tokens of mourning for his
 prematurely-deceased young companion, in the same way Hadrian had honored
 Antinous.35 The contrasts between the Antonine head of Polydeukion, the starkly-

 28 The Nelson Gallery and Atkins Museum (Kansas City), Bulletin, III, 2, Oct. 1960, pp. 1-7.
 29 J. M. C. Toynbee, The Hadrianic School, Cambridge, 1934, Chapter III.
 30 P. Graindor, B.C.H., XXXIX, 1915, pp. 241-401.
 31 Berytus, XIII, 1959, pp. 55-57; A.J.A., LXI, 1957, pp. 226-228; E. B. Harrison, Agora, I,

 p. 73.
 32 Berytus, XIII, 1959, p. 55, no. 185; J. M. C. Toynbee, Roman Coinage, Essays Presented

 to Harold Mattingly, Oxford, 1956, pp. 213-214, note 2.
 33 Berytus, XIII, 1959, p. 57, nos. 198, 199; R. E. Wycherley, Agora, III, 1957, p. 150, no. 464.
 34 "Epyov, 1961, pp. 35-36, fig. 39; B.C.H., LXXXVI, 1962, pp. 679-681, fig. 21.
 35 On Polydeukion and his portraits, see C. Bliimel, Roimische Bildnisse, Berlin, 1933, p. 30;

 Harrison, Agora, I, pp. 37-38, no. 26; A.J.A., LX, 1956, p. 343. One of the standard Athenian,
 himation-clad busts from which the portrait in the Brauron relief derives was found at Kephissia,
 with a bust of Herodes Atticus and the arm of Memnon; A.J.A., LXV, 1961, pp. 299-300; B.C.H.,
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 neutral background, and the very Pheidian horse's head are startling. The horse's head
 is treated in the delicate low relief of a second-class grave stele of about 425 B.C., such

 as the stele of a galloping rider in the National Museum, Athens."6 The head of the
 Polydeukion, however, is a careful replica, a mechanical copy, of the Athenian portrait
 which we know from the bust in Berlin and its numerous replicas. The portrait,

 circulated widely in Attica in the time of Herodes Atticus, blends early Antonine

 pathos with the patently mannered and melancholy features of the youth. In many
 senses this dedication to Polydeukion is one of the most eclectic monuments of the

 late Hadrianic or early Antonine periods. Compared to it, the Damascene is an
 original creation of Attic art which borrows old forms and blends them with Roman
 naturalism to produce a funerary monument more forcefully direct and demanding
 of the viewer's attention than any comparable monument from the Latin West in
 this age. If there is anything unpleasing about the Damascene, it is probably the shock
 at seeing this frank sculptural expression of the deceased in a city famed for its simple

 stelai of the fifth century and the sentimental or grand funerary reliefs of the fourth.

 Many other examples of diversity and imagination in the Athenian artistic

 creativity of the second century after Christ could be cited.

 As emphasized in terms of style and details of carving, the Damascene finds his
 place, on the basis of portrait alone, late in the reign of Trajan or in the reign of

 Hadrian, most likely around A.D. 120. But in many senses the man in his niche is an
 early manifestation of that type of persistant Atticism which we do not expect to find
 in Hadrianic art and which we call revivalistic in Late Antiquity or the Byzantine
 period. The Attic love of frontality, going back to the Erechtheion and Nike Temple
 friezes', is strong in the presentation of single or multiple-figure relief.37 The tenets
 of fourth-century or Hellenistic funerary design are done the necessary courtesies,

 especially when we consider the number of fourth-century grave stelai in which a
 single figure stands facing us in directly frontal fashion, with or without the archi-
 tectural surroundings.38 The sculptor of the Damascene, however, is interested in

 LXXXVI, 1962, p. 683, fig. 27. The presence of a horse's head, as in the relief, gives another
 example of heroization or identification of Herodes' youths with the Dioskouroi.

 36 Cf. Conze, et al., op. cit., II, no. 1161, pl. CCL (stele of Aristokles in the British Museum),
 or no. 1161A (Athens, National Museum); a similar style occurs in the Roman horsemen reliefs
 inspired by the Parthenon frieze: see G. M. A. Richter, Catalogue of Greek Sculptures in the
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Cambridge (Mass.), 1954, pp. 79-80, under no. 142.

 See E. Will, Le relief cultuel greco-romain, Bibliotheque des tcoles Francaises d'Athenes et
 de Rome, 183, Paris, 1955, Chapter IV, pp. 430-431; Gnonon, XXIX, 1957, pp. 371-372.

 38 There is usually some suggestion of an architectural silhouette, but it can be very minimal.
 An unpublished stele in the New York market, showing a nude boy holding a bird, while an animal
 resembling a marten leaps at it, presents the simple pediment with akroteria and with no side columns
 or pilasters. This stele follows fourth-century models fairly closely, but the child wears his hair
 in the transitional-style manner of Antinous, and the monument is a work of the Antonine period.
 The boy's pose is articulated in the Praxitelean convention, but he is fully frontal, much more so
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 296 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 a bold head, certain emphasized folds of drapery and boldly planted feet, all strongly
 silhouetted in a circumscribed niche.

 It is no coincidence that this terminology could be applied to a fourth or fifth

 century ivory, a so-called Consular diptych for example, and to the mosaics of Justinian
 and his court in San Vitale at Ravenna. The tendency is always to push the sources
 of Byzantine style farther back in Graeco-Roman chronology.39 The second quarter
 of the second century after Christ is by no means too early to find the notions of
 classical modelling and volume of form shifting in Attic art to the linear demateriali-
 zation of Late Antiquity. And although the man himself claims Damascene ante-
 cedents, there is no question of Eastern influences in this stele. The work is purely
 Attic, on the threshold of transition to Late Antiquity. Just as the last fourth-century
 Attic stelai were big, bold and deeply carved, so the stele of the Damascene falls
 near the end of the Athenian imperial tradition with respect to impressive stelai. The
 commemorative relief of Polydeukion at Brauron is one of the last major Athenian
 monuments in the old tradition that can be dated roughly on external evidence. There
 are no other such semi-historical sculptures and no major Attic grave stelai that can
 be confidently dated after the middle of the second century after Christ.40

 Athenian prosperity in the second century thus brought a demand for grave
 stelai rivalling the size of those made before Demetrios of Phaleron curbed sepulchral
 enthusiasms in the fourth century B.C. In this burst of Trajanic, Hadrianic and early
 Antonine activity, the stele of Artemidoros 'in the National Museum is a Hadrianic
 to early Antonine example as striking as the stele of the Damascene and a very dif-
 ferent interpretation of the classic tradition (P1. 68, d). The landscape follows a
 Hellenistic decorative manner of piling up elements vertically, without losing sight
 of the illusionistic qualities of the composition. The deceased, appropriately repre-
 sented as a hunter, is a dumpy figure arranged in the poss and exuding the classicism
 of a Meleager from an Attic sarcophagus.41 The well-known example on the terrace
 of the Eleusis Museum provides a good parallel.42 Artemidoros, his landscape, his

 than Tryphon. Cf., for form, Conze, et al., op. cit., IV, p. 61, no. 1974, pl. CCCCXXVII. The
 sarcophagi on Paros combine all types of frontality in their reliefs: standing, seated, reclining, and
 grouped figures (see I.G., XII, 5, nos. 371, 389).

 "I See D. V. Ainalov, The Hellenistic Origins of Byzantine Art, edited by C. Mango, New
 Brunswick (N. J.), 1961, passim; C.W., LV, 1962, p. 297.

 40 The monumental right half of the stele of Polydamus in Berlin (Bliimel, op. cit., p. 43,
 no. R 104, pls. 68-69) seems to date about A.D. Z35 and is one of the last great Greek grave reliefs
 of the Roman period; this section of a two-figure relief cannot be traced beyond the Giustiniani
 collection in Venice.

 41 The stele of Artemidoros was found near the Olympieion: Muehsam, op. cit., p. 99, pl. XVI,
 1; S. Papaspiridi, Guide du Musee National, Athens, 1927, pp. 224-225, fig. 44; Conze, et al.,
 op. cit., IV, pp. 80-85, no. 2051 (note), pl. CCCCXLIX.

 42A. Giuliano, Annuaria, XXXIII-XXXIV, 1955-1956, pp. 183-205; also the sarcophagus
 from Patras, in the National Museum: S. Papaspiridi, op. cit., pp. 223-Z24, no. 1186, pl. XIV;
 C. Robert, Die antiken Sarkophagen-Reliefs, III, 2, Berlin, 1904, p. 268, pls. LXX-LXXI.
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 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS 297

 dogs, the boar emerging from a thicket, a dead goat beneath his feet, and other details
 of the chase are all enframed in the typical architectural shrine of a grave relief of
 the fourth-century B.C. In a sense, while the Damascene carries on the Hellenistic
 Attic and East Greek tradition of a single figure enframed in architecture, Arterni-

 doros harks back to the last experiments in monumental stelai of the fourth century
 B.C. The stele from the Ilissos combined figures of disparate scales with a slight sug-
 gestion of rocky landscape, and Aristonautes (along with other warrior-stelai)43
 developed the sense of firm movement from one side to the other of the architectural
 frame.

 Just as the portrait and body of the Damascene find parallels from ateliers
 working on portrait-busts and monuments such as the cenotaph or tomb of Philo-
 pappus, so it is natural to place Artemidoros alongside the best work of Attic sarco-
 phagus-carvers. Tastes in Athens of the age of Hadrian were so diverse that a gifted
 sculptor and his workshop could not and did not support himself solely on production
 of stelai like those of the Damascene and Artemidoros. Those sculptors that went
 wholeheartedly into the service of the Romans could continue to carve imperial por-
 traits or could produce monumental ensembles such as the cuirassed bust of Marcus
 Aurelius in a tondo in the pediment of the Greater Propylaea at Eleusis."

 From the stele of Artemidoros and other examples, it is very evident sculptors
 of not-inconsiderable imagination were readily available to carve these Hadrianic
 " Neo-Attic " reliefs. The man from Damascus, or one of his family, ordered an
 ensemble of lifesize proportions. It was set up on the road from Athens to Kephissia,
 probably just within the limits of the Hadrianic city. The major part of this grave
 monument has come down to us, and the Damascene now looks out from the colonnade
 of Loring Hall over an Athens as building with prosperity as the city of Hadrian
 over eighteen hundred years ago.

 STERLING Dow
 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 HARVARD UNIVERSITY
 MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 43 A splendid, although mutilated example is the large stele of a striding warrior with shield
 on his arm (Silanion), found on Salamis and now deposited in the Tower of the Winds: Conze,
 et al., op. cit., II, no. 1150, pl. CCXLIV; cf. Conze, III, no. 1301 (a standing warrior in armor,
 in the National Museum) and Berytus, XIII, 1959, p. 13, no. A 8, pl. I, fig. 2 (a striding warrior
 in the outdoor sculpture storage behind the Hephaisteion).

 44 Berytus, XIII, 1959, pp. 29-30, note 24; 0. Deubner, Ath. Mitt., LXII, 1937, pp. 73-81, pls.
 39-42. A similar, headless monumental architectural tondo of the Hadrianic or Antonine period
 exists in the garden of the Thebes Museum.
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 Damaskenos Stele

 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III:
 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS AT THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AT ATHENS
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 Daniaskenos Stele, Drawing of Front and Right Side~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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 Damaskenos Stele, Detail of Head and Shoulders. Scale ca. 4:10

 STERLING DOW AND CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE 111:
 THE STATUE OF THE DAMASKENOS AT THE AMERICAN SCHOOL AT ATHENS
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 b. Damaskenos Stele, Detail of Fpee at
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 b Block from a Base, found near site of Damaskenos Stele

 a. Damaskenos Stele from Right Side
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 Portrait of Socrates, found in Athens. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts
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 a. UrSuIS Servianus. Stratfield Saye House, Collection of the Duke of Wellington
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 b. Section of Relief Dedicated to Polydeukion. Found
 0; .5at Brauron

 a. Procession of Lictors, Monument of Philo-
 pappus, Athens
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 c. Stele of Tryphon. Julio-Claudian Period. London, d. Stele of Artemidoros. Hadrianic Period. Athens,
 British Museum National Museum
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 A GREEK THEME AND ITS SURVIVALS: THE RULER'S SHIELD (TONDO IMAGE)

 IN TOMB AND TEMPLE

 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

 Curator of Classical Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 FROM the hour Thetis brought her gift of a
 burnished shield to Achilles, gods and men have
 reflected on the messages of its circumscribed
 strength and purpose. They have seen a host
 of images in the polished surface of this instru-
 ment of defense, of elevation at birth, and of
 transport to immortality in death. Helios, god
 of the sun, has been the divine countenance most
 often projected onto the curved, flashing surface
 of a shield. Others have seen the fearful severed
 head of the Gorgon Medusa. In the world of
 Hellenistic materialism, of Alexander the Great
 and Aristotle in the fourth century B.C., the ruler's
 face began to look out where heretofore only godly
 images had been projected, and by the time the
 first Roman Emperor Augustus (27 B.C. to A.D.
 14) was securely in control of the ancient world,
 the private citizen could see his own portrait on the
 artistic shield of immortality. Often, however, he
 had to look up (or down) from afar, for his por-
 trait was the centerpiece of a shield placed in
 or on his tomb.1

 1 This paper grew out of the commission to lecture in
 the Lowell Institute series, on 1 December, 1964, at
 the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. The other members
 of the Department of Classical Art have helped greatly,
 and John McQuade, Museum Photographer, has done
 extra work beyond the usual demands on his time and
 kindness. The museums cited and Messrs. Hirmer of
 Munich deserve thanks for generosity with illustrations.
 The Boston Museum, through Perry T. Rathbone, kindly
 allowed time off, in October, 1964, to study monuments
 in Western Europe, Greece, Cyprus, and Turkey.

 These thoughts can be complemented by the unpub-
 lished 1949 Hamburg dissertation "Imago Clipeata" by
 Helga von Heintze. See also J. Bolten, "Die Imago
 Clipeata, ein Beitrag zur Portrait- und Typengeschichte,"
 in Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altertums,
 edited by E. Drerup, XXI, Heft 1: pp. 132, Paderborn
 (Ferdinand Schoningh) 1937, which deals mainly with
 Early Christian material of which sarcophagi and the
 decoration in catacombs form a major part.

 The following abbreviations are used:

 AA Archdologischer Anzeiger
 AJA American Journal of Archaeology
 AM Mitteilungen des deutschen archMolo-

 gischen Instituts, A thenische A bteilung

 ROMAN AND ASIATIC PORTRAITS
 OF AUGUSTUS

 Portraits of the first Emperor, C. Julius Caesar
 Octavianus known as Augustus, provide a point
 of departure. His portraits, like those of George
 Washington, were produced not only in his life-
 time but for many generations after his death.
 Official likenesses radiated from Rome, but por-
 traits of compelling power were made in the
 provinces, particularly in the Greek East. The
 Forbes head of Augustus, one of the few Ameri-
 can portraits returned to Rome for Mussolini's
 great celebration of the bimillenniary of Octavius'
 birth in 1938, idealizes the imperial face but shows,
 in the narrowed brow and grim lips, enough of
 the physical suffering which made Augustus'
 career not unlike that of Franklin Roosevelt. This
 marble was certainly carved in the Emperor's
 lifetime and by a sculptor who had seen the

 ArtB Art Bulletin
 BMFA Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts,

 Boston

 CAH Cam bridge Ancient History
 CJ Classical Journal
 EA Photographische Einzelaufnahmen an-

 tiker Sculpturen

 ILN Illustrated London News
 JARCE Journal of the A4merican Research

 Center in Egypt

 JdI Jahrbuch des (k.) deutschen archaolo-
 gischen Instituts

 Jhb Jahrbuch
 JHS Journal of Hellenic Studies
 JRS Journal of Roman Studies
 JWarb Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld

 Institutes
 MAAR Memoirs of the American Academy

 in Rome
 MAMA Monumenta Asia Minoris Antiqua
 M.F.A. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
 MonAnt Monutmenti Antichi
 MonPiot Monutments et mei7mioires, Fondation

 Piot
 NumChron Numiismiatic Chronicle
 ProcBritA cad Proceedings of the British Academy
 RM Mitteilungen des deutschen archaiolo-

 gischen Institutts, Romische Abteilung
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 FIG. 1. Augustus, 27 B.C. to A.D. 14. Bostoni,
 Museum of Fine Arts.

 Emperor (fig. 1 ) 2 The Augustus from a villa
 at Ariccia in the Alban Hills southeast of' Rome

 is a study in contrasts. The carving is cold and
 remote, the hair has become a godly mass of curls
 and the face has been purged of all earthly coni-
 cerns (fig. 2). This document of refrigerated
 classicism was produced in the academic age of
 phil-Hellene and historian Hadrian, somewhat
 over a century after the death of Augustus.3 Some

 y 15

 admirer of the Julio-Claudian tradition no doubt
 commissioned it, perhaps as part of a series of

 2Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Greek, Etruscan, and
 Roman Art, pp. 241 ff., fig. 215a, 1963; M.F.A., Greek
 and Roman Portraits, 470 B. C.-A. D. 500, no. 36, 1959;

 M.F.A., Catalogute of Greek and Roman Sculpture, pp.
 193 ff., no. 110, Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard University
 Press, 1925.

 3 Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Art, pp. 241 ff., fig.
 215b; M.F.A., Illustrated Handbook, p. 91, 1964; Greek
 and Romiian Portraits, no. 37; Catalogute of Greek and
 Roman Scuilpture, pp. 191 ff., no. 109; Museo della
 Civilta' Romana, Catalogo, p. 65, no. 38, Rome, Casa
 Editrice Carlo Colombo, 1958; A. Hekler, Greek and
 Roman Portraits, p. 30, pls. 167 f., New York, G. P. Put-
 nam's Sons, 1912. Hekler's appreciation of the style of
 this head has led J. M. C. Toynbee to speak of the
 portrait as "from the Greek provinces": NumChron 7:
 p. 135, 1947.

 ideal portrayals of the great statesmen of the
 Empire. Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli contained such
 special gardens with rows of busts or statues of

 leading figures in the intellectual or political p1ast,
 one tree-lined walk for great meni of the Roman
 Republic and the Civil Wars, otlhers for the em-
 perors of the generations from Tiberius (14 to
 37) through Trajan (98 to 117).4

 Contemporary portraits of Augustus fromii Asia
 Minor could be both very official in the senise of
 images distributed from Rome and very imiiagina-
 tive, in the sense of local creations after atuthor-
 ized models or on the occasion of imperial prog-
 resses through the East. Coins from various
 eastern mints, Ephesus, Pergamum, or Caesarea in
 Cappadocia for instance, document this dtiality
 of portraiture in almost every year from the defeat

 FIG. 2. Augustus, Hadrianic likeness. Boston,
 Museum of Fine Arts.

 4See AJA 60: pp. 331 f., 1956.
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 FIG. 3. Augustus, cameo in glass imitatinlg sardonyx.
 Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

 of Anithony and Cleopatra at Actium in 31 B.C.
 A large glass cameo, in white and deep blue to
 imitate sardonyx, the imperial wreath being added

 in greeni to simulate the leaves of laurel, presents
 Xa portrait of Augustus from Asia Minor or
 Thrace, which must have been carved in one of
 the ateliers of Ephesus or Smyrna or even Athens
 (fig. 3). The features are more rugged than the
 Forbes head but only slightly less ideal and no
 less official in terms of the best imperial coins and
 of other nmonumental cameos, such as the Strozzi-
 Blacas sardonyx in the British Museum and the
 Marlborough-Evans gem in the Metropolitan Mu-
 seum (in New York).5 Strong of profile, with
 hooded eyes, and muscular about the neck, Augus-
 tus is the very image of a Roman statesman, a

 lresence calculatedly like the Neoclassic, Napo-
 leonic image of power.

 TERRACOTTA TONDI OF AUGUSTUS
 AND VARIOUS DIVINITIES

 The image of the divine Augustus, the emperor
 worshiped with the goddess Roma at numerous
 temples throughout Asia Minor, can be summed
 tip on a private level in a small terracotta tondo

 portrait, ain imago clipeata or head rising from
 the center of a shield (figs. 4, 5).6 Near modern

 5 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, no. 63.1554. Annual
 Report for 1963, 38. For the two famous cameos, see
 G. M. A. Richter, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
 York, Catalogue of Engraved Gemis, Greek, Etruscan,
 and Roman, p. 130, no. 648, pl. 73, Rome, Bretschneider,
 1956.

 6 M.F.A., Boston, no. 64.701. Diam. (max. of tondo) :
 0.145 m. H. (max. including tondo): 0.075 m. Late Re-

 FIG. 4. Augustus, terracotta tondo, early imperial.
 Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

 Balikesir, the site of Hadrian's hunting city of
 Hadrianotherae in Mysia, northwest Asia Minor,
 a Hellenistic to early imperial necropolis has been
 excavated at various intervals over the last fifty
 years. From a rectangular chamber tomb with
 a vestibule and an inner room divided by a door-
 way in the massive stone walls came this terra-
 cotta plaque showing the head of Augustus in
 high relief and at least five other plaques of similar
 size and fabric but of radically different subjects.7
 One of these other tondi presents a bust of the
 Graeco-Egyptian god Sarapis, widely worshiped

 Fw

 FIG. 5. Profile view of the previous.

 publican or imperial portraits of prominent Romans are
 rare as small-scale terracottas; see the head of Pompey
 recently sold in Lucerne: Ars Antiqua A.G., Auktion V,
 7 November 1964, 22, no. 96.

 7 See AJA 68: pp. 164 f., 1964.
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 in Hellenistic to Graeco-Roman times in western
 Asia Minor; another shows a bearded satyr, one
 of those semi-bestial followers of the wine-god
 Dionysos; and several present theater-masks,
 probably of maenads, the female revellers in the
 train of Dionysos and Ariadne (fig. 6).8 Strange
 company for Augustus in the tomb of a Mysian!

 8 For the tondo with Sarapis, see H. Hoffmann, Jhb
 Hamburger Kunstsamtnlungen 8: pp. 212 f., 1963; idem,
 Griechische Kleinkunst, no. 33, Hamburg, Museum fur
 Kunst und Gewetbe. 1963. The other tondi are in a
 private collection. The "bearded satyr" (fig. 6a) may
 be a Pan, but it is difficult to say whether or not there
 are traces of two horns, broken off, in the unruly hair

 FIG. 6. Terracotta tondi showing a bearded satyr and
 two masks, probably of maenads. (Found with the
 the previous.) Private collection.

 Augustus rises from- a tondo with triple, rolled-
 fillet molding. His head is visible as far as the
 area behind the ears and below the chini. The
 rather heavy, broad-skulled portrait shows the
 first emperor perhaps at the beginniing of the last

 on the forehead. Whether a satyr or Pan, the arguments
 presented here are unaffected.

 Compare the late Hellenistic bronze litter handle, with
 busts of Sarapis and Isis, in the British Museum, from
 near Amisos (Samsun) on the Black Sea: C. H. Read,
 The Waddesdon Bequest, Catalogue of the Works of Art
 Bequeathed to the British Museum by Baront Ferdinand
 Rothschild, M. P., pp. 1 f., no. 2, London, British Mu-
 seum, 1902.
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 decade of his reign. He is much less the auto-
 cratic, suffering Roman patrician imbued with the
 habit of command and much more the Hellenistic
 man of initellect, still a statesman rather than a

 woolly-bearded philosopher, but more the consti-
 tutional imiagistrate like Cicero than the lean con-
 (queror and proscriber like Julius Caesar. The

 Augustuis of this imago clipeata in terracotta is
 thus the very idleal of the benignly just magistrate

 that a devout Greek or Roman intellectual in
 Mysia couldl bear to carry with him to the grave.

 The imago was once more lifelike: there are the
 remainis of white paint on the surface; the pupils

 were paiilted a dark color and still show. (There
 is a vent-hole in the reverse, which also probably

 serve(1 for the peg on which the "shield" could
 have b)een hung.)

 Although not from the tomb at Balikesir but

 p)robal)ay from a tomb at Myrina in Aeolis on the
 coast of Asia Minor not far north of Smyrna and
 tlhus oin a line due southwest of Balikesir and
 Perganmii?, the terracotta shield-relief of a mask
 of the New Comedy provides the other parallel
 to the contenits of the Balikesir tomb (fig. 7) .3
 Eyes andl moutih are hollowed, as befits a mask,
 aind for this reason there are two holes for sus-

 pension at the top. If hung up in juxtaposition
 with an imperial or private portrait, this snub-
 losecl, starilng parody of a rustic or an agitated
 slave woUl(1 have presented a visual experience
 indlee(d!

 THE SETTING OF TONDI IN ANCIENT ART

 Countless indications, besides the knowledge of
 how portraits were placed by Hadrian in the
 various "intellectual" gardens of his Tiburtine
 villa, demonstrate that the ancients did not group
 emperors with Sarapis and satyrs or comic masks
 entirely by accident or lack of forethought. Their
 reasons for such groupings could have been com-

 plex: private beliefs, satire, a curious sense of
 humor or decorative contrast. A Roman cas-
 serole or ceremonial cooking pot from Asia Minor
 shows in a totally different realm how the decora-
 tor of the tomb at Balikesir could have placed the
 terracotta tondi in thoughtful juxtaposition. In
 the case of the casserole the decorator was a
 niumismatist, who about the year A.D. 200 care-

 9 M.F.A., Boston, no. 87.399. Diam. 0.141 m. M.
 Bieber, The History of the Greek and Ronman Theatre,
 p. 102, fig. 388, Princeton, Princeton University Press,
 1961; Exhibition Catalogue, The Greek and Roman
 Theatre, fig. 40, Princeton, The Art Museum, 1961;
 RM 46: p. 60, fig. 6a, 1931.

 I X

 . .. ../ ...

 FIG. 7. Comic mask, late Hellenistic terracotta tondo,
 probably from Myrina. Bostoni, Museum of Fine
 Arts.

 fully selected a group of rare Greek imperial
 medallions and soldered them on the bowl and
 handle in systematic arrangement (fig. 8). This
 arrangement was aesthetic and commemorative,
 rather than religious or political.10 Running clock-

 10 M.F.A., Boston, no. 63.2644. Compare the consider-
 ably restored, early imperial pot in Cassel, from Rome,
 with medallions of Bacchic heads set on the outside;
 despite resetting of the satyr heads and Silen masks, the
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 FIG. 8. Bronze casserole, adorned with Greek imperial
 coinls datinig from 135 to 192. Boston, Museum of
 Fine Arts.

 wise from the handle these small bronze medal-
 lions (thus in themselves tondi or discs) have

 been set in upper anid lower registers in twos,
 accordinig to the geography of the cities repre-
 sented: Cyzicus in Mysia, Ilium or Troy in the
 Troad, Hierocaesarea in Lydia, and Smyrnia in
 Ionia. All are mounited with portraits facing
 inwards, lbut the reverses indicate that those of
 Smyrina are earliest (Anitinous about A.D. 135)
 and the rest belong to Marcus Aurelius (161 to
 180) or Commodus (180 to 192). The place of
 honor oni the top of the handle was reserved for
 a coin of Hadrian showing the pan-Asiatic im-

 perial temlple at Claudiopolis in Bithynia, where
 Hadrian's favorite, Antinious, was born." Thus
 a large cooking pot lhas been made the vehicle
 for a carefully tlhought-out colmimemoration of
 cities ruinning roughly in a line from the Sea
 of Marmora or the Black Sea to the Aegean coast.
 The reason for thus honoring these cities must
 have been deel)er than the coincidence of acquiring

 medallions and the pot (if not the parts of the lid) must
 have belonged together in Roman times. See M. Bieber.
 Die antilen Sktliptuiren aind Bronzien des Kinigl. Museum
 Fridericianuln in Cassel 87: no. 374, pl. 51, Marburg,
 N. G. Elwertsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1915.

 11 See Sylloge Nunizslorunii Graceorumn, Deutschland,
 Sammilung von Aulock 1: nos. 283 f., 315 ff., Berlin,
 Verlag Gebr. Mann, 1957.

 a group of rare coins, for city-coins of iml)erial
 Asia could easily be secured if geograplhy was the
 only aim, or of no special concern at all. The
 cities may have been residences of the owner of
 the casserole at various times in his career, or
 cities whence came his family. Speculationis in
 these respects are unlimited.1'2

 GREEK AND ITALIC ORIGINS OF, THE
 PORTRAIT TONDO

 The idea of the portrait tondo, whether funerary
 or otherwise, was born in the fourth cenitury B.C.
 Votive mirrors, that is, the mirror cases in b)ronze
 or in terracotta, were regularly placed by the
 Greeks in tombs, especially near Coriiith and in

 the Peloponnesus. One (qtiite stanldar(l exapl)le
 has a female head in relief and in l)rofile, a sakkos
 in her hair (fig. 9). Another features a female
 head in high relief in three quarters view to the
 right (fig. 10). Both heads are ideal, certainily
 not portraits but (especially in the first inistanice)
 too earthy to be Aphrodite.'3 Perhaps a timeless

 FIG. 9. Bronze mirror case with ideal female, circa
 350 B.c. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

 12 Similar bronze casseroles from Gaul and Germania,
 without coins attached to them, are described by J. H. C.
 Kern, "Zwei romische Bronzekasserollen mit Signatur

 des P. Cipius Polybius in Leiden," Hotniages ei Albert
 Grenier 2: pp. 871-883, pls. 180 ff., Brussels-Berchem,
 Latomus, 1962 (Collection Latomus, vol. LVIII ).

 13 First mirror: M.F.A., Bostoni, no. 03.992. Diam.:
 0.162 m. W. Ziichner, Griechische Klappspiegel, 83 f.,
 no. 138, pl. 32, Berlin, W. de Gruyter, 1942 (JI(, XIV
 Ergainzungsheft), as Corinthian, 400 to 350 B.C.; Smitall
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 FIGc. 10. Bronize mirror case with ideal female (god-
 (ess ?), circa 325 to 300 B.C. Boston, Museum of
 Fine Arts.

 likleness of the (lead womani was intended, like
 Attic grave stelai, or perhaps the creature is a
 nymph or other minior divinity. The tradition
 of the (liviile head in a circular frame also origi-
 nated1 in ceremonial phalerae, not only the true,
 detachal)le imiedallionis hung on men and horses,
 but the mledallions represented in relief in funerary
 armor. A late Etruscan or Italic bronze chest-

 piece fromii Vulci, work of the fourth century B.C.,
 provi(les a good illustration (fig. 11). Two ideal
 heads (Helios aind Selene) are in the medallions
 above, alnd there is a medallion with head of
 Herakles clad in the skin of the Nemean lion
 below.'4 Suclh phalerae, as is well known, can
 be traced back to the Warrior of Capestrano in

 Bron2zes of the Ancient World, p. 11, nlo. 74, Detroit,
 Inistitute of Arts, 1947. Compare also the example on
 exhibit in the British Museum, no. 3211: H. B. Walters,
 Catalogte of the Bronzes, Creek, R?onzan, and Etrutscan
 in the Departmi-ent of Greek (and Romlan Antiquities, pp.
 376 f., nio. 3211, p1. 32, Lonidon, British Museum, 1899.
 Second( mirror: M.F.A., Boston, no. 01.7309. Diam.:
 0.137 mi. Compare Ziichner, Griechische Klappspiegel,
 p. 74, lio. 108, fig. 38, in Brussels and classified as Corin-
 thiani, before 300 B.C.

 14 M.F.A., Boston, nlo. 64.727. H. (max.): 0.32 m.
 See A. Hagemaniii, (riechische Panzerning, pp. 108 ff.,
 figs. 111-121, Leipzig and Berlin, B. G. Teubner, 1919.

 archaic times and were to have a glorious history
 as military decorations durinig the Ronman Em-
 pire.-5 Like votive and funerary tonldi, they be-
 came more personal and political in the imperial
 age with inclusion of portraits of emperors and
 generals in the repertory.

 Where specifically was the portrait tondo born?
 Funerary terracottas provide one of the many
 possible answers. Shortly before the turn of the
 present century, a peasant working near Eretria
 stumbled on the intact contents of a chamber
 tomb of the third to last quarters of the third
 century B.C. Known as "The Tomb of the
 Erotes" from the large number of terracotta flying

 FIG. 11. Italic bronze chestpiece with emblems of di-
 vinities, fourth century B. c. Boston, Museum of
 Fiine Arts.

 1" Warrior of Capestrano: L. A. Holland, AJA 60: pp.
 243 ff., 1956; P. Ducati, L'Italia aantica, pp. 82, 110
 (plate), Milan, A. Mondadori, 1936. Roman phalerae:
 F. Matz, Die Lauersforter Phalerae, passimi, Berlin-
 Leipzig, 92 Winckelmannsprogramm, 1932; cenotaph of
 Marcus Caelius, from Xanten and now at Bonn, after
 A.D. 9: Vermeule, SoniIc Notes on Ancient Dies and
 Coining Methods, p. 50, n. 4, London, Spink and Son,
 1954; H. Schoppa, Die Kninst der Rinerzeit in Gallien
 Gernianien, und Britannien, p. 51, nos. 40 f., Deutscher
 Kunstverlag, 1957.
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 Erotes found therein, this tomb also contained
 diadems, bracelets, earrings, and other golden
 jewelry.16 Of significance here are the eighteen
 terracotta shields from the tomb. Fourteen are
 circular and four are thin ovals in shape. The
 bosses are principally in the form of various Gor-
 goneia. Five of the round shields have the early
 Hellenistic "pathetic" Gorgo, with snaky locks
 and wings, set amid the aegis of Zeus, an imitation
 therefore of the chestpiece of Athena (fig. 12).
 Two of the long oval shields have similar designs,
 the Gorgo and aegis on top of a single-shafted
 thunderbolt (fig. 13). The other two long, thin
 shields have a snaky-locked Gorgo set against a
 full thunderbolt, with its flashes of lightning (fig.
 14). Six of the round shields make the easy
 transition from the pathetic, painterly, freely and
 emotionially handled Gorgo heads to heads of
 Helios with his exuberant locks, concepts of di-
 vinity for the god of the sun which come out of
 the same artistic milieu that was to create the
 Colossus of Rhodes in the first generation of the

 FIG. 12. Terracotta shield with Gorgo, from the so-
 called Tomb of the Erotes near Eretria, circa 225
 B.C. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

 16 The contents of the tomb have been in Boston since
 1900, and are described in the catalogue files for that
 year. See, in brief summary, K. Kourouniotes, EphArch,
 pp. 221-234, 1899; A. W. Lawrence, Later Greek Sculp-
 ture, p. 9, pl. 1, London, Jonathan Cape, 1927; AM 26:

 pp. 333-376, 1901; G. Kleiner, Tanagrafiguren, pp. 19 f.,
 Berlin, W. de Gruyter, 1942 (JdI, XV Ergiinzungsheft);
 D. Burr, Terracottas from Myrina, p. 17, Vienna, A.
 Holzhausens Nachfolger, 1934.

 FIG. 13. Terracotta shield with Gorgo and
 thunderbolt. As previous.

 FIG. 14. Teracotta shield with Gorgo and flashinig
 thunderbolt. As previous.

 third century B.C.17 The heads of Helios oln these
 shields are technically really busts, with a chlamys
 pinned by a brooch aroulnd the lnecks (fig. 15).
 Akin to this group of shields are two that must
 portray the Dioskouroi, Kastor and Polydeukes,
 for there are twin stars either side of the head
 (fig. 16). Iconographically, the head is merely
 the Helios type with the rays remove(l. (In one
 case the stars, applied later, have falleni off, but
 their traces are visible.)

 Finally, there is one shield with a Helios-Dios-
 kouros head that has not and never did lhave either
 rays or stars. This is (as may be the others)
 surely an ideal portrait of Alexainder the Great
 (fig. 17). Herein lies the birth of the portrait
 tondo. Alexander was often portrayed under the
 guise of Helios or a Dioskouros, and the icollo-
 graphic transition from god to godly ruler was
 easy. In the terms expressed here, it is docu-
 mented in other works of art.18 The shield in

 17 See H. Hoffmann, JARCE 2: pp. 117 ff., 1963;
 H. Maryon, JHS 76: pp. 68ff., 1956. H. P. L'Orange,
 Studies on the Iconography of Cosmitic Kingship in the
 Ancient World, 94, fig. 66, Oslo, H. Aschehoug and
 Co., 1953, discusses the Helios terracottas.

 18 As the marble statue of Alexander in Cyrene: E.
 Rosenbaum, A Catalogute of Cyrenaican Portrait Scuilp-
 ture, pp. 55 f., no. 44, London, Oxford University Press,
 1960; M. Bieber, Proc. Amner. Philos. Soc. 93: p. 424,
 figs. 78f., 1949.

 A big grave stele in the garden of the Thebes
 Museum, of Roman date and carved in a proto-Byzantine
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 FIG. 15. Terracotta shield with head of Helios.
 As previous.

 the tomb of a hero or the heroized deceased, the
 age-old symbol of virtus militum, is now adorned
 witlh the likeness of the new Achilles, the world
 concqueror who led the Greeks back again to the
 plains of Troy and to the vast oriental, barbarian
 world beyond. This representation assumed a
 new immediacy in the Aristotelian world that de-
 manded the human and the specific rather than
 the mythological and the generally symbolic. In
 large cameos, in portrait coins, and in other media,
 the Macedonian successors of Alexander the
 Great, particularly the Ptolemies, were to exploit
 the ruler image in the tondo and hand it on to the
 rising Roman imperium, the empire consolidated
 by the first Emperor, Augustus, in 27 B.C.19 Au-

 linear style, pinpoints the relationship of the hero to the
 shield in later classical Greek art. On a shield in high
 relief, the deceased (Ariston) in Antonine Hellenistic
 armor stands facing the viewer, his horse in profile
 hehind him. The inscription terminates in Heroi. Stele
 no. 1189 in the Eretria Museum, a crude little hero-
 relief in tondo form, derives from this type of compo-
 sition. The tondo turns into a flat panel at the bottom,
 and there is a dowel-hole beneath, for setting on top of
 a shaft. In the relief of the circular part, a child holding
 a lance stands beside his horse, and he wears a sword
 on a baldric.

 19 See H. Mobius, Alexandria und Rom, 10 ff., pls.
 1 ff., Munich, Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften,
 Heft 59, 1964. One of the first dated appearances of an
 imperial iinayo clipeata is on dupondii of Tiberius, dated
 by H. Mattingly to the year A.D. 22 to 23 "on convincing
 grounds of style" and attributed to the mint of Rome.
 The design recalls large, marble funerary tondi of the

 gustus, Julius Caesar, and other conquerors before
 them had visited the great cities of the Ptolemaic
 and Seleucid kingdoms, and returned to Italy
 impressed by the artistic symbolism anid apparatus
 of Hellenistic rule.

 If Alexander were a vague symbol in a private
 tomb in central Greece during the late tlhird cen-
 tury B.C., Augustus was a vibrant presenice in a
 private tomb in Mysia during the first half of the
 first century A.D. Augustus had been accorded
 every degree of honor, mortal and divine, in Asia
 Minor in his lifetime, and there was nothlinig amiss
 in his appearing with Sarapis and various minior
 divinities or symbolic subjects in a set of funierary
 tondi.20

 FIG. 16. Terracotta shield with Kastor or Polydeukes
 flanked by stars. As previous.

 second century A.D. and must have had a prototype in
 stone or monumental metalwork: "Small hust of Ti-
 berius, draped, facing, in centre of round medallion

 ('shield'); the bust is in a laurel-wreath, surrounded hy
 a thick raised circle of petals, like those of a sunflower;
 round this is a circle of dots and beyond that, oni the out-
 side of the shield, a pattern of floral ornaments, dots, and
 strokes." (Others have a wreath here and petals close
 to the bust.) The inscriptions are either CLEMENTIAE
 or MODERATIONI: Coins of the Romian Emiipire in
 the British Museum 1: p. 132, nos. 85-90, pl. 24, 4 and 5,
 London, British Museum, 1923.

 20 In the time of Gordianus III (238 to 244), busts of
 the Augustus and Sarapis face each other on the Greek
 imperial coins of Marcianopolis in Moesia Inferior: A
 Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Mutseum ii,
 Moesia, pp. 39 f., fig., London, British Museum, 1877;
 Sylloge Numnmorum Graecorum, The Royal Collection
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 FIG. 17. Terracotta shield with ideal head of
 Alexanider the Great. As previous.

 TONDO ILIKFNESSES OF DIVINITIES
 IN IMPERIAL ART

 During( the imperial age the tonido image as
 al)llie(l to (liviniities was used in a hiost of ways,
 in a vatriety of miaterials. Several examiples can

 FIG. 18. Wooden tondo hust of Herakles, circa
 A.D. 200. Bosto, Museum of Fine Arts.

 of Coitts anid Mled(als, Danish National Muscum, Thrace,
 Part 1: nos. 255-259, Copenhagen, Einar Munksgaard,
 1942. Sucih combinationis also occur on the coins of other
 cities in this region.

 be adduced. A tondo bust of Herakles, in wood,
 club poised like a baseball bat over the right
 shoulder, lion's skin on the left, was probably
 pegged to a wooden chest or sarcophagus (fig. 18).
 It was made between 100 and 300 of the Christian
 era, but the sculptural model belongs to the school
 of Pergamum around 200 B.c. aind is kinowin in a
 number of lifesized Roman copies in marble of a
 bronze statue of Herakles standing.21

 Such wooden chests and their decorative details
 have been preserved in the dry soil of Egypt, as
 the wooden chest in Hanover from Aboukir sug-
 gests.22 The god protected the chest or coffin in
 the same way the terracotta Alexander the Great
 or the similar Augustus protected their tombs.
 Minturnae is the reputed provenieince of a large
 marble tondo bust of Apollo, now in Hamburg

 (fig. 19). This work of about 150, the height of

 the Antonine age, must lhave ladorined (a public

 FIG. 19. Marble tondo bust of Apollo from Italy, circa
 A.D. 150. Hamburg, Museum of Art and Industry
 (Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe).

 21 M.F.A., Boston, no. 60.1509. CJ 57: p. 151, fig. 8,
 1962. On the Herakles (often with Telephos on his arm
 instead of the club on his shoulder) in fourth-century
 B.C. and later statuary, see JHS 77: pp. 283 f., 1957.

 22 G. M. A. Richter, Ancicnt Fuirnituire, p. 95, Oxford,
 The Clarendon Press, 1926.
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 FIG. 20. Silver tondo image of Zeus from Lycia,
 A.D. 180. Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

 building or monumelntal toml).23 Like the terra-
 cotta toindi, it wouldI not have been set up alone
 but would have been carved in a series of divini-
 ties (inclu(dinig Artemis) aind, perhaps, real per-
 soils. The marble is Asiatic, and the style of
 carvinig is that of workmein from Aphrodisias in
 Caria. It shall be seeni in the paragraphs soon to
 follow that Aphrodisias provides the provenience
 for the earliest anid the latest sets of monumental
 imperial aclhitectural tondi in marble.

 In the year of the death of the Emperor Marcus

 Aurelius (180), the citizens of Myangla in the
 Lycian hilnterlands (near modern Elmali in south-
 west Turkey) conmmiissiolned the craftsman Gaios
 to make a dish-sized silver imago of Zeus, a
 plaque o(l doul)t designed to be worn or at least
 carried in procession as a ceremonial medallion
 l)y the priests of the local temple (fig. 20) Since

 2:- Stiftn,nj vuitr Fiirdcrunj dcr Ha(nnbirqJischen Kiinst-
 sammlungen, Erwcerbungen, 1962, p. 32, Hamburg, 1963.
 The style is clearly different from the quite routine, early
 imperial marble tondo of Dionysos in the Karlsruhe
 Museum (nio. B 1375), where the head copies a Praxi-
 telean type related to the Palermo-Dresden-Baltimore
 pourinig satyrs: G. Lippold, Handbnlch der Archiiologie
 3, 1: p. 237, Munlich, C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuch-
 handlulg, 1950. Com-pare also the marble tondo in New
 York, with a lierm of the bearded Dionysos in the man-
 ner of Neo-Attic versions of the Hermes Propylaios of
 Alkamenies; this is a rather dry, decorative work, similar
 to the oscilla from Pompeii and elsewhere: see G. M. A.
 Richter, Catalogute of Greek Scuilptures in the Metro-
 politan Mutseumii of Art, pp. 36 f., no. 51, pl. 44, Cam-
 bridge (Mass.), 1954.

 the amount of silver to be used was carefully
 stipulated, this plaque was a kind of commiiiiuniity
 investment.24 A similar tondo bust of the armed
 Ares had been given to the temple by one Har-
 mostos, son of Areus, in the year 135.25 Zeus
 with his awkward head and neck, his starinig eyes,
 and his dematerialized body beneath crinkly
 drapery is a strange anticipation of the shield-
 images of the Byzantine Middle Ages. As a
 divine tondo rather than a portrait medallion, he
 also anticipates the benign Christ anld saints of
 Byzantine painting or metalwork. The cturrent
 of the ideal or divine rather than the portrait
 tondo had a continuous developmenit from the
 Augustan through the Constantinian ages. The
 oft-published statue of a Gallus, a priest of Cyb-
 ele, from Rome, once in the Mazarin collection,
 long at Wilton House, and nIow in the Museo
 Nuovo Capitolino, has two plaques simiiilar to the
 previous as part of the pectoral decoration. These
 medallions feature busts of Attis, and in the large,
 shrine-formed pectoral, Hermes anid Zeus flanik
 Cybele, while Attis reclines in the l)edini1e11t above.
 Style of carving suggests the statue was miiade in
 the Severan period.6

 THE ALLEGORICAL AND PORTRAIT TONDI
 OF THE BOSCOREALE TREASURE

 The two phialai or "soup plates" from the
 Boscoreale Treasure illustrate the transition from
 ideal to portrait iconography in ton(li of the Au-
 gustan to early Julio-Claudian periodls. First
 there is the plate from which rises a most elaborate

 bust of Africa, replete with elephant-head capl) anzid
 all manner of Graeco-Egyptian symbols about her
 bosom (fig. 21). This overcrowded, confused
 experience is the very essenice of late Helleniistic
 to early imperial iconographic symbolism, a post-
 Pheidian female, perhaps a Demeter, beinig

 24 M.F.A., Boston, no. 58.351. Archaeology 12: pp.
 7 f., 1959; P. Jacobsthal, A. H. M. Jones, JJRS 30: pp.
 16-31, pls. 4 f., 1940. If these silver plaques were carried
 in processions, then Byzantine Exapteriga (silver and
 wooden) could be descendants of these plaques (see R.
 Gunnis, Historic Cyprus, A G(uide to its Towns and
 Villages, Monasteries and Castles, p. 329, Lonidon,
 Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1936).

 25 M.F.A., Boston, no. 58.352. References as thie pre-
 vious. Compare also the bust of Poseidon ( ?) from
 Egypt, in bronze: A. de Ridder, Lcs bronzecs antipiztcs
 du Louvre 1: pp. 54 f., no. 342, pl. 29, and parallels,
 Paris, E. Leroux, 1913.

 26 See AJA 59: p. 149, 1955; H. Stocks, Bcrytits 4:
 pp. 19 f., pl. III, 1, 1937; A. W. van Buren, AJA 66:
 p. 393, pl. 112, 1, 1962; A. S. F. Gow, JHS 82: pp.
 144 f., 1962.
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 w
 FIG. 21. Silver plate with Africa from near Pompeii,

 first cenitury A.D. Paris, Mus&e du Louvre.

 presse(d into service as illustration of a newly
 created, rather exotic imperial province.27 In
 mnarke(d contrast to this, the other plate shows the
 lust of an aged man rising from the center (fig.
 22 ) . The gentleman resembles Ismet Inonu,
 Presi(lelnt of Turkey. Since this phiale is a
 pendant to the Africa, he is either a famous per-

 son1 of the Roman Republic to early Empire, or
 else hie was an ancestor in the family that owned
 anl(l lost the silver service in the holocaust of
 Vesuvius.28 His naturalistic head forms a sharp
 conltrast to the mythological idealism of the vari-
 ous other subjects in the hoard, let alone the bust
 of Africa. Only, perhaps, do the two silver cups
 with the homage to Augustus and the Triumph

 of Tiberius apl)roach this dish in the impact of its
 Romaniisimi. In function and aesthetic classifica-
 tioni this curious bowl is neither a funerary tondo
 in miniatuire nor an architectural monument. It
 is the first truly Roman outgrowth of the various
 late Hellenistic decorative medallions, phalerae,
 furniiture fittings, and like objects with busts of
 dlivinities. The terracotta tondo with portrait of

 '7H. de Villefosse, MonPiot 5: pl. 1, 1897; J. M. C.
 Toynbee, The Hadrianic School, A Chapter in the His-
 tory of (,reck Art, p. 11, pl. 20, no. 3, Cambridge, Uni-
 versity Press, 1934.

 28 MonPiot 5: pl. 2, 1897; E. S. Strong, Art in Ancient
 Ronc 2: pp. 39 f., fig. 304, London, William Heinemann,
 1929. The tradition of tondo portraits in bowls is illus-
 trated in the fourth century A.D. by a gilded glass dish
 with portraits perhaps of the four sons of Constantine the
 Great: P. LaBaume, Romisches Kunstwerke zwischen
 Christi Gebuirt untd 400, pp. 233 ff., fig. 219, Braunschweig,
 Klinkhardt and Biermann, 1964.

 FIG. 22. Silver plate with bust of a man, first
 century A.D. Paris, Musee du Louvre.

 Augustus from western Asia Minor was born in
 this milieu.

 The other tondo portrait from the Boscoreale
 service, the pendant bust of a womani now stripped
 from her plate, appears to be early Julio-Claudian
 work, but this is far from certain on the basis of
 hair style.29 The fact, however, that the man and
 woman come together suggests that they are fam-
 ily portraits rather than famous Romans worthy of
 appearing beside Africa and the skeletons of phi-
 losophers on the curious pair of skyphoi in the
 group.30

 DIVINITIES AND PORTRAITS IN THE
 ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE OF

 CARIAN APHRODISIAS

 The Great Ionic Portal from Aphrodisias in
 Caria leads back to the aesthetics of including
 heads of the imperial family amid those of major
 and minor divinities, some bordering on the
 bizarre. This telling document of transition in
 monumental architectural sculpture from Hellen-

 29 S. Reinach, Repertoire de reliefs grecs et romains
 1: pp. 83 f., Paris, E. Leroux, 1909; H. B. Walters,
 Catalogue of the Silver Plate (Greek, Etruscan and
 Roman) in the British Museumi1, pp. 7f., no. 26, London,
 British Museum, 1921.

 30 See Ch. Picard, MonPiot 44: pp. 53 ff., and refer-
 ences, 1950; K. Schefold, Die Bildnisse der antiken
 Dichter Redner und Denker, pp. 166 f., Basel, Benno
 Schwabe and Co., 1943.
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 FIG. 23. Heads in the frieze of the Great Ionic Portal

 from Aphrodisias, A.D. 14 to 29. Izmir, Old Archaeo-
 logical Museum.

 istic Asia Minor to Greek imperial Asia Minor
 was excavated at Aphrodisias by the Italian
 Archaeological Mission in 1937.31 The long por-
 tico-was dedicated to Aphrodite (goddess of the
 city), Divus Augustus (therefore after A.D. 14),
 Tiberius, Livia (therefore before 29), "the
 People," and the various Demes or outlying towns
 of the city. One or more wealthy local citizens
 and the wife of one of them were evidently re-
 sponsible for the complex. It is not the dedica-
 tion on the architrave that makes this large Ionic
 portal unusual; it is the series of heads, or pro-
 tomes, which are spaced in the area of the frieze
 (fig. 23). The mixture of gods, minor divinities,
 heroes, athletes, mionisters, and the family of
 Augustus could only happen at a time when the
 imlperial house was recognized as a religious en-
 tity in the East but also at a time when the
 lnotionls of Romiiain artistic imperium were iio more
 than lhalf formned in Greece, Asia Minor, and
 Syria. In the sections preserved there are heads
 of Augustus, Antonia or Agrippina Senior, and
 Livia mixed with Herakles (old and young),
 Eros, the Gorgon Medusa, Roma or Virtus,
 satyrs, iimaeina(ds, theatrical masks, Paris, Hera,
 (liaclened youths in the style of Polykleitos, and
 a host of other beings, many only recognizable to
 those who erected the structure. It must have
 1)eenl a curiously half-Greek, half-Asiatic mind
 which saw in this sculptured enrichmenit a suit-
 able complement to the building's dedication to
 the first two emperors and Livia, wife of one
 and mother of the second.

 "I G. Jacopi, MoizAnt 38: part 2, pp. 74 ff., 1939;
 idemii, ILN, 18 Dec., 1937, pp. 1096 f.

 Yet the presence of Augustus amid gods, satyrs,
 maenads, and theater masks is just what the tomb
 at Balikesir has produced. These essays in cal-
 culated misagenation, therefore, seem to have been
 a characteristic of Roman art in Asia Minor.

 The evidence that the use of marble medallions
 with varying subjects to decorate a building
 seems to have persisted at Carian Aphrodisias into
 the Constantinian period is, alas, now lost. The
 six medallions arranged on wooden shelves in
 the Museum of the Evangelical School at Smyrna
 (Izmir) were destroyed in the tragedy of August,
 1922, the expulsion of Orthodox Christianity from
 Asia Minor. Fortunately, four of these were
 photographed and eventually published in the
 German corpus of Greek and Roman sculpture
 known as the Einzelaufnahmen.32 Technically
 and stylistically it is almost impossible to believe
 they were carved in the fourth century A.D., were
 it not for the subjects of two of the medallions

 ,.. . . .......
 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 i

 A

 FIG. 24. Marble tondo of Menander, fourth century A.D.
 Once Smyrna (Izmir), Evangelical School.

 32 EA, nos. 3204-3208; whence M. Sqtlarciapino, La
 scitola di Afrodisia, pp. 77f., pl. R, Rome, Museo dell'
 Impero Romano, 1943.
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 FIG. 25. Eastern philosopher, "Julian the Apostate."
 As previous.

 and the obvious homogeneousness of the set.
 They speak of the persistence of classicism in the
 great centers of western Asia Minor, and they
 are as well executed as any sculptures produced
 in the Helleniistic or earlier imperial periods.

 The medalliolns are careful replicas of conitem-
 porary and older sculptures. One goes back at
 least to the time of the "Great Ionic Portal" at
 Aphrodisias and perhaps even into Hellenistic
 times, being a Menander of the type made famous
 by the inscribed marble tondo once at Marbury
 Hall in Cheshire, with drapery corresponding to
 the Menander in the Museo Capitolino (fig. 24).
 This head is a very free or general, but ratlher
 frozen, replica of the well-known series of por-
 traits, the best surviving version of which is the
 herm in Boston.33 The second tondo bust is a

 philosopher of the type of the two statues in
 Paris, traditionlally identified as Julian the Apos-
 tate (A.D. 361 to 363) (fig. 25). The mani of the
 tolndo is probably not Julian, and the coinlcidence
 of resemblance stems from the fact that Julian
 tried to look like a Constantinian philosopher,
 probably a pagan from the Greek East.34 The
 third bust is that of a Constantinian youth, witlh
 flat, crisp drapery and a bulla around his nieck
 (fig. 26). He may be an ideal portrait of one
 of the sons of Constantine; the most likely canidi-

 33 See AJA 59: p. 142, 1955; K. Schefold, Die Bildniissc
 der antike1t Dichter Redner utd Denker, pp. 144 f.

 34See P. Leveque, MonPiot 51: pp. 105 ff., 1960.

 date, on the basis of coins, would be Constantinus
 II, Caesar in 317 and Augustus from 337 to his
 death in 340. Otherwise, he may be a member
 of the family who, in the good old East Greek
 tradition, paid for the building on which the
 plaques were set.35

 The next medallioni, the best preserved of the
 group, is sculpturally the most classical of the
 series, being carved in crisp, hard fashioni with
 touches of drill only in the hair. The bust is that
 of a city goddess or Tyche (fig. 27). The Tyche
 of Aphrodisias is an obvious canididate, but the

 parallel to the Urbs Constantiniopolis oil Con-
 stantinian medallioins celebratinig the founding of
 the new capital in 325 also comes to mind, and
 Aphrodisias was traditionally personified by her
 famous cult-image of Aphrodite, a statue with
 richly robed, "treetrunk" body not unlike that of
 the Ephesian Artemis without the breastworks.36
 Further evidence for the inclusion of the imperial
 family in this series of marble tondi is tantalizing
 indeed. The final two medallions were described
 but not photographed (that is, illustrated) in the
 German corpus. They are listed merely as "Bust

 FIG. 26. Constantinian youth, probahly aii imperial
 prince. As previou1s.

 35Perhaps lhe is Fl. Quintus Eros Moniaxius, the gov-
 ernor who repaired the walls of Aphrodisias and(1 dedicated
 the west gateway to the emperors in 358 to 361. See
 MAMA 8: no. 426 and bibliography, 1962.

 36 Urbs Constantinopolis: Vermeule, The Goddess
 Roma int the Art of the Rominat Emttpire, p1l. 5, nos. 6, 7,
 Cambridge (Mass.), Thle Johlnsoni Press, 1959. Aphro-
 disiaii Aphrodite: Gnomiion 36: pp. 197f., and references,
 1964.
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 FIG. 27. City goddess or Tyche. As previous.

 of a Clhild" anld "\Womani with a Diadem." The

 formiier l)resents several lpossil)ilities: Liciniius II
 l)efore the declinle of his forttunies in 323, aind a

 Caesar suclh as Delmiiatius or Hanniballianius, both
 of wholmi were put to dleath in 337. Hanniballi-
 aintus was miiade Kinig of Ponltus, Cappadocia, and
 Armilenlia by Consta.ntine the Great, and lhe would
 have been a logical clhild to be cominmemorated l)y
 the cities of Asia Minior. The diademed womnani
 cotuld be any onle of the oft-sculpted imperial ladies,

 from H-Jelenia to Constantia, daugghter of Constani-
 tinie the Great and wife of Licinius Pater. A hea(l
 of Hlelenia was discovered twenty-five years ago at
 Nicomedia in Bithyniia, anid Athelns lhas yielded
 the imagniificenit l)ortrait of Conistanitia nlow in the
 Art Inistitute at Chicago.17

 ARCHITECTUIRAl, TRANSITIONS TO
 CHRISTIAN ART

 Th'lie Helleniistic iml)erial notion, exploited so
 stuccessfully at Aphrodisias, of sets of monumenital,

 37 The Heleina: F. K. D6rner, "Inschrifteni unid Denlk-
 mliler atns Bithyniel," Istauulbder Forschuiouen 14: 1). 48,
 i1o. 7, 11. 12, 1941. T'lie Coinstaintia: Art Inistitute of
 Chiicago, Quarterly 54: pp. 6-10, 1958; M. Milkovich,
 Romiian Portraits, A Loan Exhibitiont of Rom1(an Scilp-
 tire (iad Coints fromt thte First Centutry B. C. throutglh
 the Foutrth Centtulry A. 1)., April 6-May 14, 1961,
 76 f., no. 34, Worcester (Mass.), Art Museum, 1961.

 architectural rondels with ideal aind portrait heads
 mixed carried over into Christian and Byzanitinie
 art. Four fifth-century examples are in Istanbul,
 where there is unfortuniately no record of their

 proveinanlce, although current literature tends to
 describe them as cominlg from Conistantiniople it-
 self. They show the Evangelists, eaclh holdiing
 his Gospel 10ook surmounited by a Cross anid each
 wearinig the costumiies of Helleniistic philoso-

 plhers.38 The best-preserved Evanigelist, forceful
 and elegant at the same timiie, miiakes a telling coill-
 p)arison with the philosopher ("Julian") from
 Aphrodisias (fig. 28). Onily the differenices of
 a cenitury in Byzanitinie sculpttural style mark the
 conitrast between the two portraits or, techlnically,
 likeniesses. At this crucial date, the cenitury of
 tranisitioni fronm Late Romiian to Byzantine reper-

 tories of representation, theological anld imiperial
 iconiography was mixed readily. If there were
 onice more medallionis in the Istanbul set thani
 merely the Four Evanigelists, (lecorationi conven-

 tioinal to the crossinig of a church, the grotul) may
 have inicluded imperial l)ortraits as well, just like
 the mosaics of Raveniia or Hagia Sophiza.

 FIG. 28. Evangelist. Istainbul, Archaeological
 Museum (photo: Hirmer).

 3s G. Meie(lel, Mu1 5stcs Imp'rioru lx Ottomi(atn s, Cutalog lq
 (los sculptures 2: pp. 444 ff., inos. 661-664, Coinstanitiino-
 1le, 1914; W. F. Volbach, M. H irnner, lhurl (Clristial
 Art, 1). 325, n1o. 74, New York, Harry N. Abrams, Inic.,
 1961; J. Beckwith, 7The Art of Constantinople, Ait Ini-
 trodtiction to Byvantinc Art, p. 26, fig. 35, London,
 Phaidon Press, 1961.
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 THE IMPERIAL TONDO FROM TRAJAN
 TO CONSTANTINE THE GREAT

 As the sculptures from Aphrodisias have sug-
 gested, the imperial imago clipeata or tondo por-
 trait had a p)retentious tradition in monumental
 architecture, one which could no doubt be docu-
 nented from the age of the Hellenistic kings on-

 wards, were there more surviving monuments.
 The phenomenon has been cited as having been
 introduced into the Graeco-Roman world from
 Asia Minor, and it always maintained its connec-
 tion with the chronological development of im-
 perial sculpture in that area.

 Trajan (98 to 117)

 One of the revelations of excavation in recent
 years is the bronze tondo portrait of the Emperor
 Trajani, found in constructioni of a modern build-
 ing at Ankara (ancienit Ankyra) in Turkey.39
 Set on a shield, which has a high border in the
 form of a civic crowni, this wreathed, himation-
 clad (leel) b)ust shows Trajani in hiis extreme old
 age, anid it could very likely be a posthumous por-
 trait (fig. 29). Trajan, it is remembered, was
 camiipaignling on the Mesopotamian frontier when
 lhe was cut downl by a series of strokes and died
 at Selinus (Trajanopolis) in Cilicia, on the coast
 opposite Cyprus, while being transported back to
 Rome.40 As Greek imperial coins demonstrate,

 especially the bronzes with views of the principal
 Galatian temple, no one did more for imperial
 Anikyra as the center of the Koinoni Galatias than
 the Emperor Trajan.41 The evidence of the ex-
 cavations, remains of a monumental building,
 indicates that this bronze imago clipeata evidently
 adorned a wall of the imperial Bouleuterion. The
 tondo of Trajani thus presided over the delibera-
 tions of the popular council of Galatia, the largest

 province of cenitral Anatolia.

 Hadrian (117 to 138)

 No traces, other than substructures, survive of
 the largest temple ever constructed in the classi-
 cal world, the temple of Hadrian at Cyzicus in
 nortlhwest Asia Minor, but Cyriac of Ancona

 39 Nuri G6kQe, Anikaira Traianis Portresi (A Portrait
 of 7'rajant Recenttly Discovered in Antkara), Ankara,
 Government Printing Office, 1957.

 40 F. A. Lepper, Trajan's Parthition 1iVar, pp. 199-201,
 Oxford, University Press, 1948.

 41 See W. Wroth, Catalogue of the Greek Coinis of
 Galatia, Cappadocia, and Syria, pp. 5 ff., London, British
 Museum, 1899.

 FIG. 29. Bronze ijmnago clipeata of Trajan from a pub-
 lic building in Ankyra, circa A.D. 120. Ainkara,
 Museum.

 miade a number of drawinigs of the building when
 it still stood in the middle of the fifteenth century.
 A copy of one of these drawinigs canl be combined
 with a passage in John Malalas to indicate that
 the principal feature of the temple's main pedi-
 ment was a form of giaint imago clipeata of the
 Emperor Hadrian. Its size can be gauged by the
 fact that the columns of the temple were at least
 seven feet (by the most coniservative estimates)
 higher than those of the large temple at Baalbek.
 "Hadriani, havinig set up for himself the marble
 stele of a great bust, right there in the roof of
 the teimiple." Just such a drawiing of a circular
 relieving openiing in the form of a tondo anid filled
 by a bust on a pedestal is in the Destailleur copies
 after Cyriac's lost travel atld epigraphic inote-
 ))oks. l The evideince is not positive that this

 42 See B. Ashmole, JWarb 19: p. 184, pl. 35c, 1956;
 idemii, Cyriac of Anconta (ProcBritAcad 45: pp. 35f.,
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 drawing applies to the temple at Cyzicus, but
 bronze coins of Antoninus Pius, struck not long
 after the death of Hadrian, show the octostyle
 temple, the relieving tondo or pedimental shield,
 and the bust within it.43 Such architectural fea-
 tures were common to a number of other im-
 perial temples in Asia Minor, as a host of city-
 coins of the Roman Emperors indicate.44 Im-
 perial images of this nature were the forerunners
 of the medallic design as center of the "Dome of
 Heaven" in Late Antique ceilings and floor mo-
 saics.45 The worshiper approaching the imperial
 temple saw the Emperor's bust in its lofty archi-
 tectural setting, just as pilgrims to Baroque St.
 Peter's in Rome see the statues of the Apostles
 silhouetted against the dome and sky.

 Antoninus Pius (138 to 161)

 Antoninus Pius loved to retreat to his villa at
 Lorium (Castel di Guido) on the Via Aurelia a
 scant few miles northwest of Rome. He died
 there. A large column in his memory, and in
 memory of his wife Diva Faustina who had died
 twenty years before, was put up in or just after
 161.46 Only the capital survives, and it may have
 been influenced by the capital of the column in
 their memories that stood in the Campus Martius,
 the column of which the sculptured base survives
 in the Giardino della Pigna of the Vatican.47

 1957). The quotation is from John Malalas, and the
 Codex Ashmolensis has now been acquired by the Bod-
 lean, thanks to Professor Ashmole.

 43 Sylloge Nummorumi Graecorum, Deutschland, Samslm-
 lung von Aulock, Mysien, no. 1260, Berlin, Verlag Gebr.
 Mann, 1957.

 44 E.g., Claudiopolis in Bithynia, under Elagabalus
 (218 to 222), with the octostyle temple to the Koinon
 or to Claudius, or Hadrian. See Sylloge Nummorum
 Graecorinm, Saimiulng von Aulock, no. 315. One of the
 rarest of these bronzes is the sestertius of Adada in
 Pisidia, showing its elaborate temple to Trajan; an
 excellent specimen is in Boston. A bronze struck at
 Kabeira (Neokaisareia) in the Pontus, under Geta (198
 to 209), shows a tetrastyle temple of the Koinon of
 Pontus, with imnagines clipeatae hanging between the
 columns: Sylloge Nummorutm Graecorum, Sammzining
 von Aulock, no. 101.

 45 See K. Lehmann, ArtB 28: pp. 1-27, 1945, the illus-
 trations showing a varied number of ceilings with medal-
 lions as their centers.

 46 It is now Rome, Museo delle Terme, no. 126362:

 E. von Mercklin, Deutsches Archaiologisches Institut,
 Antike Figuralkapitelle, pp. 126 ff., no. 341, figs. 640-
 643, Berlin, W. de Gruyter, 1962.

 47 D. E. Strong, Roman Imperial Sculpture, p. 98, no.
 91, London, Alec Tiranti, 1961; E. S. Strong (Mrs. A.
 Strong), Roman Sculpture from Augutstus to Constan-
 tinie, pp. 270 ff., pl. 82, London, Duckworth and Co., 1907.

 The column at Lorium may have been topped by
 an eagle. At any rate, apotheosis is its theme.
 In the foliage on one pair of opposite sides there
 are imago clipeata busts of Antoninus Pius carried
 on an eagle (mutilated, no doubt at a later date
 by zealous Christians), and on the other two op-
 posing sides there are similar busts of Faustina
 the Elder supported by a peacock. One of these
 has survived in relatively good condition. Of the
 many surviving figured capitals, this is the only
 example with imperial imagines clipeatae. Other
 busts in this rare class of figured capitals conform
 to the general pattern of architectural tondi, rep-
 resentations of Helios, Apollo, and Artemis, or
 a private citizen in a toga. Rome is the source
 of most examples, and many of these capitals must
 have formed part of funerary structures.48

 Marcus Aurelius (161 to 180)

 The most important appearance of Marcus
 Aurelius in sculptured relief in the Greek im-
 perial world is as the imago clipeata of the tym-
 panum over the Great Propylaea serving as the
 decorative entrance to the sacred precinct at
 Eleusis (fig. 30). This structure, an imitation of
 a Doric temple and thus a reflection of the en-
 trance to the Acropolis at Athens, has always
 been dated between 140 and 161 on the assump-
 tion that the Emperor Antoninus referred to in
 inscriptions in connection with the triumphal
 arches nearby was Antoninus Pius and therefore
 that he was by association also responsible for
 the Great Propylaea. For a long time the tym-
 panum bust was labeled Antoninus Pius by mod-
 ern archaeologists, although the inscription on
 the large epistyle of the inner fa?ade mentions
 Marcus Aurelius. Some have concluded, there-
 fore, that the building was erected after Aurelius
 received the title of Caesar in A.D. 140.49

 The bust, however, is that of the elderly, full-
 bearded Marcus Aurelius, who does resemble his
 father by adoption in a number of portraits made
 after he ascended the throne in 161.5? Antoninus

 48 von Mercklin, op. cit., pp. 126-131, nos. 339 (toga-
 tus), 342 (Sol), and 343 (Apollo and Diana). One
 example, at least, exists in Greece, a figured pilaster
 with portrait of a woman in the tondo, in the wall
 (southwest corner) of Hagios Demetrios, the cathedral
 at Mistra.

 49 See Berytus 13: p. 29, n. 24, 1959; 0. Deubner,
 AM 62: pp. 73 ff., pls. 39 ff., 1937.

 50 Compare M. Wegner, Die Herrscherbildnisse in an-
 toninischer Zeit, pls. 20 (Rome, Museo delle Terme no.
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 FIG. 30. Marcus Aurelius (161 to 180) in military cos-
 tume. Eleusis, pediment of the Great (outer) Pro-
 pylaea.

 Pius, or those governiing Greece in his name and
 their wealthy colleagues like Herodes Atticus, may
 well have taken credit for the triumphal arches
 copied after the Arch of Hadrian in Athens, but
 the tondo in the tympanum speaks of a later date
 for the completion of the outer propylaea. It is
 difficult to be more specific. Marcus Aurelius
 did not visit the East in his capacity as emperor
 until the revolt of Avidius Cassius in 175. Al-
 thouglh the Emperor spoke out against the wear-
 ing of military dress and although Eleusis is
 hardly the setting for an emperor in armor, the
 fact that Marcus wears an elaborate ceremonial
 ctiirass with Gorgoneion emblem and a Giant on
 the shoulder-strap suggests colnnection with the
 disturbances threatening the eastern and northern
 frontiers in the last five years of his rule.51 In
 170, it is well to remember, the Costoboci broke
 through the Danube, across Macedonia, and into

 726), 29 (Terme no. 688), 30 (Paris, Louvre no. 1161),
 anid sundry examples listed but not illustrated.

 51 See Greek, Romiian, and By>antine Stuidies 2: pp.
 17 f., 1959. The key document, iconographically, of Mar-
 cus Aurelius's nonmilitary policies is the under-lifesized
 statue in Istanbul, from Antalya (Adalia), discussed in
 this article. The placing of such statues of the peace-
 loving emperor around the Greek East must have been
 more widespread than present evidence admits. V. Kara-
 georghis has shown me the head of a statue of Marcus
 Aurelius, very like that of the small statue from Antalya,
 in a private collection in Nicosia, Cyprus.

 the heart of Greece, where they plundered and
 damaged the Periclean temple of the Mysteries
 at Eleusis.

 This tympaniumii imnago clipeata of Marcus Aure-
 lius reflects a design not only popular in Asia
 Minor but also found in Roman funerary art at
 least as early as the rule of Domitian (81 to 96),
 in the details of the elaborate toml-b)uilding shown
 in a slal) froml- the grave of the Haterii.52 The
 carving of the tympanum was done, naturally
 enough, by sculptors from Athens. By its posi-
 tion over the outer entrance to the Eleusinian
 sanctuary, the tondo of the Stoic philosopher-
 Emperor, in the military costume which he ab-
 horred but which he wears time and again in
 Roman imperial art, became the first major visual
 experience witnessed by visitors to the temple of
 Demeter.

 Curious to students of imperial iconography in
 the minor arts and related to the portrait at
 Eleusis is a dark blue glass bust of Marcus Aure-
 lius, seemingly a posthumous portrait, of the late
 second to early third centuries A.D.53 He rises
 out of a tondo-like mounting and wears a Greek
 imperial cuirass with cloak and tunic suggested in
 the roughened molding. The heavy-bearded fea-
 tures recall those of the giant marble medallion
 at Eleusis, and perhaps a monument such as the
 Great Propylaea inspired the craftsman in glass.
 Like the many small bronze tondi from Pompeii
 or Herculaneum, the busts of minor divinities,
 this glass applique may have been inset in a piece
 of furniture, or it may have been worn by some-
 one who could not afford a cameo bust in sar-
 donyx or similar semi-precious stone. In this
 respect it can be compared to the glass cameo of
 Augustus discussed in the prolegomena to these
 thouglhts on the tondo image, imperial and
 funerary.

 The imago clipeata at Eleusis must have been
 only one of a number of such sculptures in im-
 perial Greece. Another such monumental marble
 tondo portrait of an imperator in a cuirass is now
 in the garden of the museum at Thebes (fig. 31).
 The man's head and neck, made separately and
 inserted, fastened with a dowel at the back of the
 skull, are now missing. Style and the form of

 52 E. Strong, La sctultura rowana da Augusto a Cos-
 tantino 1: pp. 130 f., fig. 83, Florence, Fratelli Alinari,
 1923; idemii, Art in Ancienit Romiie 2: pp. 65f., fig. 343,
 New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1928.

 53 R. Ettinghausen, Ancient Glass in the Freer Gallery
 of Art, p. 21, fig. 61, Washington, Freer Gallery, 1962;
 Proc. Amner. Philos. Soc. 108: p. 116, 1964.
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 FIG. 31. Tondo portrait of an imperator. Thebes
 (Boeotia), Museum.

 the cuirass suggest the period of Hadrian. This
 tondo could have been a portrait of that Emperor,
 or it could have been the funerary portrait of an
 importanit proconsular official.54

 Septimius Severus (193 to 211)

 The age of Septimius Severus has contributed
 something to the history of the imperial tondo

 portrait in supplying the only major painted rep-
 resentation of an imperial family to survive. In
 the painted tondo in Berlin from Egypt, Septimius
 Severus appeared with his wife Julia Domna and
 his two sons Caracalla and Geta. Geta was ef-
 faced following his murder and damnatio in 212.

 Selptimius wears the vestis alba triumphalis, and
 lhe and Caracalla are crowned with golden gar-
 lands set with gems.55 This colorful representa-

 54 Someone has penciled "Viva l'Italia. Viva Il Duce"
 on the surface behind the head, a suggestion of the
 tonido's date of discovery or, at least, of major post-
 classical influence. In connection with surviving cameos
 anid the glass bust in the Freer collection, diadems or
 crowns with tondo busts were widely worn in Asia Minor
 in antiquity, as the metal examples in Berlin and else-
 where prove: see AA (JdI) 7: pp. 111 f., no. 15, 1892.
 Marble statues also show such crowns, as the examples
 from Lydia, Cilicia, Cappadocia, and other Anatolian
 provinces; they were the emblema of priests and local
 magistrates. See below, under note 68, and Proc. Amiier.
 Philos. Soc. 108: p. 110, 1964.

 55 G. M. Hanfmainn, Romiian Art, pl. XLVIII, Greeni-
 wich, New York Graphic Society, 1964; K. A. Neuge-
 bauer, Jie Antike 12: pp. 157ff., pls. 10f., 1936; CAH,
 Plates 5: pp. 156 f.; 12: p. 364; F. W. Goethert, Fest-

 tion from the preservative climate of the Nile re-
 veals a measure of the painted riches that in an-
 tiquity must have paralleled the terracotta tondo
 of Augustus from Mysia.

 In the Severan age, Aphrodisias again comes
 to the fore, not with a moniumental imperial tondo
 but with a tympanum or pedimental bust of Sep-
 timius Severus in very higlh relief (fig. 32). This
 bust, almiiost risinig not onily out of but above its
 architecture, can be said to be the very architec-
 tural apex of the ruler cult in the Greek world.
 It places the imperial portrait in the highest pos-
 sible light outside the structure of a building. A
 further note of rich plasticity is added in that the
 bust sprinigs from an elaborate support of acan-
 thus.56

 FIG. 32. Septimius Severus (193 to 211); pedimental
 bust from Aphrodisias. Izmir, Old Archaeological
 Museum.

 schrift B. Schweitver, pp. 361 ff., Stuttgart, W. Kohl-
 hammer, 1954; L. Budde, Jugendbildnisse des Caracalla
 und Geta, pl. 5, Miinster, Orbis Antiquus, Heft 5, 1951.

 56 M. F. Squarciapino, La scutola di Afrodisia, 71, pl.
 T a, Rome, Governatorato di Roma, 1943; H. Jucker,
 Das Bildnis imit Bltterkelch, 102 ff., pl. 42, Lausanne
 and Freiburg i Br., Urs Graf-Verlag, 1961.
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 Galerius Maximianus (292 to 311)

 In the transitioii to the Constantinian age in
 the East there is no more fascinating architectural
 tondo than the imperial bust on the arched niche
 from the Palace of Galerius at Thessalonika. The
 portrait of Galerius in the medallic tondo at the
 upper right was undoubtedly finished in paint.
 The Caesar (later Emperor) wears a tunic with
 a jewelled barbarian fibula. His is a young,
 forceful bust belonging in the years around 300.
 The quality of the carving in this elaborate sculp-
 ture, now no. 2466 in the Old Archaeological
 Museum of Salonika, is very good. The imperial
 portrait was carved by a hand used to doing these
 details on the best sarcophagi and funerary re-
 liefs. The molding is dry and rich, the most
 arresting purely decorative detail being a vine
 which runs from each kantharos on the under
 side.57

 The wreath across the upper part, between
 the medallion of Galerius and the medallion of
 the Tyche of Thessalonika, is supported by the
 Genii of Spring (on the left) and Summer, next
 to Galerius. Attis as a Winter Season fills the
 lower left of the archivolt, and this standing figure
 is balanced by a similar representation of Attis
 as an Autumn Season. A medallion bust of Di-
 onysos occupies the center of the vault of the
 under side. On the ends are figures of Pan, at
 the left, and a nymph, on the right.

 The whole monument honors Galerius in the
 traditional seasonal, rather subdued paganism of
 the Late Antique. The seasonal emblems occur
 in less noticeable form on the arches of Septimius
 Severus and Constantine in the Roman Forum.58
 Carved in one piece, this small upper arch no
 doubt rested on two rectangular pilaster blocks.
 If not an interior gateway of some sort in the
 imperial palace below the tetrapod Arch of Ga-
 lerius and the porticoes leading up to the mauso-
 leum (Hagios Georgios), the sculptural ensemble
 may have been a setting for a fountain or a
 statue of an important divinity (Jove) or a ruler

 (perhaps the Senior Augustus, Diocletian?). In
 this late manifestation of pre-Christian imperial

 57There is no thorough publication of this important
 monument. It is illustrated, lying against a wall, on
 plate 9 of R. F. Hoddinott, Early Byzantine Churches in
 Macedonsia and Southern Serbia, A Stuidy of the Origins
 and the Initial Developmient of East Christian Art,
 London, Macmillan and Co., 1963.

 58 G. M. A. Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus in
 Dutmlbartoan Oaks 2: p. 163, nos. 311, 317, figs. 21-24,
 71, Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard University Press, 1951.

 decoration, it is not without interest to note that
 Galerius appears with gods, personifications, and
 Dionysiac attendants, just as Augustus did in the
 terracotta tondo from a Mysian tomb or in the
 marble frieze from the public square of Carian
 Aphrodisias. Hellenistic traditions of peculiar
 iconographic commemoration had a stubborn per-
 sistence.

 THE FUNERARY IMPLICATIONS OF THE
 TONDO PORTRAIT IN IMPERIAL TIMES

 Three busts, set in tondo niches between the
 pilasters on the sides, ornament the tomb being
 constructed by busy little workmen in the panel
 from the monument of the Haterii. Architectur-
 ally the design with its rich combination of fig-
 ured and foliate panels punctuated by circles an-
 ticipates the late sixteenth century niches in the
 garden facade of the Villa Medici in Rome.59 In
 this facade a variety of ancient reliefs and busts
 has been used to create a decorative richness
 worthy of the funerary structures put up by
 Haterius the contractor in Flavian Rome.

 The setting of marble imagines clipeatae on a
 Roman tomb structure, of the type descended
 architecturally from the mausoleum of Hadrian
 beside the Tiber, is demonstrated admirably in
 the tomb monument used for the Holy Sepulchre
 in an ivory panel of about the year 400, showing
 the women, the angel, and the soldiers at the
 Sepulchre and the Ascension of Christ (fig. 33).
 The tomb has four tondi visible on cippi in the
 archivolts of the circular upper story. In niches
 either side of the portals were statues of a man
 in a himation (visible) and presumably a woman
 (hidden behind the seated angel). All the archi-
 tectural details of the tomb have been carefully
 thought out and are indicated in great detail.60
 Since Christ's body was placed in an empty tomb,
 this building is intended either as an abandoned
 or unfinished pagan tomb, or as a monument
 above or near the empty tomb in the cemetery in
 which Christ's body was laid. In any case, the
 man who carved this panel faithfully recorded a
 third- or fourth-century tomb on the Appian Way
 or in the suburbs of Constantinople, with its en-

 59 Guida d'Italia, Romiia e dintorni, p. 270, Milan,
 Touring Club Italiano, 1962. See Vermeule, European
 Art antd the Classical Past, pp. 2, 5, 95f., Cambridge
 (Mass.), Harvard University Press, 1964.

 60 Volbach-Hirmer, Early Christian Art, pl. 93 and
 extensive bibliography; W. Oakeshott, Classical Inspira-
 tion in Medieval Art, pl. 79, New York, Frederick A.
 Praeger, 1959.
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 FIG. 33. Ivory panel with Holy Sepulchre, circa 400.
 Munlich, Nationlal Museum ( photo: H irmer) .

 tab)latures of waterleaf , its panelled portals, its
 rulsticated masonry, and the carved acanthus calvx
 that crownecl its dome as illustrated also by the
 iiiontimleiit at Igel (fig. 34).a1 The tondi, pre-
 sunmably portraits f rom the emphasis given to
 shlapes of the heads and prominent ears, would

 6i There are, for instance, tondi of the deceased's family
 (Secundinii), or of important officials, on the tomb-
 mioniumelnt of about A.D. 250 at Igel oln the Moselle near
 Trier (fig. 34). They are oni the side opposite the
 Apotheosis of Hercules, welcomed by Minerva, all in a
 circle of the Zodiac. This combination recalls the large
 bronze medallions of Severus Alexander (222 to 235),
 struck at Perinthus in Thrace, where a tondo of the
 emperor in ceremonial cuirass with aegis is contrasted
 with a circle of the Zodiac in which Jupiter Capitolinus
 is enithronledl. See Reinachi, Rt'pertoire de reliefs grecs et
 ronnains 1: pp. 167 ff.; H. Schoppa, Die Kunst der
 Rimerzeit in Gallien, Germianien, und Britannien, p. 54,
 no. 69. For the medallic coin of Perinthus: M. B. Coin-
 stock, BMFA '61: pp. 110f., fig., 1963.

 represent the immediate family of the deceased or
 their ancestors. This thus recalls the man and
 woman in the silver dishes of the Boscoreale
 treasure.

 In the Museo Capitolino in Rome there is a
 splendid funerary relief, known at least since the
 early Seicento, that binds the imago clipeata even
 more closely with mortuary practices in the late
 Flavian to Trajanic periods of the Empire (fig.
 35). It has been frequently observed by writers
 on ancient (Roman) art and funerary customlls
 that the popularity of the tondo portrait on tombs,
 in tomb reliefs, and on sarcophagi was part of the

 |~ ~~~~~~~~~~ =

 FIG.34. Monument oftheSecundiniiatIgelnear

 Trier, circa A.D. 250.~~~~~ #<,

 k ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
 I - | E~~~~~~~~~

 FIG. 34. Monument of the Secundinii at Igel near
 Trier, circa A.D. 250.
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 FIG. 35. Dal Pozzo Albani drawing of a late Flaviaii
 or early Traja ic grave monument in the Museo
 Capitolino, Roi-e. Windsor, Royal Library.

 i(lenltification of colimioln persons with imperial
 iconograplhy. Hadrian was elevated to the skies
 in the tolido of the pediment at Cyzicus , and the
 average imortal could 1partake of somie of Hadrian's
 (livinlity in b)eing carved on a shield for hiis last
 ilolnuimelt. In the Capitoline panel, the heroized
 (lecease(l, a younig man with handsomie bangs, re-
 clinies on a couchi at the head of which sits a lady
 ideiitified as his wife but whio miust oinly be his
 11other.2'- A slave withi a writing tablet is at the
 foot. for the young man was apparently reciting
 hiis last will and testament. Of miomient here is

 the fact that the deceased mian's father is repre-
 seFIte(l albove the coucali a a draped Flavian male
 bust in or on an enriched clipeus. This tondo
 ensemble is very like the bronze imago clipeata
 of Tra an found in the ruina s of the Bouleuterion

 at Galatian Ankyra.
 The couinterpart in portraiture of tie marble

 tonido of Apollo fromi- Minturno is the tondo of
 anl early Antonine literatus aow in the Indianea
 University Museumii of Art (fig. 36). The man,
 younigishd and with a wispy beard like that of sore
 later Mannerist Christ by Bernini's father, is
 represented in the heroic lude, with drapery dowFu
 his left sloulder. A tablet or partially unrolled

 62H. Stuart Jonies, ed., The Sculptuires of the Musco
 Copitoliio, p. 138, no. 65, 1)1. 23, Oxford, The Clarendon
 Press, 1912.

 63 Proc. AJnier. Philos. Soc. 108: p. 101, fig. 26, 1964;
 Mrs. S. A. Strong, JHIS 28: p. 27, no. 39, fig. 7, 1908.

 Compare the much cruder work in Alexandria, a marble
 iiaoyo of a young man which is Antoniine or later: P.

 Grainldor, BItstes ct st(atutes d'E,yptc romiiain1e, p. 84, n1o.
 33, pl. 28b, Cairo, P. Barbey, 1933. In the Eretria Mu-
 seum (no. 61), there is a funerary tondo of much
 superior quality, work of the second half of the second
 century A.). or perlhaps somewhat earlier. The man's

 scroll (uninscribed) against the upper background
 gives the literary connotation, one often merely
 a formula for lionoring a private person, espe-
 cially when that person is commemorated on his
 tombstone.64 A similar marble tondo bust of
 Demosthenes in the Villa Doria-Pamphili in
 Rome, probably also work of the second cenitury
 A.D. and after the famous portrait, bears out the
 desire of the man in Indiania to appear in the
 iconography of the very literate, for Demosthenes
 has an identical tablet or scroll, this one fortu-
 nately inscribed with his nlamiie in Greek."'5 An-
 other such marble tondo in the Villa Torlonia-
 Albani represents Socrates; lhere the very in-
 dividual features of the philosopher, as probably
 created by Lysippos around 330 B.C., miiake addi-
 tion of a namiie superfluous."," Perlhaps this De-

 FIG. 36. Marble imago clipeata of an early Anitoninie
 literatits. Inidiania Uniiversity Museum of Art
 (photo: Taylor and Dull, New York).

 head aind neck, low Inissinlg, were made separately aind
 inserted with lead, like the big imperatorial tondo at
 Thebes. The moldings are delicately and imaginatively
 carved; from the man's himation outwards there are two
 complex raised fillets, a large aind tire-like wreatlh oll a
 circular background, and, finally, a crown of leaves. The
 sculpture is without provenance and seems ulpublished.

 64 See M. Bieber, Proc. Amiier. Philos. SOC. 103: pp.
 374-417, 1959; idern, Proc. Amiier. Philos. Soc. 106: pl).
 111-134, 1962.

 6 G. M. A. Richter, AM 77: p. 251, fig. 73, 1962.
 66 Riclhter, loc. cit., fig. 72.
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 mosthenes and this Socrates were made as part
 of a series of famous men on the funerary monu-
 nent of a Roman literatus or would-be man of
 letters. Or all these tondi graced some public
 building. In our civilization we inscribe the
 namles of famous musicians over the stages of
 our opera lhouses; Robinson Hall at Harvard
 bears medallions and inscriptions to celebrated
 architects, and the Hispanic and Numismatic So-
 cieties on Audubon Plaza in New York enshrine
 the namiies of Spanish writers or the giants in the
 study of coins. Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
 inology, naturally, has inscribed a parade of sci-

 entists on the faqades of its principal building,
 and, in similar fashion, the Boston Public Library
 takes note of bookish men of every description.
 If our civilization were more sculpturally minded,
 there would be imagines clipeatae on all these
 buildings.

 A small gold tondo bust of a Roman general
 of about A.D. 245 was probably found in a tomb
 at Aboukir near Alexandria in Egypt (fig. 37).
 Created either to be worn by someone or purely
 as funerary jewelry, this pendant with its chain

 FIG. 37. Gold tondo bust of ani imperator from Egypt,
 circai 245. Kainsas City, William Rockhill Nelson
 Gallery.

 FIG. 38. Palmyrene funerary tondo of a woman, 150 to
 200. Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

 has a Graeco-Egyptian emblem of Horus on the
 reverse, showing the Roman official must have
 been interested, at least artistically, in Egyptian
 cults. The man in his tunic and fringed cloak is
 a splendid example of Roman verism in terms of
 post-Severan Republican and psychologically ani-
 mated styles.67

 Such a tondo bust from Egypt serves as a re-
 minder that the Oriental connections of the imago
 clipeata remain strong in the second and third
 centuries after Christ. Palmyrene funerary por-
 traits of circular shape are rare, the rectangular
 relief having been preferred in the mortuary
 chapels of the caravan city destroyed by Aurelian
 in 273. A very pleasing, almost Victorian bust
 of a woman in high relief, the background roughly
 circular, has been placed by Harald Ingholt in his
 Group II and dated in the second half of the
 second century (fig. 38). She wears the usual
 necklace, and there is a riclh fringe on her hima-
 tion, which is drawn over her head as a veil.68

 67BMFA 60: p. 17, fig. 9, 1962; Kainsas City, William
 Rockhill Nelson Gallery, Hanidbook of thc Collcctionis,
 p. 40, 1959; E. C. Munro, The Goldenz Encyclopedia of
 Art, p. 54, fig. 4, New York, Golden Press, 1961. I owe
 this last reference to Mrs. Anna Hyatt Huntington.

 68 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, no. 10.78. Compare
 K. Michalowski, Palnzyre, Fouilles Polonaises 1959, pp.
 100 f., no. 19, fig. 108, Paris, Moutoni and Co., 1960;
 idem, Palmyre, Fouilles Polonaiscs 1962, pp. 68 f., nos.
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 FIG. 39. Sarcophagus of a man, about 250. Formerly London, art market.

 In the region around Thessalonika in the third
 and earlier fourth century, however, sculptors be-
 came quite exuberant in their production of
 marble imagines clipeatae for funerary purposes.
 They were by no means content to place merely
 one head, one portrait bust within their circular
 frame but sought to include whole families, as in
 the precedent set by the painted tondo of Sep-
 timius Severus from Egypt or certain Roman
 sarcophagi (of the type to be discussed presently)
 where the deceased and his wife (or two brothers)
 fill the tondo in the center of the principal panel.
 An imago clipeata with heads of a man, his wife,
 and (say) three or four children was a fulsome
 experience, especially when the level of carving
 leaned towards the provincial and even slightly
 primitive. The effect is like that of a generous
 portion of Greek or Turkish meatballs arriving
 on a plate from the restaurant kitchen.

 Tondi on Roman Sarcophagi

 Among the many such examples, three Roman
 sarcophagi of the generation from 250 to 275 can
 be selected to conclude the pagan or, more accu-
 rately, pre-Constantinian, history of the portrait
 in a circular frame. These three sarcophagi can
 be taken as classic examples of the imago clipeata
 in its relation to the cycle of the seasons, as on

 1 f., figs. 100 ff., The Hague, Mouton aind Co., 1964,
 shows two heads of priests, one said to be about A.D. 50
 and the second dated late second century, with tondo
 busts of a young man (god or, less likely, emperor) in
 high relief in the center of the wreath around their tall
 hats. See also, generally, J. Starcky, Palnzyre, pp. 116-
 127, pl. 14, Paris, A. Maisonneuve, 1952; and, specifi-
 cally, the Palniyrene tondo in Budapest: EA, no. 3192.

 the arched niche of Galerius at Salonika, and
 therefore to the symbolic presentation of the func-
 tions of life and death itself. The sarcophagus
 of a man of about the year 250, an average look-
 ing fellow with shortish hair, leanish face, and a
 stubble of a beard, has the central medallion sup-
 ported by Amorini and other Amorini conducting
 a cockfight beneath the shield (fig. 39). Such
 combinations of scenes are not uncommon.69 On
 the sarcophagus of about 275, the figures sup-
 porting the medallion of a rather charming young
 woman have become wingless seasonal genii, and
 similar, smaller creatures frolic beneath the tondo
 with a ram and a panther, animal friends of Pan
 and Dionysos (fig. 40).70

 The third sarcophagus, on the basis of carving
 and the iconography of the still-winged Amorini-
 seasons, was produced about 260, but the portrait
 in the medallic tondo appears to anticipate the
 survival of the popular imago clipeata motif into
 the Renaissance (fig. 41). This portrait has been
 recut into that of a plump Italian matron of the
 Quattrocento, with a headcloth that fall.s down
 behind to the line of her neck.7' Perhaps when

 69 Formerly in the art market, Lonidon: AJA 63: pp.
 344 f., pI. 85, figs. 37 f., 1959; photo A. C. Cooper, no.
 234697.

 70 San Francisco, M. H. De Young Memorial Museum:
 Festschrift fur Friedrich Matz, p. 106, no. 1, with older
 bibliography, Mainz, Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 1962.

 71 G. M. A. Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus in
 Dumbarton Oaks 2: p. 173, no. 435. The lady's head-
 dress is not the type found in Romano-German (pedi-
 mental) grave tondi, as the examples at Klagenfurt and
 Graz. Here the towel ("folded kerchief") is more like
 a folded cap: E. S. Strong, Art in Ancient Rome 2:
 pp. 134f., figs. 457 f.
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 FIG. 40. Sarcophagus of a young woman, about 275. San Francisco, M. H. De Young Memorial Museum.

 the sarcop)hagus was exhumed in the late Middle
 Ages or early Quattrocento, the portrait in the
 tonido hadl been only roughed out and left incom-

 plete for soimie reason, or mierely finished in stucco

 and paint. There are many parallels for ancient
 sarcophagi reused and recut in the Middle Ages
 and Renaissance. There is a whole group of them
 in the galleries of the Campo Santo at Pisa, sar-

 I.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

 FIG. 41. Sarcophagus of about 260, with portrait recut in the Quattrocento.

 Buffalo, Albright-Knox Art Gallery.
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 cophagi brought as ballast from the necropolis of
 Ostia during the grain trade of the Middle Ages,
 and in Rome the divine Raphael is buried in a
 rare sarcophagus or large cinerarium of the Julio-
 Claudian period.72 The Buffalo sarcophagus,
 with its panel of harmless Amorini as seasons,
 birds perched on large kraters, and Tellus with
 little Erotes symbolic of the fruits of the earth be-
 neath the imago clipeata, could have provided no
 more fitting funerary monument in the new artis-
 tic humanism of Donatello and Ghirlandaio.

 TRANSITIONS TO BYZANTINE ART

 Several of these have been mentioned, the Evan-
 gelist tondi in Istanbul or the ivory panel in
 Munich, showing the elaborate tomb of the Resur-
 rection. Two or three others can be adduced.
 On the lid of the gilded silver casket or marriage
 chest made for Projecta about the year 375,
 winged genii support a wreath containing half-
 figure busts of Secundus and his bride.73 The
 tradition is that of sarcophagi already discussed,
 but here the image in a tondo is returned to a
 connotation of life rather than death. In the
 Byzantine period, to speak loosely, the three cate-
 gories of imperial, commemorative (including
 daily life), and funerary images are reduced to
 two classifications, imagines clipeatae of the em-
 perors and their families or high officials and those
 of the Christian churches. The tradition of the
 imperial imago as a military emblem dies slowly.
 The right hand panel of an ivory diptych of about
 400 has been said to show Stilicho (about 360 to
 408) as magister militum. He holds a large
 shield at his side, and there is an imperial portrait
 tondo with two busts in the upper left quadrant
 (fig. 42). Since one of the busts in the circle is
 larger than the other, the two Emperors may be
 Theodosius the Great (died in 395) and the
 youthful Honorius (ruled 395 to 423). They
 appear to be represented in civic attire. Stilicho
 was very close to the imperial family, having been
 named tutor or guardian to Honorius at the death
 of Theodosius. No other general at the turn of
 the fifth century had better right to bear the
 images of the Theodosian House on his cere-
 monial shield.74

 72 Vermeule, European Art and the Classical Past, pp.
 3, 25, 28, etc.; and AJA 61: p. 241, 1957.

 73 E. S. Strong, Art in Ancient Rome, 2: pp. 198 f.,
 fig. 567; P. Ducati, L'Arte in Romna dalle origini al sec.
 VIII, p. 383, pl. 279, 1, Bologna, Licinio Cappelli, 1938.

 74 Volbach-Hirmer, Early Christian Art, pl. 63. A
 classic combination of imagines clipeatae in the pediments

 THE PORTRAIT TONDO AND THE CHRISTIAN
 TONDO IN BYZANTINE ART

 The few examples, mostly sculpture, mentioned
 here do scant justice to the host of imagines
 clipeatae in monumental painting, mosaic, and
 manuscript illumination. In one form or another,
 they are as numerous as the tondi on Roman
 sarcophagi. In Late Antiquity and the Middle
 Ages the apotheosized portrait tondo became
 fused iconographically with the nimbus or halo,
 which first appears behind the emperor's head on
 coins of Antoninus Pius. Thus in Byzantine
 painting the tondo as a nimbus could enframe the
 head of a standing figure or, as at Daphne, become
 the coloristic background to the tondo busts of
 prophets and saints used in decoration of narrow
 architectural members such as vaultings. The
 mosaic in the ceiling of the Archepiscopal Chapel
 at Ravenna, about 494 to 519, shows Christian
 possibilities in a schema found during the second
 or third centuries in Palmyrene tomb-paintings.
 Four floating angels (they were -Nikai at Pal-
 myra and in other, earlier works: as fig. 42a) sup-
 port the Chi-Rho in a tondo-shield over their
 heads, while between them are the symbols of
 the four Evangelists.75 The gold solidi and
 medallions of Constantine the Great that show a
 heaven-gazing portrait without inscription and en-
 framed (or set off) by a slight nimbus, pieces

 and on the bodies of Asiatic sarcophagi or tombs of the
 late Roman imperial period is seen in examples at the
 ruined city (perhaps Lamos) an hour above Adanda in-
 land from Selinus, Cestrus, and Antiocheia ad Cragum in
 southwest Cilicia (G. E. Bean, T. B. Mitford, Anatolian
 Studies 12: p. 208, pl. 36b, 1962). On the principal ex-
 ample two imagines enrich one end of the body, and,
 on the other side, one tondo bust appears between the
 timeless, Greek imperial designs of an eagle and a wreath.
 Similar imperial motifs were combined on the lintel-block
 of the main gate, massive construction dedicated to the
 emperor Gallienus (260-267).

 75 Volbach-Hirmer, Early Christian Art, pl. 148. The
 Victoria on globe, who holds a tondo over her head,
 graces the pillar of a triumphal monument of about A.D.
 50 (or, as some say, perhaps about A.D. 200; the date is
 not vital) at Augusta Raurica on the Rhine near Basel.
 The stone is weathered, but there may have been the head
 of an empress (Agrippina?) in the circle. The ruins of
 Augst have also yielded a Victoria in bronze of the first
 or second century A.D. She holds up an acanthus bust
 of Jupiter Capitolinus (see above, n. 61), and there are
 celestial signs inlaid in silver on the globe. See R.
 Steiger, "Victoria-und Mercurstatuette aus Augusta
 Raurica. Zwei Neufunde 1963," Basler Stadtbuch, pp.
 232-239, 1964. The whole idea must go hack to an
 important image, like the Tarentine Victoria brought in
 the time of Augustus to the Curia in Rome.
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 struck in the East after the founding of Con-
 stantinople in 325, are the summation of the pagan
 identification of the ruler cult. These coins or
 commemorative pieces mark the beginning of
 the association of the visionary and soulfully
 meaningful ruler portrait with Christianity and
 Christian iconography (fig. 43).76 Even in the

 FIG. 42. Panel of an ivory diptych; an imperator with
 a shield bearing tondo images, circa 400. Monza,
 Cathedral Treasury (photo: Hirmer).

 76 D. Talbot Rice, M. Hirmer, The Art of Byzantium,
 pl. 1, New York, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1959; H. P.
 L'Orange, Apotheosis in Ancient Portraiture, pp. 90ff.,

 FIG. 42a. Victoria carrying an imnago clipeata; pillar
 of a triumphal monument, Augst, Roman Museum.

 linear elaboration of the most dematerialized
 Byzantine art this portrait, whether of a ruler or
 transferred to a holy likeness, survives through-
 out the Middle Ages, until the revived Augustan
 and early Constantinian classicism of the Italian
 Renaissance. In the survival Byzantium was

 fig. 66, Oslo, H. Aschehoug and Co. (Institute for
 Humanistic Studies), 1947; J. M. C. Toynbee, Num-
 Chron 7: pp. 148f., 1947. On a fourth-century sardonyx
 cameo in New York, an imago clipeata of Augustus or of
 Constantinus Magnus as Novus Augustus is carried
 heavenward by a double Capricorn: Richter, Catalogue
 of Engraved Gemns, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman, p. 130,
 no. 649, pl. 73; AJA 61: p. 205, 1957.
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 FIG. 43. Solidus of Constantine the Great, circa 325.
 The emperor as Novus Augustus (photo: Hirmer).

 pivotal; her part in the revival was cruelly cur-
 tailed by the advent of Memhet the Conqueror.

 Several imperial and consular diptychs develop
 the concept of the portrait tondo in the genera-
 tion from 500. In the central panel of a com-
 posite diptych of about that year, the empress
 Ariadne stands in full regalia, holding a Cross
 and a scepter-staff (fig. 44). The front of her
 long chiton is rich with embroidery. Within a
 rectangle, there is a tondo bust of an Emperor or
 prince as Consul, right hand raised to give the
 signal for the beginning of the games and elabo-
 rate scepter in the left hand.7 This is a standard
 early Byzantine iconographic design, similar to the
 central medallions of other diptychs of this period,
 witness that of Areobindus in the year 506.78

 "Pictures within pictures" have a long tradition
 in Roman imperial art, going back to the repre-
 sentation of cult images on imperial coins of the
 second century or the shields held by the soldier
 Emperors of the following century, such as the
 portraits, half-figures in armor, of Probus (276
 to 282) on his imperial medallions.79 In the
 diptych of Ariadne, the tondo with the ruler image
 adorns neither basilica nor tomb, but the living

 77 Florence, Museo Nazionale: Talbot Rice-Hirmer,
 The Art of Byzantium, pl. 21.

 78 Paris, Musee du Louvre: Talbot Rice-Hirmer, The
 Art of Byzantium, pl. 20.

 79 See Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Roman Medal-
 lions, pl. VIII, nos. 75 ff., especially nos. 77, 78, 1962;
 K. Pink, Nuinisinatische Zeitschrift, pp. 16ff., 1955.

 monument that was Byzantine imperial court cos-
 tume. This begins the tradition in the Greek and
 Latin churches of the elaboratelv embroidered
 vestment on whiclh the bust of Clhrist or a saint
 is featured. Such embroideries are related to
 the medallic tondi worn on chains as ceremiionial
 decorations by Roman priests and Ihiglh officials.
 The tondi and the rectangular plaque on tbe
 statue of the priest of Attis or Cybele in Romlle

 iNl. ....... . ...

 ik /
 FIG. 44. Panel with the empress Ariadne, circa 500.

 Florence, Museo Nazionale (photo: Hirmer).
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 have given a three-dimensional demonstration of
 this usage in antiquity. The medallions worn by

 prelates of the Eastern Churches carry the custom
 into the present day.

 Both panels of the diptych of Clementinus, 513,
 show the Consul Flavius Clementinus enthroned
 between personifications of Rome and Constanti-
 nople (fig. 45). At the top are medallions of the
 Emperor Anastasius and the Empress Ariadne,
 with a cross between.80 This iconographic peculi-
 arity is a fusion of the imperial and Christian
 aspects of the ruler tondo, for the Emperor and
 Empress preside over the scenes, which are real
 and symbolic in the good old Roman tradition,
 like heiratic stars in the cosmos.

 The diptych of Anastasius, 517, is a veritable
 riot of imagines clipeatae, a sort of summation of
 the imperial tondi common to earlier diptychs (fig.
 46). In each leaf the Consul Anastasius is en-

 FIG. 45. Diptych of Clementius, 513. Liverpool,
 Public Museum.

 80 Liverpool, Public Museum (City Museums): Talbot
 Rice-Hirmer, The Art of Byzantium, pl. 23; J. Beck-
 with, The Art of Cosstantinople, p. 34, fig. 44.

 I-'-
 FIG. 46. Panel of the diptych of Anastasius, 517.
 Paris, Cabinet des Medailles (photo: Hirmer).

 throned beneath pediments which merge with the
 back of his throne, and at the acroterial corners
 of these pediments are cippi with a medallion
 mounted on each. A central medallion is set over
 the ridge of the pediment; it is supported on a
 garland carried by Erotes. Within is a bust of
 the Emperor Anastasius, and in the tondi on the
 cippi are busts of Ariadne (at the right) and the
 other Consul, Pompeius. The consular scepter
 prominently displayed at the right is surmounted
 by an eagle supporting a medallic, wreathed tondo
 with a bust within. This must be some famous
 imperial forebear, perhaps Constantine the Great
 or Theodosius. Finally, the Victoriae on orbs, on
 the arms of the thrones, support similar, uniden-
 tifiable portrait tondi.81 Their schema goes back
 through that of the ceiling of the Archepiscopal
 Chapel at Ravenna to the Palmyrene tomb-
 paintings.

 Several more examples will suffice. The style
 of a silver vase from Homs (Emesa) in Syria

 81 Paris, Cabinet des Medailles: Talbot Rice-Hirmer,
 The Art of Byzantium, pl. 26. For a pendant leaf in
 London, Victoria and Albert Museum, see Beckwith,
 The Art of Constantinople, pp. 32ff., fig. 42.
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 reflects the new art of the Byzantine age in the
 time of Justinian (527 to 565) and could have
 been made in Constantinople. A banded frieze of
 medallions amid stylized foliage runs around the
 body (fig. 47). The medallions contain busts of
 Christ, the Virgin, saints, and archangels.82 As a
 Christian decorative program centered around the
 medallion on a vase it makes an excellent re-
 ligious, iconographic, and artistic contrast with
 the bronze casserole from western Asia Minor,
 the cooking pot mounted with Greek imperial
 medallions. As a Church vessel the silver jug
 was no mere numismatist's fancy; it had a reason
 for existence, one which makes it a descendant
 of the court silver and cameos of the Julio-Claud-
 ian period.83 But, since much of Julio-Claudian
 silver was concerned with satire or amusing, per-
 sonal decoration, the casserole also represented the
 perpetuation of a tradition. In Late Roman and
 Byzantine times it was mainly barbarian princes
 who adorned themselves with souvenir medallions,
 although the golden girdles from Cyprus show
 the custom continued within the Eastern Empire
 itself.84

 The mosaic over the entrance from the Narthex
 of Hagia Sophia in Istanbul is instructive in its
 projection of the tondo image. The Emperor Leo
 VI (886 to 912) is prostrate before the enthroned
 Christ. The throne is flanked by two large medal-
 lions floating in space, one of the Virgin and one
 of the Archangel Gabriel.85 This is the classic
 example of the tondo used as a pictorial supple-
 ment to a principal scene, and like the "windows"
 of a Second Style Campanian fresco, it broadens
 the dimensions of the immediate action. In terms
 of Mediaeval art it carries through with the strong
 Byzantine love of circumscribed areas, of design
 as highly defined as theology. Such a sense of
 circular circumscription characterizes the green
 porphyry or serpentine relief of the Virgin, sur-

 82Paris, Musee du Louvre: Talbot Rice-Hirmer, The
 Art of Byzantium, pls. 44, 45; Volbach-Hirmer, Early
 Christian Art, pl. 246. On the Consular diptych of
 Justin (A.D. 540), the last (surviving) ivory of its type
 to be issued, the Consular busts form the centers of classic
 bow-shaped foliage and are set in the waterleaf frames
 traditional to Roman imperial tondi: Beckwith, The Art
 of Constantinople, pp. 40 f., fig. 51.

 83 See Antike Kunst 6: pp. 33-40, pls. 10-15, 1963.
 84 See P. Grierson, NumChron 15: pp. 55-70, pls. 6-8,

 1955; W. Dennison, C. R. Morey, Studies in East Chris-
 tian and Roman Art, p. 140, pl. 25, New York, Mac-
 millan Company, 1918.

 85 Talbot Rice-Hirmer, The Art of Byzantium, pl. 93;
 J. Beckwith, The Art of Constantinople, pp. 64f., fig. 77.

 FIG. 47. Silver vase with Christian medallions, found in
 Syria, circa 550. Paris, Musee du Louvre (photo:
 Hirmer).

 rounded by an inscription invoking her help for
 the Emperor Nicephoros III Botaniates (1078 to
 1081) .86 Tiny Byzantine terracotta lamps, the
 successors of the Roman raised, tondo reliefs,

 86 London, Victoria and Albert Museum: Talbot Rice-
 Hirmer, The Art of Byzantium, pl. 150; J. Beckwith,
 The Art of Constantinople, pp. 117f., fig. 152; Byzantine
 Art, p. 199, no. 119, Athens, Archaeological Service, 1964.

 The Byzantine circumscription of surfaces with tondi
 of the saints is, of course, also present where Greek
 painting and mosaic influenced the West, as in the
 thirteenth-century mosaics in the Atrium of San Marco,
 Venice. Here again, one senses a relationship with the
 tondi of philosophers, divinities, and personifications,
 such as seasons or geographical areas, in Roman floor
 mosaics from Syrian Antioch to Roman Britain in the
 third and fourth centuries A.D. See, for instance, the
 mosaics from Cirencester (Seasons, Orpheus), Bignor
 Villa (Medusa, Ganymede), or Lullingstone Villa (Sea-
 sons): J. M. C. Toynbee, Art in Roman Britain, pls.
 210 ff., London, Phaidon Press, Ltd., 1963.
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 FIG. 48. Steatite relief of the Archangel Gabriel, twelfth
 century. Fiesole, Museo Bandini (photo: Hirmer).

 portray the same feeling for prayer and central
 design, the Christogram for instance, as an oval
 form in decoration.

 If this discussion seems to stray, the twelfth-
 century steatite relief of the Archangel Gabriel
 brings the story of the portrait tondo in its full
 circle back to the terracotta Augustus Caesar from
 Balikesir (fig. 48). The Archangel holds an
 imago clipeata of Christ on his outstretched right
 hand, and the form of this medallion is similar
 to the terracotta plaques from a tomb in Mysia. 87

 87 Fiesole, Museo Bandini: Talbot Rice-Hirmer, The
 Art of Byzantium, pl. 162. A number of examples of
 saints holding tondo images of Christ or the Virgin are
 found in the designs of icons of the Turkish period in
 Greece. Compare the amusing scenes of a tondo image
 being carried reverently and, by contrast, being roasted
 with a brand, in the margins of the London Psalter of
 1066, executed at Constantinople: J. Ebersolt, La minia-
 ture byzantine, pp. 29 f., pl. 26, Paris and Brussels, Li-
 brairie Nationale d'Art et d'Histoire, 1926. Round icons,
 however, are rare in post-Palaeologian Byzantine art; on
 this, see P. Leigh Fermor, Mani, Travels in the Southern
 Peloponnese, p. 235, London, John Murray, 1958. Most
 round icons one sees nowadays in the Athenian shops

 Christ, the Virgin, saints, and archangels all ap-
 pear, but no longer is there room for Augustus,
 Sarapis, satyrs, maenads, and the masks of New
 Comedy ! 88

 TONDI WITH IMAGES IN THE WESTERN
 EUROPEAN MIDDLE AGES AND

 EARLY RENAISSANCE

 There are, as might be expected, far fewer ex-
 amples than in Byzantine art. Lack of precisely
 minute theological definitions and consequent com-
 plex iconography contributed to an art much more
 straightforward, like that of the Roman Republic
 before imperial propaganda organized subjects on
 all levels from major state reliefs to small terra-
 cotta lamps.

 A Carolingian copy of a Roman illustrated
 manuscript of Terence has a portrait of the play-
 wright as its frontispiece, a page produced in
 France in the first half of the ninth century.89
 This copy in its turn led to a more linear, almost
 more Byzantine version of the page in the twelfth
 century, one known as the St. Albans Terence.90
 In the Carolingian manuscript, known as the Vati-
 can Terence, the playwright's bust appears in an

 elaborate oval frame, imitating a shield, both set
 on a rectangular area with a wooden frame. This
 suggests the ultimate prototype was an imago
 clipeata portrait of Terence on canvas. The
 frames of the "canvas" are supported by actors
 wearing comic masks. They slouch and bend in
 an unclassical manner that is a far cry from the
 imperial Victoriae or the seasonal genii who usu-
 ally support such shields in Roman art. To be
 sure this illustration is more in the class of an-
 tiquity's survival than purely Mediaeval art, but
 it aptly demonstrates that a great deal of Mediae-

 have been recut in recent times from ruined rectangular
 panels.

 88 In the Museum at Thebes in Boeotia, there is a sec-
 tion of large frieze with a tondo image of Christ, fingers
 raised in blessing or logos and IC-XC beside the head.
 The circle is enframed by interlaced vine-stems, and
 there are elaborate courses of guilloche and wave mold-
 ing below. These strips recall the illuminated ornament
 of the Gospels of Rabula (A.D. 586), but the relief must
 certainly be later, perhaps of the tenth or eleventh cen-
 turies when such a Christ appears on coins and when
 there was a revival of sixth-century designs. See M. A.
 Frantz, ArtB 16: pp. 71 ff., pl. 25, especially nos. 2, 5,
 1934; for the coins, W. Wroth, Catalogue of the Im-
 perial Byzantine Coins in the British Museum 2: pp. 480
 ff., pls. 55 ff., London, British Museum, 1908.

 89 Oakeshott, Classical Inspiration in Medieval Art,
 pl. 103.

 90 Ibid., pI. 104.
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 val art stems from the Roman imperial iconog-
 raphy of the third and fourth centuries A.D. The
 motif of Victoriae supporting a shield or wreath
 in the fashion seen here was a common design
 on Constantinian and later fourth-century coins,
 and the survival of such coins contributed to per-
 petuation of the composition in Mediaeval art.91

 The same general design, as perpetuated into
 the Middle Ages on Byzantine sarcophagi and on
 ivories in East and West, appears on the edge
 of the altar table at St. Sernin, by the sculptor
 Bernard Gilduin about A.D. 1100. Flying angels
 hold a wreathed tondo on a rectangular plaque;
 in it is a bust of Christ.9'? The moldings recall
 good Greek imperial work, of the type found on
 Asiatic and Athenian sarcophagi. The bodies of
 the angels are rubbery, and the drapery is linear.

 The somewhat serious, somewhat humorous
 intermingling of divinities, rulers, and ordinary
 people, found in the tondi and architectural friezes
 of the Augustan or Julio-Claudian periods, is re-
 vived or continued in the carving of Romanesque
 and Gothic cathedrals, the introduction of such
 touches of genre in gargoyles and reliefs where
 donors or artisans could be represented.93 It is
 not really until the strongly revived classicism of
 the early Quattrocento, however, that the Roman
 form of the imago clipeata returns. Since the
 pagan religious beliefs rather than notions do not
 return with it, the imago is generally used in
 decorative fashion, as often as not to symbolize the
 antique world.

 91 See Vermeule, Aspects of Victoria on Roman Coins,
 Gemiis, and in Monumental Art, pp. 3 ff., London, Spink
 and Son, 1958. Victoria supporting an imago clipeata
 (or votive shield) against her stomach was also per-
 petuated in this fashion, on solidi of Constantinus Mag-
 nus: A. R. Bellinger, M. A. Berlincourt, Victory as a
 Coin Type, p. 68, pl. 13, New York, American Numis-
 matic Society, 1962 (Numismatic Notes and Monographs,
 No. 149).

 92 Oakeshott, Classical Ihtspiration in Medieval Art,
 pl. 21. The fragment or section of (sarcophagus?) relief
 built into the wall of the cathedral of Calvi, near Capua,
 work of the Dark Ages, carries the portrait-tondo held
 by Tritons to its pinnacle of sub-Classical schematization:
 B. Rowland, The Classical Tradition in Western Art, p.
 99, fig. 67, Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard University
 Press, 1963. For St. Sernin see ArtB 46: p. 274, 1964.

 93 One example will suffice: In the richly-carved vault-
 ing of the Cloisters at Canterbury Cathedral there is a
 "tondo" head of an aged man, with curling hair and
 forked beard. He is Henry Yeveley, Freemason to Ed-
 ward the Third, Richard the Second, and Henry the
 Fourth (about 1320 to 1400). He was responsible for
 the Nave, Chapter House, Tomb of the Black Prince,
 and the West Gate of the City and thus well deserved
 a place amid animals, heraldry, and various caricatures.

 Antonio Filarete and the Doors for Old St. Peter's

 The intrusion of the imago clipeata into early
 Renaissance art can be documented, by way of
 transition, in the bronze doors for St. Peter's,
 carried out by Antonio Filarete and his assistants
 in the generation after 1433. The triumphal arch
 within which the enthroned Nero sits in the scene
 of the martyrdom of St. Peter is modeled in a
 general way on the Arch of Constantine near the
 Colosseum (fig. 49). One extra tondo in the
 right panel of the base, however, succumbs to the
 temptation to introduce a classical head in profile,
 in a tondo, and in the inset orthostate slab next
 to it is a truly Roman imperial tondo portrait,
 very like those on cippi or little altars in the
 spandrels of the early fifth century diptych of
 the angel at the Holy Sepulchre. Filarete com-
 bines a host of classical borrowings in the details sur-
 rounding Nero's martrydom, but the total impres-
 sion is one of clever classical excerptings or eclec-
 ticism, study of architecture, historical reliefs, and
 coins. The tomb in the center foreground, for
 instance, is a faithful reconstruction of Hadrian's

 FIG. 49. Martyrdom of St. Peter; bronze doors of St.
 Peter's (San Pietro in Vaticano), by Antonio Fila-
 rete, circa 1440 (photo: Alinari).
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 Mausoleum (Castel' San Angelo), as Renaissance
 archaeologists studying the sculptures on the spot
 or draughtsmen working with careful imagination
 in their sketchpads would visualize it.94 A
 crowded sense of late-Mediaeval wonderment per-
 meates Filarete's scene and its enframements, and
 the portrait tondo is but one detail of this para-
 phernalia. In a climate such as this, in bronze
 doors being produced in Quattrocento Florence,
 the true function of the architectural imago clipe-
 ata was being reborn.

 PORTRAITS AND THEIR TONDI IN
 RENAISSANCE ART

 Lorenzo Ghiberti

 The subsidiary heads designed by Lorenzo
 Ghiberti for his North Doors (around 1420) and
 for the Gates of Paradise (around 1450) of the
 Baptistery in Florence provide studies in contrast
 between the late Gothic approach to the tondo
 image and the humanist comprehension of the
 ideal head or portrait as a punctuation point in
 classical architectural enrichment.95 The heads
 of the Prophets on the North Door are set in
 quatrefoils, like the larger panels of the doors.
 In this they recall late Mediaeval and early Ren-
 aissance paintings. Some of these prophets are
 related to the early full figures of the doors, or
 to the statues from Or San Michele. The Saint
 Matthew from Or San Michele has exerted a
 considerable influence. Among the heads related
 to antiquity, a number are drawn from the ruined
 battle sarcophagus or the sarcophagus with the
 myth of Hippolytus and Phaedra both long in the
 Camposanto at Pisa.6 The former has heads that
 are distorted and expressive in terms of the An-
 tonine baroque, while on the latter there are heads
 that translate much of the classic nobility and
 symmetrical proportions of the Pheidian fifth cen-
 tury B.C. into terms of the pictorial but not neces-
 sarily baroque relief of the Antonine period in
 Rome.

 In general the heads (especially of the older
 men) have the attenuated, distorted quality of

 94 See AJA 61: p. 240, n. 137, 1957; M. Lazzaroni,
 A. Mufioz, A. Filarete, scultore e architetto del sec. XV,
 pl. 3, Rome, Fratelli Alinari, 1908; B. Ashmole, Cyriac
 of Ancona, pp. 37 f., pl. 13.

 95 See, generally, R. Krautheimer, T. Krautheimer-
 Hess, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 131 ff., pls. 58-67 (North
 Doors), pp. 131-134 (Gates of Paradise), Princeton
 (N. J.), Princeton University Press, 1956.

 96 Vermeule, European Art and the Classical Past,
 p. 28, fig. 23.

 Antonine battle sarcophagi.97 Occasionally a
 Maenad from a Bacchic sarcophagus is recogniz-
 able, and at least one head of Dionysos from a
 similar monument is evident. One bearded fellow
 is almost the Borghese Centaur, thus reflecting
 communion (through a copy most likely) with
 Pergamene art of the height of the Hellenistic age,
 the second century B.c.98 The spiritual contrast
 with the heads on the Great Ionic Portal from
 Aphrodisias is worthy of thought. There the
 heads are merely what they are, that is, satyrs are
 satyrs or maenads are maenads, or Polykleitan
 youths convey the general aura of athletic youth.
 Naturally, on the North Portals everything is
 overlaid by the fact that all these disparate heads
 are intended to be Prophets.

 There are a few further treasures among these
 Prophets. A youthful Prophet is a Gaul from
 an ideal battle sarcophagus such as the splendidly
 preserved example from the Vigna Ammendola
 in the Museo Capitolino.99 Another barbarian,
 of more noble mien and from some similar source,
 has crept into the repertory nearby. Roman por-
 trait heads and Roman copies of portraits of
 famous Greeks have also made their contribution.
 Socrates, an unmistakable copy of the Lysippic
 likeness, is there, his flowing beard and bald head
 turned upwards in a profile that emphasizes his
 stubby snout. An austere, hairless head of a late
 Roman Republican man is copied from one of the
 many, variant portraits termed "Julius Caesar" in
 the Renaissance.'00 A very bearded patriarch
 seems to have been taken from a Roman portrait
 of the late Antonine or Severan periods, around
 200, from a "Pertinax" (Emperor in 193) such
 as the head in the British Museum.'0' One

 97See G. Rodenwaldt, Uber den Stilwandel in der
 Antoninischen Kunst, pp. 2 ff., pls. 3 ff., Berlin, Abhand-
 lung der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
 No. 3, 1935.

 98BMFA 61: p. 111, 1963; R. E. Hecht, Jr., MAAR
 24: pp. 138 ff., figs. 2, 4, 6, 8, 1956; P. W. Lehmann,
 The Pedimental Sculptures of the Hieron at Samo-
 thrace, pp. 23 f., fig. 40, New York, J. J. Augustin for
 New York University, 1962.

 99 H. Stuart Jones, ed., The Sculptures of the Museo
 Capitolino, pp. 74f., no. 5, pl. 14.

 100Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. 108: pp. 104ff., 113, etc.,
 1964; B. Ashmole, Forgeries of Ancient Sculpture, Crea-
 tion and Detection, pp. 4 ff. (The First J. L. Myres
 Memorial Lecture, Delivered in New College, Oxford,
 9 May, 1961), Oxford, Holywell Press, 1961.

 101 A. H. Smith, A Catalogue of Sculpture in the
 Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities 3: pp.
 165 f., no. 1915, London, British Museum, 1904; R. Hinks,
 Greek and Roman Portrait-Sculpture, p. 32, pl. 43a,
 London, British Museum, 1935.
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 Prophet on this first set of doors even looks like
 some wealthy Florentine merchant friend of
 Ghiberti.

 On the Gates of Paradise the circular tondi
 for the heads of the Prophets match the rectangu-
 lar panels of the principal scenes, in sum a major
 correlation of classical figures and rational archi-
 tecture. The imago clipeata as such has now
 returned to its traditional function in the order of
 Graeco-Roman architectural decoration. Despite
 the sometimes slipshod workmanship in the sec-
 ondary details of the Gates of Paradise, results
 of Ghiberti's large atelier and declining years, the
 heads of Prophets (their hair and the shapes of
 their faces) have a generally more classical flavor
 about them than on the North Portals. There
 is a very good, very faithfully carried out Praxi-
 telean Dionysos with fillet and grapes in his hair,
 and he is matched by an even more splendid Ari-
 adne, both heads perhaps coming from sarcophagi
 or decorative reliefs. A rather windblown,
 bearded Prophet continues the tradition of deriva-
 tion from Roman sarcophagi that played such a
 part in the North Portals, for he is a noble bar-
 barian or perhaps one of the sea or river gods
 who witness mythological scenes (fig. 50).
 Among heads patently derived from Roman por-
 traits, one appears to be derived from the many
 early Antonine portraits of Polydeukes, the young

 FIG. 50. Prophet derived from a Roman marine god;
 tondo from Ghiberti's Gates of Paradise, Baptistery
 in Florence, circa 1450.

 FIG. 51. Polydeukes of Athens, died about A.D. 140;
 tondo from Ghiberti's Gates of Paradise, Baptistery
 in Florence, circa 1450.

 favorite of Herodes Atticus whom that rich Greek
 honored throughout the Empire in the manner
 in which Hadrian commemorated Antinous (fig.
 51).102 In these connections it is interesting to
 note that a head of Polydeukes has long been in
 one of the smaller Florentine collections of classi-
 cal marbles.10 This marble must have been the
 Polydeukes that inspired an unknown artist of the
 Cinquecento to produce the bronze bust long in
 Lord Bateman's collection at Shobden Court,
 Herefordshire, later in the possession of Alfred
 Spero in London, and now in the collection of
 Benjamin Rowland, Jr., of Cambridge ( Mass. )
 (fig. 52).

 Ghiberti introduced his own portrait on each
 set of doors. On the North Portals he has
 modeled himself on a head of Marcus Aurelius
 (161 to 180), with the large, asymmetric eyes of
 an Antonine high baroque portrait. These An-
 tonine eyes have been very well understood. A

 102 See The Nelson Gallery and Atkins Museum,
 Bulletin 3: pp. 1-7, 1960.

 103See AJA 58: p. 255, 1954; 59: p. 139, 1955; 60:
 p. 343, 1956. Another head or bust, with restorations
 that betray a long history in western European collec-
 tions, was at Spink and Son about 1955 (H21996; photo
 J. D. Pollock 43288).
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 more subdued style has been used in his portrait
 of himself as an old man on the Gates of Para-

 dise. The tondo is more antiquarian, but the face
 is that of a Renaissance humanist deep in thought,
 eyes set in almond form like those of a Mandarin
 philosopher.

 Andrea Mantegna

 There are many other examples of later Quat-
 trocento preoccupation with the ceremonial and
 decorative tondo, leaving out marriage plates,
 paintings of the Holy Family, and Della Robbia
 ceramics. In the St. James led to Martyrdom of
 the Ovetari Chapel at Padua, the very antiquarian
 painter Andrea Mantegna has revived the iconog-
 raphy of Augustan Lar Altars that commemorate
 the victories of the first Emperor in the East
 (Actium and Egypt) in placing the Vitruvian
 inscription from the Arco dei Gavi at Verona in

 'M~~~~~~~'

 FIG. 52. Bronze Polydeukes, Northern Italian sixteenth
 century. Cambridge (Mass.), Collection of Benjamin
 Rowland, Jr.

 FIG. 53. St. James led to Martyrdom, by Andrea Man-
 tegna, circa 1459. Padua, Ovetari Chapel (mostly
 destroyed in the Second World War) (photo:
 Alinari).

 a clipeus (virtutis), the shield of valor, hung on
 a palm tree in an upper right panel of the truly
 pseudo-antiquarian Roman triumphal arch in the
 center of the composition (fig. 53).104 The St.
 James before Herod Agrippa, the scene preceding
 the saint's trip to martyrdom, features an icono-
 graphic alteration that focuses Quattrocento at-
 tention on the portrait in the tondo. The back-
 ground of the action is dominated by a freely

 antiquarian version of the Arch of Constantine,
 but the visible pair of Hadrianic tondi have been
 transformed into Roman busts in profile.'05 The
 bust on the left looks like Augustus, as seen on
 his aurei of medallic style; the bust facing it
 seems to be a Cicero, or a Galba, with a radiate
 crown derived from coins of the third century A.D.
 Clearly, considerable research has gone inlto this
 seemingly random decorative selection.

 104 Vermeule, European Art and the Classical Past,
 pp. 44 f.

 105 Ibid., pl. 39.

 106 M.F.A., Boston, nos. 47.1452, 1453. Diam.: 29
 inches. G. Swarzenski, BMFA 46: pp. 97f., 1948; 55:
 pp. 110f., figs. 76f., 1957.
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 French Renaissance Tondi

 In the sixteenth century the true imago clipeata,
 the monumental portrait, is revived in a stone
 tondo of a French nobleman and another of his
 lady (fig. 54).106 They recall the bronze tondo of
 the aged Trajan from Ankara in their alertness
 and in the turning of their heads. Man and wife
 are in court costume of about 1520, and the living,
 speaking quality of their portraits is a French
 characteristic, one traced from Gothic architec-
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 FIG. 54. A -French nobleman and his lady, architectural
 tondi in stone, circa 1520. Boston, Museum of Fine
 Arts.

 tural and funerary sculpture.'07 It is a quality
 that would have also pleased a master sculptor
 of the age of Hadrian.

 CONCLUSION

 Many words have been wasted over man's fas-
 cination for the circular form in town planning,
 in architecture and in the decorative arts. Here
 the concern has been about man's identification
 of his own image with the limits and background
 afforded by a circle. From the shield of Achilles
 in Homeric literature, the tondo form in art was
 crystallized in the Gorgo or similar device on a
 shield in Greek painting and sculpture of the
 sixth and fifth centuries B.C. In the fourth cen-
 tury, the beginning of successive ages of in-
 dividualism, the ideal head of the world-conqueror
 Alexander the Great, so like a young god in deed
 and bearing, came to complement and supplant
 the gods as the decorative focus of the shield or
 tondo. From Alexander the Great it was a small
 step through the Seleucids and the Ptolemies to
 the tondo image of Augustus Caesar (27 B.C. to
 A.D. 14), successor of the semi-divine Hellenistic
 monarchies in the East.

 Since the propaganda of Hellenistic monarchies
 had no deep meaning in the Latin West, no red-
 blooded Roman would really allow his emperor
 what he did not himself possess in art. Through-
 out the Roman world in the centuries from
 Tiberius to Honorius, the tondo form was as
 widely used for the private citizen as for the gods
 or the emperor. In Byzantine times the image
 in the circle returned to being chiefly the prop-
 erty of divinity (Christ, the Virgin, prophets,
 saints) and the emperor in art, for, after all, secu-
 lar decoration was very much sublimated to that
 of the Church and the casting down of pagan
 practices meant elimination of much art for its
 own sake. The same was true in Western Europe
 in the Middle Ages, save that greater individual-
 ism, or perhaps less organization of the arts, saw
 the tondo used in such phenomena as the self-
 portrait of the artisan in the cathedral cloister
 or the gargoyle-like image of king and com-
 moner. With the advent of humanism after

 107Heads, of Zeus and Hera (?), are similarly turned,
 in the spandrels of the Cinquecento portals in the H6tel
 de Ville at Bruges. To bring the story of the Late
 Roman or Byzantine military tondo down to "renais-
 sance" times in the Greek world, one could mention the
 gilded lionhead tondi on the crested helmet of the Inde-
 pendence hero Petrobey Mavromichali, in the Kalamata
 Museum.
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 1400, the irnago clipeata returned to one of its
 major Roman imperial roles, as an expression of
 private portraiture. Tondo images of the pagan
 pantheon were also revived, but, naturally, they
 were purely decorative, no longer carrying the
 force of religion or, at least, definitive state propa-
 ganda. In painting, sculpture, and the minor
 arts, tondo inmages of ancient rulers, the canonical
 Twelve Caesars for instance, and of their Renais-
 sance successors achieved wider popularity than
 they otherwise might have owing to the sur-
 vival of and universal admiration for Roman im-
 perial cameos, medallions, and coins.

 Once firmly reestablished in the repertory of
 Renaissance painting and sculpture, the portrait
 tondo and the ideal tondo made their ways
 through the funerary and decorative art of the
 Baroque and Rococo phases of European art to
 the monunmental Neo-Classicism of the sculptor
 Antonio Canova and his school. It is chiefly
 through the influence of Canova and other sculp-
 tors of the Napoleonic era that the portrait tondo
 is still a standard means of commemoration in
 the funerary art of modern France, Italy, and
 Greece. Bronze memorials to famous classicists
 on the walls of the American School of Classical
 Studies in Athens, where this paper is being writ-
 ten, testify to the vitality of the portrait tondo
 in twentieth-centuiry American thought.

 ADDENDA

 In April 1965, thanks to the kind help of
 Henry S. Robinson and Charles K. Williams, I
 was able to study the settings of several marble
 and bronze tondo portraits or divinities at Cor-
 inth. The imago clipeata of an unknown priest
 or magistrate of the Hadrianic period (F. P.
 Johnson, Corinth 9: p. 90, no. 173, 1931) appears
 to have been the centerpiece of a small building,
 perhaps a temple, in the Agora. The cuttings
 for a bronze tondo are visible on a block located
 not far away; the inscription indicates this was a
 temple to Venus. "Portrait medallion" no. 324
 (Corinth 9: p. 90, no. 174) is the remains of a
 marble plaque with bust of Apollo, a Dioskouros,
 or perhaps Bellerophon; it must have resembled
 the tondo in Hamburg, although the cutting is
 more precise and "classical." No. 687 and others
 (Corinth 9: p. 91, nos. 175 f.) could be remains of
 further divinities from the same series of plaques.

 For a pair of portrait tondi from the Terme de
 Mitra at Ostia, see now R. Calza, Scavi di Ostia
 5: Part 1, nos. 72 f., 1964; no. 99 is an example
 from a tomb at Isola Sacra. The first two are
 veristic men of the late Flavian period on very
 elaborate shields; the third, of Julia Apollonia, is
 in the curved gable of a cippus and is supported
 by standing Cupids. It has been dated in the
 Hadrianic period.
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 Greek and Roman Gems
 Recent Additions to the Collections

 by CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 The cameo and intaglio gems discussed here have the virtue of being newcomers to
 the Museum of Fine Arts in the last several years. The last discussion of these semi-
 precious stones and glass pastes was in the MFA Bulletin No. 323, in the spring of
 1963. There the collection formed by the late Dr. L. Lahut Uzman of the Harvard

 Medical School was described on the occasion of its acquisition by the Museum.
 Dr. Uzman's eighteen gems were a sort of cultural by-product of his collection of
 Byzantine gold coins, masterpieces selected by him over a generation to form a taste-
 ful comprehension of this vital branch of ancient glyptic art. The gems shown here
 were purchased or accepted as gifts with a view to strengthening a collection famous
 universally for possessing many of the Duke of Marlborough's stones, sold at auction
 near the end of the last century, and most of the cameo and intaglio stones that
 Edward Perry Warren kept at his famed intellectual retreat, Lewes House in Sussex
 near England's Channel coast. By happy accident the gems and pastes in this selection
 from recent acquisitions form, like Dr. Uzman's pieces, another conspectus in minia-
 ture of gem engraving in the Classical and Neo-Classic worlds, that is from 500 B.C.
 to the age of Napoleon.

 NOTE

 The article on the Uzman gems contains general information on gem engraving in
 antiquity and on the locations of major collections. This is not repeated here. The
 books listed below, with the abbreviations used in citing comparisons for the gems
 in these pages, provide a good survey of the literature on Greek, Etruscan, and
 Roman gems. To these books soon must be added studies of a general nature by
 G. M. A. Richter and J. Boardman; both these forthcoming works (Phaidon Press, and
 Thames and Hudson) will illustrate little known stones from the older collections in

 18 the Museum of Fine Arts.
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 Greek to 300 B.C.

 1. Shepherd Milking A Goat. Carnelian scarab
 with striations. East Greek, probably carved
 about 500 B.C. 63.1520. Theodora Wilbour
 Fund in Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Length
 (max.): 0.019m.

 The shepherd, as seen in the impression, sits to
 the left, in and on top of the cable border, while
 the wild goat with long horns tries to prance
 out of the oval frame of the surface. Since barn-
 yard chores are difficult to perform amid beasts
 used to the freedom of mountain cliffs, the
 shepherd may be a mythological being, perhaps
 a satyr. These animal-tailed followers of the
 wine-god Dionysos are seen in the company of
 wild animals in all manner of ancient art, and
 their sprightly performances on Attic vases of
 the second half of the sixth century B.C. are
 more than a match for this rustic excerpt, this
 bit of real or mythological genre. The stone is
 said to have come from the bazaar in Izmir
 (Smyrna), and it was probably carved in some
 backwoods atelier of western Asia Minor. The
 artist has done the bodies of man and animal
 in a series of gouges and rapid, angular lines.
 Such stylization is often created by using a
 tiny wheel that spins rapidly, rather than by the
 more demanding, more precise knives, awls,
 and chisels. A stone in Berlin (No. 302), from
 Tanagra in Boeotia, shows a better stylistic
 version of a comparable scene; this gem has
 been attributed to nearby Chalkis; a date of
 about 450 B.C. has been suggested. Another gem
 in the Berlin collection, a carnelian scarab of
 about 550 B.C. (Berlin, No. 142), presents a siren
 in similar style. This early glyptic representation
 of one of the human-headed birds whose dulcet
 melodies lured mariners to rocky disaster was
 found at Phoenikia on the island of Kythera.
 The shepherd and goat is thus a document of
 archaic primitivism that turns up in other stones
 from the other side of the Aegean and in the
 Greek islands.
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 2. Insect. Ovoid rock crystal of scaraboid shape,
 pierced along the axis of the design. Greek,
 probably carved between 400 and 350 B.C.
 63.481. Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory of

 Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.): 0.0185m.
 The lines are thin and delicate as befits a main-
 land or island Greek gem of the best period
 of Greek engraving. The edge of the surface is
 beveled, adding to the contrast between the
 flat, transparent surface of the crystal and the
 sensitive, yet sometimes slightly tentative

 carving of the wings and legs. This creature
 looks like a bee, but when seen under
 magnification, he also has the simplified lines
 of a fly. The subject was a fairly popular one in
 Greek gem design, this being like a stone in
 Oxford from Tarentum (Lippold, Pi. 97, No. 14;
 AG, PI. 9, No. 50) and a clear carnelian in Berlin
 (Berlin, No. 362). In the second instance the
 date is given as fifth to fourth century B.C.,
 and the subject is termed a sandfly. Gori knew
 a carnelian in Florence in the eighteenth
 century that is termed simply a fly (Reinach,
 PI. 71). In gems and the allied art of engraving
 dies for coins, the Greeks have always loved to
 portray animals that lend themselves well to
 being seen from above on a circular surface. The
 most famous numismatic series in this respect
 is that of the sea turtles (loggerheads) on the
 silver staters of Aegina, the large island near
 Athens, in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C.
 When the people returned to the island in
 404 B.C., after over two generations of
 Athenian-enforced exile, they changed the
 design to that of a land tortoise, symbolic of
 their noninsular bondage. Such studies in
 comparative zoology foreshadowed the rising
 interest in animals that was to be part of the

 fourth century B.C., the world of Aristotle and
 his elephant. This rock crystal insect stands in
 the transitional phase of these new natural
 sciences.

 3. Bellerophon Attacking the Chimaera.
 Chalcedony or burnt sard of scaraboid shape,
 pierced along the long axis. Greek, probably
 carved between 400 and 375 B.C. 64.142.
 Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory of
 Zoe Wilbour. Width (max.): 0.024m.

 The hero Bellerophon, wearing a petasos or
 kind of sun hat, gallops to the left on his winged
 steed Pegasos. His right arm is drawn back to
 thrust his lance at the fire-breathing Chimaera
 crouching to the right beneath the horse's fore-
 feet. Chimaera is generally thought of as a triple-
 bodied monster, mostly lion but with a goat's
 head and shoulders springing from the back and
 the heavy tail culminating in the head of a
 snake. The classic Chimaera, roughly contem-
 porary with this gem, is the Etruscan bronze
 statue in Florence from Arezzo (W. L. Brown,
 The Etruscan Lion, Oxford, 1960, pp. 60ff., 155ff.).

 On this chalcedony intaglio, Chimaera may
 possibly have a snake's head rather than just a
 tuft for the end of his tail, but basically he is no
 more than a small mountain lion such as occurs
 in other works of art of the period, notably in
 the hunting scenes on a large marble sarcopha-
 gus of Attic style and Lycian design in Istanbul
 from the royal necropolis at Sidon in Phoenicia.
 A more vigorous, goat-and-lion-bodied Chim-

 aera appears later on in the fourth century B.C.
 on a fragment of a painted vase, an oenochoe
 or pitcher from Apulia in southern Italy (Fig. 3a).
 On this excerpt of a larger composition, one no
 doubt worked out in painting, Bellerophon in
 sun hat, cloak, and sandals attacks the beast with
 a trident, while a winged creature, perhaps
 Nike, flies at him from the right. Bellerophon
 seems more bent on posing for the artist than
 in getting on with his heroics.

 The subject is rare on Greek gems but fairly
 common in Graeco-Roman times, that is from
 about 50 B.C. to A.D. 200 (Lippold, Pi. 49, No. 2;
 AG, PI. 46, No. 14; Berlin, No. 7575, an awkward 20
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 3a. Bellerophon, Pegasos, and Chimaera.
 Apulian oenochoe. 10.204.

 James Fund and Special Contribution.

 Roman rendering). Indeed, only one other gem
 with this scene, a stone from the island of
 Melos, is known before the fourth century B.C.
 (AG, Pi. 5, No. 16; T. Dunbabin, Studies Pre-
 sented to D. M. Robinson, II, Saint Louis, 1953,
 p. 1183). N.Y., No. 417 gives Bellerophon a
 helmet, and on No. 418 he is seen on Pegasos
 but without the little monster present. An onyx
 recorded by Gori in Florence gives the schema
 seen here in its Graeco-Roman form (Reinach,
 Pi. 56), and the design is carried down as late as
 A.D. 300 to 500 on a ring found in Essex and now
 in the British Museum (B.M., Rings, No. 571).
 Bellerophon is said to have been a native of
 Corinth and to have set off thence on Pegasos to
 battle Chimaera in the mountains of Lycia in
 southwest Asia Minor. In this connection Chim-
 aera still survives as a fiery crater near Mount
 Olympus on the western edge of the Gulf of
 Antalya (Adalia) along Turkey's southern coast.
 Given Bellerophon's Corinthian connections, it
 is not surprising to find that in the years this
 chalcedony scaraboid was carved, Corinth's
 coinage was dominated by a Pegasos identical
 with the one seen here, and furthermore the
 principal design of the contemporary coinage of
 nearby Sikyon is a Chimaera whose leonine
 qualities are like those of the gem. It is thus
 tempting to think that this masterful stone might
 have been fashioned by one of the head
 engravers in the mint of Corinth during his
 hours away from cutting dies for the coins. Such
 close connections between die designs and
 gem cutting dominate the aesthetics of Greek
 and Roman intaglios and cameos.

 4. Head of a Young God or Hero. Gold ring
 with design in intaglio on the oval bezel,
 which is slightly irregular in outline. Greek,
 probably cast and engraved about 350 B.C.
 63.252. Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory of
 Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.): 0.011m.

 This youthful head could be that of Hermes or
 Apollo. The engraver was surely a die cutter in
 some mint in Sicily or mainland Greece, for
 this type of head is common on contemporary
 coins as a god, hero, or even a minor geographi-
 cal personification. The artist has bunched the
 curls of hair, bent the ear, emphasized the
 straight line of the nose, and built up the trunca-
 tion of the neck. A more delicate head of this type
 is used for that of the young river-god Assinaros
 on gold dekadrachms of Syracuse struck between
 413 and about 387 B.C. to commemorate the
 defeat of the expedition sent from Athens in the
 Peloponnesian War (Brett, No. 436). As Hermes
 the youthful features turn up on an electrum,
 which is a mixture of silver and gold, a one-sixth
 stater of the island of Lesbos, in the first half of
 the fourth century B.C. (Brett, No. 1734). Finally,
 with the addition of a laurel wreath the youth
 becomes Apollo on a silver tetradrachm of
 Abdera in Thrace, northern Greece, struck about
 380 B.C. (Brett, Supplement, No. 63a). It seems
 to have been the practice of coin engravers to
 supplement their incomes by production of rings
 such as this. Also, trial designs for the coinage
 were often carried out in gold, these essays
 being later given to prominent officials just as
 patterns for our coinage or essays and proofs of
 our postage stamps found their way into private
 hands in the nineteenth century. Rejected or
 discarded coin dies were often dedicated in
 temples or placed in the tombs of artists. It was
 very likely, therefore, that this ring had an
 artistic, or even a practical, working connection
 with the coinage of some Greek city in the gen-
 erations from Socrates to Alexander the Great.  21
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 5. Seated Sphinx. Glass paste of scaraboid

 shape, imitating a stone of sard; it is pierced
 lengthwise. Greek, perhaps made as early
 as 450 B.C. 64.143. Theodora Wilbour Fund in
 Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.):
 0.019m.

 The sphinx, of Grecian type, wears a polos or
 fairly high, circular crown on her head and is
 sitting to the left. This type of sphinx is found
 on electrum staters of Cyzicus in northwest
 Asia Minor as early as 530 to 500 B.C. (Brett,

 Supplement, No. 145). A walking lion on a
 silver coin of the dynast Teththiveibi of Lycia,
 that is about 460 to 420 B.C., exhibits the same
 small, thick, curled wing and the same generally
 squat proportions (Sylloge Nummorum
 Graecorum, von Aulock collection, Berlin,
 1964, No. 4157). It is rare to find such sphinxes
 worked out in the medium of a pressed glass
 imitation of a gemstone. There is, however,
 another such paste with a sphinx on it in the
 Thorvaldsen Museum (Copenhagen, No. 7); it
 has been dated about 450 B.C. Two more such
 glass pastes in Berlin (Berlin, Nos. 189, 190)
 come from Athens and Asia Minor; they show a
 bearded lion and a Persian lion-griffin and have
 been dated in the fifth century B.C. The first is
 of scaraboid shape, like the paste presented
 here. They have been termed Graeco-Persian in
 workmanship, that is the products of Greek
 craftsmen doing designs for Achaemenid
 Persian satraps or products in the styles made
 popular in East Greek cities under the rule of
 the Great King of Persia in the period of
 Marathon or Salamis and later. It is tempting to
 think, on the evidence of these pastes, that the
 art of imitating semiprecious stones in
 pressed glass started in the Greek cities from
 the Sea of Marmora down and then around to
 Lycia along the coast of Asia Minor.

 6. Recumbent Lion. Glass paste of scaraboid
 shape, imitating a sard; pierced lengthwise.
 Greek, perhaps made before 400 B.C. 64.144.
 Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory of

 Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.): 0.018m.
 He sits between his hind legs, his forelegs
 stuck out in front of him. He has a short, rough
 mane which runs down his chest in front.
 Lions of all types have always been popular on
 gems, from Mycenaean times through to the
 Middle Ages (Lippold, Pls. 84-87). While they
 bear a questionable relationship to real beasts,
 having a built-in series of artistic conventions

 of design, they do change from archaic to

 Hellenistic times, when lions become more like
 the real beasts of Africa. A silver coin of the
 dynast Kuprlli of Lycia, 460 to 420 B.C., presents
 a lion of similar compact form, his head being
 turned back and his face more archaic (Sylloge
 Nummorum Graecorum, loc. cit., No. 4139).

 Rams also kneel in this fashion on early
 electrum staters of Cyzicus, that is about 550 to
 500 B.C. (Brett, No. 1419). The monumental,
 marble funerary lions of Greece and Asia
 Minor naturally tend to be more conservative

 than those seen on coins and gems, for
 decorative sculpture on a large scale would
 usually be expected to lag behind the minor
 glyptic arts. Thus, the best "life-sized," three-
 dimensional parallel for the lion on the glass
 paste is the beast who sits, with a leopardess
 and a dog of diverse provenances, beside the
 so-called Beule Gate below the entrance to
 the Acropolis in Athens (Fig. 6a). This marble
 lion was carved about 360 B.C., perhaps by one

 of the Attic sculptors who a few years later went
 to Halicarnassus in southwest Asia Minor to
 work on the great tomb of King Mausollus
 there. The lions of the Mausoleum, a major
 decorative factor in one of the Seven Wonders

 22
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 6a. Marble lion of about 360 B.C.

 Athens, below the entrance to the Acropolis.

 of the ancient world, are a significant step
 forward in the modernization of the lion-image
 in ancient art, but their ancestors are lions like
 that on this imitation in glass of a scaraboid
 stone.

 Hellenistic

 7. Seated Woman. Glass paste of scaraboid
 shape, imitating a sard; pierced lengthwise.
 Hellenistic, perhaps made about 50 B.C.
 64.145. Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory
 of Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.): 0.026m.

 The woman wears a chiton or tunic and a
 himation or cloak, the latter being drawn up
 over the back of her head. She is seated to the
 right on a stool, and there is a large amphora
 on the ground in front of her. She holds up a
 mirror in her left hand, and a tree with leaves
 resembling a feather duster curves up around
 the edge at the right. This is an example of a
 purely decorative and meaningless subject
 perpetuated in the inexpensive medium of a
 glass paste. The piece probably belonged to
 some lady of modest means who wished a
 design for personal adornment, with some
 slight suggestion that the woman on the glass
 sard might be Hera, or Aphrodite, or some more
 minor divinity. The object may well have been
 placed as an offering in a tomb, in which case,
 like Greek grave reliefs, the seated woman
 could be thought of as a general likeness of
 the deceased.

 23
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 8. Ruler on Horseback. Sard ringstone. Late
 Hellenistic period, perhaps about 20 B.C.
 61.206. Gift of Mrs. J. Gardner Bradley, from
 the collection of her uncle, Edward Perry
 Warren. Diam. (max.): 0.016m.

 He wears a Macedonian or Bactrian helmet and
 a cloak that falls down front and back. Such
 costume was the property of eastern kings who
 ruled sections of the empire of Alexander
 the Great in the several centuries following his
 death. Two brown pastes in Berlin (Berlin,
 Nos. 6211-6212) show the same figure, the same
 pose and style, riding to the right. It has been
 suggested that the refined, cold classicism of
 these horsemen belongs to the period of the
 first Roman emperor, Augustus (27 B.C. to
 A.D. 14). A whole group of pastes in this style
 has been collected in the Berlin catalogue
 (Berlin, Pi. 42). If so, the design must have been
 an older one that caught the fancy of those who
 wore rings. The ruler may have even been
 thought of as some contemporary hero such as
 Pompey the Great, Julius Caesar, or even
 Augustus himself.

 9. Athena with Nike. Sard intaglio. Late
 Hellenistic period, perhaps about 50 B.C.
 155.65. Loaned permanently by Sir Charles
 Nuffler. Diam. (max.): 0.017m.

 The goddess is seated to the right on a backless
 throne. She holds a small figure of Nike on
 her outstretched left hand, and there is a shield
 surmounted with the emblem of Zeus's
 thunderbolt at her right side. Just beyond the
 little Victory and at the right is a tall, slender
 candelabrum or incense burner used in offering
 sacrifices to divinities. This suggests that Athena
 can be thought of as a cult-image, a statue in
 some temple somewhere in the late Hellenistic
 or Roman Republican worlds. Such Athenas,
 characterized by the Corinthian helmet with
 long, trailing crest, are common on coins from
 various parts of the Greek world after the
 conquests of Alexander the Great, from Thrace
 to Troy to Caria (Fig. 9a). A bust of Athena,
 very like the goddess on this gem, adorns the
 last silver coins of Syracuse, issues of the
 Democracy of 215 to 212 B.C., before the
 conquest of the city by the Romans (Brett,
 No. 484). This gem was found before the First
 World War by a peasant digging in his fields at
 Paestum (Poseidonia) in Lucania, south of
 Naples, that famous site of the massive Doric
 temples where so much fruitful archaeological
 work has gone on in recent years. The farmer
 sold his find to an adventurous Boston lady who
 happened by on her archaeological studies,
 and from her it passed to the father of the
 present owner. The engraver was no mean artist,
 his hand being marked by powerful, baroque
 cutting and swirling drapery characteristic of an
 ultimate prototype that might have been a
 statue set up at Pergamon around 250 B.C.
 A similar Athena, reversed, on a gem in the
 British Museum (B.M., No. 1366) holds a tragic
 mask; the inscription indicates this was once
 the seal of a Roman vendor of eye medicines. 24
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 9a. Athena with Nike. Silver tetradrachm of
 Lysimachus, 323 - 281 B.C.

 Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory of

 Zoe Wilbour. 58.317.

 The composition is used on occasion in Roman

 times for the goddess Roma, as on a rather
 crude gem in New York (N.Y., No. 271).
 The apotheosis of the design in Roman art is on
 a large silver medallion of the Emperor
 Domitian (A.D. 81 to 96), a ruler renowned for
 his patronage of the cult of Athena or Roma-
 Minerva (C. Vermeule, The Goddess Roma
 in the Art of the Roman Empire, Cambridge,
 Mass., 1959, PI. 5).

 Italic and
 Early Roman

 10. Prometheus Making Man. Sard intaglio with
 scarab back. Italic, perhaps about 100 B.C.
 62.184. Gift of Mrs. Henry Lyman. Diam.
 (max.): 0.014m.

 A bearded man, wearing the fillet of a poet or
 philosopher in his hair, stands to the right, a long
 cloak over his left shoulder. He supports a skele-
 ton in both hands, and the two figures are set in
 a cable border. The grouping of a "philosopher"
 and a skeleton suggests a "dialogue with death"
 such as Holbein might produce. Such ideas
 appealed to the sophisticated and perhaps rather
 bored late Hellenistic world, for there are
 objects such as silvercups with skeletons labeled
 as famous men of letters in various poses of ora-
 tion, debate, or conversation. Skeletons, singly
 or in groups, are popular on gems, for if nothing
 else the structure rather than the substance of
 human form gives an engraver opportunity to
 display imaginative variations on normal themes
 of action (Lippold, PI. 66). On three gems in the
 British Museum similar to the example shown
 here (B.M., Nos. 956-958), the subject is termed
 "Prometheus Making Man," and sometimes the
 bearded gentleman appears to be making only
 heads and torsos (Berlin, Nos. 451ff.). If the scene
 is not that of Prometheus the master craftsman
 beginning to fashion man out of clay and bits of
 other animals, then it is a scene of divination, of
 the type popular with Etruscan priests and their
 successors in the towns and tribes of central
 Italy. Consultation with a skeleton on the part
 of a man of intellect in the Italian backwoods
 of the Roman Republic had more superstition
 and less neurotic enquiry about it than
 Hamlet's visit to the cemetery. Whether
 mythological or otherwise, such stones must
 have been prized by later Romans, of the time
 of the Empire, as quaint illustrations of the
 thought processes of their forebears, the way we
 enjoy samplers or scrimshaw. In any case this
 stone shows the level of art was relatively high.
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 11. An Old Shepherd, probably Faustulus.
 Rock crystal intaglio. Italic or Roman

 Republican, somewhere about 100 B.C.

 64.488. Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory
 of Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.): 0.012m.

 An old man, clad in cloth cap, workman's
 tunic, and cloak, leans on his staff. A gnarled
 tree curls up on the right, and there appears to
 be the hint of an entrance to a cave beyond.
 The composition, here so precisely and
 forcefully worked out, is a famous one. A gem
 in New York (N.Y., No. 411) shows that it began
 in classical Greek times as Odysseus resting
 on the threshold of his own home at Ithaca
 after a decade of harrowing wanderings.
 Odysseus is always recognizable on account of
 his conical cap, known as a pileus. Then, in
 Italy in the second century B.C. or even earlier,
 the motif, having become simply a shepherd
 with or without his dog (B.M., Rings, No. 356),
 was given a patriotic twist by being made into
 Faustulus with Romulus and Remus. Faustulus
 was the worthy old shepherd who discovered
 the future founders of Rome being nursed
 by the she-wolf, the scene of the Lupa Romana.
 No Roman who could afford it wanted to be
 without such a ringstone on his finger or in his
 vault, and thus the subject became a popular
 one (B.M., Nos. 984-985). For those who could
 not afford semiprecious stones, glass pastes
 with Faustulus and the lupine group were
 manufactured (Berlin, Nos. 4379-4397), and in
 instances the goddess Roma was even added to
 the party (Berlin, Nos. 4390-4391). Some tend
 to call the shepherd as seen here Faustulus,
 despite the absence of the Lupa Romana or
 Roma (B.M., No. 989), for the power of

 suggestion is very strong and any connoisseur
 of iconography in late Republican Rome would
 receive the message, but others prefer caution
 and merely label the figure on such Italic
 ringstones as 'a shepherd."

 Graeco-Roman

 12. Eros with Attributes of Intellect. Carnelian

 intaglio ringstone. Greek work of the time of
 the Roman Empire, perhaps second century
 A.D. 62.185. Gift of Mrs. Henry Lyman.

 Diam. (max.): 0.014m.

 A somewhat lumpy, adolescent god of love
 stands to the left, leaning his right elbow on a
 shaft from the top of which falls a rotulus, or
 scroll, with writing on it. His legs are crossed;
 he holds a mask from the theatre, perhaps that
 of Silenus, on his right hand and seemingly,
 a stylus or writing brush in the left. A small lyre
 appears on the ground line at his feet. The
 engraver has copied or taken creative inspiration
 from a statue, perhaps one in marble, as
 suggested by the system of columnar support
 for the body, his attribute, the lyre, against this
 support and the plinth. The motif of a young god
 or hero posed in this fashion was a popular one
 in bronze or marble statues from 400 B.C. on and
 their replicas or variations in Roman copies.
 The great sculptor Polykleitos in the fifth
 century, or one of his sons around 400 B.C.,
 created as an ultimate prototype a statue of
 Narcissus admiring himself in the pool or of
 Meleager resting after the hunt of the
 Calydonian boar. Roman marble copies, facing
 in either direction, or copies like this survive
 on gems of both statues. A marble statue at
 Holkham Hall in Norfolk is a famous example
 (American Journal of Archaeology 63, 1959,
 pp. 153-54) (Fig. 12a). A gem in the
 Liechtenstein collection documents the type as
 Meleager, with the boar's head instead of the
 lyre at his feet (Reinach, PI. 133, No. 24).
 On gems in New York the motif is used for the
 ill-fated hunter Hippolytus (N.Y., No. 419) or
 for the lyre-playing god Apollo (N.Y., No. 276),
 a figure appearing frequently on Graeco-Roman
 gems and in sculpture as the Farnese Hermes,
 a creation identified with Praxiteles (G. E. Rizzo,
 Prassitele, Milan and Rome, 1932, PI. 112).
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 12a. Polykleitan youth, "Meleager."

 Holkham Hall, Collection of the Earl of Leicester.

 Indeed, the great Praxiteles turned to designs
 such as this when he created his famous
 satyrs or the "faun" which Nathaniel Hawthorne
 admired so through the medium of a Roman
 marble copy in the Museo Capitolino.
 Hawthorne's "marble faun" also had his
 counterparts on late Hellenistic and Graeco-
 Roman gems, evidence that the ancients also
 shared his intimate enthusiasm for these
 statues (Copenhagen, No. 224; Reinach, Pls. 56,
 4). Mrs. Lyman's Eros of the gem presented
 here has amassed a refreshing cross section of
 scholarly attributes from the worlds of the
 theatre, literature, and music.

 13. Ares, God of War. Intaglio in green jasper
 with red specks. Graeco-Roman work of the
 first or second centuries A.D. Bought in
 Smyrna (Izmir). 63.1522. Theodora Wilbour
 Fund in Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Diam.
 (max.): 0.013m.

 Ares, or Mars, stands in full battle array,
 shield in his lowered left hand, spear in the
 raised right. He wears the costume of a Greek
 officer of the time of Alexander the Great:
 helmet with long crest, cuirass with skirts, and
 a long cloak which is wrapped about his neck,
 thrown over the right shoulder, and brought
 from down the back around over the left arm.
 The pose, especially in the arrangement of the
 cloak, is very statuesque, and it is tempting
 to think the engraver copied a well-known
 three-dimensional monument. A giant statue of
 Ares standing in battle dress was famous in
 western Asia Minor, the area whence comes
 this stone. At Halicarnassus about 350 B.C., that
 is in the years the Mausoleum was being built,
 the two famous sculptors Leochares and
 Timotheos executed sculptures for the Temple
 of Ares, not far from the site of the giant
 funerary monument. One or the other was
 responsible for the akrolithic statue of Ares (W.
 B. Dinsmoor, The Architecture of Ancient
 Greece, London, 1950, p. 223), and this statue as
 a cult-image and a work of art influenced the
 iconography of Ares for centuries to come. The
 figure is popular on gems, stones no doubt set in
 the rings of soldiers (AG, Pi. 64, No. 63; B.M.,
 Nos. 1421-1426; Henckel, Fingerringe, Nos. 86ff.,
 439a; etc.). In the time of the Emperor
 Augustus, that is about 2 B.C., a colossal statue
 of the Roman Mars the Avenger (Ultor) was
 dedicated in the new temple in the Forum of
 Augustus in Rome. This statue was based
 directly on the Ares at Halicarnassus, and it too
 exerted its influence on gem and coin design
 (N.Y., No. 294).  27
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 14. Eros (Cupid) and Psyche. Intaglio in red
 jasper. Graeco-Roman work of the first or
 second centuries A.D. 65.3. Mary L. Smith
 Fund. Diam. (max.): 0.014m.

 Eros, who is nude, stands to the left on an altar
 or thick ground line. He embraces and kisses
 Psyche, who stands to the right, wearing a
 cloak about her lower limbs. He is winged in
 the usual, feathery manner; she has butterfly
 wings. The subject of Eros and his mentally
 stimulating bride was very popular on Graeco-
 Roman gems (Lippold, PI. 30), one of the
 greatest of these scenes being the celebrated
 Marlborough cameo in Boston with the
 marriage procession of Eros and Psyche
 (Lippold, PI. 30, No. 5; M.F.A., Greek,
 Etruscan, and Roman Art, Boston, 1963, Fig. 260).
 The composition as presented here appears
 in cruder form on a late Roman stone in
 Berlin (Berlin, No. 3068). The motif is based on
 a Hellenistic statue, a rococo work probably
 made about 150 B.C. somewhere in western
 Asia Minor or the Greek islands. There are
 several Roman copies in marble of this lost
 statue, one characteristic example being in the
 sculpture galleries of the Uffizi in Florence.
 Another, in the Louvre, comes from Asia Minor,
 and in one of two copies of the group in
 Dresden the positions of Eros and Psyche are
 reversed, just the way they would be in the
 direct view of a gem as opposed to the view of
 an impression of the intaglio, as seen here
 (S. Reinach, R6pertoire de la statuaire, 1, Paris,
 1906, p. 360). Roman artists turned the figures
 into relief, and they appear on marble
 sarcophagi of the second and third centuries
 A.D. As can well be imagined, the Neo-Classic
 sculptors, such as Canova and Thorvaldsen and
 the minor masters, found the embrace of Eros
 and Psyche admirably suited to their decorative
 needs.

 15. Nike with a Shield. Sard intaglio in
 modern ring setting. Roman imperial work,
 probably of the period from A.D. 150 to
 230. 59.186. Theodora Wilbour Fund in

 Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.):
 0.041 m.

 Nike, or Victoria, is seated to the right on a rock;
 a light, full cloak is draped about her lower
 limbs. A large shield, seen in profile, is
 balanced almost by magic on her left thigh, the
 left hand seeming to rest weightlessly above it.
 The lowered right hand, protruding languidly
 from the rockwork back of the seat, may hold a
 stylus for inscribing sentiments of victory on
 the shield, or it may be merely poised in a
 gesture of inactivity. In the fourth century B.C.
 a great sculptor, perhaps Praxiteles or Skopas,
 created a statue of Aphrodite for the shrine
 of the goddess of love and beauty on
 Acrocorinth, the acropolis of the city visited by
 Saint Paul. This Aphrodite was evidently
 represented standing, admiring herself in the
 shield of her lover Ares, a contrast between
 beauty and the panoply of war. The motif was
 taken over in Roman imperial times, on the
 Column of Trajan for instance, to create
 the iconographic type of Nike or Victoria who
 writes up the successes of a campaign on a
 captured shield. The large sard shown here may
 be the intermediate stage, where wings turn
 Aphrodite into Nike but where the shield still
 serves as a mirror. The seated Nike with topknot
 headdress, whether admiring herself or writing,
 was much in vogue in the Antonine and
 Severan periods of the Roman Empire, and the
 rapid, illusionistic style in which this sard is
 cut coincides with this chronology on other
 gems and in coin design. Closest perhaps in
 grandeur of detail among other gems is an
 amethyst from the Wyndham Cook collection
 (AG, PI. 63, No. 30), which shows Victoria
 seated and writing. The composition was also 28
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 15a. Original sard intaglio, in modern ring
 setting, from which cast in Fig. 15 was taken.

 popular on inferior Graeco-Roman pastes of
 the early imperial period (Berlin, Nos. 3549-
 3550; Lippold, PI. 33). Stylistic details
 parallel those of a gem in New York (N.Y.,
 No. 153), which has been dated in the third
 century B.C., but superior work in any age is
 often hard to pin down by centuries. A contrast
 in lesser elegance is provided by a carnelian,
 with Victoria standing and writing, from
 Lullingstone in Kent, site of a major private
 country house of the Roman imperial period
 (J. M. C. Toynbee, Art in Britain under the
 Romans, Oxford, 1964. PI. 85c, pp. 373f.).

 16. Cybele or a City-Goddess. Carnelian intaglio
 Work of the Roman imperial period from

 western Asia Minor, probably about

 A.D. 200. 63.1523. Theodora Wilbour Fund
 in Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Diam.

 (max.): 0.015m.

 A veiled, draped bust of a somewhat plump
 woman faces to the right. She wears earrings
 and her hair in a bun drawn up at the back of
 her head under drapery. Of greater moment is
 the fact that she sports a large "mural" crown on
 her head, a hat that consists of city walls with
 three towers rising from them. Such headdress is
 the symbol of the Asiatic mother-goddess
 Cybele, widely worshiped throughout the
 Roman Empire, or of a Tyche or patron

 personification of a city or province (Fig. 16a).
 Such heads as this are very common on coins
 struck by the Greek cities of Asia Minor in the
 second and third centuries A.D., as personified
 emblems of those cities. Here is probably
 another case where a die cutter in a provincial
 mint produced a gem related to contemporary
 coins for sale to a private citizen or presentation
 to a magistrate. Just such a turreted female in
 Berlin (Berlin, No. 2845) is inscribed LAUDIKU,
 indicating that she is to be thought of as the
 Tyche of one of the two cities named Laodikeia,
 in Phrygia. The gem presented here is inscribed
 ANTHIOU, that is "of Anthios," which must be
 the owner's name. No doubt he wore the
 intaglio as a ring or on a chain and used it as
 his seal in business, just the way such seals were
 used on letters and documents in Europe and
 America in the nineteenth century. Similar
 ladies with city battlements on their heads are
 often uninscribed on gems, and these may be
 Cybele, super-patroness of many cities in
 Phrygia, lonia, Lydia, and other parts of Asia
 Minor where the cult of the goddess originated
 in pre-Greek times (N.Y., No. 382; Berlin,
 No. 2844).

 16a. Cybele. Tetradrachm of Smyrna,
 190-133 B.C. Theodora Wilbour Fund in

 Memory of Zoe Wilbour. 61.1042.

 29
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 17. The Sun-God in His Chariot. Sard intaglio.
 Work of the Roman imperial period, third
 or fourth centuries A.D. 63.1524. Theodora
 Wilbour Fund in Memory of Zoe Wilbour.
 Diam. (max.): 0.019m.

 Helios or Sol, with his right arm raised in a
 gesture of salutation, rides toward us in a
 chariot drawn by four horses. He wears a radiate
 crown, a charioteer's long tunic as protection
 from the elements, and a cloak which flys out
 behind over his right shoulder. Stylized clouds,
 or the vapors of the heavens, appear to swirl
 about the feet of the horses. The stone has been
 cut just the way the East Greek carnelian of
 500 B.C., Shepherd Milking a Goat (above, No.
 1), was fashioned, with lumps and thin
 dashed-off lines, all characteristic of incisions
 made with a turning wheel and a tiny gouge.
 Thus, at the beginning and the end of classical
 gem engraving similar, simplified techniques of
 engraving were in vogue. This design of a
 splayed-out quadriga, horses going off
 two-by-two in a conceptual gallop with their
 hind legs planted firmly on the ground or the
 clouds, is one which becomes a characteristic
 of Late Antique art, when classical feelings for
 perspective and foreshortening are giving way
 to senses of ordered, patterned composition
 (Fig. 17a). The motif of Helios arranged in this
 fashion can be documented as early as a coin
 of Mandeba in Transjordan in the period of the
 Emperor Septimius Severus, that is about A.D.
 200 (American Journal of Archaeology 59,1955,
 p.259; H. P. L'Orange, Studies in the Iconography
 of Cosmic Kingship, Oslo, 1953, pp. 64ff., 147ff.).
 On large gold medallions of Constantine the
 Great and his imperial successors to the time
 of Valentinian II, that is from about A.D. 325
 to 390, the design is taken over to show the
 Consular procession or sparsio of the ruler who
 is equated in art and literature with the powers
 of the sun. There are a number of other gems

 17a. Helios in quadriga. Imperial bronze of
 Kolossai in Phrygia. Theodora Wilbour Fund in
 Memory of Zoe Wilbour. 62.393.

 and Roman imperial coins of the third and
 fourth centuries that perpetuate the schema as
 seen here (B.M., No. 1661; Berlin, No. 2666;
 Copenhagen, No. 903b, added to the reverse of
 an older carnelian). A serpentine stone in the
 British Museum (B.M., No. 1663) suggests the
 lines around the feet of the horses can in some
 instances be extremely conceptual renderings
 of the wheels of the chariot. The reverse of this
 gem has a bust of the Tyche of Caesarea in
 Cappadocia, wearing the local mountain
 (Argaios) as a crown, an amusing variation of
 the type discussed here as No. 16. Caesarea in
 east central Asia Minor was a center of the cult,
 of Helios or Sol, for he could appear at frequent
 intervals atop that city's magnificent snow-
 capped mountain, the most glorious natural
 object in the Anatolian hinterlands. The sard
 recently added to the collections could well
 have been carved at Caesarea, which produced
 a splendid series of coins with exotic
 iconographic and stylistic types in the imperial
 age. This design was also admirably suited to
 ot4her, larger media, from metal discs to the
 gables of small buildings, as a limestone bust of
 Helios in high relief in the Brooklyn Museum
 demonstrates (H. Hoffmann, Journal of the
 American Research Center in Egypt 2, 1963,
 pp. 117-124, Pls. 20-28) (Fig. 17b).

 17b. Helios, from the gable of a small
 building. Brooklyn Museum.
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 18. Sarapis and the Griffin of Nemesis. Carnelian

 intaglio. Roman imperial work, probably
 of the second century A.D. 63.1525.
 Theodora Wilbour Fund in Memory of Zoe

 Wilbour. Diam. (max.): 0.017m.

 The Graeco-Egyptian god Sarapis, a fusion of
 Greek Hades and Egyptian Osiris, is shown as
 a draped bust, facing to the right. He wears his
 characteristic "flowerpot," a kalathos or basket
 for measuring grain, on his head. The crescent
 at the left and the star at the right suggest his
 relationship to or dominance over the
 continuous cycle of sun and moon, for he was
 god of the infernal regions and death, and such
 thoughts took up much of men's minds in the
 days when the Roman Empire was beginning to
 decline. Below the bust of Sarapis a griffin sits,
 with his left front paw balanced on a small
 wheel. In Hellenistic and Roman times just
 such a griffin with a wheel is the principal
 attribute of the goddess Nemesis, that aspect
 of Tyche or Fortuna that implies divine

 regulation and retribution, particularly where
 the all too manifest weaknesses and evils of the
 human world are involved. Where statues or
 busts of Sarapis and other Graeco-Egyptian
 divinities abound (Fig. 18a), figures of the
 standing, draped goddess, who looks like Hera
 or Tyche-Fortuna but who has the telltale
 griffin with its wheel by her side, are often
 unearthed. Such was the case a decade ago
 in the gymnasium at Salamis on the eastern
 coast of Cyprus (V. Karageorghis, et al.,
 Sculptures from Salamis, I, Nicosia, 1964, pp.
 12ff.) (Fig. 18b). Statues and busts of Sarapis
 appear in combination with other figures on
 gems, a red jasper in New York (N.Y., No. 258)
 showing the bust with star and crescent, as
 here, and with an eagle below (see also Berlin,
 Nos. 2623-24; B.M., No. 1273). The griffin of
 Nemesis is found as a small freestanding
 figure in deep turquoise blue faience, from

 18a. Bronze bust of Sarapis from

 Egypt. Graeco-Roman, about A.D. 300.
 Harriet Otis Cruft Fund. 60.1450.

 18b. Nemesis flanked by her griffin.
 Cyprus Museum, from the Gymnasium
 at Salamis.

 Egypt and now in the Brooklyn Museum, and
 also alone on a gem recorded by Gori in
 Florence in the eighteenth century (Reinach,
 PI. 72, No. 94-8). Gori also saw him on a stone
 like Boston's acquisition but with a figure of
 the Egyptian Canopus where we see the bust of
 Sarapis (Reinach, PI. 29, No. 58-9). There are,
 therefore, several variations on a gem design
 that features major and minor divinities of
 Egypt under the Roman Empire.  31
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 Roman Imperial Portraits

 19. Mark Antony as a Legionary Commander.
 Sard intaglio. Roman work from Asia Minor,
 about 40 B.C. or later. 64.490. Theodora
 Wilbour Fund in Memory of Zoe Wilbour.
 Diam. (max.): 0.021m.

 An eagle with a wreath in his mouth stands to
 the right, on a garlanded altar. On the other
 side is the bust of a man facing him. Roman
 gold coins struck in the East in 34 B.C. show the
 same man to be Caesar's famed lieutenant Mark
 Antony, or (a remote possibility) Mark Antony's
 son Marcus Antonius Filius. In these years Mark
 Antony was maneuvering for the final duel with
 Octavian, the future Emperor Augustus, at
 Actium in 31 B.C., the naval engagement that was
 also to decide the fate of Cleopatra's Ptolemaic
 kingdom of Egypt and lead to the establishment
 of the Roman Empire in 27 B.C. His son by Fulvia,
 the wife who preceded his marriage to Octavi-
 an's sister Octavia, was betrothed to Octavian's
 daughter Julia, but the former put Antony the
 younger to death after Actium. Thus, both father
 and son came to be thought of by many as
 martyrs in struggles that extinguished the liber-
 ties of the Roman Republic. An eagle on an altar
 has always been a Roman imperial symbol of
 apotheosis. This sard intaglio was probably the
 ringstone of some partisan of Antony senior or
 junior, either during their lifetimes or in the
 years following when they were remembered as
 soldierly aristocrats. The name Prosopas is
 carved on the stone in letters of the second or
 third century A.D. They may be a later addition
 to the design for another owner, a not uncom-
 mon practice, or they may indicate the original
 wearer was a romantic who thought about
 Antony and Roman republicanism a century or
 so after all hope was lost. The design of the
 eagle on an altar, with busts facing either left or
 right (N.Y., No. 494) or alone, is fairly common
 among Roman imperial gems (Berlin, Nos.
 5718ff.; Copenhagen, Nos. 1455ff.). 32
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 20. Man of the Roman Republic, perhaps Julius
 Caesar. Carnelian intaglio ringstone. Roman
 imperial copy of a portrait created about
 40 B.C. 64.146. Theodora Wilbour Fund in
 Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.):
 0.13m.

 This bald-headed man with flat forehead and
 round skull and a copious fringe of hair around
 the ears, must have been a famous person in
 antiquity, for he occurs as subject of a number
 of gems (N.Y., No. 469 and bibl.; H. Vollen-
 weider, Museum Helveticum 12,1955,
 pp. 106-07). This stone bears an inscription
 AULOS that must be the signature of the artist
 rather than the name of the owner, for it is
 cut in the small, delicate letters appropriate to
 artists' signatures on gems. Portraits of Julius
 Caesar vary widely from those naturalistic
 (emaciated) and ideal (with hair) likenesses
 made during his lifetime to the forceful,
 statesmanlike images created up to a century
 and a half after the famous Ides of March. The
 Emperor Trajan (A.D. 98 to 117), for instance,
 issued a series of gold aurei which feature the
 bust of Julius Caesar on the reverse (Fig. 20a).
 The portrait is enough like that of this gem to
 suggest that the portraits on this group of cut
 stones might have been intended to portray
 the Great Dictator. In this case they would
 have been free, modernized versions, made
 perhaps about the time of Vespasian or Titus,
 that is about A.D. 70 to 80, of some likeness
 of Caesar created before or, more likely,
 shortly after his death. Other posthumous
 portraits of Julius Caesar on gems, however,
 are quite different, emphasizing his haughtiness
 and the elongated, emaciated qualities of his
 neck (Lewes House, No. 117; Reinach, Pi. 13,
 No. 24-5, after Gori). If this group of gems
 does not portray the progenitor of the
 Julio-Claudian succession, then it must honor
 some important person of the Roman Republic

 20a. Deified Julius Caesar. Aureus of Trajan
 (98-117). 58.5. Theodora Wilbour Fund in
 Memory of Zoe Wilbour.

 whose deeds were such that men chose to wear
 his image on their fingers in the time of the
 Roman Empire. Many candidates come to mind,
 for really very little is known about portraits
 of specific Romans before the last half century
 of the Republic.

 33
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 21. The Emperor Augustus, 27 B.C. to A.D. 14.
 Cameo in glass, imitating the white and blue
 layers of sardonyx. Roman, probably first
 century A.D. 63.1554. Gift of Petro
 Hanazoglou in Memory of Lahut Uzman.

 Diam. (max.): 0.032m.
 The oak wreath, the Corona Civica of military
 valor, worn in the hair of the first and perhaps
 the greatest of the Roman emperors is rendered
 in a lifelike green. This large cameo is a
 masterpiece of the glassmaker's art, for it has
 been executed with such skill and force of
 modeling, such definition of line, as to be
 difficult to distinguish from comparable cameos
 carved from the multilayered semiprecious
 stone known to students of Greek and Roman
 gems as sardonyx. The face is that of Augustus
 getting on in years, perhaps about A.D. 10 when
 he was seventy-four years old and when he had
 suffered the loss of his beloved grandsons
 Caius and Lucius Caesars through war and
 illness and of his beloved legions under Varus
 in the forests of Germany. The same strained,
 ailing, yet ideal and noble face graces the giant
 sardonyx bust of Augustus in the British
 Museum, known as the Blacas Cameo because
 it belonged to the Duc de Blacas in the last
 century (B.M., No. 3577; AG, Ill, p. 316,
 Fig. 159; Lippold, Pi. 72, No. 2). An even older
 portrait, in terms of the emperor's age, is that
 of the large sardonyx from the Marlborough
 collection and now in the Metropolitan
 Museum, New York; Augustus carries the arms
 of Achilles and wears the aegis of Zeus or
 Athena (N.Y., No. 648). Boston's new cameo
 was found years ago in Asia Minor and is
 indication that the best in court portraiture
 circulated throughout the East as well as around
 Rome. Portrait cameos were highly prized by
 the Augustan court, and the name of
 Dioskourides has come down to us as one
 responsible for cameo likenesses of the first

 21a. Augustus in terra-cotta. 64.701.
 William E. Nickerson Fund No. 2.

 emperor. The cameos in London and New York
 have even been attributed to his hand, and his
 signature has come down to us on several
 stones. This likeness of Augustus in glass can
 be compared with another recent addition to
 the collections, a tondo head of the emperor
 in terra-cotta from a tomb in northwestern
 Asia Minor (Fig. 21a). The portrait in baked clay,
 made for a private citizen (Greek or Roman)
 and buried with him, is a much less official
 representation, giving the emperor a plumpish
 face, the lifelike qualities of which were
 enhanced in antiquity by the painted pupils of
 the eyes and no doubt by touches of color for
 the hair.

 34
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 22. Julia, Daughter of the Emperor Titus.
 Intaglio in amethyst. Roman, about A.D. 80
 or later. 63.1521. Theodora Wilbour Fund in
 Memory of Zoe Wilbour. Diam. (max.):
 0.014m.

 Married at first to a cousin, she became famous,
 or infamous, for her love affair with her uncle
 the Emperor Domitian (A.D. 81 to 96). When
 she died in childbirth, he elevated her to the
 company of the gods. Thus, it must have been
 fashionable for followers and clients of the
 Flavian Dynasty to wear her image in their
 signet rings. This portrait, with a mass of false,
 honeycomb curls over the forehead and braids
 on the back of the head, is identical with the
 likenesses on coins struck by her uncle. Through
 these coins Julia has been identified on a
 number of other gems and glass pastes. The
 most celebrated of these is a large aquamarine
 in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, signed
 by a Greek artist named Euodos; this
 aquamarine seems to give Julia a somewhat
 fatter face, perhaps because it was done from
 personal observation on the part of the
 engraver, rather than from a master or ideal
 portrait that might have been sent to the mint
 at Rome during production of the coinage.
 Several authorities have identified Julia on an
 amethyst and three pastes in Berlin (Berlin,
 Nos. 3202-3205), and the person is obviously
 the same as the lady of the Boston amethyst.
 The identification seems further assured by the
 fact that on Berlin No. 3202 a small figure of
 Nike or Victoria walks from the left and
 crowns the bust of Julia; by all standards of
 Roman imperial iconography, this is a sure sign
 that the lady is of imperial rank. Amethysts with
 their translucent shades of blue and white are
 pleasing to look at, and the contrast between
 the textures of the stone and the complexity of
 Julia's hair about her full face makes the new
 gem a most satisfying visual experience.

 Neo-Classic

 23. The Round Temple by the Tiber. Chalcedony

 intaglio. Neo-Classic, probably about 1840.
 62.186. Gift of Mrs. Henry Lyman. Diam.
 (max.): 0.015m.

 It seems appropriate to conclude with a gem
 that is antique in flavor yet cannot possibly be
 confused with a Greek or Roman stone. The
 vista presented here in miniature is like

 something out of a sketchbook by Marten
 van Heemskerck. The round temple near the

 Tiber, later the church of S. Maria del Sole in
 the Piazza Bocca della Verita, dominates a
 foreground of foliage and, seemingly, small
 ruins. The campanile of a church, perhaps that
 of S. Maria in Cosmedin, is seen beyond; above
 are most likely the ruins on the corner of the
 Palatine Hill, and in the background the Alban
 Hills close the vista. A painterly tree enframes
 the composition at the left. The round temple,
 perhaps that of the woodland god Portunus,
 was built in its present form in the last moments
 of the Roman Republic or the first decades of
 the Empire. The entablature above the
 Corinthian columns has disappeared, and the
 roof that resembles a Chinese hat is a product
 of the Middle Ages. That an engraver would
 wish to carve and a traveler to the Eternal City
 would wish to buy a gem such as this is
 evidence enough that the art remained a living
 one at least down to the end of the nineteenth
 century.

 35
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 Young Man on Horseback (500 B.C.)
 by CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 The Youth, His Horse, and His Dog

 A major and rather unusual work of Greek art has been recently added to the

 Museum's collections (Figs. 1-3).' It appears that the ensemble is probably the only
 complete, nonarchitectural Greek archaic terra-cotta horse and rider of larger than

 miniature dimensions that has come down to us from classical antiquity. Miniature

 terra-cotta equestrian groups of the late archaic or early classical periods are not
 uncommon. There have been two in the Museum of Fine Arts for over seventy years,

 one having been found at Anthedon on the eastern coast of Boeotia well before 18972
 (Fig. 4) and one having been excavated nearly a century ago by the Archaeological
 Institute of America at Assos in the Troad (Fig. 5).? The Boeotian terra-cotta is a half-
 figure of a victorious kouros or youth, wearing a headband and reining in a steed

 which emerges from a back support. The youth on horseback from Assos is a com-

 plete equestrian figure but is much less carefully worked or molded. There are, of

 course, a number of small bronze horsemen of the second half of the sixth century
 B.C., and one of the three examples in the Museum will be discussed presently.

 In southern Italy and Sicily around 500 B.C. Greek artists were designing, modeling,

 and molding terra-cotta statues and reliefs that were original, forceful, and elegant at

 the same time. Many of these were adjuncts to buildings: the akroteria or sima mold-

 ings of temples, plaques on houses, and orthostate panels in tombs. Some larger and
 many smaller figures were freestanding offerings at shrines or commemorations in

 tombs. The lack of sculptural marbles made work in terra-cotta a necessity. This

 group is typical of the best in South Italian or Sicilian Greek art. A young rider
 (ephebos) trots a sturdy stallion while a hound runs along beside them. Man and
 mount are over two feet high (63 cm.). The former wears a petasos or sun hat, most

 likely suspended by the chin strap on the back of his neck rather than merely perched

 on the top of his head, for the hat seems too small when placed on the head and the
 interior of the hat is finished, indicating the piece was designed as a separate entity.
 This is the way such youths occasionally wear their hats in scenes on Greek vases

 (Fig. 6) - or the way Theodore Roosevelt's cowboy-like Rough Riders wore their

 campaign hats in the Spanish-American War of 1898. The youth also sports a light
 tunic that extends to just below the waist. His gaze is directed down toward the
 horse's left foreleg, perhaps toward the dog, but the rider's turned head may be
 merely an artistic convention designed to relieve the monotony of too many heads

 in frontal profile. The horse's equipment consists of a bit with a curved cheekpiece,

 a bridle with cheek strap dividing just above the corner of the mouth, a noseband
 124 (around the front of the nose only), a throatlash, a small saddle, and a saddle blanket.
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 1-3. Youth on a hunting expedition. Sicilian Greek, about 500
 B.C. William Francis Warden Fund. 65.463, 65.464.

 126
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 4. Rider from Anthedon in Boeotia, about 525 B.C. 5. Horseman from Assos in the Troad, about 450 B.C. Gift of
 C. P. Perkins Collection. 97.348. the Archaeological Institute of America. 88.144

 The noseband and throatlash are mostly worn away, and the reins are now missing. In

 comparable small-scale terra-cotta equestrian groups, such as an example of about

 490 B.C. from a tomb (No. 31) at Rhitsona near Tanagra in Boeotia, now on exhibition

 in the Thebes Museum, the reins from the mouth of the horse to the rider's hands are

 represented in bronze.4 The ensemble from Sicily must have been produced around

 500 B.C., for there are classic Greek archaic mannerisms in the face of the rider, his

 bulging eyes and smile, while the modeling of the horse's head seems more studied,

 more natural than is usual for horses before the beginning of the fifth century.

 The artist who made this group was perhaps happier while designing architectural

 terra-cottas, like the ones found at nearby Gela or around Lokri on the Italian main-

 land, and was certainly more used to producing them.' Horse, rider, and hound are
 not the products of molds but have been modeled by hand before firing. The surfaces

 are fairly rough and have been smoothed with a stick; of the gay colors that no doubt
 once delineated hair, petasos, tunic, and trappings, only the white ground coating

 remains. The rider could be one of the dashing, aristocratic youths that appear in

 similar garb on Attic red-figured vases of the early fifth century B.C. (Fig. 6),' and the
 horse conforms to many of Xenophon's requirements for a well-bred mount in his 127
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 6. Attic rider, about 460 B.C. Red-figure lekythos.
 From the Baron Hey! Collection, now Philadelphia.

 7. Dioskouros on horseback, from near Lokri
 Epizephirii, about 400 B.C. Photo courtesy
 Hirmer Verlag, Munich.

 8. Horse's head from Gela, about 450 B.C. Photo
 courtesy Hirmer Verlag, Munich.

 128
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 9. Marble funerary statue, about 525 B.C. Athens, Kerameikos Museum. Photo courtesy German
 Archaeological Institute, Athens.

 treatise On Equitation, written during the first half of the fourth century B.C. Particu-

 larly noteworthy and unusual are the steed's massive neck and heavy chest.

 "Prominent eyes look more lively than sunken ones, and moreover command a wider field
 of view. (i-9.)

 Wide nostrils allow the horses to draw breath more easily than narrow, and are moreover a

 sign of a prouder nature. In proof of this, when a horse is angry with another or excited in

 riding he flares his nostrils. (10.)

 Moreover the bigger the poll and the smaller the ears, the more clearly will they show the

 head to have the characteristics of a horse. (11.)

 If the sides are deep and swell out towards the belly they will make the horse easier to sit,

 stronger, and generally speaking easier to keep in condition. (12.)

 Such are the horses upon which gods and heroes are depicted riding, and men who manage

 them well will present a magnificent appearance. (xi-8.)"7

 Despite the similarity between the terra-cotta horse and Xenophon's description,

 no one would take the work for anything but South Italian or Sicilian, from the

 so-called school or series of ateliers that worked at the city of Gela along Sicily's

 southern coast. The rider's face has a bland personality and the horse a directness of

 motion characteristic of art in the prosperous, expansive western fringes of the Greek 129
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 10. Marble horseman from the Athenian Acropolis,
 about 525 B.C. Acropolis Museum.

 11. Bronze rider from Thessaly, about 525 B.C.
 H. L. Pierce Fund. 98.659

 12. Grave stele of Dexileos, 394 B.C.
 Athens, Kerameikos Museum.

 130
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 world. It was here that the Greeks first taught the refinements of material beauty to

 the central Italian ancestors of the Romans, and it was here that expanding Rome first

 came in contact with monumental Greek art and architecture. Only the hound accom-

 panying the horseman, perhaps, is truly Greek international in an artistic as well as a

 canine sense, for he is the mate of the famous archaic marble dog found on the

 Acropolis in Athens.8 There is no certain indication of how the hound was placed in

 relation to horse and rider. A slight depression on the plinth toward the right rear of

 the horse suggests he could have been running there, close to the horse's hooves. This

 is, of course, the way coach dogs are either trained to run, or else have developed the

 habit from generations of instinct. If, as already suggested, the youth were gazing at

 the hound, there could have been two dogs intended in the original composition,

 but this speculation is not supported by the typical Attic grave-reliefs showing the

 deceased as a hunter. He is invariably accompanied by only one faithful canine.

 Furthermore, the terra-cotta hound is of such size that two of his kind would make

 the group into too complex a composition for late archaic or early classical Greek

 taste.

 On a silver tetradrachm of Sermyle in Macedonia, about 500 B.C., a similar single

 dog runs beneath a galloping horse and rider. The terra-cotta ensemble and the coin

 design have many points in common. Although the comparable freestanding groups

 are later, the best surviving parallels in terra-cotta for the horse and rider are the

 Dioskouros on horseback (about 400 B.C.), one of a pair, and once the west

 akroterion of a temple at Contrada Marafioti near Lokri Epizephirii just behind the toe

 of the Italian boot (Fig. 7),9 and a fragmentary, architectural horse's head of consid-

 erable quality (about 450 B.C.), perhaps a ridge decoration, from the temple of
 Athena on the acropolis at Gela (Fig. 8)." The Dioskouros on horseback is supported

 by a large crouching sphinx, who pushes up on his feet with both hands as stirrups;
 her crudeness of design is a contrast to the head of the Dioskouros, which mirrors

 the style of Attic architectural sculpture or grave stelai in the generation after the

 Parthenon. The terra-cotta horse and rider with their accompanying hound are also

 surprisingly like a marble horseman which was found by the German excavators in

 the Themistoklean wall along the edge of the Eridanos stream in the Kerameikos

 Cemetery at the entrance to ancient Athens and which has been dated 550 to 525 B.C.,

 with the last five years of this span being the most favored date." This fragmentary
 votive or funerary statue is now in the Kerameikos Museum. The horseman wears

 a heavy cloak, of a type popular in northern Greece and termed Thracian, with
 painted patterns to imitate gay embroidery; he once carried a bronze lance in his
 left hand, a crop in the right (Fig. 9). The well-known and often illustrated archaic
 marble riders found in the debris of the Persian destruction of 480 B.C. on the

 Athenian Acropolis offer further general parallels, although these riders generally

 have more slender legs and sit on slimmer horses and are characterized by thinner,
 longer faces and necks (Fig. 10).2

 A small bronze rider in Boston, said to come from Thessaly in central Greece and

 probably cast about 525 B.C., seems to be clad in the same tight fitting tunic as the 131
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 large terra-cotta youth from Sicily. He wears his petasos on the top of his head and

 also grasped the now missing reins in both hands (Fig. 11).'3 Above his forehead and

 between his ears, the mane of the large terra-cotta horse has been fashioned into a

 circular disc. The mane of the small bronze horse from Thessaly leaps up between the

 ears in three tongues of flame. Other late archaic and classical horses from Greece

 and Italy show how imaginatively manes could be combed and decorated, especially

 at their apexes above the animal's face.

 Boston's young hunter with his dog was placed as a votive offering in a tomb,

 probably of some dashing young man cut off in the prime of life, like the Attic knight

 Dexileos on the stele of 394 B.C. that has long been a landmark of a corner plot in

 the Kerameikos Cemetery (Fig. 12).'4 The date in the generation before the battle of

 Marathon (490 B.C.) for this terra-cotta ensemble is suggested not only by comparison

 with other contemporary terra-cottas from southern Italy and Sicily but also by the

 fact that specimens of Attic black-figured pottery of the late sixth century B.C. are

 said to have been associated with the horseman and his companion. These vases are

 described in the following section.

 The years in which the youth from Sicily and his family lived were ones of great

 prosperity for Sicily. They were also years of trial, culminating in the defeat of the

 Carthaginian invaders and their allies at Himera in 480 B.C. by Syracuse and other

 Greek cities. This victory gave the same renewed stimulus to the arts in eastern

 Sicily that Athens was to enjoy, thanks to her defeat of the Persian fleet of Xerxes at

 Salamis in the same year. Like contemporary votive statues and grave stelai from

 Attica or other parts of the Greek motherland, the young man on horseback is no

 portrait. He expresses an individual form of the general ideal of Greek sculpture in

 the first shiftings from archaic refinements and conventions to the ideal naturalism

 of the truly classical fifth century. His face and posture reflect an individual form of

 young manhood rather than any specific individual.

 Being a work of the western fringe of Greek civilization, the terra-cotta group has

 an originality of conception and sprightliness of execution unthinkable in the good

 contemporary art of Greece to the east. Indeed, had an Athenian or Aegean Greek

 artist attempted such a monumental group, he would have certainly carved it in

 marble or even cast it in bronze. As the comparisons illustrated here suggest, the

 results would have been grander, nobler, but perhaps less refreshing, surely less

 amusing.

 NOTES

 1. 65.463 (horse and rider); 65.464 (hound).

 William Francis Warden Fund. A full account,

 the first publication, by M. Paraskevaides,

 appeared in the Athens newspaper

 I Kathemerini, May 12,1965, pp. 5f. H. (of horse

 and rider): 0.63 m. There are two holes through

 the plinth on either side of the support running
 to the horse's belly; they may have been used

 to fasten the horse and rider to a base of some

 sort or to a table. A somewhat larger hole
 runs horizontally through the support under the

 132
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 dog and must have served a similar purpose.
 The members of the Department of Classical

 Art would like to thank Dietrich von Bothmer
 and Andrew Oliver, Jr., for helpful comment.
 William J. Young and his colleagues reset the
 petasos and made certain other adjustments
 to the group.

 2. 97.348. Catherine P. Perkins Collection.

 I. Kathemerini, May 12,1965, p. 5, Fig. 3.
 3. 88.144. Gift of the Archaeological Institute of
 America. F. Bacon, J. T. Clarke, R. Koldewey,
 Investigations at Assos, Cambridge, Mass.,
 1902-21, p. 291, Fig. 12; P. Knoblauch, Studien
 zur archaisch-griechischen Tonbildnerei in
 Kreta, Rhodos, Athen und Bootien, Halle (S.),
 1937, p. 166, No. 282, Fig. 27; / Kathemerini,
 May 12, 1965, p. 5, Fig. 2.

 In the University Museum at Philadelphia is
 a large, although quite damaged, terra-cotta
 horse and rider of about 400 B.C., made at
 Paphos and found in the sanctuary of Apollo
 Hylates ("of the woodlands") two miles west of
 the acropolis of Kourion (inv. no. 54-28-96).
 This group is the remains of a large version of
 the votive riders that were very popular at the
 sanctuary. See J. H. and S. H. Young, Terracotta
 Figurines from Kourion in Cyprus, Philadelphia,
 1955, p. 55, No. 1053 (and following fragments,
 also of chariot groups).

 4. R. M. Burrows, P. N. Ure, BSA, Vol. XIV,
 1907-08, p. 280, No. 378, PI. Xl If.
 5. See L. Quarles van Ufford, Les terres-cuites
 siciliennes, Une 6tude sur f'art sicilien entre 550
 et 450, Assen, 1941, especially for the head of
 the rider, p. 121, Fig. 61: an architectural Kore,
 or head of a young girl, in the Louvre and
 attributed to Gela. Compare also the horseman
 from Camarina in Syracuse: G. et V. de Mir6,
 Sicile Grecque, PI. 69, and the "early classical"
 horse and rider in the British Museum,
 excavated at Gela in 1863, which, however, is
 only 0.09 m. high: R. A. Higgins, Catalogue of
 the Terracottas in the British Museum, Vol. I:
 Text, Greek 730-330 B.C., London, 1954, p. 314,
 No. 1160; Vol. II, PI. 158. See also, generally,
 particularly for the quality of sculpture in metal
 and stone: B. Ashmole, Late Archaic and Early
 Classical Greek Sculpture in Sicily and South
 Italy (Proceedings of the British Academy, Vol.
 XX), London, 1934.
 6. One of the best illustrations of a rider with
 petasos on the back of his shoulders is on a
 red-figured lekythos about 460 B.C., by the
 Achilles Painter, now in Philadelphia: see
 H. Bulle, E. Langlotz, Die Kunstsammlungen
 Baron Heyl, Darmstadt, Vol. II, Hugo Helbing,
 Munich, 1930, No. 103, PI. 25; Beazley, ARV

 (2nd edition) p. 993, 95. He has two lances in
 the right hand.

 7. J. K. Anderson, Ancient Greek Horsemanship,
 Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1961, Appendix, pp.
 155ff. The quotations here are selections from
 Professor Anderson's pleasing and accurate
 translation. See also, for general information on
 horses: Maj. Gen. W. H. Carter, The Horses of
 the World, The Development of Man's
 Companion in War Camp, on Farm, in the Marts
 of Trade, and in the Field of Sports, Washington
 (D.C.), 1923.

 8. G. M. A. Richter, Animals in Greek Sculpture,
 London, 1930, p. 74, Fig. 158; H. Payne, G. M.
 Young, Archaic Marble Sculpture from the
 Acropolis, London, 1934, p. 74, PI. 131. Such
 hounds were also copied in Roman times:
 0. Keller, Die antike Tierwelt, Vol. I, Leipzig,
 1909, Figs. 52, 47. See also, especially dog
 lovers: D. B. Hull, Hounds and Hunting in
 Ancient Greece, Chicago, 1964.

 9. E. Langlotz, M. Hirmer, Die Kunst der
 Westgriechen, Munich, 1963, No. 124; P. Orsi,
 "II gruppo equestre fittile di Locri Epizefirii,"
 Dedalo 6,1925-26, pp. 345-365, now in the
 Museo Nazionale at Reggio di Calabria; A. G.
 Woodhead, The Greeks in the West, London,
 1962, p. 228, PI. 22. The published heights vary
 from 1.30 m. (Langlotz-Hirmer) to 1.40 m.
 (Woodhead).

 10. Langlotz, Hirmer, op. cit., No. 121; B.
 Neutsch, Archaologischer Anzeiger 69, 1954,
 p. 658, Fig. 107; A. W. van Buren, American
 Journal of Archaeology 59,1955, p. 311, PI. 89,
 Fig. 24: "presumably from an akroterion."

 11. G. Karo, An Attic Cemetery, Philadelphia,
 1943, p. 20, Pls. 19f.; K. Kibler, Archaologischer
 Anzeiger 48, 1933, pp. 286f., Fig. 18; H. von
 Roques de Mau-mont, Antike Reiterstandbilder,
 Berlin, 1958, pp. 12ff., Fig. 4.

 12. Payne, Young, op. cit., p. 74, Pis. 134-139;
 S. D. Markman, The Horse in Greek Art,
 Baltimore, 1943, Fig. 28, etc. Markman's Fig. 1
 gives an invaluable diagram, after Luard, The
 Horse, pp. viii, 135, showing the names of the
 various parts of a horse.

 13. 98.659. H. L. Pierce Fund. S. Reinach,
 R6pertoire de la statuaire grecque et romaine,
 Vol. IV, Paris, 1910, p. 337, No. 1; Master
 Bronzes, Albright Art Gallery, Buffalo, 1939,
 No. 67; Olympiabericht 3, 1938-39, p. 141,
 note 3. The feet of the horse are missing; the
 reins were held in the rider's hands.

 14. R. Lullies, M. Hirmer, Greek Sculpture,
 London, 1960, p. 85f., PI. 192; Markman, op. cit.,
 pp. 88ff., Fig. 51.  133
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 The Pottery Found with the group

 by PENELOPE VON KERSBURG

 Said to have been discovered many years ago with the terra-cotta group discussed

 in the previous article, this selection of pottery is not only attractive in itself but serves

 as useful documentation in establishing the approximate date of the horseman and

 his hound. The group includes a small lekythos, large fragments of an oenochoe, parts

 of skyphoi, and smaller pieces of other cups.' They all date from the last part of the
 sixth century or the early part of the fifth, when black-figure was superseded by the

 new and versatile red-figure technique of vase painting.

 So-called "Little Master" cups, elegant in shape with a tall slender stem and deco-

 rated in miniaturist style, were popular as counterparts to the large black-figure vases

 being produced from before the middle of the sixth century and continuing to its

 end. Band-cups, a species with the decoration confined to a narrow band in the

 handle zone, are represented by several rim pieces here. The motifs are all typical of

 the period: a figured scene with swans (Fig. 13a); a mock inscription between handle-

 palmettes imitating the signature of a potter or "hail" to the drinker (Fig. 13b). An-

 other fragment exemplifies the floral band-cup class common in Boeotia as well as in

 Attica (Fig. 13c); repeated palmettes linked by a sort of chain below and loop above

 rhythmically fill the entire band of reserve.2 The last small sherd (Fig. 13d) shows a

 dancing satyr and maenad - also a common theme. This may be part of a skyphos
 rather than a stemmed cup. A complete band-cup recently added to the Classical

 collection, one showing youths with their gamecocks, is an excellent example of the

 type of which these sherds are part (Fig. 14).3

 Two large sections of rim from either side of a skyphos or deep two-handled cup
 are of such a type that the scheme can be reconstructed from complete vases of the

 same style and related composition.4 The frieze is confined to the upper half and

 focuses, in each instance, on a quadriga moving to the right (Fig. 15). The third horse
 is white, the rest black; they are driven by an Amazon wearing a short chiton and

 alopekis or fox-skin while her companion, similarly dressed, stands in front of the
 horses and facing them. They are flanked by averted sphinxes with huge incised wings.

 The pairs of facing sphinxes also enclose the handles. The lower half of the vase
 would be painted black and separated from the frieze by several lines. The rim is
 decorated with two rows of dots divided by a thin line; it is thus well marked off from

 the figured zone. The interior is black. This kind of skyphos, representative of a clearly
 distinguished group of pottery, can be certainly dated to the last decade of the sixth
 century or first ten years of the fifth.

 A second skyphos, smaller and probably a "cup-skyphos," seems again to be

 similar in style to the vases from graves at Rhitsona (Fig. 17).' Between averted
 sphinxes, two naked youths stand between two male figures who are wearing black

 134 himations with purple folds. They sit on okladiai or camp stools, and face the
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 13. Fragments of band-cups with various figured scenes and floral patterns.
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 14. Attic black-figure band-cup, about 530 B.C. Youths with gamecocks.
 John Wheelock Elliot Fund. 63.4

 15. Fragments of a Boeotian or Attic skyphos with Amazons, four-horsed chariot, and sphinxes.

 136
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 16. Black-figure skyphos from Seddes, sixth century B.C.
 Saloniki Archaeological Museum

 17. Fragments of a Boeotian skyphos with youths, seated elders,
 and sphinxes.

 18. Fragments of a trefoil oenochoe with divinities listening to
 Apollo play his lyre.
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 19. Lekythos with three warriors in combat. Anonymous Gift. 65.470

 138
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 sphinxes. Another draped figure stands facing the sphinx on the left, next to a large

 pal mette.

 The other fragments found in the tomb are from a trefoil oenochoe or pitcher, and

 they are complete enough to allow a plausible reconstruction of the vessel, including

 a good part of the panel-scene of five standing figures, an assembly of divinities
 (Fig. 18). Apollo plays a lyre while the two women, perhaps Artemis and their mother

 Leto, listen attentively. Dionysos stands on the left; Hermes wearing his petasos,

 counterbalances him to the right. Their robes are enhanced by added red and white,

 and vines indicate the traditional setting appropriate to a lighthearted gathering of

 the gods. The vase has been misfired, but the painting is well-executed and appears

 to be close to the work of the Athena Painter. Best known for his lekythoi, the Athena

 Painter reached his prime in the period from 490 to 480 B.C., but his work extends on

 either side of this decade.6

 A small lekythos of the same period completes this collection of pottery (Fig. 19)

 and shows a sketchily drawn but nicely balanced scene of engagement between three

 warriors.

 These offerings, chosen by the relatives of the deceased to complement the horse-

 man and dog group, reflect the taste and fortune of the family and are, therefore, an

 interesting adjunct to the terra-cotta figures. More important, of course, is the stylis-

 tic evidence they provide which confirms the date of the group to the end of the

 sixth century B.C. or the first decades of the fifth. Further study and restoration may

 perhaps enhance our appreciation of the pottery's original quality.

 NOTES

 1. Lekythos. 65.470. Anonymous Gift. The other
 pieces are apparatus.

 2. For illustrations of floral band-cups from

 Rhitsona, near Thebes in Boeotia, see P. N. Ure,
 Ephemeris, 1915, p. 120, Figs. 10-11. Also E.
 Vanderpool, Hesperia 15, 1946, p. 314ff. and Pi.
 LXI I, Nos. 218-225; vases from the upper fill of
 rock-cut shaft on the eastern slope of Kolonos
 Agoraios which date from the first two decades
 of the fifth century B.C., as confirmed by the
 ostraka found with them.

 3. 63.4. John Wheelock Elliot Fund. Attic black-
 figure band-cup, ca. 530 B.C. Of the fragments,
 six different rims can be distinguished. For
 band-cups, see J. D. Beazley, Journal of Hellenic
 Studies 52, 1932, pp. 187ff.

 4. P. N. Ure, Sixth and Fifth Century Pottery,

 from excavations made at Rhitsona by R. M.
 Burrows in 1909, and by P. N. Ure and A. D. Ure

 in 1921 and 1922, London, 1927, p. 57ff., espe-
 cially p. 61, No. 26.98 and PI. XVIII. Another
 Attic skyphos with this motif, attributed to the
 CHC group by Beazley (ABV, 2nd edition,
 p. 617f.), is illustrated in the Hearst Sale
 Catalogue, Parke-Bernet, 1963, p. 11, No. 37.
 For others, see Olynthus, Vol. 13, p. 68, PI. 25
 (17D is closest to the fragments discussed
 [Fig. 16 here]).

 5. P. N. Ure, op. cit., PI. 20, No. 112.69 as
 related to Fig. 17 here.
 6. Compare MFA 13.74. Gift of W. S. Bigelow.
 MFA Cat. 355. A trefoil oenochoe showing
 Dionysos with a kantharos reclining under a
 vine. J. D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase-
 Painters, Oxford, 1956, p. 530, No. 84; Athena
 Painter or his workshop.  139
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 GREEK, ETRUSCAN, ROMAN, AND EARLY CHRISTIAN
 MARBLE AND BRONZE SCULPTURE IN THE

 MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 W ITH ONE EXCEPTION, the alabaster
 kouros brought from Naukratis in

 1888, the marbles and bronzes published
 here are additions to the Department of
 Classical Art in 1963 or 1964. The most

 recent descriptions of new and little-known
 sculptures in Boston appeared in the Amer-
 ican journal of archaeology for 1964,1
 where references to other publications
 within the past few years are given.2 The
 range of the group considered here is
 broadened by inclusion of five Late Hel-
 ladic bronze weapons and by a marble
 osteotheke and a bronze polycandilon, the
 latter being perhaps as late as the eighth
 century A.D.

 GROUP OF FIVE LATE HELLADIC WEAPONS

 (Fig. 1). They comprise a short sword or
 long dagger, three spearheads of varying
 lengths, and a double axe.3 Such instru-
 ments of war or the hunt are not rare, and

 one might well ask what place such items
 have in a collection devoted to the fine

 arts. The answer lies in the perfection of
 manufacture and beauty of preservation of
 these five bronzes. The dagger obviously
 lacks its inlaid or inset handle and the

 seven rivets that held it on either side, but
 the even, deep green patina of all the pieces
 compensates for these losses. This hard
 coloring overlays a precision of workman-
 ship worthy of the Homeric descriptions.
 Traces of the original yellow-golden surface
 color or polish, like that of a new penny,
 are visible here and there, and it is not
 hard to stimulate the imagination with
 thoughts of the rows of burnished spears,
 axes, daggers, and shields lined up in front
 of the tents at Troy.

 Similar weapons have been found all
 over the Helladic world from Macedonia

 to Crete, but some which seem most like
 these have been excavated over the years
 at Mycenae itself.4 A date around 1200
 B.C. seems most likely from comparison with
 weapons recorded in stratified contexts.5 It

 1 AJA 68 (1964) 323ff., pls. 97-110.
 2 Edward J. Moore and John McQuade are responsible

 for the photographs. William J. Young's Research Labora-
 tory restored the Geometric fibula and the Italic chestpiece.
 Mary Comstock, Julia Green, and Penelope von Kersburg,
 besides others, have provided critical advice, in instances
 as noted under the descriptions of objects. Mrs. von
 Kersburg drew the second side of the Geometric fibula and
 the traces left by painted decoration on the Attic marble
 lekythos. Perry T. Rathbone allowed time away from
 the Boston Museum in the spring and summer of 1965 to
 study comparative objects.

 An article on other new acquisitions appears in CJ
 60 (1965) 289-305. As usual, nearly all recent additions to
 the Greek, Etruscan, and Roman collections are mentioned
 in the Annual report for the year of accession. See espe-
 cially, for the objects discussed here, Annual report 1964,
 30-35; also BMFA 63 (1965) 210-17.

 3Acc. nos. 64.511 (dagger: L.: 0.424m.); 64.512 (spear-
 head: L.: 0.37m.); 64.513 (spearhead: L.: 0.35m.);
 64.514 (spearhead: L.: 0.275m.); and 64.515 (double axe:
 L.: 0.205m.). Edwin E. Jack Fund.

 SDagger and double axe from the bronze worker's
 hoard, found just south of the Fountain House at Mycenae:
 A. J. B. Wace, Archaeology 6 (1953) 78, figs, 8, 7; F. H.
 Stubbings, ABSA 49 (1954) 292ff.; 48 (1953) pl.2, (d)
 and (c): Late Helladic III B/C. Emily T. Vermeule pro-
 vided helpful references in connection with the new group.

 5 See generally, and for further detailed comparisons:
 N. K. Sandars, AJA 67 (1963) 117ff., pl. 24, no. 36
 (dagger); 22, no. 8 (spearhead); and especially 121,
 136. Bronzes from the Athenian Acropolis: 0. Montelius,
 La Grace prdclassique 1 (Stockholm 1924) 153, fig. 481.
 Double axe from Gournia: G. M. A. Richter, Catalogue of
 bronzes in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York
 1915) 433, no. 1630. In these connections I have not
 seen the bronze hoard from Anthedon in Boeotia, pre-
 sumably in the National Museum in Athens.
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 290 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 1. GROUP OF FIVE LATE HELLADIC
 WEAPONS

 is therefore not difficult to surmise that

 these heavy, still sharp, and therefore dan-
 gerous instruments of death could have
 sailed to and from the destruction of Pri-

 am's capital. The largest spearhead, the
 axe, and especially the dagger have suffered
 a curious, or, at least, unusual treatment
 which suggests that near the end of their
 careers they fell into the hands of a person
 or series of persons who did not understand
 the fine points of sharpening and polishing
 tools of war. Underneath the patinas there
 are minute scratches or lines of abrasion

 running lengthwise. While all other edges
 are relatively true, the edges of the dagger
 suggest that it ended its days of use as a
 hacking instrument. Or perhaps it was
 treasured as the souvenir of some fearful

 struggle, with much parrying against metal
 and much cutting.

 GREEK GEOMETRIC FIBULA (Fig. 2). Such
 large ornamental or funerary pins are
 found in the tombs between Thebes and

 the coast of Boeotia, and they are generally
 dated in the eighth century B.C. This ex-
 ample is enriched with four groups of three

 relief bands on the back. On one side of

 the catchplate, a galley moves to the right,
 with three birds above and two fish below.

 On the second side, a horse of familiar
 geometric proportions walks to the left,
 with a bird perched on his back, a kind of
 incised parallel to contemporary freestand-
 ing bronzes in the Geometric idiom of cen-
 tral Greece and the Peloponnesus.6

 These fibulae have long been admired
 for the insight they provide into the earliest
 classic Greek pictorial representation, in an
 age when myth and narration are being
 formulated visually as well as in literary
 tradition.7 The designs shown here are
 fairly standard motifs.8 The notion of a
 bird perched on the back of a horse or
 donkey persists into early classical times in
 the staters of Mende in Macedonia, where a
 crow pecks at the ass' tail.

 GREEK "GEOMETRIC" BIRD (Fig. 3). This
 fat creature has a duck's bill and a broad

 tail. Unusual little feet, as well as the con-
 ventional loop above the back, support the
 figure. A hole runs through the hollow
 body, from side to side, and another open
 area, left just behind the neck in the process
 of casting, is rectangular. A crusty green
 patina gives the bird something of the air
 of having been modeled in pastry.9

 Waterbirds of this type are rarer than the
 Geometric fowl long known in numbers
 from Olympia and other sites in the Pelo-
 ponnesus. The evidence of finds in recent
 years suggests that these puffy birds are a
 northern Greek manifestation, or perhaps
 survival, of the Geometric tradition. D. K.
 Hill has pointed this out in connection with
 a somewhat thinner bird in the Walters Art

 Gallery in Baltimore, by drawing on com-

 6Acc. no. 64.302. L. (max.): 0.15m. H. (max.):
 0.09m. William E. Nickerson Fund, No. 2.

 7 See R. Hampe, Friihe griechische Sagenbilder in Bdotien
 (Athens 1936) 27, fig. 8, no. 36 (Athens), pl. 7
 (London), 18, fig. 2 (Berlin); H. B. Walters, Catalogue
 of the bronzes, Greek, Roman, and Etruscan in the De-
 partment of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British Museum
 (London 1899) 9, no. 121.

 8Compare, in addition to those cited above, H. B.
 Walters, op. cit., 8, no. 119, fig. 4 (from Thebes); H.
 Hoffmann, in Norbert Schimmel Collection, Fogg Art Mu-
 seum, 15 Nov. 1964 to 14 Feb. 1965, no. 7.

 0 Acc. no. 64.1460. H.: 0.065m. Otis Norcross Fund.
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 MARBLE AND BRONZE SCULPTURE 291

 'A_ _-

 FIG. 2. GREEK GEOMETRIC FIBULA

 parative material from Pherae in Thessaly.
 Her date of the seventh century for the
 duck in Baltimore could well apply here.10
 Similar birds are in the Volos Museum, and
 that region of Thessaly has yielded other
 such finds, at least one containing many
 such birds. Another bird in Baltimore, a
 cock, makes it quite evident that these
 birds continue down almost into the classi-

 cal period."1 This fat type of stylized duck,
 or coot, or whatever form of feathered
 creature, may have been inspired, strangely
 enough, as much by the October cloud
 formations of Greece as by any actual
 ornithological specimens. A photograph to
 illustrate this was taken looking over the
 Gennadion Library toward Evangelismos
 Hospital in October 1964 (Fig. 4). The
 bird, or the animal, in the clouds is, of
 course, as old as mythology. Otherwise,
 the first artist of these fat birds may have
 come upon a duck or partridge with feathers

 10 AIA 60 (1956) 36f., pl. 28, figs. 2, 3.

 11 D. K. Hill, Catalogue of classical bronze sculpture in
 the Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore 1949) 119f., no. 274,
 pl. 51. For the intermediate (thinner) type in terra cotta,
 from Cyprus, see V. Karageorghis, BCH 88 (1964) 307,
 fig. 27.

 FIG. 3. GREEK "GEOMETRIC" BIRD  FIG. 4. CLOUD OVER KOLONAKI
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 292 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 5. EARLY ITALIC OR ETRUSCAN HORSEBIT

 puffed out for protection against the noc-
 turnal cold. This, indeed, would suit north-
 ern Greece, where winter nights are longer
 and colder than at Olympia; the typical
 Mediterranean partridge can expand to the
 size of a small basketball if necessary.

 EARLY ITALIC OR ETRUSCAN HORSEBIT

 (Fig. 5). Late Villanovan or early Etrus-
 can bronzes of this type are usually dated
 between 850 and 700 B.C. The vertical side
 bars of this "bridle bit" are formed of two

 horses in the Geometric style, with little
 horses on their backs. This motif is the

 Italic equivalent or interpretation of the
 Greek Geometric design of the horse with

 a bird on its back, a composition seen in
 connection with the fibula from Boeotia.

 The mouthpiece is broken in the middle, to
 form the ancient counterpart of the modern
 snaffle bit, and thus the twisted bars swing
 from interlocking rings. There are further
 eye rings at the ends of the mouthpiece.
 Places for the guide reins are visible in the
 rectangular, keylike projections at the ends
 of the rings and bars at the sides. The
 smaller check reins were attached to the

 FIG. 6. GREEK BOVINE WITH LONG HORNS

 FIG. 7. FRAGMENTARY KOUROS FROM
 NAUKRATIS
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 MARBLE AND BRONZE SCULPTURE 293

 FIG. 8. ATTIC FUNERARY LEKYTHOS

 small eyes at the bottom front of the verti-
 cal side bars or cheekpieces, where the force
 would be broken by the swing or pivot of
 these bars. Two further small eyes, at the
 bottom rear, were probably for a thin iron
 chain which passed under the horse's lower
 jaw or mouth. The outer ears of the two
 larger horses are slightly damaged, and
 the filigree (in the form of yet two more
 tiny, very stylized horses) between the legs
 of the beast against the left cheek is miss-

 A;Z, ~ ii v

 : u ~ ;2Y.

 Ku'l any as O

 MM: ?. not?

 D:1

 Wny

 impt

 5w,

 -Aj;

 FIG. 9. PAINTED DESIGNS ON THE

 LEKYTHOS: SHOULDER AND BODY (DETAIL)

 ing.12 The hard green patina, like that of
 the Mycenaean weapons, makes the bit a
 visual synthesis of form and function rather
 than merely a pleasing utilitarian object.

 Bits such as this have been found at

 nearly every major Etruscan site and must
 have been a popular status symbol among
 new arrivals or old aristocrats of equestrian

 '2Acc. no. 63.2762. H.(max.): 0.075m. W.(max.):
 0.30m. Gift of Horace L. Mayer.
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 294 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 10. HANDLE OF A LONG-SPOUTED

 JUG, 450 To 400 B.C.

 society in the Italian peninsula.13 These
 bits are usually excavated in urns from cre-
 mation burials in pits, but in at least one
 instance parts of a horse were found
 nearby.14 Chariot wheels have been found
 with them.15 Since spectacular horse burials
 have now been brought to light in late
 Mycenaean Greece16 and Orientalizing to

 FIG. 12. PITCHER WITH SIMILAR HANDLE

 early Archaic Cyprus17 (thanks to careful
 excavation), it is possible that such sacri-
 fices may have accompanied some of these
 Italic burials. While a ruler at Cypriote
 Salamis in the eighth or seventh century B.C.
 could afford to slaughter a fine pair of
 steeds and leave them with chariot and all

 the trappings under the earth of a large

 "1 Compare Miinzen und Medaillen A. G., Auktion XXII,
 1961, no. 65, and detailed bibliography of finds; Hesperia
 Art, Bulletin XXII, no. 18; Norbert Schimmel Collection,
 no. 39. On horsebits in antiquity, see J. K. Anderson,
 Ancient Greek horsemanship (Berkeley and Los Angeles
 1961) 40ff., pls. 32ff.

 14 D. Randall-MacIver, Villanovans and early Etruscans
 (Oxford 1924) 24f.

 15 Ibid. 32. See C. Hopkins, Berytus 11 (1955) 75-84,
 on the connections (similarities of sub-geometric art?)
 with Luristan bits; and CI 60 (1965) 216ff., and fig. 5,
 on the inclusion of these bits in Villanovan and early
 Etruscan burials.

 16 At Marathon, in a dromos, but, as V. Karageorghis
 reminds me, the chariot was not sought for: see Ergon
 1958, 23ff., fig. 23.

 17 V. Karageorghis, ILN 29 August 1964, 294ff., espe-
 cially fig. 7; ILN 5 September 1964, 332ff.; and in Le
 rayonnement des civilisations grecque et romaine sur les
 cultures ptriphe'riques, in Huitieme Congres International
 d'Arche'ologie Classique (Paris 1965) 305-13, pls. 59-61.

 FIG. 11. HANDLE OF A SQUAT PITCHER,
 EARLY HELLENISTIC

 FIG. 13. HANDLE OF A STAMNOS, 400
 B.C. OR LATER
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 FIG. 14. BASES OF THE HANDLES OF A SITULA, FOURTH CENTURY B.C.

 dromos, at the doors of a royal tomb,
 horses were undoubtedly too valuable in
 Italy at this time for such practices to be
 widespread. Still, fine bits such as this
 example are but a fraction of the riches
 found in early Etruscan cemeteries.
 GREEK BOVINE WITH LONG HORNS (Fig.

 6). Presumably a bull, this animal is a
 good specimen of a fairly common type of
 timeless bronze in the Geometric tradition.s8
 Usually these bulls are dated by the degree
 of naturalism involved, and they were cer-
 tainly made in rural Greece as late as the
 end of the Archaic period. Examples found
 at Olympia come from the altar area south-
 west of the Metroon.19 For various quite

 sound reasons, D. K. Hill has dated a some-
 what earlier, certainly more "Geometric"
 bull in Baltimore around 700 B.C., that is
 no earlier and perhaps somewhat later than
 the end of the eighth century.20 The bovine
 in Boston, therefore, might well be as late
 as 600 B.C., or even the sixth century. Since
 these animals are often found in groups, a
 wealthy farmer might well dedicate a num-
 ber of them at a local shrine, for the propa-
 gation of his herds. The custom was not
 confined to Greece, as the group found at
 Ionian Qesme (near ancient Erythrae) and
 dated around 600 B.C. testifies.21 Related
 bovines have been attributed to areas as

 far eastward as Cappadocia.22
 18 Acc. no. 64.1461. H.: 0.061m. Otis Norcross Fund.
 19 See K. A. Neugebauer, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,

 Katalog der statuarischen Bronzen im Antiquarium 1
 (Berlin 1931) 42, no. 100, pl. 12; Olympia 4, Bronzen,
 pl. 11, nos. 165, 166.

 20 AIA 59 (1955) 41, 43.
 21See CI 55 (1960) 194f., fig. 2; IHS 72 (1952) 79f.
 22 Ancient art in American private collections, The Fogg

 Art Museum of Harvard University (Cambridge, Mass.
 1954) 22, no. 76, pl. 30.
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 296 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 15. SIMILAR HANDLE, VENICE, MUSEO
 ARCHEOLOGICO

 PART OF A KOUROS (STATUETTE) FROM
 NAUKRATIS (Fig. 7). There remains the
 torso, from below the chest to the knees,
 with the lower part of the left arm and
 hand. This well carved fragment in ala-
 baster was found in the temenos of Aphro-
 dite at Naukratis and has remained un-

 published since it was given to the museum
 by the Egypt Exploration Fund in 1888.23
 A more complete torso from Naukratis has
 long been known in Boston,24 and it and
 other Naukratite kouroi in Moscow, Cairo,
 and London have been associated by G.
 M. A. Richter with the Tenea-Volomandra

 Group.25 The statuette in Cairo shares sim-
 ilar proportions with the example illus-
 trated here, both being slightly plumper
 at the hips than the statuette in Moscow
 and slightly more elegant than the two
 torsos in London or the better-known figure
 in Boston. In a sense these statuettes are

 almost aesthetically finer without their
 heads, for the Moscow and Cairo examples
 have unpleasing almond eyes and penguin

 FIG. 16. TERRACOTTA HEAD FROM
 CERVETRI

 profiles. A head also in Boston, however,
 is perceptibly better in workmanship than
 any of these other statuettes or fragments.
 It may be slightly later than 575 to 550
 B.C., suggested by Miss Richter for the gen-
 eral group.26

 These miniature kouroi, carved in a
 material native to Egypt, were dedicated in
 the precincts of Aphrodite and Apollo at
 Naukratis by Greek residents who had
 seen or heard of the monumental marble

 kouroi of the islands, Attica, and Boeotia.
 Scarcity of material was one factor in dic-
 tating the small size.

 ATTIC FUNERARY LEKYTHOS (Fig. 8).
 This lekythos of the first half of the fourth
 century B.c. is unusual because extensive
 traces made by the original paint survive

 23 Acc. no. 88.1098. H.: 0.063m.
 24 L. D. Caskey, Catalogue of Greek and Roman sculp-

 ture (Cambridge 1925) 3ff., no. 1 (see also no. 2); G.
 M. A. Richter, Kouroi, Archaic Greek youths, a study of
 the development of the kouros type in Greek sculpture
 (London 1960) 89, no. 85, fig. 272.

 25 Richter, op. cit., figs. 264-71.  26 Caskey, op. cit., no. 2.
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 FIG. 17. ITALIC CHESTPIECE, FOURTH
 CENTURY B.C.

 on the neck (palmettes) and body (mae-
 ander). On the front in relief, an old man
 (TIMAYI?EO) says farewell to a seated
 woman (NIKArOPA), while a female ser-
 vant stands at the right. The mouth, most
 of the neck, and the corresponding part of
 the stylized handle have been broken away27

 The three figures, old Timasitheos, the
 woman Nikagora, and the servant waiting
 behind her elegant chair, are timeless stereo-
 types from the post-Pheidian funerary rep-
 ertory.28 The chief indications that the re-
 lief was carved in the fourth rather than

 the fifth century lie in the bent, too ex-
 pressive pose of the elder, the soft, crinkled
 drapery of the woman, and the fact that the
 principals are in physical contact, shaking
 hands rather than merely contemplating
 each other. In the big, multifigured Attic

 FIG. 18. SOW AT BAY

 grave stelai, progress through the fourth
 century is marked by the degree of emotion
 shown in these family scenes. Eternal
 manifestations of grief and physical contact
 became more external and exaggerated as
 the century progressed.29

 The mounting for this lekythos suggests
 the iron fittings of the Paris Opera under
 Napoleon III or at the outset of the Third
 Republic. The previous history of this
 marble, however, has not been ascertained,
 and the inscription is not in the standard
 literature on Attic families or their names.

 In these connections, L. B. Urdahl has
 kindly communicated the following obser-
 vations:

 "Both personal names are found in Ath-
 ens. Nikagora is not uncommon, e.g. in
 IG II2 12245 = Conze 826 T.160 ('before
 the middle of the fourth century B.C.').
 Its masculine equivalent, Nikagoras, also
 appears to occur well into the Roman
 period. The Prosopographia Attica has two
 Timasitheoi (nos. 13640 and 13641). Un-
 der no. 3273 ('Demainetos Timasitheou ek
 Kerameon'), Kirchner gives a stemma con-
 necting Timasitheos (I), Demainetos, Tim-
 asitheos (II), and Timotheos. The editio
 minor now gives later dates for most of
 the relevant inscriptions. Among the evi-
 dence, IG II2 1623 Aa 38 of 334/3 lists

 27Acc. no. 63.1040. H.: 1.15m. Gift of Mr. and Mrs.
 John J. Klejman.

 28G. M. A. Richter, "Family groups on Attic grave
 monuments," Neue Beitriige zur klassischen Altertumswis-
 senschaft, Festschrift zum 60 Geburtstag von Bernhard
 Schweitzer (Stuttgart and Cologne 1954) 256-9, pls. 55f.,
 on combinations of names and the cult of the dead.

 29 See the plates of H. Diepolder, Die attischen Grab-
 reliefs des 5 und 4 Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (Berlin 1931).
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 298 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 19. HEAD OF IO

 Timasitheos as the father of the trierarch

 Demainetos; and IG II2 478 frag. i 3 of
 305/4 B.C. lists Timasitheos as the father
 of the ephebe Timotheos. It is probably
 safe to assume that there were in fact these

 four generations of related names. If so,
 Timasitheos (I) was probably buried in
 the fourth century, while Timasitheos (II)
 may have survived later than the institution
 of the sumptuary laws of Demetrios of
 Phaleron in 317/6 B.C."

 Some of the marks of original paint that
 survive are visible in the photograph, and
 the drawing gives the original schema (Fig.
 9). Actually, the existing patterns repre-
 sent not so much the remains of paint as
 the areas where the paint once protected the
 marble from discoloration. This protection
 has left the marble whiter than the surround-

 ing surfaces. The designs of palmettes amid
 floral curls on the neck and on the body,
 enframing the figures above and at either
 side, and of a maeander below recall those
 in red on red-figured lekythoi of the fifth
 century B.C. These areas that once con-
 tained painting suggest how colorful Attic
 marble funerary vases and reliefs must have
 been in the Dipylon necropolis and other
 cemeteries of the fifth and fourth centuries.

 FIG. 20. HELIOS, FROM THE GRAECO-
 ROMAN EAST

 Indeed, paint on marble, ceramic offerings,
 flowers, and greenery must have made these
 areas many times more picturesque than
 their modern counterparts with machine-
 carved colored granite tombstones and fre-
 quent recourse to artificial flowers in plastic
 containers.

 A number of funeral lekythoi demon-
 strate the imaginative range of decoration,
 within the framework of Greek vase-paint-
 ing, that these marbles must have once
 exhibited. Plates 127, 129, 234ff., 308,
 359ff. and others of the corpus, A. Conze
 et al., Die attischen Grabreliefs, illustrate
 various designs. No. 843 in the National
 Museum at Athens shows similar negatives
 of paintwork: scales on the neck; then a
 band; scales and a floral motif on the shoul-
 der (as on the white-ground lekythos no.
 1955, exhibited nearby); and elaborate
 palmettes below a swastika frieze on the
 body. The figured area has no sculpture
 and does not seem to have had painted fig-
 ures, perhaps merely the names of the de-
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 MARBLE AND BRONZE SCULPTURE 299

 ceased in fugitive colors. No. 2729, also a
 painted marble lekythos, comes from the
 Kerameikos cemetery. By way of contrast,
 no. 2584 has been allowed little room for

 color, and no traces are visible; the invoca-
 tion of the deceased is on the shoulder, and
 the figures are very tall, filling an elongated
 body-surface. No. 4468 is a stele, with a
 lekythos in relief on one side and a loutro-
 phoros on the other. The red paint of the
 lekythos follows generally the feeling of a
 red-figured or red-on-black painted leky-
 thos, with some variations. (A watercolor
 by A. Kontopoulos, 1960, on the wall
 nearby shows the color scheme very well.)

 HANDLE OF A LONG-SPOUTED JUG, 450 TO
 400 B.C. (Fig. 10). On the front of the
 handle there appears a head of a woman.
 Gorgo heads occupy the discs at the sides,
 and the familiar design of a Siren on pal-
 mette and volutes forms the base, at the end
 of a ridge down the back of the handle.
 Rivet holes at either end mark the places
 of attachment to the vessel itself. The
 faces of the woman and the Siren are

 slightly crude, possibly because of the
 small scale of the handle, but the Gorgo
 heads are very elegant, paralleling the de-
 signs found in gilded terra cottas of the late
 fifth and fourth centuries B.C. A green
 patina gives the piece an over-all delicacy.30

 The ornament and form of this handle
 make it a kind of survival in miniature of

 the long-spouted jug handles in the Archaic
 period or a parallel to the classic hydria
 handles of the early fifth century. Most
 late fifth or fourth century handles of this
 type are of less complex design and refined
 workmanship, for they were, after all, made
 to be attached to small, rather utilitarian
 jugs.31 Several in the Karapanos Room of
 the National Museum in Athens come from
 Dodona. No. 447 has rosettes on the discs

 at the sides, and a lionskin in foreshortened,
 frontal view on the reverse, being thus pre-
 sented as on the coins of the dynast Mith-
 rapata of Lycia, about 370 B.C. Nos. 689
 (the long-spouted, squat jug survives) and
 338 have female heads with puffy cheeks
 on the discs and at the base. No. 16521,
 from the recent excavations at Dodona, has
 very simple rosettes above and a plain (al-
 though broken) plate at the base. Finally,
 no. 16170 (in the upstairs galleries) bal-
 ances heads of the young Dionysos (as on
 coins of Thasos) on the discs above, and
 the mask of a Silenus on the plate attached
 to the body.32

 HANDLE OF A SQUAT PITCHER, EARLY HEL-

 LENISTIC (Fig. 11). The light green patina
 is quite characteristic of bronzes from
 Dodona and vicinity. On the upper arms
 there are heads of waterbirds, perhaps
 seagulls. On the lower end of the handle
 there are stylized leaves incised between
 volutes, all on a palmette-shaped base. A
 leaf pattern is incised on the middle of the
 back of the handle.33

 A similar handle in Boston, of unknown
 provenience, is preserved on its pitcher
 (Fig. 12); the base of this handle takes the
 form of a long-bearded Dionysos or Silenus
 of the fourth-century "Sardanapalus" type.
 There are also two related handles in the
 Karapanos Room of the National Museum
 in Athens.34

 HANDLE, PROBABLY OF A STAMNOS, LATE
 FIFTH OR FOURTH CENTURY B.C. (Fig. 13).
 The attachments at the bases of the ribbed
 handle are in the form of lanceolate leaves
 and are decorated with Silenus masks be-
 low pairs of volute-scrolls, all in ogee mold-
 ings. The casting and chasing are very
 precise, and the design exhibits extreme
 accuracy and a minute sense of ordered

 30Acc. no. 64.303. H. (max.): 0.102m. William E.
 Nickerson Fund, No. 2.

 31 Compare G. M. A. Richter, Metropolitan Museum of
 Art, Handbook of the Greek Collection (Cambridge 1953)
 209, pl. 49c; more generally, the handle of a trefoil
 oinochoe from Granada: A. Garcia y Bellido, Los hallazgos
 griegos de Espaia (AMadrid 1936) 24, no. 2, pl. 2.

 32Coins of Thasos, about 345 B.c.: Museum of Fine
 Arts, Boston, Greek coins, 1950 to 1963, 25, nos. 76-78.

 33Acc. no. 64.84. H.(max.): 0.112m. Gift of Mr.
 and Mrs. Cornelius C. Vermeule III.

 " Boston ewer: Acc. no. 03.982, with Dionysiac mask
 at the base of the handle: Annual report for 1903, 62, no.
 15. C. Carapanos, Dodone et ses ruines (Paris 1878) pl.
 46, nos. 4, 7: nos. 380 and 361 in the Karapanos Room,
 the latter having a stylized lionskin at the base of the
 handle. D. von Bothmer provided cogent comment on
 parallels and dating.
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 300 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 21. HERO, PERSONIFICATION, OR ALEXANDER THE GREAT

 detail. The green patina is mirrorlike in
 places.35 By the accidents of circulation in
 the private collections of the world, the
 other side handle from the vessel is in the

 possession of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Waelder
 of Haverford, Pennsylvania, and was seen
 by the leading classical scholars of several
 continents at the Fourth International Con-

 gress of Classical Studies.36
 This type of handle seems to have been

 one of the most common for Etruscan

 funerary purposes, the stamnoi no doubt
 having been used for the ashes of the de-
 ceased. Generally, these handles are of
 lesser quality than the example illustrated
 here. They usually feature the motif of

 a Silenus head and foliage. Some have very
 plastic Silenus heads or masks, while others
 are reduced to showing merely volutes and
 palmettes in low relief.37 A pair of han-
 dles in the British Museum, work of the
 third or second century B.c., demonstrates
 where these designs led in the period of
 transition from late Etruscan classical to

 Italic or Roman Republican art of the
 Hellenistic period. Two well-modeled heads
 wearing Phrygian caps, probably the Dios-
 kouroi, rise from leafy calyxes.38 The best
 examples of these Silenus-faced handles
 must have been made by men trained in

 - Acc. no. 64.280. H(max.): 0.13m. W.(max.): 0.14m.
 William E. Nickerson Fund, No. 2. Exhibited and listed:
 Our ancient heritage, Philbrook Art Center, Tulsa, Okla-
 homa, 7 October to 27 November 1963, no. 314.

 6 G. Roger Edwards, What we don't know: an exhibit
 from private collections in honor of the Fourth Interna-
 tional Congress of Classical Studies, August 24 to 29,
 1964 (University Museum, University of Pennsylvania,
 Philadelphia), no. 21.

 37Handles still on their vases: A. De Ridder, Les
 bronzes antiques du Louvre 2 (Paris 1915) 108, no. 2659,
 pl. 97 (handles alone: nos. 2667, 2668); whole vase: see
 also, K. Schumacher, Beschreibung der Sammlung antiker
 Bronzen (Karlsruhe 1890) pl. 9, no. 16, 116, nos. 616,
 617ff. In the fall of 1964 there were at least half a
 dozen pairs of such handles in the London and Swiss art
 markets, one pair having preserved with it a foot for a
 support. See also G. M. A. Richter, Catalogue of bronzes
 in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 32, nos. 50f.

 38H. B. Walters, Catalogue of the bronzes, Greek,
 Roman, and Etruscan, 323, no. 2480.
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 the craftsmanship of the Greek cities
 around Naples or Capua, while those of
 lesser technical skill and clumsier design
 testify to workshops in various small Etrus-
 can towns. The finest handles no doubt
 come from the rich and famous Etruscan

 cemeteries, principally Vulci, Cerveteri, and
 Tarquinia.

 BASES OF THE HANDLES OF A SITULA,
 FOURTH CENTURY B.C. (Fig. 14). In each
 instance, for the two handles vary only
 slightly, a female head with diadem and
 necklace rises from the situla rings. There
 are volutes and a slightly convex, crescent-
 shaped plate below. The central design of
 these plates is a Gorgo head in full frontal
 view amid vines, tendrils, and palmettes
 springing left and right. This Gorgo head
 recalls the Silenus masks on the stamnos

 handles, in its svelte qualities of pseudo-
 archaism. Both these handle-bases and
 the stamnos handles share a curious combi-

 nation of somewhat outlandish iconography
 and perfection of craftsmanship which
 speaks of artisans working in Etruscan
 markets with a massive legacy of South
 Italian Greek training. Here the shapes of
 the base-plates are particularly beautiful
 in their echoes of the shapes of the situla
 rings.

 H. Hoffmann first remarked on the rela-

 tionship of these handles to one in the
 Museo Archeologico in Venice (Fig. 15),39
 and E. Langlotz noted a comparison, pre-
 sumably of the Gorgo, with coins of Popu-
 lonia, silver didrachms or twenty-as pieces
 generally dated in the middle of the fourth
 century B.C., or perhaps fifty years later,
 and considered almost the only Etruscan
 coins.40 The style and details of ornament
 in the female heads also seem to favor an

 Etruscan workshop for the source of these

 unusual handles. The head (bronze) of an
 Etruscan votary in the British Museum,
 termed "one of the finest of all Etruscan

 bronzes," presents all the same aspects,41
 and a lifesized terra-cotta head in Boston,
 from Cerveteri, can be adduced for further
 comparison (Fig. 16).42 Giant Etruscan
 gold ceremonial earrings in Florence and
 elsewhere show similar heads, either side of
 the central egglike bosses.43 Jewelry en-
 ables us to trace the Greek sources of this

 widespread late Etruscan style to Taren-
 tum, for it occurs in tiny Tarentine "head-
 vases."44

 In terms of the vessels to which the bases

 in Boston and Venice once belonged, a
 bucket from Carmignano, in the Museo
 Archeologico in Florence, shows the am-
 phoroid shape which permits such a broad,
 slightly curving breastplate.45 The plates
 thus rested on the shoulder, and the hori-
 zontal sections rose up beside the short
 neck.

 ITALIC CHESTPIECE, FOURTH CENTURY
 B.C. (Fig. 17). Although badly damaged
 and repieced in places, this thin funerary
 bronze, said to have been found years ago
 in the necropolis of Vulci, is rare enough
 in type and decoration to merit illustration
 here. The two upper medallions show
 Helios and Selene, and Herakles occupies
 the tondo below. At the top are the hooks
 for fastening to the shoulder straps, and at
 the right appears the base of a hook for
 fixing under the left arm.46

 Such medallions occur in a number of the

 similar surviving chestpieces.47 The style is

 39Acc. no. 63.1516 a, b. H.: 0.091m. W.: 0.11m. Mu-
 seum of Fine Arts, Boston, Calendar of events, March
 1964, 3; Annual report for 1963, 42.

 40 Bedeutende Kunstwerke aus dem Nacklass Dr. Jacob

 Hirsch, Lucerne 7 December 1957, 23, no. 53, pl. 24; see
 also under no. 52, a pair of handles from a stamnos, for
 further bibliography in connection with the previous.
 For the staters of Populonia, see Museum of Fine Arts,
 Boston, Greek coins, 1950 to 1963, 10, no. 1, and refer-
 ences.

 41 W. Lamb, Greek and Roman bronzes (London 1929)
 173, pl. 66 b: British Museum, no. 613, dated late fifth
 century.

 42 Acc. no. 88.358. Purchased through R. Lanciani.
 43 G. Becatti, Oreficerie antiche, dalle minoiche alle bar-

 bariche (Rome 1955) no. 415, pl. 111.
 44 Becatti, op. cit., no. 388 a-b; also C. Carducci, Ori e

 argenti dell'Italia antica (Milan 1962) 34f., pl. 35 b.
 45 A. Ciasca, II capitello detto eolico in Etruria (Florence

 1962) 46, no. 15, pl. 19; compare also E. Babelon, J.-A.
 Blanchet, Catalogue des bronzes antiques de la Biblio-
 thWque Nationale (Paris 1895) 587, no. 1463, an elabo-
 rate situla handle and plate.

 40 Acc. no. 64.727. H.(max.): 0.32m. W.(max.): 0.245m.
 Said to have been found years ago at Vulci. Gift of
 Wentworth Bunsen. C. Vermeule, PAPS 109 (1965) 367,
 fig. 11.

 47 Compare A. Hagemann, Griechische Panzerung (Leip-
 zig 1919) 108ff., figs. 111-21.
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 FIG. 22. ARES, THESEUS, OR ALEXANDER THE GREAT

 that of Italo-Etruscan terra cottas influ-

 enced by Greek decorative art in the life-
 time of Alexander the Great, that is the
 generation after 350 B.C. Decorative bosses
 or phalerae, probably emblems of prowess
 in battle, had a long tradition in Italic art,
 starting with the rings worn by the so-called
 Warrior of Capestrano and ending ulti-
 mately in the medallions worn by Roman
 legionaries under Augustus and the Julio-
 Claudians.48 This fragmentary chestpiece

 marks the fusion of this old Italic desire to

 display military emblems with the new
 pre-Hellenistic ability to show faces of
 the gods in three-dimensional, foreshort-
 ened frontality.

 sow AT BAY (Fig. 18). Said to have been
 found in Syria, this angry sow with teeth
 bared and malevolent little silver eyes flash-
 ing was made in the Hellenistic or Roman

 4s Warrior of Capestrano: L. A. Holland, AJA 60 (1956)
 243ff. Roman phalerae: F. Matz, Die Lauersforter Pha-
 lerae (Berlin-Leipzig 1932) passim; on the cenotaph of
 Marcus Caelius from Xanten, worn by the deceased: H.
 Schoppa, Die Kunst der Rdmerzeit in Gallien Germanien
 und Britannien (Berlin 1957) 51. nos. 40f. For a cere-

 monial and symbolic elevation of the imperial legionary
 phalera, compare the stele of the signifer Flavinus, from
 Stanwix near Carlisle, now at Hexham Abbey in Northum-
 berland, and dated A.D. 125 to 150: J. M. C. Toynbee,
 Art in Roman Britain (Oxford 1964) 192, pl. 47 b. He
 gallops over a barbarian and holds a long pole ending in
 an imperial portrait medallion, with a radiate (?) bust.
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 period.49 So far as art goes, she is an ex-
 ample of Hellenistic naturalism, far more
 vibrant in movement and surface textures

 than the general run of Roman animals
 from Pompeii, Herculaneum, or indeed
 most sites of the imperial period. In terms
 of natural representation (that is, in terms
 of harmony with the varying forces of
 nature), this bronze can be compared with
 the large bronze ram from Syracuse, in
 Palermo."o Also of comparable quality
 might be the marble boar, trotting along, in
 Madrid."_ Most late Hellenistic to Roman

 representations of pigs are stiff, hieratic,
 and somewhat conceptual. They are either
 wild boars or fat barnyard sows, like the
 sow of Lanuvium with her young.52

 The poising of this sow is very important.
 She is rearing back slightly, with her right
 front hoof raised, and looking upwards.
 Eyes also roll upwards, and the mouth is
 opened in a protective snarl. As an entity,
 this study of animalism speaks for itself,
 but the sow perhaps must also be visualized
 as part of a larger group. She may have
 been defending some piglets. She also may
 have been facing an attacker. The adver-
 sary may have been a pack of dogs, as
 with the Pompeiian boar brought to bay, in
 the Naples museum.53 The aggressor could
 equally have been a hunter on horseback.
 If the wild boar was a formidable beast

 when trapped, the wild sow protecting her
 young must have tried the courage of the
 most stalwart Alexander or Hadrian.

 In the Indian army in the days of the
 British Raj, it was a sport on occasion for
 enterprising officers on field duty to have
 a large pit dug near their camp. Into this

 of a Sunday afternoon would be placed a
 tiger or lion, a panther, and a boar or wild
 sow. Mercifully, ledges or a cave for refuge
 were provided. Bets on the behavior of
 the beasts were taken. Generally it was
 only a matter of minutes before the tiger
 and the panther would leap to the ledge for
 safety, leaving the pit under the dominance
 of the boar or sow. Hadrian regarded the
 chase as second only to the field of battle.
 Since he tried to keep the Roman empire
 at peace, Virtus was acquired in scenes of
 action such as that from which this free-

 standing sow at bay must have once been
 a part. The pursuit of Virtus in the hunt
 was carried from Hellenistic art, through
 the Hadrianic tondi on the Arch of Con-

 stantine, to Hadrianic and Antonine impe-
 rial medallions and sestertii, and to the
 great (anonymous) hunting sarcophagi of
 the years 225 to 270.

 IO, LATE HELLENISTIC HEAD PERHAPS
 FROM A RELIEF (Fig. 19). Brought from
 Patras many years ago, this head in island
 marble seems to come from a high relief.
 The quality of carving and the delicacy of
 the face suggest that the monument was
 not a sarcophagus. Io is diademed, and
 the two tiny horns protruding from her
 forehead are her distinguishing marks. A
 veil is drawn over her bun and over the

 top of the head. There is a break, seem-
 ingly from a puntello, on the top and right
 side.54

 Similar representations of Io are in Hil-
 desheim, Geneva, and the Graeco-Roman
 Museum of Alexandria in Egypt.55 Io's
 popularity in Egypt can be explained by the
 tale that she went there on her unhappy bo-
 vine wanderings and was identified with the
 Graeco-Egyptian cults of Isis and Hathor.56
 The bust in Alexandria arrays her in chiton

 49Acc. no. 64.510. H.: 0.10m. L.: 0.19m. William
 Francis Warden Fund. William J. Young has mounted and
 will clean this bronze, which can be brought back closer to
 its original state of surface, particularly the inlaid eyes.

 5o P. Ducati, L'Italia antica (Milan 1936) 562, fig. 359.
 51 O0. Keller, Die antike Tierwelt 1 (Leipzig 1909) 388ff.,

 fig. 141; S. Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire grecque et
 romaine 4 (Paris 1910) 503, no. 1.

 52See Reinach, op. cit. 2 (Paris 1898) 746-9, numerous
 examples; generally: G. M. A. Richter, Animals in Greek
 sculpture, a survey (New York 1930) 23ff.

 r No. 4899; Photo Alinari, no. 19025; Reinach, op.
 cit., 3 (Paris 1904) 219, no. 10. D. von Bothmer first
 poised the sow correctly.

 54 Acc. no. 63.2683. H.: 0.06m. Gift of Evelyn Yates
 Inman in Memory of Alonzo Colt Yates.

 " See Ev. Breccia, Alexandrea ad Aegyptum, a guide to
 the ancient town, and to its Graeco-Roman Museum
 (Bergamo 1922) 205f., no. 12, fig. 107. I owe knowledge
 of the first two to the kindness of Herbert Hoffmann.

 56 See W. H. Roscher, Ausfiihrliches Lexikon der grieck-
 ischen und rimischen Mythologie 2 (Leipzig 1890-94)
 cols. 271-80; A. B. Cook, Zeus, a study in ancient religion
 3, 1 (Cambridge 1940) 631ff.
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 304 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 23. POSEIDON, ROMAN

 and himation, with long tresses falling on
 the shoulders, a definite underplaying of
 her bovine metamorphosis. With her dia-
 dem and her veil, the small marble head of
 Io illustrated here is based directly on a
 Hera of the post-Pheidian period or an
 Aphrodite of the Praxitelean age. The
 figure when complete was also hardly cow-
 like, despite the horns, having been half-
 draped after a well-known but not well-
 documented Aphrodite or nymph type of
 the fourth century B.c. This goddess was a
 half-draped female in hipshot pose, drapery
 around the waist. The garment was brought
 up the back to form the veil on the back
 of the head, behind and under the diadem.57

 HELIOS, FROM THE GRAECO-ROMAN EAST
 (Fig. 20). The stylized radiate crown, with
 a uraeus in the center, provides the identi-
 fication. The hair was made unnecessarily
 wavy, to suggest the leonine tradition of
 portraits of Alexander the Great.58 The
 statuette, for the head comes from a fairly
 large bronze (about two feet high), must
 have been one of those soft, rubbery prod-

 FIG. 24. PARIS OR ATTIS, PERHAPS FROM
 A BOX

 ucts characteristic of Graeco-Roman art

 along the Syrian coast in the second and
 third centuries A.D. A bronze from the

 Greau collection shows the Helios one stage
 back toward the Hellenistic type and just
 before addition of the uraeus.59 A more

 classical example in the British Museum is
 Praxitelean in attitude; here the rays that
 become the stylized radiate crown are much
 more clearly defined as rays.6o The concept
 of Helios with uraeus, in the Graeco-Roman
 art of Syria and Egypt, stems from repre-
 sentations of Apollo or Hermes with high
 headdress, dominated by a single feather.
 These are Polykleitan or neo-Polykleitan
 figures which may go back to some famous
 image of the fifth or fourth century B.C.61

 The female counterpart of this bronze is
 the Aphrodite-Isis from Syria or Egypt, a
 kind of sexless, flabby figure, with similar 57 H. Stuart Jones, ed., A catalogue of the ancient sculp-

 tures preserved in the municipal collections of Rome, the
 sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori (Oxford 1926)
 237, no. 34, pl. 90.

 58Acc. no. 64.316. H. (max.): 0.075m. Gift of Mr.
 and Mrs. C. C. Vermeule III. From the collection of the

 writer H. C. Morton, who is said to have acquired it in
 Jerusalem. H. Hoffmann, JARCE 2 (1963) 121 f., pl.
 27, fig. 15.

 59W. Froehner, Collection J. Grdau, Les bronzes an-
 tiques (Paris 1891) 196f., no. 946.

 C0 H. B. Walters, Catalogue of the bronzes, Greek, Ro-
 man, and Etruscan, 183, no. 1015, pl. 28.

 61 See, for example, K. Schumacher, Bronzen in Karls-
 ruke, Beschreibung der Sammlung antiker Bronzen, 178,
 no. 934.
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 MARBLE AND BRONZE SCULPTURE 305

 large "radiate" or floriate crown, the em-
 blem of Hathor rising from it. Sometimes
 there are earrings, and usually there is a
 large necklace, as with more canonical
 Aphrodites from Syria. The most exagger-
 ated of these small statues wear monumen-

 tal floral crowns, for instance examples in
 the Louvre and Madrid.62

 A HERO, A PERSONIFICATION SUCH AS A
 GENIUS, OR ALEXANDER THE GREAT; ROMAN,

 FROM ASIA MINOR (Fig. 21). The eyes are
 pierced, and there is a fillet in the hair.
 A trace of drapery adorns the right shoul-
 der. The face of this head in Asiatic marble

 once had the high polish characteristic of
 the sculptures from Aphrodisias in Caria
 in the third century A.D.63 The mass of hair,
 accentuated by skillful use of the drill, is
 conceived in the Hellenistic tradition of

 Alexander portraits, the small alabaster
 half-figure of Alexander the Great in
 Brooklyn offering a good prototype.64

 The head belongs to that iconographic
 circle out of which spin likenesses of He-
 lios, representations of the Dioskouroi,
 images of male personifications such as the
 Genius Populi Romani or the Demoi of
 various Greek imperial cities, and early
 Hellenistic portraits of Alexander the Great.
 Among the many varying likenesses of Alex-
 ander which lead to this head, a Cypriote
 example from Soli, dated in the first cen-
 tury B.C., shows a good link between these
 imperial creations that may or may not be
 Alexander and the ultimate prototypes
 fashioned by Leochares or Lysippos.65 The
 fragment illustrated here could have come
 from a large sarcophagus of Sidamara type,
 although most such heads, however large,

 FIG. 25. PILASTER CAPITAL, ROMAN

 are more summary in carving and more at-
 tenuated in proportions. Something of the
 style is seen in the Bellerophon on the front
 of a child's sarcophagus in Athens, from
 Megiste off the Lycian coast, and also in
 the heads of two of the youths on the sar-
 cophagus in the British Museum, from Asia
 Minor by way of the Cook collection. The
 first is dated about A.D. 185, the second
 about 220.66

 It seems more likely, however, that this
 head has been knocked off a small statue
 that stood in a shrine or decorative niche.

 ARES, THESEUS, OR ALEXANDER THE
 GREAT; ROMAN (Fig. 22). A hero stands
 poised on the balls of his feet (the "san-
 dals" beneath are wedges on the mount-
 ing), and the position of his arms combined
 with the grip of each hand indicates he was
 holding weapons. There must have been a
 spear in the raised right hand and perhaps
 a short sword or dagger (the length of the
 Late Helladic example considered above)
 in the left. The helmet, shaped like those
 worn by Roman emperors at the time of
 Constantine the Great and derived ulti-

 mately from a certain type of Macedonian
 Hellenistic helmet, has an elaborate crest
 and rams' heads on the sides.67

 62 A. De Ridder, Les bronzes antiques du Louvre 1 (Paris
 1913) 39, fig. 50, no. 12; R. Thouvenot, Catalogue des
 figurines et objets de bronze du Musee Archeologique de
 Madrid 1 (Paris 1921) 14, no. 22, pl. 3. Compare also
 C. A. Niessen, Beschreibung rimischer Altertiimer 1, 219,
 no. 4218; 2, pl. 125.

 63Loan no. 102.64. H. (max.): 0.14m. W. (at break):
 0.10m. Collection of Horace L. Mayer, Esq.

 4 Ch. Picard, Manuel d'archdologie grecque, La sculpture
 4,2 (Paris 1963) 737ff., figs. 312f.

 65M. Bieber, PAPS 93 (1949) 394, figs. 68f. In the
 discussions of portraits of Alexander here and under the
 following bronze, see also M. Bieber, Alexander the Great
 in Greek and Roman Art (Chicago 1964), with extensive
 illustrations.

 66See C. R. Morey, Sardis 5, Pt.1, The sarcophagus of
 Claudia Antonia Sabina and the Asiatic sarcophagi (Prince-
 ton 1924) 43f., fig. 72; 36f., figs. 44 and 46; 89 (for
 the dating).

 67 Acc. no. 64.702. H.: 0.117m. William E. Nickerson
 Fund, No. 2.
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 306 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 26. EARLY CHRISTIAN OSTEOTHEKE

 There is a kind of clumsy, baroque aspect
 in the expression, the action, and the pro-
 portions of this statue. The strain on the
 face matches the position of the arms and
 the awkward disproportion of the rib cage,
 but it hardly suits the dancing lightness of
 the legs and feet. All this suggests that
 a bronze worker of the third or even fourth

 century A.D. has tried to copy a Hellenistic
 statue but has consciously, or through lack
 of harmonious feeling, distorted the ana-
 tomic rhythms, creating a series of unclas-
 sical lines, angles, and curves that are still
 very effective and not without aesthetic
 interest. In all these respects, although in
 miniature, the statuette recalls the over-life-
 sized bronze emperor Trebonianus Gallus
 (251-253) in the Metropolitan Museum of
 Art. There the chief aesthetic difference

 is that, being a contemporary original

 rather than a copy, the head is too small
 for the muscular body.68 Such is usually
 true of late Roman bronze portrait statues
 when the bodies are copied after Polyklei-
 tan, Lysippic, or Hellenistic statues in the
 heroic nude.

 The style of the small statue illustrated
 here is similar to the bronze statuette prob-
 ably of Alexander the Great in the Bibli-
 otheque Nationale, Paris, from Reims and
 dated in the Flavian period. He wears the
 same helmet, but the lance and sheathed
 sword of this enthroned figure are restora-
 tions.69 The face of the warrior in Boston

 68 G. M. A. Hanfmann, Roman art, a modern survey of
 the art of Imperial Rome (Greenwich, Conn. 1964) 86f.,
 164, no. 58.

 69 M. Bieber, PAPS 93 (1949) 424, fig. 72; S. Reinach,
 Repertoire de la statuaire grecque et romaine 3, 2, 567, no.
 10; E. Babelon, J.-A. Blanchet, Catalogue des bronzes
 antiques de la Bibliothdque Nationale, 357ff., no. 824; cf.
 also 356f., no. 822.
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 MARBLE AND BRONZE SCULPTURE 307

 is very like the heroic Hellenistic transfig-
 urations of Alexander from some Ares or

 Apollo. There are, however, similar Roman
 provincial statuettes which, sometimes for
 lack of attributes or inscribed bases, can
 only be termed Ares.7o As mentioned in
 connection with the marble head of Alex-

 ander or a Genius from Asia Minor, the
 iconographic line between Hellenistic con-
 cepts of divinities such as Ares or Apollo or
 the Dioskouroi or Helios and Alexander the

 Great could be very tenuous. The sugges-
 tion that the small bronze might copy a
 Hellenistic statue of the Athenian hero
 Theseus would be valid if the hero were

 grasping a sword in each hand, his own
 sword and that of his father which was

 discovered under the rock, or that of his
 friend Peirithoos on their adventure in the

 underworld.71 We should then, however,
 expect him to be wearing a swordbelt, scab-
 bard, and the sandals also left for him by
 his father.

 POSEIDON, ROMAN (Fig. 23). The god
 stands on a small plinth. He is identified
 by the long trident (ends broken off) in the
 left hand and a dolphin in the extended
 right.7 The forceful style of the furry hair
 suggests Gallo-Roman work, or at least
 western imperial votive sculpture of the
 second or third century A.D. There are
 many small bronzes that reflect the same
 type or its variants, in museums or private

 collections from the Balkans to Italy and
 England.73 The ultimate model was a life-
 sized or larger bronze statue, attributed
 on the basis of the elongated, athletic
 limbs to Lysippos and best known from the
 marble Poseidon of Byblos in the Istanbul
 Museum.74 Like so many other Roman
 cult or household shrine statuettes, this
 bronze is a pale reflection of its prototype,
 also in bronze; the statuette is perhaps not
 without interest, however, for preservation
 of the attributes. It is difficult to deter-

 mine, beyond speculation, where the origi-
 nal bronze statue stood, for the type occurs
 on a number of Greek imperial coins. Most
 likely the statue once was placed, with
 other deities by Lysippos, in Sikyon, Co-
 rinth, Isthmia, or Argos. By removing the
 statue to Rome, Mummius or Nero or
 another imperator may have made the type
 popular in the Latin West.75

 PARIS OR ATTIS, PROBABLY THE STRAP-
 HANDLE OF A BOX; ROMAN (Fig. 24). This
 functional piece of decoration was probably
 made in Asia Minor between A.D. 150 and

 250. There is a hole for a swivel or loop
 above; a locking loop on the lower reverse
 has been broken off. The handle has been

 cast and the details finished with a slightly
 crude and forceful chisel. The same system
 of punches used to suggest the woolly arms
 of the tunic is also employed to indicate
 the ground below. The yellowish metal
 surface is set off by green and reddish
 encrustation.76

 If this object belonged to a chest con-
 nected with religious cults, the shepherd or

 70 See Reinach, Rdpertoire de la statuaire 5 (Paris 1924)
 311, no. 4 (with sword in left hand); J. Sieveking, Die
 Bronzen der Sammlung Loeb (Munich 1913) 50f., pl. 20.
 Gallo-Roman "Ares" from Oldenburg: Reinach, Re'per-
 toire de la statuaire 2, 1, 182, no. 7; see also 181, no. 10.
 An "Alexander" (Ares) from southern France (Coligny,
 Ain, now in Lyon) has the same proportions: Reinach,
 Ripertoire de la statuaire 3, 234, no. 7, taken from Mon
 Piot 10 (1903) 61ff., pl. 9. Ares: British Museum:
 Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire 3, 55, no. 5 (on an in-
 scribed base). For the pose reversed, in monumental
 marble, compare the "athlete" in Florence (heavily re-
 stored): Reinach, Rgpertoire de la statuaire 2, 2, 542, no.
 5, taken from Einzelaufnahmen, no. 298. The pose, when
 transferred to a figure on horseback, somehow or other even
 recalls the celebrated Alexander on horseback, from the
 Dattari collection and now in the Metropolitan Museum in
 New York: Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire 4, 359, no.
 2; RA 1906, pl. 4; M. Bieber, The sculpture of the Hellen-
 istic age (New York 1961) 84, fig. 298.

 71 See BMFA 61 (1963) 7f., figs. 3, 3a; M. Robertson,
 JWarb 15 (1952) 99f.

 72Acc. no. 63.2761. H.: 0.05m. Gift of Horace L.
 Mayer.

 73 See S. Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire 2, 28, no.
 2 (then Rath collection at Pesth), no. 4 (Vienna, left foot
 on a prow); 29, no. 5 (Ancona, with sandals).

 4" See AJA 63 (1959) 153 and references; Lippold, EA,
 nos. 4869f.; Reinach, Rgpertoire de la statuaire 4, 20, no.
 2; Ch. Picard, Manuel d'archdologie grecque 4, 2, 504ff.,
 fig. 209, and especially 510.

 '" See F. Imhoof-Blumer, P. Gardner, JHS 6 (1885) 60,
 pl. 50 (B), no. 6 (Corinth); 93, pl. 55 (L), no. 8
 (Epidaurus). So also the bronze Poseidon "on the break-
 water running into the sea" at Kenchreae: Al. N. Oiko-
 nomides' edition of Imhoof-Blumer and Gardner (above),
 titled: Ancient coins illustrating lost masterpieces of Greek
 art (Chicago 1964) xii, no. 11, pl. 52 (D), nos. 60-62.

 76Acc. no. 64.83. L.: 0.165m. Gift of Mrs. C. C.
 Vermeule, Jr. Hesperia Art, Bulletin 11, no. 188, where it
 is suggested the object is the handle of a dagger (which
 would certainly recall the cult of Attisl).
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 308 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 27. LAMP IN THE FORM OF A BIRD,
 ABOUT A.D. 500

 bucolic youth would probably be Attis, but
 Paris would be more appropriate to a lady's
 traveling chest, either metal or wooden
 with metal fittings. The design was fairly
 common in the decorative arts of the east-

 ern part of the Roman Empire. The motif
 of Paris or Attis in his Trojan or Phrygian
 winter costume, standing with legs crossed
 and leaning on a staff, often came merely
 to symbolize the cycle of life and the
 seasons in a very general way. On the ends
 of sarcophagi of about A.D. 200, the figure
 is the shepherd watching Endymion and
 Selene; its appearance on mythological
 sarcophagi may reflect use purely as a
 decorative or filling figure, one originating
 in painting as early as Hellenistic land-
 scapes echoing Theocritus. On a monu-

 FIG. 28. FITTINGS FOR A POLYCANDILON

 mental niche or small arch from the Palace
 of Galerius at Salonika, work of about A.D.
 300, it is used twice in the archivolts for the
 figures of Attis as a winter and as an
 autumn season.77

 There may be an object in the left hand,
 but it may be merely that the figure is
 grasping the end of the staff on which he
 leans. Attis, in similar pose, usually holds
 the knife symbolic of the orgies of his cult.
 Pairs of large, marble architectural figures,
 pillars and high reliefs, from cities or sites
 as far apart as Cyzicus in Mysia and Sa-
 lerno in Italy, show the popularity of
 representations of Attis in the monumen-

 77See R. F. Hoddinott, Early Byzantine churches in
 Macedonia and southern Serbia, a study of the origins and
 the initial development of East Christian art (London 1963)
 pl. 9 b, c.
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 tal arts. This class of marble reliefs in-

 spired decorators such as the man who
 made this handle.78 The Eastern barbar-

 ians from the late Antonine or, more likely,
 Severan Stoa of the Colossal Figures in the
 agora at Corinth show what the metal-
 worker could draw upon and transform
 slightly when he looked out of his shop
 door or up from his pushcart.79

 PILASTER CAPITAL WITH SEASONAL AMO-

 RINO, ROMAN (Fig. 25). Corinthian in
 general inspiration, this small capital in
 crystalline Asiatic marble is said to come
 from Cremna in Pisidia. It seems to be-

 long to the middle of the Antonine period,
 but, given the alleged provenience, it may
 be as late as the massive Severan building
 program undertaken in that city. The cap-
 ital must owe its freshness of surface to

 the fact it was sheltered under a porch or
 indoors in antiquity and was plastered up
 as building material in the Middle Ages.
 There are even traces of red underpainting
 on the figure.80

 A wingless Eros, or merely a child, faces
 us, a foliate staff in his left hand, a brace
 of ducks in the lowered right. Behind are
 acanthus reeds and volutes. There is noth-

 ing especially rare about the motif on fig-
 ured capitals, although this is a particularly
 good example of mid-imperial architectur-
 al decoration. The design could lend itself
 to a pair (with a child clad in winter garb)
 or a series of vaguely seasonal figures with
 different attributes of the hunt or the
 harvest.81

 EARLY CHRISTIAN OSTEOTHEKE, PERHAPS

 SIXTH CENTURY A.D. (Fig. 26). The body
 itself is plain; it has been hollowed out,
 like a sarcophagus, for the relics it con-
 tained. The raised area of the bottom of

 the lid was given a corresponding flange
 to allow it to fit in the body. On the sides
 of the lid are visible a cross in a circle,
 flanked by stylized vine leaves and buds.
 On the ends there are crosses above ivy
 leaves. The marble seems to be from Asia

 Minor or the Bosporus area.82
 Such reliquary caskets, imitating late an-

 tique sarcophagi of Greek type, persist in
 precious metals late into the Byzantine
 period, but in marble they are associated
 with the century of transition from the old
 Roman Empire to the Byzantine imperium
 of the East. At least one example, in the
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
 has been identified with Coptic Egypt,s3
 but the small chest illustrated here was

 once in a private collection in Istanbul.
 Indeed, the closest parallels were found
 not long ago in the vault under the Bema
 of the Zeyrek (amii, the Pantocrator,
 South Church, in Istanbul. One seems to
 bear an inscription indicating that it held
 the relics of a saint,s4 and the complete
 example shown here may likewise have
 done so.

 LAMP IN THE FORM OF A DOVE OR PAR-

 TRIDGE, PROBABLY ABOUT A.D. 500 (Fig. 27).

 78 See S. Reinach, RWpertoire de la statuaire 2, 2, 471,
 nos. 1, 3, 4, and 5; H. von Fritze, Nomisma 4 (1909) 33-
 42, pl. 3. Mithras (or one of his attendants), with torch,
 in related pose: e.g. Rdpertoire de la statuaire 2, 2, 478f.,
 nos. 8, 1, 5, 6; 3, 139. Attis on a handle from Pompeii:
 RWpertoire de la statuaire II, 2, 8, 2, no. 3.

 79 Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire 3, 137, nos. 1, 3.
 80 Acc. no. 66.71. Charles Amos Cummings Fund. H.:

 0.31m. W.(max. at top): 0.418m. H.(max. to forehead of
 Amorino): 0.10m.

 slCompare E. von Mercklin, Antike Figuralkapitelle
 (Berlin 1962) nos. 388, fig. 772; 398, fig. 788; etc. A
 pair of pilasters similar to this example was found in
 the campaign of 1965 at Aphrodisias in Caria. Prof. Kenan
 Erim has suggested, at the 1965 annual general meeting
 of the Archaeological Institute of America, that they por-
 tray the Aphrodite of Knidos (nude) and the Aphrodite of
 Kos (draped), famed works of Praxiteles that stood in
 shrines only a few hours' sail from each other. Sculptors

 from Carian Aphrodisias may have carried their skills at
 architectural carving around the southern Anatolian coast
 and inland from Attaleia (Antalya) to Pisidia.

 82Acc. no. 64.703. H. (with lid): 0.175m. H. (with-
 out): 0.083m. L. (max.): 0.142m. William E. Nicker-
 son Fund, no. 2.

 8 See Brummer Sale I, Parke-Bernet Galleries, April
 1949, 61, no. 251; M. C. Ross, Early Christian and
 Byzantine art (Baltimore 1947) no. 35.

 4 A. H. S. Megaw, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 17 (1963)
 346ff., fig. 10. M. C. Ross and A. H. S. Megaw kindly
 provided helpful information and references. Another
 example is in the Museum of the Rhode Island School of
 Design in Providence; a pedimented lid was found in
 the excavations at Salamis-Constantia on Cyprus (to be
 published in V. Karageorghis, Sculptures from Salamis 2,
 Nicosia 1966); and a small chest of this type, seen on the
 New York art market in January 1966, has a spout for
 oil in the middle of the ridgepole as well as a nozzle at
 the front of the body. The Rhode Island School of Design
 reliquary box (no. 60.049) has a curved lid and an inscrip-
 tion plate with Latin crosses. The lamp on the New York
 market is like a Ravenna sarcophagus with birds flanking
 a cross on the body and birds on the ends.
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 The lamp was suspended by a chain at-
 tached to the ring in the strip of bronze
 rising out of the bird's back. The lid on
 top of the bird's head and the separately
 cast plug for the circular base of the lamp
 are missing; the former was attached to
 the swivel-pin which remains between the
 little knobs at the back of the head. The

 flat base of the lamp enabled it to be set
 on a table for filling or storage, or to be
 moved about during a church service.
 Otherwise, the bronze has an even, dark,
 black patina overlaid with considerable
 encrusted earth."8

 Needless to say, with its tail turned into
 the vent for the wick and top and bottom
 adapted to function, the bird is very
 stylized. His beak and prominent side
 feathers seem to make him a partridge
 rather than a dove or pigeon. His tail is
 not elaborate enough for a peacock's, al-
 though the missing lid could have included
 a peacock's crest. There are a number of
 other such lamps, and they come mainly
 from early Christian Egypt.86 Despite in-

 completeness, the eye set off like that of
 a partridge, the picked out plumage of the
 breast, and curved form of the body give
 this bird a good place in the repertory.
 Such birds continued late in the Middle

 Ages, in the gilt mountings of late Byzan-
 tine wooden crosses.

 FITTINGS FOR A POLYCANDILON, PERHAPS

 EIGHTH CENTURY A.D. (Fig. 28). This pen-
 dant cross, support from above for a circu-
 lar platform on which rested lamps, has
 been made in two parts. There are three
 S-shaped hooks, two above and one below
 an inverted flower petal with loops. The
 cross hooks onto the lowest S and has, in
 turn, its own eye for a hook at the bottom.
 Surface attachments to the cross, perhaps
 in semiprecious stones, glass, or silver, are
 now missing."'

 Commonplace though this polycandilon
 might seem at first glance, there are no
 exact parallels known to me. An example
 in Berlin, from the general region of
 Smyrna, has a similar but simpler chain.88
 The polycandilon in Boston was once in a
 private collection in Istanbul. It has a
 rich, slightly textural green patina.

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 S SAcc. no. 64.2171. H. (max.): 0.11m. L. (max.):
 0.135m. Otis Norcross Fund.

 s O. Wulff, Altchristliche und mittelalterliche byzan-
 tinische und italienische Bildwerke (Berlin 1909) 172, nos.
 769ff., pl. 36: dated fifth or sixth centuries A.D.; J.
 Strzygowski, Catalogue gineral du Musde du Caire, Kop-
 tische Kunst. nos. 9139-42, pl. 33; Reinach, Ripertoire de
 la statuaire 4, 531, no. 2: Collection Hle'ne Stathatos, Les
 objets byzantins ct post-byzantins, 63f., pl. 6, no. 64:
 dated fifth century. For their decorative role, see IP. La
 Baume, Rminisches Kunstgewerbe zwischen Christi Geburt
 und 400 (Braunschweig 1964) 182ff., fig. 170; on the
 provenance of dove-shaped lamps from Upper Egypt, see
 AM. C. Ross, Catalogue of the Byzantine and early mediaeval
 antiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks Collection 1 (Wash-
 ington 1962) 40.

 8s Acc. no. 64.704. H. (max. of top part): 0.185m.
 H. (max. of bottom part): 0.245m. William E. Nicker-
 son Fund, No. 2. \M. C. Ross also offered help with this
 piece.

 880. Wulff, op. cit., 211, no. 1007, pl. 49: dated
 seventh century. Compare also P. Orsi, Sicilia bizantina
 1 (1942) 181, fig. 86; Dom H. Leclercq, Manuel d'archdo-
 logie chritienne depuis les origines jusqu'au VIIIe sidcle 2
 (Paris 1907) 567ff., Section 3. Polycandilia.
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 SMALL SCULPTURES IN

 THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 THE WORKS OF ART discussed in this
 article, the eighth in a series, were all

 added to the Greek, Etruscan, and Roman
 collections of the Museum of Fine Arts
 between the end of 1964 and the middle of

 1966.1 A Mycenaean three-legged "bird,"
 perhaps the original classical "griffin," ad-
 duced for comparison with the recumbent
 dog produced by the same Bronze Age
 peoples, entered the collections in 1959,
 but the curious piece has never been dis-
 cussed in print or illustrated. In a sense
 the quality of this group of sculptures is
 higher than any comparable assemblage in
 these pages over the past few years, mas-
 terpieces of Greek art in miniature being
 amply represented. Despite the title there
 is one monumental sculpture, an Attic
 marble funerary lion of about 390 B.C.

 The selection, too, is unusual. An early
 Bronze Age bowl has few counterparts
 because it was fashioned from the metal

 which gave its name to the heroic age of
 Greek prehistory, and other such vessels
 that have survived are nearly without
 exception of clay or possibly of marble.
 The three Early Minoan "ivories," carv-
 ings in some related material, look as if
 they would be happier among African

 tribal sculptures of the last hundred and
 fifty years. Two of the Greek master
 bronzes, fashioned about 500 B.c. on Samos
 or in a city of the Ionian coast such as
 Miletus, are rare survivors of a phase of
 Greek art great yet not thoroughly ex-
 plored. The animals and birds are inter-
 esting, for they show the range of this
 subject matter in the Hellenistic and
 Roman periods of antiquity. A pantheistic
 divinity nursing an infant on a couch is a
 bizarre concept in terms of Athenian art
 of the Periklean age, but such groups were
 not unheard of in Egypt of the second
 century A.D.

 The Graeco-Roman vessels and their

 attachments range from inkwells found
 with a bone stylus and a bronze-trimmed
 bone stylus-case in a Macedonian tomb to
 a sophisticated little pail from some unusu-
 ally skilled Byzantine workshop of about
 A.D. 500. A small terra-cotta altar, or of-
 fering-burner in the shape of a monu-
 mental Greek imperial altar in marble, is
 a potential puzzle in civil commemorative
 iconography. The four groups of figures in
 relief on the sides look as if they copy the
 monumental artistic program of some city
 in Asia Minor of the first or second cen-

 tury A.D. From comparisons with imperial
 bronze coins, it should be possible to con-
 nect the reliefs with a specific city and,
 therefore, to identify that city. If so, a
 lost work of art of that city should stand

 1For the previous installment, see CJ 61(1966)289-
 310. John McQuade and his staff are responsible for the
 photographs. Herbert Cahn, Mary Comstock, Julia Green,
 Penelope von Kersburg, David Mitten, Perry Rathbone,
 and Emily Vermeule have offered various suggestions. As
 in the past, objects are mentioned in the Museum of Fine
 Arts Annual report for the year of accession. Mary Com-
 stock has helped arrange most of these sculptures for final
 publication.
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 FIG. 1. EARLY BRONZE AGE BOWL

 before us once more, through the medium
 of a replica in miniature.

 EARLY BRONZE AGE BOWL, about 2400
 B.C. (Fig. 1). This deep bowl is character-
 ized by three vertical double handles, of
 thin bronze rolled into hollow cylinders. It
 has been suggested that such handles were
 designed for hanging the vessel on a triple
 cord or for tying down a lid.2 The body is
 decorated with a large double zigzag pat-
 tern in deep incision, running in a broad
 W from handle to handle. Pots of this

 type are found in fair numbers in north-
 west Anatolia and at sites from the Troad

 south to Iasos at the northern edge of
 Caria.3

 The form of the little lug handles and
 the general profile indicate a relationship
 with the art of the Cyclades at this period,
 which corresponds to the phase known as
 Early Minoan II on Crete. Evidently the
 same persons, their sea-venturing cousins
 that is, who settled in the Cyclades and
 who were to produce the red-clay so-called
 Vasiliki ware on Crete, are responsible for
 this rare work in thin bronze.4 The vessel

 therefore emerges as a true illustration of
 the Anatolian, Cycladic, and Minoan mi-
 grations and connections in the Early
 Bronze Age.

 BONE FIGURINE OF A WOMAN (?), Early
 Minoan II (Fig. 2). Burned, blackened,
 and said to have been found years ago in
 a deep cave in southeast Crete, this strange
 creature may have been a religious offer-
 ing.5 Elongated and with features that
 could be almost described as African, she
 or he stands with arms folded over the

 stomach. The plinth is in the form of a
 tall base, triangular in section, marked
 off by grooves and incised crisscross de-
 signs in the middle sections.

 Other such figurines are known, and
 they vary widely in style and subject mat-
 ter, even within the contexts of a single
 votive deposit or chance excavation."
 About the only positive thing that can be
 said about them is that they are of Minoan
 manufacture and not imports, e.g., from
 North Africa, and that they are the ear-
 liest known form of Cretan tendencies to

 carve in bone or ivory, urges that become
 evident nearly a millennium later in the
 snake goddesses and youthful votaries
 from Knossos, from other palaces on the
 island, and from the Mycenaean mainland.

 "CROCODILE MAN," Early Minoan II
 (Fig. 3). His seemingly scaly arms and
 legs bend up in loops, placing his feet
 under his elbows while his hands are
 under his chin.' The crisscross incision is

 carried out not only on the limbs but on
 the side of the flat backstrip. Top and
 bottom are pierced, as if the object had
 been strung as an amulet. Even more curi-
 ous than the preceding, this little man
 would seem to have even more African

 connections than the first "ivory" in the
 2Acc.no.66.182. H.: 0.15m. Diam.: 0.165m. Diam.

 of mouth: 0.145m. Gift of Richard R. Wagner.
 3 Vases from Iasos in the mainland and Cycladic style:

 D. Levi, ILN, Archaeological Section, No. 2141, 20 July
 1963, 88-91, especially figs.4f., the first with similar
 incised decoration and the second with the lugs.

 4E. T. Vermeule, Archaeology 17(1964)244-9, espe-
 cially illustration on 248, finds on the Halicarnassus
 peninsula. Among Cycladic examples, compare the marble
 vase from Herakleia: E. T. Vermeule, Greece in the
 Bronze Age (Chicago and London 1964) pl.VIa.

 5 Acc.no.65.1680. H.: 0.09m. Helen and Alice Col-
 burn Fund and Seth K. Sweetser Fund, as are the two
 following.

 6 Compare Ch. Zervos, L'art de la Cr&te ndolithique et
 minoenne (Paris 1956) 168, 176f.; H. A. Cahn, A. Em-
 merich, Early art in Greece, 7 May-11 June 1965, New
 York, Andre Emmerich Galleries, Nos.59-67. Other such
 figurines are in the museum at Iraklion on Crete.

 7 Acc.no.65.1681. H.: 0.045m. W. (of back strip):
 0.014m.
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 FIG. 2. BONE FIGURINE OF A WOMAN (?)

 group, for not only does he present negroid
 facial characteristics but his body might
 be thought to have some relationship with
 the marine life of the Nile and other
 African rivers. Rather than African influ-

 ences, however, such an amulet as this may
 demonstrate the pure coincidences of prim-
 itivism, for legs and arms could be those
 of a snake, and the little man could be one
 of the first examples of a giant in early
 Greek art.

 MINOAN BIRD (Fig. 4). Resembling a
 partridge or dove, this bird is carved in
 relief on a thin piece of bone or ivory. A
 deep groove indicates the wings, and shal-
 lower diagonal incisions represent the
 feathers.8 The tail extends out over the

 long base. Since the bottom of this base

 .... .... .. ....... .. . ..

 i~iWx

 FIG. 3. "CROCODILE MAN"

 is incised with zigzags, the object becomes
 therefore a form of seal.

 Of the three carvings from this Early
 Minoan II votive deposit, this is the only
 work with characteristics which live on

 in later Minoan art. Since carving, sur-
 faces, and material are the same as in the
 two preceding pieces, the three cannot be
 separated, this bird being called local work
 while the elongated figurine and the "croc-
 odile man" are considered imports from
 Africa to the south. This partridge would
 be almost at home in the frescoes of the

 palace at Knossos, eight hundred years
 later. Indeed, the bird's counterpart in
 Late Minoan I B, that is about 1500 to
 1450 B.c., was found in the debris of an
 ivory-worker's shop at Knossos. The later

 . ... ...

 ..... .. .

 FIG. 4. MINOAN BIRD s Acc.no.65.1682. L.: 0.038m. Th.: 0.005m.
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 FIG. 5. MINOAN VOTARY

 bird is most likely a young dove, and its
 pose and proportions are very like those of
 the Hellenistic young bird in bronze that
 will be described presently.9

 MINOAN VOTARY, 1700-1450 B.c. (Fig.
 5). A tiny Minoan copper or bronze statu-
 ette of a woman, Middle Minoan III or
 Late Minoan I and therefore contemporary
 with the celebrated Boston Snake Goddess

 of ivory and gold, is the earliest metal
 work of sculpture, other than Anatolian
 animals, considered in this series.10 This
 votive figurine, with an open bodice and
 a flounced skirt, has her right hand raised
 to her brow in a gesture of salute or adora-
 tion. Work of about 1550 B.c., she
 belongs in a rare class represented by a
 famous standing lady in Berlin and others
 in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford and
 the museum at Iraklion on Crete. These

 also raise their right hands to their brows
 in gestures of identification with divine
 power."1

 Minoan "bronzes," actually mostly cop-
 per, are usually well designed and poorly
 cast. This tiny statuette shows how volume

 .. .......... .. .. .. .. .

 . . . . .......

 .........

 FIG. 6. MYCENAEAN DOG

 could be combined with suggestive outline
 in the buxom profile and expressive action
 of a courtly lady.

 MYCENAEAN DOG, thirteenth century B.C.
 (Fig. 6). He has a tasseled tail that curls
 up over his back.12 A combination of
 dark buff clay and reddish orange matt
 paint, he has stripes on his muzzle, front
 and hind paws, and flanks and tail. His
 "mane" is indicated with vertical wavy
 lines, and there is a spotted compart-
 mental "collar" across the shoulder.

 The repertory of Mycenaean figural
 terra cottas is small, limited in scope, and
 appealing in style and subject. Women
 with crowns on their heads raise their arms

 in formal gestures of religious meaning.
 Regal men ride in chariots and recline or,
 better, lie flopped out in curved wicker
 chairs in something quite like the "free
 form" of modern Danish furniture. One

 9S. Hood, ILN, Archaeological Section, No. 2080, 17
 Feb. 1962, 261, figs.16f.

 10 Acc.no.64.2173. H.: 0.045m. Otis Norcross Fund.
 M.F.A., Calendar of events, March 1965, 1, fig.; Annual
 report for 1964, 32.

 11See J. Boardman, The Cretan collection in Oxford
 (Oxford 1961) 8ff., nos. 23, 24; W. Lamb, Greek and
 Roman bronzes (London 1929) 26, pl.VII; R. C. Bosan-
 quet, R. M. Dawkins, Palaikastro excavations, Part 1,
 BSA Suppl. 1 (London 1923) 123, fig.103.

 12 Acc.no.65.1339. H.: 0.063m. L.: 0.104m. Gift of
 H. Cahn and A. Emmerich. Early art in Greece, no. 73;
 Miinzen und Medaillen A. G., Sonderliste E (Basel
 1962) 4.
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 FIG. 7. MYCENAEAN BIRD

 or two women ride sidesaddle on quadru-
 peds that may be horses or donkeys.13
 Other quadrupeds, more lupine in form,
 carry little animals in their mouths, a
 motif that persists into Greek Geometric
 and pre-Etruscan Italic art. There is the
 rare category of the puffy three-legged
 bird14 (Fig. 7). And there is the dog.

 This animal lies as if waiting for his
 dinner or his master's return home. He is

 the true Homeric "dog of the table," as
 opposed to the hunting animal. It is amus-
 ing to think that he was made not much
 earlier than the years when faithful old
 Argus waited for Odysseus. The artist has
 succeeded in compressing true canine ten-
 sion and alertness into this work of art.

 This Mycenaean tradition of strange, im-
 pressionistic, and, as here, often very life-
 like and expressive little terra-cotta ani-
 mals or groups is carried on down into
 Attic terra cottas of the late eighth cen-
 tury B.C. and in a host of even later terra
 cottas on Cyprus. Eventually, however,
 classical sophistication and Hellenistic

 . .. ........ . . ..

 ............

 .

 .

 ........ ..

 .......

 FIG. 8. GREEK GEOMETRIC HORSE

 naturalism combine to terminate such

 charming examples of local decorative,
 votive, and funerary art.

 GREEK GEOMETRIC HORSE (Fig. 8). Said
 to have been found near Elis, he stands
 with four feet and tail on a rectangular
 platform, the latter pierced by triangular
 cutouts.15 Five horizontal lines are incised
 at each side of the lower part of the neck,
 and there are pairs of similar incisions
 on the outsides of all four legs. This is the
 standard classic type of votive horse manu-
 factured in the western Peloponnesus,
 chiefly around Olympia, during the Geo-
 metric period. He is characterized by alert
 ears, a "piggy" snout, and reversed hocks
 on the forelegs.'6 The type occurs in all
 textbooks of the history of art. There are 13 Greece in the Bronze Age, pl.XLI; A. Westholm, O.

 Fridin, A. W. Persson, Asine, results of the Swedish ex-
 cavations, 1922-1930 (Stockholm 1938) 309, fig.213. C.
 Blegen, Prosymna, the Helladic settlement preceding the
 Argive Heraeum (Cambridge 1937) pls.150f., figs.617f.:
 chariot groups that look like incipient rhyta.

 14 Acc.no.59.711. H.: 0.051m. Classical Department
 Purchase Fund. Compare Asine, fig.213,2. Fig.213,3
 shows the quadruped with animal in its mouth.

 15 Acc.no.65.1316. L. (max. at base): 0.055m. H.
 (max.): 0.08m. W. (max. at base): 0.03m. William
 E. Nickerson Fund.

 16 Compare G. M. A. Richter, New York, The Metro-
 politan Museum of Art, Handbook of the Greek collection
 (Cambridge, Mass. 1953) 173, pl.13e.
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 102 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 9. GEOMETRIC HORSE

 variations in treatment of curves and pro-
 portions, and in quality of workmanship.
 These bronzes also vary radically in size,
 being found up to three times larger than
 the example shown here.

 GEOMETRIC HORSE (Fig. 9). This is a
 very subtle and thoughtful example of
 early Greek metalwork.'7 He stands alert
 on his four straight legs; his bladelike
 neck rises in an elegant curve, suggesting
 a mane like a rooster's comb. Incised con-

 centric circles mark the eyes and are re-
 peated for dapples on neck, shoulder, and
 flank. The blunderbuss head and long
 tail define the high Geometric character,
 the latter joining the bar connecting the
 hind hooves. The lack of ears, however,
 is unusual.

 This type of Geometric horse, with the
 small circles, occurs at Olympia and, in a
 later form, has been attributed to a
 Corinthian school of Geometric crafts-

 men.s8 These horses with their unarticu-
 lated legs and very simple platforms are
 rare. It is hard to date this piece earlier
 than the third quarter of the eighth cen-
 tury B.C., for the animal has the feeling
 and general style of a Geometric bronze

 FIG. 10. YOUTH DEDICATED TO APOLLO

 from northern Greece, probably from
 Thessaly. Styles long since submerged by
 influences from Ionia and the ancient East

 linger on in Thessaly and Macedonia long
 after they cease to appear in Boeotia, At-
 tica, or the Peloponnesus.

 YOUTH DEDICATED TO APOLLO, about 500
 B.C. (Fig. 10). This young man from the
 eastern Greek world wears a long, thick
 chlamys with heavy hems and pointed
 footgear.'9 He probably held a bow in the
 right hand, an arrow in the left. His hair
 is tied in a fillet and then in the long,
 pleated fashion of eastern kouroi at the
 back. His broad, round face with plump
 cheeks and narrow eyes is paralleled in
 Samian marbles of the latter part of the

 17 Acc.no.65.1292. L. (max.): 0.053m. H. (max.):
 0.057m. Samuel Putnam Avery Fund.

 s1H.-V. Herrmann, JdI 79 (1964) 30f., fig.13.

 19 Acc.no.66.251. H.: 0.091m. Harriet Otis Cruft
 Fund. From the collection of Capt. E. G. Spencer-
 Churchill, who bought it in Paris in 1928. Northwick
 Park Collection, Antiquities, Christie's 1965, Lot 473, as
 Etruscan.
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 FIG. 11. LION

 Archaic period. The proud stance, broad
 chest, strong buttocks, and forcefully mod-
 eled arms are the essence of East Greek,
 Ionian sophistication.

 A late Archaic rider in bronze, now
 horseless, from the Heraion on Samos,
 matches the facial expression and general
 proportions. A famous bronze statuette of
 Apollo, late Archaic in type, from Maras
 near Edirne (Adrianople) on the border of
 Greek and Turkish Thrace has the char-

 acteristics of dress, stance, and haughty
 containment seen in this small figure.20
 Although the similarities in East Greek

 and Etruscan art are stressed continually
 in all media in the sixth and early fifth
 centuries B.C., there is nothing in Etruscan
 metalwork like the expression, anatomy,
 costume, stance, and calm withdrawal of
 this bronze.

 LION, late Archaic, about 525 to 500
 B.C. (Fig. 11). Whiskers and ruff of this
 recumbent beast are modeled and incised;
 ears lie back, and tail curls up toward the
 top of the rump. The mane is engraved
 with curving strokes like parentheses.21
 He seems to be partly hollow cast with
 some lead filling and an iron pin through
 his back.

 Similar lions include a bronze in the

 Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, a couch-

 20 Samian rider: Enciclopedia dell'arte antica 6, 1965,
 1098, fig.1216. Apollo now in Basel, in the collection of
 Dr. R. Kippeli: A RA 60(1956)337; E. Strong, Cata-
 logue of the Greek and Roman antiques in the possession
 of the Right Honourable Lord Melchett (Oxford 1928)
 3, pls.I-VI. Sir John Beazley considered the statuette
 archaistic rather than fifth-century work.

 21 Acc.no.66.9. H. (max.): 0.058m. L. (max.): 0.097m.
 Edwin E. Jack Fund.
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 FIG. 12. ZEUS OR HOMER

 ant beast in stone in the Izmir Museum

 from the region of Old Smyrna, and stone
 animal No. 303 in the museum at Manisa

 (ancient Magnesia) in the Hermos valley
 on the way out from the Ionian coast
 toward Sardis in Lydia. A recumbent lion
 in Cairo from Leontopolis stresses the
 relationship to Egyptian sculpture.22

 Allegedly from Asia Minor, the lion
 shown here was undoubtedly fashioned in
 one of the cult centers along the Ionian
 coast or on an adjacent island such as
 Samos. He could have been dedicated to

 Hera, to Cybele, to Artemis, or to Apollo.
 The iron pin indicates a function of some
 sort, and analogies as far afield as Etruria
 suggest that he sat on the shoulder of a
 very large cauldron. The rim of a rectan-
 gular brazier, the base of an incense-
 burner, or the flat lid of a chest are other
 possible sources for this strong, handsome,
 and rather conceptual beast.

 ZEUS OR HOMER, Etruscan, about 440
 B.C. (Fig. 12). He wears a long garment,
 seemingly a himation, about his waist and
 most of his legs. It is wrapped around the
 left shoulder and left arm, falling down
 the back behind the former. He also wears

 FIG. 13. ZEUS

 a fillet in his hair. A sharply cut face with
 almond-shaped eyes, straight nose, and
 long upper lip characterize the statuette.23
 This regal figure is a slightly older,

 more Etruscan version of a type best
 known from a bronze in Munich that has

 been classed as Campanian. The face of
 the statuette in Munich is less individual,
 more clearly related to portrayals of Zeus
 in the Transitional phase of Greek sculp-
 ture.24 Although identification as Zeus
 seems more likely, in the bronze shown
 here it is tempting to speculate whether
 the Etruscan artist has tried to copy the
 fifth-century type of the blind Homer with
 closed eyes, a bronze statue that may
 have stood at Olympia, an area of Greece
 in the narrower sense close to southern

 22 Baltimore: D. K. Hill, Catalogue of classical bronze
 sculpture in the Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore 1947)
 117, no.267, pl.52. Izmir: W. L. Brown, The Etruscan
 lion (Clarendon Press 1958) pl.XXVe 1, 2. Cairo: Mon
 Piot 25, pl.24, 1.

 23 Acc.no.65.565. H. (without tangs): 0.103m. H.
 (with tangs and part of ancient base): 0.12m. Seth K.
 Sweetser Fund. M.F.A., Calendar of events, Nov. 1965,
 2, fig.

 24 P. J. Riis, From the collections of the Ny Carlsberg
 Glyptotek 2 (1939) 162ff., fig.24.
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 Italy, Campania, and the channels of trade
 to Etruria.25

 ZEUS, Graeco-Roman (Fig. 13). Stand-
 ing in bearded dignity and athletic majesty,
 the god is identified by the thunderbolt
 in his lowered right hand. The left hand
 was raised and no doubt held his staff or

 scepter. The eyes have remains of silver
 inlay, which makes a sparkling contrast
 with the rich brown patina of the bronze.26

 This statuette was probably made in
 the first or second century A.D. It is most
 likely a careful copy in miniature of a
 statue of the fourth century B.C., probably
 a bronze, which was in turn based on an
 earlier work of about 450 B.C. This ulti-

 mate prototype must have been of the
 generation of the Athenian impresario
 Pheidias or one of his pupils, that is in
 the age when Perikles governed Athens or
 in that of the Peloponnesian War. In
 respect to a prototype from the circle of
 Pheidias, the head of this bronze invites
 comparison with two other representations
 of Zeus in the Boston Museum: first, the
 miniature Zeus in silver, a copy of the
 gold and ivory statue made by Pheidias
 for the temple of Zeus at Olympia; sec-
 ond, the large marble head of Zeus found
 at Mylasa in Caria, southwestern Turkey,
 representing the Pheidian masterpiece in a
 free version of about 350 B.C., roughly a
 century after the colossus was made at
 Olympia.27

 In this small bronze, the relatively soft
 limbs and the several curves of the body
 suggest that the immediate model was
 influenced by the styles of another famous
 Athenian sculptor, Praxiteles, in the mid-
 fourth century B.C. The use of silver inlay
 in the eyes was a popular technique in
 Roman times to indicate the inlaid eyes
 of the Greek original. Statues in the
 National Museum in Athens show that

 FIG. 14. ROMAN LION

 such inlay could have been in metals or in
 mother-of-pearl and carved stones.

 Among a number of comparable Graeco-
 Roman bronze statuettes of Zeus, there is
 in the Cabinet des Medailles of the Bibli-

 otheque Nationale in Paris a figure wear-
 ing a heavy wreath.2s The absence of the
 wreath here is more in keeping with a
 Pheidian prototype, and the shape of the
 head, the arrangement of hair and beard,
 are much more like the fifth century than
 the patently Hellenistic, more naturalistic,
 and less serene head of the statuette in

 Paris. A statuette in the Berlin collections,
 from the shrine of Zeus at Dodona in

 Epirus, presents similar qualities of the
 body, although as with the bronze in
 Paris, the head has been given a rich
 naturalism that must have seemed "mod-
 ern" to aestheticians in Greece or Rome

 at the time of Julius Caesar, Nero, or
 Hadrian. The Berlin bronze has been

 identified as Poseidon, but without attri-
 butes the two are nearly impossible to
 tell apart.29 A striking quality of the
 bronze in Boston is its adherence to the

 grand classical styles of the fifth century
 B.c. at a time when comparable Graeco-
 Roman figures were restyled under the
 influence of art in the Greek world after

 Alexander the Great, from 300 to 50 B.c.
 ROMAN LION (Fig. 14). This is the fully

 developed Roman lion found throughout 25 Compare K. Schefold, Die Bildnisse der antiken Dick-
 ter Redner und Denker (Basel 1943) 62f., 203.

 2 Acc.no.65.462. H.: 0.085m. Helen and Alice Col-
 burn Fund. BMFA 63(1965)211.

 27BMFA 60(1962)110; Greek, Etruscan and Roman
 art, 118, fig.102; see also CJ 58(1962)2f.

 28E. Babelon, J.-A. Blanchet, Les bronzes de la Biblio-
 thkque Nationale (Paris 1899) 4, no.7.

 9 Lamb, Greek and Roman bronzes, 172, pl.63.
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 FIG. 15. ATTIC LION

 the Greek world.3" Not quite the heavy-
 maned Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer beast of
 sculpture and mosaics in the Latin West,
 this animal still betrays considerable stud-
 ies of nature, probably through the aid of
 "zoos" in the great Hellenistic centers such
 as Ephesus or Smyrna, and the animals
 carried about in the retinues of Roman

 officials. He was standing, roaring, a con-
 vention still very well expressed despite
 loss of legs and tail. Action of the sea
 appears to have worn and softened his
 marble surfaces. He is said to have been

 found years ago off Pergamon.
 Greek lions of the classical period, that

 is from roughly 440 to 320 B.C., were much
 more ideal, in their dependence upon styli-
 zations going back to ancient Near Eastern
 designs and upon observation of canines in
 all poses rather than the true monumental
 feline. African lions were hardly to be
 seen in Periklean Athens. Even if one or

 two had been imported as curiosities,
 sculptors would have stuck to ideal pre-
 conceptions rather than to fidelities of
 nature. The Attic lion of about 390 B.C.

 in the Museum of Fine Arts, a general
 summary of what a carver of grave reliefs
 imagined the king of beasts ought to be,
 crouches like a petulant canine31 (Fig.
 15). He once graced the corner of a family
 lot in a cemetery near Athens, and the

 carving in Pentelic marble is as uncompli-
 cated and direct as the grave stele of
 Hegeso or the monument to Dexileos from
 the Kerameikos necropolis by the Dipylon
 Gate. He frowns, and the teeth are bared
 in a snarl rather than a roar. The mane

 is striking, one of the few internal points
 of focus in the whole vast cylinder of
 marble. Flamelike tufts and curls are ar-

 ranged with rows in alternate directions.
 The path of naturalism is as long from

 the large Attic lion of 390 B.C. to the small
 Asia Minor lion of the Roman period as it
 is from the East Greek bronze beast of
 about 500 B.C. down to the Pentelic
 marble animal created in the decade when

 Athens had returned to prosperity follow-
 ing the Peloponnesian Wars. In the fifth
 and fourth centuries B.C. marble lions fol-

 lowed the same pattern of development
 found in grave reliefs. Until about 360
 B.C. they are roughly lifesized, relatively
 simply carved, and totally unrelated to
 the real animal. From 360 to 340 they
 become more feline if not more leonine,
 beginning to show the influence of work
 by Athenian sculptors at Ephesus after the
 Artemision burned in 356 B.C. and at Hali-

 carnassus under the patronage of Mausol-
 lus and his family. After about 340, until
 the anti-luxury decree of 317, Attic funer-
 ary lions become generally larger, hairier,
 and more elongated and emotional, as if
 trying to rival the gods and athletes of
 Lysippos and Skopas. Perhaps under the
 influence of tomb and temple lions from
 Asia Minor, Attic beasts now on occasion
 move off the corners of grave plots and
 stand in front of the tomb-complex, ele-
 vated plot or building. In this fashion
 they come to resemble in position, if not
 in approach to naturalism, the lions lining
 the avenues to Egyptian sacral areas.

 The placement of lions before the tomb
 persists into Roman times and spreads
 into the Latin West, as a tomb at Aquileia
 in northern Italy demonstrates. A lion so
 small as the first beast shown here must

 have served another purpose. Perhaps this

 S?Acc.no.65.1176. L.: 0.125m. Gift of Richard R.
 Wagner.

 31 Acc.no.65.563. L.: 1.22m. H. (at shoulder): 0.43m.
 William Francis Warden Fund.
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 FIG. 16. TERRA-COTTA RAM

 little marble was a dedication in a shrine,
 or perhaps the statuette adorned a grave-
 altar in a chamber-tomb. Such a use for

 small stone lions occurs at Pompeii, in the
 cemetery near the amphitheater. There a
 pair of crouching lions occur on the lid of
 a large cinerarium, in the same relative
 position occupied by their large-scale an-
 cestors on Attic grave-plots of the clas-
 sical period.32

 In another setting the little lion is sur-
 prisingly like the beast in a group of
 Herakles fighting two lions, once in the
 Melchett Collection. The ensemble is a

 complicated reflection of the famous group
 of the Labors of Herakles by Lysippos at
 Alyzia in Acarnania.33

 TERRA-COTTA RAM (Fig. 16). There are
 traces of a white slip on this animal, one
 acquired years ago by its former owner
 from the art market in Athens.34 The
 splendid middle to late Hellenistic ram is
 standing proudly as if watching flocks of
 sheep. The very naturalistic figure was
 probably a votive offering in a shrine, or
 else a souvenir from a tomb, very likely

 FIG. 17. BRONZE ROOSTER

 in central Greece. A similar statuette,
 more complete but less detailed, is in the
 National Museum in Copenhagen. The
 two are close enough in general character-
 istics to have come from the same work-

 shop, probably located near Tanagra in
 Boeotia.35

 BRONZE ROOSTER, Graeco-Roman, prob-
 ably 50 B.C. to A.D. 100 (Fig. 17). The
 bird has a cock's comb and a long tail.
 The chasing of the surfaces is very care-
 fully handled.36 A comparable marble
 rooster in the Boston Museum is heavily
 restored. There are bronze examples,
 somewhat simpler than this in all respects,
 in the Bibliotheque Nationale and the
 Metropolitan Museum. The grandest
 metallic rooster is the life-sized Roman

 example in the Louvre.37
 The rooster shown here has its forerun-

 ner in Greek Geometric art of the eighth
 century B.C., in a series of birds from
 Thessaly, Macedonia, and Thrace. In the
 early fifth century B.C., as might be ex-
 pected from literary references to the cult
 of Asklepios, cocks or roosters were popu-
 lar in terra cotta, a number of examples
 coming from the island of Rhodes.38

 32Enciclopedia dell'arte antica 6, 1965, 355, fig.383.
 8 E. Strong, Catalogue of the Greek and Roman an-

 tiques in the possession of Lord Melchett, 24, no.17, pl.
 XXVII. Lysippos' Labors of Herakles: E. Loeffler,
 Marsyas 6(1954)8-24.

 34Acc.no.64.2198. H.: 0.11m. Gift of Mrs. E. S. H.
 Pendergast.

 35N. Breitenstein, Danish National Museum, Catalogue
 of terracottas (Copenhagen 1941) 74, no.707, pl.85.

 36 Acc.no.65.1181. L. (max.): 0.066m. Gift of Rich-
 ard R. Wagner.

 7 See L. D. Caskey, M.F.A., Catalogue of Greek and
 Roman sculpture (Cambridge, Mass. 1925) 175, no.98.
 Babelon-Blanchet, Bronzes, 495, no.1263. G. M. A.
 Richter, Animals in Greek sculpture (New York 1930)
 84, fig.215. A. De Ridder, Les bronzes antiques du
 Louvre 1 (Paris 1913) 134, no.1092, pl.64.

 38 J. L. Keith, in The Pomerance Collection of ancient
 art (Brooklyn Museum 1966) 80, no.90, and 87, no.102.
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 FIG. 18. YOUNG BIRD

 YOUNG BIRD, Roman, probably A.D. 100
 to 200 (Fig. 18). The wings are spread,
 and the head is turned upwards.39 The
 bird, which came from Istanbul and
 thence probably from Asia Minor, is not
 a dove and seemingly not an eagle. The
 workmanship is quite good, and the ex-
 pression is successfully naturalistic. The
 species is difficult to determine. It is
 more likely a decorative type rather than
 a game bird or a barnyard fowl.

 EAGLE, late Roman or Byzantine, A.D.
 400 or later (Fig. 19). The wings are
 spread. Underneath the stomach there is
 an iron peg that probably fitted into a
 lid or pole.40 The bird's simple, rounded
 forms and schematic surfaces suggest that
 he was a crowning attachment of some
 sort, perhaps the handle on the lid of an
 ampulla.

 FIG. 20. PANTHEISTIC DIVINITY

 A similar bird in the Louvre is mounted

 on an elaborate base. A stone eagle of
 the fifth or sixth century, in Berlin from
 Cairo, and a bronze crowning piece, prob-
 ably of a candelabrum, of the sixth or
 seventh century, in the same collection
 from Smyrna, can be cited as further
 comparisons.41 This eagle comes from
 Istanbul.

 PANTHEISTIC DIVINITY ON COUCH, A.D.
 150 to 250 (Fig. 20). Wearing Phrygian
 cap, chiton, and ample himation, the god-
 dess reclines on a heavy pillow and nurses
 a child.42 This is a pantheistic goddess of
 maternity and other impulses, an unusual
 presentation of a Graeco-Oriental concept
 that derives, through representations of
 Isis nursing Horus, from similar figures
 of Juno Lucina tending a child.43

 The seven little goblets in the fore-
 ground have been said to symbolize the
 seven days of the week. Every other ob-
 ject surrounding the goddess, in her
 Mithraic or Bendis cap, can be related to
 some Graeco-Roman divinity, major or
 minor. There are the purse and caduceus
 of Hermes, the thunderbolt of Zeus, Dio-
 nysiac cymbals, Cybele's tambourine,

 39Acc.no.65.1182. L. (max.): 0.04m. Gift of Richard
 R. Wagner.

 40 Acc.no.65.1183. L. (max.): 0.077m. Gift of Richard
 R. Wagner.

 41 De Ridder, Louvre Bronzes, 1, 123, no.989, pl.60.
 O. Wulff, Altchristliche und mittelalterliche byzantinische
 und italienische Bildwerke, 3,1 (Berlin 1909) 26, no.48.
 Also Wulff, 163, no.722, pl.33.

 42 Acc.no.65.100. L. (max.): 0.137m. W.: 0.082m.
 H.: 0.102m. Harriet Otis Cruft Fund.

 43 See De Ridder, Louvre Bronzes 1, 102, no.744, pl.51;
 Reinach, Repertoire de la statuaire 2, 423, no.5. Also
 Babelon-Blanchet, Bronzes, 26, no.57. FIG. 19. EAGLE
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 FIG. 21. STYLUS CASE AND STYLUS
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 Pan's pipes, and the balances of Tyche-
 Fortuna or Justitia-Moneta. The quali-
 ties of Egyptian Isis are suggested not
 only in the general iconography but in the
 Nilotic serpent and water beasts that at-
 tend the divinity. The couch, with its
 turned legs, is a standard Graeco-Roman
 piece of ceremonial furniture, of a type
 associated with Hellenistic Alexandria in

 Egypt. The date is arrived at from the
 fact that such subjects (Sarapis-Harpocra-
 tes, Isis, Demeter) appear on Alexandrine
 imperial coins of Marcus Aurelius and
 Septimius Severus.44 There are also Ro-
 mano-Egyptian terra cottas with divini-
 ties, major, minor, and mixed, on lecti-
 sternia.

 STYLUS CASE AND STYLUS, Hellenistic
 (Fig. 21). The ends, the front, and two
 strips that probably belong to the lid
 have been preserved. The remainder of
 the box is restored in plastic. The bronze
 ring and plate which lifted the lid have
 also survived.45 There are holes and bits

 of lead for fastening the lid or for carry-
 ing the box with thongs.

 Other such boxes and the writing in-
 struments they contained are known. A
 stylus box also appears in Attic red-fig-

 FIG. 22. INKWELLS

 ured vase painting of the early fifth cen-
 tury B.C., in a famous school scene by
 Duris.46 The remains of this box, the
 stylus, and the two bronze vessels identi-
 fied as inkwells (Fig. 22) were found in a
 tomb in Macedonia. They seem to have
 been the possessions of a student who
 died during his years of schooling.

 INKWELLS (Fig. 22). Both originally
 had small lids with bud-shaped tops.
 Bodies and bottoms have turned ridges.47
 Diceboxes are of similar shape, but have
 larger openings at the top and different
 lids.48 Painting as well as inscribing on a
 tablet coated with wax must therefore

 have been part of the calligraphic educa-
 tion of the person buried with this en-
 semble. Box and inkwells are very care-
 fully finished, making them among the
 most sensitive of such objects that have

 44Ph. Lederer, NumChron 18(1938)75-8 and Deutsche
 Miinzbliitter 56(1936)201-11.

 45Acc.nos.65.912, 913. Box: L.: 0.145m. W.: 0.075m.
 H.: 0.04m. Stylus: L.: 0.11m. Harriet Otis Cruft Fund.
 Annual report for 1965, 67.

 46 See T. G. Tucker, Life in ancient Athens (New York
 1906) 183, fig.53; British Museum, A guide to Greek and
 Roman life (London 1929) 206ff., figs.227f.

 S4Acc.nos.65.910, 911. H.: 0.046m. each. Same source.
 48 Cf. British Museum, A guide to Greek and Roman

 life, 202, fig.222 (dicebox), 208f., fig.229 (inkpots, with
 holes for similar lids).

 FIG. 23. HANDLES
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 FIG. 24. VASE WITH SITULA HANDLE

 come down to our times from the age of
 Alexander's Macedonian successors.

 HANDLE, Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman
 (Fig. 23). The bronze is from a chest or
 vessel, perhaps a cauldron, in the form of
 a bull's head with three rings from the
 face.49 The bull's head is hollow, and the
 rings are solid. This is an Anatolian sur-
 vival into the Graeco-Roman period of a
 motif originating in the art of Urartu, the
 region around Lake Van, in the eighth
 century B.C. and carried westward into
 Phrygia in the following century. Even-
 tually the design reaches the Ionian coast
 and, from that area, is carried into Cam-
 panian and Etruscan art as late as the
 sixth century B.C.50

 ..

 FIG. 25. MACE-HEAD

 HANDLE, as previous (Fig. 23). Here
 the design of bull's head and three rings
 is highly stylized.51 The rings are flat
 and broad, each with an inset or incised
 circle at its lowest part. A similar attach-
 ment, seen in 1966 in the New York
 art market, has a Maltese-cross plate on
 a swivel attachment in place of the lowest
 ring. On this is incised ZOTIKOU BES-
 SOULA, suggesting a Phrygian name of the
 Roman imperial period. The bull's head
 protome of this type also survives in the
 heads of reclining bulls on the curved
 shoulder of the base of a twelfth-century
 lampstand in bronze from Ghazni in Af-
 ghanistan.52

 VASE WITH SITULA HANDLE, late Roman
 or Byzantine, A.D. 400 or later (Fig. 24).
 On the neck there are moulded bands, and
 on the body a series of moulded lines with
 concentric circles, some linked like Geo-
 metric fibulae, arranged in parallel regis-
 ters. The base has turned, concentric

 49 Acc.no.65.1340. H.: 0,072m. W.: 0.08m. Gift of
 Richard R. Wagner.

 so Cf. De Ridder, Louvre Bronzes, 2, 28, no.1530, pl.72,
 "harness attachment."

 51 Acc.no.65.1341. H.: 0.08m. W.: 0.07m. Gift of
 Richard R. Wagner.

 52 B. Rowland, Jr., Ancient art from Afghanistan, trea-
 sures of the Kabul Museum (New York 1966) 139, no.
 107, 137, plate.
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 ridged areas and moulded lines.53 Similar
 concentric circles decorate a bottle of

 uncertain date in New York, a vessel said
 to come from Syria.54 There is also much
 in common between the vase shown here,
 with its handles traditional to forms

 found on Roman buckets, and a silver
 vase in the Louvre from Emesa in Syria.
 The vase in Paris has been attributed to

 a workshop in Constantinople. Here, in
 keeping with the luxurious and excep-
 tionally artistic aspects of the piece, tondo
 busts of prophets or apostles replace the
 concentric circles.55

 MACE-HEAD, about A.D. 300 or later
 (Fig. 25). The circular tube-shaped ob-
 ject is hollow from end to end, to fit over
 a wooden or metal shaft.56 There are
 fifteen solid spikes, the top row curving
 downwards to form a series of claws. On

 the body there are two rows of rinceau
 decoration, between single and double fil-
 lets in relief. At each end is a collar to

 aid in securing the bronze mace-head to
 its shaft.

 A functional object such as this has a
 grim, timeless quality about it, and only
 the Late Antique form of the rinceau
 decoration assures a dating to the period
 when Roman armies were adopting such
 mediaeval weapons with long traditions
 in the warfare of the ancient Near East.

 Chain-mail and light-armed cavalry were
 comparable innovations. Small maces
 such as this would be most effective when

 cavalry was forced to deal with infantry
 at close quarters. Figured mace-heads
 have a long history, going back in the
 ancient Near East to about 1000 B.C. in

 the southwest Caspian region. Luristan
 mace-heads are quite similar to the ex-
 ample shown here, but usually exhibit a

 circular head.57 The whole idea is a log-
 ical outgrowth of the cave man's club.

 TERRA-COTTA ALTAR, Roman from Asia
 Minor, first century A.D. (Fig. 26). This
 altar is square and hollow, with a raised
 base and a hollowed or depressed top.
 There is an ovolo moulding on the
 stepped base, and above the reliefs is a
 row of heavy dentils. The top element
 has rosettes above a row of volutes lying
 on their sides and large akroteria in the
 form of sprouting acanthus on the cor-
 ners.58 Form and details demonstrate

 that the altar in gray clay with a gray
 polished slip is intended to imitate a
 monumental work in marble, the type of
 structure that would have stood in front

 of a temple or in the agora of some Greek
 imperial city of the first or second cen-
 tury A.D. This terra-cotta altar was cer-
 tainly designed as a souvenir, like the
 miniature Eiffel Towers in The Lavender

 Hill mob, and it may have been dedicated
 as an offering or used as a lamp in house,
 shrine, or tomb.

 The reliefs are a trifle difficult to iden-

 tify owing to incrustation and the action
 of the peasant who tried to clean the sur-
 faces with his pocketknife. In order of
 seeming importance, I identify them as
 follows:

 A: Demeter with a long torch, or a
 city-goddess, Tyche that is, with a crown
 and a scepter-staff, stands at the right
 and faces a laureate Apollo, who is seated
 at the left. He is clad in only an ample
 himation about his lower limbs, and he
 holds his large lyre on his lap.
 B: A laureate or oak-wreathed Poseidon,
 wearing a large himation and carrying his
 trident at "shoulder arms," stands at the
 right, placing a hand on a fountain
 nymph. Her left hand is raised in a ges-
 ture of modesty, and in the lowered right
 she holds a large pitcher. Stance and cos-

 53Acc.no.65.1187. H.: 0.10m. Gift of Richard R.
 Wagner.

 54G. M. A. Richter, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
 Greek, Etruscan and Roman bronzes (New York 1915)
 196f., no.517.

 55 W. F. Volbach, M. Hirmer, Early Christian art (New
 York 1961) pl.246.

 56Acc.no.65.1335. L.: 0.083m. Edward Jackson Holmes
 Collection.

 57 Late Antique example: De Ridder, Louvre Bronzes
 2, 10, no.1189, pl.68. Caspian region: E. L. B. Terrace,
 The Pomerance Collection of ancient art, 38, no.43.
 Luristan: ILN, Supplement, 14 Sept. 1963, pl.II.

 5 Acc.no.65.1318. H.: 0.09m. W. (at base): 0.085m.
 Edwin E. Jack Fund.
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 FIG. 26. TERRA-COTTA ALTAR
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 tume are appropriate to statues of such
 nymphs in the late fifth and early fourth
 century B.c. or to statues and reliefs made
 in the Graeco-Roman period after older
 models. It seems likely that this nymph
 is Amymone.
 C: A female personification, who may
 carry a staff in her left hand, sets up a
 trophy of arms and armor on a knotty
 stump in a rockwork mound.
 D: The young Dionysos, quite intoxi-
 cated, is being helped along by his satyr
 friend Ampelos, while a maenad at the
 left tries to hold his head and address him

 tenderly. This is a standard group orig-
 inating in the Hellenistic rococo, found in
 reliefs of all sizes and media from marble

 to gold, and perpetuated into the second
 and third centuries A.D. on Roman sar-

 cophagi.
 All four reliefs or scenes can be paral-

 leled in a variety of scales and materials
 throughout the classical world from about
 50 B.c. to A.D. 200. The combination on

 an altar, however, seems more at home in
 Asia Minor than anywhere else about the
 Mediterranean. The altar itself is of a

 standard late Hellenistic form, found in
 imperial times in the cosmopolitan cities
 of Asia Minor, in Italy, in North Africa,
 in Gaul, and in Spain.

 The reliefs on Side A, Demeter and
 Apollo, relate to similar groupings on
 imperial coins of Phrygia. Thus the mon-
 umental altar behind this terra-cotta rep-
 lica might have commemorated an alli-
 ance between Kibyra and Hierapolis in
 the southern part of the area. Demeter
 appears on coins of the former, and Apollo
 usually symbolizes the latter in the second
 and third centuries A.D. Apollo seated and
 a city-goddess standing, the same figures
 as those on the altar but in mirror re-

 versal, appear on a large bronze of Hy-
 paipa in Lydia, a coin struck about A.D.
 180 under the young emperor Com-
 modus.59 The Apollo of the altar also
 resembles the Apollo Klarios, cult-image

 of the Ionian shrine at Klaros, and a
 figure of Demeter Horia, like her counter-
 part in this sculpture in miniature, graces
 the coins of Smyrna.

 On Side B, the motif of Poseidon and
 Amymone suggests a nymphaeum, often
 the principal public monument of a Greek
 imperial town and a structure inevitably
 containing an altar dedicated to marine or
 river divinities. These two figures, the
 god and the nymph, occur in the frieze of
 the giant fountain-house or facade at Side
 in Pamphylia. The other recorded scenes
 of this frieze are of types easily simplified
 for reproduction on the coins of the city,
 and the panel with gods witnessing the
 local foundation of the cult of Artemis

 turns up on coins under Gordianus III,
 just before the middle of the third cen-
 tury A.D. Demeter also appears, in her
 chariot. The whole ensemble, therefore,
 is another testimony to the combination
 of all these divinities in the major and
 minor arts.60

 On Side C, the female personification
 setting up a trophy, an old motif in clas-
 sical art, resembles the seated Homonoia,
 with polos and cornucopia, on coins of
 Tralles in Lydia, bronzes struck under the
 emperor Antoninus Pius between 138 and
 161.61 The random remains of monu-

 mental sculpture in Greece and Asia
 Minor afford other general parallels.
 There is a similarity to the reliefs of the
 Hellenistic altar of Artemis at Magnesia
 on the Maeander; or the panels could
 have been excerpted for the terra-cotta
 altar from a circular "Dodekatheon" altar

 such as the example in the National Mu-
 seum at Athens from the Kerameikos.62

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 59 See Sylloge nummorum Graecorum, Deutschland,
 Sammlung von Aulock, Phrygien, p1.123, nos.3754, 3757.
 SNG, von Aulock, Lydien, pl.95, no.2965.

 60S. Reinach, Repertoire de reliefs grecs et romains 2
 (Paris 1912) 110, nos.l-4.

 61 SNG, von Aulock, Lydien, pl.106, no.3287.
 62 Reinach, op. cit., 2, 13, no.2; 362, nos.4-6, a reflec-

 tion of the west pediment of the Parthenon.
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 Greek Sculpture and Roman Taste

 by CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE

 Visitors to a gallery of Greek and Roman sculpture are often confronted with labels
 that state: "Roman copy of a lost Greek original of the fifth or fourth century B.C."
 Statues classed as Roman copies are usually life-sized, or over, and they are generally

 made of marble. It is often stated or implied that the lost original was made of bronze
 or even of more precious materials, such as gold and ivory fashioned onto a wooden

 frame.' Many copies made in the Roman period, the late Republic, and the Empire to
 about A.D. 250, are routine, mechanical, and rather dull documents of machine crea-
 tivity rather than elevating aesthetic experiences. There are exceptions.

 The famous statue of Meleager, ill-fated hunter of Greek mythology, in the clas-
 sical room of the Fogg Museum of Art at Harvard is a masterful copy made perhaps
 about A.D. 75 of a statue created by Skopas three hundred years earlier (Fig. 1).2 A

 noticeably inferior version of the lost bronze statue, another head of Meleager in
 marble, is exhibited near the more complete copy (Fig. 2), and the two taken together
 show how widely these later interpretations of a notable masterpiece could vary even

 when produced with a view to supplying collectors with replicas of Skopas' show-
 piece. The second Meleager at Harvard was even designed as a mirror reversal of the
 canonical statue. There are other marble Meleagers, one or two reaching the level of
 the Fogg statue but most of them documents of stonecutting devoid of the restless
 inner life which must have been imparted by the master to the original. An unfinished
 copy of Meleager, one of several found not long ago in Athens, suggests that city was
 a center for production of these statues.3 The original may have graced some Greek
 shrine, the Heroon at Kalydon for instance, or it may have been carried off in triumph
 to Rome by Mummius, Pompey, Nero, or one of the other autocrats of taste and
 means. If such were the case, the copyists in Athens had to work from other copies

 or plaster casts.

 Without so-called Roman copies our view of Greek sculpture would be far more
 impoverished and confused than it is. Artists such as Polykleitos, Kresilas, or Alka-
 menes in the fifth century and Skopas, Praxiteles, or Lysippos in the fourth are known
 almost completely from copies. The original masterpieces of Greek statuary, the
 bronze Zeus or Poseidon from the sea off Cape Artemision, the bronze youth from
 the Antikythera wreck, or the statues recently unearthed just below a street in the
 modern port of Piraeus, are anonymous. They and numerous others look as though
 they ought to have names attached to them, like Kalamis or Alkamenes or Praxiteles
 or Euphranor, but we must judge them as unlabeled, partly-classifiable expressions of
 the great century from 470 to 340 B.C. When we wish to find specific statues men- 175
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 1. Meleager of Skopas. Courtesy of the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University.
 Bequest of Mrs. K. G. T. Webster. 1926.48.
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 2. Head of Meleager. Courtesy of the
 Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University.
 The Van Rensselaer Fund for the Collection

 of Classical Antiquities. 1913.28.

 tioned in ancient sources such as Pliny the Elder's chapters on the history of art, we

 must turn to the copies.4

 The ancients complained of the number of great Greek originals begrimed with tars

 from the copyists habit of taking molds for casts. Once a cast was made of a bronze or

 a marble the pointing machine was used to make any number of marble copies. This

 machine was not unlike the measuring jackets used by cut-rate custom tailors to fit a

 person into a semifinished suit. Fixed points were marked on the cast with the many

 arms or needles of the machine, which was then wheeled like a portable jungle gym

 a few feet to the block of marble. These fixed points of the machine were then marked

 on the marble, and the copyist began hacking away the superfluous stone. He could

 go back time and again with his machine to the plaster or bronze or marble model for

 more points of reference as he cut closer and closer to the outline and surfaces of the

 finished statue. Ungainly stumps, tree trunks beside legs, or rectangular supports for

 limbs were often left where the marble needed extra strength not inherent in lighter,

 hollow-cast bronze. In the last analysis the copyist had to finish surfaces and minute

 details by eye, and this accounts for the superiority of some statues, the first Fogg

 Meleager for instance, and the indifference of others.

 Copies were exported from Greece to Italy or from Aphrodisias in southwest Asia

 Minor to Italy, North Africa, Syria, or the Anatolian hinterlands. They were shipped
 both in finished condition and in semifinished state to avoid damage in transit. When
 a great patron of the arts such as Hadrian (117-138) decorated his villa at Tivoli with 177
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 3a. Marble Apoxyomenos in reduced scale. H. L. Pierce Fund. 00.304.  3b. Another view.
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 countless marble copies, he not only bought them by the shipload but had guilds of

 sculptors come with their marbles from western Asia Minor and Greece to carve on

 the spot. Outdoor marbles could be shown in their natural state, but copies in niches

 or temples or public baths were often painted and even gilded to imitate prototypes

 in metal.

 The size of a copy was not necessarily controlled by the dimensions of the original

 statue. If a pointing machine had measured numbers on its adjustable bars, like a

 steelyard rod, all the measurements could be reduced by half or by two-thirds, or

 they could be doubled and tripled if copies were needed in grandiose architectural

 settings. Take for example a small marble statue of an athlete scraping oil from his

 body with a strigil. This Apoxyomenos is a copyist's reduction to tabletop size of a

 life-sized statue of an athlete (Fig. 3). A full-sized bronze found by the Austrian exca-

 vators of Ephesus, another bronze head in a London collection, and several other

 marble statues confirm that the lost original was a famous bronze statue of about 360

 B.C. Some critics have suggested that this was the Apoxyomenos made by Lysippos,

 but that statue has been identified with a famous marble copy found over a century

 ago in Trastevere and placed in the Vatican.5 It may be that the great and very pro-

 lific Lysippos made more than one version of the popular theme of an athlete in

 meditative action, the example shown here being the earlier and more famous since

 it inspired many more copies in several sizes. Tabletop copies were much in vogue in

 the first and second centuries of the Roman Empire. They could adorn tiny courtyards

 or fountains in town villas or they could form conversational centerpieces at banquets

 of intellect. This marble Apoxyomenos catches the flowing, hipshot rhythm of the

 original, marred only by the ungainly tree trunk serving as support.

 Cicero and Virgil, among others, have left documents showing active intellectual

 concern with country estates and their artistic enrichment or their natural surround-

 ings. A series of three early imperial architectural terra-cotta reliefs, plaques from the

 upper outside molding or the courtyard walls of just such country houses as wealthy

 Romans of the late Republic and Empire built along the Alban Hills or near Cumae,

 show the progress from simple to complex settings.6 A series of photographs could

 hardly do better (Figs. 4-6). The first plaque gives a section of a villa's Corinthian

 colonnade, garlands and masks suspended from the shafts just below the capitals. The

 effect is of rustic symmetry, architectural elaboration mixed with seemingly fugitive

 simplicity, as if nature as much as art were pressed into the service of the owner and
 his decorator. The garlands may have been real floral arrangements, and the masks

 could have been made of plaster, paper, terra-cotta, or even thin metal (Fig. 4).

 The second plaque preserves the same general architectural forms, but the central

 pair of columns break the entablature and create a kind of enlarged niche or distyle

 facade within the colonnade or stoa. A statue on a pedestal, a pair of herms on bases,

 and enriched urns of two different types, a pitcher and an amphora, now fill the inter-
 columniations (Fig. 5). The statue is of Hermes with purse and caduceus, a typical
 Roman version, or copy, of a statue going back to the workshop of Polykleitos about

 440 B.C. The inscription OCTAVI on the pedestal suggests the statue may have been 179
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 an ideal portrait of Octavius Caesar, the first Emperor Augustus (27 B.C.-A.D. 14) in

 the guise of Hermes or Mercury, one of his favorite patrons among the Olympians.
 Such alterations of famous Greek statues into portraits at the hands of the copyists
 were common practice.7 Leading citizens of the early Empire also deemed it politi-

 cally expeditious to accord such statues, particularly of Roman emperors, places of
 honor in their villas and gardens. The herms, likenesses of the elderly, bearded
 Hermes and Dionysos, and the decorative urns suggest this colonnade might have
 been part of a gymnasium, the type of private trophy room and shrine that was part
 of most large villas. Cicero in his letters to his friend Atticus about 66 B.C. was much
 concerned about ordering just such Neo-Attic decorative herms and urns from Athe-

 nian workshops for a setting like the one preserved on this plaque. The herms too are

 copies of Greek sculpture of 470-450 B.C., notably the famous Hermes Propylaeos of
 Alkamenes at the entrance to the Athenian Acropolis, and thus from a colonnade with

 simple garlands and masks a transition has been made to one in which Greek sculp-
 tures of several epochs, copies all, are displayed in harmonious balance.

 The final plaque in the triad gives the full architectural and statuary presentation of

 a collector's gymnasium or of a public building richly endowed by civic minded

 Greeks or Romans. The architecture has become more complex, the central distyle
 niche projecting up to a pediment with reliefs and a garland across the clerestory (Fig.
 6). In the center, again on a noticeable pedestal, stands a statue of Herakles, charac-
 teristic club in his lowered right hand and the lion's skin about his left arm. The statue

 is well known, the copy deriving ultimately from a Herakles in bronze made by the
 great innovator in metallic precision, Myron, about 450 B.C. and set up in the Heraion

 on Samos. Like the Lysippic Apoxyomenos, this Herakles also became popular in

 miniature replicas, and an excellent tabletop copy in marble gives all the severity, the
 pensive dignity of the original and even reproduces the molded pedestal which is

 also seen on the terra-cotta plaque (Fig. 7).8 In the four smaller intercolumniations of
 the relief are four more statues, all of athletes. Among them, second from the right,
 an Apoxyomenos can easily be discerned, counterpart of the statue studied here in

 the reduced marble copy (Fig. 3). It must be presumed, therefore, that the building
 shown on this plaque, one probably in Rome or its suburbs -since these plaques all
 originate in central Italy, was a veritable gallery of Roman copies, all life-sized or over

 and arranged in tastefully balanced groupings either side of major central statues such
 as the Herakles in the tradition of Myron. Excavations in Roman villas have produced
 groups of copies such as these, and the combination of relief and full-sized evidence,

 sculpture and architecture, confirms the general practice of such installations during
 the Roman Empire.

 The Greeks before the Hellenistic period were both casual and systematic about
 production of similar statues and their settings. Copying as such was free hand, and
 the mechanical demands of bronze or marble originals circulated on a large scale
 played no part in an artist's thinking. A sculptor such as Lysippos could make a set of
 statues in Thessaly and a second version of the same series for Delphi, but assistants

 180 no doubt rendered one group from the other in relaxed fashion. More than one cast-
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 4. Terra-cotta architectural relief, imperial period.
 Purchased through R. Lanciani. 88.565.
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 5. Terra-cotta architectural relief, imperial period. Hermes-Octavius, Herms, and vases in an architectural
 setting. Francis Bartlett Collection. 03.885.
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 6. Terra-cotta architectural relief, imperial period. Herakies and other statues in a gymnasium.
 Francis Bartlett Collection. 03.883.

 ing of the same bronzes existed, as the Attalid Gauls, giants, Persians, and Amazons of

 200 B.C. at Pergamon and on the Athenian Acropolis, but such double dedications

 were noteworthy exceptions rather than the general rule.

 Funerary plots of the fifth and fourth centuries exhibited a type of symmetry that

 provided the copyists of later centuries with a prototype which they exploited for

 their own decorative uses. This was the production of identical statues, except that

 they were mirror reversals. An Attic marble lion of about 390 B.C. in the Museum of

 Fine Arts seems to be a complete statement of the Greek ideal in representing beasts

 (Fig. 8). Crouching with teeth bared in a protective snarl, this great animal adorned

 the corner of a family plot in a cemetery near Athens. Another lion, a freely carved

 mirror image, faced in the opposite direction on the other corner of the area, and

 grave stelai, marble vases, or complex reliefs in niches stood in the terrace between.

 The family compound of Dionysios in the Kerameikos cemetery of Athens is still

 182 quite well preserved, but its lions were removed, after excavation in the nineteenth
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 7. Herakles of Myron, reduced marble replica. Francis Bartlett Fund. 14.733.
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 8. Attic marble lion, 390 B.C. William Frrancis Warden Fund. 65.563.

 century, to the National Museum. A graphic reconstruction (Fig. 9) shows how these

 reversed animals were arranged, in an ensemble undertaken about 340 B.C. when

 Skopas and Lysippos were near the heights of their careers.

 With this tradition of balanced statues in funerary and ceremonial art, such as a

 group of Amazons around an altar, the mechanical copyists of the Roman world from

 Sulla (80 B.C.) to Septimius Severus (A.D. 193-211) hit upon a wonderful form of pro-

 ductivity. They could make statues that seemed original merely by copying famous

 masterpieces in reverse, on the same scale as the original or in larger and smaller ver-

 sions. The second Fogg Meleager has been cited as an example. Once again the

 pointing machine did much of the work. If a series of pointed bars were lined up on

 a statue or a cast thereof and then moved sideways to a block of marble, the results

 were a duplication of the original statue. If, however, the pointed bars were all on

 rotating pins or swivels so they could be swung 180 degrees in the opposite direc-

 tion, all gestures, proportions, and details of the original statue or relief come out in

 precise, mirror reversal. When a few details or attributes were varied, the results

 seemed as original as if the copyist had created a fresh visual idea, a new dimensional

 experience. On the plaque with Herakles amid the athletes, the two pugilists in repose

 in the first two intercolumniations from the left are simple mirror reversals of each

 other (Fig. 6). Not only was one a new sculptural form, but the two taken together

 184 gave balance and variety within narrow limits to a row of statues amid rhythmatic
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 9. Monument of Dionysios. Athens, Kerameikos Cemetery. (From Brueckner,
 Friedhof am Eridanos, Fig. 49).

 II .

 10. Statue of the type known as the
 Venus Genetrix. Paris, Louvre.

 architecture. Mirror reversal, therefore, could be part of the definite Roman subordi-

 nation of copies to their architectural settings.

 A famous example of copying, variation, and reversal, to create further variety, can

 be adduced. The statue in the Louvre, known as the Venus Genetrix taken from the

 type appearing under that designation on Roman imperial coins, has been said to copy

 the statue commissioned by Julius Caesar of his Neo-Attic contemporary, the sculptor

 Arkesilaos, about 45 B.C. (Fig. 10). The statue is thoroughly in the manner of a master-

 piece of about 420 B.C. Caesar ordered an updated version of the post-Pheidian

 statue, larger than the original, to be the cult image of the temple in the forum against

 the side of the Capitoline hill, which he designed and laid out but never lived to com-

 plete. This was to be dedicated to his own divine ancestress, Venus9 Roman matrons

 of fashion found marble copies of the Venus Genetrix type most flattering vehicles

 for portrait statues with their own heads in place of that of the goddess Aphrodite.

 Sometimes these portrait statues could be masterpieces in themselves, the work of

 exceptionally gifted copyists. An example in this category in Boston can be classed as

 a convenient variant, for drapery has been added to the left breast as a concession to

 the matronly modesty of the lady whose portrait once was the head of the statue

 (Fig. 11). Concession though this may be, the lady must have reveled in what is all too

 obvious, a classic treatment of drapery over fleshly form that outshines most proto-

 types made during the decades from Perikles to the end of the Peloponnesian wars. 185
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 11. Roman lady as Venus.
 Henrietta Goddard Fitz Fund and Gift of Edward Jackson Holmes. 30.543.
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 For a portrait statue now in the Villa Torlonia-Albani in Rome a much more mediocre

 copyist resorted to the trick of mirror reversal; hands, gestures, drapery, and hips all

 placed in the opposite direction (Fig. 12). Perhaps he made several of these statues

 at once, mother facing one way in a garden niche and daughter in mirror reversal.

 Good taste, in any case, seems to have taken second place to the mechanics of pro-

 ductivity, but when displayed out of the original setting a copy such as this must not

 be judged too severely.

 Not all copies were made of marble or bronze or on a scale in mathematical pro-

 portion to the original. There were also tiny bronze and terra-cotta statuettes which
 could have served as collectors' pieces, almost like the smallest gauge model trains,

 or as sculptors' models of reference, a kind of transportable library. A tiny terra-cotta

 torso of one of antiquity's most popular statues can serve as illustration (Fig. 13). The

 statue of adolescent Eros unstringing the bow of Herakles -force disarmed by love-

 has been plausibly attributed to Lysippos about 340 B.C. Like most of his work, the

 original statue was executed in bronze. It was life-sized.'" The tiny terra-cotta had
 separately made wings which fitted into slots between the shoulder blades. The

 statuette, despite simplified treatment of surfaces, manages to catch something of the

 rhythm and active elongation of proportions which were characteristic of Lysippos

 and which made his work so pleasing to the ancients. Several years ago a whole

 12. Lady as Venus.
 Rome, Villa Torlonia-Albani.

 (From Einzelaufnahmen, No. 3251).

 13. Terra-cotta replica of Lysippic Eros.
 Gift of E. P. Warren. 00.626.

 187
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 supply of such miniature copies of famous statues, works of the Roman imperial

 period in bronze, were excavated in Athens, under the street running just below the

 Panathenaikos football stadium. The contents of a collector's gallery or an exporter's

 storehouse must have been unearthed. Since random miniatures in bronze, such as

 Myron's Discobolus or the weary Herakles (Farnese Hercules) of Lysippos or the

 Apollo slaying the lizard (Sauroktonos) of Praxiteles, have turned up at different sites

 throughout the ancient world, it is almost possible to imagine craftsmen making these

 souvenirs the way Statues of Liberty were sold at Coney Island or the Lavender Hill

 Mob created Eiffel Towers.

 The subordination of routine Roman copies in marble or even bronze became

 more pronounced as architectural settings became more complex in the Roman Em-

 pire. It would seem that private persons, concerned with the impending breakup of

 the classical world, put more and more of their funds into sarcophagi placed under-

 ground or into portable jewelry and coins. Copies of great Greek masterpieces came

 to be chiefly public ornaments, parts of elaborate theater fa~ades, or stuffing for the

 arcades of amphitheaters. They were set by emperors or rich municipalities around

 multi-storied public halls or praetoria, or in the many niches of fountain buildings, or
 even along endless arched aqueducts. By about A.D. 200 the era of the well-conceived

 villa or small private garden with statuary was nearly ended. To be sure copies in

 existence were brought to new buildings as collectors' items, and the school of

 sculptors at Aphrodisias in Caria, for instance, were still turning out half-life-sized
 copies for various export markets, but the great age of copying Polykleitos and Praxi-

 teles was over. The masterpieces of Skopas and Lysippos, if they had survived all the

 fires, civil wars, and barbarian incursions into the Roman Empire, were also no longer

 copied. New arts, such as the craft of the mosaic, came to dominate interior and
 exterior decoration.

 Certain giant sarcophagi show how the latest Roman copies, those of the third cen-
 tury A.D., must have looked in their architectural settings. Chief among these is the

 massive marble sarcophagus, almost a building in miniature, from Sidamara in south-
 east Asia Minor, set up in the Archaeological Museum at Istanbul with its lid placed

 on top facing backwards (Fig. 14)." The deceased husband and wife (now headless)
 and sundry infants or seasonal Erotes recline on the lid. The reliefs below parallel

 those of a Roman theater of the second or third centuries in Greek Asia Minor,
 Ephesus for example. Children (like Erotes or Amorini) tangle with wild beasts in a

 landscape setting, and if this were not enough the animals devour each other. The
 five figures, or groups in high relief shown like statues against an arcade, are subjects

 perfectly at home in the commemorative niches of a public building, especially one
 donated to a city by a wealthy family, The deceased is enthroned like a philosopher
 of old, reading from a scroll. The plinth confirms the use of a statue as model. His
 wife stands like Aspasia or a Muse or a lady of indeterminate divinity in front of him.

 Artemis, who stands behind, may be his patron goddess, the patroness of his native

 city (Perge for instance), or an ideal portrait of his daughter. Beyond, in the outside
 188 niches, stand the heavenly twins Castor and Pollux, the Dioskouroi, and they are re-
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 14. Sarcophagus from Sidamara. Istanbul, Archaeological Museum.
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 _ ~ - s 15. Chapel with images.
 Rome, near San Martino ai Monti.
 (From Bullettino Comunale, 13,1885, Pi. III.)
 16. Another view of chapel to Tyche.

 (From Bullettino Comunale, 13, 1885, PI. IV.)
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 productions of statues in mirror reversal. Thus, in this grand monument of funerary

 architecture and sculpture, a full cycle of creativity and copyism that began with the

 Athenian marble lion of 390 B.C. has been reached six hundred and fifty years later

 in proto-Medieval Asia Minor. The same Greek funerary purposes of balanced order

 have been served, but the whole history of Graeco-Roman copyism and elaborate

 architectural setting has intervened. At the end of pagan antiquity, this sarcophagus

 from Sidamara marks the true synthesis of Greek sculpture and Roman taste.

 A chance find about 1885 near the church of San Martino ai Monti in Rome gives

 an amazing picture of how Romans of the third century A.D. treasured their statues

 and busts, including small marbles and bronzes.'2 A brick chapel, a Roman temple's

 celIa on a small scale, was set against a wall at the entrance to an underground shrine
 consecrated to the soldiers' god Mithras. The building was, alas, destroyed in the

 rush to make Rome modern, but the contents of the chapel were taken to the Roman

 municipal museums on the Capitoline hill. A graphic record of the structure and its

 works of art in place was made, from photographs presumably, before the marbles
 and bronzes became merely meaningless additions to the vast holdings of the Palazzo

 dei Conservatori (Figs. 15, 16). The view of the chapel as a whole shows that the brick

 was dressed with stucco, a molding serving as cornice and pedimental outline of the

 tile roof. Paint presumably once enhanced this typically Roman imperial engineering

 in reduced dimensions.

 Within the building in this view and in the full vista of the interior is visible a large

 marble Tyche or Fortuna, in the principal brick, stucco, and painted niche. On either
 side from top to bottom, in the second picture, subdivisions of two pedimented
 recesses with elaborate tiers of molding contained pendant statuettes of Lares on

 garlanded bases, Sarapis seated with his triple-headed dog Cerberus beside him, and
 the triple-figured image of the goddess Hekate in the niche across the way, on a line
 with Fortuna's thighs. A nude Apollo and another largish statuette, presumably Dio-

 nysos with a small Silenos at his feet, stood on the floor with its bichromatic geo-

 metric patterns. Opposite these the donor or communicants placed a large marble

 bust of Sarapis, Graeco-Egyptian god of the underworld whose worship was popular
 in Rome from Caracalla's reign (A.D. 211-217) well into the fourth century. One final,

 and slightly disturbing, note. Someone must have rearranged the side niches in mod-

 ern times to give the illustrations variety, for the left upper interior of the first view
 shows three busts of (seemingly) Greek or Roman worthies, where the second en-
 graving had revealed a small bronze Lar and the seated Sarapis with Cerberus on the

 plinth.

 Notwithstanding these adjustments on the part of the excavators, the effect of
 ancient installation has few recorded parallels. Gods of all types and sizes, in metal

 and marble, were here mingled with portraits in a milieu of Greek architecture in the

 service of Roman construction. This was a living demonstration of Greek sculpture

 and Roman taste.

 191
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 NOTES

 1. Copies in general: G. M. A. Richter, The

 Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks, New

 Haven, 1950. M. B. Comstock, S. Dublin, D. G.

 Mitten, A. Rudenstine, and P. Truitt have helped

 me with this essay. C. Shelmerdine of Bryn

 Mawr College worked on the problem in July

 and August 1967.

 2. Statue of Meleager: G. M. A. Hanfmann,

 J. G. Pedley, "The Statue of Meleager. Cam-

 bridge, Massachusetts, Fogg Art Museum of

 Harvard University," Antike Plastik, Lieferung

 l1l, Teil 5, pp. 61-66, Pis. 58-72.

 3. Fogg and Athenian heads: V. Karageorghis,

 C. Vermeule, Sculptures from Salamis, Vol. I,
 Nicosia, 1964, pp. 18f., under No. 8. See also
 E. B. Harrison, Hesperia 29, 1960, pp. 381f.

 4. Ancient sources critically collected in trans-

 lation: J. J. Pollitt, The Art of Greece, 1400-
 31 B.C., Englewood Cliffs (New Jersey), 1965;

 J. J. Pollitt, The Art of Rome, c. 753 B.C.-337
 A.D., Englewood Cliffs, 1966.

 5. C. H. Morgan, "The Style of Lysippos," Com-
 memorative Studies in Honor of T. L. Shear
 (Hesperia Supplement, VIII), Princeton (New

 Jersey), 1946, pp. 228-234, especially p. 231, note

 17; L. D. Caskey, Catalogue of Greek and
 Roman Sculpture in the Museum of Fine Arts,

 Boston, Cambridge (Mass.), 1925, pp. 152f.,

 under No. 76; K. Schauenburg, "Athletenbilder
 des Vierten Jahrhunderts V. Chr.," Antike Plas-
 tik, Lieferung II, Teil 5, pp. 78-80, Pls. 60-71.

 6. See generally: H von Rohden, H. Winnefeld,
 Architektonische r6mische Terrakotten der
 Kaiserzeit, Berlin and Stuttgart, 1911 (Die anti-
 ken Terrakotten, Vol. IV). For the plaques

 shown here, see also P. Hartwig, Jahreshefte
 des osterreichischen archaologischen Institutes
 in Wien 6,1903, pp. 16-31.

 7. See R. West, Romische Portrat-Plastik, Vol. I,
 Munich, 1933, Pls. XXIlff. Lucius and Gaius

 Caesar at Corinth: F. P. Johnson, Corinth, Vol.
 IX, Sculpture 1896-1923, Cambridge (Mass.),

 1931, pp. 70ff., Nos. 135, 136.

 8. L. D. Caskey, op. cit., pp. 133ff., under no.

 64; H. Bulle, "Die Samische Gruppe des
 Myron," in Festschrift P. Arndt, Munich, 1925,
 pp. 62-86.

 9. See G. Gullini, "Kallimachos," Archeologia
 classica, Vol. V, 2,1953, pp. 133-162; C. G. Har-

 cum, "A Study of the Type called Venus Gene-
 trix," American Journal of Archaeology 31, 1927,
 pp. 141-152.

 10. F. P. Johnson, Lysippos, Durham (North

 Carolina), 1927, pp. 104-116.

 11. C. R. Morey, The Sarcophagus of Claudia

 Antonia Sabina and the Asiatic Sarcophagi,

 Sardis, Vol. V, Princeton (New Jersey), 1924,

 pp. 40ff., Fig. 65.

 12. See Bullettino Comunale 13, 1885, pp. 27ff.,
 Pls. III-V; H. Stuart Jones, et al., A Catalogue
 of the Sculptures in the Municipal Collections
 in Rome, The Sculptures of the Palazzo dei
 Conservatori, Oxford, 1926, p. 229, No. 38

 (bust of Sarapis).
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 LARGE AND SMALL SCULPTURES

 IN THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 T HE WORKS OF SCULPTURE discussed in
 this article, the ninth in a series, were

 nearly all added to the Greek and Roman
 collections of the Museum of Fine Arts be-
 tween the middle of 1965 and the summer

 of 1967.1 The Roman sarcophagus with
 Amorini supporting garlands and with ma-
 rine mythological motifs in the areas above
 entered the collections in 1962, but the
 work was not even photographed until
 1966, and it has remained at Williamstown,
 Massachusetts, in the house of the donor
 on an annual loan basis. The preceding
 installment presented a series of unusual
 small sculptures, and again the selection in
 the present article ranges over a wide area
 of the ancient world and a considerable

 span in time. A South Italian or Sicilian
 plastic aryballos was made not long after
 500 B.C., and it can be contrasted with an
 East Greek Archaic comb in wood, from
 the region of Apamea (Dinar) in Phrygia,
 a creation of about 550 B.C.

 The two monumental Greek sculptures
 are an Attic grave stele of the fourth cen-
 tury B.C. and a South Italian Greek head
 of a goddess, probably Athena, of the early
 Hellenistic period. Aside from the sarcoph-
 agus, the small statue of Kronos or Saturn
 seated, from North Africa, represents the

 monumental Roman marbles. Graeco-Ro-

 man bronzes are equally varied, including
 the Silenus or satyr standing in an articu-
 late pose of the fifth century B.C., the god-
 dess of the type made famous by the cult
 image in the fourth-century Artemision at
 Ephesus, her neighbor to the south the
 Zeus Labraundos of Caria, and a pair of
 Roman imperial furniture-supports from
 Alexandria in Egypt with half-figures of
 Seasons or the young god Bonus Eventus.
 A triad of sculptures in two types of
 brownish-gray stone from Asia Minor or
 northwest Syria are most unusual for their
 rustic reminiscences of major Anatolian
 figures in the fifth century B.C. or later.
 They seem to compose a group of a goddess
 flanked by two lions and are among the
 most extreme distortions of the classical

 form that can be found in the ancient world.

 Marbles in this section from Asia Minor

 are more orthodox so far as classical form

 goes but no less curious in relation to art
 from Greece or Italy. They include a small
 head of Attis or Men, a similar relief prob-
 ably of Cybele, and a hawk or falcon of
 the type dedicated in shrines to the Egyp-
 tian divinities in Asia Minor.

 "PLASTIC" VASE IN THE FORM OF A SIREN

 (Fig. 1). An even encrustation covers the
 entire surface. Otherwise, the terra cotta
 is plain. The spout on the top of the head
 has been broken off; the loop for sus-
 pension in the middle of the back is now
 unpierced or solid, and the tail has suffered

 1 For the previous installment, see CJ 62 (1966) 97-
 113. John McQuade and his staff are again responsible for
 the photographs. They made the views of the Nereid
 sarcophagus from color slides taken by E. L. B. Terrace
 of the Museum's Department of Egyptian and Western
 Asiatic Art. Mary Comstock, Julia Green, Penelope von
 Kersburg, and David Mitten have rendered their usual
 services of essential collaboration and criticism.
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 50 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 1. SIREN VASE

 slight damage.2 A date of about 480 B.C.,
 the time of the Carthaginian invasions of
 Sicily, is arrived at by comparable sculp-
 tural experiences on different scales in
 Attica and Magna Graecia. The place of
 manufacture was certainly Sicily, and the
 mate to this combination of sculpture and
 ceramics was found in the sanctuary of
 Malophoros at Selinunte, ancient Selinus on
 the southwest coast near the corner of the

 Sicilian triangle.3
 The prototypes belonged to a group

 (known as Series III) made on Rhodes
 around 550 B.C. and are similar in all re-

 spects to their Sicilian derivatives.4 In At-
 tica in the fourth century B.C. such plastic
 vases in the form of Sirens became ex-

 tremely elaborate, both the figures and the
 frilly landscape in which the creature plays
 her lyre.5 The more elegant examples, nat-
 urally, were considerably enriched with
 painted decoration of various kinds.

 EAST GREEK COMB (Fig. 2). Greek con-
 tact with the Phrygians and Persians of

 WE
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 FIG. 2. EAST GREEK COMB

 Asia Minor in the sixth and fifth centuries

 took place not only on a lofty level of the
 arts but in the cultural backwoods, isolated
 valleys and small towns, of the interior.
 Adaptations of Greek art could reflect not
 only courtly international tastes but also
 vigorous survivals of Anatolian concep-
 tualism going back to the Hittites in the
 second millennium B.C. A large comb for
 the back of a lady's head was found at
 Apamea (modern Dinar) in Phrygia. The
 material is unusual, a clear wood that was
 stained and is now a pleasing medium
 brown.6 Wooden utensils and decorative
 objects were common in antiquity, but the
 perishable nature of the medium has meant
 that survival is confined to well-sealed dry
 tombs or congenitally arid soil, such as
 the unirrigated areas near the Nile in
 Egypt. There are exceptions. Modern ex-

 2 Acc. no. 66.424. H.: 0.125m. L.: 0.155m. John Michael
 Rodocanachi Fund. Classical works of art, A. Emmerich,
 H. A. Cahn, New York, 4 Feb. to 5 March 1966, no. 21.

 3 E. Ghbrici, "I1 santuario della Malophoros a Selinunte,"
 MA 32, col. 212, pl. XXXVIII, 6.

 4 See H. A. Cahn, Kunstwerke der Antike, Auktion 34
 (6 May 1967) Miinzen und Medaillen A. G., Basel, 53,
 no. 113; R. A. Higgins, Catalogue of the terracottas in
 the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British
 Museum, 2 (London 1959) no. 1629.

 6 Cf. M.F.A., The Trojan War in Greek art (Boston
 1964) no. 49A.

 6Acc. no. 66.427. L.(max.): 0.018m. W.: 0.0115m.
 Samuel Putnam Avery Fund.
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 LARGE AND SMALL SCULPTURES 51

 FIG. 3. SILENUS OR SATYR

 cavation techniques have increased the
 number of works of art in wood from sites

 throughout the Mediterranean world and
 the limits of the Roman Empire.

 The Phrygians in western central Asia
 Minor seem to have been particularly fond
 of working in wood, perhaps because they
 had to import so much of their better metal-
 work from Urartu in Armenia to the east

 or from the Greek cities along the Ionian
 coast. The royal tombs beneath mounds
 on the Sangarius plain at Gordion have
 yielded intricately carved beds and tables
 for rulers and charming toys for princesses.
 Whoever carved this comb mixed Phrygian
 hinterland craftsmanship with East Greek
 design in a splendid, virile, picturesque
 local style. A cart (carpentum the early
 Romans would call it), seemingly drawn by

 a mule, paces to the right. The occupants
 with their grim, determined profiles are
 of indeterminate sex. One, the driver, is
 merely a large head and an inarticulate
 arm. The second, behind the sideboards, is
 just a head. Are they a ruler and his re-
 tainer? Or, as with so many ancient objects
 designed to enhance female charm, is this
 a husband bringing home the bride? Or
 does the royal coachman drive the princess
 to the sound of wedding bells? All these
 possibilities have parallels in Greek vase
 painting of the sixth century B.C. and in
 Etruscan art of the fifth and fourth cen-
 turies.

 The date of this comb is difficult to

 specify because of the timeless provincial-
 ism of style. It could have been carved
 about 550 B.c., or it could have been made
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 52 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 4. SATYR CROWNING HIMSELF OR POURING

 a century later. By the time Alexander
 the Great reached Gordion to cut the knot,
 in 335 B.C., Phrygia was more thoroughly
 absorbed into the mainstreams of Greek

 fourth-century and, later, Hellenistic art.
 Here, the border, the frame around the cut-
 out vignette, recalls the enrichment carved
 in living rock around the doors and in the
 raking strips of Phrygian tombs. The ob-
 ject as a whole is a testimonial to patience
 with the penknife, and the grained surface
 of the wood is perfect for the expressiveness
 of the design.7

 SILENUS OR SATYR (Fig. 3). He stands
 with his weight on the left leg, left hand on
 his hip, and right arm (most of the hand
 missing) raised to its fullest extent. The
 right leg has been bent too far forward,
 and the foot has been pushed upward as
 a result. The surface details of the body

 FIG. 5. TOMBSTONE OF ARISTOMACHE

 are represented by incision, and the altera-
 tions of weight and position of the limbs
 give the figure a lively rhythm.8

 A bronze in Boston for seventy years,
 said to have been found at Epidaurus and
 thus termed "fifth-century Argive style,"
 is strikingly similar.9 It is dated between

 7 Cf. H. Bossert, Altsyrien, no. 677 (ivory comb, Phoe-
 nician); F. Poulsen, Der Orient und die friihgriechische
 Kunst (Leipzig 1922) 54f., figs. 50-52.

 8 Acc. no. 67.643. H.(max.): 0.135m. H. (to top of
 head): 0.115m. Gift of Jerome M. Eisenberg.

 9Acc. no. 98.669; from the Tyszkiewicz Collection.
 Greek, Etruscan, and Roman art, the classical collections
 of the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston 1963) 122, fig. 113;
 Wernicke, RM 4 (1889) 170, 2 figs.; Neugebauer, Berlin
 Bronzes 2, 11.
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 LARGE AND SMALL SCULPTURES 53

 440 and 430 B.C. The chief difference is

 that the second satyr's right arm has been
 or is bent forward in front of his head,
 suggesting that he may have been pouring
 wine from a pitcher or crowning himself
 with a wreath in the manner of the Poly-
 kleitan Westmacott Athlete (Fig. 4).
 Figures like these, in marble and in small
 bronzes, appear in the fifth and well
 into the fourth century B.C. Pose and pro-
 portions of these satyrs or idealizations of
 Silenus represent the link between Poly-
 kleitan sculpture and the decades in which
 Praxiteles grew up.

 The position of the first satyr's arm
 exhibits nothing to suggest that it has been
 bent out of shape since the figure was cast.
 This statuette may have parodied another
 familiar athletic type of the fifth century
 B.C., the discophorus, most of the hand and
 discus or ball having been broken away.10
 The two statuettes must be contemporary
 versions of a famous satyr of the second
 half of the fifth to fourth centuries B.c., in
 the tradition of the Marsyas of Myron
 combined with the developments in the
 Argive school of Polykleitos and later. The
 satyrs' heads and faces are unusual. Lapiths
 in the west pediment of the temple of Zeus
 at Olympia and their counterparts among
 the conservative metopes of the Parthenon
 have similar round skulls with large fore-
 heads, compressed faces, and moplike
 beards.

 TOMBSTONE OF ARISTOMACHE (Fig. 5).
 Among Greek sculptures of the fourth cen-
 tury B.C., no class exhibits more qualitative
 variation than grave stelai. There are mag-
 nificent examples of carving, large ensem-
 bles and small monuments with single
 figures in them. They must be the work of
 leading sculptors and their assistants. There
 are other stelai that, as works of art, hardly
 rank above nineteenth-century tombstones
 in a New England cemetery. They follow

 the forms, conventions, and even most of
 the idealism inherent in their better con-

 temporaries, but they were simply carved
 by men who did not have the skill and
 probably had not received the training of
 the first-rank sculptors in Athens and its
 surrounding towns or demes. Aristomache
 the daughter of Euphranor was buried be-
 neath one of these second-rate Attic tomb-

 stones about the middle of the century.
 Her stele is instructive because it serves as

 a reminder that in an age of much great
 sculpture, not all scupture will be well
 carved, adroit in technique as well as noble
 in style. Aristomache's monument is bad
 art of a notable era."1 The awkward han-
 dling of standard classical forms and slop-
 piness of carving can therefore be measured
 against the giants of the age, grave reliefs
 and temple sculptures, to show where popu-
 lar art could lead. Euphranor's family no
 doubt would have welcomed a grave monu-
 ment like that of Hegeso or Dexilios, but
 the attention of a journeyman carver was
 the best they could afford. They received
 Greek idealism and an elevating view of
 timeless girlhood, but they were served
 these hallmarks of quality through rather
 debased merchandise.

 Aristomache's stele follows an elaborate

 outward form, almost as if the frame had
 been created by a better artist than the
 man who carved in the girl holding her doll
 and her pet bird. The setting imitates a
 building, with Doric pilasters flanking and
 a roof with antefixes indicated above the

 frieze that carried the inscription. Seated
 sphinxes served as akroteria on the corners,
 and a mourning siren occupied the tri-
 angular area between. Face and hair of the
 girl are a pleasing stereotype, blandness
 balancing ripples, almost like a Tanagra
 figurine blown up to excessive proportions.
 The hackneyed passages are most notice-
 able in the drapery, which is flat and stiff.
 The whole body seems to have no form, a

 10 In connection with a similar bronze Silenus of about

 450 B.C., a kottabos has been suggested as attribute: Kunst-
 werke der Antike, Auktion 34 (6 May 1967) Miinzen und
 Medaillen A.G., Basel, 9f., no. 11.

 11 Acc. no. 66.971. H.: 1.27m. W.: 0.52 m. Gift of
 Herbert A. Cahn. From the Miinzen und Medaillen A.G.,
 Basel, Sale XVIII (29 Nov. 1958) no. 6 (and parallels).
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 54 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 6. GODDESS FROM SOUTH ITALY

 distant anticipation of frozen demateriali-
 zation that characterized the advent of the

 Byzantine Middle Ages, nearly eight hun-
 dred years after Aristomache died. The
 right arm is too large and devoid of life.
 It resembles a great rubber flipper. Left
 hand and arm are far out of proportion to
 the length of their counterpart; they too
 are excessively thick. It may be hoped that
 if Aristomache had any aesthetic sense
 her tombstone was selected after her death.
 The artist who has made her name im-

 mortal has succeeded, unwittingly, in cast-
 ing off classical Greek feeling for the sub-
 stance of the human figure in an age when
 Praxiteles, Skopas, Bryaxis, and Leochares
 were enriching two of the seven wonders of
 antiquity, the Artemision at Ephesus and
 the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus.

 HEAD OF A GODDESS, FROM SOUTH ITALY

 (Fig. 6). This work was carved, seemingly
 in marble from the Greek islands, toward
 the latter part of the fourth century B.C.
 or during the first century and a half of

 the Hellenistic period.'2 This suggests a
 broad span of time, to be sure, but the
 sculptural arts of Tarentum and other cities
 in southern Italy and Sicily had reached
 their fullest development with the advent of
 the early Hellenistic idiom, and there was
 not a great deal more stylistic development
 before and during the advent of the Ro-
 mans. The goddess is a form of Athena
 Nike or Minerva Victrix, for she wears a
 close-fitting helmet with small wings on
 the sides and hair cascading down to the
 aegis or himation at the back of her neck.
 Details at the back are roughly finished.
 Despite damage to the face, the forceful
 carving of hair beneath the small visor or
 around the brow and the turn of the head

 to its own right, a mild form of what Bot-
 ticelli was to make famous in Renaissance

 painting, give the work an individuality
 found in other masterpieces of South Italian

 12Acc. no. 66.1076. H.(max.): 0.365m. Gift of Mr.
 and Mrs. Benjamin Rowland, Jr.
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 FIG. 7. SARCOPHAGUS
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 56 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 8. EPHESIAN ARTEMIS

 Greek sculpture in the age of Alexander the
 Great and later.

 This style is seen in a relief of the fourth
 century in the Metropolitan Museum in
 New York, from Tarentum, and in a head
 of a goddess of the same period, in the mu-
 seum at Taranto; similarity to the second
 work is most pronounced when the helmet
 with its wings is imagined as removed.13
 A group of gilded silver medallions with
 Athena, wings on her helmet, and other
 winged gods or goddesses were found in a
 grave at Tarentum. They were fashioned
 early in the Hellenistic period and appear
 to have formed part of ceremonial trappings
 for a horse.14 The whole aspect of the
 winged Athena in the series of medallions is

 not far removed from that of the marble

 head. The goddess with the helmet was
 popular in all manner of South Italian
 decorative arts, as a Hellenistic furniture
 leg in Copenhagen, from Naples, testifies.1"
 Figural capitals from the Naples region
 offer a further variety of parallels, both in
 sculpture and in mural painting.16

 SARCOPHAGUS: SEA-CREATURES, AMORINI,
 AND GARLANDS (Fig. 7). The areas above
 the garlands or swags on the front are oc-
 cupied by Nereids in the company of hip-
 pocamps and Erotes or Amorini, one of
 each in each scene. A young hippocamp
 (Triton) with a trident and a fish occupies
 one end, and an older Triton with a rudder
 or tiller and a fish balances him on the
 other. Each of the four reliefs in these

 areas looks like a vignette from the Hellen- 13 G.M.A. Richter, N.Y., Metropolitan Museum, Hand-
 book of the Greek collection (Cambridge, Mass. 1953)
 108f., pl. 87, c; E. Langlotz, M. Hirmer, Ancient Greek
 sculpture of South Italy and Sicily (New York 1965)
 292f., fig. 137; goddess: Langlotz, Hirmer, 247, pl. XII.

 14 CJ 58 (1962) 7-9, figs. 8-11.

 15 E. von Mercklin, Antike Figuralkapitelle (Berlin 1962)
 290f., no. 696, fig. 1335.

 16 Von Mercklin, figs. 292-9, 1375, etc.
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 LARGE AND SMALL SCULPTURES 57

 FIG. 9. CARIAN ZEUS

 istic decorative arts.1 The wingless Erotes
 or children with garlands magnify and en-
 hance this quality of Hellenistic architec-
 tural decoration. An unusual touch lies in

 the fact that the ends of the garlands at
 the left and right rear corners are tied to
 bovine skulls, rather than the bulls' heads
 so often found on this type of sarcophagus.
 This suggests that the carving was finished
 in Rome rather than Greece or Western
 Asia Minor. Roman rather than Hellenistic

 tastes in the capital preferred the boiled
 remains of the sacrificed animal in funer-

 ary art to the representation of the living
 animal's head.1s The opposite was true in
 the Greek East.

 The atelier that fashioned this sarcopha-
 gus was responsible for a number of others,
 including an example, once complete, in
 Florence, with four scenes from the deeds
 of Odysseus in the garlands, including two
 of Philoctetes on Lemnos. Additional sub-

 17Acc. no. 62.1187. L.: 6 ft., 10 in. H.: 20 in. Gift
 of Horace L. Mayer. From the Joseph Brummer Sale, III,
 Parke-Bernet (8, 9 June 1949) 102, no. 484; collection
 of William Randolph Hearst.

 is Cf., for example, the lid of a child's sarcophagus found
 in Rome; the deceased reclines on a couch decorated with
 garlands supported by bovine skulls: NdS 1905, 516; S.
 Reinach, Rdp. stat., 4, 287, no. 5.
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 FIG. 10. ZEUS FROM MYLASA

 jects in the areas above the garlands on
 related sarcophagi vary from the rape of
 Persephone (Venice), to Theseus and the
 Minotaur (New York), Apollo and Mar-
 syas (Palazzo Barberini), and the death of
 Actaeon (Louvre)."9

 GODDESS SIMILAR TO THE EPHESIAN AR-

 TEMIS, Graeco-Roman, between A.D. 100
 and 300 (Fig. 8, left). She wears five-part
 polos and veil. Her usual costume is other-
 wise reduced to a series of triangles in re-
 lief and similar rectangles.20 Both the
 schematic breasts and the reliefs of the

 body cover only the front half of the figure.
 The back is smooth, following the contours
 of the statue.

 In general this statuette is a summary
 version in miniature of the Ephesian Ar-

 FIG. 11. GOD FROM THEANGELA

 temis, outstretched hands supported at the
 wrists by the slender, sculpted pillars run-
 ning to the base and flanked by a pair of
 stags. Elimination of the animals and plac-
 ing of the supports in the hands of the
 goddess are natural variations on so small a
 scale. A Hellenistic terra cotta from Smyrna
 in the Museum of Fine Arts omits these

 poles altogether, as do many marble ver-
 sions of the huge image in various sizes, for
 some claim, and coins confirm, that the
 pillars of the original statue may have
 been long, twisted, complex fillets.21 The
 terra cotta, although not remarkably larger
 than the bronze, gives a much more de-
 tailed, natural view of the costume or
 attributes of the statue. The polos has
 true elements of a giant crown; Nikai and
 lions are shown above the garland, the old
 Mistress of Animals motif, on the shoulders;
 and animal, bee, or rosette protomes are
 represented in detail on the trunk (Fig. 8,
 right).

 19 S. Reinach, Rdp. rel., 3, 36, nos. 2-4; J.M.C. Toyn-
 bee, The Hadrianic School (Cambridge 1934) pls. 46ff.

 20 Acc. no. 66.951. H.: 0.073m. Arthur Mason Knapp
 Fund.

 21 Acc. no. 03.886a. See generally, H. Thiersch, Artemis
 Ephesia, Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften
 zu Giittingen (Berlin 1935) I; C. Seltman, NumChron 12
 (1952) 33-51.
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 LARGE AND SMALL SCULPTURES 59

 Greek imperial coins demonstrate, how-
 ever, that a statuette such as this bronze
 may reproduce the cult image of a city
 other than Ephesus. Such images, copying
 the famous Artemis, were popular in a num-
 ber of Anatolian cities that were prosperous
 in late Hellenistic and, particularly, im-
 perial times. At least thirty such cities have
 been recorded, mostly in Lydia and Phrygia,
 although parallel evidence from the cults
 of Isis and Sarapis indicates that cities
 put the Ephesian Artemis on their regular,
 as opposed to their alliance, coins even
 when there was no palpable local cult within
 their territories.22

 THE CARIAN ZEUS, Graeco-Roman, first
 century A.D. or later (Fig. 9). The god is
 bearded and has his hair done up in a knot
 behind, like a Greek priest. His pectoral
 and apron are represented only on front;
 at the back, his chiton flows from the
 shoulders to well below the ankles and

 feet in five large folds with deep grooves
 in between. His sandaled feet protrude
 from beneath the chiton below the apron
 in front. The base is in the form of a

 small round plinth, and the attributes, fitted
 separately in the hands, are now missing.23

 The paraphernalia around the neck ap-
 pear to consist of a rectangular pectoral
 on which is a necklace, the three pinecone-
 like medallions, and a pelta-shaped shield
 below these. The skirt may be suspended
 from the shoulders by straps below the
 pectoral, for it is not held by a belt. The
 enrichment of the skirt is like a heavy
 netting of crossbars and medallions at the
 joints.

 The whole work has a summary vigor
 that is provincial, or local Anatolian, rather
 than crude. Coins of Mylasa in Caria show
 the cult image of Zeus Labraundos with
 double axe in his right hand, a scepter-
 staff in the left. He wears a polos, and
 fillets hang from the arms which are pur-
 posefully represented as stretched sideways.

 He stands in a hexastyle Ionic temple. The
 date of these coins, Geta as Caesar, A.D.
 198 to 209, with its testimonial of the
 popularity of the statue could well be the
 period when this small bronze was pro-
 duced. Excellent specimens of the coin
 even show the skirts or apron.24 The image
 may have had a removable himation that
 was wrapped around the apron, for several
 reliefs show the image thus adorned.25 The
 alternative is that there were two images,
 perhaps the one with the himation belong-
 ing to the fourth century B.C. and the one
 with the apron being a creation of the
 imperial age. Another Zeus popular at
 Mylasa was Zeus Osogoa, but he held a
 trident in the raised right hand and an
 eagle on the outstretched left. He did not
 sport a polos. Zeus Labraundos, according
 to Strabo (14.659), was created in wood,
 but head, hands, and garments were prob-
 ably of other more appropriate materials.

 An over-lifesized marble head of Zeus

 in Boston, found at Mylasa, has long been
 acclaimed as a slightly softened fourth-
 century B.C. version of the Pheidian Zeus
 at Olympia (Fig. 10). It is usually for-
 gotten that this marble reflection of Phei-

 dias' masterpiece in gold and ivory has
 holes for the attachment of a metal polos.
 The head was thus probably part of a
 fourth-century cult image of Zeus Labraun-
 dos, and there is no reason why the body,
 given proper support, could not have been
 fashioned in wood, as Strabo states, to con-
 form to traditions of older Anatolian statues

 in temples.

 A more normal fourth-century B.C. type
 of the Carian Zeus (or perhaps Poseidon)
 is represented by a series of terra cotta
 statuettes discovered several years ago in
 a sanctuary at Theangela in the middle of
 the beginning of the Halicarnassus penin-

 22 B.V. Head, Historia numorum (Oxford 1911) 941.
 2-" Acc. no. 67.730. H.: 0.105m. Seth K. Sweetser Fund.

 24 A. Akarca, Les monnaies grecques de Mylasa (Paris
 1959) 33ff., pl. XI, nos. 90, 91.

 2 Akarca, pl. XX, nos. 1-3. Bronze from Albania, so-
 called priestess, but a bad restoration or misunderstood
 drawing of this type: Reinach, Rdp. stat., 4, 552, no. 3;
 relief from Mylasa: Reinach, Rip. rel., 2, 106, no. 3.
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 FIG. 12. WOMAN FROM THEANGELA

 sula (Fig. 11).26 The bearded god wears a
 crown and stands on a plinth, with a sup-
 port against his left side. His left hand is
 on the hip, and the lowered right holds a
 phiale. The costume is a himation, wrapped
 in a manner traditional for divinities in the

 fourth century B.C. Face and pointed beard
 have a certain Archaic quality about them,
 seeming to go back to the period around
 500 B.C. This might suggest that the cult
 image reproduced in these votive statuettes
 was of the earlier period and that the body
 and drapery were modernized in the small,
 summarily executed, and mass-produced
 replicas.

 With the Zeus of Theangela was found a
 second series of votive terra cottas, similar
 in size and without doubt late fifth or

 fourth century in iconographic concept.
 These are women bearing water jugs on
 their heads in conventional manner and

 holding wreaths in their lowered hands
 (Fig. 12).27 Costume is the usual chiton
 and ample himation. Traces of white ground

 remain on the surfaces of several examples,
 and there may have been further additions
 of paint. The combination of priestly Zeus
 and loutrophoric women is an unusual one,
 but such terra cottas are not confined to

 inland Caria. They turn up at a number of
 sites from Assos in the Troad south along
 the Ionian coast to Caria. It would seem

 that the sanctuary of the particular local
 form of Zeus was often near a spring or
 other source of water, and the ladies with
 their jugs would be natural additions to
 the votive ritual under these circumstances.

 The pan-Ionian qualities of the divinity
 represented in the numerous terra cottas
 from Theangela only serve to emphasize
 the unusual aspects of Zeus Labraundos,
 both the full-scale cult image and the min-
 iature version in bronze.

 SUPPORTS FOR A FOOTSTOOL OR TRIPOD-

 BASIN, A.D. 100 TO 250 (Fig. 13). Two half-
 figures of youths with long curly locks
 spring from acanthus buds on small rec-
 tangular plinths. They are clad in full
 himations, with a large brooch on the left
 shoulder. Hands and arms are hidden be-

 neath the drapery, which forms large zig-
 zags in front and is completely smooth in
 back. There are remains of lead filling in
 the hollow bottoms of both pieces, as if
 they were set on rectangular rods or a
 plate.28

 A bronze footstool in the Palazzo dei

 Conservatori shows sphinxes seated on
 square plates which are attached to cir-
 cular plinths and which support the rec-
 tangular stool in a fashion similar to what
 must have existed here. A small bronze

 statue of Fortuna in Naples with a sphinx-
 supported footstool, a cult image from a
 household shrine, suggests that these life-
 sized bronze stools could have been used

 with statues in shrines as well as by Ro-
 mans of wealth, if not of taste.29 The

 2 H.: 0.14m.
 27 H.: 0.16m.

 28 Acc. nos. 67.609, 67.610. H.(max.): 0.10m. Depth
 (max.): 0.075m. Gift of Charles S. Lipson. Allegedly
 from Alexandria in Egypt.

 29 G.M.A. Richter, The furniture of the Greeks Etruscans
 and Romans (London 1965) 105, fig. 519; 105, fig. 487.
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 FIG. 13. SUPPORTS FOR STOOL OR BASIN
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 62 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 14. GRIFFIN OF NEMESIS

 youths seen here are probably general sym-
 bols of the seasons, or perhaps attendants
 at the temple of a goddess such as Demeter
 or Persephone. The various figures on sea-
 son sarcophagi of the third and early fourth
 centuries are comparable.30 The form de-
 rives from supports for the upper parts
 of tripods, and at least one tripod has been
 reconstructed with similar objects in the
 shape of satyrs' busts.31 It has been sug-
 gested that similar figures of youths in
 the Louvre might have been representa-
 tions of Bonus Eventus.32

 GRIFFIN OF NEMESIS (Fig. 14). A griffin
 is seated, with his raised right paw and
 foreleg placed on a wheel with four spokes.
 The figure is set on an oval plinth.33 The
 famous mythological animal in precisely

 this pose is an attribute and symbol of the
 goddess Nemesis. Aside from occurring on
 sundry Graeco-Roman gems, the beast with
 its wheel is found alongside the goddess in
 a marble statue from Salamis on Cyprus
 or alone in a faience figure in the Brooklyn
 Museum, from Egypt, and a marble in
 Israel.34 The subject in bronze is rare.
 One published in the Fouquet collection has
 lost the wheel and most of its wings. The
 example from the Alphonse Kann collection
 also lacks the wheel but is of very fine
 workmanship, and a splendid large bronze
 griffin in similar condition was excavated in
 Austria.35 The elusive wheel, were it large
 enough to be shown in detail, would be en-
 riched with the signs of the Zodiac and is
 thus a symbol of cosmic revolution and
 evolution similar to wheels in other aspects
 of Graeco-Roman iconography. 30 G.M.A. Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus in Dum-

 barton Oaks (Cambridge 1951) II, no. 464, fig. 37; no.
 492, fig. 59; etc.

 31 E. Babelon, A. Blanchet, Les bronzes antiques de la
 Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris 1895) 195, no. 439; A. de
 Ridder, Les bronzes antiques du Louvre (Paris 1913) II,
 99f., no. 2577. Others have been excavated intact.

 32De Ridder, Louvre Bronzes, 2, 100, nos. 2585 and
 especially no. 2586.

 33Acc. no. 67.645. H.(max.): 0.06m. Gift of Jerome
 M. Eisenberg.

 m V. Karageorghis, C. Vermeule, Sculptures from Salamis
 (Nicosia 1964) I, 12ff., no. 4; E. Riefstahl, The Brooklyn
 Museum bulletin 17 (1956) 1-7 and bibl.; J. Leibovitch,
 Israel Exploration journal 8 (1958) 141-8.

 35Reinach, Rdp. stat., 5, 401, no. 7; P. Perdrizet,
 Bronzes grecs de la Collection Fouquet (Paris 1911) pl
 18. Kann Collection, no. 88: Reinach, Rep. stat.,
 146, no. 2.
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 FIG. 15. PERFORMING BEAR

 BEAR WITH A STICK IN HER MOUTH (Fig.
 15). She is raised on her hind legs and
 bending forward, a stick between her
 teeth.36 A hole in the upper back suggests
 that a harness or loop was attached in
 another metal, and perhaps this master-
 piece of animal observation and craftsman-
 ship was suspended, as an ornament on a
 Hellenistic candelabrum. Treatment of the

 fur, tufts and patches, has afforded the
 artist a great latitude for expression. The
 classification "Alexandrian" usually comes
 to mind when viewing an animal repre-
 sented with such pulsating naturalism and
 spirit, but such bronzes could have been
 and doubtless were made in centers from

 Smyrna to Antioch, in addition to Egyp-
 tian Alexandria.

 Performing bears, usually standing on
 their hind legs, are not uncommon in the
 repertory of Graeco-Roman bronzes. A she-
 bear in Aix-la-Chapelle is seated on her
 haunches, forepaws firmly on the ground.37
 The bear with the stick can be compared
 with the more contemplative Late Antique
 Boston bear fashioned into or around the

 form of an ampulla; he wore a harness of
 silver and also possessed a large loop for
 suspension.38

 FAUCET IN THE FORM OF AN APE'S HEAD

 (Fig. 16). The animal's head emerges from
 a circular "shield," with a section of offset
 molding, making the head and neck into a
 form of imago clypeata. A spout pro-
 trudes from the open mouth, and the re-
 mains of the tap handle run from the mold-
 ing forming a hat on the head, like the
 organ-grinder's monkey, to the correspond-
 ing area at the base of the neck.

 Pupils of the small eyes are incised, and
 the hair all over the face, especially the
 tufts in front of the ears, is carefully repre-
 sented.39 An identical type of faucet has
 the form of a Negro's head.40 This ape is
 particularly interesting because it is a fac-
 tual Graeco-Roman rendering of simian
 features rather than a caricature or a pre-
 sentation designed to provide a source of
 humor. It belongs, as a work of art, to the
 full repertory of Roman imperial interest
 in animals from all corners of the globe.

 SMALL STATUE OF SATURN (KRONOS),
 WITH FEATURES OF COMMODUS (Fig. 17).
 The god is seated, and his right arm is
 mostly missing; the left, now lost, was
 doweled on with an iron pin. The himation
 is worn as a veil and is brought over the
 lap. The sickle in the right hand confirms
 the identification. The back of the statue

 was worked to be set against a niche, and
 the bottom was fashioned for insertion in

 the draped lower limbs. The god, with
 incised pupils and a drilled-out beard, ap-
 pears to have the features of the Emperor
 Commodus, A.D. 180 to 192. ' Jemalia (El
 Djem) in Tunisia was reported to be the
 provenience, and there are other such cult
 images of Saturn from North Africa. As-
 similation to the bearded face of Commodus

 in the last year or two of his reign is also

 3Acc. no. 67.627. H.: 0.09m. Samuel Putnam Avery
 Fund.

 37Reinach, Rip. stat., 6, 154, no. 1; 4, 478, no. 6
 (Lyon), 481, nos. 2, 4 (Vente Grdau).

 m CJ 60 (1965) 298f., fig. 13, with other references to
 bears; J. T. Green, BMFA 59 (1961) 111.

 39Acc. no. 67.644. Depth (max.): 0.04m. Diam. of
 shield: 0.043m. Gift of Jerome M. Eisenberg. Types of
 monkeys in ancient sculpture: Reinach, Rdp. stat., 2,
 2, 767; W. C. McDermott, The ape in antiquity (Balti-
 more 1938) 192ff., section on bronzes.

 40 Ars Antiqua Auction II (14 May 1960) 42, no. 102,
 pl. 45. Cf. several Pompeian water heaters in Naples.

 41 Acc. no. 65.1727. H.(max.): 0.42m. Gift of Mr. and
 Mrs. Benjamin Rowland, Jr. See generally, A. Greifen-
 hagen, Die Antike 11 (1935) 67-84.
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 64 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 16. APE'S-HEAD FAUCET

 natural, since several Roman and Greek im-
 perial medallions show his preoccupation
 with a divine role in earthly affairs and
 present him as Jupiter, Hercules, or even
 as one aspect of Janus Bifrons.

 The immediate iconographic type of this
 statue was particularly popular in North
 Africa, although a statue in Tunis, from
 Bulla Regia, seems to show Saturn with
 a cornucopia.42 A bronze in the Vatican
 shows the complete veiled figure, with the
 sickle in one hand and the other raised to

 hold a scepter-staff or placed against the
 side of the head like De Witt Clinton on

 the old blue tobacco tax stamp. Commodus-
 Saturn as an iconographic ideal is related
 to the Roman and Greek imperial medal-
 lions that show him with Aion or Aeternitas

 regulating the cycle of the seasons.43 The
 notion continued in monumental imperial
 sculpture as late as A.D. 282 to 284, for a
 double herm once in Rome and now in the

 Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek in Copenhagen
 combines a head of Saturn with a portrait
 of the bald emperor Marcus Aurelius
 Carus.44 The hundred years from Com-

 modus to Carus were precisely those in
 which imperial Rome was most concerned
 with its image in relation to eternity.

 CYBELE AND TWO LIONS (Fig. 18). This
 triad from the hinterland of Asia Minor is

 carved in two kinds of rough brown and
 gray stone. The goddess and the recumbent
 lion are executed in grayish limestone, while
 the standing lion has been fashioned out of
 a more porous browner stone of volcanic
 type.45 The date is difficult to determine,
 for the goddess seems to be either Hellen-
 istic or Roman while the two beasts have

 characteristics recalling the late Archaic
 lions of Sardis and other Lydian cities up
 and down the Hermos valley.46 Every
 indication of style suggests that these three
 figures were made at the same time, prob-
 ably in the Hellenistic period, by Phrygians
 or Galatians who had seen monumental

 sculptures of earlier ages in their sanctu-
 aries. The group, no doubt together with
 other figures, was probably dedicated in
 a rustic shrine or tomb, probably a cave or
 rock-cut structure. The provincial mu-
 seums of Anatolia contain a number of such

 42Musee Alaoui, pl. 33, 1 (1016); Reinach, Rdp. stat.,
 4, 29, no. 2. Various types: Reinach, 2, 24, nos. 2-5.

 4 Fr. Gnecchi, I medaglioni romani, II (Milan 1912)
 pl. 83, no. 4; G.M.A. Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus
 in Dumbarton Oaks II, figs. 108ff., various mosaics and
 reliefs. See also CJ 60 (1965) 299-301, fig. 13.

 44The identification and rediscovery of the herm are
 the work of V. Poulsen. H. P. L'Orange had seen Diocle-
 tian in the emperor: RM 44 (1929) 180-93. See also H.
 Fuhrmann, RM 53 (1938) 35-45.

 45 Acc. nos. 66.934 (Cybele); 935 (recumbent lion);
 936 (standing lion). Cybele is 0.187m. high, and each
 lion is 0.16m. long. Gifts of Richard R. Wagner.

 46 For the leonine prototypes, compare Manisa Museum,
 no. 303, from Sardis (525 to 500 B.c.); Izmir, Museum in
 the Culture Park, no. 328 (Gabelmann, Studien, no. 126,
 pl. 25, 1). The Manisa Museum shelters a host of other
 lions, large and small, some from Sardis (e.g. Gabelmann,
 Studien, no. 131, pl. 25, 2).
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 FIc. 17. COMMODUS AS SATURN
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 FIG. 18. CYBELE AND LIONS

 votive sculptures, the backwash of the
 classical world, but few have reached
 Europe or America.

 Cybele, or some comparable Anatolian
 mother goddess, is seated on a high-backed
 legless chair, her arms bent at the waist
 and lying along her thighs. Fingers, toes,
 hair, and facial features in general are
 marked by incision. The recumbent lion

 lies in strict frontal pose, with his tail
 coming up over his back. His mane is indi-
 cated by a series of parallel grooves, and
 paws, upturned ears, large round eyes, and
 whiskers are incised. The second lion

 stands frontally on a thick plinth, with his
 tail up over the backbone. Again the mane
 on the back and under the chin is indicated

 by parallel grooves, and the wrinkles on
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 Fic. 19. MEN OR ATTIS

 the forehead and the whiskers are incised.

 Cybele's primitive style can be paralleled
 on various levels by the figures on several
 stelai from various parts of Phrygia, local
 dedications of the imperial period.47 Late
 versions of the lions turn up on a stele or,
 more correctly, a funerary doorstone photo-
 graphed at Sinanli and thought to have
 come from Vetissos in eastern Phrygia.48

 ANATOLIAN VOTIVE MARBLES (Figs. 19,
 20). A child's head in crystalline white
 marble has stylized curly hair beneath a
 Phrygian cap. He is probably the god Men
 or Cybele's companion Attis, work of the
 first or second century A.D. With him be-
 longs a fragment of relief, the head of a
 goddess facing, with the sides and surfaces
 of the flat area around the face broken

 away. She is perhaps Cybele.49

 Fic. 20. CYBELE (?)

 The local style is reflected in two busts
 (Men and Apollo) on a stele at Hasankiiy
 in Phrygia from Akmonia, and the "Cybele"
 finds parallels in the head of a bust of
 Artemis in high relief, on a stele from Dere-
 qine (Julia-Ipsos), at Afyon Karahisar.50
 Other examples of the two, separately and
 in combination, occur, on a stele at Kel-
 hasan in eastern Phrygia,51 and in a relief
 seen a century ago at Kula in Lydia the
 more monumental skillful type of carving
 was used for Men and for Zeus-Helios.52

 Like Cybele with her two lions in local
 materials, these two small sculptures typify
 a class of Hellenistic or imperial religious
 art in Asia Minor. Flat faces and large
 eyes are one small element in the genesis
 of Byzantine sculptural styles.

 ANATOLIAN BIRD (Fig. 21). The crea-
 ture is a modern, Roman imperial version of

 47 Meidan cemetery, from Laodicea Combusta, eastern
 Phrygia: MAMA 1 (1928) 61, no. 113; pediment of a
 stele at Devrent Giftlik, near Dorylaeum: MAMA 5
 (1937) 60, no. 118, pl. 36; stele from Nacolea, with
 representation of an androgynous god (Papas): MAMA 5
 (1937) 102f., no. 213 bis, pl. 49.

 48MAMA 7 (1956) 80, no. 335, pl. 22.
 49Acc. nos. 65.1177 (Men); 65.1178 (Cybele). H.:

 0.077m. and 0.078m. Gifts of Richard R. Wagner.

 50MAMA 6 (1939) 92, no. 248, pl. 44; 135, no. 388,
 pl. 69.

 51 MAMA 7 (1956) 108, no. 504.
 52 Reinach, Rep. rel., 2, 105, nos. 3, 4; Daremberg-Saglio,

 Dictionnaire des antiquites grecques et romaines, 3,2,
 1393 (Lunus); all after Le Bas, Waddington, Voyage arch-
 eologique, pl. 136, fig. 2.
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 FIG. 21. ANATOLIAN BIRD
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 those birds traditionally associated with
 royalty and religion in ancient Egypt.53 It
 does not have the brooding forcefulness of
 Horus hawks or falcons in dark green or
 black stones, but this may be because the
 local sculptor in Asia Minor knew only of
 those Hellenistic Egyptian arts associated
 with the cults of Isis and Sarapis. Egyptian
 divinities, as is well known, were widely
 worshipped on Cyprus, in western Asia
 Minor, and even in Athens. The excava-
 tions at Salamis on Cyprus have yielded
 statues of all the Graeco-Egyptian divini-
 ties in the ruins of the Trajanic, Hadrianic,
 and later imperial city. In Asia Minor
 worship of the Egyptian divinities, as at-
 tested from coins and inscriptions, was

 widespread and commemorated in every
 conceivable form.54

 A relief in Berlin, showing an Asiatic
 rider-god surrounded by various attributes,
 demonstrates the part played by birds such
 as this in other, exotic cults.55 On the
 Helios, Men (twice), and Lydian Zeus re-
 lief recorded at Kula (see above), the
 bird on the outstretched hand of Zeus is
 not unlike the creature seen here. The
 same can be said for the bird on a snake-

 entwined pillar in the bronze plaque fea-
 turing Sabazios, in Copenhagen from a
 collection in Rome.56

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 53Acc. no. 65.1704. H.: 0.23m. Gift of Richard R.
 Wagner.

 54 D. Magie, AIA 57 (1953) 163-87.
 55 Reinach, Rdp. rel., 2, 30, no. 3.
 56 Reinach, 183, no. 2.
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 CURRENT AND FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS

 strange to think that we should have to
 wait until I968 before obtaining reliable
 guides to this great artist's work. Nothing
 but these volumes is indispensable for Guer-
 cino studies - but of course this only remains
 true until September of this year when
 the Guercino exhibition opens at Bologna.
 The London Graphic Arts Gallery,

 84 Grosvenor Street, has an exhibition of
 graphic work by Rouault (until i6th
 March). The following series are on show:
 Miserere (fifty-eight aquatints), Fleurs du
 Mal (twelve aquatints), Cirque (to illus-
 trate text by Suares; nine plates), Cirque de
 l'Etoile filante (seventeen aquatints), Ubu
 (twenty-two aquatints), and other ex-
 amples. The little catalogue is beautifully
 produced and compiled. The Kaplan
 Gallery, 6 Duke Street has an exhibition
 from 6th March to 27th April of 'French
 Impressionist Paintings' including works
 by Bernard, Boudin, Gauguin, Guillau-
 min, Jongkind, Luce, Lucien Pissarro and
 Vignon. Gimpel Fils have a show of
 Hamilton Fraser (until 16th March).
 In the editorial in last month's issue, it

 was suggested that Anglo-French relations
 in the eighteenth century would make an
 instructive exhibition. The Iveagh Be-
 quest, Kenwood is in fact planning a
 show along these lines for this summer, to
 be entitled 'The French influence on

 English I8th Century Painting'.
 The To-Ken Society of Great Britain is

 putting on an exhibition at the Ashmol-
 ean Museum for a month from 27th Feb-
 ruary of Japanese swords, sword-fittings,
 armour and other weapons.

 Some information about future exhibi-
 tions in French provincial museums has
 reached this office. It is interesting to hear
 that Aix-en-Provence plans for the sum-
 mer a show entitled 'Daret et la peinture
 Aixoise au XVIIe siecle', which should be
 an eye-opener. Other shows that sound
 promising are: H6tel d'Escoville, Caen,
 'le portrait peint dans les collections du
 musde de Caen' (summer); Lyon, 'Collec-
 tions particulibres lyonnaises' (May-June);
 and Rouen, 'Les peintres du XVIIe sikcle
 du musde de Rouen' (new rooms; after-
 wards permanent; 2nd June onwards).

 The Staatliche Museen, Kupfer-
 stichkabinett, Berlin has organized a
 show until 31st March of lithographs and
 sculpture by Daumier, selected from the
 Berlin and Dresden Print Rooms, and
 from elsewhere. From I7th April until
 June the Print Room has a show of en-
 gravings, drawings and caricatures by
 Herbert Sandberg on the occasion of his
 sixtieth birthday. B. N.

 Classical Bronzes in three American
 Museums

 Greek, Etruscan, and Roman bronzes have
 always fascinated collectors, pilblic and
 private. An exhibition comparable to this
 was held at the Albright Art Gallery in
 Buffalo in February 1937, with a catalogue
 titled 'Master Bronzes Selected from
 Museums and Collections in America'.

 The chronological range was much broad-
 er, and the qualitative standards set thirty
 years ago have never again been surpassed.
 An accentuated fear among current mu-
 seum curators to allow their truly 'master
 bronzes' to be shipped around by crime-
 ridden American public transport marks a
 difference between the Buffalo one-stop
 show and the triple viewing of 1967-8.1
 Private collectors of the present, however,
 and certain very small museums have
 stepped forth to redress the balance. In the
 spring of 1964 the Smith College Museum
 of Art in Northampton held an exhibition
 of only twenty-eight 'Renaissance Bronzes
 in American Collections', and this cata-
 logue with its introduction by Charles
 Chetham and John Pope-Hennessy is a
 gem in every respect, particularly as re-
 gards silhouetted photographs. The other
 displays of ancient (including Near East-
 ern or Egyptian and, often, Renaissance)
 bronzes have come as parts of major
 regional groupings or private collections:
 'Ancient Art from New York Private Col-

 lections', winter of 1959-60, at the Metro-
 politan Museum of Art, with a catalogue
 by Dietrich von Bothmer and others; the
 Norbert Schimmel Collection, shown at
 the Fogg, winter of I964-5, commemor-
 ated with a beautiful catalogue; and 'The
 Pomerance Collection of Ancient Art', a
 connoisseur's catalogue of an exhibition
 held in the Brooklyn Museum in the sum-
 mer and autumn of 1966. Thus, the way
 has been well prepared for the present
 gathering, which includes sculptures that
 have appeared in one or more of the afore-
 mentioned shows or the famous Fogg show
 of ancient art in private possession held in
 1953-4 and the recent Worcester Art
 Museum exhibitions of 'Roman Portraits'
 (i 961) and 'Masterpieces of Etruscan Art'
 (1967).

 The Fogg-Saint Louis-Los Angeles as-
 semblage is most excellently served by a
 catalogue of 320 pages. There are 316 en-
 tries, which total over 320 works of art if
 one counts the groups such as the early
 Italian bronze discs in Saint Louis (No.
 158) or the frequently exhibited Schimmel
 Etrusco-Campanian handles from a col-
 umn krater with pairs of Silens in mirror
 reversal surveying the landscape for willing
 Maenads (No.200). The catalogue, also
 titled as the show, 'Master Bronzes from
 the Classical World' ($4.oo), is one of the
 best values modern money can find in the
 flood of enlightenment about the Graeco-
 Roman past. The editorial co-ordinators
 were David G. Mitten and Suzannah

 Doeringer, of Harvard, ably supported by
 Arthur Steinberg, of the Massachusetts
 Institute of Technology, George Hanf-
 mann, of Harvard, Heinz Menzel, of
 Mainz, and several others. A diversity of
 intellectual contributions can be confusing,
 but in an exhibition such as this a lively

 dialogue within the catalogue more than
 complements the diversity of material ex-
 hibited under the fashionable accolade
 'master bronzes'. Not so, perhaps, the
 photographs, which, while on the whole
 more than creditable, reflect in quality the
 great number of hands involved.

 The show at Cambridge, and in a sense
 the exhibition as an entity, did not open
 with a mere series of dinners and an invo-

 cation afloat on a champagne pool. A
 serious, scientific programme attracted
 collectors, curators, art dealers, technolo-
 gists, and the generally informed from
 several continents. The catalogue was in
 hand for this occasion and therefore or-

 ganizers, cataloguers, and exhibitors were
 subject to more concentrated scrutiny than
 such assemblages of art generally receive.
 Bronzes from or allegedly from the ancient
 world inspire titanic passions, and the
 passionate were out in force, critical
 tongues and pens aflame. 'Art and Techon-
 logy, A Symposium on Classical Bronzes',
 presented by the Fogg and the Department
 of Humanities at M.I.T., took place the
 weekend of the show's opening. Since the
 oval cista termed Praenestine about 420 to
 400 B.C. (No.203, with colour plate 4) has
 one of the most deceptive green patinas,
 the technologists have a lot still to tell
 those who have relied on their compara-
 tive eye, their historical memory, and their
 researches in the same old line illustra-

 tions of myths available to forgers.
 In several speeches and in conversation

 before and during the Symposium, David
 Mitten and Suzannah Doeringer referred
 to exhibition and catalogue as working
 tools. So they were and are, and it is
 thanks to their scholarly kindness, modesty
 and inquisitiveness that a reviewer may
 venture comments on individual pieces.
 My personal observations on items accord-
 ing to the numbers in the catalogue are
 offered as from a colleague who should
 speak with candour, if with no air of dog-
 matic finality, in hopes that this review
 may make its contribution to the flood of
 literature that will attend this masterful
 show. Since this is a working show and
 pioneering text, it is only fair to reiterate
 that 'master bronzes' is an overstatement.
 In instances the borrowers had to take
 relative mediocrity to secure a master-
 piece. Some have said there are, say, Ioo
 too many bronzes under consideration.
 None of the half-dozen complete or nearly
 complete life-sized or larger classical
 statues in America is present. None the less,
 the secondary contributions only serve to
 bejewel the masterworks, and the array as
 a whole is unforgettable.

 No. I, Spouted Bucket, termed Middle
 Minoan II-III, about I700 B.c., is a
 Venetian, Genoese, or Turkish-era bean
 or rice-soup pot, probably lost off some
 trading vessel in the dangerous waters of
 Euboea. The handle in particular is of a
 modern, machine-created shape imitated
 in the terra-cotta cooking wares of the
 eastern Mediterranean down to the 1930's
 at least. The same types of Turkish period

 1 The Exhibition was held at the Fogg Art Museum
 until 23rd January, and will be shown at the City
 Art Museum, St Louis from ist March to I3th April,
 and at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 8th
 May to 30th June 1968.
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 The chronological range was much broad-
 er, and the qualitative standards set thirty
 years ago have never again been surpassed.
 An accentuated fear among current mu-
 seum curators to allow their truly 'master
 bronzes' to be shipped around by crime-
 ridden American public transport marks a
 difference between the Buffalo one-stop
 show and the triple viewing of 1967-8.1
 Private collectors of the present, however,
 and certain very small museums have
 stepped forth to redress the balance. In the
 spring of 1964 the Smith College Museum
 of Art in Northampton held an exhibition
 of only twenty-eight 'Renaissance Bronzes
 in American Collections', and this cata-
 logue with its introduction by Charles
 Chetham and John Pope-Hennessy is a
 gem in every respect, particularly as re-
 gards silhouetted photographs. The other
 displays of ancient (including Near East-
 ern or Egyptian and, often, Renaissance)
 bronzes have come as parts of major
 regional groupings or private collections:
 'Ancient Art from New York Private Col-

 lections', winter of 1959-60, at the Metro-
 politan Museum of Art, with a catalogue
 by Dietrich von Bothmer and others; the
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 ated with a beautiful catalogue; and 'The
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 connoisseur's catalogue of an exhibition
 held in the Brooklyn Museum in the sum-
 mer and autumn of 1966. Thus, the way
 has been well prepared for the present
 gathering, which includes sculptures that
 have appeared in one or more of the afore-
 mentioned shows or the famous Fogg show
 of ancient art in private possession held in
 1953-4 and the recent Worcester Art
 Museum exhibitions of 'Roman Portraits'
 (i 961) and 'Masterpieces of Etruscan Art'
 (1967).

 The Fogg-Saint Louis-Los Angeles as-
 semblage is most excellently served by a
 catalogue of 320 pages. There are 316 en-
 tries, which total over 320 works of art if
 one counts the groups such as the early
 Italian bronze discs in Saint Louis (No.
 158) or the frequently exhibited Schimmel
 Etrusco-Campanian handles from a col-
 umn krater with pairs of Silens in mirror
 reversal surveying the landscape for willing
 Maenads (No.200). The catalogue, also
 titled as the show, 'Master Bronzes from
 the Classical World' ($4.oo), is one of the
 best values modern money can find in the
 flood of enlightenment about the Graeco-
 Roman past. The editorial co-ordinators
 were David G. Mitten and Suzannah

 Doeringer, of Harvard, ably supported by
 Arthur Steinberg, of the Massachusetts
 Institute of Technology, George Hanf-
 mann, of Harvard, Heinz Menzel, of
 Mainz, and several others. A diversity of
 intellectual contributions can be confusing,
 but in an exhibition such as this a lively

 CURRENT AND FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS

 Classical Bronzes in three American
 Museums

 Greek, Etruscan, and Roman bronzes have
 always fascinated collectors, pilblic and
 private. An exhibition comparable to this
 was held at the Albright Art Gallery in
 Buffalo in February 1937, with a catalogue
 titled 'Master Bronzes Selected from
 Museums and Collections in America'.
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 strange to think that we should have to
 wait until I968 before obtaining reliable
 guides to this great artist's work. Nothing
 but these volumes is indispensable for Guer-
 cino studies - but of course this only remains
 true until September of this year when
 the Guercino exhibition opens at Bologna.

 The London Graphic Arts Gallery,
 84 Grosvenor Street, has an exhibition of
 graphic work by Rouault (until i6th
 March). The following series are on show:
 Miserere (fifty-eight aquatints), Fleurs du
 Mal (twelve aquatints), Cirque (to illus-
 trate text by Suares; nine plates), Cirque de
 l'Etoile filante (seventeen aquatints), Ubu
 (twenty-two aquatints), and other ex-
 amples. The little catalogue is beautifully
 produced and compiled. The Kaplan
 Gallery, 6 Duke Street has an exhibition
 from 6th March to 27th April of 'French
 Impressionist Paintings' including works
 by Bernard, Boudin, Gauguin, Guillau-
 min, Jongkind, Luce, Lucien Pissarro and
 Vignon. Gimpel Fils have a show of
 Hamilton Fraser (until 16th March).

 In the editorial in last month's issue, it
 was suggested that Anglo-French relations
 in the eighteenth century would make an
 instructive exhibition. The Iveagh Be-
 quest, Kenwood is in fact planning a
 show along these lines for this summer, to
 be entitled 'The French influence on

 English I8th Century Painting'.
 The To-Ken Society of Great Britain is

 putting on an exhibition at the Ashmol-
 ean Museum for a month from 27th Feb-
 ruary of Japanese swords, sword-fittings,
 armour and other weapons.

 Some information about future exhibi-
 tions in French provincial museums has
 reached this office. It is interesting to hear
 that Aix-en-Provence plans for the sum-
 mer a show entitled 'Daret et la peinture
 Aixoise au XVIIe siecle', which should be
 an eye-opener. Other shows that sound
 promising are: H6tel d'Escoville, Caen,
 'le portrait peint dans les collections du
 musde de Caen' (summer); Lyon, 'Collec-
 tions particulibres lyonnaises' (May-June);
 and Rouen, 'Les peintres du XVIIe sikcle
 du musde de Rouen' (new rooms; after-
 wards permanent; 2nd June onwards).

 The Staatliche Museen, Kupfer-
 stichkabinett, Berlin has organized a
 show until 31st March of lithographs and
 sculpture by Daumier, selected from the
 Berlin and Dresden Print Rooms, and
 from elsewhere. From I7th April until
 June the Print Room has a show of en-
 gravings, drawings and caricatures by
 Herbert Sandberg on the occasion of his
 sixtieth birthday. B. N.
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 pots are sold in the souvenir shops of
 Heraklion on Crete, as licensed exports
 available to foreigners who love later
 Mediterranean antiques, and I have
 several as household ornaments in my own,
 private collection. There is no doubt they
 are made in the same fashion as their

 Cretan forebears and equally likely from
 the same materials. Nos.5, A and B, Pair of
 Female Votaries, dated Late Minoan Ia-Ib,
 I6oo to 1450 B.C., are indeed from the
 same workshop, and the analogy to a
 Victorian dowager for A is most apt. She
 is like a costume dummy of the time of
 Edward VII. The surfaces are absolutely
 unmetallic imitations of some ivory snake
 goddess restored in wax, understanding of
 the fissures being drawn from a photograph
 or a coloured replica. The Minoan I
 Crawling Baby from the Diktaean Cave
 (No.6) is a charmer, but the piece is less-
 than-remotely Roman. It is Hellenistic
 provincial.

 In the Greek Geometric section, No.14,
 Horse and Rider, is not Peloponnesian about
 750 B.C. but Italic or some indeterminable
 pre-Hellenistic date or, possibly, Iberian.
 The piece could not have been made in
 Greece. The giveaway, especially as far as
 Spanish connexions are concerned, lies in
 the long neck and goat-like head of the
 quadruped. Thus, this equestrian experi-
 ence could be a forerunner of No.I15, A
 and B, allegedly from a Spanish site and
 the intermediate development is represen-
 ted by Boston, M.F.A. No.io9.64, about
 550 B.C., although parallel rather than
 chronological developments may be postu-
 lated. All this makes me wonder whether

 or not the rider is Hermes on a ram. No.28,
 Kouros of about 600 B.C. allegedly from
 Sparta, has a blurry face and a patina that
 I, scientifically uninitiated, would hastily
 term artificially induced if I were offered
 such a bronze in an eastern bazaar. The

 face is simian or even feline, but hardly hu-
 man even for the outset of archaic Greek

 art. No.35, Nude Youth, must be Etruscan, if
 it is ancient, and the same problems, or
 questions of culture, can be raised regard-
 ing the Athena Palladion, No.36. The
 Corinthian or south Italian Banqueter, No.
 44, is an aftercast of a type seen in Athens
 in the i930's; the same relationship exists
 for nearly a half-dozen other allegedly
 archaic bronzes. Compare the non-break
 of the bent left arm with the true fracture

 of the Warren Banqueter from Bowdoin
 College (No.43).

 The Shepherd (No.47) and the Bearded
 Man with Staff (No.48), both late archaic
 Arcadian, stand out in their special vitrine
 as what master bronzes should be; their
 photographs as printed lose life and detail
 in darkness. No.62, Fish Vessel, is Graeco-
 Roman or, culturally, Coptic and there-
 fore belongs before or after No.317; a flat
 spot on the bottom could be for setting or
 soldering on a stand. Compare a similarly
 'archaic', functional frog-lamp in Cairo:
 S. Reinach, Ripertoire de la statuaire, iv,
 p.550, No.7; C. C. Edgar, Greek Bronzes,
 p.39, No.27785, pl.XII. On the fish the

 turned spout is characteristic and has many
 Romano-Egyptian parallels. No.ioi, Stan-
 ding Goat, must be fifth century rather than
 Hellenistic, as Greek coins, especially those
 of Ainos in Thrace from 474 to 448 B.C.,
 indicate. The impressive Head of a Horse in
 the Getty Museum (No.io2) is a master
 bronze of the Italian Renaissance, specifi-
 cally the late Quattrocento. It does not
 exude the genuinely ancient ethos of the
 Olympia-school bronze horse in the Met-
 ropolitan Museum of Art, New York (see
 N.Y.Times, 7th December 1967, p.i, and
 other media of the press for incorrect as-
 sumptions that this late archaic to transi-
 tional masterpiece is a modern forgery).
 No.o103 is termed Handle with Goat Protome
 and possibly Ionian, fifth century B.C., but
 it is a self-contained animal ring, perhaps
 a (horse) trapping and ought to belong to
 some migratory, possibly Asiatic culture.
 No.121, Mime, recalls that about 1890 to
 1900oo a French firm made a few skilful
 reproductions of bronzes in French provin-
 cial museums; Edward P. Warren ac-
 quired a set for study purposes, and a
 number are in the Museum of Fine Arts,
 Boston. They have a dangerous habit of
 becoming mixed with antiquities.

 Why could not No.131, Portrait of a
 Barbarian or Ruler, be an ideal Hadrian,
 like the several, less-moving marble stat-
 ues? Under No.140, archaistic Kore, it is a
 shock to read that its famous 'twin' in the

 British Museum, from Verona, is 'a
 modern imitation'. The London bronze,
 with its rich green patina (lately D. E.
 Strong, The Classical World, p.142, Fig.
 I07), has more articulation at the neck,
 more of an archaistic decisiveness or plas-
 ticity to the body, and less of a girlish
 awkwardness from brow to ankles, especi-
 ally in the lower limbs. Among the bulls,
 Nos.143 and 283 are only separated by
 quality or taste, or not at all; being
 essentially the same image, they are true
 illustrations of the phrase Graeco-Roman.
 Among the Etruscan bronzes, I cannot
 understand the incompleteness of the Fogg
 Warrior, No.I73. Was he part of a two-
 figured group or did someone make him
 as a separate part of an unclassical whole?
 His patina and clarity of quality have
 always pleased. About No.179, the famous
 Detroit Horseman, I ask: Can such a man
 with seat and legs thus arranged really ride
 a horse rather than a rural post box ?

 From the rich selection of Roman

 bronzes the Beaked Pitcher, No.308, must be
 hastily removed; although found at Sand-
 wich, Kent, it is of the type of the Neapoli-
 tan reproductions, probably from a nine-
 teenth-century atelier near the Via del
 Babuino in Rome. In late December 1967
 I saw another, in polished brass, being sold
 for what it was in a Boston antique shop.
 About No.233 (Fig.57), late Antonine or
 early Severan Bust of a Lady, one of the
 giant Romans of the show, considerable
 could be written and will be. The portrait
 comes from a shrine of extensive dimen-
 sions in which stood statues of the families

 of Marcus Aurelius and Septimius Severus.

 The sitter was most likely a niece or
 grandniece of the former. This branch of
 the Antonine family owned vast estates in
 the region of alleged discovery, and they
 maintained their position long after the
 death of Commodus in 193. Does this
 particular head belong with this bust? In
 any case, as exhibited, the poising is in-
 correct, head tilted too far forward. No.
 234A, Portrait of a Man (Caracalla?) is
 certainly Caracalla and to be thought of
 in connexion with No.233, the collateral
 descendant of Marcus Aurelius. Finally,
 No.242 is a head of the Mars Ultor or Ares
 of Halicarnassus type, popular throughout
 the Roman world after 2 B.C. This little
 helmeted head could well have been found

 at Roman Pergamon. No.234, the youngish
 Julia Domna, was perhaps gilded but was
 definitely not left in an unfinished state;
 this myth started in one of the catalogues
 of its earlier exhibitions.

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 London

 Until 2nd March, the Gwen John exhibi-
 tion is at the Arts Council premises in St
 James's Square; then it will travel, to
 Sheffield (i6th March-7th April), and
 afterwards to Cardiff (I3th April-4th
 May). Since it is very fine, the pity is that
 it will not be seen in other places as well.
 There are over I40 paintings and drawings
 plus personal mementoes; but even so, the
 visitor should not expect sensational revel-
 ations. The solitary female figure in dom-
 estic surroundings was Gwen John's
 chosen theme, her Montaigne Sainte- Victoire,
 and the virtue of her work lies in the

 delicacy rather than in the range of her
 visual perceptions.

 There is, at the same time, more variety
 in Gwen John's work than one might
 expect. Within her scaled-down terms of
 reference, there is a world of difference
 between the early pictures, with their
 elaboration of detail, sometimes fussy
 handling, and even hints of flamboyance
 (as if she were trying, in a refined way, to
 ape her brother), and the restrained,
 evanescent canvases of the post-war years.
 In the earlier works, too, and very clearly
 in a portrait like the Chloe Boughton-Leigh
 (Fig.63), an attempt is made to suggest
 character; whereas later the figures seem
 to merge, one into another, and the per-
 sonal identity is no longer important.

 The Convalescent (c.1920-4) depicts a girl
 in an arm-chair reading a letter; beside
 her, on a table, are some tea-things. The
 girl's dress is an indescribable shade of dull
 slate-blue, the tea-pot a soft warm brown,
 and the cup and saucer pink - and it is the
 cup and saucer, not the girl, that one
 remembers. Harmonizing, but striking
 deep, pure chords of their own, the pink
 shapes glow, they shine out of the picture
 with an intensity that is deeply moving.

 Respect for Miss John's work increases
 once one begins to see it in context. She
 was working in France in those crucial
 years before the first world war; and yet
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 photographs as printed lose life and detail
 in darkness. No.62, Fish Vessel, is Graeco-
 Roman or, culturally, Coptic and there-
 fore belongs before or after No.317; a flat
 spot on the bottom could be for setting or
 soldering on a stand. Compare a similarly
 'archaic', functional frog-lamp in Cairo:
 S. Reinach, Ripertoire de la statuaire, iv,
 p.550, No.7; C. C. Edgar, Greek Bronzes,
 p.39, No.27785, pl.XII. On the fish the

 London

 Until 2nd March, the Gwen John exhibi-
 tion is at the Arts Council premises in St
 James's Square; then it will travel, to
 Sheffield (i6th March-7th April), and
 afterwards to Cardiff (I3th April-4th
 May). Since it is very fine, the pity is that
 it will not be seen in other places as well.
 There are over I40 paintings and drawings
 plus personal mementoes; but even so, the
 visitor should not expect sensational revel-
 ations. The solitary female figure in dom-
 estic surroundings was Gwen John's
 chosen theme, her Montaigne Sainte- Victoire,
 and the virtue of her work lies in the

 delicacy rather than in the range of her
 visual perceptions.

 There is, at the same time, more variety
 in Gwen John's work than one might
 expect. Within her scaled-down terms of
 reference, there is a world of difference
 between the early pictures, with their
 elaboration of detail, sometimes fussy
 handling, and even hints of flamboyance
 (as if she were trying, in a refined way, to
 ape her brother), and the restrained,
 evanescent canvases of the post-war years.
 In the earlier works, too, and very clearly
 in a portrait like the Chloe Boughton-Leigh
 (Fig.63), an attempt is made to suggest
 character; whereas later the figures seem
 to merge, one into another, and the per-
 sonal identity is no longer important.

 The Convalescent (c.1920-4) depicts a girl
 in an arm-chair reading a letter; beside
 her, on a table, are some tea-things. The
 girl's dress is an indescribable shade of dull
 slate-blue, the tea-pot a soft warm brown,
 and the cup and saucer pink - and it is the
 cup and saucer, not the girl, that one
 remembers. Harmonizing, but striking
 deep, pure chords of their own, the pink
 shapes glow, they shine out of the picture
 with an intensity that is deeply moving.

 Respect for Miss John's work increases
 once one begins to see it in context. She
 was working in France in those crucial
 years before the first world war; and yet

 167
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 The Basel Dog: A Vindication
 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 PLATES 37-38

 Splendid and revealing though the Spring 1966
 opening of the Museum of Antiquities in Basel
 was, an old citizen of the city was neither present
 nor was he invited. I refer to the stone or marble

 crouching dog, a member of the hound family, who
 for a number of years was a proud denizen of the
 Basel Museum of Art (pls. 37-38, figs. I-4).1 For
 the past several years the dog has been in deepest
 disgrace, banished from public exhibition and, in-
 deed, returned to his former owner. Seemingly a
 vigorous fellow and well able to defend himself by
 administering a good bite or two, he had suc-
 cumbed to a concerted series of attacks, some aimed
 at his qualities as a work of art, but others designed
 more to embarrass those who had sheltered the

 poor beast and helped him along the road to his
 apparently permanent home in Basel.

 In short, the Basel dog was judged a sculptural
 creation of the late nineteenth or twentieth century
 rather than of the Greek classic period. For the
 crime of seeming to exist under false pretenses, the
 animal was banished from the Basel Museums and,
 like so many refugees from persecution, he fled the
 Old World for the New. At the time of writing he
 is a resident, on a temporary visa, of the Museum
 of Fine Arts in Boston.

 It is my well-considered opinion that the Basel
 dog is neither a work of the Greek fifth century
 B.c. nor a modern forgery. The animal is a Roman
 copy, probably made in the Trajanic or Hadrianic
 periods, of a dog created as a funerary monument
 in the Greek world around 400 to 340 B.c. The
 original might have stood in a south Italian city
 such as Tarentum, but more likely it surmounted
 a burial plot in Boeotia. The copy is a free one,
 adhering to the general lines of the original but
 revealing details of naturalism and technique that
 can only be the contributions of the copyist.

 The statue is a splendid example of ancient art.
 Such Greek originals were rare, and the copies are
 equally so. The copyist was a skilled sculptor, and
 this dog, now identified for what he is, deserves a
 proud place in any museum of classical art. Assas-
 sination of a work of art by gossip, innuendo, and,
 worst of all, misunderstanding is a dreadful process.
 Viewed as a creation of the fifth century B.c., the
 naturalistic jaws, fat cheeks, loose skin, and plump
 hindquarters of the Basel dog, not to mention his
 malevolent eyes, make no sense in terms of com-
 mon aesthetic notions. Viewed as a dog of the age
 of Hadrian, these details, indeed the whole mien
 and physique, can be easily explained in themselves
 or in terms of other works of art.

 Aside from the persons who used to say, "Do you
 know the fake dog in Basel?", thoughtful attacks
 on the animal have been of two kinds. There have

 been those who delighted in telling of the proveni-
 ence and history of the sculpture in the art market
 in Rome. Suffice to say that it appears to have
 belonged at one time to an Italian collector whose
 wife fancied dogs in art. After her death, the piece
 reappeared on the market. Its earlier history is
 unknown to me. An argument put forth against
 authenticity is quite unrelated physically to the dog
 itself, namely that at one time it was offered at a
 price so low as to be unthinkable for an example
 of Greek sculpture "Um 480." This only means, to
 my mind, that onetime owners with commercial
 interests could not reconcile their knowledge of
 Greek fifth-century sculpture with the canine at
 their feet. The Basel dog is hardly the first bargain
 in ancient art to prowl the market place.

 The second line of attack has been more direct
 and sensible, dealing with the technical constitution
 of the sculpture itself. Since it seems evident to
 anyone who has studied Greek sculpture, originals

 1 The most convenient publication is K. Schefold, Meister-
 werke griechischer Kunst (Basel-Stuttgart 1960) 214f, no. 236,
 which states: "Statue eines lagdhundes. Grobk6rniger Marmor.
 H. 42,5 cm Um 480 Vermutlich aus Unteritalien (Tarent)."
 Bibliography follows: Schefold, Jahresber d. difentl. Kunst-
 samml. Basel 1946/50, pp. I85ff; idem, Antiken 26 pls. I6f;
 W. H. Schuchhardt, Archaische Plastik der Griechen (I957)

 pl. 41. The dog appeared in the great exhibition of Greek
 art, of which Meisterwerke was the permanent catalogue, as
 "Kunstmuseum Basel, Depositum der Freunde des Kunst-
 museums (Inv. P io6)." As mounted and photographed in
 Basel, the dog was incorrectly poised, the rump being too
 high; this no doubt contributed, albeit unconsciously, ammu-
 nition for his detractors.
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 96 CORNELIUS VERMEULE [AJA 72

 and copies, that the dog is not carved in a familiar
 Greek marble, it must be considered an object of
 suspicion. Furthermore, the dull, white and
 washed-out surfaces, streaked with gray and exud-
 ing tiny, crystal-like particles in places, have, quite
 rightly, disturbed critics accustomed to the marbles
 worked on the Greek mainland, in the islands, or
 imported for use in southern Italy and Sicily.
 These suspicions have naturally led to tests. In
 one of the first rounds in the world of science, the

 Basel dog emerged as a work in Italian marble. A
 marble or "stone" from northern Italy has been
 suggested, though precise location of the quarries
 was hardly important to the dog's adversaries. Here
 was strong evidence that the sculpture was not
 Greek work of the fifth century B.c. and, since no
 alternative but fakery was considered, the animal
 was banished from the Basel Museums.

 My conviction that the Basel dog is a Trajanic
 or, more likely, Hadrianic work in the tradition of
 classical Greek art was arrived at as a by-product
 of investigating Attic funerary animals, in Greece
 and in the museums of the world.2 One begins with
 the premise that all Attic lions, leopards, dogs, cats
 or bovines belong to the fifth and fourth centuries

 B.c. One quickly discovers that, just as grave stelai
 were made in the Augustan, Julio-Claudian or
 Hadrianic periods, so Attic funerary animals were
 revived for funerary or ornamental purposes. The
 museums of Italy and western Europe are full of
 Roman copies of Greek animals carved from the
 fifth century B.c. to the late Hellenistic period. Not
 only did the Romans order copies of famous beasts
 from Greece or Asia Minor, they also demanded
 new versions of Italic, south Italian, and Sicilian
 animals of the golden epochs of Greek art or of the
 days when sculptures were created in Republican
 Rome as memorials, images of cult, or emblems of
 early Italian prowess.

 The Basel dog may be inadmissible to the world
 of Themistokles, Pythagoras or Kimon, but he is a
 superior and unusual example of the type that has
 found a perfect home in the Sala degli Animali of
 the Musei Vaticani. With this in mind, the matter
 of what Italian marble is involved assumes rela-

 tively less importance. While many Hadrianic
 copies of Greek originals are made of Parian, Pen-
 telic, western Asiatic, or even Thasian marble, a
 considerable number were worked in Italian stones.

 The catch-all category called "Luna marble" has
 long sheltered a multitude of outcroppings from
 the hills of northern or central Italy. Anyone who
 wishes to continue challenging the Basel dog's
 authenticity on the grounds that he is of northern
 Italian rather than Greek marble had better be

 prepared to test every Roman copy in the Vatican
 or the Capitoline museums not carved in a visibly
 Aegean stone.

 As to surface, how many times have not any of
 us walked hurriedly by or glanced briefly at a
 Roman copy of, say, a Polykleitan male torso with
 similar cleaned, relatively lifeless surfaces, charac-
 terized chiefly by external stains or impurities ooz-
 ing from the stone? Such statues are studied for
 their faithfulness as copies, for their completeness,
 for their contributions to mythology, or for their
 post-antique histories as influences on Renaissance
 and later artists. They are never studied for chro-
 matic beauty of surfaces, which we admire in a
 grave stele in Athens. The Basel dog, viewed with
 the psychology lavished on the Aristonautes stele
 or the Nike Balustrade, naturally causes aesthetic
 disturbances. Viewed with the attention we might
 devote to the Lansdowne Herakles or the Hope
 Athena, he assumes a valid importance in the image
 of art.

 It now remains to offer some positive evidence
 as to why the Basel dog is a Roman creation. There
 are technical reasons, and there are parallels among
 other animals surviving from antiquity.

 Most of the dog is carved with the usual sculp-
 tor's tools and finished with a light claw chisel or
 in a smoothed surface. Traces of the claw chisel

 are visible on the lower haunches, on the forelegs,
 and elsewhere. This particular use of the claw chisel
 happens to be a hallmark of Hadrianic and early
 Antonine imperial portraits, before a vogue for
 high polishing is applied to flesh surfaces. The
 "claw chisel style" starts tentatively in decorative
 sculptures of the Trajanic period, such as the alle-
 gorical, pseudo-mythological panels from the walls
 of the Forum Traiani in Rome.3 In a way this
 technique of carving revives the plastic surfaces of
 Attic grave stelai in the fourth century B.c., but the
 two cannot be confused.

 In the grooves between the flanks and hind-
 quarters, however, the sculptor has revealed himself
 as truly an artist of the second century A.D. He has

 2 This study, undertaken in collaboration with Penelope von
 Kersburg, will be completed in monograph form in about a
 year. See, meanwhile, for ideas on the aesthetics and chronol-
 ogy of Attic funerary lions, 1965, The Museum Year, The

 Ninetieth Annual Report of the Museum of Fine Arts: Boston
 66f., and Appendix infra.

 3 See AJA 63 (1959) 331, pl. 82, fig. 34.
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 used the typical combination of drilled points and
 running drill to mark out his deepest channels. This
 is a type of detailing never found in Greek originals
 and never in Roman copies before the second cen-
 tury A.D. It is the combination of drilling and carv-
 ing, or drilling to carve, that will overwhelm
 ancient copyism in its later phases in the third
 century A.D., will become a mighty force in por-
 traiture under the later Antonines or Severans, and
 will absolutely dominate the decoration of Graeco-
 Roman sarcophagi from Severus Alexander to be-
 yond the age of Constantine.
 If a forger could have been stupid enough to

 use Italian stone when so much Greek marble lies
 about the workshops of Italy, he still could not have
 been ignorant or careless enough to use tools and
 techniques so obviously part of the Roman imperial
 age. The Roman drilling does not meet the eye at
 first glance, and, as with so many copies of Greek
 originals, it is possible to think of the Basel dog as
 a creation of Greek art. The telltale techniques of
 the Roman copyist are not hidden, however; they
 are visible just where they ought to be in a sculp-
 ture of this type. No forger would have resorted to
 them, because they are so unessential to the carving
 and finish of the work as a whole.
 The case for the defense now moves to considera-

 tion of valid parallels. In the Ny Carlsberg Glypto-
 tek, Copenhagen, is an Attic funerary dog of the
 fourth century B.c., carved in characteristic Pentelic

 marble (pl. 38, fig. 5).4 Like all such well-preserved
 Attic funerary animals he is poised on a plinth
 designed to be set in a larger base. There is nothing
 unusual about this dog, probably but not decidedly
 of the mastiff class. A number of other comparable
 Attic originals survive, and the combination of
 idealism and the specific dates the example in
 Copenhagen between 370 and 360 B.C.
 It is now easy to turn to a beast in the municipal

 collections in Rome. The "hound," much like a
 Great Dane, in the Palazzo dei Conservatori was
 carved in serpentine (verde ranocchia) and found
 in nearly perfect condition on the Esquiline near
 the Auditorium of Maecenas, where "it probably
 was one of a pair set up to guard a door or gate-
 way" (pl. 38, fig. 6).5 Provenience, material, and

 naturalistic detail all combine to indicate that the

 Conservatori dog is not a Greek original but a copy
 of a work of the fourth century B.c. He bears the
 same general relationship to the dog in Copen-
 hagen that the exile from Basel bears to some as
 yet undiscovered masterpiece of about 330 B.c.
 If the Conservatori dog were one of a pair, then

 the reduplication was probably made by the copy-
 ist, although Attic lions and leopards and certain
 mastiffs of the fourth century B.c. exist in pairs
 because they were carved to adorn the opposite
 corners of funerary plots (pl. 38, fig. 7).6 The
 sculptor has caught the flavor of the fourth century
 admirably enough to win acceptance from the
 uncritical as a Greek original, were it not for the
 use of an absolutely non-Attic, non-classical-Greek
 material. Perhaps a shade of detailing, however, has
 been added to the hair below the ears (on the head)
 and on the neck. The Hellenistic experience of
 naturalism has left its mark, as it has in the snout,
 mouth, sinews and masculine appendages of the
 Basel dog.

 Another Roman dog, or rather a bitch, offers an
 excellent typological parallel to the animal from
 Basel. This is the so-called "reclining dog licking
 its wounded thigh" in the Museo Barracco in Rome
 (pl. 38, fig. 8).' She is, or could be, a female of the
 same general ("hound") classification to which the
 Basel dog belongs. The bitch may have cut herself,
 fighting, hunting or playing, or she may be merely
 cleaning her coat in a gesture most characteristic
 of such hounds, especially of the females. The copy-
 ist, however, has added indications of a wound.
 The lavish publication of the Barracco Collection

 states, "Toute la composition et surtout les ar&tes
 aigiies par lesquelles se termine la cuisse blesske
 indiquent un original en bronze." The suggestion
 is then put forth, following Pliny (NH 34.38), that
 this is a Roman copy of a bronze statue by Lysippus
 or a follower, dedicated to Juno in the Capitoline
 Temple of Jupiter or, more correctly, in the Tem-
 ple of Juno on the Capitol.8 Rather than speak of
 Lysippus, it is perhaps better to follow G. M. A.
 Richter in thinking the prototype a creation of the
 Hellenistic period, but recent revelations in Greek

 painting or sculpture, such as the horse and groom

 4F. Poulsen, Catalogue of Sculpture (1951) 18If, no. 238b.
 5 H. Stuart Jones, The Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Con-

 servatori (Oxford 1926) 145, no. 27a, pl. 96; G. M. A. Rich-
 ter, The Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks (New Haven
 1950) 114, fig. 367.

 6 See AA 1965, 2, cols. 322f, 317f, fig. 23.
 7 G. Barracco, W. Helbig, La collection Barracco 45, pl. 58;

 G. M. A. Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks II4,
 fig. 365; idem, Animals in Greek Sculpture (New Haven
 1930) 76, fig. 171.

 8 All manner of Roman or later animals, from mastiffs to
 goats, are habitually linked with Lysippus. His work on
 equestrian groups and Alexander's hunts no doubt qualified
 him for this dubious proto-Hellenistic honor.
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 stele in the National Museum in Athens, give every
 indication that naturalism is well developed in the
 age of Philip of Macedon and Alexander the Great.
 Miss Richter writes, "We have clearly here reached
 the naturalistic stage of the late Greek period, in
 which the sculptor is in full sympathy with his
 subject and renders it directly as he sees it."
 All this might suggest that the original of the
 Basel dog could have been a work in metal. There
 is something very glyptic rather than plastic about
 the beast, however, and I would doubt very much
 if any creation in modeled and cast materials lies
 behind it. While there are similarities that are part
 of the Roman copyist, the Basel dog has a positive,
 bold and lumpy, quality about the eyes that, like
 so many Attic funerary lions, betrays origins in
 marble rather than bronze. The Barracco bitch

 possesses a sharp delicacy of treatment around the
 eyes that surely belongs to an original in bronze.

 There is one area, in comparing the Basel dog
 to Attic funerary lions of the fourth century B.c.,
 in which a modern forger could not have failed to
 err if the Basel dog were a fake. He would not have
 produced the roughed-out, half-finished, blurry and
 indecisive male organs. These parts are a copyist's

 direct reflection of the fourth century, and the man-
 ner of copying the type of original indicates be-
 yond a shadow of a doubt that the sculptor had
 in mind a definite Greek or south Italian Greek

 model of about 330 B.c.9

 There are a number of other Attic and non-

 Attic canines of the fourth century B.c. that con-
 tribute in various ways to a complete understand-
 ing of the dog from Basel. A chronological chart
 reveals that there are two concentrations of Attic

 dogs, one between 370 and 330 and the second, the
 monumental mastiff group, between 325 and 317
 B.c. Among these dogs or mastiffs there are orig-
 inals and copies made in the Augustan to Antonine
 periods for the same funerary purposes as were the
 originals. The group of mastiffs centering around
 the famous animal in the Kerameikos seems to

 have been the same sculptural expression of gigan-
 tism that emerged in huge lions, bulls, elaborate
 lekythoi or loutrophoroi, and the deep, statuesque
 grave stelai, families in architectural settings, all
 of which evoked the anti-luxury decrees of 317 B.c.

 MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON
 BOSTON UNIVERSITY

 9 These observations are based not only on several years'
 rigorous study of Greek sculptured animals but on intensive
 observation of dogs themselves. To qualify in the latter re-
 spect, as my esteemed predecessor at Bryn Mawr, Rhys Car-
 penter, showed me both in Pennsylvania and Cambridge, one
 must live with dogs constantly. Only by raising Dalmatians,
 descendants of the Basel animal and the Barracco bitch, can
 one discover how accurately, within the Greek ideal, the
 sculptor of the Basel dog observed his canines and his canine
 prototype. Judgment of forgeries on instinct in the twentieth
 century is like arming troops with bows and arrows, but I
 am convinced, on Graeco-Roman canine "knowhow" alone,
 no forger of the caliber of men working from Balanos in the
 nineteenth century to Dossena to the modern masters of the
 Via del Babuino could have produced the subject of this paper.

 Three sculptures that span the decades from 520 to 450
 show how different is the late Archaic or Transitional canine

 from the Basel dog. All three are marked by emphasis on
 somewhat conceptual muscular and bone structures, particu-

 larly in the presentation of lumpy ribs sometimes curved too
 far toward the shoulders instead of toward the haunches. (This
 is a misunderstanding of canine movement from a sitting or
 standing to a crouching pose.) The three marbles are the dog
 scrapping with (baiting) the cat on the base from Kerameikos
 (R. Lullies, M. Hirmer, Greek Sculpture [2nd ed., London
 I96o] 65, pl. 64), the sphinx on Aegina (G. Lippold, Handbuch
 der Archdologie III, I, p. Io, pl. 32, fig. 3), and the dog
 from the area of the eastern cemetery of Pella (Ph. M. Petsas,
 Balkan Studies I [1960] 126, pl. III, figs. 5, 6). By coin-
 cidence (not design), the Basel beast has a pose similar to
 the dog on the late Archaic base. It is a position often assumed
 by hunting dogs ready for action or when stretching after a
 nap. Here the resemblance ends, for the Basel dog lacks the
 muscular tension of the sphinx, the massive misunderstanding
 of canine proportions found in the Pella hound, and the
 symmetrical elegance amid irregular surface details of the
 aristocrat's pet on the "Cat and Dog" base.

 CHRONOLOGY

 ATTIC NON-ATTIC

 370
 Ny Carlsberg, Catalogue no. 238b.

 Athens, NM no. 3574, from a child's tomb:
 Deltion 9 (I924-25) 3If, fig. 28.
 Kiipeli Collection, Basel: (from Attica or
 Boeotia?): grave stele of Apollodoros and
 Lakon: E. Berger (Catalogue) Kunstwerke der
 Antike, no. A4.

 Seated (?) dog in Garden of Thebes Museum. A
 support indicates this is a Roman copy of a dog of
 about 360 B.c. Here, or ca. 370, belong two sets of
 orthostates from tombs, with pawing (no. 3416) and
 sniffing-nuffling (no. 3417), and running hounds (no.
 3460), in Athens, National Museum.
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 ATTIC

 340 Munich, no. 497, in "dog-lion" pose.

 320 Athens, by the Beul6 Gate: Roman copy of a
 work by the master of the Kerameikos Mastiff.
 Depot behind Library of Hadrian, from Odos
 Achilleos, near the Kerameikos: head of a large
 dog.

 The Kerameikos Mastiff. Venice, Arsenal "no.
 4": Giglioli, ArchCl 4 (1952) 7f; EA no. 827.
 Brought by Morosini from the Acropolis in I688,
 the animal was restored and published repeat-
 edly as a lioness; it is a mastiff by the Kerameikos
 Master.

 Fragment in the Kerameikos, a dog: Reimann,
 II, no. 139. See also other fragments of similar
 beasts from this group: D. Ohly, AA 1965, 2,
 322ff, fig. 28.

 NON-ATTIC

 The Basel Dog. (His exact facial type is unparalleled
 among Greek originals, but he is based, generally,
 on the breed of the roguish hound behind the de-
 ceased in the stele from the Ilissos River.)

 Appendix: Lions, Attic and Related
 CORNELIUS VERMEULE AND PENELOPE VON KERSBURG

 (works by different sculptors are indicated by the letters A-I)

 DATE ATTIC

 460

 440

 440-425 Stele w. lion, lioness, NM 3709
 Lion relief, Tegea

 425-415
 Athens, NM 3868 (A)
 N.Y., Brummer (A)

 415-400 NM 3844
 Cyrene (I)

 400? Lions (2), Temple of Apollo, Cyrene (3?)
 400-390 Athens, NM 3457 (A)

 390 Boston, MFA 65-563 (A)
 Providence, RSDI 15.003 (B)
 N.Y., Brummer (B; or "provincial" version)

 380 Dilessi fragment, architectural

 375 Kerameikos P 691 (C)
 NM 802
 NM ? DAI GR 686

 ELSEWHERE

 Old Izmir Museum, statue base lions
 Pair of lions from Nereid Monument

 "Lion" in N.Y. (09.221.3) from Trastevere
 Xanthus fragment, BM

 Seated lion from Sardis, MMA 26.59.9

 Lion in Florence, Ionian

 Teos fragment (Izmir no. 889)

 Didyma lion
 Ephesus lion from Byzantine wall

 Teos lion (Cemetery)
 Seated lion from Thespiae, Thebes Museum
 Giant, headless "Polyandrion" lion, Thebes

 Lion in Istanbul, from Halikarnassos
 Museo Bardini lion, Florence (or down to 340)

 Cos, Castello, fragment of lion, forepart
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 ATTIC

 Louvre, from Memphis, no. I
 no. 2

 no. 3

 Malibu, J. P. Getty A.57.S-9

 370-360 Piraeus Museum garden, no. 281 (D)
 NM DAI neg. 4509 (D)
 NM DAI neg. 4511 (C)
 Athens, behind Hephaesteion
 NM DAI neg. 4513/15
 Piraeus, Museum (retrogressive lion)

 360-350 Lion in Venice, from Porto Leone (#2)

 Lion at Beul6 Gate

 350 "Lion of Liopesi," now Athens
 Louvre, from Plataiai, Attica

 "Cincinnati Group"

 350-340 Piraeus Museum garden, no. 375
 Malibu, J. P. Getty A.57.S-8
 Cincinnati 1946.40 (E)
 ex Branteghem Lion (E)
 Stele of Leon of Sinope
 Tegea relief (front half)

 "Praxitelean" (?)
 340 Behind Library of Hadrian

 Ephor's Court, from Brahami

 Skopasian Tradition: 330-317

 330 Minneapolis, from Athens (F)

 325 NM 803 (F)
 NM 804 (F)

 Patras Museum, found in the city
 Piraeus Museum, entrance, no. 285 (F)
 Swiss art market, 1962 (F)
 de M6nil lion, Houston (F)
 Kansas City (F)
 Piraeus Museum, indoors, no. 286 (F)
 Berlin Museum, K 12 (F)
 Athens, NM DAI 4505/06 (G)

 320 Piraeus, Tampourias lions (pair) nos. 2243,
 2244 (G)

 Lysippic Tradition: 335-3i7

 335?t N.Y. MMA 09.221.9 (H)
 Cat in NM (H)

 330 Copenhagen no. 2448 (pair with N.Y.) (H)

 Munich pantheress and mate, Basel

 ELSEWHERE

 Cos, Castello Garden, hind end of lion (related)

 BM 1350, lion from monument at Knidos

 Lion in Mytilene Museum, from Geran
 Cos, Interior Apotheke of Castro
 Pair of lions, Rhodes Museum garden, from Ialysos
 (related to Beul6 Gate and Piraeus no. 375)

 Mausoleum lions; BM 1075, Io77, io8o esp.

 Seated lion, Belediye garden, Bodrum, no. 1982
 Recumbent headless lion, Rhodes Museum garden
 Lion in school house, Marmaris
 Recumbent lion, Thebes Museum garden (Andros)

 Euboea, Eretria Museum no. 678 (provincial imita-
 tion)

 Frankfurt, Stiit. Galerie no. 239, from Chaironeia (by
 pupil of this artist)

 340-320 (Boeotian "Polyandria" type)

 Lion of Chaeroneia, 334 B.c.
 Seated lion from Kalymnos, BM 2127
 Lion of Amphipolis, 340-330
 Lion of Thespiae; fragments in Thebes, courtyard
 Fragments of two others, Thebes

 Chalkis Museum, from Nea Lampsakos
 (provincial version of NY 09.221.9)
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 1968] THE BASEL DOG: A VINDICATION 101
 ATTIC

 320 NM, lower courtyard, no. ? (H)

 317 Hartford, Wadsworth Ath. 1917.224/225

 320 Venice, Arsenal no. 3
 (by Kerameikos mastiff artist)
 Beuld Gate leopardess (I)
 leopardess behind Hephaisteion (I)
 leopard in Piraeus Museum Garden (I)
 bull at Patras

 300

 ELSEWHERE

 Thessaly, Larissa Museum, seated lion (in Cincinnati
 tradition)

 two recumbent leopards, Thebes Museum garden
 (provincial versions)

 Iannina Museum (?), seated lion from Nikopolis
 Sparta Museum garden, seated lion (Roman?)
 Lion over inside of first gate from police station to

 Castle, Bodrum
 Manisa, pair
 Dorylaeum (now in Eskigehir)
 Cos, Castello, relief fragment
 Rhodes Museum garden, head
 Seated lion, Kaunos (K6ycegiz)
 Sardis

 Istanbul, lion from Dadia
 Rhodes Museum, no. 221
 Istanbul Museum garden, seated lion
 Old Izmir Museum, seated lion

 Ephesos Museum, no. I301
 Pair of "colossal" lions, J. P. Getty
 Cos, beneath minaret of mosque near Castello
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 VERMEULE PLATE 37

 FIG. I

 FIG. 2

 FIG. 3

 FIGS. I-3. The Basel dog
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 PLATE 38 VERMEULE

 FIG. 4. The Basel dog

 FIc. 5. Attic funerary dog. Copenhagen,
 Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek

 FIc. 7. Athenian funerary plot, reconstruction
 (after AA 1965)

 FIG. 8. Wounded bitch, Roman. Rome, Museo Barracco

 FIG. 6. Roman dog. Rome, Palazzo
 dei Conservatori
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 THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE NUMBER 787 VOLUME CX OCTOBER 968

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Graeco-Roman Statues: Purpose and Setting - I

 The Installation of Sculpture in Greek and Roman Times
 COPIES of Greek statues made in the Roman period have
 been put to many modern uses: scrutinized to exhaustion for
 their relationships to lost originals; and admired for quality
 and completeness. Few writers, however, have stopped to
 consider why copies were made, how they were set up, and,
 most important of all perhaps, how they were installed in
 relation to each other.1 With this subject of how Romans and
 Greeks of the imperial period placed marble (and bronze)
 copies of Greek originals belongs the problem of mirror
 reversals among the copies. It has been recognized that such
 statues sculptured in reverse exist, and their manufacture was
 relatively simple. What has been neglected is why such
 statues were carved or cast and how they were set in relation
 to normal copies and to original statues of all periods. In the
 recognition of mirror reversal and its importance in Graeco-
 Roman sculpture lies a major key to understanding decor-
 ative taste in the Hellenistic period and the imperial age
 which followed.2

 Classical and Hellenistic Periods

 In the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. the relation of sculpture
 to architectural setting seems straightforward and therefore
 easy to explain. Cult images were placed on their axes within
 temples; and architectural sculpture had its well-defined
 place on the building. Votive statues crowded the sanctuary
 or temenos area around temple and altar, grave statues and
 reliefs enjoyed orderly positions within their cemeteries. But
 after 350 B.C. the relationship between sculpture and archi-
 tecture seems to grow more complex. The description of the
 Aphrodite purchased from Praxiteles by the city of Knidos
 dwells as much on the small, presumably rectangular temple
 with two entrances in which she stood as on the statue itself.

 The old and new Artemisions at Ephesus seem to have dis-
 played Amazons, their cult images, and other statuary in
 more or less orthodox fashion, with only the sculptured
 drums of the columns presenting anything like an unusual
 sculptural programme. Complexity or, at least, novelty of

 setting appears on a broad scale in the Mausoleum at
 Halicarnassus, where statues filled the areas between the
 columns, sculpture of some form topped the pyramid, and
 lions were placed on and in front of the building.3

 Grandeur rather than novelty seems to have characterized
 the setting of works of art in the Hellenistic period. The
 acropolis of Pergamon was adorned with heroic groups, and
 architects of giant Hellenistic temples, that of Apollo at
 Didyma or the Olympeion in Athens for instance, paid in-
 creased attention not only to the complexities of architectural
 ornament but to the problems of multiple statues set within
 the forecourts, around temenos walls, under the porch, or
 within the building itself.

 The outdoor-indoor sculpture garden came to be part of
 Hellenistic architectural setting. Ptolemaic Egypt has been
 credited with the adaptation of a Pharaonic rectangular area
 with temple set at one end to the needs of a large civic-
 religious complex, often dedicated to the cult of the ruler. The
 ceremonial gate, often in the Doric architecture of the most
 famous Propylaea, and the large space enclosed by the outer
 walls were perfect backgrounds for statues of divinities and
 divine rulers. The open area of the vast courtyard was lined
 with trees and set off by fountains. The Kaisareion at
 Alexandria, a complex honouring Julius Caesar and later on
 the entire house of Augustus, became a model of this class of
 structures, and under the first emperor these rectangular
 enclosures became a feature of the city of Rome.4 Porticoes
 filled with works of art as background for and focus on a
 central area or edifice became an important Hellenistic con-
 tribution to Roman imperial decorative organization. Roman
 engineering would turn the relatively simple Greek rules of
 structure into a vocabulary of theatrical complexity, and
 from the series of Hellenistic stoas around a rectangle would
 ultimately emerge a building such as Hadrian's stoa and
 Library at Athens.5

 Pre-Imperial Mirror Reversals
 The placing of specific works of sculpture and the creation of
 mirror reversals can be traced quite precisely from 400 to 1 This paper was completed as a by-product of a research grant from the

 American Philosophical Society to study the aesthetics of United States coinage
 in relation to sculpture and painting, 1792 to I967. Mary B. Comstock has
 offered much help, and Cynthia Shelmerdine worked on the typescript. For
 general remarks on reduplication in the Archaic and classical periods, see
 F. BROMMER: 'Vorhellenistische Kopien und Wiederholungen von Statuen', in
 Studies Presented to David M. Robinson, I, Saint Louis [I1951], 674-82, a reference
 I owe to G. M. A. Hanfmann.

 2 The subject was discussed briefly by me in 'Aphrodisiaca. A Hellenistic
 Group of Satyr, Maenad, and Eros', in Essays in Memory of Karl Lehmann, New
 York [1964], 361, note 5, 370, note 39. It is mentioned briefly but lucidly in
 A. W. LAWRENCE: Classical Sculpture, London [1929], 70.

 3 All of the reconstructions agree sufficiently enough on the general aspects of
 sculptural setting on and about the Mausoleum. See A. H. SMITH: A Catalogue of
 Greek and Roman Sculpture in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, British
 Museum, In, London [I900oo], Part V, 73-8, Fig.2 f., pl.xiv; w. B. DINSMOOR: The
 Architecture of Ancient Greece, London [1950], 257-61, pl.lxiii.
 4 E. SJ6QVIST: 'Kaisareion', Opuscula Romana, I [1954], 86-io8.
 5 It is no coincidence that, long after the building's true purpose was forgotten,
 Hadrian's (Stoa and) Library was converted from a Christian heroon into a
 Moslem centre and at the same time into a bazaar or agora. See I. T. HILL: The
 Ancient City of Athens, Cambridge (Mass.) [I953], 207-10o.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES : PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 317 B.C., that is through the late high classical period, in
 Attic grave monuments. These include not only stelai but
 also statues of people, such as mourning women, and of
 animals, notably lions. On the upper blocks of the hemi-
 cycle that formed the Dexileos monument in the cemetery
 beyond the Dipylon Gate stood a pair of Sirens in reversed
 poses.6 This notion of balance was developed to a complex,
 sophisticated degree by about 350 B.C., in the arrangement of
 monuments in a row on top of family plot number II, that of
 Agathon and Sosikrates of Herakleia, in the same cemetery
 (Fig.2). A pair of marble lekythoi adorned the corners, with
 the scenes of farewell on each arranged so the standing figure
 faced inwards and the seated deceased toward the void

 beyond. Next to these lekythoi came a pair of small stelai in
 their architectural frames, each with a single standing figure
 facing towards the centre of the plot. Two large stelai with
 multi-figured scenes followed, and the very centre was
 occupied with one of the traditional tall shafts with rosettes
 above inscriptions on the principal surface and a floral finial
 as crowning member.7

 As grave stelai became larger and deeper, more like statues
 beneath buildings, so the number, size, and importance of the
 statues in these funerary complexes led to new variations on
 the traditional Greek love of careful balance and orderly
 arrangement. The family plot of Dionysios in the Kerameikos
 cemetery is still admired for its butting bull that stood on a
 tall base over the central architectural stele, but the monu-
 ment was not complete without the pair of lions in strict
 mirror reversal that adorned the front corners (Fig.3). They
 were carved about 340 B.C.8 Before such elaborate memorials
 to the dead were terminated by anti-luxury decree about 317
 B.C., huge marble quadrupeds in mirror reversal came to
 stand not only on two or four corners of the family plot, but
 also in front of the funerary structure, a small temple or a
 lofty podium of rusticated masonry.9 From near Menidi
 came a pair of females seated cross-legged with heads on one
 hand, in the traditional attitudes of dejection that Romans
 were to adopt for conquered provinces or barbarians. Like
 the lions they adorned some funerary compound of about
 340 B.c., and they are carved to balance each other in mirror
 reversal.10

 The artistic creation of mirror images in classical sculpture
 is, therefore, much older than the era of Graeco-Roman
 copyism. In the fifth century the technique of duplication in
 different directions was used to create architectural details
 for buildings, some as large and as human as the caryatids of
 the Erechtheum. Around 400 B.C. these details had become
 the freestanding ornaments of funerary monuments. In the

 fourth century freestanding statues and sets of reliefs were
 interrelated to create a balanced visual image. These prac-
 tices, architectural and sculptural, were enlarged and multi-
 plied in the Hellenistic age. The periods of Roman patronage
 and Hellenic mechanical arts from about 80 B.c. brought
 new, vastly varied answers to traditional demands. Greek
 sculpture and painting in the fifth and fourth centuries, or in
 the pre-Roman Hellenistic age, were displayed as a total
 entity, with architecture playing a relatively small part,
 even where frescoes on stoa or gymnasium walls were con-
 cerned. The Attic grave stelai and their balanced lions or
 dogs or servant women stand against the blue sky in clear cut
 phrases, in positive sculptural profiles. Roman notions of art
 as an ornament of engineering accomplishment rather than
 an end in itself were to set Greek statues and their copies,
 including duplications in reverse, in places where the sub-
 servience of sculpture to niches, faqades, arches, vaultings,
 and even domes was obvious. There were thousands more
 Roman buildings than there had ever been Hellenic struc-
 tures, and many of these Roman civic enterprises were con-
 ceived on a scale undesired or unknown save for a few

 temples in the centuries before Augustus.

 Roman Copies
 Greek sculptors and painters produced new versions of older
 works of art, replicas and variants, to satisfy the obvious
 commercial demands of the Graeco-Roman age. Occasion-
 ally, a single copy of a statue or painting was created to
 replace a masterpiece looted by Roman imperators or
 destroyed in some unfortunate war. The majority was made
 in times of peace by firms of commercial artists to fill the
 public buildings and private gardens of the Roman Empire.
 In his letters to Atticus in 67 and 66 B.C., Cicero pinpoints this
 commerce quite neatly when he seems to plead for almost
 any old sculpture to adorn the exercise area of his villa at
 Tusculum:

 'And I pray you send them [Pentelic marble herms with heads of bronze] as
 soon as possible and also as many other statues and objects as seem to you
 appropriate to that place, and to my interests, and to your good taste - above
 all anything which seems to you suitable for a gymnasium or a running track?'
 'I implore you ... to ship them [statues and herms] ... , and also anything
 else which seems to you suitable for this place, . . . especially for a wrestling
 court and gymnasium ... the place itself informs me of what it needs. In addi-
 tion I commission you to procure some reliefs which I could insert into the wall
 of my atriolum and also two well-heads ornamented with figures.'
 'Naturally I would like you, in accordance with what you have written, to
 decorate this place with as many works of art as possible."'

 These letters reveal a Roman state of mind regarding the
 arts that would persist throughout antiquity, into the

 church facades of the Middle Ages, and to the formal
 pavilions and gardens of the High Renaissance. On a larger
 scale, Cicero's demands would determine the decorative
 programmes of Roman imperial buildings, from shady, tree-
 lined porticoes to the stage-buildings of theatres or the
 myriad niches large and small in vast bathing establishments
 such as those of Caracalla and Diocletian in Rome. The
 ordering of shiploads of statues (marble copies) and Neo-
 Attic reliefs or well-heads to decorate a general setting
 would become a commercial pillar of the Roman imperial
 age. This is the tradition of art by the mass consignment
 that would survive until the British country houses of the

 6 BRUECKNER: Friedhof am Eridanos, Fig.34, after a reconstruction by H. Kinch.
 Three reliefs from a base in the National Museum, Athens, of about 39o B.C.
 show horsemen, wearing petasoi, riding over fallen warriors; they are not true
 mirror reversals, but they are struggling with the concept, for one presents the
 scene as if seen from the other side. See G. M. A. RICHTER, AJA, 63 [1959], 242,
 pl.52, Fig.6 f.; G. KARO: Archiiologischer Anzeiger [i931], 218 ff., Figs.x-3.
 7 BRUECKNER: Friedhof am Eridanos, 7V, Fig.43.
 8 BRUECKNER: Friedhof am Eridanos, 82, Figs.47-9. Figure 50 shows the bull in
 mirror reversal, on a Graeco-Roman gem.
 9 The best examples are the two colossal marble lions, about 320 B.C., found in
 front of a funerary compound at Tampourias in the Piraeus; they now domin-
 ate the garden of the Piraeus Museum. See F. WILLEMSEN: Die Liwenkopf-
 Wasserspeier vom Dach des Zeustempels (Olympische Forschungen, xv), Berlin [x959],

 131, pl.57 and 6o.
 10 R. KEKULA VON STRADONrrz: Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen, Kaniglichen
 Museen zu Berlin, Berlin [x891], x95 f., No.499.

 11 Quoted from POLLrTT: Art of Rome, 76 f.: Ad Atticum I, 8, 2; I, o10, 3; and I,
 4, 3-
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 4 . Satyrs and Nereids. (Braccio Nuovo, Vatican) (From Amelung Scuipturen des

 Vaticanischen Museums, 1, pl.5-)

 6. Athletes from Villa of Quintilius Varus. (Braccio Nuovo, Vatican.) (From
 Amelung, I, pl. 6.)

 Aii

 iiiiiiiiii iiiiiii

 iiiiii ii~i-iiiiiii~iil
 : ....... L~ili-iii~iiiiiiiiiiiiihi

 iiiiiii :-ei~

 3. Monument of Dionysios. (Kerameikos Cemetery, Athens.) (From Brueckner,

 Fig.49.)

 5.~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ . Facad of a: gynsim Roma Impria achiecuratrractt.(Msu
 of Fne rts Boton Noo.8. Photo:----:- Museum.i

 7.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i~i Antervewo heAhlts i ig6 FrmAmln, ,pli.
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 8. So-called Venus Genetrix. (Villa Torlonia-Albani,
 Rome.) (From Einzelaufnahmen, No.325 i.)

 ........

  ---Z
 ii~ iii~i ..... .

 ... .... . . . . ... ..............

 9. Odeon of Agrippa, Antonine reconstruction. (Agora, Athens.) Photo courtesy of the Agora Excavations.

 PP 5PRAXITEL PVL FlD

 io. Horse Tamers of Monte Cavallo. From a print by Antonio Lafreri and Hesperia 19, 1950, pl.77b. Photo: courtesy
 of Mr Benjamin Rowland, Jr.

 I I. Venus Genetrix, reversed. (Argos Mu-
 seum.) Photo: Museum.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, or Lord Astor's
 country home at Cliveden as late as 1900.12
 Roman tombs, to be sure, continued to have similar sets of

 lions on their corners, and architectural sculpture for classi-
 cizing Roman temples partook of the same decorative
 duplications and pendants, including reversals, employed by
 the earlier Greeks.13 In the main, Roman copies mean oft
 repeated replicas of several dozen favourite originals in
 bronze and marble, mainly statues by Pheidias, Polykleitos,
 Myron, and Alkamenes in the fifth century, and Praxiteles,
 Skopas, and Lysippos in the fourth. Among the most
 popular are the resting Faun attributed to Praxiteles, the
 Eros unbending the bow associated with Lysippos, the
 Aphrodite of Knidos and its variations (works of Praxiteles and
 his two other great contemporaries), the Farnese Hercules
 type of Lysippos, Athenas by Pheidias, and athletes with the
 discus that have been linked with Myron, Alkamenes, or the
 family of Polykleitos.

 It is not without coincidence that Lucian in his Philo-

 pseudes uses two much-copied masterpieces of the middle of
 the fifth century B.c. as foils for an example of brutally
 natural, proto-Hellenistic portraiture in a courtyard setting.
 'Did you not notice', he said, 'upon coming into the courtyard the beautiful
 statue standing there, a work of Demetrios Anthropopoios?'
 'Surely you don't mean the one throwing the discus?' I said ...
 'Not that one', he said, 'since that is one of the works of Myron, the Diskobolos,
 of which you speak. Nor do I mean the one next to it, the one binding his head
 with a fillet, a beautiful statue, for this is a work of Polykleitos .. . Perhaps you
 saw a certain figure which was beside the running water, the one with a pot-
 belly, a bald head,.., his veins showing clearly, just like the man himself...
 reputed to be Pellichos the Corinthian general.'14

 Ancient critics like Lucian were invariably looking at
 Roman copies when they made evaluations such as this.
 Even Pausanias on his wanderings through Greece was
 deceived on more than one occasion into thinking he stood
 before an original rather than a copy. The classical example
 is the so-called Hermes of Praxiteles.15

 Roman copies were produced equally in western Asia
 Minor, that is at Smyrna, Ephesus, or Aphrodisias, in
 Greece, that is at Athens or possibly Corinth, and in Rome.
 Surprisingly few routine copies of standard models have been
 found in Syria or Asia Minor. Ephesus has been the source
 of a Myronian Discobolus and several other works. Cypriote
 Salamis has yielded a Skopasian Meleager, a Lysippic
 Herakles, a satyr attacking a Hermaphrodite, and certain
 others. Greece and the islands have fared better in numbers

 of copies excavated, thanks to a number of unfinished statues
 or small, souvenir bronzes for the export trade found in
 Athens. The best Diadumenos or Fillet-Binder of Polykleitos is
 the marble from Delos, and the Roman baths at Argos, the

 agora at Corinth, or the civic areas of Gortyna on Crete have
 supplied marble copies matching in every sense and purpose
 those found in the Latin West. The Roman cities of Asia

 Minor were too busy putting up imperial and civic statues
 to order artistic copies wholesale, and the cities of Greece
 into the second century A.D. still had enough true originals
 to satisfy their aesthetic needs.

 Italy, both Greek (Cyrene) and especially Roman North
 Africa, and Gaul were true homes of the Roman copy in its
 most commercial sense. The force of numbers may be the
 result of exhaustive excavation, something still unrealized in
 Asia Minor. Theatres, baths, basilicas, and porticoes have
 not only been fruitful sources, but imperial palaces, notably
 those on the Palatine in Rome, and imperial or luxurious
 private villas outside Rome, along the Alban Hills and on
 the coast, have swollen the numbers of copies in excavations
 undertaken from the Italian Renaissance Quattrocento to
 the present day. Such villas were hardly to be found in Asia
 Minor where owners of vast estates lived in the cities or in

 Greece, save perhaps for the pleasure gardens of Herodes
 Atticus at Kiphissia and Marathon. Latin cities must have
 equated wealth with the number of statues set about baths,
 theatres, and the arches of amphitheatres such as the
 Colosseum. The Mausoleum of Hadrian across the Tiber was
 famed for its multitude of Greek statues in Parian marble. It

 is no unexpected coincidence that parts of a replica of
 Myron's Discobolus were found amid other Roman copies
 around the base of the building, where the statue had no
 doubt been hurled during the siege of Rome by Vitiges in
 A.D.537.16

 Imagination was used in unexpected places. Copies of the
 Erechtheum caryatids adorned the upper storey (attic) of a
 portico or side colonnade in the Forum of Augustus. The
 same classical Greek source provided prototypes for the
 temple erected just outside Rome by Herodes Atticus to his
 wife's memory, and for the decoration of the stage-building
 in the theatre at Vaison in southern France. Another series

 of Erechtheum caryatids has achieved considerable fame as
 adornments of one of the small, temple-like buildings along
 the Nilotic canal at the Canopus of Hadrian's Tiburtine
 villa.17 Cyrene in North Africa had a huge, Hadrianic or
 later portico enriched with an endless row of colossal term-
 inal figures after the Lysippic Herakles. Green basalt was
 used for over-life-sized copies in the Aula Regia of Domitian's
 palace on the Palatine, while the so-called stadium or sunken
 garden nearby contained a series of miniature copies of
 works such as Lysippos's Labours ofHerakles in the same stone,
 calculated to suggest antiqued bronze.'s

 12 Astor imported eight Roman sarcophagi from Italy and lined them up in
 groups of four on the lawn at Cliveden; the family also filled the grounds of
 Hever Castle in Kent with a varied collection of statues, busts, sarcophagi, and
 reliefs. See c. VERMEULE: 'Classical Collections in British Country Houses',
 Archaeology, 8 [I955], 12; D. E. STRONG, The Connoisseur, 158 [April 19651, 224 f.
 13 Reconstruction of an anonymous tomb at Aquileia with lions on the corners
 of the podium: B. ANDREAE: 'Fundbericht Nord und Mittelitalien 1949-1959',
 Archiiologischer Anzeiger [I959], I4I f., 143, Fig.I9.
 14 Quoted from j. j. POLLITT: The-Art of Greece, roo-3r B.C., Englewood Cliffs
 (New Jersey) [1965], 135: Philopseudes, i8.
 15 The exception among critics and their dependence on filtered Hellenism was
 G. Licinius Mucianus, a source for Pliny the Elder, who travelled up and down
 the Ionian and Carian coast, although his judgements were anecdotal and even
 fatuous, recordings mostly of the odd and curious. See K. JEX-BLAKE and E.
 SELLERS: The Elder Pliny's Chapters on the History of Art, London [1896], lxxxv-
 xci, Section VIII.

 16 See E. PARIBENI: Sculture Greche, Museo Nazionale Romano, Rome [19541, 24,
 No.23. Procopius (Bello Gothico I. 22) reported, 'statues of men and horses of
 (Parian marble) in the upper part'. R. LANCIANI: Ancient Rome in the Light of
 Recent Discoveries, Boston [18841, 293, writes: 'In 537, during the siege of Rome
 by Vitiges, the mausoleum of Hadrian, which had been long since fortified, was
 furiously assaulted, and the statues which adorned its forty-eight intercolumni-
 ations, for the most part masterpieces of Grecian art, were hurled down upon
 the heads of the assailants.'

 17 Caryatids in Forum of Augustus, c.4 B.C.: HANFMANN: Classical Sculpture, 319,
 No. 147, 'In a programmatic "quotation" which makes Classical Greek art part
 of his ideal Roman state the emperor Augustus introduced copies of Erechtheum
 maidens into his Forum. Form and function changes as the maidens march
 above representations of Roman triumphators from Aeneas to Augustus.'
 18 One of these small copies, Herakles and the Nemean lion, is on loan to the
 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, from a private collection in Cambridge, Mass.
 It was found during the excavations made in Lanciani's time. (M.F.A. Loan
 No.159.64.)
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES : PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 Scale and Duplication of Copies
 Roman decorators of the second century A.D. realized that
 statues should and could be scaled to architecture. There

 were many over-life-sized Greek sculptures, particularly in
 the Hellenistic period, and the colossal Nero as Helios
 demonstrates that the desire for such creations existed in the

 Julio-Claudian period. Most Roman copies of Pheidian to
 Lysippic statues were life-sized or only somewhat larger.
 The Pheidian Athenas could range up to twice or three times
 life-size, in keeping with the scale of the originals and
 because free versions of these statues had already been
 created for Pergamon and other Hellenistic cities in the
 third and second centuries B.c. The Doryphoros and Dia-
 dumenos of Polykleitos were somewhat over the size of life,
 but one usually thinks of them and of other Polykleitan and
 Praxitelean athletic statues as being of natural dimensions if
 of supernatural proportions. In a word, Graeco-Roman
 copyists in the first two centuries of the Roman Empire
 generally reproduced the scales of their prototypes, an
 exception being small bronzes designed to decorate the
 banquet tables of the wealthy. In palaces, gymnasia, and
 baths they were probably not out of scale with their sur-
 roundings, since these settings did not begin to become
 universally grand until the Antonine period, after A.D.I40.

 Aside from cult images in temples, the exceptions were
 striking. One of these was the regal hall of Domitian's
 palace on the Palatine, a structure that amazed everyone in a
 different sense from the domestic luxuries of Nero's Golden
 House. The colossal statues that lined its interior were based,
 not without reason, on Pergamene models, for the baroque
 sculptures of that city in the Hellenistic period had shown
 copyists where they could find ready-made prototypes for
 their titanesque needs.'9 The same exceptional urges
 governed the copyists who, probably in the Flavian period,
 created the marble groups for the wondrous grotto at
 Sperlonga, a most imaginative setting for theatrical display
 of supercharged sculpture. The question remains whether
 the Sperlonga copies were created on their large scale or
 whether their Hellenistic originals of about I50 B.c. were
 also worked in the same grand dimensions.20 The Lysippic
 Herakles, the Farnese type, was surely created on a nearly
 natural scale about 340 B.c., for the colonnade of the
 gymnasium at Sikyon. About 200 B.c. the Pergamenes
 appear to have made a colossal version, approaching the true
 scale of the Farnese Hercules, and this colossus was being
 exported from Greece as early as 8o to 65 s.c., since a copy
 was found among the marbles of the Antikythera wreck.21

 After Hadrian, the demand for large-size sculptures be-
 came widespread. His famous villa at Tivoli, a series of

 personal architectural forms, marks a transition from
 Hellenistic colonnaded architecture to the niche, vault, and
 dome structures of the Antonine to Constantinian periods.
 Works such as the Farnese Hercules, the Farnese Flora, and
 the group of the punishment of Dirke, known as the Farnese
 Bull, would look ridiculous in the niches and halls of the
 Baths of Caracalla if they were on the same scale as most
 Roman copies of the Augustan to Hadrianic periods. The
 so-called Dioskouroi of Monte Cavallo, based on figures from
 the Parthenon pediments, show that such large-scale copies
 were manufactured for public buildings, notably baths,
 throughout the third century and into the Constantinian
 age.22 Such sculptures were undoubtedly projected for the
 Basilica of Maxentius and Constantine in the Roman

 Forum, although in the end, for political and religious con-
 siderations, perhaps only the Jovian colossus with features of
 Constantinus Magnus was actually carved.23

 The popularity of marble copies in the imperial period,
 particularly during the pan-imperial prosperity of the
 Antonine age, produced not only oversized copies but also
 reductions. Little versions of the Farnese Hercules or Eros un-

 bending the bow or the standing Herakles of Myron or the
 Pergamene Hanging Marsyas, a very popular excerpt from a
 three-figured group, were carved to stand in household
 courts or in the niches of miniature gardens and little
 fountains. The market for such works of copyism was no
 different from the demands of eighteenth and nineteenth-
 century Europe and America, which admired small marble
 and metal replicas not only of ancient copies but of Floren-
 tine masterpieces from Donatello to Michelangelo and even
 Bernini.24 Antonine, Severan, and later taste was as limited
 on a personal level as it was among imperial decorators, for
 the same limited repertory of classic Pergamene and slightly
 earlier athletic figures, sensuous creations like the Barberini
 Faun, or multi-figured groups that were carved on a heroic or
 colossal scale were retailored to serve the trade in reductions
 and miniatures.

 Roman decorators seemed to take pleasure in placing
 more than one copy of an original together, balancing each
 other in a semicircular series of niches or standing at
 opposite ends of a tree-lined vista. And if the owner of the
 Roman seaside villa on the small promontory dominated by
 the castello of Santa Marinella had two, rather different
 copies of the Skopasian Meleager among other statues in his
 garden exedra, it might have been because he inherited the
 inferior (Berlin) example and purchased the sensitive (Fogg)
 copy to provide a contrast. The villa seems to have spanned
 the first and second centuries of the empire.25

 19 Survivors of these colossi, over twice life-size, in green basalt or schist, were
 carried off by the Farnese to their provincial stronghold of Parma. See j.
 SIEVEKING: 'Zwei Kolosse vom Palatin in Parma', JdI, 56 [1941], 72-89,
 pl.2-4.
 20 The signatures of the LaocBon sculptors on the Sperlonga copies are, of
 course, adapted from the original sculptures or their bases. See HANFMANN:
 Classical Sculpture, 330, No.238.
 21 J. N. SVORONOS: Das Athener Nationalmuseum, German Edition by W. Barth,
 Athens [1908], I, 54-86, esp. 58, pl.xi, No. ; s. REINACH: Ripirtoire de la statuaire
 grecque et romaine, In, Paris [Igo8], 248, No.i, shows that the Antikythera
 Herakles once had a plaster head, from the copy in the Palazzo Pitti, now
 removed; JOHNSON: Lysippos, I97-200; J. MARCADA, BCH, 81 [1957], 409-13,
 Figs.2-5.

 Bibl. of the Antikythera wreck: G. BASS: Archaeology under Water, London
 [1966], 79-82.

 22 LIPPOLD: Handbuch, Ii, I, 156, pl.56, No.4: as late works of Pheidias.
 23 Medallions of Constantine show the marble colossus, of which considerable
 fragments survive, was enthroned in the pose and traditions of the Pheidian
 Zeus at Olympia; the statue was thus the direct forerunner of Horatio Green-
 ough's ill-received heroic statue of George Washington as Jupiter, now in the
 Smithsonian Institution in Washington. See H. KAHLER: 'Konstantin 313',
 JdI, 67 [1952], 1-30.
 24 The Neapolitan firm of DeAngelis, later merged with Chiurazzi, made a
 practice of supplying such copies on all scales and in all materials during the
 Victorian and Edwardian eras. See Chiurazzi Societa Anonima, Fonderie, Ceramica,
 Marmeria, Naples [1929]. The practice continues, although on the limited
 scale dictated by modern taste.
 25 G. M. A. HANFMANN, J. D. PEDLEY: 'The Fogg Meleager', Antike Plastik, iiI,
 Berlin and Freiburg im Breisgau [1964], 3, pl.58-71; R. KEKULP VON STRAD-
 ONrrz: Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen, Berlin [1891], 93, under No.215, the
 Berlin statue: 'Gefunden 1838 am Meeresufer unweit Santa Marinella bei Aus-
 grabungen der Herzogin von Sermoneta'. The head and neck are restored.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 At Tivoli Hadrian possessed copies of everything available
 on the market and of a number of exotic, Egyptian and
 Hellenistic, prototypes that must have been executed especi-
 ally to suit his tastes. He owned at least two copies of Myron's
 Discobolus. Two replicas of the Pheidian Amazon stood not far
 from each other, and in the lowland grove known as the
 Pantanello, Gavin Hamilton found two replicas of the
 Pergamene group identified as Menelaos with the body of
 Patroklos. There was even an Ephesian Artemis, worthy
 company at least for the famous four or five Amazons.
 Hadrian's pleasure dome offers numerous other instances of
 Roman copies acquired or at least installed in duplicate.26
 Roman copies and imperial statuary found with them can

 be documented in duplicate sets at a number of other sites
 throughout the Mediterranean world. Of Gavin Hamilton's
 excavations in 1771 in the Tenuta di San Gregorio, then the
 property of Cardinal Ghigi, and commonly called 'Tor
 Columbaro' (later named Torracio di Palombaro), A. H.
 Smith has written, quoting Dallaway,

 'Two spots were selected, one upon the Appian Way, and the other about a
 quarter of a mile distant. The first, Mr Hamilton supposed to have been a
 temple of Domitian, and the other a villa of Gallienus, . . . nine miles from
 Rome. .... This temple had been probably robbed by Gallienus, and the
 ornaments placed in his own villa, as there were no competent artists in that
 low age. Mr Hamilton is confirmed in this conjecture by the number of
 duplicate statues which he found in this excavation, of most, if not all, and one,
 in every instance, inferior to the other, consequently the one original, and the
 other a repetition or copy, by some artist in the reign of Gallienus.'27

 The fact of duplicate statues is obvious or, at least, in-
 controvertable, but Hamilton's chronologies and the reasons
 for the presence of duplicates have suffered other, less
 positive explanations. As in the villa at Santa Marinella, it
 would seem that the wealthy owners of the country house off
 the Appian Way craved pairs of similar statues. Like the
 Fogg and Berlin Meleagers, one of each statue was palpably a
 finer work of art. Hamilton's lists do not make clear just
 what happened to the inferior specimens. The heroic-scale
 young Marcus Aurelius as a Dioskouros ended up at Lans-
 downe House, but the head may have belonged to the other
 statue, and in any case the pendant must have portrayed
 another prince, perhaps Antoninus Pius or Lucius Verus.28
 Identifiable masterpieces of copyism include the Belvedere
 Hermes, presumably after Praxiteles, the standing Discobolus
 of Naukydes or Alkamenes (also Vatican), and the Lans-
 downe Amazon identified with Polykleitos or, less likely,
 Kresilas.29 The Lansdowne correspondence mentions an-
 other Amazon, and Roman collections contained other
 copies of all three statues. The Antonine portrait makes it
 difficult to identify the villa either with Domitian or Gal-

 lienus, but the effect of the statues of various sizes, duplicates
 and otherwise, in their niches must have rivalled the results
 achieved in the dining-room at Lansdowne House, Berkeley
 Square.

 Remarks attributed to the sage and crafty emperor
 Tiberius give a measure of the early imperial unimportance
 of statues in natural settings, their existence as decorative
 adjuncts rather than focal points of beauty. During the time
 of informers and tenuous accusations, a Roman was charged
 with high treason for having sold a statue of Augustus to-
 gether with the parkland in which it (and presumably its
 aedicula or exedra) stood. Tiberius, however, gave the
 pointed and worldly judgement that his adoptive father had
 not been elevated to the ranks of the gods to trick citizens
 into misfortune, and that it was no worse to sell statues of
 emperors than images of gods together with the parks and
 houses in which they had been placed.

 Graeco-Roman Mirror Reversals

 These deviations from the normal habits of copyists were as
 easy to produce as enlarged or miniature replicas. The
 horizontal arms of the pointing machine are merely made to
 pivot on an axis of I8o degrees, and all postures or details
 come out as if the original were contemplating itself in a
 looking-glass. The Greeks, never without an aesthetic pur-
 pose in creating works of art, had made reversed versions of
 sculpture to balance specific settings, notably the corners of
 buildings or platforms. The Romans ordered mirror reversals
 of Greek originals as part of their employment of marble
 copies in grand schemes of engineering and architectural
 decoration of a theatrical nature. And the most widespread
 uses of such mirror copies must have been in connexion with
 the grand faqades of the second century A.D., theatre-
 buildings, fountain-houses, and market-halls, inspired by the
 painted interiors of the so-called Fourth Pompeiian style.

 Mirror images are not plentiful among surviving Roman
 copies of Greek originals, but enough exist among standard
 types of the fifth and fourth centuries B.c. to make the subject
 important not only to the whole scheme of Roman decora-
 tion but to the aesthetic study of copyism in itself. In one
 instance, the celebrated Apoxyomenos identified with Lysippos,
 our understanding of the awkwardness of the surviving copy
 in marble is sharpened if we realize that the statue found in
 Trastevere shortly before the middle of the last century is
 nothing more than a mirror reversal of the lost bronze
 original. In arguing that the Vienna rather than the Vatican
 Apoxyomenos is the true Lysippic type, C. H. Morgan wrote:
 'The adherents of [the Vatican] type have always explained
 the lack of other copies in the observation that the pose of
 the projecting arms made too difficult a transition from
 bronze into marble, . .'3o The awkwardnesses, or lack of
 dependence on precise details of a Lysippic bronze, may have
 been the copyists' adaptations, first in the correct order and
 then in reverse. The Vienna bronze Apoxyomenos, a life-sized
 copy found at Ephesus, also exists in marble on various
 scales, down to table top miniature.31 There are mirror
 reversals.

 26 H. WINNEFELD: Die Villa des Hadrian bei Tivoli, Berlin [1895], 158-6o; P.
 GUSMAN: La Villa Impiriale de Tibur (Villa Hadriana), Paris [1904], 271-300;
 E. PARIBENI: Museo Nazionale Romano, Sculture greche, Rome [19541, 57,
 No.98 (Pheidian Amazon found in 1928); s. AURIGEMMA: 'Lavori nel Canopo
 di Villa Adriana-I', BdA [19541, 327-41; I [1955], 64-77, points out that the
 two Amazons (Polykleitan and Pheidian) and other fifth-century statues found
 in the hemicycle of the Canopus have identical plinths and were therefore part
 of a specific order by Hadrian for the canal vista.
 27 A. H. SMITH: The Lansdowne Marbles (Ancient Marbles at Lansdowne House),
 London [18891, 5 f.; reprinted in Lansdowne Marbles, Christie's Sale, 5th March
 1930, 5 f., and under the various lots in question.
 28 Lansdowne, No.63; Christie's Sale, 15, Lot I7.
 29 Amazon: Lansdowne, No.83; Christie's Sale, 39 ff., Lot 59; G. M. A. RICHTER:
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Catalogue of Greek Sculptures, Cam-
 bridge (Mass.) [19541, 29 f., No.37, pl.34-6. Discobolus: See below, note No.45.
 Hermes Belvedere and replicas: M. BIEBER: The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, New

 York [I96I], 17.

 30 c. H. MORGAN: 'The Style of Lysippos', Commemorative Studies in Honor of
 T. L. Shear (Hesperia Supplement, VIII), Princeton (NewJersey) [1946], 228-34,
 especially 231, note 17.
 31 MORGAN, op. Cit., pl.24 f.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES : PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 In the year 1819 a number of statues, now in the Braccio
 Nuovo of the Vatican, were found near Tivoli, in the so-
 called Villa of Quintilius Varus or of Cynthia. A pair of
 satyrs sitting with wineskins on their laps and bunches of
 grapes in their raised hands, at which they stare, are exact
 mirror reversals, the prototype having been created during
 the so-called Hellenistic rococo of the second or early first
 centuries B.C.32 A pair of nereids on hippocamps are not
 precise reversals, both probably copying akroteria of the age
 of Timotheos at Epidaurus about 370 B.C., but they are close
 enough in their oppositeness to have been commissioned, like
 the satyrs, to balance each other on fountains or in small
 exedras and niches (Fig.4). In niches of one room were
 found a series of at least four marble athletes, all slightly
 smaller than life and copied in pairs after the so-called
 Dresden-Munich Oil pourer and the Ephesus-Uffizi-Boston
 Apoxyomenos.33 The two oil-pourers are replicas in correct
 direction rather than one a mirror reversal. It is impossible
 to tell about the two athletes scraping themselves since only
 the head of one copy was installed (on the body of the first
 Oil-pourer) in the Vatican. The balance and reversal are, in a
 sense, more subtle, since the scrapers are ponderated in
 opposite directions from the Oil-pourers and since the arms of
 the two types form ajuxtaposition and partial reversal. Thus,
 all four statues could have been intermingled, two by two, in
 the niches of a room, to create a form of total visual harmony
 worthy of the architecture. Another statue, perhaps a
 Herakles, no doubt separated the pairs, just as such statues are
 arranged within architectural faqades on so-called Campana
 architectural terra-cotta plaques of the first and second
 centuries A.D. (Fig.5).34 It is not without an instinct for
 tradition that the remains of this group from Varus's or
 Cynthia's villa are displayed in the niches of a rotunda in the
 Braccio Nuovo (Figs.6, 7).

 One of the most dramatic sources of mirror reversals amid

 over-sized copies is the Baths of Caracalla in Rome. Alex-
 ander Severus (222 to 235) finished the portico of Elagabalus
 (218 to 222) around these baths, and the Historia Augusta
 noted the penchant for giant sculptures in connexion with
 the career of Alexander, last of the Severans. 'He set up
 colossal statues in many cities, made by artists summoned
 from all over the world.'35 The author was referring chiefly
 to portraits, but decorative statues in the tradition of the
 Farnes Hercules must have been in everyone's mind also. The
 Farnese Hercules is one of the statues from the Baths of

 Caracalla of which a pendant was found in modern excava-
 tions on the site.

 The presence of a second Farnese Hercules of this nature places
 a new emphasis, or lack of same, on the first statue, the copy
 signed by Glaukon of Athens. Among other versions on
 various scales from finds throughout the Mediterranean
 world, from Salonika to Delos to the Latin West, a half-life-
 sized reversal of the Farnese Hercules type exists in the
 museum at Chania on Crete. This statue is an awkward

 creation, produced by some provincial sculptor after a more
 polished mirror image. The local artist altered the left arm to
 rest on the hero's hip, thus recalling an older Herakles of
 about 350 B.C., the Copenhagen type, that has sometimes
 been identified with Lysippos like the forerunner of the
 Farnese strongman.37

 Of the 'Armed Aphrodite' on Acrocorinth, one of the cult
 images of the city, 0. Broneer has written:

 'The original, of which the Aphrodite of Capua is considered to be the most
 faithful copy, FurtwAngler assumed to have been made in the fourth century
 B.C. for the Corinthian acropolis. At the destruction of the city in x46 B.C., this
 original statue, according to the same author, disappeared and was replaced by
 a copy at the time of the colonization of Corinth by the Romans. The only
 difference between the late copy and the original was the reversal of the sides.
 On nearly all the coins from Corinth which show on the reverse a figure of
 Aphrodite with the shield, the goddess holds the shield on her right side,
 whereas the opposite was supposedly true of the Aphrodite of Capua.'38

 This new creation should be classed as a partial mirror
 reversal, for the positions of the himation about the lower
 limbs and the legs beneath seem to have been similar to the
 lost, pre-Roman statue of which the Roman copy known as
 the Aphrodite of Capua is a fairly faithful memory. Regard-
 less of the date when the second image was executed, and it
 must have belonged to the revival of Corinth under Julius
 Caesar and Augustus, the statue testified to the habit of
 early imperial artists to reverse familiar compositions, to
 create novelties that were based on thoroughly tested designs.
 The Aphrodite of Capua was quickly turned into a Victoria
 supporting a shield, plaque, or scroll, and the same Graeco-
 Roman decorators used the new statue, the partial reversal
 on Acrocorinth, as prototype for the Victoria that balanced
 the trophy or inscription on the other side.39

 The Aphrodite known as the Venus Genetrix type, one often
 used for portraits of Roman ladies of fashion, can be found in
 two general groups of replicas, one a mirror reversal of the
 other.40 The statue in the Villa Torlonia-Albani at Rome

 belongs to the group with the left arm raised behind the
 shoulder (Fig.8), while the figure from the Roman baths at
 Argos has the raised right hand tugging at drapery from the
 shoulder (Fig.I I). Fortunately, historical references seem to
 allow us to pinpoint the date when the mirror reversals
 entered the repertory of Graeco-Roman art. This date was 'Da questo luogo infatti provengono un numero notevole di copie in doppia edizione, alle

 volte identiche, altre volte antitetiche, come rivelano iframmenti di un secondo Herakles
 Farnese e di un secondo Atamante in schema inverso.'36

 32 AMELUNG: Sculpturen des Vaticanischen Museums, I, I 5-20, especially under
 No.99. Satyrs: Braccio Nuovo, Nos.32 and 33; Nereids on Hippocamps: Braccio
 Nuovo, Nos.34 and 35.
 33 AMELUNG: Sculpturen des Vaticanischen Museums, I, Braccio Nuovo, No.99
 (Munich Oil-pourer with Ephesus Apoxyomenos head); No.103 (Oil-pourer);
 and No.xo5 (Apoxyomenos).
 4 As Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, accession No.o3.883: G. H. CHASE, C. C.
 VERMEULE: Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Art, A Guide to the Classical Collections,
 Boston [1964], 234 f., 273, Fig.266, includes two boxers, one athlete crowning
 himself, and an apoxyomenos.
 35 Quoted from POLLrrT: Art of Rome, 200: Historia Augusta, Alex. Sev., xxv,
 8-io. For other remarks on the size of sculpture in relation to architecture, see
 c. VERMEULE: 'Greek Art in Transition to Late Antiquity', Greek, Roman and
 Byzantine Studies, 2 [1959], 16-20.
 36 E. PARIBENI: Sculture greche, Museo Nazionale Romano, Rome [1954], 25,

 under No.26; mentioned in c. VERMEULE: Essays in Memory of Karl Lehmann,
 New York [1964], 370.
 37 LIPPOLD: Handbuch, im, i, 219, pl1.78, No.4; F. POULSEN: Catalogue of Ancient
 Sculpture, x88 f., No.250. J. J. POLLITT: The Art of Greece, 40oo-31 B.C., Engle-
 wood Cliffs (New Jersey) [1965], x46, comments on the surprising effects
 created by the colossal and miniature sculptures of Lysippos. The Tarentine
 Herakles was over-life-sized, but, being seated, this Lysippic colossus was not
 the prototype of the Farnese Hercules.
 38 0. BRONEER: ' "Armed Aphrodite" on Acrocorinth and the Aphrodite of
 Capua', University of California Publications in Classical Archaeology, I, No.2,
 Berkeley (California) [193o], 65-84, pl.7 f. The marble statuette of the earlier
 type in the Corinth Museum (postcard No.14) post-dates Broneer's article.
 39 G. M. A. HANFMANN et al.: 'A new Trajan', AJA, 61 [19571, 245 f.; c. VER-
 MEULE: Victoria in Roman Imperial Numismatic Art, London [1956], passim.
 40 See under P. ARNDT, W. AMELUNG and G. LIPPOLD: Photographische Einzel-
 aufnahmen Antiker Sculpturen, Munich [1893-1950], No.3251 (Rome, Villa
 Albani).
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 I2. Discobolus after Naukydes. (Vatican Mu-
 seums.) (From Johnson, Lysippos, pl.2.)

 14. Poseidon, reversed. (Museum, Herak-
 lion, Crete.) (From Johnson, pl.25.)

 15. Discobolus after Naukydes, reversed. (Collection Mr and Mrs Benjamin Rowland,
 Jr.) Photo: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

 13. Poseidon, Lateran type. (Vatican Mu-
 seums.) (From Johnson, pl.24.)

 16. Another view of the Poseidon, re-
 versed, shown in Fig. I4. (From
 Johnson, pl.25.)
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 17. Satyr in the Orchard. (Villa Torlonia-Albani, Rome.)
 (From Eznzelaufnahmen, No. 3559)

 18. Satyr. (Cherchel Museum.) (From S. Gsell, Cherchel, No.
 104, plate.)

 19. Satyr, reversed. (New York Art Market, 1958.)
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 doubtless not long after the cult image of Venus mother of
 the Julian Gens and therefore of the Roman race was created
 by a Neo-Attic sculptor named Arkesilaos for the temple of
 Venus Genetrix in the new forum laid out by Julius Caesar
 and completed by his heir Octavian or Augustus. This must
 have been about 45 B.C.41 The ultimate prototype, like that of
 the new Aphrodite of Acrocorinth, was much older, in this
 case going back to an Aphrodite created by Alkamenes or
 Kallimachos about 420 B.c. The image of Venus Genetrix may
 have been a mirror reversal of the classic, post-Pheidian
 type, but it is more likely that the group of reversed statues
 came out of the imaginative search for novelties that charac-
 terized decorative sculpture in the first century of the
 empire.

 As reversals of each other, or as derivations from separate
 Pheidian prototypes, the Dioskouroi of the Quirinal belong to
 a class of quasi-architectural sculpture that derived from
 over-life-sized models to begin with or that magnified their
 sources in Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman times. With the

 Dioskouroi, in the problem of sources and reversals, belong the
 Tritons and Giants from the rebuilt Odeon of Agrippa in the
 Athenian Agora, works of the Antonine period (Fig.9),
 or the idealized eastern captives from the Stoa of the Colossal
 Figures at Corinth, colossal carvings of the early Severan
 period.42 The Amazons set against pillars from the Antonine
 theatre at Ephesus were a logical extension in Greek imperial
 architectural terms of the settings originally planned for the
 four or five Amazons created around 435 B.c. for the
 Ephesian Artmision. There is no telling how many copies of
 the original Amazons were adapted to the architecture of the
 theatre, but the several survivors confirm the use of mirror
 images, like the traditional caryatids.43 The relationships of
 the Dioskouroi on Monte Cavallo to their building (Fig.Io),
 the Baths of Constantine or Aurelian's Temple of the Sun,
 have been defined by H. A. Thompson: 'Since each of the
 Tamers forms an angle of 90g with his horse, the human

 figure presumably stood against the outer face of.the jamb
 while the horse, facing outward, stood parallel to the reveal
 of the doorway.'44

 Myron's Discobolus exists in miniature, but to my know-
 ledge no mirror copy has as yet been discovered or identified.
 There is at least one marble version of the standing Discobolus
 attributed to Alkamenes or Naukydes that is both a radically
 reduced copy and a mirror reversal (Fig. 15). Another reduc-

 tion, correctly orientated, has been noted, but the four or
 five principal marble replicas of the lost bronze statue are all
 just a trifle larger than life (Fig.I2), like most of the athletic
 statues from the school of Polykleitos.45 Mirror reversals are
 common among Roman copies after Hellenistic rococo
 statues of Erotes and children. In one instance there is some
 evidence that just such a pair of little figures watched a satyr
 and a maenad dancing in a group created before 67 B.c. and
 set up in the shrine of Poseidon and Amphitrite at Kionia on
 the island of Tenos.46

 Pheidias and his associates created several majestic, fully
 draped statues of matronly goddesses, principally Hera, and
 these have been recognized in full-scale marble copies, in
 reduced versions, and in reversals. A statuette in Copen-
 hagen, perhaps once with a portrait head but perhaps
 merely an ideal copy, relates to the type known as the Hera
 of Ephesus. There are several exact copies of this work,
 large marbles after an original contemporary with the Hera
 Borghese, but the reduction in Copenhagen is a variation in
 reverse. A portrait statue in Berlin also presents the same
 Pheidian type in reverse.47 In addition to possessing the
 famous Meleager from Santa Marinella, the Fogg Museum of
 Harvard University also possesses the only reversed Meleager
 known to me. The head of this full-sized, rather summary
 version survives. A sarcophagus in the Museo Nazionale
 Romano from the Vigna Mellini gives an illustration of what
 the mirror reversal could have suggested; the figure in
 question is carved in relief on the right end.48 Meleagers were
 popular everywhere, one softened replica, complete save for
 its head, coming from the gymnasium at Salamis on Cyprus
 and the statue in Copenhagen having been found in a
 Roman theatre at Monte Cassino.49

 The so-called Narcissus, a Polykleitan statue of a boy lean-
 ing toward a pillar in meditation, has been recorded in at
 least twenty marble copies and several small versions in
 bronze. The original was undoubtedly a funerary monu-
 ment.50 Several mirror reversals exist, in full size in marble
 and on a reduced scale in bronze. The Narcissus led to the

 youthful creations of Praxiteles in the fourth century, most
 notably the Apollo Sauroktonos, and the strong sense of direc-
 tion imparted to the relatively self-contained original was
 perfect fodder for the Graeco-Roman creators of statuary in
 mirror reversal. One of the most frequently reversed statues
 was the Lysippic Poseidon. The bronze original is thought to
 have been created by Lysippos for the shrine at Isthmia near
 Corinth; the most famous marble copy is the statue, slightly
 larger than life size, long in the Lateran Museum (Fig.I g).

 41 The Forum of Caesar, its Temple of Venus Genetrix, and, presumably, the
 statue were destroyed in the great fire under Titus, A.D.80, and were rebuilt or
 reordered by his younger brother Domitian (81 to 96). Statue: M. BIEBER:
 'Die Venus Genetrix des Arkeslaos', RM, 48 [I933], 261-76 (the possible
 alternate, a Republican type); G. GULLINI: 'Kallimachos', Archeologia classica, 5,
 2 [x953], 133-62; C. G. HARCUM: 'A Study of the Type called Venus Genetrix',
 AJA, 31 [1927], 141-52.
 42 H. A. THOMPSON, et al.: The Athenian Agora, A Guide, Princeton (New Jersey)
 [1962], 73, pl.v (Odeon's north faCade, as rebuilt C.A.D.I50). The ensemble of
 architectural sculpture, reliefs, and statues of philosophers or teacher-magis-
 trates in a row in front was truly Graeco-Roman imperial. In the right fore-
 ground is a traditionally-Greek row of statues on a single base, like those of the
 eponymous heroes which stood in front of the Metroon-Bouleuterion complex.
 43 They have been excavated, identified, and pieced together at various times
 during the century of archaeology at Ephesus; the aesthetic value of these
 Amazons has always lain in their proximity to the original statues. See generally
 G. M. A. RICHTER: 'Pliny's Five Amazons', Archaeology, 12 [1959], 111-15;
 P. E. ARIAS: Policleto, Florence [1964], 143, under No.56, pl.56.
 44 H. A. THOMPSON: 'The Odeion in the Athenian Agora', Hesperia 19 [1950],
 103-30, with full parallels; quotation from p.122; pl.60-77 give all necessary
 visual documentation for the Giants' and Horse Tamers' sources in the art of
 Pheidias.

 45 JOHNSON: Lysippos, 89, pl.2; LIPPOLD: Handbuch, III, I, i99, pl.68, No.2 and
 bibl.; D. MUSTILLI: II Museo Mussolini, Rome [1938], I15f., No.4; C. VERMEULE:
 Journal of Hellenic Studies, 77 [1957], 287, note 18: statuette closest to the
 'Museo Mussolini' statue, in the collection of C. Ruxton Love, Jr, in New
 York City. The statuette in mirror image is in the collection of Benjamin
 Rowland, Jr, at Cambridge (Mass).

 46 C. VERMEULE: Essays in Memory of Karl Lehmann, New York [i964], 359 ff.
 47 See under F. POULSEN: Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture,
 224, No.307.

 48 H. SICHTERMANN: 'Das Motiv des Meleager', RM, 69 [1962], 44 ff., pl.x9,
 No.I; 70 [1963], 174-7, pl.67, No.4.
 49 V. KARAGEORGHIs and c. VERMEULE: Sculptures from Salamis, I, Nicosia [1964],
 18 f., No.8, pl.16; F. POULSEN: Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture, 257 f., No.387.
 50 LIPPOLD: Handbuch, im, I, 165, pl.6o, No.2 (Louvre); F. POULSEN: Catalogue of
 Ancient Sculpture, 242 f., under No.350. s. REINACH: Re'pirtoire de la statuaire
 grecque et romaine, in, Paris [1898], IoI f., shows nine statues or statuettes, of
 which two are reversed (the 'young Asklepios' in Karlsruhe and a statue,
 p.Io2, No.4, labelled 'Adam 37').
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 At Eleusis, Heraklion on Crete, and elsewhere there are
 versions in marble which are both radically reduced in scale
 and are mirror reversals (Figs. 14, 16).51 Both types occur on
 Roman coins from the early empire to Hadrian (A.D.II17 to
 138), and therefore the reversed type must have been as old
 as the first century B.C. Hadrian circulated both versions
 widely on imperial sestertii, and this would indicate that a
 sizable number of the twenty-five or so surviving Roman
 copies of both types belonged to the classicizing creations of
 his reign.52
 Among the many statues of satyrs that exist in their

 original form and in mirror reversals, two have been men-
 tioned in connexion with the sculptures from the so-called
 Villa of Quintilius Varus or of Cynthia near Tivoli. The
 type known generally as 'The Satyr in the Orchard' was one
 of the most popular.53 Some replicas place a nebris filled
 with fruits or cones on the body (Villa Torlonia-Albani
 (Fig. 17); Palazzo dei Conservatori) and others introduce the
 infant Dionysos into its folds, in a kind of mockery of the
 famous Praxitelean statue at Olympia (British Museum).
 The purest statues show the satyr nude, with all the extra
 attributes piled on the plinth and supports (Cherchel)
 (Fig.i8); a mirror reversal of this statue has reduced the
 crown to a mere rolled fillet (New York, Art Market)
 (Fig.I9), and this may be how the oldest version of the
 statue appeared.
 Excavations and comparative analyses have offered further

 explanations why so many of these satyrs were produced by
 the copyists. The Roman penchant for duplication was at
 the root of the matter. In the baths at Cherchel, for example,

 a replica of the Hellenistic rococo group of a satyr or faun
 battling with an excited Hermaphrodite stood in each corner
 of a room.54 Single copies have been found in Rome, as the
 example in Berlin from the Villa Aldobrandini on the
 Quirinal testifies, and in the gymnasium at Salamis on
 Cyprus.55 Fragments from groups in reverse are known.
 Satyric figures in architectural reversal are typified by the
 famous pair of Pans found in the Theatre of Pompey at
 Rome, long ornaments of the Museo Capitolino and the
 sources for the name Piazza dei Satiri. They are carved
 almost freestanding, with a pilaster behind; the arms and
 legs are reversed, as befitted architectural supports.56 In
 groups of satyrs, duplication and reversal could be used to
 give a feeling of greater variety to figures taken over in the
 later Hellenistic period from the masterpieces of major
 sculptors. Such is the case with five small marble figures of
 satyrs in battle with giants, found in I886 in a nymphaeum
 near the Porta San Lorenzo at Rome and now in the
 Palazzo dei Conservatori. The ensemble set around the
 curved ledge or in the centre of the sprays in a fountain
 building must have been very effective, and a popular

 concept, for other figures from this and similar groups are
 known.57

 Heraldic reversal entered the sphere of curious, minor
 mythological figures. The Tritons or sea-centaurs found with
 the Conservatori bust of Commodus (I8o to 192) as Hercules
 leader of the Amazons are mirror images, with one arm sup-
 porting something while the other held an oar. The ensemble
 came to light in a room of a garden building in the Villa
 Palombara on the Esquiline, site of the Horti Lamiani.58

 Mirror Reversals in Painting and Relief
 The transition from satyrs as statues to reversals in the two-
 dimensional media can be made with the Aphrodisian group
 of a satyr, maenad, and Eros or Anteros which seems to copy
 the Hellenistic dedication at Kionia on Tenos.59 The central

 two figures, a satyr twirling a maenad in a lively Mediter-
 ranean dance, appear in high relief on the right front of a
 Bacchic sarcophagus in the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
 at Boston, from the Palazzo Farnese and the Villa Sciarra in
 Rome.60 Two such groups also appear, one in mirror
 reversal, on a sarcophagus from the same workshop, now in
 the Atrio of the Museo Capitolino; the cataloguers were
 probably correct in connecting the designs with a Hellenistic
 painting.61 A free reversal of the subject also graces a Roman
 decorative relief in Wtirzburg, and there are parallels in
 mosaics and paintings from Italy and North Africa.

 Sarcophagi of the late second to the fourth centuries con-
 stitute major sources for understanding the architectural
 settings of Graeco-Roman sculptures in the imperial period
 and for documenting mirror reversals in these series of
 statues translated into high relief. Columnar, Asiatic
 sarcophagi show derivation in the third century A.D. from
 the Trajanic to Antonine architectural and sculptural fa?ades
 of theatres, nymphaeums, gateways, forecourts, market-
 places, and other civic structures, or even the interiors of
 temples such as the so-called Temple of Bacchus at Baalbek.
 Since these sarcophagi with statuesque figures were produced
 in large workshops of Greece, Asia Minor, and Italy employ-
 ing sculptors of no mean talent, it is natural they reflected
 types of mythological and portrait statuary being produced in
 parallel ateliers of copyists. C. R. Morey likened the architec-
 ture of these sarcophagi to theatres such as Aspendos or
 libraries such as Ephesus, and to the painted forerunners of
 these buildings at Pompeii.62 This comparison holds true for
 statues too, which are contemporary versions of traditional
 figures and even groups going back through the Hellenistic
 period to the ages of Praxiteles and even Pheidias.

 As an example of the sculptural subtleties that could be
 involved, a season sarcophagus of the late third century A.D.
 in the Palazzo dei Conservatori uses two pairs of mirror
 reversals on the front (Fig.2o). The schema for the genii amid
 animals is A' B1 B2 A2, making the inside and the outside 51JOHNSON: Lysippos, 142 ff., with list, 144 if.: Nos.x-x2 (Lateran type),

 Nos.I8-20 (Eleusis, Heraklion, Pergamon).
 52 c. VERMEULE, Journal of Hellenic Studies, 77 [1957], pl.2 f.
 53 Text to P. ARNDT, W. AMELUNG: Photographische Einzelaufnahmen Antiker
 Skulpturen, Munich [1893-1950], Nos.3559-6o (Villa Albani); F. POULsEN:
 Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture, 346 f., under No.487; B. SCHWETrrZER: Antiken in
 ostpreussischem Privatbesitz, Halle (Saale) [1929], I7 (list of statues); s. GSELL:
 Cherchel-Antique Iol-Caesarea, Algiers [19521, 70 f., No.1o4.
 54 F. POULSEN: Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture, 348 f., under No.488a; P. GAUCKLER:
 Musle de Cherchel, Paris [1895], 123 ff., pl.x, 3.
 55 R. KEKULk VON STRADONIz: Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen, Berlin [I89 1],
 83 f., No.I95 (Berlin).
 56 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Museo Capitolino, 22, No.5, 25, No.23.

 57 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, 81 f., Galleria, No.8,
 pl.28; F. POULSEN: Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture, 345 f., No.486.
 58 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, 138 ff., Nos.19 and 21,
 especially 142; R. LANCIANI: New Tales of Old Rome, Boston [I9go], 219 (with
 plan of finds)-25.
 59 See above, note 46.
 60 C. VERMEULE: Essays in Memory of Karl Lehmann, New York [1964], 361 and
 note 5; idem, 'Roman Sarcophagi in America: A Short Inventory', Festschrift
 flir Friedrich Matz, Mainz [I962], 00oo, No.2.
 61 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Museo Capitolino, 29 f., No. ioa.
 62 MOREY: Sardis, v, 90-7, Figs.141-6.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-i

 pairs antithetic. Al and B1 are arranged under one baldac-
 chino with twisted columns and reversed sea-monsters for

 akroteria, while B2 and A2 stand with their fruits of field and
 forest in an identical setting. These two separate complexes
 are united by the busy portals and paired statuary of the
 tomb in the centre; the pediment of the sepulchre is replete
 with nereids in mirror reversal as akroteria on the roof.63

 Translated to the fagade of a basilica the whole experience
 would have been the ultimate in Greek imperial luxury.

 The same rhythms of curved or pedimented architecture
 and balanced figures, almost statues in front of the archi-
 tecture, characterize a group of columnar sarcophagi with
 married couples in the central niches. The curved outside
 niches on examples in Florence (Fig.21), Pisa, and from
 Tipasa are filled by balanced pairs of Dioskouroi with their
 horses, but, unlike the settings proposed for the Dioskouroi of
 Monte Cavallo, their horses are on the insides.64 In other
 words they have been set in their niches in the way the Horse
 Tamers of the Quirinal are now displayed, rather than in the
 way proposed as most sensible architecturally for the colossal
 statues in Rome. The celebrated sarcophagus in Istanbul
 from Sidamara shows its enframing Dioskouroi with their
 horses arranged according to the schema proposed for the
 Roman statues (Fig.23).65 All this demonstrates the imagin-
 ative variations which Graeco-Roman architects and sculp-
 tors could achieve in their combinations and uses of reversed

 pairs of statues.
 Reconstructions of buildings such as the Library of Celsus

 at Ephesus or the stage-building of the theatre at Aspendos
 show how the rhythms of statues in their complex, columned
 niches with their curved and triangular pediments were
 hardly different from the overall surfaces of these giant
 sarcophagi. Restorers, that is architectural draughtsmen,
 always populate the niches of their reconstructions with
 famous, recognizable statues. Such may have been the usage
 in the Latin West, but in the Greek East the emphasis on
 personal commemoration was so strong that most archi-
 tectural statues were members of the imperial family or
 local worthies. Roman triumphal architecture in the Latin
 West, or at eastern imperial colonies such as Antioch in
 Pisidia, made the balanced reversal a key feature of archi-
 tectural decoration, statues or high reliefs. Thus, the Augustan
 triumphal gate at Saepinum (Sepino) in Central Italy has
 bound captives with their legs crossed, in mirror reversal, on
 the external facade, flanking the dedication in the names of
 Tiberius and Drusus.66 The relation of these two captives,
 presumably barbarians, to statues is evident since they are
 placed on the type of lofty pedestals commonly used through-
 out the Roman Empire for statues of emperors and magis-
 trates. Iconographically, the figures, their positions, and their
 poses derive from the Hellenistic funerary Erotes or genii who
 flank the portals of a tomb, usually standing with their legs

 crossed and their heads and arms resting on reversed
 torches.

 The socles or sculptured bases of engaged columns on
 Roman triumphal arches, such as the Arch of Constantine in
 Rome, present an interconnexion of scene and a linking of
 reversed figures from one base to another that follow the
 decorative traditions of public building, palace, and country
 villa traced in these pages. The two bases in the Giardino
 Boboli at Florence, originally from a destroyed Antonine or
 Severan arch in Rome, demonstrate this decorative coordin-
 ation.67 The Victories on the fronts balance each other in a

 general way, one that was doubtless more explicit when the
 full complement of bases (four or eight) was installed, and
 the Dioskouroi who stood opposite each other as if to usher
 themselves and the Roman troops through the arch are
 naturally precise reversals of each others (Figs.22, 24). The
 continual vista of balance and reversal in Roman triumphal
 art must have been as monotonous to many Romans as the
 use over and over again of the same themes in that art. If
 they did stand in the Baths of Constantine, the Dioskouroi of
 Monte Cavallo were not the only large-scale groups of
 balanced sculpture in those halls. The huge effigies of the
 rivergods Nile and Tigris (later changed to the Tiber) which
 were pulled from those ruins in 1518 and now adorn the
 stairways to the Palazzo Senatorio are free reversals, not
 precise in details, designed to be set opposite each other in
 conjunction with architecture, just as they have been seen in
 their present locations since 1566.68

 The scene of Mars Pater, sponsor of the Roman race,
 descending on the sleeping Rhea Silvia to father Romulus
 and Remus is one that exists in painting as early as Corridor
 I6 of Nero's Golden House, in Roman decorative reliefs, on
 late Antonine and Severan sarcophagi, and on Roman
 imperial coins of the emperor Antoninus Pius (138 to 161).69
 The composition is found as much in full reversal, Mars
 descending from the right, as in the seemingly basic design of
 the god coming down from the left on the princess who is
 stretched out from right to left. The coins, which are natur-
 ally involved in the reversal of designs as part of the process
 of cutting dies (which are negatives), seem to have inspired a
 new round of popularity for the scene, especially on sar-
 cophagi. These coins were struck after A.D.I47, the 9ooth
 anniversary of Rome, when myths of Rome's founding were
 given new, official stimulus in the arts.70

 Conclusions

 The Greeks taught the Romans theories of balance and
 reversal in the art of decoration. Like so much else in Greek

 art, the Romans exploited Greek notions that were basically
 simple and direct. They turned them into grand expressions

 63 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, 49-5 1, Sala dei Trionfi,

 No.4, pl.17.
 64 MOREY: Sardis, v, Figs.Io2-4.
 65 MOREY: Sardis, v, Figs.65 and 61 (Seleucia on the Kalykadnos). Compare
 also the late Antonine, extremely baroque columnar sarcophagus in the
 Museo delle Terme, Rome, where the mirror reversal extends from the
 Dioskouroi to the reclining personifications of Ocean and Earth at their feet.
 N. HIMMELMANN-WILDSCHiTZ: 'Sarkophag eines Gallienischen Konsuls',
 Festschriftfiir Friedrich Matz, I 18 f., pl.37, No.I.
 66 B. ANDREAE: 'Fundbericht Nord und Mittelitalien 1949-1959', Archaolog6-
 ischer Anzeiger [9591], 225 f., Fig.64 (now called Porta di Boiano).

 67 P. ARNDT and w. AMELUNG: Photographische Einzelaufnahmen Antiker Skulpturen,
 Munich [1893-1950], Nos.341o-15. Balanced figures and reversals dominate
 the spandrels of triumphal arches, as the rivergods on the Arch of Constantine:
 EI. NASH: Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome, I ,London [1961], Fig. I Io; Victoriae
 on the Arch of Septimius Severus: Fig. 138.
 68 E. NASH: Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Rome, ii, London [19631, 446 f., Fig. 1248
 f.

 69 E. STRONG: Art in Ancient Rome, 11, New York [1928], 25, Fig.286, etc. (paint-
 ing).
 70 c. VERMEULE: Journal of Hellenic Studies, 77 [1957], 294 ff., Figs.7 (sarcopha-
 gus, Lateran collection), 8 (panel in the Vatican Belvedere), pl.2 f. (coins);
 see also note 44. AMELUNG: Sculpturen des Vaticanischen Museums, 11, 87 f., No.36,

 pl.9.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES : PURPOSE AND SETTING-I

 of an art that was as much a tribute to engineering as it was
 an expression of creative beauty. On the Athenian Acropolis
 in the fifth century B.C., Greek architects and the sculptors
 who worked with them invented mirror reversals and

 balanced groups of dedicatory sculptures. The fourth century
 found these two techniques of installation admirably suited
 to funerary art, grave stelai and the statues of men and
 animals that accompanied them.

 The Hellenistic age added grandeur of scale and diversity
 of subject to the search for balance in Greek installation.
 Pergamenes and the like also added complexity of subjects,
 such as the Gaul groups, and their settings. The Hellenistic
 rococo gave ancient sculpture and painting the myriad satyrs,
 maenads, nymphs, and Erotes which the Romans loved so
 dearly in their garden decoration. Copyism from about
 80 B.C. on, the period of Sulla's return from Athens, put all
 these tastes and urges on the level of highly organized,
 commercial mass-production. Augustan and Julio-Claudian
 princes and patrons applied this new combination of Greek
 decorative balance and Roman-ordered productivity to
 adornment of every form of public structure, including the
 pressure-towers of aqueducts, and of town gardens and
 country estates.

 Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli was the culmination of imperial
 garden and country house decoration. At the same time
 Hadrian's bold architectural experiments, melon domes and
 hemicycles with niches, led to the mighty Antonine and
 Severan baths and basilicas in concrete and plaster with their

 huge recesses that demanded Roman copies three or four
 times the size of their Greek originals. As domes, vaulting,
 theatre backgrounds, and hydraulic systems became more
 complex, with more niches to be filled by statuary, mirror
 reversals of selected Polykleitan to Lysippic statues came to
 play a definite part in schemes of balanced decoration.
 Graeco-Roman columnar sarcophagi preserve in a thorough
 way the sense of overwhelmingly rich setting that these
 statues in architecture and their balancing reversals achieved.

 Once firmly established as a decorative formula in the
 Roman Empire, the integration of architecture and statuary
 was transferred to official Christian needs, first through
 sarcophagi and later in such mighty undertakings as Roman-
 esque and Gothic church facades. Renaissance revival of
 classical rationalism in architecture was naturally accom-
 panied by new urges to decorate with harmonious sculpture,
 both contemporary creations and excavated works of the
 Graeco-Roman copyists. It is no coincidence that sculptures
 from Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli ended up in arrangements
 similar to those of Roman antiquity in the Cinquecento Villa
 d'Este above their original settings at Tivoli. Statues and
 reliefs from a number of villas and baths around Rome came

 to stand in the i77o's in niches at Lansdowne House in
 London, one facing another in fashions fully worthy of
 Hadrian or the Antonines. Civic decoration from 14oo00 to the
 twentieth century perpetuated forms of organization worked
 out by the Romans in the second and third centuries of the
 Roman Empire.

 RICHARD COCKE

 Mola's designs for the Stanza dell'Aria at Valmontone

 SOME of Mola's work for the Pamphili at their summer
 residence at Valmontone still survives.' His most important
 undertaking, the frescoes in the Stanza dell'Aria, was
 destroyed in his own lifetime and replaced by the striking
 series by Mattia Preti.2 Mola's frescoes were replaced not
 because they were an artistic failure but because of the dis-

 pute with the Prince over payment that arose late in 1659
 and which dragged on until the judgement in favour of the
 Prince was handed down in September I664.3 Passeri4
 records the favourable opinion that Prince Don Camillo
 Pamphili and his wife held of Mola's work in this stanza:
 'Mi disse un giorno il Principe D. Cammillo et anche la Principessa
 di Rosanno sua consorte che il Mola si era portato divinamente in
 quell'opera, et in particulare in un Ganimede rapito da Giove in
 forma d'Aquila, et alcuni pastori e cani atterriti da quell'accidente
 con l'accompagnamento d'un paese bellissimo . . .' Mola's original
 design can be reconstructed with the aid of a number of
 drawings.

 The fullest description of the frescoes is that given by one
 of the Duke's witnesses, Enrico Cosmo:5 'voleva depingervi una
 Giunone favoleggiata Dea dell'Aria in atto d'Uscir dalle nubi; la
 strada lattea; il Ratto di Clori da Zeffiro; quello di Ganimede; e

 1 Mola's father, G. B. MOLA, in his guide book to Rome, Roma l'anno 1663, ed.
 K. Noehles, Berlin [1967], p.2x5, mentions frescoes by Mola in three rooms.
 Only two of these are at present identifiable. One may be taken to refer to the
 figures in Dughet's Sala del Principe, L. MONTALTO: 'Gli Affreschi del Palazzo
 Pamphili in Valmontone', Commentari [1955], Figs.14-1 7. The second fresco is
 that of the Africa, MONTALTO [1955], Fig.4, which Montalto wrongly identifies
 as America. The figure's attributes, a large feline, a cornucopia with ears of
 corn and snakes on the ground are given to Africa by c. RIPA: Iconologia,
 Padua [i611x], pp.358-6o. The Asia which MONTALTO [I955], Fig.3, attributes
 to Mola is closer to the allegorical figures by Cozza in Palazzo Altieri, illus-
 trated by L. MONTALTO: 'Francesco Cozza nella Libreria Pamphili a Piazza
 Navona', Commentari [1956], Fig.9. The third fresco may be the America for
 which Mola received a payment in 1658, MONTALTO [I9551, P.291, Doc.XII.
 Professor Waterhouse kindly observed that there is a fresco in another room, not
 mentioned by Montalto, which he attributes to Mola. On a visit to the Palace in
 1966 it was not possible to gain access to this room.
 2 The contract was signed on 17th March 1661, cf. MONTALTO [19551, P.297,
 Doc.XXII.

 3 All the documents were published by MONTALTO [1955], p.267 ff.
 4 G. B. PASSERI: Vite de' Pittori, Scultori ed Architetti dall'anno 1641 sino all'anno
 1673, Rome [1772], edited and annotated by j. HESS, Leipzig and Vienna
 [19341, P-371.
 5 MONTALTO [19551, p.290.
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 20. Sarcophagus with seasons personified. (Palazzo dei Conservatori, Rome.) (From Stuart Jones,
 Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, pl.I 7.)

 21. Sarcophagus with Dioskouroi, married pair. (Formerly Palazzo Riccardi, Florence, moved to
 outside of Baptistry.) (From Morey, Sardis v, Fig.I02.)

 22. Base from a triumphal arch. (Boboli Gardens,
 Florence.) (From Einzelaufnahmen, No.3415 .)

 23. Sarcophagus from Sidamara. (Archeological Museum, Istanbul.) (From Morey, Sardis,
 Fig.65.)

 24. Base from a triumphal arch. Pair to the figure
 illustrated in Fig.22. (From Einzelaufnahmen,
 No.3411-.)
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 VASES AND TERRACOTTAS IN BOSTON:

 RECENT ACQUISITIONS

 T HE WORKS OF ART in painted terracotta
 or fired clay described in these pages

 represent an attempt, over several years, to
 add further scope and detail to an already-
 large collection. As needs no restatement,
 Boston's strength has long lain in Attic red-
 figured vases, especially those with mytho-
 logical scenes.1 In the decade from 1957,
 several major examples were acquired, and
 an effort, still in progress, was also made to
 round out the Attic black-figured pottery."
 Ceramic byways such as Lydian, Boeotian,
 "Pontic," Laconian, "Tyrrhenian," "Chal-
 cidian," and Caeretan have needed repre-
 sentation by good vases not only in this
 collection but in America as a whole. Allied
 with such vases are those terracottas which

 carry painting of this nature into the third
 dimension.

 A jug in the form of a standing ram was
 fabricated toward the end of the Mycenaean

 period in mainland Greece, about 1100 B.C.
 (Fig. 1)." It was found near Tanagra in

 Boeotia. Reddish paint and cream-colored
 spots cover the body, while the handle is
 done in red stripes and the underbelly is
 solid cream. The mouth, rightly enough,
 forms a round spout, and there is a hole in
 back. The curling horns were applied sepa-
 rately around upright ears, forming the
 characteristic tufts of hair on the top of
 the head. His head is thin and elegant;
 tail and legs are solid, sturdy.

 Plastic vases of this type have a rich his-
 tory in the Bronze Age, with survivals per-
 sisting through the collapse of the Myce-
 naean world into the East Greek regions as
 late as 600 B.C. Some have been termed

 Minoan and dated as early as 1500 to 1400
 B.C.4 Related Cypriote "bull vases" have
 been placed at the end of the Mycenaean
 period,5 and Rhodes seems to have pro-
 vided the models for the pre-Archaic sur-
 vivals, also produced in Boeotia.6 Rams
 are the favorite subject, especially among
 the earlier vases, but at least one hedgehog
 is known, and the sphinx emerges in the lat- 1 This is the tenth article on new classical ac-

 quisitions in Boston; for the previous installment,
 see CJ 63 (1967) 49-69. Mary Comstock, Penel-
 ope Truitt, Emily Vermeule, and Sarah Dublin
 have helped in various ways; John McQuade and
 his staff again prepared the photographs, his last
 assignment in this series. Dietrich von Bothmer
 offered much useful criticism, as did Herbert
 Cahn.

 2 See CJ 59 (1964) 193-207 and, especially, H.
 Hoffmann, "Some recent accessions of Greek
 vases," BMFA 61 (1963) 64-77, subtitled "Part I.
 Attic black-figure."

 3Acc. no. 67.918. H.: 0.123m. L.: 0.14m. Ed-
 win E. Jack Fund.

 4 Fogg art museum, Ancient art in American
 private collections (Cambridge, Mass. 1954-1955)
 26, under no. 130.

 5 M. I. Maximova, Les vases plastiques dans
 l'antiquite' (Paris 1927) 39, pl. III, 13 (Bonn);
 D. M. Robinson, C. G. Harcum, J. H. Iliffe, A
 catalogue of the Greek vases in the royal Ontario
 museum of archaeology Toronto, 1 (Toronto 1930)
 13f., nos. 50--53.

 6See H. A. Cahn in Kunstwerke der Antike,
 Auktion 34 (6 May 1967) Miinzen und Medaillen
 A. G., Basel, 49, under no. 103 and parallels, in-
 cluding Rhodian prototypes.
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 50 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 1. MYCENAEAN RAM JUG

 est phase of such unusual utensils. The
 antecedents of splendid Archaic and classi-
 cal three-dimensional vases are thus firmly
 grounded in the transition from the age of
 Homer to the century of Hesiod.
 Boeotia, of the late seventh to early sixth
 centuries B.c., was also the provenance of
 two extremely unusual terracotta statuettes,
 mourning women (Figs. 2, 2A).7 They
 stand with rubbery arms curved up to touch
 the top of their heads. They are flat and
 ovoid in section, with the bases slightly
 splayed and concave. The bodies from the
 neck down and the arms to below the el-

 bows are painted in matt black, as are hair

 and facial details. Heads and arms are fully
 in the round, with the whites of the eyes
 painted in added white.

 The women are Attic in origin, with
 parallels existing in two dimensions on a
 pair of early black-figured plaques in Bos-
 ton and on the neck of an early Attic lou-
 trophoros of about 585 B.c. also in the col-
 lections.8 The Kerameikos cemetery on the
 edge of ancient Athens has yielded such

 Acc. nos. 67.916, 67.917. H. (each): 0.23m. Ed-
 win E. Jack Fund.

 s Plaques: G. H. Chase, C. C. Vermeule, Greek,
 Etruscan and Roman art, the classical collections
 of the museum of fine arts (Boston 1963) 55,
 fig. 71. Loutrophoros-hydria, by the Polos Painter:
 A. Fairbanks, Catalogue of Greek and Etruscan
 vases, 1 (Cambridge, Mass. 1928) 194, no. 556, pl.
 65. Both: J. Boardman, "Painted funerary
 plaques," ABSA 50 (1955) 59, under no. 5.
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 FIGS. 2, 2A. MOURNING WOMEN

 plastic half-figures on a loutrophoros where
 the painted mourning women are also shown,
 and a number of museums contain mourn-

 ing women of this general type but of less
 arresting quality. Tanagra in Boeotia has
 been the findspot of most about which such
 information is known.9 The motif in Boeotia

 can be traced back to Mycenaean larnakes
 or painted terracotta coffins of about 1200
 B.C. from a necropolis near Archaic and
 classical Tanagra, where the women are
 freely drawn, almost wildly expressive.1'

 The monumental parallel of about 650 B.C.
 might be the painted terracotta plaque
 showing an elaborately draped female with
 arms raised, evidently the epiphany of a
 goddess flanked by snakes. This plaque
 was part of the offerings in a shrine near
 or on the Areopagus in Athens."

 From Etruria of the early sixth century
 B.C. comes an unusual three-sided stand

 terminating in a dish on top, a funerary
 candelabrum painted in the Corinthian style
 (Figs. 3, 3A, 3B).12 A Gorgon in red and
 black appears on each of the three sides,
 the legs ending in plastic animal feet. There
 are palmettes on the lower neck, and a
 tongue pattern farther up, just under the
 rim. The stand has been broken at the

 middle of the neck and rejoined. Bodies of
 the Gorgons are in checkerboard-tongue
 patterns, and the arms (for they seem to

 9 Kerameikos: A. H. S. Megaw, "Archaeology
 in Greece, 1963-64," JHS, Archaeological reports
 for 1963-64 (London 1964) 3f., fig. 1. Boeotian
 finds: S. Mollard-Besques, Catalogue raisonne des
 figurines et reliefs en terre-cuite grecs, . trusques et
 romains 1 (Paris 1954) 17, pl. 13, nos. B 99, B
 100, about 600 B.C. (Louvre); R. A. Higgins, Cata-
 logue of the terracottas in the department of
 Greek and Roman antiquities, British museum 1
 (London 1954) no. 768 (standing), no. 769
 (seated); N. Breitenstein, Danish national mu-
 seum, catalogue of terracottas (Copenhagen 1941)
 no. 148, before 550 B.C. Compare also the Dedalic
 terracotta from Rhodes, about 670 B.C., a funerary
 woman with moulded head and hand-made body,
 who was tearing her hair with both hands in the
 traditional gesture of mourning: R. A. Higgins,
 Greek terracotta figurines (London 1963) 14, pl. 2.

 10 S. Iakovidis, "A Mycenaean mourning cus-

 tom," AJA 70 (1966) 43-50, figs. 3-5; E. T.
 Vermeule, Greece in the bronze age (Chicago 1967)
 211ff., pls. 34f.

 11H. A. Thompson, et al., The Athenian agora
 (Athens 1962) 154, pl. 13.

 12 Acc. no. 65.395. H. (max.): 0.35m. Helen
 and Alice Colburn Fund. From Sotheby Sale, 5
 March 1962, Lot 120.
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 52 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIGS. 3, 3A. ETRUSCAN CANDELABRUM

 be arms, not wings) are folded across the
 abdomen.

 The tradition of Etruscan ceramic stands

 developed mainly in Bucchero ware, where
 a number of examples are known.13 South
 Italy also enjoyed such objects, for there
 are splendid, plastic examples of Apulian
 stands for thymiateria or incense-burners
 of the latter part of the fourth century B.C.
 They are often decorated with heads of
 females or of Eros.14 The rare Etruscan ex-
 ample in Corinthian colors is closely tied to
 metalwork, while its decorative scheme and

 colors are paralleled in series of painted and
 fired decorative plaques from tombs at
 Caere or Vulci.15

 An early Archaic class of Etruscan
 painted vases was dubbed "Pontic" by a
 scholar who thought they were made in the
 Black Sea area. Although this far-fetched
 hypothesis has long been discarded, the
 name "Pontic" has managed to adhere to
 the group, typified here by an oinochoe of
 about 560 B.C. (Fig. 4).16 They were un-
 doubtedly made at a major south-Etruscan
 city such as Vulci or Caere. Two fat Sirens,
 looking like winged torpedoes or midget

 13 See CVA, Copenhagen no. 5, Denmark no. 5,
 pl. 204, no. 5, pl. 205, no. 6, pl. 206, nos. 3, 4;
 E. H. Dohan, Italic tomb-groups in the university
 museum (Philadelphia 1942) 73ff., Narce 64 B,
 pl. 38.

 14 Corpus Christi college, Cambridge: A. G.
 Woodhead, The Greeks in the west (London 1962)
 236, fig. 68; A. Cambitoglou, JHS 74 (1954) 111-
 121, pl. 6, d, also pl. 7, c (Manchester). See also
 CVA, Deutschland 4, Braunschweig, pl. 40, no. 13
 and bibliography.

 15 F. Roncalli, Le lastre dipinte da Cerveteri
 (Florence 1965) pls. 28, 30, etc.

 16Acc. no. 63.2404. H.: 0.275m. Gift of Leon

 Pomerance. See P. Ducati, Pontische Vasen (Ber-
 lin 1932) especially pl. 8, a (Vatican), pl. 16, b
 (London, British museum), and pl. 26 (Florence,
 Archeological museum). For the form, secondary
 decoration, and birds, compare J. Sieveking, R.
 Hackl, Die Kbnigliche Vasen-Sammlung zu Miin-
 chen, 1 (Munich 1912) 132, no. 922, pl. 33.
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 FIG. 3B. ETRUSCAN CANDELABRUM

 FIG. 4. "PONTIC" OINOCHOI

 submarines, grace the vessel's shoulder.
 They are backed up by two swans with
 bichromatic wings spread, one drooping
 heraldically. These birds just manage to
 squeeze into the space allotted. Below, and
 separated from them by a band of rough
 meander, there is a procession of stately
 ladies each holding a twig and each wearing
 a different kind of incised pattern on her
 sheathlike "peplos," actually an Ionian
 chiton such as that worn by the marble
 "Hera" of Samos.

 The dumpy proportions, the individualis-
 tic drawing, plus the bizarre juxtaposition
 of misunderstood Greek ornaments, add up
 to no masterpiece in the orthodox Attic
 sense but provide a typical example of
 early Etruscan painting under the influence
 of imported Greek (probably Ionian) proto-
 types. Thus, it is not without a certain
 naive charm, a more-local reflection of
 monumental painting in the same region at

 this time. The priests and priestesses, or
 divinities, in processions on the so-called
 Boccanera slabs in the British Museum

 from Caere, about 550 B.C., offer excellent,
 better qualitative parallels, and there are
 a number of immediate stylistic or icono-
 graphic relatives among other vases in this
 so-called Pontic class.17

 A small, double-faced disc or plate was
 painted in Boeotia about 530 B.C. Two
 holes for suspension, or for fastening as a
 lid, are visible near the outer moulding
 that forms the edge. The decoration of such
 objects on both sides was unusual, and this
 example was produced as a work of black
 glaze with added reds, and white for the
 creatures' faces, on plain clay (Figs. 5, 6).18

 17 See BMFA 61 (1963) 156-162, figs. 5-7; R. P.
 Hinks, Catalogue of the Greek Etruscan and Ro-
 man paintings and mosaics in the British museum
 (London 1933) 3ff., under no. 5.

 s Acc. no. 65.1167. Diam.: 0.083m. H.: 0.012
 m. Gift of Mrs. C. C. Vermeule Jr.
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 FIG. 5. BOEOTIAN DISC

 On what must be the front side, with its
 prominent tongue border, a sphinx half sits
 with drooping wings, in a heavily moulded,
 sunken roundel. Opposite, the rim is flat,
 while the corresponding roundel is framed
 by a raised ring. The sphinx, with conven-
 tional eastern wings, is clearly seated, a
 floral pattern at the right. Ivy leaves en-
 rich the rim, and the raised ring is deco-
 rated with irregular dots.

 An early Euboean plate in the British
 Museum presents a design similar to the
 reverse of this disc, and the sphinx with
 drooping wings finds its mate in the bearded
 Siren on a Boeotian bowl with legs, a tri-
 pod-kothon, in the Metropolitan Museum
 in New York.19 Boeotia, perhaps more than
 Athens, Corinth, or the Ionian East, seems
 to have specialized in producing plates; but
 the designs used here seem more at home
 as decorations on the interiors of drinking
 cups. Perhaps a local ceramicist acquired
 a pair of Attic kylikes with interior tondi
 similar to these medallions and felt that it

 was more within his powers of creativity to
 combine them on one votive or funerary
 disc.20 The tongue border is fashionably
 Attic, while the summary ivy leaves convey
 a more immediately Boeotian touch.

 Laconian or Spartan pottery is naturally
 much rarer than the painted vessels of more
 peaceful peoples, and masterpieces little
 known, as a kylix made about 550 B.c.,
 merit illustration (Figs. 7, 8).21 Fillets,
 dentils, tongues, and pomegranates are set
 off by the clean profiles of the exterior,
 while one massive personality fills the bor-
 dered tondo within. In powerful, slightly
 rough fashion, a winged god of the winds
 rushes along above a floral ornament that
 looks like a soccer ball. He is, perhaps,
 Boreas, god of the north wind. The art of
 the warlike Laconians was less sophisti-
 cated than the products of their Athenian
 or Corinthian rivals; still they made memo-
 rable cups and water-jugs often for export
 to the Greek cities of Cyrenaica and to
 Etruria, by way of the Laconian colonies

 19 B. F. Cook, "Aristaios," BMMA 21 (1962)
 31-36, especially fig. 2. For Boeotian plates in
 general, see under H. A. Cahn, Kunstwerke der
 Antike, Auktion 22 (13 May 1961) Miinzen und
 Medaillen A. G., Basel, 57f., no. 116, pl. 33.

 20 Compare CVA, Louvre no. 9, France no. 14,
 pl. 88, no. 13. Early Euboean plate: J. Board-
 man, ABSA 52 (1957) pl. 6, b; "Euboean" am-
 phora, or stand, base, about 590 B.C.: Hesperia
 art, Bulletin XVIII, no. 78.

 21Acc. no. 64.1459. Diam.: 0.185m. H.: 0.118
 m. Otis Norcross Fund. M.F.A. Picture-book,
 Greek and Roman art (1967) plate.

 FIG. 6. BOEOTIAN DISC
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 FIG. 7. LACONIAN KYLIX

 of Italy and Sicily. The subject, Boreas,
 his sons, or a winged demon, is found on
 other such Laconian cups. Since the sons
 of Boreas, Calais and Zetes by name, are
 beardless on most occasions, this divinity
 in violent motion would appear to be Boreas
 himself.22 The painter of this cup devel-
 oped his personality late in the history of
 Spartan figured vases, and his name, the
 Naucratis Painter, bears witness to the fact
 that these unusual cups also reached the
 Greek cities of the Nile delta.

 To the period about 560 B.C. in Attica
 belongs a rare hydria or water-jug with
 round foot, handles partly offset by bases,
 and a thick lip. The vase is one of the so-
 called Tyrrhenian Group of mostly ovoid
 neck-amphorae and a few water-jugs, a
 class of painted pottery produced in the
 period just before Lydos and his compan-
 ions brought early Archaic black-figure to

 its high point, paving the way for two gen-
 erations of prolific potters and painters
 (Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12).23 The surface of the
 principal side is alive with painted activity
 below the strong, black-glazed neck. On
 the back only the lower frieze of animals
 continues the decoration into a neutral void

 22 The artist: B. Shefton, "Three Laconian vase-
 painters," ABSA 49 (1954) 299-310, especially pl.
 52, b. Similar running Boreas: Sieveking, Hackl,
 Vasen-Sammlung zu Miinchen, 32-34, no. 382, pl.
 13, fig. 48.

 23 Acc. no. 67.1006. Diam. (max. incl. handles):
 0.29m. Diam. (max. at lip): 0.16m. H.: 0.42m.
 William E. Nickerson Fund No. 2.

 FIG. 8. LACONIAN KYLIX
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 56 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 9. ATTIC HYDRIA, CA. 560 B.C.

 of black glaze that includes the rear part
 of the lip and the three handles. The area
 under the right handle is also plain, but a
 lion, head and curling tail partly con-
 cealed, sits alertly under the left.
 The top register or frieze around the
 front features real and mythological birds

 or animals, the two central sphinxes con-
 fronted by meaningless "names." The
 beasts, in the bottom strip that encircles the
 vase, however, all could have existed. The
 principal or middle panel between the side
 handles is devoted to a procession of divini-
 ties, with Herakles in a position of honor.
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 FIG. 10. ATTIC HYDRIA, CA. 560 B.C.  FIG. 11. ATTIC HYDRIA, CA. 560 B.C.

 Hermes, appropriately enough, leads and
 looks back at Demeter. The armed chario-

 teer is named Ioleos, and in the rear come
 Artemis and Aphrodite. The artist of this
 quaint and forceful hydria has been identi-
 fied as, a representative of the Archippe
 group, a division of vases related to but
 not actually among the main Tyrrhenians,
 and a hydria in the Louvre with a scene of
 Achilles receiving his armor from Thetis,
 lions between sphinxes on the shoulder, pre-
 sents close stylistic features, especially in
 the lotus buds.24 A round-bodied hydria in
 the Bibliotheque nationale in Paris, part
 of the main Tyrrhenian group, shows a
 similar chariot of Herakles with attendant

 divinities and inscriptions.25

 An Attic black-figured amphora of the
 "horse-head" type, unique because of the
 number of equine profiles involved, may
 have been created as early as 575 B.C.
 Painted design reflects the pot's curving

 24 J. D. Beazley, Attic black figure vase painters
 (Oxford 1956) 106, Section IV, nos. 1, 2, especially
 the latter which is Louvre E 869. Dietrich von
 Bothmer has made the identification with the

 Archippe Group. See generally his "The painters
 of Tyrrhenian vases," AJA 48 (1944) 161-170.

 25 See CVA, Paris, Bibliotheque nationale no. 1,
 France no. 7, 25, pl. 32, no. 13, pl. 33, nos. 1, 2;
 Beazley, Attic black figure vase painters, 104, no.
 127.  FIG. 12. ATTIC HYDRIA, CA. 560 B.C.
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 58 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 13. ATTIC AMPHORA, CA. 575 B.C.

 handles in subtle yet easily describable
 fashion. One side shows confronting horse
 protomes with a rosette between, while the
 other has the same pair of horses without
 the rosette (Figs. 13, 14). Spiky rays rise
 to the broad band of black glaze well above
 the foot. Added colors consist only of the
 long stripes of mane and the large eyes, all
 done in red. The vase has been mended,
 but, with the exception of a triangular patch
 and some filled chips, there is no restora-
 tion or repainting. The horses are slender,
 with long necks and lots of mane, and their
 large, circular eyes are stylistic reminis-
 cences of the Early Attic period.26
 Antithetic animals, heads or whole fig-
 ures, are rare on Greek vases. They are
 exemplified by th'e leaping goats on a neck-
 amphora of about 570 B.c., related to the
 "Tyrrhenian" amphorae and formerly in
 the art market in Switzerland. The other

 side of this vase, its main scene, features a
 warrior crouching between two cocks.27 A

 black-figured amphora with two wall panels,
 each occupied by a pair of horse protomes
 facing and shaking forefeet with one an-
 other, was discovered in a seventh-century
 well in the Athenian Agora. This. vase is
 the immediate chronological, subjective,
 and even stylistic forerunner of the early
 sixth-century amphora in Boston.28 In ar-
 mor, that is decorative metalwork in gen-
 eral, the idea descends from the design on
 a Cretan bronze mitra or waist-protector of
 the late seventh century B.C. in the Nor-
 bert Schimmel collection in New York,
 where the confronted heads, necks, chests,
 and shoulders of horses are visible in relief

 in the semicircular area of the surface,
 within an elaborate series of mouldings.29

 A second "horse-head" amphora added
 to the collections not long ago is of more
 orthodox design and was probably produced
 some twenty years later; certainly before

 26 Acc. no. 63.1611. H.: 0.298m. Gift in honor
 of Edward W. Forbes from his friends.

 27 See H. A. Cahn in Kunstwerke der Antike,
 Auktion 16 (30 June 1956) Miinzen und Medail-
 len A. G., Basel, 23f., no. 83.

 28 H. A. Thompson, FastiA 7 (1954) 1422ff., un-
 der no. 1422, fig. 21. The arrangement is identical
 on a "Late Corinthian" plate in Munich: see
 Sieveking, Hackl, Vasen-Sammlung zu Miinchen,
 31, no. 346a, fig. 46.

 29 S. Doeringer, D. G. Mitten, et al., Master
 bronzes from the classical world (Cambridge,
 Mass. 1967) 18, pl. 2, no. 31 and color cover.

 FIG. 14. ATTIC AMPHORA, CA. 575 B.C.
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 FIG. 15. ATTIC AMPHORA, BEFORE 550 B.C. FIG. 16. ATTIC AMPHORA, BEFORE 550 B.C.

 550 B.C. (Figs. 15, 16).30 The panel is
 filled with one large horse's protome on
 each side, the same added reds being used
 for the manes. At least fifty such vases are
 known, and it has been suggested that they
 were perhaps the forerunners of Panathenaic
 prize amphorae.31 Other such Archaic Attic
 vases with similar panels show a woman's
 head, a warrior, or a helmet. They could
 have been, therefore, prizes for singing and
 for games with armor. As comparison with
 the amphora showing pairs of equine pro-
 tomes reveals, the longer-necked, larger-
 eyed horses are earlier, and the example
 discussed in this paragraph stands later in
 the series. It might be that these "horse-
 head" amphorae were awarded to victors in
 horse-races, but provenances indicate a fair

 proportion were exported to and prized in
 ancient Etruria.

 A third amphora of similar shape and
 with the designs in panels, this time set off
 by groundlines and borders, belongs to the
 generation just after the middle of the sixth
 century, perhaps about 540 B.C. Each side
 displays a billygoat walking majestically
 to the right, anatomical details rendered in
 white added on top of the brown and black
 glazes (Figs. 17, 18).32 The coins of Ainos
 in Thrace from 474 to 448 B.C. show an

 identical billygoat, suggesting that an At-
 tic vase might have served as a model for
 the die designers.33 The subject is rare
 when presented in such monumental fash-
 ion on an Attic vase; usually, in earlier
 Corinthian and East Greek pottery, the

 30Acc. no. 63.2401. H.: 0.337m. Gift of Her-
 bert A. Cahn.

 31 See the various examples published in Miin-
 zen und Medaillen A. G. catalogues of auction
 sales: 18 (29 Nov. 1958) 26, no. 83; 26 (5 Oct.
 1963) 41, no. 86; a more elegant example: 34 (6
 May 1967) 56, no. 119.

 32 Acc. no. 63.2664. H.: 0.20m. John Michael
 Rodocanachi Fund. Published in Hesperia art,
 Bulletin XVII, no. 107.

 33 See A. B. Brett, Museum of fine arts, Cata-
 logue of Greek coins (Boston 1955) 105, nos. 770-
 787; J. M. F. May, Ainos, its history and coinage,
 474-341 B.C. (Oxford 1950) pls. lff.
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 FIG. 17. ATTIC AMPHORA, CA. 540 B.C.

 goat was merely part of a decorative frieze
 of animals, birds, and mythological crea-
 tures.

 A smallish Attic "eye-cup" of about 530
 B.C. presents an athletic scene on each side
 between the two large, staring eyes which
 were placed beside the handles presumably
 to ward off evil for the drinker (Figs. 19,
 20, 21).34 The composition is unusual be-
 cause the armored jumper is shown upside
 down, or somersaulting, in front of his com-
 panion or trainer. On one side the compan-
 ion points proudly, while on the other he
 flings out his arms in amazement. In the
 first scene a blob of black glaze almost
 looks like a large (upside-down) rock above
 the warrior, and in both vignettes the spear
 looks as if it were falling through space or
 had been implanted in the heavens.

 Equally rare is the evidence of the paint-
 er's change of mind on the inside of the
 bowl, the tondo forming the center. The
 artist began incising a Gorgoneion but de-

 cided against painting it in. We are left
 with an erasure, rarely preserved in Attic
 vase-painting, for most "mistakes" were
 very likely destroyed in the workshop. The
 pot is, therefore, valuable for the technical
 study of painted vases, in addition to its
 commentary on an unusual action in Greek
 athletics.35 Other "erasures" on vases, that
 is incised or drawn designs only partly con-
 cealed, include patterns under each handle
 of a neck-amphora, the changed position of
 a shield on a calyx-krater, and the replanned
 meander on a red-figured lekythos.

 An extraordinary Archaic black-figured
 hydria of about 520 B.C. is one of the few
 of its kind in the western hemisphere. It is
 a new example of a small, choice group of
 about thirty-five such water-jars which
 were made and painted by a single Ionian
 master and perhaps two followers who emi-
 grated from a city such as Phokaia or

 34Acc. no. 67.861. Diam. (max. incl. handles):
 0.235m. Diam. (max. at lip): 0.178m. H. (max.):
 0.07m. Gift of Charles S. Lipson.

 35Technical parallels: J. V. Noble, The tech-
 niques of painted Attic pottery (New York 1965)
 54. Jumping, but no somersaults, let alone in ar-
 mor: E. N. Gardiner, Athletics of the ancient
 world (Oxford 1930) 144-153, Chapter 10.

 FIG. 18. ATTIC AMPHORA, CA. 540 B.C.
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 FIG. 19. ATTIC EYE-CUP, CA. 530 B.C.

 FIG. 20. ATTIC EYE-CUP, CA. 530 B.C.

 Clazomenae or Miletus in Ionian Asia

 Minor to the Etruscan town of Caere by
 way of South Italy or Sicily and enjoyed
 great popularity among Etruscan noble-
 men-connoisseurs from 540 to 510 B.C.

 The other known vases are mostly in Vi-
 enna, the Louvre, and the Villa Giulia in
 Rome. This Caeretan hydria is a striking
 example in this desirable field of lively
 Archaic painting, where one can see at first
 hand the exact Greek models which influ-

 enced Etruscan and Italian painting so
 greatly (Figs. 22, 22A, 23).36

 The hydria is elaborately decorated in a
 slightly lush oriental style, in clear tones of

 scarlet and black on a warm buff ground.
 The shape owes its sturdy elastic form to
 the influence of metalwork, and metal-
 crafting precision is echoed in the architec-
 tural neatness of the tongue patterns around
 the neck, foot and handles, a frame for the
 great lotus blossoms, rosettes, and spiral

 FIG. 21. ATTIC EYE-CUP, CA. 530 B.C.

 36Acc. 67.598. H.: 0.415m. Diam. (max.):
 0.34m. Helen and Alice Colburn Fund. A sum-

 mation of information on Caeretan hydriae and
 startling examples can be found in the following
 articles: P. Devambez, MonPiot 41 (1946) 29-
 62; M. Santangelo, MonPiot 44 (1950) 1-43; and
 V. Kallipolitis, MonPiot 48 (1954) 55-62.
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 62 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 FIG. 22. CAERETAN HYDRIA

 swastikas which are splendid samples of
 Archaic decoration. Set off by these orna-
 ments are two principal figured friezes
 which illustrate the occupations of wild
 men: the younger ones hunting stags on
 the front, and, after the hunt, the older
 ones playing with nymphs on either side of
 the back handle. The Caeretan master's

 hand is easily recognized in the very pic-
 torial and almost humorous compositions,
 the naturalism of the bounding stags with
 their decoratively branching horns and long
 wrinkled muzzles, the lithe muscular bodies,
 springy feet with scarlet hooves, the re-
 strained incision which accents but does

 not blur their vigorous silhouettes. The
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 FIG. 22A. CAERETAN HYDRIA

 wild men, who have horses' ears but no
 tails, wear their hair long to the waist and
 cut in Etruscan bangs over the brow. Their
 stealthy, springy stride as they sneak up on
 the deer and surprise them is eloquent,
 their round focused eyes and scarlet bows
 adding intensity and color.

 On the rear the wild men's older friends,
 now bearded and moustached in red, have
 pricked up their horses' ears; one dances
 away on scarlet hooves to the left with an
 acquiescent nymph who hugs his shoulders.
 The other, less excited, has caught his part-
 ner and chucks her under the chin as she

 turns back in her flight to smile at him.
 The drapery is elegantly drawn, close to
 the style of the famous Siphnian Treasury
 at Delphi, with calligraphic red folds against
 black and charming red undershirts. On
 the wild men, the display of muscles, both
 ornamental and forceful, the perky eyes
 and eyebrows, snub noses, and ropy red
 hair all add up to one of the most sympa-

 thetic and lively Archaic vignettes in exis-
 tence.

 The repertory of subjects on Caeretan
 hydriae is both diverse and limited. Many
 deeds of Herakles occur, for his rougher
 antics (Busiris, Nessos) or his rescue of a
 maiden from a dragon (Hesione) or his
 chivvying of animals (Cerberus, the Ery-
 manthean boar) made good visual reading
 in Etruria. Hunting scenes (wolves, boars,
 lions, spotted deer) are a vigorous category
 into which the new Boston vase falls, and
 lusty encounters also made excellent deco-
 ration on other hydriae for the areas be-
 tween the handles. In a word, Caeretan
 hydriae must have given the painters, mas-
 ter and pupils, as much pleasure in creating
 them as the possessors realized in showing
 them at home or on the way to the tomb.37

 37 The relationship of the men with nymphs to
 Silens on Clazomenian sarcophagi would surely
 suggest the master painter came from a city on or
 near the Gulf of Smyrna. See R. M. Cook, CVA,
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 FIG. 23. CAERETAN HYDRIA

 FIG. 24. STAMNOS BY THE
 TYSZKIEWICZ PAINTER

 FIG. 25. STAMNOS BY THE

 TYSZKIEWICZ PAINTER  FIG. 26. PELIKE BY THE GERAS PAINTER
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 Those concerned with education cannot

 help but be amused, perhaps grimly so, by
 the principal side of an Attic red-figured
 stamnos attributed to the Tyszkiewicz
 Painter. Young Herakles is shown killing
 Linos, his old music teacher. By way of
 happier contrast, the second side presents
 a youth playing the double flute, while an-
 other who faces him holds a knotted stick

 and carries a wineskin (Figs. 24, 25).38
 Ancient writers, notably Apollodorus and
 Diodorus, say Herakles beat Linos with a
 kithara, but the half-dozen red-figured
 vases that give some aspect of this odd
 myth show the pupil's footstool as the in-
 strument of death when they include the
 violent part of the story. The famous
 skyphos by the Pistoxenos Painter in
 Schwerin, painted about 470 B.C., shows on
 its obverse Linos and Herakles' half-brother

 Iphikles already at the music lesson, while
 on the opposite side Herakles arrives late,
 reluctantly and presumably in a bad tem-
 per, with his nurse Geropso.39

 On the stamnos Linos sinks into his

 chair, as the kithara with its tortoiseshell
 box falls from his left hand and he tries to

 push away the burly hero with his right.
 Herakles has struck once, drawing blood,
 and is about to strike again with his foot-
 stool. A music case or student's box hangs
 in the background. Added red was used
 for the details of the musical instrument,
 the strings of the case, and the wounds on
 Linos' forehead, giving vividness or horror

 to the uneven struggle. In this scene the
 Tyszkiewicz Painter, named after a krater
 with combats in the Trojan Wars once in
 the collection of a Polish nobleman and

 now in Boston, has borrowed a familiar
 composition in which a younger hero kills
 an older man of authority. Several painters
 of vases used the design for Neoptolemos'
 slaughter of Priam on the altar in the pal-
 ace of Troy, and the Dokimaseia Painter as
 late as the early 450's found the juxtaposi-
 tion most suitable for Orestes' vengeance
 on Aegisthos in the palace of King
 Agamemnon at Mycenae.40

 The final vase, also Attic and red-figured,
 a pelike, was painted about 475 B.C. by an
 artist who has been named the Geras
 Painter. He is from the same creative cir-

 cle as the Tyszkiewicz Painter, and his
 satyric subjects perhaps reflect some other-
 wise-unknown scenes from the low theater

 of early classical Athens (Figs. 26, 27).41
 The principal scene is set within a notice-
 able frame of meanders, crosses, and ivy
 leaves. The single figure of a dancing satyr
 on the reverse stands on only a small
 groundline, in a void of black glaze. The
 confrontation on the obverse seems to par-
 ody a dialogue between the bearded Hermes,
 here played by a satyr, and Dionysos, pre-
 sented as his majestic, late-Archaic-to-high-
 Classical self. On another pelike, in the
 Lausanne Museum, the main side shows
 the same satyr that dances on the reverse
 of the Boston pelike bashing a fallen herm
 with a double axe. This would carry the
 meeting of satyric Dionysos and conserva-
 tive Hermes to violent extremes of sym-
 bolism.42

 British museum no. 8, Great Britain no. 13, pl. 4,
 at the lower left. The later composition, Herakles
 capturing the stag, on the Treasury of the Athe-
 nians (a north metope) shows the artistic progres-
 sion of such hunts, about 490 B.C.: P. de la Coste-
 Messeliere, Ch. Picard, Delphes (Paris 1943) pl.
 134.

 38Acc. no. 66.206. H.: 0.36m. Gift of Herbert
 A. Cahn. References in Miinzen und Medaillen

 A. G., auction no. 16 (30 June 1956) under no.
 124; B. Philippaki, The Attic stamnos (Oxford
 1967) 97. The literary references are Apollodorus
 I 3, 2; II 4, 9; and Diodorus III 67, 2.

 39F. Brommer, Vasenlisten zur griechischen
 Heldensage (Marburg-Lahn 1956) 63.

 40 E. Vermeule, AJA 70 (1966) 1-22, especially
 16; M.F.A., The Trojan war in Greek art (Boston
 1965) nos. 42, 44.

 41 Acc. no. 64.2032. H.: 0.34m. Frederick
 Brown Fund. J. D. Beazley, Attic red figure vase
 painters (Oxford 1961) 285, no. 2; A. Emmerich
 Gallery, Inc., Masterpieces of Greek vase painting
 (22 April to 30 May 1964) no. 31; C. Berard,
 Antike Kunst 9 (1966) 93, note 3.

 42 C. Berard, "Une nouvelle pelik6 du peintre
 de Geras," Antike Kunst 9 (1966) 93-100. Satyrs
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 FIG. 27. PELIKE BY THE GERAS PAINTER
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 The satyr at the left in the first view of
 the vase shown here wears a himation or

 long tunic, let down from the waist, and a
 large petasos or hat to afford protec-
 tion from the elements. He is holding an
 oinochoe and a bunch of grapes, the former
 to pour wine into a kantharos held by his
 master Dionysos. The single satyr on the
 opposite side wears the tight shorts of
 satyrs in dramatic productions and dances
 with a sword in one hand, the scabbard
 in the other. Since satyrs parody the

 Ilioupersis on red-figure vases, this crea-
 ture could be burlesquing some noble mo-
 ment of Patroklos, Achilles, or even Hector
 during the combats for the city of Troy.

 Vases and terracottas discussed here fall

 within the earlier epochs of Greek history,
 all before the decades of Perikles, Pheidias,
 and the Parthenon. They offer a unity in
 that nearly all are unusual in some way,
 and thus they round out a picture of early
 Greek painting and painted sculpture that
 is often served in the standard histories of

 classical art by the same conventional and
 therefore sometimes routine masterpieces.

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 parodying famous myths: F. Brommer, Satyrs-
 piele (Berlin 1959) especially 12f., figs. 4f., which
 relate to the second side, theatric satyr dancing
 with a sword.
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 THE GUERCINO EXHIBITION AT BOLOGNA

 the desert to Pope Damasus to ask for guidance on trinitarian
 questions (Epp. I5, I6). The iconography is to my knowledge
 unique.

 31. Landscape with Bathing Women. I should prefer a date of
 about I62I rather than 1618 as suggested in the catalogue. In its
 breadth, placidity, and lightness the landscape seems different
 from the landscape passages in the master's work of around 16 18,
 and closer, I think, to his landscape fresco in the Casino Ludo-
 visi. The reflections of Fetti's work in this painting, to which
 Mahon calls attention, would also be more expected after Guer-
 cino's trip to Mantua in 1620 than after the 1618 journey to
 Venice.

 49. Vision of St Jerome (Fig.8). This is an unusual iconographic
 elaboration of the theme. Standard representations, such as
 Guercino's paintings in the Louvre (39) and in Rimini (73),
 merely illustrate the saint's statement that in the desert he con-
 stantly heard the sound of the trumpet of Judgement. Guercino
 seems here to have related the scene to Jerome's anti-Ciceronian
 dream, in which he was called before the Heavenly Judge and
 scourged by angels for his literary tastes. The open book on Jer-

 ome's lap must be the volume of Cicero (or Plautus) which he
 preferred to the Prophets, presumably the closed book on the
 ground to which the angel points.

 5'1. Assumption of the Virgin. This picture, painted for the Chiesa
 del Rosario in Cento, was previously dated 1623, just after
 Guercino's return from Rome. In 1966 an inscription (dating
 from after 1640) on the former stretcher was discovered that
 stated that the painting was made in 1620, in which year it
 seems likely that Guercino at least undertook to paint it. Mahon
 argues that on stylistic grounds the picture should be dated 1622.
 In my opinion its style does not preclude a pre-Roman date.
 Rather than postulate that Guercino was too busy to finish this
 small painting before leaving Cento, and that he painted or
 completed it in Rome, I should like to accept the evidence of the
 inscription at face value.

 54. Madonna and Child with St Bruno. The difficulty of dating this
 painting convincingly at any point in Guercino's career was ap-
 parent even before the exhibition, and it soon became clear that
 it cannot be by the master. It is best understood as the work of a
 follower in the early twenties, which is now Mr Mahon's opinion.

 CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Graeco-Roman Statues: Purpose and Setting - II: Literary and
 Archaeological Evidence for the Display and Grouping of

 Graeco-Roman Sculpture

 DESCRIPTIONS of ancient statues in relation to each other, in
 their settings in Graeco-Roman times, are few, but the evi-
 dence is probably no less and no more difficult to interpret
 than in any other aspect of classical antiquity. The evidence
 of the spade is somewhat more plentiful and precise, but
 there have been too many excavations in which no records
 were kept of where and how ancient sculptures were placed. A
 considerable amount is known about programmes in painted
 decoration, particularly in the mythological frescoes of early
 imperial Rome, since so many such paintings have been
 found on their walls at Pompeii, Herculaneum, and in Rome
 itself.' A classic example of literary reconstruction was
 essayed by K. Lehmann, who put together a plausible
 museography of the pronaos of the Temple of Divus Augustus
 in Rome, on the basis of an ancient's visit to the pronaos and
 the temple's famous library nearby. The observant visitor
 was the Roman poet Martial.2 Unlike most famous Roman

 buildings, unfortunately the site and plan of the temple are
 not precisely known. The collection was evidently created by
 the art-loving Tiberius and kept in the deep recesses of the
 porch. It was not destroyed by the great fire of A.D.69, the
 end of the civil wars, but was perhaps only slightly dam-
 aged.

 The excavators in and around Rome from 1400 to 1820
 undoubtedly had the greatest opportunities for testing
 literary notices against actual arrangements of works of art.
 At least they had unrivalled occasions to observe and record
 the discovery of Roman copies, and even Greek originals, in
 their pristine settings. The statues themselves, and materials
 for building, were prime objects of exploration and plunder.
 The golden opportunities, therefore, mostly slipped by, and
 only in rare instances, as in the case of the Laocoon in Room 8o
 of Nero's Golden House or an occasional columbarium with

 its contents intact, were notices taken of how and where
 statues stood. The Farnese explorations of the Baths of
 Caracalla in the Cinquecento, for example, would have told
 us all about the specific settings of the colossal sculptures, and
 the various early campaigns at Hadrian's Villa could have
 been no less revealing. Few sketches of antiquities made
 before the discoveries of Pompeii and Herculaneum record
 statues and reliefs during discovery, for most antiquarian

 1 K. LEHMANN: 'The Imagines of the Elder Philostratus', AB, 23 [1941], 16-44;
 M. L. THOMPSON: 'The Monumental and Literary Evidence for Programmatic
 Painting in Antiquity', Marsyas, Studies in the History of Art, 9 [I960-i], 36-77;
 idem: 'A Pompeian Painting of a Samothracian Myth', Essays in Memory of Karl

 Lehmann, New York [19641, 329-43.
 2 K. LEHMANN: 'A Roman Poet Visits a Museum', Hesperia, 14 [1945], 259-69,
 especially 268 for a diagrammatic reconstruction. See the general remarks in
 H. KAHLER: The Art of Rome and Her Empire, New York [1963], 19 f.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES : PURPOSE AND SETTING-II

 artists were interested in their artistic rather than archaeol-

 ogical messages. These artists were content to do their
 drawing in collections such as the Casa Galli or the Cesi
 Gardens; if they wished the flavour of sculpture seemingly in
 situ, they studied the statues assembled on the Capitol or the
 various treasures brought to the Belvedere of the Vatican.3
 Mural paintings were recorded before disintegration or
 destruction, if they were unusual, since they could only rarely
 be detached from their settings. Architects made much of
 ancient buildings, but their purposes were creative rather
 than historical, and in numerous instances an architect who
 sketched a monument in Rome then presided over its
 destruction for building materials.4

 With the advent of Neo-Classicism in the second half of the

 eighteenth century, more attention was paid to circumstan-
 ces of discovery. The new, enquiring humanism was partially
 responsible for publications which showed the site as well as
 the loot derived therefrom. Pompeii and Herculaneum had
 made the physical details as well as the artifacts or master-
 pieces of ancient civilization important. More attention was
 beingpaid to Graeco-Roman decorative art and its uses because
 decorators were being called upon to reproduce the details as
 well as a general impression of antiquity in contemporary art.
 Gavin Hamilton wrote so much about his diggings in the villas
 and small towns around Rome not only to whet the appetites
 of his lordly clients in England but also because he was mildly
 moved if not smitten by archaeology and his customers
 hungered for some facts about their acquisitions. Most of
 Hamilton's British correspondents were busy building
 stately homes in the styles of'Athenian' Stuart or the brothers
 Adam, and the statues and reliefs shipped out of Italy were
 destined for niches in the Roman halls or cabinets in the

 'Etruscan' rooms of these town and country houses. In his
 letters to Lord Shelburne, Hamilton was as much con-
 cerned with the harmonious integration of his merchandise as
 he was with promoting further sales. He offered to take back
 statues that did not suit and seemed, in the case of the
 Lysippic Hermes ('Cincinnatus') and the Myronic Discobolus
 ('Diomedes'), actually to hunt for Graeco-Roman copies to
 suit preconceived notions and planned or executed niches
 (Fig.21). Being a painter, Hamilton was also charged with
 supplying the walls of Lansdowne House with mythological
 paintings to complement the antiquities. All this 'made the
 entrepreneur and his equally perceptive contemporaries aware
 of the surroundings in which Greek and Roman statues were
 unearthed.5

 The first reasonably accurate recordings of just where
 statues stood coincide with the rise of modern, scientific
 excavation after I870. Typical of the reports that pay more
 attention to topographical relationships and scraps of
 architecture is Rodolfo Lanciani's identification of the Horti

 Lamiani with statue-laden rooms, a gallery, a colonnade, and
 baths in the grounds of the old Villa Palombara on the
 Esquiline (Fig.I 9).

 'These beautiful gardens were largely excavated under my own
 supervision between 1873 and 1876, and they yielded the richest
 archaeological harvest we have ever been able to gather in Rome
 from a single spot since I870.'6

 The diggings of November 1875 traced the extent of a

 'gallery 276 feet long, the pavement of which was inlaid with the
 rarest and costliest specimens of alabastrine-agate, while the
 ceiling was supported by twenty-four fluted columns of giallo
 antico resting on gilt bases'.

 The rooms discovered at the south end were equally luxur-
 ious. As inevitably in modern cities the finds were made
 during sacrifice of the old Villa Palombara to a modern
 piazza, streets, and blocks of apartments; there was an air of
 commercial urgency about the operations, as first streets and
 then buildings chewed up the picturesque ruins.

 When the Via Foscolo was being driven through at the
 north end of the gallery in December 1874, a very important
 group of sculptures was found in a crypt or cellar leading off
 the gallery's apse. The building has been dated to the time of
 Severus Alexander (222 to 235), and the sculptures had
 apparently fallen into a lower chamber from a floor above.7
 They comprised the Conservatori bust of Commodus as
 Hercules, the flanking Tritons or marine centaurs (already
 discussed in the first part of this article, October 1968), two
 statues of females thought to be Muses but based on funerary
 figures, the Esquiline Venus, a portrait identified as the young
 Commodus, a head of Artemis, a semi-colossal Dionysos with
 drapery of gilt-bronze (missing) and about twenty-five limbs,
 hands, feet of statues with bronze drapery (stolen before
 concealment). Lanciani's plan of the site shows that the
 Lancellotti Discobolus was found on I4th January 1781 in a
 room off the colonnade, a portico or double stoa, which ran
 roughly parallel with the gallery from north to south
 towards the baths and their reservoir. These baths evidently
 served as shelter for the group of Niobids, their mother, and
 their old teacher, found in 1583 and now in the Uffizi,
 Florence. Lanciani listed a varied group of other statues from
 the Horti Lamiani, including the Hermes in the Belvedere;
 evidently these were displayed for their qualities as copies
 rather than for cult or historical purposes. A free version of
 Myron's cow seems to have been found here, in a wall of the
 sixth century A.D.; it is amusing to think that this fine work
 might have stood near Myron's Discobolus, and the two might
 have contemplated each other in this area of imperial,
 quasi-public, and private gardens.s In Rome's post-Risor-
 gimento building boom there was no thought of leaving the
 gallery with its beautiful floor or restoring the colonnade.
 We can only be thankful for what records were kept of the
 sculptures in relation to their settings. Paintings were there
 once too, for the Nozze Aldobrandini was found here, not
 long after the discovery of Niobe and her ill-starred brood.

 The true opportunities to relate statues to their settings in
 the period of late-Victorian precision came in a careful,

 3 Care was always taken to record on the corner of the drawing where the sketch
 was made, but artists never asked about the provenances of what they studied.
 Pirro Ligorio in the middle of the Cinquecento was one of the first to concord
 the two disciplines. See E. MANDOWSKY and c. MITCHELL: Pirro Ligorio's Roman
 Antiquities (Studies of the Warburg Institute, 28), London [1963], Introduction.
 4 See, generally, ch.I of C. VERMEULE: European Art and the Classical Past, Cam-
 bridge (Mass.) [1964].
 5 A. H. SMITH: The Lansdowne Marbles, passim; idem, Journal of Hellenic Studies, 2 1

 [I90o], 314-20. For a view of the apse of Lansdowne House, modelled on
 Hadrian's Villa or the Pantheon and with the Cincinnatus and the Diomede

 balancing each other in niches on either side of a seated goddess, see P. ARNDT,
 W. AMELUNG: Photographisches Einzelaufnahmen Antiken Skulpturen, Munich [1893-
 1950], No.3048 (here Fig.21).

 6 R. LANCIANI: New Tales of Old Rome, Boston [I9o0], 219.

 7 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, 142.
 8 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Palazzo dei Conservatori, 97 f., Galleria, No.39,
 pl.34.
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 HORTIAN,,

 Plnof tht Lamxian Gwrdens.-

 19. Lanciani's plan of the Lamian Gardens.
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 20. Plan of the Nymphaeum of Herodes Atticus.

 21. Interior of Lansdowne House, London. 22. Nymphaeum of Herodes Atticus. Olympia.
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 23. Chapel with images. (Near San Martino ai Monti, Rome.)

 24. Another view of the Chapel to Tyche.

 25. Interior of the Praetorium or Kaisareion at Side.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-II

 controlled excavation of a famous site unencumbered by
 Medieval or later buildings and unfettered by pressures from
 building contractors or similar commercial interest. Such an
 occasion was the German excavations at Olympia in the
 I870's. The full publications of the first decade of work
 extracted much more from the evidence than nearly all
 excavations had since the dawn of the Renaissance.9 Paus-

 anias in hand, E. Curtius and his collaborators could immed-
 iately identify what the ancient Baedeker had thought was
 the Hermes of Praxiteles. The fact that a statue of Poppaea,
 Nero's tragic second wife, stood in the section of the cella of
 the Temple of Hera next to the marble divinity with the
 infant Dionysos had no effect on the statue's immediate
 claims to being an original of the fourth century B.C. rather
 than a Roman copy. Not since the appearance of Pliny's
 Laocoon was the world of learning so thrilled with the discov-
 ery of a single statue. Compared to the recorded precision of
 the Germans at Olympia, contemporary discoveries of
 Archaic sculptures on the Athenian Acropolis or clearing in
 the Roman Forum, the two most important spots in the
 classical world, seemed almost like work of the bulldozer.

 The main results of the campaigns at Olympia, so far as
 statues were concerned, were in the realm of Roman imperial
 dedications, but the methods of giving a plan of just where
 each statue or fragment was found, a reconstructed plan of
 where it stood, and a graphic reconstruction of the monument
 as a whole could have been applied with profit to dozens of
 other sites from I88o to the present day. Such care confirmed
 that the Metroon at Olympia had been turned into a shrine
 of the Julio-Claudians and the Flavians, for the plan revealed
 a statue of Augustus in the guise of Zeus as the cult image at
 the rear of the cella and Claudius (A.D.4I to 54) opposite
 Agrippina the Younger between the columns on the side of
 the cella. This suggested that Claudius had reconsecrated
 the building about A.D.5I. About A.D.80 to 82, statues of
 Titus (79 to 81), Domitian (8I to 96), and the ladies of the
 house were added to the four remaining spaces between the
 columns. The penchant for this type of dedication affected
 the Temple of Zeus as well, for Pausanias wrote about the
 pronaos, 'There are also statues of emperors, one of Hadrian
 in Parian marble set up by the cities which form the Achaean
 confederacy, and one of Trajan, set up by all the Greeks.'10

 The Nymphaeum donated to the sanctuary by Herodes
 Atticus and placed among the treasuries against the slope of
 Mount Chronos was the grandest testimonial to careful
 documentation of statues (Fig.22). Without such recordings
 during excavation, the complex dynastic messages of the
 figures within the domed hemicycle would have been lost.
 The Nymphaeum was a mixture of honours to the family of
 Marcus Aurelius (I61I to I8o), in whose reign the structure
 was completed, and of Herodes Atticus. The latter was
 elevated to quasi-imperial or regal status by association with
 the former, and the viewer must have had difficulty in
 deciding who was honoured the more. Hadrian, Sabina,
 Antoninus Pius, and Faustina the Elder shared the larger,
 curved niches with the living rulers, while the Atticus family
 filled the smaller, rectangular alcoves, but Herodes and his
 wife Regilla were placed in the very centre, beyond Regilla's
 bovine and behind the water-basin. The statues, some

 headless, had tumbled down into the pool, but their bases
 were in nearly every case where the correct figure could be
 associated with its niche (Fig.20). Such care in recording
 sculptural associations, carried out in the nineteenth and
 early twentieth-century excavations of the palaces on the
 Palatine or the later explorations of the imperial fora could
 have said much about the uses and importance of Roman
 copies in the world of Augustus, Domitian, Septimius
 Severus, or Constantine the Great.

 Typical of a site about which one would like to know more,
 because of the importance of Roman copies found there, is
 Monte Calvo in the Sabine mountains. The villa there was

 erected in the middle of the second century A.D. by Bruttius
 Praesens, father-in-law of the emperor Commodus. It was
 excavated in 1835, and the seven best statues passed at the
 turn of the century from the Borghese collection to that of
 Carl Jacobsen in Copenhagen, where they now ornament his
 Glyptotek. There must have been a garden of poets and Muses.
 Besides part of a set of Muses, comprising Melpomene, Klio,
 Polyhymnia, and Erato, there is the Hera Jacobsen, the
 standing Anakreon, and the seated poet with his lyre, often
 identified as Pindar.11 The Muses are all good copies of well-
 known types, probably Hellenistic versions of fifth or fourth-
 century works. The Hera is a copy of a draped goddess of the
 Pheidian age. Anakreon, copy ofa bronze statue of this period,
 is the only complete likeness of the bawdy bard surviving
 from antiquity, and the so-called Pindar is one of the most
 powerful Hellenistic statues in the realm of ennobling pres-
 entations of famous men of Greek literature. Whoever

 assembled this collection of sculpture must have been a man
 of considerable taste, and it would have been fascinating to
 know just how he arranged his statues.

 The evidence ofJ. J. Winckelmann, curator of the Albani
 collections and a founder of modern approaches to the history
 of art, could be both revealing and tantalizing in his mention
 of discoveries in the eighteenth century. He saw the building
 in which the Cassel Apollo was found. This famous, complete
 marble copy of a late transitional statue of about 460 B.C.
 came to light at Lago di Soressa (now Lago di Paola), north-
 west from Monte Circello (Circeo) between Nettuno and
 Terracina. The statue stood in a little temple at the edge of
 the sea, in a marble niche with very finely worked decor-
 ation.12 This suggests that the Cassel Apollo was treated both
 as an expression of the god's divinity and a work of art, much
 like the Knidian Aphrodite by Praxiteles.

 9E. CURTIUS, et. al.: Die Ausgrabungen zu Olympia, I-v, Berlin [1876-81].
 10 PAUSANIAS, v, xii, 6; quoted from POLLTTr : Art of Rome, 169.

 11 F. POULSEN: Catalogue of Ancient Sculpture, I86 ff., No.247 (Hera); 262 ff., Nos.
 392-5 (Muses); 279 f., No.409 (Anakreon); and 304 f., No.430 (Pindar).

 Collectors of copies must have loved the majestic, Junoesque Hera Jacobsen or
 Borghese very much, for the small, seaport site of Baia (Baiae) has yielded two
 copies found together in the bay of the little city, which was surrounded by
 pleasure villas. One statue was signed by the copyist Afrodisios (Bullettino
 Comunale, 61 [I933], 41, pl. A) and the second by Caros (43, Fig.15). The type
 has been attributed in recent years to Agorakritos, about 420 B.C.: E. PARIBENI:
 Museo Nazionale Romano, Sculture Greche, Rome [1954], 63, under No.I1I.

 The villa of Domitian in the Alban Hills, at Castel Gandolfo, has been a mine
 for works of art, statues, reliefs, busts, stuccoes, and mosaics. Like so much
 from Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli, the finds made over the past 350 years have been
 noted but not scientifically recorded. See G. LUGLI: 'La Villa di Domiziano sui
 colli Albani', Bvllettino Comunale, 48 [1922], 3-72, pl.I-5, and the earlier
 articles in the same series. Sculptures were recorded from the nymphaea, the
 theatre, and certain galleries or peristyles, and they are as diverse as, yet similar
 to, those from the more famous pleasure dome near Tivoli.
 12 M. BIEBER: Die antiken Skulpturen und Bronzen des Konigl. Museum Fridericianum in
 Cassel, Marburg [1915], 1-5, No. I ; J. j. WINCKELMANN: Geschichte der Kunst, III, 2,
 II and 22; v, 5, 26.

 6 1
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES : PURPOSE AND SETTING-II

 From 17I11 onwards Winckelmann's patron Cardinal
 Alessandro Albani had excavated at Porto d'Anzio, in the
 ruins of Antium. Winckelmann speaks of the discovery in 17 18
 of four statues in a hall near the theatre, and these must be
 the standing Zeus and the standing Asklepios in the Museo
 Capitolino, an athlete and a satyr in the Glyptothek at
 Munich. All are about two-thirds the size of life, and they are
 uniformly in black marble. The Cardinal's contemporary,
 Francesco Bianchini, who excavated extensively on the
 Palatine, mentions a statue found in the apse of the left-hand
 of the two halls behind the stage of the theatre, and this may
 or may not refer to the finds discussed by Winckelmann, that
 is the four statues in black marble.13 In any case, it would
 seem that someone purchased or commissioned four or more
 statues of Hadrianic to early Antonine date, subjects with
 only aesthetic or sentimental rather than religious or historic
 connexions, and placed these works of an unusual material in
 a gallery adjoining the theatre of another small, seaside
 resort frequented in the social season by wealthy patrons from
 Rome.

 Among Gavin Hamilton's excavations outside of Rome, his
 work, in 1776, at Roma Vecchia may be cited as an example
 of what the sculptures reveal about the site. He dug in ruins
 five miles from Rome upon the road to Albano and that of
 Frascati. They were identified much later with the Domus
 Quintiliana, a suburban villa of Commodus and the scene of
 the death of Cleander.14 Hamilton wrote to Charles Townley
 who had acquired most of the sculptures from these excava-
 tions,

 'A considerable ruin is seen near this last upon the right hand, and
 is generally believed to be the ruins of a Villa of Domitian's nurse.
 The fragments of Collossal Statues found near this ruin confirms
 me in this opinion, the excellent sculptour found in this place
 strengthens this supposition,...'

 He then lists his finds, five of which passed with Townley's
 marbles to the British Museum and the sixth, a large relief of
 Asklepios, to Lansdowne House.15 A draped bust of a young
 man, dedicated by the judicial Decemvirs, may have been
 the young Marcus Aurelius about A.D. 138, or his son
 Commodus as a youth. The bust inscribed by Lucius
 Aemilius Fortunatus 'to his best friend with his own money'
 could be Aelius Verus or Antoninus Pius but is probably a
 private person. Art, rather than officialdom, was represented
 by a statue of Endymion sleeping on Mount Latmus and
 another, identified as Ariadne. She is merely a draped female
 with a bunch of grapes in the left hand and a panther beside
 the lower limbs. Finally, there was a Neo-Attic relief of a
 Maenad and two satyrs, a replica of a standard type.16 This
 complex, therefore, seems to have been more of a semi-
 official villa and less of a hunting resort than, say, the part of
 the villa of Antoninus Pius at Monte Cagnolo where Hamilton

 dug in 1774, because of the magisterial, inscribed busts
 dedicated at Roma Vecchia.

 The brick chapel found about 1885 near San Martino ai
 Monti in Rome, beside the door and stairs to an under-
 ground Mithraeum, is one of the few surviving instances in
 the imperial capital where sculpture large and small could be
 identified in its precise setting (Fig.23). The building, alas,
 was evidently destroyed and the finds taken to the Museo
 Capitolino and the Palazzo dei Conservatori. A large marble
 Fortuna stood in the principal niche of brick with stucco and
 paint overlay. On either side from top to bottom sub-divisions
 of two pedimented recesses contained statuettes of Lares, a
 seated Sarapis, a triple Hekate, a nude Apollo and an Aphro-
 dite with Eros, and a large marble bust of Sarapis on the floor at
 the lower right. The only disturbing note, one found so often
 in excavators' reconstructions, is the suspicion that someone
 rearranged the side niches in modern times to suit their
 fancies. A second, partially side view of the aedicula by the
 draughtsman and engraver L. Ronci shows three busts of
 (seemingly) Roman worthies in the upper two niches on the
 left, where the first engraving had shown a bronze Lar and a
 small, seated Sarapis (Fig.24).17 Still, the effect of ancient
 installation is almost unparalleled, down to the alternate
 shades of dark hexagonal and white trapezoidal tilings in the
 floor.

 Conclusions

 Literary and archaeological evidence have only rarely
 concorded in their descriptions of statues. Ancient authors
 describe groups of sculptures in temples, libraries, and
 marketplaces. What the excavators have found has inevitably
 been unrecorded for various valid reasons. Often in antiquity
 the statues were in remote and private places, such as a
 country villa. In cities, of which Rome is naturally the first
 example but which include others the size of Ephesus or
 Corinth, visitors were too busy or too selective to catalogue
 the works of sculpture for posterity. Pliny the Elder mention-
 ed an amazing total of statues in bronze and marble, but
 they served his theories and histories. He was not a visitor,
 merely a scientific theorist. A fragment of papyrus from the
 third century A.D. seems to be part of an inventory of works of
 art in the Baths of Caracalla, grouped by media, but the list
 has been thought to be incomplete so far as one building
 complex is concerned, merely giving masterpieces brought
 from the Greek East at various periods.18

 Smaller sites such as Olympia and Delphi, or undisturbed,
 no-less-remote areas such as Delos have supplied extensive
 information about statues' installation and relations to each

 other.19 Some discoveries in Rome have been startling be-
 cause of their preservation, such as the shrine near San Martino
 ai Monti, or their location amid famous gardens, such as the

 13 STUART JONES: Sculptures of the Museo Capitolino, 272 f., Nos.1 and 5, pl.64,
 citing WINCKELMANN, Op. cit., II, 1o5 f., 248; V, 31; also FR. BIANCHINI: Inscrizioni
 sepolcrali, 79. The statues in Munich are A. FURTWANGLER: Beschreibung der
 Glyptothek Kiinig Ludwig's I, Munich [Igoo], Nos.458 and 466.
 14 A. H. SMITH: The Lansdowne Marbles, London [1889], 72.
 15 A. H. SMITH: Journal of Hellenic Studies, 21 [1901], 316.
 16 A. H. SMITH: British Museum, Catalogue of Greek and Roman Sculpture, London
 [I904], 174, No.1940 (bust dedicated by the Decemvirs); 16o, No.1903 (bust
 dedicated by L. Aemilius Fortunatus); 24, No.1567 (Endymion); 51 f., No.I638
 (Ariadne); and 255 f., No.2193 (Neo-Attic relief).

 17 See Bullettino Comunale, 13 [18851, 27 ff., pls. iii-v; STUART JONES: Sculptures of
 the Palazzo dei Conservatori, 229, No.38 (bust of Sarapis).
 18 K. LEHMANN: Hesperia, 14 [I1945], 266 f., note 35; J. NICOLE: Un Catalogue d'euv-
 res d'art, Geneva [I 906]. One of the statues of Herakles by Glykon of Athens (the
 Farnese Hercules?) is mentioned.
 19 Without the careful excavation that has characterized successive French cam-

 paigns at Delphi, much less would be known about the Thessalian dedications of
 marble statues to Sisyphos I, Sisyphos II, Agelaos, and others, especially Agias.
 Eight statues stood in a row in a crowded corner north-east of the Temple of
 Apollo. Thanks to this care, Agias has been a key, and somewhat disturbing,
 statue in the early chronology of Lysippos. See E. SJ6QVIST: Lysippus, Lectures
 in Memory of Louise Taft Semple (Second Series), University of Cincinnati
 [1966], 13 f., Figs.3-6.
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 GRAECO-ROMAN STATUES: PURPOSE AND SETTING-II

 gallery in the Horti Lamiani on the Esquiline. The villas
 around Rome could have offered rich results had they not
 been plundered by treasure seekers rather than excavated by
 scientists.

 A thorough site by site survey of cities, villas, and sanc-
 tuaries throughout the Mediterranean can provide many
 more illustrations of Greek and Roman statues in relation to

 each other, but further evidence will hardly alter the general
 picture presented here.20 Large-scale importation of com-
 mercial copies remains in general the standard by which
 Roman decoration was measured. Shocking to the student of
 Greek art though it may seem to say, Graeco-Roman civiliza-
 tion was one in which architecture, especially its triumphs of
 engineering, was much more important than portable or, at
 least, movable decoration.21

 recorded in such a way that we can envision the relationships of the statues to
 each other. The Forum of Trajan was a particularly unfortunate case, for
 inscriptions were carted off to local epigraphic gardens and fragments of
 statues, emperors, empresses, famous men, and Dacians, were piled into the
 storage sheds under Mussolini's broad Via dell'Impero (renamed the Via dei
 Fori Imperiali). See E. S. STRONG: Art in Ancient Rome, ii, New York [1928], 74;
 s. B. PLATNER, T. ASHBY: A Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome, London
 [1929], 239 f. and refs.

 20 Excavations in southern Asia Minor have been revealing in these respects,
 especially at Perge and Side. In the 'Kaisersaal' (Praetorium or Kaisareion) at
 Side an Ares-emperor was balanced in mirror reversal by a Hermes-emperor; a
 Hygeia was paired with a Nemesis, in so far as both derived from the same body
 forms with the same types of drapery. The effect in the elaborate curved rec-
 tangular, pedimented niches with their pairs of engaged or freestanding col-
 umns must have been breathtaking. See A. M. MANSEL: Die Ruinen von Side, Berlin
 [1963], 113 ff., Figs.go (reconstruction), 93-7 (the statues). Seen here Fig.25.
 21 Students of Roman art expend considerable effort on the architecture of the
 imperial fora and some of the reliefs found there from Renaissance times on-
 ward, but the speed of excavation in the I920's and 1930's ruined all opportunity
 to verify what ancient sources and earlier chance finds had indicated about
 statues in these crucial areas of Roman imperium. One illustration may suffice.
 The surrounding colonnades (the intercolumnar spaces of the porticoes) of the
 Forum of Augustus and the Forum of Trajan are known to have been filled with
 statues of great men, and bases have been discovered over the centuries, few
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 ROBERT ENGGASS

 Bernardino Ludovisi - III: His work in Portugal

 THE visiting Englishman on the Grand Tour provided an
 important part of the financial underpinnings of eighteenth-
 century Italian painting but only rarely took an interest in
 sculpture. Here his place was taken by the Portuguese King.
 Still today the visitor who enters the vast basilica at Mafra
 finds himself at every turn - in the narthex, along the side
 aisles, in the chapels - face to face with monumental marble
 statues by Italian sculptors: by Monaldi, Corsini, Bracci,
 Piamontini; by Baratta, Fortini, Broccetti, G. B. Rossi; by
 Pincellotti, Barbieri, della Valle, Foggini; by Montauti,
 Ticciati, Frascari, Maini, and others, including Bernardino
 Ludovisi.1 The basilica contains what is by far the largest

 group of eighteenth-century Italian marble statuary to be
 found anywhere in the world. What then is it doing in a
 remote monastery in Portugal? The answer is that at the
 time it was put in place its presence satisfied the needs and
 interests of the Portuguese crown.

 In 17o6 King John V ascended the Portuguese throne. His
 reign was to last more than forty years. During this period
 Portugal enjoyed a measure of prestige and prosperity
 beyond anything she had known for centuries. Spain, so long
 a threat to the very existence of the Portuguese nation, was
 now no longer a menace. The opening years of the century

 1 Since most of the sculpture illustrated in this article had to be specially
 photographed for me, I am most grateful to the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
 for having directed their photographer to execute, at their expense, a substantial
 part of the photographs I needed. In this regard I particularly want to thank the
 Ambassador Pedro Theotonio Pereira, Trustee of the Foundation, and Dr
 Braga de Oliveira, Director Ajunto of the Foundation's Departamento cultural.

 I am especially grateful also to Dr Maria Madeira Rodrigues, Director of the
 Museui de Sio Roque. Although during the period when I was in Portugal her
 museum was closed while it underwent a major restoration and as a consequence

 objects from the treasury of S. Roque were accessible only with the greatest
 difficulty, she made every effort to see to it that I had an opportunity to study
 the works directly, and made available to me photographic details both of the
 altar frontal in the Treasury, and the vault sculpture in the Chapel of S. Joio.

 But most of all those of us who are interested in the Italian Settecento owe a

 special debt to Dr A. Ayres de Carvalho, Director do Musedi de Mafra, and
 Conservador do Palacio nacional da Ajuda, not only for his generous help and
 encouragement to art historians such as myself who come to Lisbon, but still
 more for his scholarly studies which have done so much to expand our know-
 ledge of art in eighteenth-century Portugal.
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 120  1. Nero, about A.D. 52. Detroit, Institute of Arts. Photograph Dietrich Widmer, Basel.
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 Three Imperial Portraits in America:
 Nero, Britannicus, and Faustina 11 from Asia Minor

 by CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 Three marble portraits have two main characteristics in common. They were found in

 Asia Minor and appear to represent persons of Roman imperial rank. One is a stat-

 ue, and two are heads that once must have been joined to statues. Nero is shown

 during the years A.D. 51 to 53 (Figs. 1, 2). Britannicus, son of Claudius, is represented

 during the period just before the rise of Agrippina and Nero, about A.D. 48 to 49

 (Figs. 3, 4, 5). Faustina the younger, daughter of Antoninus Pius and wife of Marcus

 Aurelius, is portrayed as a young empress, about A.D. 162 just after her father's death

 and her husband's advent to power (Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9). The statue of Nero is reputed to

 have come from one of the Roman colonies in south central Asia Minor. Britannicus,

 now in the Museum of Fine Arts, was first seen years ago at Sinope on the Black Sea.

 The provenance of Faustina remains to be clarified. All three can be termed life-sized.'

 Each portrait presents its subject in a different, and unusual, fashion. Nero is a

 young togatus in a land where Greek magistrates wore the himation, old enough to

 have shed his bulla and perhaps once holding the scroll of consular office in his left

 hand. Britannicus was doubtless once also a togate statue, but his outer garment

 was pulled up over his head to indicate he was participating in priestly ceremonies.

 Faustina's headdress is the only one that has proven to be peculiar to the imperial

 cult in Asia Minor. She wears her hair in the usual wavy fashion common to her por-

 traits in the Latin West. Over this is a string of jewels, perhaps pearls and semipre-

 cious stones. The end of the mantle has been arranged over the head, like that of

 Britannicus. The startling feature is arranged around the crown of the head above the

 wavy hair, the string of jewels, and over the garment. It is a cloth band, with the tas-

 seled ends tucked over and under and hanging down at the back. Around the part

 over the forehead are arranged three heroic busts. The two at the front and over

 Faustina's right temple are draped in the Grecian cloak which was pinned on the

 right shoulder. Their shoulders and necks are otherwise shown in the heroic nude.

 The bust on the left, that is the viewer's right, seems to wear more everyday garb,

 perhaps a tunic and toga with the end of the mantle once arranged over the head as

 in the case of the head of Britannicus.

 Although the heads of the three busts on Faustina's headband are missing or bat-

 tered beyond recognition, it is possible to speculate as to the identity of these three

 figures. In other instances, all from the Roman provinces in Asia Minor, when rulers

 or high priests wear crowns or diadems with heads or busts emerging from them,

 the subjects appear to have been gods or godly rulers.2 Here I believe Faustina the  121
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 younger is represented as a priestess of the imperial or Antonine family cult in Asia

 Minor, and the three busts on her headband were those of prominent members of

 her family. Her deified "grandfather" Hadrian might be the subject of the bust in

 the center or place of prominence. Her father, similarly and more publicly honored,

 might be the divine person in the dexter position, on the viewer's left. The mortal

 ruler in tunic and toga on the side opposite Antoninus Pius could be her husband

 Marcus Aurelius, in his capacity as Pontifex Maximus and head of the family cult. This

 choice of deified and living emperors would have been possible after 161, the year

 of Antoninus Pius' death and apotheosis.

 Comparison between this young, ideal Faustina and the many other sculptured

 likenesses of the empress suggests the archetype of this portrait was modeled or

 carved shortly after Antoninus Pius died, but the look of elevated, heaven-directed

 divinity would have been popular in Asia Minor for the remainder of her life and

 during the five years immediately following when her husband Marcus Aurelius

 ruled.3 There is also nothing to prevent this statue from having been carved in the

 reign of her son Commodus (A.D. 180 to 192) or even between 193 and 201 when

 Septimius Severus was trying to establish himself against rivals real or imagined and

 p

 122
 2. Nero, detail.

 Photograph Dietrich Widmer, Basel.
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 3. Britannicus, A.D. 48 or 49. John Wheelock Elliot Fund. 69.27.

 when he spread the fiction that he was an adopted member of the Antonine house,

 the son of Marcus Aurelius and the brother of the ill-acting Commodus. If the por-

 trait were a posthumous production, the busts on the headband might be other than

 the triad just proposed. Faustina herself died in Asia Minor, at Halala in Cilicia while

 her husband was returning from having settled the revolt of one of his trusted gen-

 erals in Syria. Halala was immediately refounded as Faustinopolis, and southern Asia

 Minor had every reason to lead the Empire in honoring the imperial consort who

 was forthwith raised to the ranks of the gods by the Senate. These events took place

 in A.D. 175.

 If the statue with its priestly headgear were carved between 175 and 180, the

 togate bust would still be Marcus Aurelius, but the bust in front might be Antoninus

 Pius and the hero on Faustina's right might be her deceased brother-in-law by adop-

 tion and son-in-law by marriage, the Emperor Lucius Verus (A.D. 161 to 169). This

 combination naturally would have been valid also between 169 and 175. In the reign

 of Commodus the hero on the front could be the deified Marcus Aurelius, and Lucius

 Verus could have retained one side position, the living Emperor Commodus the other.

 Otherwise, the two divi could be Antoninus Pius the grandfather and Marcus Aurelius

 the father, the Emperor Commodus appearing in his capacity as son and grandson.

 Under Septimius Severus the dynastic fictions would have placed Commodus, Marcus

 Aurelius, or Antoninus Pius in the heavenly gallery, with the Emperor from North  123
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 4. Britannicus, profile.  S. Britannicus, profile.

 Africa in the r6le of living representative of the family cult. All this presents an exten-

 sive catalogue of speculations, but these were the iconographic possibilities that de-

 lighted Greek and Roman magistrates preoccupied with the rites of the state religion

 in the art of imperial East and West. It would seem most logical to have this sensitive,

 soul-filled likeness of Faustina as an imperial priestess belong to the years when she

 was living, perhaps to the occasion about A.D. 164 when her daughter Lucilla was

 married at Ephesus to Lucius Verus. The imperial image was strong in Asia Minor at

 this time, since armies sent by Marcus Aurelius under the nominal command of the

 co-Emperor Verus were fighting the Parthians in Armenia and Mesopotamia. The pos-

 sibilities of a posthumous portrait remain strong, however, for the Greeks of Asia

 Minor sought the same qualities of ideal youthfulness in imperial likenesses that their

 ancestors had demanded in statues of the gods, heroes, and Hellenistic rulers of

 quasi-divine status.

 Nero and Britannicus are far less difficult to understand from the point of view of

 iconographic symbolism. Nero is boldly carved, with the folds of his clothing worked

 out in deep shadows and relatively smoothed surfaces. The turn of his head toward

 his left shoulder gives an aristocratic liveliness to face, head, and ears, the last a

 prominent characteristic of the later Julio-Claudian princes. The face is not a pene-
 trating study, but the subject was young and untried, still in the hands of clever

 tutors and without any suggestion of the bizarre activities that would mark the last

 eight or nine years of his rule. The hair combed over the forehead and cut in low

 bangs follows a fashion seen in the first coins of the rising prince and in portraits of

 his contemporaries, including the prince Britannicus whom he was soon to displace 124
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 and in A.D. 55 cause to be put to death. Nero was born at Antium in A.D. 37, was

 adopted by the aging Emperor Claudius in 50, took the toga virilis and was desig-

 nated Consul in 51, when he was fourteen to fifteen years of age. At the same time

 his mother Agrippina the younger, niece and new consort of Claudius, had Nero

 elected a pontif in all the priestly colleges, an unusual occurrence. He was also ap-

 pointed Princeps luventutis or leader of the noble youth of Rome. V. Poulsen has

 identified a group of portraits of Nero belonging to the moment of his adoption,

 including statues that show him clad in a toga but wearing the bulla or medallion of

 boyhood suspended from his neck on top of the tunic or undergarment.4 The next

 major group of sculptured likenesses of Nero date, according to Poulsen, to the year

 54 or just after, when Claudius was poisoned by Agrippina, Britannicus was shoved

 aside, and Nero was confirmed as sole Emperor.5 The portrait from Asia Minor fills

 the chronological void, and the occasion for its production and dissemination to a

 loyal Latin center in the Greek East was undoubtedly the group of high offices be-

 stowed on Nero in 51. Since he had just assumed the toga virilis, he is shown, almost

 triumphantly, poised firmly and haughtily in the costume of his manhood.

 Britannicus is the only one of the three portraits described here that poses prob-

 lems of identity. The name Britannicus, son of Claudius, is proposed in these pages

 with a certain assurance, for it seems difficult to see who else this head could repre-

 sent. A suggestion was made that the head could be that of a young girl and there-

 fore possibly Octavia, sister of Britannicus and wife of Nero.6 Prolonged observation

 6. Faustina the Younger, died A.D. 175.

 Fort Worth, Kimbell Art Foundation.

 125
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 7. Faustina the Younger, profile.  8. Faustina the Younger, profile.

 leads only to the conclusion that a boy is shown, one who was eight or nine years

 old in 48 or 49. The hair style under the cloth of the priestly mantle is similar to that

 of the young Nero, but the features, the curved nose and the pointed, little chin, are

 those of Claudius. Such a combination in a patently princely portrait could only be

 Britannicus at the time when his mother Messalina still held power at court, before

 her downfall and the rise of Britannicus' first cousin Agrippina the younger. The lat-

 ter's ambitions for her own son Nero soon forced Britannicus aside and soon re-

 duced the demands for his statues in the provinces. In 48 or 49 it would have been

 natural to find a statue of Britannicus as a boy magistrate at Sinope, probably set up

 alongside portraits of Claudius and other, older members of the Julio-Claudian house.

 Amisus, modern Samsun, not far distant on the coast of the Black Sea, had a group

 of statues that included Britannicus, Nero, and his second wife Poppaea Sabina, the

 latter two portraits probably additions to an older Julio-Claudian group of which the
 evidence for Britannicus is the survivor.7 Only the inscribed bases have been found,

 and in general the iconography of Britannicus in marble or bronze has proven to be

 very elusive.8 Other portraits may exist from the years just when Claudius died and

 Britannicus was doomed, but the head from Sinope, with its kindly young face and

 sensitive profile, appears to offer one of the few portraits from the few years when

 Britannicus, not Nero, seemed destined to rule the Greek and Roman worlds.

 The three portraits are thus bound together by several ties. They were all found in

 the rich provinces of the Greek imperial East. They each represent a young prince

 or princess on whom revolved, through action or heredity, the political aspirations 126
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 9. Faustina the Younger, rear.

 of the ancient world. They were each works of quality, with special iconographic or

 historical interest to their own and our ages. In their own ways, each is a thorough

 statement of Roman imperium in the East. That each portrait has now entered a

 museum in the United States gives final, ample reason for their publication at this

 time.

 NOTES

 1. The standard reference for Roman portraits

 from Asia Minor is J. Inan, E. Rosenbaum,
 Roman and Early Byzantine Portrait Sculp-

 ture in Asia Minor, London 1966. For lists of

 imperial portraits in the Greek world, see

 also C. Vermeule, Roman Imperial Art in

 Greece and Asia Minor, Cambridge (Mass.)
 1968. Both books include lists of imperial

 statue bases by place of discovery. This
 paper could not have been written without
 the help of George Allen, Mary Comstock,
 Jerome Eisenberg, Geraldine Gilligan,
 Mathias Komor, William Peck, and Vagn
 Poulsen.

 2. See Inan, Rosenbaum, op. cit., p. 128, no.

 151: Severan portrait of Flavius Damianus

 wearing a crown with busts, from the East

 Gymnasium at Ephesus. Antonine emperors

 or Septimius Severus, flanked by Caracalla

 and Geta on the headdress of an imperial
 priestess (?), possibly of the time of Alex-

 ander Severus (A.D. 222 to 235), found on
 the Agora at Ephesus: p. 137, no. 169. Head
 of an imperial priest of the Hadrianic period,
 also from Ephesus: p. 124, no. 143 and note

 2. Other such statues or heads have been

 found at Aphrodisias in Caria and Tarsus in

 Cilicia. When the crowns are adorned with

 twelve busts, gods and goddesses seem
 likely candidates. Crowns with three busts,  127
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 as those listed above, could be the Capi-
 toline Triad or famous imperial ancestors
 such as Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius
 or Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian, as in in-
 scriptions.

 Coins of Elagabalus (218 to 222) struck at
 Tarsus in Cilicia show an "archieratic

 crown" decorated with eleven busts, divided
 into three groups of five, three, and three.
 They could be the full Antonine dynasty
 with Faustina the younger (5), three divini-
 ties (Capitoline Triad ?), and the first three
 Severans: see British Museum, Catalogue of
 the Greek Coins of Lycaonia, Isauria, and
 Cilicia, London 1900, p. 200, no. 206, pl. 36,
 no. 3. A similar coin of Maximus Caesar (235
 to 238) has a crown with six heads in two
 groups of three: op. cit., p. 208, no. 238, pi.
 36, no. 11. There are other such numismatic
 appearances.

 3. Compare the statue, the body type being
 that of the larger lady from Herculaneum,
 found at the monumental arch near the en-
 trance to the city of Perge in Pamphylia:
 Inan, Rosenbaum, op. cit., p. 78, no. 47, pis.
 30f. The youngish face is like that of a head
 in Rome, in the Museo Capitolino, Im-
 peratori no. 39: M. Wegner, Die Herr-

 scherbildnisse in antoninischer Zeit, Berlin
 1939, pi. 34; the hair is like that of a portrait
 in the Louvre, found near Tivoli: Wegner, pi.
 36. Clearly, the model for the Faustina from
 Asia Minor was dispatched eastward from

 Italy, early in the reign of Marcus Aurelius.

 4. V. Poulsen, "Nero, Britannicus and Others.

 Iconographical Notes," Acta Archaeologica

 22, 1951, p. 121.

 5. V. Poulsen, op. cit., pp. 119f. Poulsen also

 has a group of Roman, Spanish, and North

 African portraits related to the events of

 A.D. 51, but they are different from the 50

 and 54 portraits.

 6. For portraits of Octavia, see V. Poulsen,

 "Portraits of Claudia Octavia," Opuscula

 Romana 4,1962, pp. 107-115, especially p.

 108, figs. 2, 3.

 7. See Roman Imperial Art in Greece and Asia

 Minor, p. 452.

 8. V. Poulsen has sought an older Britannicus,

 perhaps on the eve of Claudius' and his own
 death (54 and 55) in a group of portraits,

 most notably one once in Smyrna: "Billeder

 af Nero og hans Far," Meddelelser fra Ny
 Car!sberg Glyptotek 6, 1949, pp. 4, 10f., fig. 9.
 He has also cited a head, likewise from a
 statue, found at Sulcis and now in the Na-
 tional Museum at Cagliari on Sardinia: Clau-
 dische Prinzen, Baden-Baden 1960, pp. 38-42,
 figs. 10-12. It could be the same person,

 especially as to nose, mouth, and chin; the
 head published here is obviously more like
 Claudius than Nero, because Britannicus
 was younger and Claudius' influence was
 stronger.

 Correction: In No. 348 of the Bulletin the captions on pp. 88-89 were accidentally re-

 versed. No. 19, "Maidens dancing . . ." should have been printed with the illustration

 on p. 89, and No. 20, "Underside. . ." on p. 88.

 128
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 SHORTER NOTICES SHORTER NOTICES

 A Note on Rembrandt's 'Meeste Ende die

 Naetuereelste Beweechgelickheijt'

 BY JOHN GAGE

 T HE close scrutiny which art historians have given to Rembrandt's
 phrase die meeste ende die naetuereelste beweechgelickheijt, used to
 describe the Entombment and the Resurrection (Munich, Alte Pinako-
 thek) in the letter to Constantine Huygens of I2th January I639,
 may be justified in that it is the painter's only written statement
 about his art to have survived. Recently, however, the views of
 the contending parties: those who see a purely 'external' connota-
 tion for beweechgelickheijt, and those who see in it an inward,
 psychological sense, have tended to harden so much as to distort
 the real issues involved;1 and other critics, concentrating on the
 form of words, have assembled analogies which are for the most
 part irrelevant to the context of Rembrandt's remark, or too late
 to be historically convincing.2 What is surely needed is to relate
 the comment more generally to the intellectual and aesthetic
 climate in which it was framed, and this may to some extent be
 reconstructed by looking at the autobiography and the literary
 interests of Rembrandt's correspondent, Huygens.3 In Huygens's
 library will be found a text containing a precise parallel to the
 painter's phrase: Fransiscus Junius's The Painting of the Ancients
 of 1638.4

 In his discussion of the representation of the passions in paint-
 ing, Junius quoted Cicero (De Oratore, III, vii, 26) on the equal
 value of diverse styles, and continued:
 'As for the particular nature of the artificers, it hath ever been so,
 that the liveliness of great spirits cannot containe it selfe within
 the compasse of an ordinary practise, but it will always issue
 forth, whilest every one doth most readily expresse in his workes
 the inward motions of his most forward mind.'5

 Later on in the same chapter Junius quoted at length from
 Quintilian on oratorical delivery (Orat. Inst. XI, iii, 61-2):
 'The Passions imitated have Art, but want nature; and therefore
 it is here a maine point, to have a true feeling of them rightly to
 conceive the image of things, and to be moved with them as if
 they were rather true then imagined.'
 and he commented:

 1 J. G. VAN GELDER, reviewing JACOB ROSENBERG'S Rembrandt, went so far as to
 deny that the painter was aware of a specifically aesthetic view at all: 'ook de
 aesthetica van het tijdperk hier geen rol kunnen spelen, daroop behoelfde Rembrandt
 Huygens niet opmerkzaam te maken, en om die te bevredigen, had Rembrandt niet zoveel
 studienze vlit nodig, wel juist om de innerlijkheit te doen spreken'. (De Nieuwe Stem
 [I949], p.295). Rosenberg himself, in the second edition of his monograph,
 noted the opposite viewpoint, but maintained his position that 'This formula
 fully expresses the current Baroque tendency, which found its most powerful
 representative in Rubens' (Rembrandt [1964], pp. 87-188, 355,nn.27,29).
 2 s. SLIVE: Rembrandt and his Critics [1953], p.36; L. DE PAAUW-DE VEER: 'Over de
 betekenis van het woord "beweeglijkheid" in de zeventiende eeuw', Oud
 Holland, 74 [1959] pp.202 et. seq. Apart from Karel van Mander, whose use of
 the word is so uncertain as to be elucidated only by reference to eighteenth- and
 nineteenth-century translations and commentaries, this writer quotes Samuel
 van Hoogstraeten (I678), Gerard Lairesse (I707), and Roger de Piles (Dutch
 ed. 1722), in support of the view that 'beweeglijkheid' connoted an inner as well
 as an outward movement. The most recent account of the literature in H.

 GERSON: Seven Letters of Rembrandt [I961], pp.39-40.
 3 SLIVE, op. cit. p.24, has already made the rather sweeping suggestion: 'The
 principle that the bodily movement of the figures in a painting should express
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 GERSON: Seven Letters of Rembrandt [I961], pp.39-40.
 3 SLIVE, op. cit. p.24, has already made the rather sweeping suggestion: 'The
 principle that the bodily movement of the figures in a painting should express
 human emotions and passions was articulated in the I5th century by Leone
 Battista Alberti, and no I7th century theoretician or painter would have
 thought of denying this notion.'
 4 (w. P. VAN STOCKUM:) Catalogus der Bibtiotheek van Constantyn Huygens verkocht
 op de Groote Zaal van het Hof te's-Gravenhage I688 [1903], p.39, No.502: The
 Painting of the Ancients by Junius, Lond. I638. SLIVE, op. cit., pp.9, n.2; I6, n.i
 refers to the book in Huygens's library, but without discussing its contents.
 6 JUNIUS, op. cit., p.48.
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 'So are then these commotions of our mind by all means to be
 drawne out of the truth of nature.'6

 This conception of the threefold motion and emotion of subject,
 artist and spectator, based on a close study of the natural expres-
 sion of the passions, is surely the exact sense of Rembrandt's
 naetuereelste beweechgelickheijt in his letter; and it is not surprising
 that similar words natuerelick and bewoghen, are used to express the
 idea in Dutch in Junius's translation of his book, introduced
 byJan de Brune de Jongh, and dedicated to Rembrandt's patron,
 Prince Frederick Henry, in I641:
 'soo is't dat de waere beroeringhen naturelick uytbersten, maer't onbreekt hun

 aen de Konst, dies moetense oock door de leeringhe soo wat ghesatsoeneert
 worden. De gheimiteerde beroeringhen daer en teghen, ghelijckse de Konst
 hebben, soo ontbreekt het hun aen de nature; en daerom is dit alhier't
 voornaemste, dat men sich recht wel bewoghen vinde om de verbeeldinghen
 niet anders te vatten, als of het waerachtighe dinghen waeren daer mede wy
 ons selven besich houden. Soo moeten dan dese beroerten in alderley maniere
 uyt de waerheydt der dinghen ghetrocken worden. .. ' 7

 Junius's view of art and the artist was especially likely to have
 attracted Huygens in that he had already in his autobiography
 (I629-1631) characterized Rembrandt as superior to Lievens
 'in judgement and the liveliness of his passions' (iudicio et affectuum
 vivacitate) which, in the double sense of the Latin, implied, too,
 the artist's power to move the spectator.8 Huygens, we may
 suppose, in conversation with Rembrandt shortly after the
 appearance of Junius's book, gave the discussion a twist closer to
 the English formulation than to the less ample and less precise
 Latin version of I637.

 Rembrandt, however, did not leave the notion as he found it,
 for he retailed it to Huygens as an excuse for delaying the delivery
 of the two paintings: his study of die meeste ende die naetuereelste
 beweechgelickhei't had demanded especial time and care. For
 Junius, on the other hand, the case was reversed. In conveying
 emotion in the most direct and natural manner, the artist must
 not, he concluded,
 'marre the vigorous force of a fresh and warme Imagination by
 a slow and coole manner of Imitation .. .'9

 Was Rembrandt putting Junius (and Huygens) in his place, as
 Rubens had done inhis letter ofJuly/August I637,which was used
 by de Jongh to preface the Dutch edition of The Painting of the
 Ancients?

 6 ib., p.62.

 7 De Schilder-Konst der Oude, Middleburgh [I641], p.50. (I have here quoted
 rather more from Quintilian than above.) The earlier passage quoted is on
 p.38 of this translation.
 8 cit. SLIVE, op. cit., p. 15, with some errors of transcription. Affectus was used by
 Junius to denote passion in the first, Latin version of his work (1637) (De Pictura
 Veterum [2nd ed. I694], p.33).
 9 JUNIUS [1638], p.62.

 Recent Museum Acquisitions
 Priapos and Maenad
 (Boston Museum of Fine Arts)
 BY CORNELIUS VERMEULE
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 Recent Museum Acquisitions
 Priapos and Maenad
 (Boston Museum of Fine Arts)
 BY CORNELIUS VERMEULE

 RECENTLY acquired by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the
 Group of Priapos and a Maenad was restored in the eighteenth
 century to create an ensemble of Dionysos and Ariadne (Fig.68).1

 1 Museum of Fine Arts Accession No.68.770. H.: o.8Im. Bibliography:
 REINACH-CLARAC, p.388, No.5; A. MICHAELIS: Ancient Marbles in Great Britain,
 Cambridge [1882], 504, No.8; American Journal of Archaeology 59 [1955], 142. A
 fuller publication will appear in a forthcoming issue of The Classical Journal.
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 This marble, long in the collection of the Irish family of Smith
 Barry at Marbury Hall in Cheshire, England, was acquired in
 Rome shortly before the American Revolution. It was sold in
 one of the several auctions at which Lord Barrymore's Greek and
 Roman sculptures were dispersed in the decades from I930 to
 I950, and after a number of years in the New York art market
 has found a permanent home in the Museum of Fine Arts as the
 gift of Paul E. Manheim. The Smith Barry statues came through
 Gavin Hamilton and Thomas Jenkins from such famous sources
 as the Villa Mattei in Rome and the Villa d'Este at Tivoli. It

 seems likely that further research will reveal that this group, with
 its unusually lively combination of unity and frontward motion,
 served as inspiration for a number of painters and sculptors in the
 period before and after its migration to the British Isles.

 The maenad wears a short chiton and an animal's skin amid

 the swirling drapery. There are at least two other Graeco-
 Roman replicas of this Hellenistic composition, one in Berlin
 found before 1872 on the Quirinal near the Piazza Barberini and
 a second in the National Museum at Athens since the last

 century. The group in Athens preserves the head of Priapos and
 thus settled the identification, while the much-damaged Berlin
 ensemble shows the head of the maenad. After the Smith Barry
 marbles disappeared into the relative inaccessibility of the
 Cheshire countryside, they continued to exert an influence on the
 arts, notably through small bronze replicas made previously in
 Rome and through engravings published in the Musee de Sculpture
 of the Comte de Clarac in the I830's and i840's. The French
 romantic painter Eugene Delacroix (1798-1863) used the two
 figures, particularly the maenad with her unusual drapery, as a
 source for his Liberty Leading the People, the greatest visual state-
 ment of the French revolution of I830.

 'The Prayer' by Lipchitz
 (Philadelphia Museum of Art)
 RECENTLY acquired by the Philadelphia Museum of Art, as the
 gift of R. Sturgis and Marion B. F. Ingersoll, the bronze group,
 Prayer, was conceived during the terrible years of the Second
 World War, when Lipchitz was deeply preoccupied with the fate
 of Europe and the suffering of the Jewish people (Fig. 70). The
 sculpture represents a man in the ancient ritual of the Day of
 Atonement, whirling a live cock over his head - the cock serving
 as a symbol and a scapegoat for the sins of the community. The
 sense of terror and hysteria in the ragged forms of the man's
 cloak and the plants writhing at his feet give this sculpture an
 expressionist quality unique among the pieces in Mr Ingersoll's
 collection.

 Lipchitz had only settled in America two years before he began
 work on Prayer, and at this time he paid his first visit to the
 Ingersolls at Pennlyn. Sturgis Ingersoll became a close friend and
 admirer of the sculptor, purchasing several pieces for himself
 and encouraging other collectors and the City of Philadelphia
 to look at Lipchitz's work. Thus the gift of Prayer to the Museum
 collection adds yet another important Lipchitz sculpture to the
 impressively large number already in Philadelphia: at the
 Museum, in many private collections, at the Barnes Foundation,
 and the monumental Spirit of Enterprise on the East River Drive.
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 thus settled the identification, while the much-damaged Berlin
 ensemble shows the head of the maenad. After the Smith Barry
 marbles disappeared into the relative inaccessibility of the
 Cheshire countryside, they continued to exert an influence on the
 arts, notably through small bronze replicas made previously in
 Rome and through engravings published in the Musee de Sculpture
 of the Comte de Clarac in the I830's and i840's. The French
 romantic painter Eugene Delacroix (1798-1863) used the two
 figures, particularly the maenad with her unusual drapery, as a
 source for his Liberty Leading the People, the greatest visual state-
 ment of the French revolution of I830.

 'The Prayer' by Lipchitz
 (Philadelphia Museum of Art)
 RECENTLY acquired by the Philadelphia Museum of Art, as the
 gift of R. Sturgis and Marion B. F. Ingersoll, the bronze group,
 Prayer, was conceived during the terrible years of the Second
 World War, when Lipchitz was deeply preoccupied with the fate
 of Europe and the suffering of the Jewish people (Fig. 70). The
 sculpture represents a man in the ancient ritual of the Day of
 Atonement, whirling a live cock over his head - the cock serving
 as a symbol and a scapegoat for the sins of the community. The
 sense of terror and hysteria in the ragged forms of the man's
 cloak and the plants writhing at his feet give this sculpture an
 expressionist quality unique among the pieces in Mr Ingersoll's
 collection.

 Lipchitz had only settled in America two years before he began
 work on Prayer, and at this time he paid his first visit to the
 Ingersolls at Pennlyn. Sturgis Ingersoll became a close friend and
 admirer of the sculptor, purchasing several pieces for himself
 and encouraging other collectors and the City of Philadelphia
 to look at Lipchitz's work. Thus the gift of Prayer to the Museum
 collection adds yet another important Lipchitz sculpture to the
 impressively large number already in Philadelphia: at the
 Museum, in many private collections, at the Barnes Foundation,
 and the monumental Spirit of Enterprise on the East River Drive.

 This marble, long in the collection of the Irish family of Smith
 Barry at Marbury Hall in Cheshire, England, was acquired in
 Rome shortly before the American Revolution. It was sold in
 one of the several auctions at which Lord Barrymore's Greek and
 Roman sculptures were dispersed in the decades from I930 to
 I950, and after a number of years in the New York art market
 has found a permanent home in the Museum of Fine Arts as the
 gift of Paul E. Manheim. The Smith Barry statues came through
 Gavin Hamilton and Thomas Jenkins from such famous sources
 as the Villa Mattei in Rome and the Villa d'Este at Tivoli. It

 seems likely that further research will reveal that this group, with
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 a Lamb began in the artist's mind as a figure in a family group in
 a series of drawings executed in I942 (Fig.69). As Picasso de-
 veloped the idea, he saw that the powerful figure demanded to be
 realized in sculpture and on a large scale. He had the metal
 armature constructed in his Paris studio in I943, and then after
 several months of thinking about his idea, he swiftly built the
 sculpture up out of wet clay in the course of two afternoons, as
 his friend the poet, Paul Eluard, watched in admiration and
 amazement. A plaster cast was made from the clay model almost
 at once, but bronze casting was almost impossible in Paris during
 the war and the sculpture was not cast until several years later.

 Picasso had three casts of the sculpture made, reserving one for
 himself, and giving the third to the little town of Vallauris near
 the Riviera where he had settled in I948 to devote himself to
 making ceramics. The town proudly inaugurated the sculpture
 in 1950, and it stands in the market place. Mr and Mrs Ingersoll
 first saw the cast Picasso proposed to sell in an exhibition of the
 artist's recent bronzes and ceramics in Paris, in the summer of
 195 I. They subsequently purchased it through Curt Valentin and
 Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler in the autumn of I952.

 Man with a Lamb is undoubtedly one of the most important
 sculptures in Picasso's eeuvre. Its impressive scale and the stern
 dignity of the figure make it stand out among the wildly fantastic,
 humorous or graceful shapes that the artist has produced before
 and since. Produced during the wartime in Paris, and now
 presiding - as one version does - over a small town market place,
 the Man with a Lamb may represent an offering to peace as great as
 the famous Guernica's revelation of the horrors of war.

 Frank Dobson's 'Cornucopia'

 (Hull University Art Collection)

 BY MALCOLM EASTON

 THIS carving (Fig.7I), recently acquired for Hull University,
 aptly symbolizes the most fruitful decade in the sculptor's career.
 Cornucopia arrived between the lingering cubism of Pigeon Boy
 1920, and the more indulgently caressed Torsos of 1928. Still,
 severe, it combines the best of two differing approaches to the
 stone. And it is not only a beautiful, but an historic, piece. In
 the eyes of Roger Fry and Clive Bell, Cornucopia represented
 nothing less than the renaissance of British sculpture. A photo-
 graph of the maquette (Fig.72) helps to illustrate Fry's article on
 the artist in THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE for April I925. 'Whether
 we like his work or not,' wrote the ex-editor of this Journal, 'we
 must admit that it is true sculpture and pure sculpture, and that
 this is almost the first time that such a thing has been attempted
 in England.' In Vogue, Clive Bell welcomed the half-finished
 carving of Cornucopia as 'perhaps the finest work that Dobson
 has produced' (Fig.73). That was in June I926. In March 1927
 Vogue's critic was telling his readers that the now completed
 'Choephora' (Bell's preferred title for it) amounted to the
 'finest piece of sculpture that has been produced by an English-
 man since - since I don't know when'. Fry and Bell discovered
 in Dobson what they had been looking for: a sculptor less
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 in Dobson what they had been looking for: a sculptor less
 vivaciously naturalistic than Epstein, less discouragingly aloof
 than Lipchitz. And though it was not their protege's good fortune
 to tread the middle path so nimbly again, with Cornucopia we
 are undoubtedly in the presence of a master-work of this juste
 milieu. Some consideration of the context and circumstances of

 its invention is therefore well justified.
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 GREEK, ROMAN, AND ETRUSCAN SCULPTURES

 IN THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

 ALTHOUGH TWELFTH IN THIS SERIES of
 articles on works of art, new and old, in

 the Museum of Fine Arts, this assemblage
 of monumental sculptures in stone offers
 features not found in any of the previous
 installments.1 The newly-acquired statues,
 heads, and reliefs include more than one
 example of great importance in the history
 of ancient art. The pieces published from
 reserve collections of one kind or another

 also provide works of more-than-passing
 interest since they fall into categories not
 well represented in the museums of the
 western hemisphere. Chief among these
 are the monumental Hellenistic head of a

 divinity (sent to America by the great con-
 ductor Hans von Billow, Emmanuel Liszt's
 son-in-law, after the Civil War) and the
 late Etruscan painted stone sarcophagus
 from the necropolis of Musarna in the vi-
 cinity of Viterbo, a gift of the American Ex-

 ploration Society in 1900. A good Graeco-
 Roman head of a woman in Pentelic marble

 was relieved of disfiguring restorations and
 turned out to be a copy of a sphinx set up
 in Athens, probably as part of a public
 monument, between 460 and 450 B.C. This
 head, or bust on a pedestal as it was then,
 was purchased by the Museum in 1888
 through the good offices of the great topog-
 rapher Rodolfo Lanciani, whose lectures in
 America were one of the cultural successes
 of the time.

 A marble head of late Archaic type, close
 in style to the sculptures of the west pedi-
 ment of the temple of Aphaia or Athena on
 Aegina, is a splendid example of a forgery
 made about the beginning of the present cen-
 tury, when Archaic sculpture was becoming
 popular thanks to excavations and publi-
 cations of older finds. Among the recent
 additions, the fragment of a large sarcopha-
 gus lid with scene of the Trojan Horse
 within Troy's walls presents an unusual
 version of a classic episode in Greek legend
 that is not very frequently represented in
 Greek art. The complete Roman sarcopha-
 gus, while of a seemingly common combi-
 nation of motifs, is a rare example of Con-
 stantinian classicism, a work of about A.D.
 325, in nearly perfect condition, bearing
 only the yellow patina of time. The largest
 gift is the group of marbles, statuary, por-
 traits, and ideal heads, presented by Mr.
 Paul E. Manheim of New York City. This
 collection within a collection, so to speak,
 provides an excellent conspectus of Greek

 1 Eleven installments have appeared in CJ over
 the past decade and one as AJA 68 (1964) 323-341,
 the last dealing with sculptures very like those
 published here. The photographs are by Herbert
 Hamilton and his colleagues, who have mastered
 the difficult art of museum photography. William
 J. Young rejuvenated several of these sculptures.
 Mary B. Comstock has been chief collaborator,
 and Penelope Truitt--in company with Sarah
 Dublin, Herbert Cahn, Jerome Eisenberg, Vagn
 Poulsen, and Diggory Venn-has rendered useful
 assistance. A selection of items published in past
 numbers of this series was shown in Art of the
 Late Antique from American collections, Rose Art
 Museum, Brandeis University, 18 Dec. 1968-16
 Feb. 1969, and the pieces are described in the
 catalogue of that exhibition.
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 50 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE

 and Roman sculptures of use to a major
 museum's teaching program. Each one of-
 fers problems of identification, restoration,
 and attribution of interest to teachers of

 ancient art or field archaeology and related
 classical history.

 SEATED CYCLADIC "IDOL" (fig. 1). The fig-
 ure is female and intact except for flaking
 caused by exposure to salt water when the
 tomb in which it was placed was flooded or
 dampened at some time in the past, perhaps
 in the tidal eruption around 1500 B.c. The
 modelled and incised details are still clear,
 including the right eye, the arms, the fin-
 gers and toes, and the divisions of the
 body.2 Aside from the small group of men

 Fig. 1. SEATED CYCLADIC IDOL

 seated on chairs and playing large harps,
 idols, particularly women, that sit rather
 than appear to stand (or actually recline on
 their now-vanished funerary couches) are
 relatively rare. One such, evidently female
 and seated on a marble chair, about two-
 thirds the size of the figure shown here, was
 found at Teke, along the road between
 Herakleion and Knossos on Crete, and a
 similar seated idol, also smaller, is in the
 main Museum at Phira on the island of
 Thera-Santorini.3 Both the outward forms
 and the interior details of the seated woman

 can be paralleled among the "standing"
 idols, in examples which are five or six
 times greater in size. Since the seated male
 harpers are obviously making music for
 themselves or for other, conventional idols,
 this seated woman may have been an at-
 tendant, either at the occasions requiring

 2 Acc. no. 67.1023. H.: 0.126m. Gift of Herbert
 A. Cahn and Andre Emmerich.

 3 Ch. Zervos, L'Art de la Crate, neolithique et
 minoenne (Paris 1956), pl. 113, height: 0.08m.;
 Sp. Marinatos, M. Hirmer, Crete and Mycenae
 (New York 1960), pl. 11, lower left; Thera
 Museum, no. 1162.
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 Fig. 2. HELMETED WARRIOR

 harpers and standing flutists, or at a cere-
 mony of solitary mourning.4

 FRAGMENTARY HEAD OF A HELMETED WAR-

 RIOR, modern creation after a work of about
 500 B.C. (fig. 2). The opportunities to
 analyze a good forgery are often lacking
 because dubious works of art available to

 classicists are usually hidden away in mu-
 seum basements. This dangerous example,
 although relatively unpublished, was per-
 haps commissioned, donated, and placed on
 exhibition as a forgery after the turn of the
 present century.5 The warrior has always
 served the purpose for which it was col-
 lected, to warn connoisseurs about clever
 imitations of Archaic Greek sculpture and
 to provide students with an accessible illus-
 tration of the bad alongside the good. The

 source was certainly one or more of the
 warriors from the west pediment or the
 original east pediment (so called) of the
 famous late Archaic temple on a high point
 of the island of Aegina near Athens. The
 forger has made a fragment, to avoid the
 necessity or danger of having to create a
 whole work of art, and because archaeolo-
 gists are always intrigued with fragments.
 The top and back of the head was left in a
 rough, seemingly broken, state, and the face
 was treated with acid to give the appear-
 ance of weathering and incrustation.

 At very first glance the Cupid's bow lips
 seem unusual, although they are present to
 a lesser degree in the head of a kouros in
 Kansas City." What is more unusual, and
 thus disturbing, is that the most famous
 sculptures from Aegina, notably the strid-
 ing and the dying warriors from the west
 pediment, have a double not a single row of
 corkscrew curls above the brow. Indeed, no
 kouros or Aegina warrior has a single row
 of tight, small, and nearly round corkscrew

 4 See Early art in Greece, the Cycladic, Minoan,
 Mycenaean, and Geometric periods 3000-700 B.C.,
 an exhibition organized in cooperation with Dr.
 Herbert A. Cahn, Miinzen und Medaillen A.G.,
 Basel, Switzerland, May 7 to June 11, 1965, Andre
 Emmerich Gallery Inc., New York, no. 13 and
 no. 10. See also Ch. Doumas, Goulandris, no. 286.

 5 Acc. no. 02.388. H.: 0.168m. Gift of Edward
 P. Warren.

 6 G. M. A. Richter, The sculpture and sculptors
 of the Greeks (New Haven 1950), p. 73, fig. 149.
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 curls such as those seen here.7 A number
 of late Archaic Greek youths have a single
 row of large, volute-formed curls over the
 forehead, the most notable examples being
 the statue in Munich and the Anavysos
 Kouros in Athens.8 Comparison with the
 other warriors in various poses from the
 west pediment, figures that are attacking or
 half fallen, shows that the forger has mis-
 understood the visible parts of the helmet,
 the two curved, smooth areas that are
 curved up to form a pair of cheek-pieces or
 the lower sides of the helmet. The sculptor
 was trying to copy the appropriate parts of
 a pushed-back Corinthian helmet, but he
 carved hair in bold striations instead of a

 cloth cap or liner in the area between. At
 best he merely should have left this area
 slightly roughened, perhaps to be finished
 in paint, in order at least to suggest hair
 without extensive surface cutting. This in-
 dicates that the forger may have worked
 from a bad photograph, such as the many
 old published views of the Aegina sculp-
 tures, and not from actual models or even
 from plaster casts. His sources, or the
 timing of his inspiration, may have been
 the heads found in the excavations of 1901,
 seemingly from the first east pediment,
 which were buried under the temple and
 replaced by the sculptures among those
 brought to Munich after the Napoleonic
 Wars.9

 ROMAN COPY OF A HEAD OF A SPHINX, the
 original made about 450 B.C. (fig. 3). The
 hair of this somewhat severe female with

 unusual lips is parted over the forehead and
 brought back in wavy strands to a bun
 behind.10 Enough replicas of the complete

 Fig. 3. SPHINX

 statue of the seated Greek sphinx or of the
 head alone are known to identify the proto-
 type with Athens. Sculptors working in
 Roman times in Greece and Italy adapted
 this sphinx to use as supports for tables and
 the head alone to even more purely deco-
 rative settings. Two examples of the head
 in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge
 provide the best stylistic and qualitative
 parallels for the head shown here."1

 7 See R. Lullies, M. Hirmer, Greek sculpture
 (London 1957), pls. 70-72.

 8 See G. M. A. Richter, Kouroi, Archaic Greek
 youths (New York 1960), figs. 391-400.

 1 S. Karouzou, National Archaeological Museum,
 collection of sculpture, a catalogue (Athens 1968),
 p. 22, pl. 13; A. Furtwdingler, Aegina, Das
 Heiligtum der Aphaia (Munich 1906), pls. 96, etc.

 10Acc. no. 88.352. H. (of face): 0.13m. Pur-
 chased through R. Lanciani. E. Robinson, Annual
 report for 1888, 11, no. 12.

 11 L. Budde, R. Nicholls, A Catalogue of the
 Greek and Roman sculpture in the Fitzwilliam
 Museum Cambridge (Cambridge 1964), p. 20-22,
 nos. 40, 41, pl. 10; lists of replicas, in connection
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 Some of the sphinxes adapted as the un-
 derpinnings of tables are of very indifferent
 quality, even bordering on the dumpy and
 awkward. The three heads of this type

 Fig. 4. GREEK COMMANDER

 found in the excavations of the Odeion of

 Agrippa in the Athenian Agora during the
 campaign of 1935 were part of an architec-
 tural support rather than a three-dimen-
 sional ensemble of furniture. They topped
 a balustrade in a row of herms that included

 youthful male heads, possibly of Oedipus,
 and these heads of the Athenian sphinx type
 are excellent copies belonging it seems to
 the original structure of about 15 B.C.
 rather than to the rebuilding around the
 middle of the second century A.D.12 They
 show how splendid such decorative work
 can be, and the head illustrated here, prob-
 ably from a Roman workshop in view of its
 provenance, is a softer but not unpleasing
 transcription of the early High Classical
 original.

 MARBLE HERM OF A FAMOUS GREEK, prob-
 ably a military commander (fig. 4). This is
 a free rendering, made in the Hellenistic or
 Graeco-Roman periods, after a bronze ideal
 portrait of the fifth century B.C. The top

 with a statue and a head in the Basel Museum: E.

 Berger, Antike Kunst 11 (1968) 73-77, especially
 75, 124, pls. 34-36.

 12 See H. A. Thompson, et al., The Athenian
 agora, a guide to the excavation and museum
 (Athens 1962), p. 73, 123; T. Leslie Shear, "The
 campaign of 1935," Hesperia 5 (1936) 10 f., fig. 10.
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 center of the head is hollowed out and con-

 tains a large lead filling, seemingly to at-
 tach a helmet made of bronze.'3 No other

 version of the same lost original has appar-
 ently been identified. The features resem-
 ble those of Miltiades (ca. 550 to 489), as
 documented from likenesses in Ravenna
 and Madrid. The first is inscribed. If not

 another, variant portrait of that aristocratic
 Athenian general, the herm could possibly
 be his famous son Kimon (ca. 512 to 449).14
 In either case the prototype cannot have
 been fashioned earlier than the middle of

 the fifth century B.C., for all aspects of the
 transitional period of Greek sculpture have
 left the face, and it is not unlike those of
 heroes and elders in the frieze of the Par-

 thenon. As with other highly ideal por-
 traits of Greek statesmen, doubtless some
 day an inscribed Graeco-Roman herm of
 the same man will be excavated, to clarify
 or even confuse the possible identifica-
 tions.15 Kimon had a Thracian mother and

 abundant, curly hair, but he could have
 looked like his father. Any further thoughts
 would be pure speculation.

 HEAD OF A YOUTH, the Polykleitan after-
 glow (fig. 5). Copies of the athletic statues
 of Polykleitos and of his majestic, draped
 Hera at Argos continued to be made into

 Fig. 5. POLYKLEITAN YOUTH

 the third century A.D. Few, if any, respect-
 able copies can be documented after A.D.
 235, but there are freely-carved, almost
 Late Antique versions of Polykleitan ath-
 letes which were produced in Italy, Greece,
 and Asia Minor at least up to the political,
 military, and economic catastrophes of the
 reign of the Roman emperor Gallienus (A.D.
 253 to 267). A marble head of an athlete
 represents one of these. The hair is sum-
 marily carved, and the eyes have been
 drilled and incised to produce a frozen
 stare, so characteristic of Roman imperial
 portraits in the transition to Byzantine art.
 The top of the head was made separately,
 in marble it would seem, because there is a
 large rectangular dowel-hole in the top cen-
 ter and the area around has been prepared
 for fitting with a claw chisel.16 In the Hel-
 lenistic and earlier Roman imperial periods
 marble heads were often finished in this

 fashion in stucco or plaster, but the size and
 depth of the dowel-hole suggests a heavier
 material in this instance. Perhaps the top of

 13 Acc. no. 67.1032. H.: 0.48m. Gift of Charles
 S. Lipson. The Museum year 1967 (Annual
 report) 46 f.; Einzelaufnahmen, no. 5052 (F.
 Poulsen, G. Lippold). "Corinthian" helmets
 usually cover the forehead, but, as certain por-
 traits of Perikles suggest (e.g., Museo Barracco,
 Rome), even the marble helmets are often pushed
 far enough back to show as much hair as is re-
 vealed here.

 14 See G. M. A. Richter, The portraits of the
 Greeks (London 1965) I, p. 94-97, figs. 381-383
 (Ravenna), 385-387 (Madrid), 102. For Perikles,
 see especially, figs. 437-439; also fig. 426
 (Xanthippos?).

 15 A herm and then its head, of the conventional
 Metrodorus type but inscribed "Parmenides," was
 found at Velia in 1962 and 1966: H. Jucker,
 Museum Helveticum 25 (1968) 181-185; A. D.
 Trendall, in Archaeological reports for 1966-67,
 Hellenic Society and British School at Athens
 (London 1967), p. 32 f., fig 5.

 16 Acc. no. 68.772. H.: 0.22m. Gift of Paul E.
 Manheim.
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 the head was made separately to carry a
 heavy metal wreath or perhaps this section
 was attached to the back of an architectural

 setting, a niche for instance, as often oc-
 curred in the placing of statues in the late
 Roman period.

 One more suggestion remains. The sculp-
 tor that fashioned this statue, probably one
 showing an athlete standing in the nude,
 may have presented his subject in the fa-
 miliar pose of self-coronation, placing the
 large wreath on his brow. In this case,
 marble wreath, top of the head, and raised
 right arm could have been carved from one
 block of marble and fitted to the head and

 right shoulder of the statue. It is perhaps
 more than coincidence that the closest sty-
 listic parallel for this head is the head of a
 statue of an athlete crowning himself from
 the large Apodyterion (dressing room) of
 the Baths of Faustina and its attached gym-
 nasium at Miletus. This athlete has been

 dated in the Antonine period, about A.D.
 175, but the large, awkward head with the
 drilled-out eyes and gashed mouth indicates
 a date in the third century A.D., over fifty
 years after most other sculptures, Muses
 and rivergods and such, were commissioned
 for or brought to the baths.17 In the reign
 of the emperor Gordianus III (238 to 244),
 an upper storey was added to the monumen-
 tal nymphaeum or fountain-house facing
 the main square at Roman Miletus, and
 copies of various older Greek statues were
 prepared at this date, to complete the total
 visual effect begun when the building was
 first undertaken in Flavian and Trajanic

 times, about A.D. 100. Additional statues
 of victorious athletes, such as the athlete
 crowning himself, could have been set in
 the niches of the Baths of Faustina at this

 time, and it seems evident that the Poly-
 kleitan fragment of a head was carved in
 the workshop that created statues for the
 city of Miletus at a time when the need for
 mechanical copies had lessened considerably
 and few ateliers were able to produce or
 were interested in producing any statues
 other than imperial portraits in metal or
 marble. By the time of the Constantinian
 revival of monumental statuary early in
 the fourth century A.D. the athletic nude
 was little in demand, save for occasional
 statues of Constantine the Great's sons and

 Licinius the younger as non-partisan, rela-
 tively-abstract pagan divinities or heroes
 such as Helios (Sol) or the heavenly youths
 Castor and Pollux.18

 The fragmentary head leans toward its
 own left shoulder, while nearly all copies of
 Polykleitan statues show heads that lean to
 their own right shoulders. The Polykleitan
 copy in marble that provides the closest
 prototype for this free, third-century A.D.
 translation of the carefully constructed
 bronze original is a statue in the Alber-
 tinum at Dresden. Other than in this vari-

 ation of the head's position, the Dresden
 marble follows the form of the Doryphoros
 closely enough to suggest that the bronze
 original was fashioned about the same stage
 in the great sculptor's career, when he was
 thinking most about his text for solid young
 men of ideal proportions. Alternatively,
 as critics such as Adolf Furtwdingler have
 suggested, the Dresden athlete should be
 placed about a decade later than the Do-
 ryphoros, closer to the Diadumenos or at
 the time when Polykleitos was just about
 to launch his series of slenderer, more

 17 The sculptures from the Baths of Faustina
 at Miletus, especially the athlete crowning him-
 self: Th. Wiegand, Milet I, 9 (Berlin 1928), p. 99
 f., no. 3, pl. XXVII; G. Mendel, Catalogue des
 sculptures, grecques, romaines et byzantines, I
 (Constantinople 1912), p. 316-335, especially p.
 334 f., no. 129 (1998). Both the fragmentary
 head in Boston and the athlete in Istanbul, from
 Miletus, were carved in white marble with large
 crystals. Despite the fact that the Miletus athlete
 has a plumpish face and a close beard, he appears
 to be a transcription of a head of Herakles in-
 stead of a portrait in the Roman sense.

 18 Licinius II as a Dioskouros, in bronze and
 evidently from Asia Minor: Art of the ancients:
 Greeks, Etruscans and Romans, Andre Emmerich
 Gallery Inc., New York, February 7-March 13,
 1968, p. 50 f., no. 62.
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 Fig. 6. DIVINITY, HERA OR DEMETER
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 youthful divinities and athletes.19 In both
 the Dresden statue and the fragmentary
 head, the unusual poising, to the left rather
 than to the right, may have been an inno-
 vation on the part of some gifted copyist in
 Roman imperial times, for the head of the
 statue in Dresden has a replica in which the
 pose is toward the right shoulder, that nor-
 mally found in the athletes of Polykleitos.
 Summary in details and stereotyped or
 fixed in gaze, the fragmentary marble head
 of an athlete of Late Antiquity projects the
 active influence of Polykleitos almost to
 the twilight of the ancient world.

 HEAD OF A MAJOR DIVINITY, PERHAPS HERA
 OR DEMETER, a monumental Hellenistic ori-
 ginal of the third or second century B.C.
 (fig. 6). This head is unfinished at the
 back of the crown and the rear half of the

 neck, suggesting possible origin as a piece
 of pedimental sculpture or as part of a
 major cult statue. The bottom of the neck
 is cut fairly evenly across and is indented
 behind, indicating that this part was prob-
 ably worked for insertion in a draped
 statue. The hair is parted over the fore-
 head and arranged in wavy strands to the
 sides in the fashion of Pheidian sculpture,
 the pediments of the Parthenon for in-
 stance.20 A restless, naturalistic quality
 about the carving suggests a revival of fifth
 century B.C. style, before the period of
 Graeco-Roman copies. The marble, fairly
 crystalline and streaked with gray, speaks
 of western Asia Minor, and the lively ver-
 sion of a noble style would accord well with
 revival of the Parthenon tradition at Perga-
 mon in the third to second centuries B.C. A

 goddess seems to be suggested, perhaps
 Hera or Demeter. A routinely-carved mar-
 ble statue of monumental, almost colossal
 proportions such as the Hera with diadem-
 crown on her head in the Sala Rotonda of

 the Vatican (the Juno Barberini) shows
 that the von Billow head cannot be a
 Roman copy.21

 The free, roughened treatment of the
 parted strands of wavy hair is present in a
 number of other heads of the Hellenistic

 period, notably in an example of similar
 "coarse-grained bluish marble, probably
 from Asia Minor," that was sold in a
 Lucerne auction sale in 1961 and was

 dated by the cataloguer about 100 B.C.22
 The particular style, or technique, has been
 also connected with a Ptolemaic head of

 about 100 B.C. acquired by the famous Ger-
 man Egyptologist Adolf Erman (1854-
 193 7) in Cairo and sold at auction in Basel

 in 1963.23 A closer date for the von Billow
 head is suggested by comparison with the
 Parian marble head identified plausibly as
 Berenice, wife of Ptolemy III (died 221
 B.C.), a work of about 240 B.C. from Egypt.
 The back of this exceptionally beautiful
 head, in the British Museum, was com-
 pleted by a veil, now missing.24 The head
 of a lady in Berlin, from a grave statue
 found at Eretria and now in the Chalcis

 Museum, of the later fourth century B.C.,
 shows that the von Billow head could have
 fitted into a separately-worked section of
 drapery brought up over the back of the
 crown, but this appears less likely from the
 form of the lower front of the neck.25 If

 19 Athlete in the Albertinum at Dresden: A.

 Furtwingler, Masterpieces of Greek sculpture, a
 series of essays on the history of art, enlarged
 edition by Al. N. Oikonomides (Chicago 1964),
 p. 265-268, pl. XII on p. 271 and fig. 112 (cast of
 the head).

 20Acc. no. 89.152. L. of face: 0.29m. Gift of
 Hans von Billow. E. Robinson, Annual report
 for 1889, p. 14 f.: bequeathed to von Biilow in
 1864 by Ferdinand Lassalle ("the famous social-
 ist"), who acquired it in Rome.

 21 Compare A. Furtwingler, H. L. Urlichs,
 Denkmdler Griechischer und Romischer Skulptur
 (Munich 1898), p. 20-23, pl. 7.

 22Ars Antiqua Auktion III (Lucerne, 21 April
 1961), p. 15, no. 25, described by E. Berger.

 23 H. A. Cahn, C. Berger-Haas, in Kunstwerke
 der Antike, Miinzen und Medaillen A.G., Auktion
 XXVI (Basel, 5 October 1963), p. 96, no. 184.

 24 See AJA 60 (1956) 334.
 25 C. Bliimel, Die klassisch Griechischen Skulp-

 turen der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin (Berlin
 1966), p. 96, no. 114, figs. 182-185 and, especially,
 p. 22, no. K43, figs. 19 f. Similar heads in the fifth-
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 it is too romantic to see the von Billow head

 as a goddess having once formed a piece of
 architectural or temple sculpture, then it
 could have been derived from a Hellenistic

 funerary monument of major, exceptional
 dimensions.

 CYPRIOTE HELLENISTIC PORTRAIT OF A

 PTOLEMAIC OFFICIAL OR KING, from a
 draped statue (fig. 7). This head is nearly
 twice natural size. Many Cypriote heads of
 the period when the island was ruled by the
 Ptolemies of Egypt are merely votaries,
 that is, bland insular transcriptions of
 Ptolemaic official statues turned into dedi-

 cations for local cult or ceremonial pur-
 poses. Because of its exceptionally large
 size and unusually vigorous modelling, this
 likeness rises above the average and may
 be considered an ideal portrait of a major
 priest or official, or even of one of the
 Ptolemies. The material is limestone, of a

 yellowish rather than the white, chalky
 variety. The hair is unusually well mod-
 elled, being combed forward in the manner
 of Macedonian kings, and a precisely-
 carved garland of laurel leaves meets at the

 fourth century tradition continue to be excavated,
 as the example found in 1968 at Knidos in Caria
 (S. Knox, "Aphrodite's home Knidos under ex-
 cavation again," report of Iris C. Love's excava-
 tions, New York Times, 30 Dec. 1968, fig.).  Fig. 7. CYPRIOTE HELLENISTIC PORTRAIT
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 top of the head.26 The strong, Skopasian
 or Pergamene, turn of the head and neck
 belongs to Hellenistic portraiture from
 about 250 to 50 B.C. Economic conditions

 on Cyprus would favor a date in the first of
 these two centuries. Portraits of the Ptole-

 mies on coins are general enough, and this
 head is so much removed from individuality
 as to make identification with a specific
 Ptolemy hazardous. Ptolemy III Euergetes
 (246-221 B.C.) seems the most plausible
 candidate, for this head in profile catches
 something of his plumpness below the chin.

 A limestone head (from Arsos, in the
 Cyprus Museum), bound by a rolled fillet,
 offers a good parallel, on a high qualitative
 level; this study in regal character has been
 suggested as a probable portrait of a Ptole-
 maic king and dated in the late third to
 early second century B.C., but the thin face
 with a strong nose accords better with nu-
 mismatic portraits of the Seleucids.27 The
 so-called King Attalus III of Pergamon in
 Copenhagen provides a related monumental
 marble in the likeness identified as the

 Pergamene king (138 to 133 B.C.) who be-
 queathed his kingdom to Rome. This head
 also has the rolled fillet of Alexander's regal
 successors.28 Several Cypriote limestone
 heads and statues in the British Museum

 that offer cogent similarities have been
 dated in the third and second centuries B.C.

 Where preserved, the statues are draped.29

 Cypriote sculpture of the Hellenistic and
 Graeco-Roman periods, once generally ig-
 nored, is beginning to undergo an exciting
 reappraisal, thanks in no small measure to
 the scientific dedication of archaeologists in
 the Republic of Cyprus. In future studies,
 this head, in America for nearly a century,
 should hold a useful place.

 GROUP OF PRIAPOS AND A MAENAD, restored
 in the eighteenth century to create an
 ensemble of Dionysos and Ariadne (fig. 8).
 This marble, long in the collection of the
 Irish family of Smith Barry at Marbury
 Hall in Cheshire, England, was acquired in
 Rome shortly before the American Revolu-
 tion. It was sold in one of the several auc-

 tions at which Lord Barrymore's Greek and
 Roman sculptures were dispersed in the
 decades from 1930 to 1950, and, after a
 number of years in the New York art mar-
 ket, has found a permanent home in the
 Museum of Fine Arts as the gift of Paul
 Manheim.a3 The Smith Barry statues came
 through Gavin Hamilton and Thomas Jenk-
 ins from such famous sources as the Villa
 Mattei in Rome and the Villa d'Este at

 Tivoli. It seems likely that further research
 will reveal that this group, with its unusu-
 ally lively combination of unity and front-
 ward motion, served as inspiration for a
 number of painters and sculptors in the
 period before and after its migration to the
 British Isles.

 The maenad wears a short chiton and an

 animal's skin amid the swirling drapery.
 26Acc. no. 72.336. H.: 0.331m. Purchased of

 General L. P. di Cesnola.

 27 P. Dikaios, A guide to the Cyprus Museum
 (Nicosia 1961), p. 104 f., pl. XXI, no. 4.

 2s F. Poulsen, Catalogue of ancient sculpture in
 the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek (Copenhagen 1951),
 p. 323 f., no. 445.

 29 F. N. Pryce, Catalogue of sculpture in the
 Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities of
 the British Museum I, 2, Cypriote and Etruscan
 (London 1931), p. 69 f., Ionian votaries of the
 Ptolemaic period, C 173, fig. 108, dated 306 to 300
 B.C.; C 183, fig. 115, probably Ptolemy II at the
 close of his reign, 260 to 250 B.C.; C 198, fig. 129,
 before 300, like C 173 perhaps Demetrius
 Poliorcetes. Brian Cook kindly writes: compare
 New York, Metropolitan Museum, 74.51.2805
 (Myres, no. 1316), although difficult to visualize

 from Cesnola, Atlas I, pl. 139, no. 1035. Also
 74.51.2803 (Myres, no. 1346; Atlas, no. 1042) and
 74.51.2804 (Myres, no. 1342; Atlas, no. 1040).
 Less comparable is 74.51.2817 (Myres, no. 1341;
 Atlas I, pl. 105, no. 686).

 30 Acc. no. 68.770. H.: 0.81m. Reinach-Clarac,
 p. 388, no. 5; A. Michaelis, Ancient marbles in
 Great Britain (Cambridge 1882), p. 504, no. 8;
 AJA 59 (1955) 142; J. M. Eisenberg, Art of the
 ancient world 2 (New York 1966), p. 97, pictured
 in gallery. It is mentioned as "Group of lovers"
 in Art of the Near East and the Orient, classical
 antiquities, property of the Kevorkian Foundation,
 Public Auction, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc. (New
 York, 25 and 26 Feb. 1966), p. 73, no. 270.
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 Fig. 8. PRIAPOS AND MAENAD
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 Fig. 9. MAENAD OR HERMAPHRODITE

 There are at least two other Graeco-Roman

 replicas of this Hellenistic composition,
 one in Berlin found before 1872 on the

 Quirinal near the Piazza Barberini and a
 second in the National Museum at Athens

 since the last century. The group in Athens
 preserves the head of Priapos and thus set-
 tled the identification, while the much
 damaged Berlin ensemble shows the head
 of the maenad.31 After the Smith Barry
 marbles disappeared into the relative inac-
 cessibility of the Cheshire countryside, they
 continued to exert an influence on the arts,
 notably through engravings published in
 the Musde de sculpture of the Comte de
 Clarac in the 1830's and 1840's. The

 French romantic painter Eugene Delacroix

 (1798-1863) used the two figures, particu-
 larly the maenad with her unusual drapery,
 as a source for his Liberty leading the peo-
 ple, the greatest visual statement of the
 French revolution of 1830.

 HEAD FROM A STATUE OF A YOUNG MAENAD

 OR HERMAPHRODITE, Graeco-Roman copy
 after a Hellenistic original (fig. 9). The
 marble comes from the Greek islands; nose
 and chin have been restored, and the head
 has been mounted on a new bust and pedes-
 tal. A wreath of vine-leaves and grapes has
 been carved above the hair.32 This example
 of Hellenistic rococo sensuality comes from
 a group in which a satyr was sporting with
 a maenad or Hermaphrodite. This particu-
 lar copy, not without charm and quality,
 could have derived from a statue of the

 maenad or Hermaphrodite alone, a decora-
 tive piece that omitted the antithesis of the
 passionate satyr.

 A head in the Museum of Fine Arts since

 1903, acquired by Edward Perry Warren in

 31 See A. Conze, R. Kekule, Kiinigliche Museen
 zu Berlin, Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen
 (Berlin 1891), p. 107 f., no. 247; S. Reinach,
 Repertoire de la statuaire II, 1 (Paris 1897), p.
 75, no. 8. For a spiritually similar, although partly
 older, restored ensemble, compare the imaginative
 Dionysos on a panther in the Metropolitan
 Museum from the Giustiniani collection: G. M. A.

 Richter, Catalogue of Greek sculptures (Cam-
 bridge, Mass. 1954), p. 107, no. 209, pl. 148.

 32 Acc. no. 68.766. H. (as restored): 0.38m.
 Gift of Paul E. Manheim.
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 Fig. 10. MAENAD OR HERMAPHRODITE

 Rome, is a replica, even to the curls on the
 forehead, save that a hand grasps the back
 of the hair and the heavy wreath of grape-
 leaves and grapes has been omitted (fig.
 10). This fragment, of arrestingly high
 quality, appears thus to have come from the
 group of the young maenad or Hermaphro-
 dite and the satyr.33 Heads of the maenad
 from the Hellenistic groups of a satyr with
 music-makers ("footclappers") under his
 feet, in the act of inviting a maenad to
 dance, provided the prototype for the origi-
 nal of this semi-erotic group.34 The two
 heads shown here give an excellent demon-
 stration of how Graeco-Roman copyists
 could vary a basic design to create a new
 work of art. The head given by Paul Man-
 heim must be later than the head acquired

 through Warren, since the drillwork is so
 strident in the grapes. Like the famous
 Hellenistic "Old market woman" in the

 Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
 the Manheim head may be an Antonine
 copy, while the Warren head belongs to the
 early Roman imperial period.

 LID OF A LATE ETRUSCAN SARCOPHAGUS, Of
 the second or first century B.C. (fig. 11).
 Carved out of a volcanic stone variously
 described as perperino or tufa, a man in an
 ample himation reclines on a pillow, a liba-
 tion dish in his right hand. He resembles
 the famous obesus etruscus so popular in
 the last two centuries of Etruscan art, but
 he is in fact relatively slender, with an
 elongated body and a distorted chest. Much
 paint remains, a refreshing contrast to the
 number of such sarcophagi which have
 weathered out of doors in the hill towns of

 Italy north of Rome. Body, arm, hands,
 and dish have been colored brown, while the
 hair is a strong red and the cap with its
 rolled brim is a distinct yellow. The body
 of this sarcophagus exists, but it has been

 33 Acc. no. 03.758. H.: 0.142m. Francis Bartlett

 Collection. L. D. Caskey, Catalogue of Greek and
 Roman sculpture in the Museum of Fine Arts,
 Boston (Cambridge 1925), p. 169 f., no. 92.

 34 See M. Bieber, The sculpture of the Hellenistic
 age (New York 1961), p. 139, fig. 567 (Venice);
 B. Ashmole, A catalogue of the ancient marbles at
 Ince Blundell Hall (Oxford 1929), p. 74, no. 194,
 pl. 25 (Liverpool).
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 Fig. 11. LATE ETRUSCAN SARCOPHAGUS

 broken into a number of sections which

 require extensive repairs before the entire
 monument can be exhibited in an approxi-
 mation of its original condition."5

 This sarcophagus, for which there are
 extensive parallels in Italy, in the British
 Museum, in Copenhagen, and elsewhere,
 was discovered in the necropolis of (Civita)
 Musarna in the territory of Viterbo. Six
 others from the same cemetery are in the
 United States, five in the University Mu-
 seum at Philadelphia and one at Mount
 Holyoke College on extended loan from the
 Fogg Museum of Harvard University."3
 Among other recorded illustrations, draw-
 ings and ground plans of a tomb at Tosca-
 nella near Tarquinia, contents of which are
 in the British Museum, show four such sar-
 cophagi set in place, facing the door and
 flanking the side walls or recesses of the
 main chamber."7 Axel Boijthius has rightly
 written that men such as the quasi-heroic
 deceased on this sarcophagus lid have deter-
 mined in large measure for modern critics
 and enthusiasts the image of "the Etrus-

 can.""38 Behind the superficialities of dress
 and pose the face is hardly a specific one,
 but it is also far from an image of happiness
 in this world or the next.

 MAN OF THE LATE ROMAN REPUBLIC, per-
 haps about 50 B.C. (fig. 12). The surface is
 pitted horizontally, corroded, and patinated
 brown; but the material appears to be mar-
 ble, not volcanic stone. The man is pre-
 sented in a typically "veristic" portrait of
 the first century B.C., with prominent ears
 roughed out and back of the head finished
 only with broad grooves at the base of the
 skull." There are many similar portraits, a
 number in limestone, of anonymous Ro-
 mans of all classes. Quality of carving and
 finishing of surfaces vary considerably.40
 Many of these heads have the roughening
 of hair in vertical or diagonal grooves of
 the chisel (visible here on the lower back
 of the skull); this would be less noticeable

 35Acc. no. 00.683. L.: 2.151m. Annual report
 for 1900, p. 124.

 3 G. M. A. Hanfmann, AJA 59 (1955) 83, 256;
 S. B. Luce, University Museum, catalogue of the
 Mediterranean section (Philadelphia 1921), p. 185
 f.

 37See F. N. Pryce, op. cit., p. 193-199, figs.
 47-49.

 " A Boithius, Etruscan culture, land and
 people, archaeological research and studies con-
 ducted in San Giovenale and its environs by mem-
 bers of the Swedish Institute in Rome (New York
 1962), p. 8, fig. 8; also figs. 129, 481, etc. Corpus
 of these sarcophagi: R. Herbig, Die jiingeretruskis-
 chen Steinsarkophage (Berlin 1952), especially pls.
 65 f.

 " Acc. no. 67.947. H.: 0.23m. Gift of Jerome
 M. Eisenberg.

 40 See B. Schweitzer, Die Bildniskunst der
 Romischen Republik (Leipzig-Weimar 1948),
 especially figs. 49, 2, 79, 82, and 97.
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 64 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE

 Fig. 12. ROMAN REPUBLICAN MAN

 if it were not for the extreme baldness of

 the subject.
 The busts of middle-aged and older men

 in high-relief family groups on gravestones
 from central Italy have the same summary
 yet decisive handling of plain surfaces. The
 heavy, rolled upper and lower eyelids, with
 one overfold at the corners, are character-
 istic of a small group of Republican por-
 traits. One of the most memorable exam-

 ples is the bust represented in the left hand
 of the famous marble togatus holding busts
 of his ancestors, long in the Palazzo Bar-
 berini in Rome.41 The extreme naturalism

 of the portrait shown here, termed "verism"
 by modern critics, the dry and factual
 presentation of an average Roman, came
 from many traditions-Etruscan, native
 Italian, Hellenistic Greek, and even late
 Egyptian-but its adaptation on a high
 pedestrian level in a work of portraiture

 such as this was purely a development of
 Roman Republican taste.

 GRAECO-ROMAN VOTIVE RELIEF FROM SYRIA,
 probably carved between 50 B.C. and A.D.
 130 (fig. 13). This relief is a freestanding
 entity, but it could have formed part of a
 larger architectural unit or commemorative
 setting.42 Two eagles are presented in the
 heraldic pose widely circulated in the east-
 ern Mediterranean on coins of the Ptole-

 mies of Egypt and the Seleucids of Syria.
 The birds, so like those used by Augustus
 Saint-Gaudens and Bela Lyon Pratt on the
 last United States gold coinage, of 1907
 through 1933, stand in a curved niche on a
 projecting base decorated with a sort of
 braid pattern, as if to suggest the top of a
 basket or a ceremonial crown. The model-

 ling is bold and simple, and the yellow
 patina of the limestone gives the sculpture a
 highly pleasing appearance.

 The two eagles could be those of Zeus
 and Helios, or those of the Egyptian and
 Syrian dynasties. A bronze votive eagle

 41 A. N. Zadoks-Josephus Jitta, Ancestral por-
 traiture in Rome and the art of the last century of
 the Republic (Amsterdam 1932), especially pl. VI
 and detail b; busts in gravestones: pls. XV-
 XVIII.

 42 Acc. no. 68.582. H. 0.55m. W.: 0.52m. Th.:
 ca. 0.08m. Gift of Richard R. Wagner.
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 Fig. 13. VOTIVE RELIEF FROM SYRIA

 from Syria, a statuette, is inscribed to
 Helios and indicates this connection, as well
 as that with Zeus.43 If the relief belongs to

 the Roman imperial period, two Roman
 emperors, like Vespasian and Titus, the
 conquerors of Judaea, could be recipients
 of the dedication, no doubt implicit in an
 inscription on another part of the monu- 43R. Dussaud, RA 1903, I, 141 f., fig. 9; S.

 Reinach, Rdpertoire de la statuaire III, p. 289, no.
 14. Helios, with a small lion of Apollo below,
 surmounts twin eagles of proto-Byzantine type in
 a similarly-shaped limestone relief from Heliopolis-

 Baalbek, in Berlin: A. Conze, R. Kekule,
 Beschreibung der antiken Skulpturen, p. 368 f.,
 no. 911.
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 66 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE

 Fig. 14. EARLY IMPERIAL LADY

 ment. A similar eagle appears in the lower
 register of a two-register relief with gods
 and griffins (Apollo) in the Louvre from
 Palmyra, and other Syrian monuments
 show such eagles flanking the omphalos of
 Apollo.44 The eagle in this particular form,
 and with similar strong rendering of feath-
 ers, persisted into the third century A.D., as
 illustrated by the reverses of Greek imperial
 tetradrachms of Carrhae struck under Ca-

 racalla (A.D. 211-217).

 LADY OF THE LATE REPUBLIC OR EARLY EM-

 PIRE, about 40 B.C. to A.D. 50 (fig. 14). The
 neck of this Roman marble head of a mid-

 dle-aged lady has been worked for insertion
 in a draped statue. The mantle has been
 drawn up over the top of the head, and the
 hair is parted in the center and drawn back
 at either side.45 There are a number of sim-
 ilar matrons in collections from Rome to  Fig. 15. LADY FROM ASIA

 western Asia Minor. The types of draped
 statues to which heads such as this were

 fitted were standard documents of com-

 memorative and funerary art in the Graeco-

 44H. Seyrig, Syria 22 (1941) 39 f., pl. III; 26
 (1949) 19-28, pl. I, figs. 3 (drawing), 4 (crown
 of statue). Twin eagles can mark two burials.

 45 Acc. no. 68.767. H.: 0.345m. Gift of Paul E.
 Manheim.
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 Roman world.46 This head, probably carved
 closer to the middle of the Julio-Claudian
 period than to the age of Julius Caesar, has
 been treated with strength and sensitivity
 despite weathering and damage to the sur-
 faces.

 AGING, IDEALIZED LADY OF THE LATE HEL-

 LENISTIC TO EARLY IMPERIAL PERIOD (fig.
 15). She wears her cloak over her head as
 a veil and a necklace; the bland portrait
 could have been broken from a statue or a

 funerary bust.47 This is an eastern imperial,
 probably Anatolian to Syrian portrayal,
 considerably in contrast to the naturalism
 of the veiled head of the lady of decidedly
 more Roman aspect. Here the stiffness of
 head and neck, the sense of frontality, and
 the slightly upturned eyes speak of that
 aspect of Greek imperial civic and private
 portraiture out of which developed the art
 of Palmyra and, ultimately, the visual
 humanism of the Eastern Roman or Byzan-
 tine world. Portraits such as this came to

 be made out of a variety of local materials,
 particularly the limestones of Syria. Here
 a marble not unlike Pentelic has been used.

 BUST OF A YOUNG MAN OF THE TRAJANIC

 PERIOD (fig. 16). This bust, which is com-
 plete save for restorations on the nose and
 brow, was found outside the Porta Salaria
 at Rome. Rodolfo Lanciani was instrumen-

 tal in securing it for the Museum of Fine
 Arts eighteen years after the institution's
 founding. Root marks and patina of the
 marble have given the surfaces a mottled
 brown and yellow appearance.48 The place
 of discovery suggests that this marble was
 the commemorative, sepulchral bust of a
 private person. Coins of the Emperor Tra-
 jan (A.D. 98-117) indicate that the fashion
 of showing a person to the top of the rib-

 Fig. 16. TRAJANIC YOUTH

 cage, where formerly merely the head and
 neck to the shoulders sufficed, became pop-
 ular in court circles and spread to commis-
 sions such as this, from the aristocracy or
 the merchant classes.

 The arrangement of the young man's hair
 imitates that made fashionable by Trajan.
 This bust was carved about A.D. 110. Simi-

 lar busts of the man's contemporaries are in
 the Hermitage at Leningrad and the Ny
 Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen.49 At one
 time, before the rise of scientific archaeol-
 ogy, such portraits were erroneously named
 Brutus, from the resemblance of this hair
 style to that on late Republican coins.50
 Since the Emperor Trajan honored the
 leaders of Julius Caesar's age with restored
 issues of their coinage, his taste for Repub-
 lican virtues doubtless led him, and his

 46 Compare A. Hekler, Greek and Roman por-
 traits (London 1912), p. 204 f.

 47Acc. no. 68.771. H.: 0.30m. Gift of Paul E.
 Manheim.

 48Acc. no. 88.348. H.: 0.615m. Purchased

 through R. Lanciani. E. Robinson, Annual report
 for 1888, p. 10, no. 3.

 49 G. Daltrop, Die Stadtromischen miinnlichen
 Privatbildnisse Trajanischer und Hadrianischer
 Zeit (privately published 1958), p. 49, fig. 15,
 also figs. 6, 14; F. Poulsen, op. cit., p. 413, under
 no. 596.

 5OF. Poulsen, loc. cit.; E. A. Sydenham, The
 coinage of the Roman Republic (London 1952),
 pls. 28-30.
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 Fig. 17. HADRIANIC OFFICIAL

 imitators such as this young man, to affect
 hair styles of a bygone age.

 HEAD OF AN OFFICIAL OF THE HADRIANIC

 PERIOD, about A.D. 125 (fig. 17). This por-
 trait must be an artistic souvenir of the

 Roman imperial government in the age of
 Hadrian (A.D. 117-138). Hadrianic por-
 traiture, in the Greek world where the
 emperor travelled or in Italy where he built
 his villa, marks the transition from the for-
 mal, coldly classical naturalism of Trajan's
 reign to the quasi-baroque emotionalism of
 the Antonine age. The man seen here ought
 to be identifiable as one of Hadrian's coun-

 sellors. He or his like occurs elsewhere, in
 bronze, in marble, and in historical reliefs.
 The portrait, despite losses and surface con-
 dition, is an excellent example of this forth-
 right Hadrianic, classical openness, touched
 with a note of incipient proto-Antonine
 emotionalism, in arrangement of the hair
 and turn of the head. The marble has been

 through a conflagration, but the resulting
 yellow and brown surfaces are not without

 a certain attractiveness.51 The statue from

 which this head comes was perhaps carved
 or prepared in Greece, near Athens(?),
 and possibly set up in a Greek imperial pro-
 vincial center such as one of the cities on
 Crete.

 A comparable bust, seemingly the same
 man, is in the Museo Capitolino (Fauno
 10) in Rome. It has been related to the
 tradition of the school of Aphrodisias.52
 The head of Hadrian from Perge in Pam-
 phylia, which has been fitted on a cuirassed
 statue probably set up in the monumental
 forecourt of the city's main avenue in the
 year A.D. 121, is as much like it as an im-
 perial prototype can be.5" A slightly later
 concept of this type of person, one having
 more individuality, is represented by the
 head of a Hadrianic man, seemingly from
 Asia Minor and sold with antiquities from
 the Meissner collection at the Lucerne auc-

 tion sale of April, 1961.54 Hadrian alone
 dominates the middle years of his reign,
 but enough officials reached epigraphic and
 thus historical prominence throughout the
 Empire to suggest that this man could have
 been one of these.

 HEAD OF A GENERAL OF THE ANTONINE

 PERIOD, about A.D. 150 (fig. 18).He has a
 mass of curly hair over the forehead, a
 moustache, and a crimped beard. Although
 much damaged, this is a very sensitive por-
 trait in quite crystalline Greek marble.55
 Several other portraits of the same individ-
 ual seem to exist, and they suggest from
 their costuming that he pursued a military
 career, rising sufficiently to merit treatment
 at the hands of the best portraitists of the
 reign of Antoninus Pius (A.D. 138-161).

 51 Acc. no. 68.730. H.: 0.28m. Gift of Herbert
 A. Cahn and Andr6 Emmerich.

 52 Daltrop, op. cit., p. 70, fig. 48.
 D5 See J. Inan, E. Rosenbaum, Roman and early

 Byzantine portrait sculpture in Asia Minor (Lon-
 don 1966), p. 68 f., no. 29, pl. XXI.

 54 E. Berger, in Ars Antiqua Auktion III (29
 April 1961), p. 19, no. 32.

 55 Acc. no. 68.768. H.: 0.268m. Gift of Paul E.
 Manheim.
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 Fig. 18. ANTONINE GENERAL

 The bust of a man of military stature, a
 general's cloak about his shoulders, in the
 Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, Massa-
 chusetts, could present the same person
 when he was five or more years older; the
 same could be said for a bust with the offi-

 cer's cloak on the left shoulder, a swordbelt
 from the right shoulder to the left side, in
 the collection at Schloss Adolphseck in
 Germany.56 There is a similar man in Flor-
 ence, who could be the subject at a slightly
 younger age, or perhaps a brother.7'. Other
 portraits of quality from different parts of
 the Roman Empire show men of like type,
 who must have risen to high office in the
 relatively settled quarter of a century from
 the Hadrianic destruction of Jerusalem to
 the Parthian Wars of Marcus Aurelius.

 They had more time to sit for delicate por-
 traits such as this than their successors had

 in the late Antonine and Severan periods of
 external and internal wars.

 FRAGMENT OF SARCOPHAGUS RELIEF: THE

 FALL OF TROY, the Trojan Horse within the
 walls (fig. 19). This fragment in coarse
 Greek marble, probably from the northern
 Aegean, is part of the left front end, near
 the corner, of the lid of a large sarcophagus
 with scenes from the Trojan Wars, particu-
 larly the capture of the city.58 A famous lid
 in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford shows

 a similar but less interesting Trojan Horse
 at the left front end, just next to the flat-
 tened head of a Trojan which marks the
 angular transition to the left side. On the
 Oxford lid, the Trojan Horse is being
 dragged through a hole in the walls, and
 the destruction of the city and its inhabi-
 tants is proceeding in three scenes to the
 right.59

 56'Ars Antiqua Auktion III (29 April 1961),
 p. 19 f., no. 33.

 57 F. Poulsen, Portrditstudien in norditalienischen
 Provinzmuseen (Copenhagen 1928), p. 39 f., figs.
 88 f.

 58Acc. no. 69.2. H.: 0.28m. Block ca. 0.19m.
 thick. Harriet Otis Cruft Fund. The bottom sur-

 face is finely finished; the top rear is roughly
 chiseled. From the Ars Antiqua Auktion II (Lu-
 cerne, 14 May 1960), p. 27 f., no. 60, text by E.
 Berger.

 51 See C. Robert, Die antiken Sarkophag-Reliefs
 II (Berlin 1890), pl. 26, no. 64; 73 f., esp. 75, no.
 65, pl. 26, a similar fragment in Berlin; S. Reinach,
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 Fig. 19. THE TROJAN HORSE

 The section of relief shown here would be

 the next episode in the saga of the horse.
 Already drawn in and abandoned for the
 night by the Trojans, the wooden animal
 offers up its deadly cargo of Greeks. A
 Greek in an officer's cloak, a leader doubt-
 less, has pushed up the horse's lid from the
 inside (like a conning tower or manhole
 cover) and has thrown out his cuirass, his
 leather thorax, that is, which lies between
 the horse's legs, on the rectangular base
 with its right rear wheel visible. This
 Greek looks ahead to see if the way is clear
 and prepares to climb down to retrieve his
 breastplate, shield, and weapons before set-
 ting off to the nocturnal attack. The style

 of the carving is excellent Greek imperial
 work of about A.D. 135. Representations of
 the Trojan Horse in ancient art, in sculp-
 ture or painting, are few enough to make
 this unusual version or episode in the myth
 a useful addition to the collections of a

 Museum which has long prepared teaching
 sets and published popular books on the
 Homeric tales, particularly the wars around
 Troy and the return of the heroes.60

 SEASON SARCOPHAGUS OF THE CONSTANTIN-

 IAN PERIOD, about A.D. 325 (fig. 20). The
 rectangular, hollowed-out block of marble is
 carved only on the front; this sarcophagus
 appears to have been known for many

 Ripertoire de reliefs grecs et romains II, p. 522,
 no. 1.

 60 E.g., The Trojan war in Greek art, a picture
 book (Boston 1964); Greek gods and heroes
 (Boston 1962).
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 Fig. 20. SEASON SARCOPHAGUS

 years, for remains of iron attachments on
 the upper ends suggest use as a basin in
 post-classical times.61 Two winged and two
 wingless Amorini or genii are arranged in a
 schema that was popular in Roman im-
 perial times to suggest the triumph of the
 Seasons attending an image of the deceased
 in a shield of apotheosis. Here the dead
 person is a young man of intellect, a rotulus
 or scroll held in his left hand. Masks from

 the theater complete the tribute to the arts,
 and the peacocks feeding out of baskets of
 fruit heighten the suggestion of an eternity
 that is neither overtly pagan nor Christian
 or Jewish. From left to right, the Seasons
 seem to be Autumn, Spring, Summer, and
 Winter, placing the two pleasantest times
 of the year closest to the young man as
 further symbols of eternal happiness. On
 Season sarcophagi of the third century A.D.,
 the order is often reversed, to place the two
 harshest Seasons closest to the deceased,
 standing for the melancholy of death.

 The carving is very clean and precise,
 with deep folds and an unusual, carved and
 drilled treatment of the hair of the Amorini.

 The idealism of the young man's features
 almost recalls portraits of Augustus or the
 Julio-Claudian princes early in the imperial
 period. This is all because the sarcophagus
 can be dated to the height of the sculptural

 revival in the reign of Constantine the
 Great (306-337), about the time the new
 imperial capital of Constantinople was
 founded. This particular sarcophagus, un-
 doubtedly fashioned in Italy, makes a fine
 transition from the Late Roman to the

 proto-mediaeval world in the Latin West.
 Among the many related sarcophagi of
 similar subject collected by George M. A.
 Hanfmann in his monumental The Season

 sarcophagus in Dumbarton Oaks, volume
 two, this is well paralleled in iconography
 by an example in the Villa Doria-Pamphili
 in Rome, one of a group made between A.D.
 260 and 280; another such sarcophagus, in
 the Museum of the Catacomb of Saint Cal-

 lixtus at Rome, may conceivably be from
 the same workshop as the piece presented
 here.62 A sarcophagus in the Ny Carlsberg
 Glyptotek, Copenhagen, from the Villa
 Borghese in Rome, has Genii of the same
 style; curiously enough, by way of conti-
 nuity, the design on the front was reworked
 with Christian figures in the Italian Renais-
 sance.63

 NEO-CLASSIC PORTRAIT OF A MAN IN THE

 STYLE OF THE THIRD CENTURY A.D. (fig.
 21). The heads of the Emperor Licinius on
 the Arch of Constantine in Rome indicate

 that portraits in this style were being fash-
 ioned as late as the second decade of the

 fourth century A.D. The combing of the 61 Acc. no. 68.623. L.: 1.45m. H.: 0.483m.

 Th.: 0.51m. Gift of Harry J. Denberg and
 Jerome M. Eisenberg. Published by the latter in
 Art of the ancient world II (December 1966), p.
 24, no. 30.

 62 Hanfmann, p. 175, no. 455, fig. 54; also no.
 458.

 63 F. Poulsen, Catalogue, p. 588, no. 830.
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 Fig. 21. MAN OF THE LATER EMPIRE

 hair forward on the forehead and the small-

 ish incision of the eyes are found in por-
 traits of about A.D. 240 and again in the
 Augustan classical revival in the age of
 Constantine the Great. The slightly double
 chin and small mouth are also character-
 istics of rulers such as the ill-fated Balbinus

 (A.D. 238) or Licinius I (307-324), the
 brother-in-law of Constantine, who ruled in
 the East until an inevitable duel for sole

 power brought his execution.
 This is the type of excellently-carved

 imaginary portrait of a Roman which passes
 for a work of antiquity in many museums
 and private collections of the world.64 In-
 deed, a head in the same style, by the same
 hand, was in the New York art market in
 1962. They are not modern forgeries, in
 the sense that the late Archaic head of a

 warrior in the style of the Aegina pedi-
 ments could have been made to deceive.

 These two, and others, were probably made
 between 1770 and 1820, the era of Medi-

 terranean grand tours and enlightened col-
 lecting, to adorn niches in the sculpture gal-
 leries of northern European country houses
 and castles. Dispersal of ducal collections
 from Ireland to Poland has flooded the art

 markets of wealthy countries with portraits
 such as this, and they are as instructive in
 the teaching of ancient civilization as the
 prints of Piranesi or a Georgian edition of
 Pope's Iliad. Ancient inspirations of the
 type available (originals or plaster casts)
 in Neo-classic Rome include a so-called

 Gordianus I in the Museo Capitolino in
 Rome and an unknown Roman of the mid-

 dle of the third century in Munich.65 A
 splendid head in the Detroit Institute of
 Arts, named "Philippus Arabs" after the
 emperor who murdered Gordianus III
 (244-249) and celebrated the Millennium
 of Rome, is a likeness of an older, more
 wrinkled man with less hair on the head,
 more on the double chin and neck, but with
 the same both ideal and veristic, mid-third
 century A.D. approach to the shape of the

 64Acc. no. 68.769. H.: 0.305m. Gift of Paul E.
 Manheim.  65 Hekler, op. cit., p. 294a, 295b.
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 Fig. 22. LATE ANTIQUE GODDESS OR VOTARY

 head, face, and scanty area between the
 neck and shoulders.66 If the head published
 here had a romantic name in the eighteenth
 or nineteenth centuries, it was probably
 Gordianus I (A.D. 238), a good emperor
 whose imperial career was tragically brief.

 LATE ANTIQUE GODDESS OR VOTARY, said to
 come from southeast Asia Minor or Syria
 (fig. 22). She held a small, round object,
 perhaps a flower, in her extended right
 hand. Her arms are attached with metal

 pins at the shoulders, for the size of the
 original piece of bone did not permit them

 to be made as a unit with the body. There
 is gold leaf in her topknot, of traditional
 Hellenistic shape; and one metal earring,
 of twisted gilt wire, survives. Her hair,
 carefully delineated including the cross-
 hatching of the bun behind, was probably
 also enriched with paint. She wears a long,
 high-girt chiton and a necklace. The body
 follows the form of the animal bone and

 thus is hollow inside. A tenon beneath the
 feet enabled the ensemble to be set in a base

 and the lady to stand.67
 The face, despite the unusual rolls of

 flesh at the neck, is a conceptual, indeed
 atrophied, presentation of classical woman-
 hood in the ancient Near East. The styliza-
 tion of the drapery, however, has been

 6" Treasures from The Detroit Institute of Arts
 (Detroit 1966), p. 41; M. Milkovich, Roman por-
 traits, a loan exhibition of Roman sculpture and
 coins, Worcester Art Museum, 6 April-14 May
 1961 (Worcester 1961), p. 68, no. 30; C. Vermeule,
 PAPS 108 (1964) 104; idem, Dumbarton Oaks
 papers 15 (1961), p. 6, fig. 8.

 67 Acc. no. 69.1. H.: 0.185m. Harriet Otis
 Cruft Fund.
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 worked out with extreme delicacy, giving a
 proto-mediaeval cast to forms traditional in
 Greek art of the fourth century B.C. or the
 Hellenistic age. The unreal, almost-unhu-
 man cast to the face occurs in an ivory bust
 of the young Dionysos, from Egypt and
 dated in the third to fourth century A.D.68
 Many cruder parallels exist in surviving
 bone carving of the early Christian period
 in Egypt, and such figures are also seen in
 textiles as late as the Coptic sixth century
 A.D., to wit a cuff-band in the Philadelphia
 Museum of Art, showing Saint Michael and
 the dragon as its main surviving design. An
 early Byzantine ivory box perpetuates this
 lady as Ariadne or a maenad amid other
 Dionysiac figures, and this particular view
 of humanity even turns up in a Fayoum
 portrait of the second century A.D.69

 The style can be traced to Hellenistic
 terracottas throughout the Mediterranean
 world, as a standing girl of about 200 B.C.
 from Tarentum in southern Italy demon-
 strates.70 The date and precise identifica-
 tion of the "late Antique" lady are difficult
 to evaluate. She may be a goddess, such as
 Aphrodite, designed for exhibition in a fam-
 ily shrine or placement in a tomb. Palmy-
 rene limestone reliefs with dated inscrip-
 tions have taught us that so-called late
 Antique or proto-Byzantine elements of
 stiffness and conceptuality can occur in
 classical art of the Syrian coast as early as
 the first centuries B.C. to A.D. In a certain

 sense this lady stands at the end of a long
 sculptural tradition that begins with Mi-
 noan snake goddesses and runs through the
 East Greek ivories of the Orientalizing to
 Archaic periods.

 CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE
 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

 68 Less than half the size: Bedeutende
 Kunstwerke aus dem Nachlass Dr. Jacob Hirsch,
 Auktion (Lucerne, 7 December 1957), p. 31, no.
 77. Similar "doll" in Beirut, Amer. Univ. Museum.

 69 Coptic carvings in Berlin: O. Wulff,
 Beschreibung der Bildwerke der Christlichen
 Epochen, I, Altchristliche Bildwerke (Berlin
 1909), p. 132 f., nos. 532, 533, 539, etc., pl. 22.
 Cuff-band: The Walters Art Gallery, Early
 Christian and Byzantine art (Baltimore 1947),
 p. 150, no. 761, pl. 115. Ivory box: ibid., p. 40, no.
 104. Fayoum portrait, in the Fogg Museum: 132,

 no. 674. For the medicine box, dated fourth to
 fifth century, see also, Handbook of the Byzantine
 collection, Dumbarton Oaks (Washington 1967)
 p. 77, no. 273; compare, too, the pre-Coptic Nike
 in limestone: p. 9, no. 29.

 70 Kunstwerke der Antike, Auktion 34, Miinzen
 und Medaillen A.G. (Basel, 6 May 1967), p. 36,
 no. 77.
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